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Abstract
The aims of this thesis are to snow that dialogue in Gide’s 
correspondences is of primordial importance in helping Gide to 
establish and develop his artistic position and to provide 
adequate proof of the fact that artistic discussion in the 
correspondences bears fruit in Gide’s literary work.
before undertaking this task, certain preliminary steps are 
taken in my Introduction and in Chapter One. The former con­
tains a definition of dialogue which stresses the fact that, 
for Gide, it is essentially artistically orientated and most 
useful when it entails opposition. My choice of Gide’s corr­
espondences with Paul Valery, Francis Jammes, Paul Claudel and 
Roger Martin du Gard is explained and justified. These corr­
espondences are representative of Gide’s development as a 
’’being of dialogue" and cover Gide’s literary career 
chronologically.
In Chapter One, Gide’s attitude to correspondence is explored 
in order to prove that the correspondences deserve closer study 
since they held an important and specific place in Gide’s life, 
being intended for publication. The possible reasons for this 
are investigated and the conclusion is drawn that Gide wanted 
his public to participate in the moral and artistic dialogue 
which takes place in the most important of his correspondences. 
The purpose of such a study was to show that my decision to 
deal only with dial gue upon art was not an arbitrary one.
Chapters two, Three and Four concern the course of dialogue 
in the chosen correspondences. Chapter Two snows now dialogue 
with valery nelps Gide to build the foundations of his artistic
position, Chapter Three now dialogue with Jammes and Claudel 
encourages Gide to establish and strengthen it, while Chapter 
Pour is witness to the fact that dialogue with Martin du Gard 
is Gide’s insurance against artistic complacency.
Chapter Five studies the relationship between Gide’s 
correspondences and certain of his works ( he Traits du 
harcisse, Le Retour de 1'Enfant prodigue and hes Faux- 
Monnayeurs ). Images and artistic preoccupations which appear 
in the correspondences studied are given parallel expression 
in Gide’s literature. In addition, the nature of Gide’s 
dialogue with his correspondents is also apparent in the manner 
in which he presents ideas in his literature. Chapter Five is 
intended as proof of my conclusion not only that dialogue in 
Gide’s correspondences is, as much as his journal, a bridge to 
his work but also that, for a fuller understanding of the 
artistic reflection which is the fundamental basis of Gide’s 
work, his correspondences are essential reading.
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INTRODUCTION
The notion of dialogue is recurrent and, indeed, inevitable in any 
study of Gide which claims to breadth or depth. Gide’s own avowal to 
being an ”$tre de dialogue” has justified critics in their attempts both 
to define Gidlan dialogue and to explain Gide’s life and work in terms of
it.
r'y own understanding of Gidian dialogue is not radically new. This 
thesis does purport, however, to take an initial step towards filling in 
a gap in Gidian studies. Gide’s correspondences have been written about, 
but a systematic study of dialogue and its role within them throughout 
Gide’s creative life has not yet been undertaken. It is the intention
of this thesis to do so.
The work already done on Gide’s correspondences may be divided into 
three broad categories. Firstly, and most obviously, there are the 
introductions to the published correspondences; secondly, there are
articles on the correspondences; thirdly, there are works such as
Jean Delay’s La Jeunesae d’AndrS Gide. where the correspondence helps to 
throw greater light on Gide.
In general, the introductions trace the development of the corres­
pondences and attempt, where possible, to fill in gaps caused by a meeting 
between Gide and his correspondent. lost of the introductions also point 
to the personal and artistic differences between Gide and his correspondents, 
the most lengthy and serious account being by Jean Delay in the Martin du
Gard Correspondance.
Most of the preface-writers make some attempt to justify the public­
ation of their particular correspondence. Robert Mallet, for example, 
sees the Claudel corre spondance as a dialogue of general importance. He 
also, contrary to Gide, feels that the Jammes Correspondance has equal
importance. The publication of the Valery Correanondance is explained by
-2-
Gide’s admiration for Valery’s letters. Mallet himself sees their 
correspondence as a dialogue and an "enqu^te" as well as a testimony of 
what Valery defines as friendship.Jean Delay is exceptional because 
he makes no attempt to justify the publication of Gide’s Correspondance 
with Martin du Gard. This is surprising only until one has read his 
introduction and the actual correspondence. The two preclude any need 
for explanation.
Anxious though the preface-writers may be to warrant the publication 
of individual correspondences, few take a more general view of Gide as a 
correspondent. Nor, in spite of many Interesting comments on Gide, do 
the preface-writers make many cross-references to other correspondences in 
an attempt to place the individual correspondence in a wider context.
The most notable exception to this is Fobert Mallet’s introduction to the 
Jammes Correauondance. In it, mention is naturally made of Gide’a
correspondence with Claudel who was not only a common friend but as con­
cerned as Jammes with bringing Gide to the Catholic faith.
Lack of a general approach is also evident in articles and, pardonably, 
in reviews on Gide's correspondences. G. Picon and Pierre de Boisdeffre
are among the few, more modern writers who do comment on Gide’s published
correspondence as a whole.
z
In his article, which deals with Gide and Valery as seen through their 
2correspondence, Picon writes of Gide’s lack of mention of his homosexual­
ity! "Gide a besoin pour s’exprimer, de l’intermediaire de la creation 
artistique, de ses symboles ou, du moins, de son decalage..." before 
making a more general conclusion on Gide as a letter-writer:
On ne peut done attendre de lui, a aucun moment, une 
expression definitive, et e’est parce qu’il le salt qu’il 
ne cesse, dans ses lettres, de se preserver et de reserver.
Et comme du temps, il a besoin du monde; si egotiste qu’il 
soit, e’est moins lui-meme qu’il epie que son contact avec
1. G./V. Corr., p. 55*
2. "Side et Valery (a propos de la correspondance),’’ L’Usage de la 
Lecture, Vol. II, Mercure de France, 1961, pp. 115-122.
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lea choaes. Apprentiasage et amour dea objets de 
ce monde qui, raalgre lea banal!tea et lea faiblessee, 
font de aa correspondence et plus encore d> son 
Journal un temoignage si emouvant et si humain,.,
The view that Gide holds himself back in his letter© is shared by 
2Auguste Angles and Pierre de Boisdeffre who, nonetheless, makes an 
3
exception of the Correspondence with Jartin du Gerd.
Despite the undeniable interest of some articles on Cide's corres­
pondences, auch as J, Penard’s "Aspects d’une amitie: Roger Martin du 
x 4Gard et Andre Gide" or Pierre CLossowski’s "Correspondence de Claudel 
5et de Gide," rare are the attempts to generalize, even in passing, as
Picon and De Boiadeffre have done.
G.-P. Collet, in an article^ on Gide*a unpublished letters to
Jacques-isMile Blanche, does refer briefly to other correspondences. The 
title of his article, "Andre Gide eipistolier," is, however, misleading 
since it suggests a global approach to Gide as a letter-writer rather 
than the actual study Collet makes of a few only of aide’s letters to
Blanche, which he divides into sometimes dubious "essential themes."
Collet is also guilty of exaggeration when he explains that his
decision to write an article on Gide*a unpublished letters to Jacques- 
Emile Blanche was due to the already prolific amount written on Gide’s 
published correspondence. Compared to Gide’s fictional and autobio­
graphical works, the published correspondences are still a rich source 
which existent articles and books have tapped but, by no means, exhausted.
1. Picon, op. cit., p. 118.
2. "Gide-Gheon: quarante Ans de Correspondence," Da jilnzaine litteraire. 
no. 241» lst-15th October 1976, pp. 14-15.
5. "Gide et son Mentor," Douvellee litteraires. 11th April 1968, p.J.
4. Revue dea sciences numaines, January - March 1959» pp. 77-96•
5• Un al funeste pesir, Gallimard, 1965.
6. "Andr^ Gide epistolier," The French Review. 1964-1965# pp. 754-765.
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Books, euoh as Catherine Jevage’s Andre Gide. L*Evolution de aa 
l ensee religleuse1 or Enrico Bertalot’s Andre Gloe^et l’Attente de Lieu,2 3 4 
make incidental mention of Gide’s correspondences with Claudel and Jammes, 
in particular* since they are essential to any study of Cide’e attitude 
to religion.
Apart from specific references like this in critical works, one may
set in a cless of its own the use made of the correspondences by Jean
„ 3 zielay and Claude 'artin in La Jeunesee d’Andre Gide and La Maturlte 
d’Andre Gide^ respectively. Drawing, for the most part, on the unpub­
lished correspondence between the young Gide and his family, Jean Delay 
contributes to a knowledge of Gide the man and his development as an 
artist, which is not to be gained from Gide’s autobiographical work.
Claude Martin takes up this work where Jean Delay left off in 1395* 
making extensive reference to Gide’s correspondence with family and 
friends alike as well as to Gide’s literary contributions from 1895 to
1902.
Loth works are biographical. Hence, the correspondences are 
primarily an aid to both Jean Delay and Claude Martin in telling what 
exactly Gide did during a set period of his life. The two men’s approach 
to such knowledge does differ slightly. Claude Martin lays more store, 
perhaps, on the inferences to be made about Gide, the creator, and Jean 
Imlay on those to be made about Gide’s emotional and psychological 
make-up. Both men’s books are, however, essential to a better knowledge 
of Gide. They also give a far more comprehensive view of Gide’s 
correspondences then, paradoxically, any of the articles written specif­
ically on them.
1. Niset, 1962.
2. Lettres Modernsa, Kinard, Paris, 1967*
3. Volumes I and II, Paris, Gallimard, 1956-1957*
4. Xlincksieck, 1977*
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In sketching briefly the distinguishing factors of work either 
written on or making use of Gide's correspondences, my intention has 
been to ohow that much remains to be said both on a more general level 
than le to be found in moat articles and in a more systematic way than 
is possible or desirable in a biography of Gide.
Before turning, in greater detail, to the subject-matter of this 
thesis, Gldian dialogue - ne its purpose for Gide must be defined. This 
is a necessary step towards appreciating the place held by aide's corr­
espondence in his search for dialogue. In attempting to define the 
latter, 1 shall refer to Gide himself and to those critics, notably 
Germaine Dree end Claude Martin, whose views I found to be the most 
convincing.
In 3.1 !• Grain ne meurt. Gide himself wrote: "Je suls un etre de
dialogue| tout en mol combat et se contredit",1 2 after attempting to
explain this fact by the doubtful argument of split geographical and 
2
religious heredity. In fact, the ; rotestent religion alone and Cide's 
being an only child,are, in my judgement, more responsible for Gide's 
discovery that he was a being of "dialogue” then uny precocious opposition 
of Usee to La Roqus-Baignard or of his Catholic to his closer Protestant 
relations. Cide's family circumstances and his religion undoubtedly 
inclined Gide to introspection which resulted in the far from earth- 
shattering discovery that he was neither consistent nor like others.
Gide's consciousness that, within him, there existed opposing desires 
and that, to accommodate them, he had to oscillate between the® is seen 
by some as the stats of Gidlan dialogue. Such a view is by far toe 
simplistic, although the importance of Gide's sensitivity to this stats 
cannot be denied, as is to be seen In a passage from 1 le Grain ne meurt:
1. J. 2, 31, p. 547•
2. Ibid, pp. 558-559.
5. Lroa was the home-town of Cide's father's fsmil/ and La Roque- 
Balgnard was the property of Gide's mother's family.
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Souvent je me suis persuade que j’avals ete contraint 
a 1*oeuvre d'art, pares que je ne pouvais realiaer que 
par ells 1’accord de oes elements trop divers, qui 
sinon fussent restes a se combattre, ou tout au moins 
a dialoguer en moi.l
This passage also helps to show that what some people believe to 
be Gidian dialogue is, more precisely, a state of inner dialogue which 
helps to explain the apparent distance between each of Gide*a z'ecita 
and 30tiea while it also, in Maria Van Rysselberghe*3 opinion, constitutes 
the greatness of Gide's Journal,
Gide's "oscillations de son etre vers dea poles opposes" are 
important because they prompted Gide to become an artist. They are not, 
however, the sole components of the state of "dialogue". Gide himself, 
in a passage which proves the influence of religion upon him, indicates 
that inner dialogue, or the opposition of the contradictory aspects of 
his nature,is not to be considered as his ultimate aim but as something 
which is to be put behind him:
Le propre d’une ante chretienne est d* imaginer en soi
des batailles; au bout d'un peu de temps l'on ne com-
prend plus bien pourquoi...J*ai passe toute ma jeuneose
i opposer en moi deux parties de moi.•.Par amour du combat,
j’imaginais des luttes et je divisais ma nature.3
Gide's sensitivity to his own contradictions is rather a starting-
point to truly becoming a being of "dialogue" as defined by Germaine Bree
who refers to a letter of the 10th May 1894 front Gide to Karoel Brouin:^
'L'etat de dialogue* ainsi defini n’est pas un dialogue de Gide 
avec lui-meme. C'est un etat de disponibilite objective, 
de curiosite *non prevenue* devant tout point de vue.
Ce n’est pas cette simple oscillation entre deux attitudes 
contradictoires que presentent des etudes souvent 
pueriles. *Bes etres oomme vous et moi*, aurait dit 
Gide a Du Bos, 'esprits critiques, auto-critiques 
surtout...sont des etres de dialogue et non d'affirm­
ation*. L'etat^de dialogue s'oppose done au do&matisme 
et porte la pensee vers la polyvalence et non point
1. J. 2, SI, p. 358.
2. K.V.R., Cahiers 6, 9th June 1941» p. 251.
.5. J.l, 1893» p. 42.
4. JAG 2, p. 318: ”... 1 ’etat de dialogue; il vient d'vne penetration, 
d’une comprehension toujours plus grande et aurtout plus profonde 
des croyances et des morales d'autrui; de la possibilite de s’emou- 
voir tour a tour autant pour l’une que pour 1'autre, et cela 
sincerement, paasionnement..."
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simplement vers le duallame.1
Thus, for Germaine Brae, Gidian dialogue consists of unprejudiced 
curiosity for all aspecta of life coupled with an ever-alert critical 
spirit.
Thia point of view ia shared by Gide, who writes of himself>
Raisonnable et raimonneur, qua je le veuille ou non, 
je le auis irreaediablement} j'ai beau fairs, mon esprit 
n'asslmile rien qui n'&it d'abord passe par 1'octroi de 
ma raison. Kais ce qut J'y veux fairs passer, oh! sans 
frauds, ce aont matleres etrangeres et que non props© 
pays ne produit pas spontanement.2
Gide's love of opposing ideas, born from his religious upbringing, 
is no doubt responsible for the prevalence of reason. The openness, 
which Gide allies to his critical spirit, is also a product of his 
upbringing, in my point of view. Gide's decision to cultivate the 
"desintereasement complet de son opinion personnelle^,^ is no doubt made 
easier by the fact that he suffers from "cette mFladle secrete que mes 
parents m'ont inoculee dans mon enfanoe avec 1’education chretlenne..• 
une incurable aodestie",^ which predisposes him to abandoning his own 
opinions in order to absorb those foreign to him. It is also the case 
that Gide's feelin^ that he was an exception drove him to try to under­
stand what lay outwith him, to attain "une banalite qui ne m'etait pas
5naturelle".
Gide's openness to the ideas of others has been questioned. Notably
in his ;,«aoire^ iatcrleura. FrcJi^ois ftauri&o wrote of Gides
...cat esprit qui se voulait 'non prevenu* et qui s'y 
efforts et crut l'etre, ne fut, aur l'essentiel 
qu* affirmation. oon cherme venalt de oe contrast#i
1. IP, p. 15.
2. J.l, Feuilleta. p. 1277.
5. JAG 2, p. 518.
4. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 1st February 1951* P. 442.
5. G./K.C. Corr. 1, 12th Haroh 1951. p. 460.
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qu'il cedait uisement a vos raisons! ...Maia rendu a 
lui-raCae, dev^nt la page 6e son carnet, il reoccupait 
avec force tous lea pointe but leequela 11 avait paru 
cedar..
This contradictory picture of aide, on the one hand, of integral
firmness and, on tne other, of multiple "disponlblllte" is to be explained 
by the over-all significance of dialogue for Gide, which will be 
discussed more fully later in this introduction.
Another aspect of Gldian dialogue is that Gide, like several of his
critics, seems to assimilate it w th sincerity when he writes of Francis
Jamaica: *C*est par ses contradictions qu'un etre nous interease et
teaoigno de sa eincerite".2 Among Cide's crltioa, Claude Martin,
z 3 4Germaine dree and Henri Feyre share the view that dialogue constitutes 
Gide's sincerity, which is artistically orientated as Claude Martin 
pointed out in a letter to myself:
...la sine erite de Gide se deflnlt artistique. mat. 
et cela tout siaplement pares ^qu'il a vseu sa bis 
comme une oeuvre...et so slncerite se deflnlt 
dialactiqueaent par la co-existence et la succession 
de ces ecrito et de ces actes, de la totallte 
indissoclable qui forme la 'figure de Gide...'
Dialogue thus ensures Gide's sincerity or authenticity, as a man
and an artlat. Because Gide accepts the contradictions of his own 
nature and refuses to equate sincerity to consistency,he thereby 
rejects a pre-fabricated notion of his own personality. By avoiding 
a firmly delineated personality, Gide is able to search outwith himself 
for those elements originally unreoognised or lacking in him. Jo Gide
auds breadth to his own thought and experience. Gide may truly be said
1. Klaamarion, 1959, p. 165. Quoted by Jean Tipy, G./Gheon Corr.l, 
p. 105. The same sentiments are also expressed in Mauriac'o 
article, "La Victoire de Jpartacus", La Table ronde. April 1951, 
pp. 9-13. and are shared by lierre Berb&rt, la Fecaerohe d'/ndre 
'■ids, Gallimard 1952, p.66.
2. J.l, 29th October 1922, p. 745.
3. IF. PP. 69-90.
4. Literature ana sincerity. Yale University Press, 1963. p. 280.
5. J.l. 1922, p. 745I 1st January 1907. p. 226 j 6th September 1924. 
p. 790.
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to have created himself.
Dialogue is also the gauge of Gide'a intellectual honesty. Gide's 
search for "5.es diverses formes de la Vle>"^may involve *1'abandon de soi" 
but not "1*abandon a soi”. The validity of Gide'a search lies in the 
fact that he never sacrifices depth to breadth. While he atte:upte to
broaden his moral and artistic apectrust, one must not forget the early
3
formation of Gide's thought. This is a permanent background to Gide'a 
search. Thus, Gide'a efforts to embrace not only his own complexity but
that of the human world around him are submitted to a very tight, critical 
control. This explains the peculiar quality of Gide's art where deeply 
felt, convincing and highly varied ideas and emotions carry within them 
their "propre refutation",as Francis Jaaaes remarked of the kourriturea
terrestres.
No thought, not even Gide's own, which has not undergone careful 
examination by comparison And contrast, is accepted by Gide. Inevitably, 
in such a procedure, those thoughts which meet with Gide's approval are 
strengthened. Thia explains wliy Mauriac should have seen in Gide a 
being of "affirmation" rather than one of strict, intellectual honesty 
and why Martin du Gard waa able to sayi
Lui vous parlsrait avec cette franchise bourrue, si pas moi?
Vous n'etes pas asses influen^able four que cela vous soit 
nuiaible, et de cette franchise vous aves toujours au tirer 
1*exact parti qu'il fallait«> -
Gide'a interest in ideas which differ from his own is, thus, both
a means to enrichening himself, providing that it is not at the expense 
of his early conviction ol his artistic vocation, and a means to proving
1. JAG 2, -. 51%
2. K.V.B., Cahiers 4. 1926, p. 265.
J. ft.V.R., Cahlera 4. 6th June 1927» p. 325» "C•est curieux comblen 
ches moi, comma chez Valery, la pensee e'est fozmee tot".
4. G./.J. Corr., 19th June 1697, p. 112.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 12th July 1945* p. 327.
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to himself that the ideas he holds are correct for him because they 
have reaiained unshaken by exposure to other points of view.
The isore Gide’s interlocutors differ from him, therefore, the more 
rigorously he may test nis own opinions or be sure that, if he takes new 
elements unto himself, his choice is an authentic one* Gide himself 
wrote: "’Comment prendraia-Je bien aa position, sans adversaire?’
Inner dialogue, "cette cohabitation en moi des extremes", lead Gide
to "1’oeuvre d’srt et preoedait laaedi at ament Is creation, aboutissait a
x \ 2l’equillbre, a 1*harmonic". Gide’s search for opposition outwith 
himself lead to the Knowledge of his own position whether by its enlarge­
ment or its reinforcement. Gide himself admits that his desire to 
experience diverse forma of life comes from the literary man in him,^ who 
wishes to link art more closely to life. At the same time, Gide con­
stantly questions his own approach to art througn dialogue. Hence, 
whether the letter’s function is one of openness or criticism, Gide
intends it to be s fundamental aid to his art.
Under these circumstances, Gide's correspondences, a great number of 
which were with literary men quite different to him, are of promordial 
importance in Gide’s search for dialogue and our knowledge of it. In 
the correspondences, one sees Gide going outwith himself, seeking for 
"matleres etBsngeres" and being helped by an "adversary" to realise what 
may or may not be incorporated into the world of hi3 art.
Writing of two of Gide’s earlier correspondences, Laniel Koutote
explains their role in the following way:
Lea Lettres a /^ele beneficient de l’entratnemcnt a la 
critique litteralre par lettres que Gide pratique depuls 
1891 avec Vtlery et 1C95 avec Jammes: le sceptislsae 
litteralre du premier, lea prises de position du second 
en favour du oathollclsme, 1*engagent d'une part a une 
reflexion esthetique permanent* aur les fondements de 
l’«*rt, d*autre t.&rt a une critique ;>oldraique de defense 
peraonnslle.•
1. Quoted by Catherine ;>avage, op. cit., p. 109.
2. J.l, lQuillets, 1925, pp. 777-8.
5. Seat JAG 2, p. 519, and J.l, January 1912, p. 558.
4. f Jownwl <t> Ct<» .t 1.. wohlU.» du »ol (loa9-192ih i.BJ..
1968, p. 104.
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hialogue, in Gide's correspondences, has thus an essential part to play 
in giving vigour and authenticity to Gide's artistic ideals.
I have chosen to study the course and underlying issues of dialogue, 
which also means 'discussion* (as one may tend to forget in the complex­
ities of Cidian definitions), in three ohapters of this thesis. These 
will deal with the correspondences with Valery, Jammes and Claudel, and 
Roger Martin du Gard, in that ordet. I have placed the correspondences 
with Claudel and Jammes in one chapter, as the source of dialogue is 
basically the same. Before attempting to justify my choice, I shall give 
some factual information as to the relationship between Gide and his 
correspondents and to the contents of each of these correspondences. 
Firstly, I shall give the dates of each correspondent to show his age
relative to that of Gide.
;ndre Gide et iaul Valery. Correspondance, 1890-1942.
Gide (1869-1951). Valery (1871-1945). This correspondence 
Includes 462 letters,228 from Valtry and 254 from Gide. Four are 
addressed to Madeleine Gide, one to Madame Paul Gide, and one letter is 
a Joint one from Valery and Eugene Rouart. Ten, hitherto unpublished
letters are also to be found in the Bulletin des Amis d*Andre Gide.
January 1976, Vol. IV, no. 29» pp. 5-12.
The two men met in December 1690 through Pierre Lou^s who had
become acquainted with Valery in May 1890. Their friendship lasted
until Valery’s death. Gide considered Vallry to be one of the most 
2Intelligent people he had ever met. However, despite his admiration 
for Valery and his affection for him, Gide was truly close to Valery
only in his youth and had the growing feeling that dialogue with Valery
x
was not really possible.
1. I use the word "letters" in a general sense. This inclddes post­
cards, telegrams, notes, fragments and rough-copies.
2. M.V.R. Cahiers 7. 29th January 1949» PP. 120-121.
5. M.V.R. Cahiers 4» 13th September 1922, p. 156.
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The topics of most interest in this correspondence include literary 
theory and criticiisa, philosophical and moral argumenta, and youthful 
ideas on love and friendship*
francis Jammes et ^ndre Gide, Correspondence. 1893-1936*
Jammes (1066-1958). This correspondence includes 280 letters, 167
from Jammes and 115 from Gide. Five are addressed to Madeleine Gide 
and one to Madame Francis Jaaaes. Certain letters, for reasons of 
discretion, have not been included in the putlished correspondence.
Francis Jaaaes first heard of Andre Gide through Eugene Rouart and, 
during the latter* s visit to lau in 1895» asked him to give Gide a copy 
of Vers. This was the starting-point of their correspondence. Their
letters show that both men's admiration for the other's literature was 
not always unadulterated. Their first meeting was in April 1896 in 
Algeria, when Jammes unexpectedly accepted Gide's invitation to join him 
there. The relationship between the two men was not exempt from irrit­
ation. Although Olds sent an affectionate tslsgraa to Jaaaes* wife 
after his death, their correspondence suffered several long gaps after 
Jammes' conversion in 1905 to Catholicism. Literary critiolaa and 
explanation of the writers' works and religious positions are the pivots 
of tnis correspondence.
Paul Claudel et Andre Gide. Correspondence. 1899-1926.
Claudel (1868-1955)• This correspondence includes 179 letters,
125 from Claudel to Gide, 46 from Gide to Claudel, 1 from Claudel to 
Madeleine Gide, 1 from Madeleine Gide to Claudel, 5 from Claudel to 
Jacques Riviere, 2 from Francis J ernes to Gide and from Gide to Jammes. 
There are also excerpts from Gide's Journal and the text of an inter­
view with Claudel.
Gide and Claudel first met during Mallerme's literary evenings 
from 1890 to 1894. In the following years, Gide sent his published
work to Claudel, who was Vice-Consul in Boston, New York and then
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Foochow in I896. After receiving Le roaetheo mal enchains and alloctete 
in 1699, Claudel began to correspond with Gide. Back in Franoe in 1900 
and 1905 • Claudel took the opportunity to meet Gide1 2* and to epeak of 
conversion. Both Gide and Claudel felt sincere admiration for each other's 
work. Thia was an important factor both in the establishment and the 
continuance of their correspondence which wavered, now because of the 
brutality of Claudel'a exhortations, now because of Gide's retreats. The 
publication of Los caves du Vatican caused a long gap in Gide's corres­
pondence with Claudel and letters thereafter were few and far between.
The last letter of the correspondence, from Claudel to Gide, is dated the
25th July 1926. Claudel and Gide did meet after this but without notable 
2enthusiasm.
The unusual disproportion in the quantity of lettera written by the 
two correspondents is to be explained not only by the fact that Gide was 
a less assiduous correspondent than Claudel but also by the destruction 
of many of Gide'e letters in an earthquake while Claudel was working at 
the French Consulate in China. The Interest of this correspondence, 
apart from a greater insistence on religion, has the same basis as that
with Jammes.
Andre Gide - Roger artln du Gard. Correspondance. 1913-1951.
- s Martin du Card (1881-1953). This correspondence includes 897 
letters, 449 from Martin du Gard end 448 from Gide. In addition, 2
letters from Martin du Gerd are to be found in Susan Stout's Index ds la 
Correspondance fndr4 Gide - Roger Martin du Gard.^ Certain letters and 
passages have not been included in the published Correspondance.
Andre Gide received the manuscript of Jean Bards in June 1915 from 
Jean Sohlumberger. Immediately, he sent a telegram to Gaston Gallimard 
telling him to publish this work.
1. J.l, 1st isoember 1905* pp. 186-187.
2. M.V.R., Cahiers 7. 17th and 22nd October 1947• pp. 75-74.
5. Gallimard, 1971*
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Encouraged, Martin du Gard wrote to Gide on the 7th November 1915 to 
ask if he might meet his. Their first meeting took place after this.^*
Thus began a friendship which was to become of the greatest importance 
to Gide in his maturity. The two writers kept in constant contact with 
each other either by meetings or by their correspondence. In spite of 
differences of opinion, their correspondence never suffers from the 
acidity or lapses so often to be found in Gide's other correspondences. 
Martin du Gard was fascinated by Gide as a literary figure and a man and, 
hence, devoted his attention to all Gide's thoughts and actions. Gide 
was sensitive not only to this but to the firmness of Martin du Gard's 
opinions which helped him towards a better knowledge of his own position.
This friendship lasted end deepened until Gide's death in 1951.
Statistically, the first thing that strikes one about this corres­
pondence is its sheer quantity; secondly, the lack of discrepancy between 
the number of letters written by each correspondent. This correspondence, 
like the others mentioned, is literary. Indeed, Martin du Gard's 
willingness to discuss Gide's work and his insist in criticism is one 
of the principal sources of joy to Gide in this correspondence. Discussion, 
sometimes heated, includes attitudes towards literature and literary 
theory. Folitlos, Gide's psychology end the principal factors influencing 
hie life and work also cause much ink to flow between the two writers.
In quality as well as in quantity, this is, in my judgement, the richest 
of the correspondences hitherto published.
My decision to deal with only four of Gide's correspondences was 
made firstly for practical reasons. The sheer quantity of Gide's 
published correspondences alone ruled out any attempts to make a comp­
rehensive study of more than a few of them.
The unpublished correspondence represents an equally formidable task 
for the reader. Moreover, because many of them are being prepared for
1. MAG, pp. 12-17
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publioatlon, there is, naturally, sone unwillingness to give access to 
them.^
Practical considerations also Imposed a Unit to my study of 
dialogue in the correspondences chosen. Ilalogue is, by definition,
a two-way system of communication. Claude Martin believes that Cide's 
influence upon others is just as important as that of his friends upon
him i
...ne pas le voir, lui. vlvre et s’exprimer dans oeux qui 
constituent autour de lui une sorts de reseau, oe serait 
se condaaner a n*avoir de lui qu'une image autllee, Sa 
conference de 1900 sur 1’Influence. 11 semble bien 1* avoir 
entlereaent conetrulte pour prouver oe mot qu’il empruntait 
de Nietasohe: Un hoaae grand n’a pae seulement son esprit,
male aussi celui de tous see amis ... De la, je orols, ee 
caractere propre a une biographic de Clde, qui dolt non 
seulement traiter sea antes oomme dee oeuvres et ses oeuvres 
comma des aotes, male aussi le retrouver dans la vie et dans 
las oeuvres de ses sale. •• Ils inc ament un moment ou une voix 
de l’"etre de dialogue" qu’il etait.1 2
Within the bounds of a thesis, it would be difficult to give such 
a complete picture, which is, moreover, dependent upon the similarity of 
hie friends* and Gide’s ideals. Although this undoubtedly counts 
enormously to Gide in his oontaot with others, it is only one part of 
"dialogue". As I hope to have shown in ay definition of dialogue, the 
latter is most valuable to Gide when it entails opposition, thereby 
enabling him to ascertain the ideas and qualities best suited to him.
It seems to me, therefore, that, in studying Gide’a correspondences, it 
le more pressing to consider the action of dialogue upon Gide than upon 
his friends and that this may be done without too greatly "mutilating" 
hie "image".
It was, Indeed, to avoid doing this that I chose, on a positive 
level, Gide’s correspondences with Valery, Jammes, Claudel and Martin 
du Gard. These correspondences were the major ones available when I
1. The correspondences with Jacques-Emile Blanche and Dorothy Pussy are 
to be Cahiers d’Andre Gide. nos. 8 and 9» respectively. Professor 
Kevin O’Neill is preparing that with Jacques Riviere, ichel IxpuinP^aV 
with Karoel Drouin, Claude Kartin^with P.-P. Allbert and that^Eadame 
Paul Gide is ready for the press. Clauds Sleard is preparing Gide’s
correspondence with Jacques Copeau for publication.
2. B.A.A.G., Vol. V, no. 34, April 1977• pp. 27-28.
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embarked upon thia thesis. They cover a vide range of topics and show 
different facets of Gide since he is interacting with interlocutors whose 
only point in common is their interest in literature.
My reading has included all of Gide's major as well as the majority 
of his minor published correspondences and two of his unpublished corres­
pondences.1 This has convinced me that my limited choice is, nonetheless, 
representative of Gide as a letter-writer and of his mental and artistic
development.
The Valery Correspondance shows us the Gide whose primary concern is
his contact with the world as an artist and a man. The world is seen as 
\ 9
a mirror by Gide who addsi "...je auis etonne quand il me reflate mal!"
Gide obviously hopes that he has found a mirror worthy of him when he
expresses his wishes for his correspondence with Paul Valery j
...j'almerals qu’elle ait certains unite, oertaine 
teinte fixe, certaine orlglnalite stable.•.chacune 
de ces lettres serait quelque subtil payeage ddame, 
plains de...delicstes analogies s'eveil1 ant comme 
dee echos aux vibrations des haxmoniques...^
To obtain such a perfect image of oneself from the outer world implies 
not only Immobility but Narcissism. Gide's realisation of this fact 
lead to the criticism, in the Traite du Narciss*. of the desire to obtain 
one's own image by these means.
A 4Gide changes because of his decision, "Oser etre sol", and because 
of his growing conviction that he must "Assumer le plus possible d*human- 
ite". This means that Gide's insertion into the world is to be accom­
plished neither by forcing the mirror of the world to conform to his own 
image nor by limiting himself.Acceptance of hie own contradictions
1. Those with Jacques Cppeau and Madame Paul Gide. Gide's letters to 
Jacques Copsau are now in the possession of Dr. Halts in Nice.
Copeau's letters to Gide are filed in the Bibllotheque Jacques Doucet 
in Paris. The typed and bound copy of Gide's correspondence with his 
mother, which is awaiting publication, is the property of Claude Martin.
2. J.l., June 1891, p.20.
5. G./V. Corr., 16th January 1891, pp. 42-45.
4. J.l., 1891. p. 20.
5. Ibid, 1894. P. 56.
6. Gide does consider this possibility, however, See. J.l, 5rd January 1892, 
pp. 28-29.
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and absorption of amotions and ideas other than his own, for the sake
of his art,l are to be the means to ending Gide's anxiety caused by a
world which does not always reflect him faithfully* Now the world is
seen as a rich new source of imagee, all of which may find a reflexion
in Gide who, in 1891* wrote to Valery:
...j*ai pour d’un mot maladroit qui te ferait oroire 
que Je n*ai pas comprls ton ame, et que je auis ’un 
autre*, alors que Je connais en moi asses de modalitea 
differentes pour qu'une enfin pourtant te reflate.
(Par instants, Je pense qu'il faudrait etre tout reflet, 
reflet de quelque seraphique aurora).
The Valery Correspondance is, thus, exemplary of this sometimes 
problematic period of reflexion and absorption during which Gide attempts 
to lay the foundations of his art.
Gide*s correspondences with Jammes and Claudel coincide with his
growing awareness of the need for moral considerations in his art together
with Increasing mistrust of his own contradictions and his ability to 
x
absorb others* emotions and ideas.
In Litterature et Morale, Gide proves that he is not unaware of the 
z 4dangers of "Le sentiment de la complex!te", since it may become "une 
stupefaction passionhee", instead of leading to a "synthesis" through 
"analysis" in, one presumes, the work of art.
By 1905, Gide frankly admits that his artistic sterility is the
result of too much openness to contradictions:
Je voudr&is prendre en main toutes ces causes de 
sterilite, que Je distingue si bien, et les strangler 
toute*. Toutes les negations en moi Je les ai savamment 
cultivees. A present Je me debats contre ellea; chaoune 
prise a part eat assez facile a xeduire; mala riche en 
parantes; savamment allies a cheque autre. C*est un 
reseau dont Je ne me degage pas.5
1. J.l., 1895, pp. 57-58.
2. G./V• Corr., 14th and 15th July 1891, p. 111.
5. J.l., 14th July 1895, p. 58.
4. J.l., p. 90.
5. J.l., Monday 1905, p. 157.
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This passage shows clearly that Gide is in need of positivity to 
offset the purely negative effects of his own complexity.
Gide is thus ready to submit the "sentiment de la coraplexite" to 
the end of finding a "synthesis".1 For some years, the whole question 
of Gide's contradictory nature is studied by him in his Journal. The 
purpose of dialogue is now aelf-an&lyaia rather than absorption and 
reflexion.
In this context, the role of Claudel and Jammes is important. By 
encouraging Gide to assume the more positive, spiritual side of his 
nature, they help to restore the balance against Cide's doubts which 
were in danger of overcoming his personality and preventing the very 
analysis he wishes to and does make in his art of what he has acquired. 
The Claudel and Jammes correspondences reflect this period of self- 
analysis.
Having consolidated in depth what he has gained in breadth, Gide 
2is much more confident in his own thought. He ie thus ready to look 
for artistic fulfilment. Gide's correspondence with Kartin du Gard 
must be read in this context. Gide's own position is firmer, but this 
does not entail personal or artistic complacency. Gide still prefers 
"ce qui differs le plus de moi".^
This is now. however, more a means to intellectual honesty than to the
broadening of Gide'a scope or to fundamental self-knowledge.
’.^hen Cide writes: "Qu'ai-je a fairs d'une amitie sans clairvoyance?
* 4La haine de la complaisanoe, je la veux porter jusque-l&", he might well 
be referring to Martin du Gard. Gide wishes to test his acceptance of 
himself against an "adversary" in order to guarantee not only the
1. J.l., Lit. et Mor., p. 90.
2. Ibid, 1st March 1917, p. 6)9, and Kay 1927, p. 840:
"Une a une je ressaisis cheque pensee de aa jeunesse".
5. Ibid, 22nd March 1922, p. 751.
4. J.l., 22nd July 1928; p. 885.
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progressive nature of hia sincerity but his originality
The Martin du Gard correspondence shows us the Gide who wrotet
A 2"Ke jamais leoler arbitrairement ou complaisamment rien, ni soi-meme".
Thia is the case even when Gide considers finding "une fin a la recherche 
\ A \ 3
a la quote, a 1’agitation de 1'esprit"' in Coramuhlam. Martin du Gard is 
essential to Gide not only because he ensures the letter's intellectual 
honesty, but also because he helps to maintain Gide in his decision not
to suppress "en soi le dialogue"the better to reach artistic and 
personal harmony* *
This, and not an externally imposed order, is the end to Cide's 
"quest"• Sadly, Gide's "dialogue interieur"^ is extinguished with the 
death of Madame Gide, thereby reducing Gide's existence to artificial 
harmony by the suppression rather than the co-existence of "les prop­
ositions les plus antagonistes de ma nature".
After exploiting his differences to Martin du Gard, the finding of 
harmony becomes increasingly incumbent on him, since Gide writes:
Je prends d'autant plus de plaisir a causer avec Roger
Martin du Gard que de moins en moins avec d'autres.
Cheque conversation nouvelle avec lui s'ajoute au grand 
ensemble d'une conversation commences depuis longtanps, 
interrompue, reprise et, somme toute, toujours la meme, 
ainsi qu'etait toujours le meme mon must dialogue 
perpetual avec Em. Kt, de meme qu'avec ha., nous sommes 
sans oesse, Roger st mol, du asms avis. La conversation 
ne nous oppose pas; elle nous instruit, nous svsrtit 
st nous eclairs.7
Peace in his contact with "les tree rarss qui ns sont non plus
1. J.l., 24th November 1928, pp. 897-8?8.
2. Ibid, 16th October 1927, p. 855.
5. Ibid, 8th March 1952, p. 1121.
4. Ibid, June 1927, p. 642.
5. M.V.R,, Cahiers 6. 19th April 195®* p. 78.
6. J.l, June 1927, p. 842.
7* J.l, 25th December 1939, pp. 1528-J329.
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suiveura qu'opposants" and in his acceptano• of himself and hia own 
accomplishments ends the oyols of Gide's artiatic and mental develop­
ment. The latter is by no means as wimple as might seem from the 
tripartite division 1 have made into a search for reflexion and 
absorption, self-analysis, »vnd the achievement of Intellectual honesty 
and harmony* As the chapters on the correspondences will give a 
more complete picture of the complexity of Gide's development as an 
artist, but also as a man, I have discussed only the salient features 
of it, at this point, with reference to Gide's Journal*
1 hope, however, to have made clear that, behind the changes in 
Gide's attitude to himself and others around him, there le one constant,
- Gide's critical search for authenticity as a highly individual being 
and artist. The correspondences 1 have chosen are representative not 
only because they follow Clde'e development closely but because they
show the truth of Gide's statement thatt "•••c'est a sol-mems surtout 
qu'il imports ds raster fldele".?
Thus, although I make no claims to naving written the ultimate 
study of even one aspect of Clde'e correspondences, 1 do feel that the 
future publication of other important sets of correspondence will not 
Invalidate ay arguments but may, in fact, corroborate them. At most,
1 feel they will show, as did the Gheon Correspondence which was 
published after this thesis was well under-way, that there is room for 
a broader approach to the correspondences then 1 have allowed myself
within the limits of a thesis*
I now turn briefly to the contents of this thesis* Chapters Two,
Three and Four will contain a study of the four correspondences chosen.
dialog
They will reapect the chronological development of Gide as an "etre ds
1* J.l., a oulllete* pp. 902-905*
2. Ibid, Psullleta, p. 711*
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and concentrate on the literary and subsidiary issues which appear in 
the four correspondences 1 have chosen. When referring to the procedure 
of discussion on literary matters, I shall use one of two interchangeable 
phrases - "discussion on literature** or "literary dialogue**. The latter 
phrase is not simply intended to be a variant but also a reminder of the 
fact that "discussion", in the respective correspondences dealt with in 
this thesis, amounts to "dialogue" as defined in this introduction - that 
is to say, a purposeful search, on Gide'a part, through his oontaot with 
others for a "literary" position. In Chapter One I shall devote my 
attention to Gide's attitude to correspondence and the purposes he envis­
aged for it. I shall also try to determine what distinguishes corresp­
ondence from other means of expression open to Gide and shall therefore 
refer to two of Gide's fictional works, La ports etroite and Paludes. 
since they help to throw some light on this question. Such a step . 
seems necessary to ms, in order to give a general background to my thesis 
and to demonstrate that discussion upon literature and approach to art 
was one of the principal roles of correspondence for Gide.
Chapter Five will deal with the relationship between the corres­
pondences I have chosen and those of Gide's fictional works which are 
most closely linked to them. Ky approsoa, in this chapter, will be 
thematic rather than chronological. In the previous three chapters, the 
latter approach waa necessary to give a faithful interpretation of Gide's 
search for a position. A thematic study is more suitable for this 
final chapter, since it concerns Cide's artistic works which are, as it 
were, Cide's finds. The purpose of thio chapter is to show that, for 
an understanding of Gide's fictional works, one must ta<e into consider­
ation his correspondences as well as his Journal and other writings. 
Gide'a search for dialogue was primarily artistically orientated and the 
rots of the correspondences, in this search, i» of undeniable importance.
CHAFThSR I.
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CHAPTER I
GIBE'S ATTITUDE TO CORRESPONDENCE.
1. Correspondence aa an Enemy to Work.
A man of literary circles as well as being a public figure in later 
life, Andr$ Gide was also the writer of an imposing number of letters. 
This very fact is, in part, an explanation of Gide*s professed dislike 
of correspondence but also a warning against taking Gide's statements 
too seriously.
Before exploring Gide's attitude to correspondence in greater depth, 
however, I shall mention briefly some of Gide's more negative comments 
since, at first sight, they appear to give the clearest indication of 
Gide's feelings towards letter-writing.
Gide's journals are full of references to the time consumed by corr­
espondence, the principle function of which seems to be to prevent him 
from working. In 1905 Gide writes: "Ces lettres a ecrire ra'ext6nuent,
m'exoedent; ellea ne me laisseront pas travailler...11 n'y a pas la
, 2
amitie qui tienne; j'enverrais la meilleure au diable..." Thus, not
3only the "menues broussailles" of business letters but also those to
intimate friends are seen as enemies to work.
In a later entry Gide writes:
L'etat de joie dans lequel j'ai vecu depuis plus d'un 
mois m'a fortifie sans doute et m'a redonne confiance.
J'aurais voulu pouvoir me replonger sitdt apres dans le 
travail. Depuis mon retuur ne n'ai guire pu qu'€orire 
des lettres, des lettres, des lettres.4
The dull repetition of the word "lettres" sounds the death-knell to 
Gide's hopes for his work.
1. As does Gustave Vanwelkezvhuyzen, G./Mo, Corr., note 5* P» 60.
2. J.l, p. 154*
5. Ibid, Tuesday morning, 1906, p. 201.
4. Ibid, 23rd September 1917» p. 632.
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It must be remembered, however, that correspondence is not the sole 
factor which interferes with Gide’s work. A man of multiple activities 
auch as piano-playing, translating and travelling, his work also suffers 
from his own personality. As painted by Maria Van Kysselberghe in her 
Cahiers de la . etite Dame, Gide is only too open to the chances offered 
hi a for change and discontinuity in his life. Gide could never have 
emulated the solitary and tenacious worker, Martin du Card. Nonetheless, 
despite the many external and internal obstacles to his work, Gide 
resembles his friend to the extent that his art is of Immense importance
to him.
Hence, in spite of the impression one may have of a Gide vainly 
struggling in a morass of letters to reach the haven of his work, the 
latter does regain control more often than it would seem. Hie corres­
pondence often changes to "lettres arriereea” and one finds the following 
entry in Gide’s Journal: "Eemettre 1 plus tard tout autre lecture, travail 
de traduction, lettres a ecrire - et d’abord reamoroer mon travail".A
How often, also, does Gide in his correspondence with Martin du Gard 
explain the brevity or lack of a letter by the fact that he is working?2
In a letter to Henri Gheon, Gide admits: "J’ecris mal; j’ai mal a la
•• 5tete; j’ecris surtout Saul'*, and later: "Je suis en admirable dispos­
ition pour travaillsr, c’est-a-dire en fort mauvaise pour t*ecrire".
Jacques Cppeau, while he enjoyed the position of literary confidant to 
Gide, often received similar excuses for short letters.
It would seem, therefore, that G. Picon is right in his belief that
the shortness of Gide’s letters is not to be explained by the quantity of 
Gide’s friends^ but rather by his unwillingness to take time off from his 
work.
1. J. 1, 1916, 545.
2. G.iVC. Corr. 1, x onday 1925, p. 254i 14th October 1927» p. 517;
10th April 1928, p. 542; 11th September 1954» P» 651.
5. G./Gheon Corr. 1, 1st February 1898, p. 150*
4. Ibid, 12th January, 1902, p. 5^9.
5. In an unpublished letter of 1908, for example, Gide explains the lack 
of a long letter by the fact that it would distract him from his work.
6. Pioon, op. cit., p. 116.
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oimllarly, G.-P, Collet, in hie article "Gide epistolier'', quotes Gide's
comments on Jacques—Salle Blanche's letters: "Mss lettres ms paralsssnt
\ * uouS v
bien ternea et vides aupres des votre&t mats vous,. aves tout a raconter..." 
only to conclude: "Joua-entendu: je vis solitaire, tout entier a non 
oeuvre. Js n'ai rlen d* autre a dire". Al though this view of Gide'a
studious solitude is exaggerated, there exists strong proof of the sup­
erior position granted by Gide to his work in the following remarks to 
Valery: "On ne devrait faire que des llvres dans la vie; comma tout le 
rests m'embeteU nene de t'ecrlreU" and: Tans ces periodea d'ecrlture, 
lee lettres ae devlennent insupportables...il fallait la tienne bien 
oh&rmante pour que j'eorivs cette reponse...”^
Letters in general, therefore, seem to cone into confllot with Gide's 
literary production. as will be seen, however, correspondence has a far 
nore positive function for Cide. Moreover, when viewing Gide's consents 
on correspondence, it ie necessary to keep one's sense of proportion: any 
nan who wrote as many letters as Andre Gids may be excused for complaining
from time to time that letter-writing is a burden.
2. Gide's Sense of Inferiority as a Correspondent.
Gide's apparent unwillingness to correspond is matched by his low
opinion of himself as a correspondent. In the preface to Gide's
Correspondence with Valery, Robert Mallet quotes Gide as saying:
Valery etalt un epistolier reaarquable. Peut-itre 
aurais-je pu lui donner convenablement 1& repllque.
Hale le fait est la: j'ai repllque sans brio. Il 
faudra pourtant que je me resigns a faire flgurer 
mee lettres. 81 je prends la decision de publier . 
noire correspondence, o'set pour lui et non pour moi.1 2 * 4
1. The French havlew 38. 1964-1966, pp. 754-765.
2. G./V. Corr., 21st March 1892, p. 154.
5. Ibid, September 1692, pp. 172-175.
4. Ibid, pp. 9—10.
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Perbape because Gide is so aware of Valery’s stylistic and 
intellectual brilliance, one finds constant reminders in this corres­
pondence of his feelings of inferiority as a letter-writer.The same 
feelings are expressed in Gide’s letters to Martin du Gard. As with 
Valery, Gide feels that a comparison between their letters can but 
highlight the richness and interest of Martin du Gard’s letters at the 
expense of his own. Gide is, however, perhaps less conscious with 
Martin du Gard of such a stylistio gap as he believed to exist between 
Valery and himself.
Gide expresses his admiration for Martin du Gard’s letters thus: 
"...voua avez un art eplstol&ire qui n’appartient qu’a vous et dont ne 
se douteraient guere ceux qui ne vous connaitraient que par vos livres..."^ 
In this light, one understands why Gide also writes: "Votre excellente 
lettre me ferait plus de plaisir encore, si jo ne sentais tout en la
lisant combien je vais mal y repondre. • .Je suis un tree mauvais corres-
5
pondant. Admittedly, this is a letter of comfort to Martin du Gard
who is himself suffering from feelings of inferiority. Gide is not,
however, simply attempting to raise hiu friend's morale since he ia known
to have said of Martin du Gard’s correspondence: "*Ce sera la corres- 
4
pondance de Flaubert’". Despite Pierre de Boisdeffre’s view that Gide
5
is the last of the great letter-writers, therefore, Gide himself feels 
quite genuinely mediocre in this domain in comparison to a Valfcry or a
Martin du Gard.
1. G./V. Corr., 4th March 1913, p. 464, <S» 25th October 1922, p. 492.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 26th January 1951* P» 435.
3. Ibid, 12th September 1922, pp. 190-191.
4. Entretlens, p. 112. Gide’s admiration for Flaubert’s correspondence 
is well-known. In m Mar^e d*Andre Gide, 1950, p. 152, F.-P. Alibert 
wrote: "La correspondance de Flaubert a et^ longtemps le livre de 
chevet d*Andre Cide..."
5. "Gide et son Mentor", Kouvellea Littereirea. 11th April 1968, p. 5-
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Convinced as he ia of the superiority of certain of his corres­
pondent a and severe towards himself for hid short-comings, Gide constantly 
points them out to his correspondents while apologising for them. Thus, 
although wishing to write only what is "delioieux” to Jammes, Clde 
nonetheless asks him: **As-tu remarqus que ma lettre est mal sortie?"!
To Valery Gide writes: "J'al l'air d'un vieux jaboteur dans cette lettre,
2toute de faits divers...” The contempt with which the contents of this
letter are treated must be seen in the light of the young Symbolist whose
duty it is to rise above such trivia. So concerned is Gide by his style
that he does not send those letters which do not live up to his standards.
In his apologies to Karlin du Gard, Gide asks his friend's indulgence 
4 5not only for his style and reasoning but also for the gloominess,
6 7absurdity and banality of his letters. It might be thought that, on 
the part of a literary writer, such declarations are merely a form of false 
modesty. One must remember, however, Gide's assertions in his journals
of the particularly paralysing modesty from which he suffers and how 
likely it is that ae should be prey to it when faced with the undeniable 
excellence of Martin du Gard's and Valery's letters in particular.
To alleviate this black picture painted by Gide himself, one must 
not forget that Gide also believed that both his own and } aul Claudel's
Q
letters were of great beauty. One must also take into account others' 
opinions on Gide's letters. Unfortunately, neither Martin du Gard nor 
Valery, Gide's two most brilliant correspondents, were preno to commentary 
on Gide's letters for different reasons. Valery's letters tend to appear
1. G./J. Corr., 16th August 1896, p. 61.
2. G./V. Corr., 29th March 1891, p. 77•
5. G./V. Corr., May 1691, p. 81 j 26th April 1692, p. 1%.
Also, an unpublished letter to Jacques Copeau of the 6th September 
1910 contains the admission that Gide is not sending a long letter 
he has written because his style is unworthy of his thought.
4. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 22nd March 1951* P. 466.
5. Ibid, 12th September 1922, p. 225. .
6. Ibid, 19th February 1924* p. 245.
7. Ibid, 28th September,1955. P. 579.
8. K.V.P, Cahiers 4. 19th February 1929» p. 405.
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aa a monologue and are quite rarely prompted by either the style or 
the contents of Gide's letters. Martin du Gard's lack of epithets on 
Gide's letters seems to derive more from his marvellous spontaneity.
He seems to have no time for commenting briefly on Gide's style but 
prefers to enter directly into his part of dialogue.
Valery's lack of comment does not* however* spring from complete 
indifference to Gide's letters. When he writes; "0 salutarlaj ...
Malgre que votre lettre semble dedaigner ce qui m*attire en amitie coame 
en tout - l'absolu - elle est belle et bonne d'une verlte ineffable...”1 
one sees appreciation not only for style but also for content. Indeed* 
when Gide's sense of inferiority causes him to suspect Valery's disdain 
for his letters* Valery is quick to reply: "Souviens-toi que tu as ete 
presque mon seul confident - tout Ie temps, - que je n'ai eu souvent que
le seul repos de t'ecrire et de te lire dans des aemainea douloureuses. •.
Martin du Gard declared on several occasions his preference for Gide 
the man* to Cide the artist. Whether Gide's letters as an activity of
Gide the man are to be included in this classification is not clear.
However* comment such as "La bonne lettre* la bonne lampee de cordial2 
Merci. Je pense a vous ohaque jour...Vous ne saurez jamais bisn tout ce
que je vous dois"*4 shows that Gids's letters can be as beneficial as his
5 6presence. Martin du Gard also admits to being amused by Gide's letters
7
or enlightened by their completeness* pertinacity and lack of bias.
The highest praise for Gide as a correspondent comes from Henri ds
Regnier: "Vos lettres a vous ont un tour* une mesure* un aspect. Vous
1. G./V. Corr., 15th July 1891* p. 110.
2. Ibid* 10th November 1894, p. 217.
5. M.G. Corr. 1, 22nd July 1920, p. 155, & 50th January 1951» p. 459*
4. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 9th October 1922, p. 194.
5. Ibid, 9th November 1928, p. 5^1, where Martin du Card once again 
thanks Gide for the comforting effect of his letter of the
5th November.
6. Ibid, 20th April 1925, P. 217.
7. Ibid, 26th September 1928, p. 555-
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excellez a fairs un plalair litterairs ds l'&mieal petit papier que voua 
envoyez de poste en poste"
Clearly, therefore, Gide's feelings of inferiority are not entirely
founded. Indeed, Gide's letters often rank as highly as Valery's or
Martin du Card's both by their content and their style. As has been 
2seen, Cide was particularly preoccupied by his style in his earlier 
letters to Valery many of which are, to use Henri de Regnier'a phrase,
"un plaisir litteralre". Moreover, the completeness of certain of Gide's 
letters, which gains him Martin du Gard's praise, detracts from Collet's
argument that Cide reserves all of himself for his work. Gide's view
that he was a poor and unwilling correspondent must not be taken too 
literally.
It is nonetheless true that many of Gide's letters were undeniably 
brief compared to those of Martin du Gard and Claudel in particular. It
is also the case that Gide often wrote far fewer letters than some of his
4correspondents. The infrequency and brevity of many of Cide's epistles 
is underlined by the feelings of neglect experienced by several of Gide's
5
correspondents.
Often, also, in reply to a letter, Gide* touches cursorily on a topic 
mentioned only to break off on the pretext that he would have too much 
to say on the matter or that it is a subject more suited to conversation. 
These arguments are perhaps excusable in the o&se of Martin du Gard whom 
he saw quite frequently. Gide did, however, see considerably leas of 
Rouveyre and Claudel for example and one may wonder if Gide is unwilling 
to pursue his thoughts in written form.^
1. Lettres a AndLre Gide 1891-1911. Droz et ?<inard, 1972, 6th December
1895, p. 94. My own underlining. See'.Ibid, pp. 40» 70, 71» 85-84.
2. Seei above p. 26.
5. beet above, p. 24.
4. The most notable exceptions to this are Gide's correspondences with
/artin du Gard and Henri Ch6on.
5. G./Gosae Corr., 2nd January 1914» pp. 104-105; G./lroust Corr.,
21st November 1918, p. 59. Among Gide's other correspondents, both
Marcel Jouhandeau and Albert fockel were not above writing to Gide 
to ask him for a letter.
6. One must also take into account tn&t the nature of Gide's relations 
with Claudel and Rouveyre may pre-suppose little desire to correspond 
at all.
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7he gaps in Gide's correspondence may be due to the sheer quantity 
of his correspondents, to his other activities or, more simply, to the 
place held by the correspondent in Gide's life. However, given Gide's 
own statements on his lack of enthusiasm for letter-writing and his 
ineptitude ae a correspondent, one cannot, in spite of evidence to the 
contrary, ignore the possibility that he finds correspondence an 
unsatisfactory means of expression and communication.
Clearly, as a means of expression, Gide's correspondence cannot vie 
with his work. Unlike Valiry, who valued correspondence and his private 
relations more, apparently, than his literature, Gide placed his art 
above all. It ia not the aim of this thesis to challenge this fact.
In order to ascertain the place held by correspondence for Gide, I 
shall consider Gide's evaluation of correspondence in comparison to two 
other means of expression at his disposal: his Journal End the spoken 
word. In both, Gide is speaking in his own name.
Admittedly, one oannot discard the view that Gide's works ere a 
means of direct self-expression. The many parallels to be drawn between
Gide's life and his work have caused much Ink to flow from critics* pens.
Nonetheless, Gide himself warns against identifying him too closely with
2his fictional characters. For thia reason, critics, such as Henri Maasis, 
who quote "Gide” directly from his literary works are on dangerous ground 
and were, indeed, condemned by Gide for their failure to reoognise the 
inevitable artistic transposition in any work of art, no matter how rep­
resentative of its author.
Certainly, Gide's Journal, his correspondences and even his speech 
are not exempt from some "transposition”. In the first of these media,
1. G./V. Corr., 16th November 1691, p. 158, and 8th July 1898, p. 321.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 29th December 1925» pp. 280-281.
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Gide is, to some extent, preparing hie literary figure for posterity} 
in the second two, Gide’s attitude and way of expressing himself change 
according to his correspondent or his interlocutor. Nonetheless, all 
are supposedly private media where Gide is expressing himself directly.
At this stage, therefore, I shall restrict myself to studying Gide’s 
correspondences in comparison to his Journal and the spoken word which 
are means of expression representative both of Gide the man and the 
writer. by comparing them to correspondence, I hope to Isolate what 
is particular to the latter as a means of written communication, thus 
taking an intermediary step from the more negative aspects studied so 
far to what is positive in Gide’s attitude towards correspondence.
5. Correspondence and Gide’s Journal.
The obvious difference between the Journal and Gide’s correspondence 
lies in the fact that in the former Gide’s dialogue is with himself and 
in the latter wita his correspondent. Nonetheless, one may justifiably 
argue that both msdla are connected.
There is, indeed, evidence that the two are interchangeable. 
Commenting on Cide’s correspondence with Maroel Drouin in 1898, Claude 
Martin expresses his belief that the length and frequency of Gide’s 
letters is due to the fact that, at this time, Gide was not writing in 
his Journal.1 2 One sees that Gide does, in fact, count upon his corr­
espondence to do duty for his Journal since, after mentioning in the
latter that he has met a certain Vollmoeller in Sorrento, he adds: 
"...(j’ai raoonte longuement cette visits dans une lettre a Drouin)”.
Another example which lends support to Claude martin’s point of 
view is to be found in Gide’s correspondence with henri Gheon of 1900.
1. HAG, p. 268.
2. J.l, November 1904* 146.
5. At this time Gide was not writing in hia Journal.
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In two letters which were written little by little from the 15th August
to the 21st, both content and style prove that Gide is sending Gheon
the equivalent of daily entries in a diary.1 Another letter to Gheon
in which he writes of Cesar Franck and Beethoven, seems to fulfil the
same function as his Journal for Gide as he declares: "Ce n'eet pas
pour toi que j'eerie ainai, c'est pour moi-meme et paroe que j'ai pria,
2tu saia, 1'habitude de me proaener avec tpi".
To Boger Martin du Gard, Gide openly admits t.iat one of his letters
replaces his Journal, "ou je n'ecria plus guere".By corollary, in
a later letter, Gide does not go into depth on the question of post-war
Cennany, referring Martin du Gard to certain passages in his Journal 
4which he may read at a later date. Moreover, in one instance at least,
Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gard serves almost as a practising-
Oround for what will become a part of Gide's Journal on Martin du Gard's 
5encouragement.
On a more general level, it is noticeable that, during the two
World Ware, when Gide's correspondence was reduced for various reasons,^ 
his Journal is well-filled. It is therefore obvious that Gide slips 
easily from one source of expression to the other viewing both as equally 
suitable means of Informing his correspondents of nis daily life and 
of nis points of view. ,
Letter-writing is also closely linked to Gide's Journal since the one 
often prompts expression in the other. Frequently, the letters Gide
1. G./Gheon Corr. 1, pp. 285-268.
2. Ibid, 2<th June 1901, p. 356. In 1901 too there are no entries in 
Gide's Journal.
3. G./M.G. 2, 30th October 1944, p. 284.
4. Ibid, 11th February 1945» P» 512. Jet: J.2, 16th December 1946, 
pp. 305-6. This entry is a reply to Martin du Card's letter of the 
7th October 1920, G./M.J. Corr. 1, pp. 156-159.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 23rd September 1942, pp. 268-271* & 30th September 
1942, pp. 271-272.
6. During the First World War, Gide had very little time for correspon­
dence due to hie voluntary work et the Foyer franco-beige. During 
the second World War, letters had not only to be censored but were 
also often lost or impossible to send from Africa to France.
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receives are mentioned or even partially copied in his Journal in order
to allow Gide to express hie opinion or, sometimes, as a pretext for 
2self-explanation.
Gide cosiaents on Henri Gheon*e letter of the 9th May 1920^ and on 
4
hie own letter to Jacques Copeau of the 17th October 1930. These 
letters have raised in Gide’s mind the question of his attitude to 
Catholicism and are being used by Gide to give his definitive opinion in 
hie Journal. Insofar as Gide's opinion of Henri Gheon*s letter is 
concerned, this is probably all the more important to Gide as there is 
no reply in the published Correspondance.
Martin du Gard's lettera are often used by Gide as a point of
reflection in his Journal. Thus, after agreeing too swiftly to /.artln 
5
du Gard's criticism of Cedlpe in his oorrespondenoe, Gide modifies and
defines his point of view more clearly in his Journal,^ expressing,
nonetheless, his satisfaction that he did acquiesce immediately. Gide's
definitive point of view is no sooner worked out in his Journal than he 
7
writes to inform Martin du Gard of it. similarly, during the War
years, a letter from Martin du Gard on Marshal p£taln* S is quoted by an
9approving Gide in his Journal after he has expressed his agreement with 
Martin du Gard in his correspondence.*^ Another letter from his friend 
which describes occupied France is mentioned by Gide in his Journal.**
1. J.l, 1905, p. 182; 8th April 1906, p. 207; 2nd Key 1906, p. 211; 
January 1922, p. 727; 18th June 1923, p. 760.
2. Ibid, 21st January 1902, p. 125; 2nd May 1906, p. 211; 8th November 
1931, PP. 1090-1091.
5. G./Gheon 2, pp. 971-973. J,l, Sunday 1920, p. 682.
4. Unpublished. The wording of Cide's letter differs from hi3 quote 
in J.l, November 1930, pp. 1014-1015.
5. G./K.G. Corr. 1, 50th January 1931, PP. 437-439, & 1st February 1931, 
pp. 440-443.
6. J.l, Jrd & 5th Fetruary 1931, pp. 1029-1030.
7. Q./M.G. Corr. 1, 6th February 1931, PP. 445-446.
8. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 6th October 1942, pp. 273-274­
9. J.2, October 1942, p. 138.
10. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 11th October 1942, pp. 274-275.
11. J.2, 17th July 1940, pp. 41-42. Martin du Gard's letter of the 
13th July 1940 has not been found. ^eet G./M.G. Corr. 1, Annex 
to letter 661, p. 538.
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He writes at greater length than in hie correspondence of his regret 
that he has protected himself from this part of history thereby missing 
a golden opportunity for new experience lor his art.
Thus, the letters received by Gide which provoke thought in him 
are fruitful for his Journal in which he transcribes his considered 
opinion as he sometimes omits to do in his correspondence. Certain 
entries, in turn, find their way back into Gide’s correspondence showing 
that the relationship between Gids*a Journal and his letters io two-way,
Gide not only takes into acoount in hia Journal the letters he
receives but also the letters he writes. In addition to quoting at
o
length from letters of general importance which he actually sent, Cide 
also uses his Journal as an epistolary graveyard for unsent letters.
One finds several examples of Gide's inserting letters of reply to
articles upon him into his Journal.Such letters, had they been sent,
would obviously have been published in the respective newspapers and
revues thereby giving too much importance to the articles which had
provoked them. This probably explains why Gide prefers the more discreet
but equally efficient medium of his Journal to rectify "lea erreurs fquij 
4
ont la vie dure".
Apart from thia use of letters in hie Journal, Gide also Includes 
unsent letters which he clearly believes to be of general importance.
Thus, one finds a letter to Susanna Allegret in which Gide subtly mingles 
his views on Christianity and Creek legend with a criticism of Jusanne 
AllAgret’a narrow understanding of her children,
1. G./h.G. Corr. 2, 16th July 1940, p. 211.
2. J.l, 5th February 1916, pp. 536-537» where Gide quotes witn soae 
small alterations his letter of 6th February 1916 to .diaund Gosse, 
G./C«s« Corr. pp. 127-129*
5. J.l, 23rd November 1912, footnote 1, p. 3^6, & 28th July 1929» p* 928. 
J.2, December 1947* P* 308.
44 Ibid, p. 308.
5. J.l* 23rd January 1923» pp. 744-745*
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Alao in Gide's Journal is a letter intended for Gheon which strongly 
criticises the latter's work, I'Boaaae ne de la zusrre. Temolgnage d'un 
cooverti. The fundamental issue of this letter is art. The converted 
Gheon*a easy dismissal of his past, of life, art, beauty, "la part du 
diable"^ deeply shocks Gide as well as Gheon*s writing of the "refus de 
conclure" of the work of art instead of its *"impartialits'", its 
Hhonn6tet6 de 1'esprit'1. 2 * 4
Gide also, at one point, includes both the letter he has received 
from a certain Bernard Engineer and his reply^ such is the importance of 
this exchange on the Influence of the ourrltures terrestreo. In 
Engineer’s letter one sees the anguish that may be caused by liberating 
oneself, as advised in Gide's book, from any moral code imposed from 
outside; in Gide's reply one finds the continued conviction that it is 
the "lnaoumis" who have the most important role to play in the survival 
of our civilisation and who are the "responsables de Bleu”.^
Another curious example of an unsent letter which appears in Gide's 
Journal is a critical letter on Judith intended for its author, Giraudoux.
The contents are such that one thinks rather of an article within a letter
within Cide's Journal.
Although this letter is not extremely important in itself, I mention 
it as it shows how very thin the line can be which separates the Journal,
(ride's letters tnd even his articles as a way of expressing himself.
The Journal is indeed complementary to Gide's correspondence since 
not only may one replace the other, but also the technique of Gide's 
journal is to be found in his correspondence and epistolary techniques in 
his Journal. Moreover the correspondence supplies Gide's Journal with
1. J.l, 2 3rd February 19101 647.
2. Ibid, pp. 647-646.
5. J.2, 24th February 1946, pp. 294-296.
4. Ibid, 296.
subject-matter while the latter sometimes helps Gide to conceive
a reply to his correspondents.
This explains why, as Auguste Angles points out, both the corres­
pondences and the Journal are necessary for a complete knowledge of
Gide's life:
...le Journal ne llvre qu'une fraction absolument 
lnfime de tout ce que Gide pouvait penser et 
exprimer en un jour. Si on voulait vraiment avoir 
le vr&i journal de bord de Gide, 11 faudrait truffer 
1*actual Journal des correspondanoes qu'il pouv&it 
ecrire cheque jour a cinq ou six personnes, dans un 
eel air age extreraenaent different .*
4« Corresponds ,ce and Conversation.
As has been seen, the function of Gide's Journal and his corres­
pondence often overlaps. In the case of correaponde:x>e and speech, 
this occurs ioore rarely. The bond between these two means of expression
is not so close for several reasons. I now turn to the first of these 
which seems to me to lie in Gide's behaviour during the apt of speech 
and its oonssqusnoes. both help to explain why the function of 
correspondence, with which I will deal subsequently, differs from that 
of speech.
In Gide's Journal, one finds, particularly in his youth, frequent 
references to his painful social awkwardness. This very awkwardness 
is caused by the importance Gide attaches to the impression he makes on
other peoples
La presence des autres me sera blentot insupportable;
Je finirai en ours, je crois. Je m'exoite et ll'irrite 
devant chacun. L'opinion d'autrui m*imports, je crois, 
plus que Jamals. J'ai bisn peu progrease par la .2 
Gide's opinion of his conversational abilities is very low as is
shown by two typical examples of self-denigration: "...ma conversation
1. bntretlena. pp. 206-207.
2. J.l, 8th October 1891, p. 26.
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reste desesperement terne, et l'on ne peut obtenir de mol nul avant age.. 
and*."J'en arrive a ne plus comprendre meme, parfois, d'ou peut me venir
1*amitie que certqins me portent.•.tant me deplaisent et m'exasperent
2lee propoe que j'entends de moi.” Even in later life, Gide writes 
after a conversation with General de Gaulle in 1945» "Js songeais 
tristement a ce qu'aurait pu etre cette entrevue, si Valery eut ete a 
ma place..."* proof of his sense of conversational inferiority to Valery
who shares the butt of Gids's envy with the brilliant Cooteau.
5Even when he shines in conversation, Gide is subject to fits of 
unsoclablllty due to his feeling that conversation is a waste of time^ 
in comparison, no doubt, to the more serious occupation of literary 
production.
When Gide goes into details on the contents of his conversations, 
one sees that the problem lies not so much in what he does not say, the 
usual manifestation of ordinary shyness, as Ln what he does say or even
One finds a significant passage in Gide's Journal of 1916 where 
Gide, after quoting the following lines from Kaurice de Guerin's Journal
confesses his desire to have written them himselfi •
'Pour nourrlr le discours, j'y Jette mss ;enseos
favorites, oelles que J'alme le plus aecritsmcnt
st aveo le plus de soSLcltuds. Wa parols 11mldo 
st embarrassie lea difigure, lss autlls, lss Jetts
au £rand jour, dieaordonneos, confuses, deai-nuss.
Quand Je a'en vale, je reouellle et je serre mon tresor
repandu, aals je ns reacts en moi que dea reveii
naeurtris comme des fruits tombea de l'axbre ^ur dea
pierres'.^'"
1. T 1 , 12th November 1915. p. 516.
2. Ibid, 22nd or 25rd April 1916, pp. 554-555.
5. J.2, 26th June, p. 24b.
4. G./Co. Corr., p. 17.
5. To judge by Kartin du Gard's opinion of Gide as a conversationalist, 
this happens more often than Cide believes. Jsei IUA.G., p. 15.
6. J.l, 26th February 1927. p. ®51.
7. J.l, Friday 1916, p. 561, & October 1916, 565-564. where Gide 
describee a particularly embarrassing meeting with Edmund Gosse.
6. J.l, 8th February 1916, p. 55®.
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Gide thus seems to be subject to the same helpless* semi­
inarticulate frankness that one finds in the "hero" of ^eludes. In 
speech* both feel keenly how damaging spontaneous expression is to 
their thoughts and to the impression they make on others.
One finds several instances of this in Paludes* albeit in ironio 
vein. At one of Angelo's literary soirees* the hero is asked to 
recite one of his poems. His exasperation at being asked to read ''une 
toute petite piece aans..."^ gives way under the insistence of Engels's 
other guests. His poem* pROrlkNAIk,* bears a stylistic resemblance to
Cide’s own Poesies d* Andre Valter. The reaction to the hero of Paludes*a
artistic attempts is general silence since; "•••evldemraent on ne 
comprenait pas que c’et&lt fini; on attendait. - ’C’est flni** dis-je". 
Writing of the same soiree the hero admits! "J'etais en eau et comp- 
litement ahuri; je r^pondis eperdument", and: ”...comma chez Angela 
je suis presque chez moi* m'approchant d'elle et sortant ma montre* je 
criai tres fort: - ’llais, chere amie, il est horriblement tardi"^
Such over-apontaneity in speech does* in fact, have a contrary 
effect on one’s listeners whose silent disconcertment ends any possibility 
of communication. Cide himself, on a slightly different plane* recog­
nises that the purity emanating from his youthful being must have had a 
freezing effect on mors ordinary mortals around him. Thus, the young 
Gide* at least* experiences difficulty in conversing himself and also 
imposes the same problem upon his Interlocutor thereby killing communic­
ation.
1. Romans* Paludes, p. 117.
2. Ibid, p. 117.
3. Ibid, p. 123.
4. Ibid, pp. 123-124.
3. J.l, 26th November 1931» P« 1093.
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Another pitfall of conversation is its swaying influence. Gide
dislikes affirmation1 and is too ready to understand others* viewpoints 
2to be able to refute them in conversation. Moreover, the desire to 
please often falsifies what he does express. A desperate need for 
"sympathie" is at the toot of this problem: "Le plus souvent je ne 
cherche qu'a flatter pour plaire, tourmente par le dfcsir d’etre aime". 
This search for approval is viewed severely by Gide himself since he 
recognises the danger of this form of concession to sincerity.
It must be remembered, however, that Gide’s inability to express 
convictions in conversation, coupled with his need for "sympathie", is 
also a willed state. Gide's ability to enter inti another’s thoughts
and emotions is explained in psychological terms in Daniel Moutote’s
5
Le Journal de Gide et les problernes du moi. Of greater interest,
perhaps, is Gide’s own explanation of this voluntary phenomenon in a
most important letter to Marcel Drouin:
J’en suis parvenu...a cet heureux etat ou l’on n’a 
plus de foi personnelle; cet etat, qui pour le 
philosophe serait le scepticisme, est pour l'homroe 
de lettres ce qu’on pourrait appeler l’etat de 
dialogue; il vient d’une penetration toujours plus 
grande et surtout plus profonde des croyances et des 
morales d'autrui; de la possibilite de s’emouvoir 
tour a tour autant pour l’une que pour 1*autre, et 
cela sincerement, passionnement; enfin, du desinter- 
essement oomplet da son opinion personnelle.6
In the same letter, Gide makes it quite clear that it is for the
furtherance of his art that he has brought about this state, which has
rendered verbal discussion quite impossible for him because: "Je
a'oocupai...presque uniquement de 'comprendre* ...rien ne m*importait 
7moins que de me former ensuite une opinion personnelle.•."1
1. J. 2, 194O» P» 51.
2. J.l, 12th May 1892, pp. 31-52.
3. J.2, 29th January 1945» p. 182.
4. J.l, 9th June 1928, p. 881, "Il ne s'agit 9 m’isole".
5. Op. cit., note 34» pp. 5-6.
6. Letter of the 10th May 1894 quoted in J.A.G. 2, p. 31Q.
7. Ibid, p. 319.
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Although, for artistic purposes, Gide seems ready to abandon any
attempt to express his own opinions, it is noticeable that both Valery 
and Claudel whose speech tended towards implacable monologue are but 
reluctantly admired or envied by an impotently silent Gide.
Despite, or perhaps because of, Gide’s difficulty in communicating 
verbally with people from his own social and artistic milieu, one finds 
that he has a great love of contact with people from other social back­
grounds. This is mainly to be seen in his sojourns in Algeria where 
he frequents districts which would definitely not have met with his 
mother’s approval or again during his visit to Russia where he easily 
engages in conversations with chance encounters ln trains. Thus, Gidian 
speech may be spontaneous without being disastrous.
Nonetheless, the act of speech is beset with problems. As I have 
mentioned, Gide is often unwilling to express himself, now for artistic 
now for psychological reasons. Conversation for Gide is, on the one hand 
the spontaneous but self-destroying expression of his opinions and on 
the other the absorption or flattering repetition of those of his inter­
locutor.
I now turn to the function of correspondence which, no doubt because 
of Gide’s difficulties in expressing himself verbally, is not that of 
spontaneous expression at a distance as it was for Madame de Sevigne.
It is already evident from Gide's comments on his own letters that 
he dislikes any stylistic or contextual lapses on his part, thus making 
it clear that the letter is not to have the same haphazard quality that 
one sometimes finds in Gide's speech. The following comment in a letter 
to Martin du Gard proves that the letter is not Gide’s most spontaneous 
mode of expression: "Ma lettre d'hier m'inqui&te un peu. Je l’ai 
laissee partir trop vite. J'aurais du la relire; la r^crire peut-^tre.
1. J.l, 19th November 1912, p. )84| 2nd January 192), p. 751? 8th May 
1927, p. 8)8.
I’y repenser* cette nuit coupe mon aonuaeil...
The fact that the letter ia not regarded as an easy, natural flow 
of words ia shown in heightened proportion in Cide*a Correspondence 
with Claudel* the very correspondent who requires the most difficult* 
since intimate* explanations. Thus Gide writes to Claudel: "...je 
se saia pas vous ecrire tout a coup.1 2'
For Gide* correspondence ia therefore a more considered>stable 
form of expression than speech. Because of this basic functional
difference, the question now arises: which of these media does Gide
prefer and when? In answer to this question* 1 will deal firstly with 
the cases where Cide favours correspondence and then with those where 
conversation is preferred.
In Gide’s correspondence with Valery* there is evidonos that Gids 
finds the written word mors acceptable. This is because of the diff­
iculties he experiences in conversation with Valery which are possibly 
at the root of hie calling Valery his "meilleur correopondant” without 
gging on to add "friend". Valery’s superiority over Gids in speech^ 
is not* however* the most important reason for Gide’s preference for
him as a correspondent.
After a reproachful letter from Valery who has discovered a copy
of the newly-released Cahiera d*Andre Walter in a friend’s house before
he himself has received a copy* Gids replies:
J’aims vos mslancoliquss querellee: la suavite ds 
vos rsproches me console de les meriter - ^rgyez-vous 
done que dans quelqus mois encore* apresaun© dizains 
de langulssantea lettres* je pourrai rien avoir de 
cache pour votre ame? 4
This quotation seems to suggest that for Valery the letter la the best 
vehicle for gaining knowledge of Gids. This is certainly the case for
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1* 12th March 1951» p. 459*
2. G./C. Corr., 9th January 19O9» p. 95.
5. Which causes Gids to express his thankfulness that he may express 
his disagreement with Valery over the Dreyfus affair in a letter
4. T&a"8tfc^aMo559T?a$}°fe. G-/7, Co"-' 18tfl Jaro“ry 1898’ ”• 310-3 4
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Gide insofar as Valery is concerned, since he writes:
Tu m'aa ecrit deux lettres extraordinairement douces, 
ou il me semblait que j'entrais en toi profondement; 
il me semblait gouter un fruit trop mur, par un 
couteau d'acier pele
Through the sensuality of his imagery Gide evokes the most intimate 
penetration of the other's mind by a reading of his letters alone.
An explanation of this fact is to be found in the following
admission:
Je viendrai a Montpellier dans un mois et demi je pense, - 
pour mes parents certainement, mais pour vous aussi beaucoupt 
cela vaudra bien des lettres, - encore que les vdtres soient 
souvent de plus subtile essence que des propos improvises.*
One sees here that while Gide grants a meeting more value than letters,
he also shows some regret that their "propos improvises" will involve
a loss of the "subtile essence" to be found in Valery's letters at
least. The fact that he does not object to a meeting on his own account 
shows that there must be some other reason than social paralysis for his
reticence.
It is, at this point, useful to remember that both Valery and Gide 
were strongly influenced by Mallermeen thought at this time of their 
lives. The letter may, therefore, be viewed as a superior means of 
communication as it is closer to Symbolist anti-inspiration and pro­
absence than the physical presence and the spoken word. This can be 
seen clearly in one of Gide's letters to Valery: "...j'ai presque peur 
de vous revoir et que nous sentions tous deux que de loin les intellect- 
uellea noces etaient plus faoilement mystiques et spirituelles.•.n>
Gide fears that too close a physical contact will destroy the delicate 
bonds that have been established on the purely spiritual plane of 
correspondence. This concept ia echoed in the poetry of both Valery
1. $,/VUts21st March 1892, p. 153.
2. Ibid, 21st March 1891, pp. 69-70.
3. 1891, P. 81.
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and Gide. Valery’s "Fragments du Narcissa” ends:
HelasJ corps miserable, il est temps de s'unir...
Penche-toi...Baise-toi. Tremble de tout ton etre2
L'insaisissable amour que tu me vins promettre ,
Passe, et dans un frisson, brise Narcisee, et fuit ,... 
and one finds the following passage in Gide's "Nuit de Priere” defin­
itively named "Nuit d’Idumee”:
Deja deux fols, vers moi, mes mains se sont tendues -
- Sans touoher que l'horreur des vides etendues -
- Un peu de brume qui s'aocroche aux doigts, rosee,
Pan de robe dechiquete, morte corolla -
S'evapore parmi l'esperance brlsee, 2
Farfum dont le regret exhale se desole.
Neither knowledge of oneself nor the other is to be achieved by physical
communion.
It is interesting to note that in his description of his wishes
for their correspondence Gide should write to Valery:
...chacune de ces lettres serait quelque subtil 
paysage d'&ne, piein de frissonnantes demi-teintes 
et de delicates analogies s'eveillsnt comme des echos 
aux vibrations des harraoniques; quelque specieuse 
vision, que suivraient, doucement decoulees, les 
deductions de nos reves. Et ces sortes de conf­
idences nous rev£leraient bizarrement et delicieusement 
l'un a 1'autre en apprenant a l'un comment chez 1*autre 
s'associent ces frfeles images.•• 3
The words underlined by myself indicate that even their correspondence, 
which Gide wishes to be on a spiritual, mystical plane, is of such 
quivering delicacy that it may also be destroyed by the slightest hint 
of brutality or over-spontaneity.
An interesting parallel to Gide's attitude towards the physical 
presence is to be found in La Porte etroite. Both Jerome and Alissa 
desire and yet fear each other's physical presence since their conver­
sations prove only too often to be infinitely inferior to their letters 
as a means of communication/* Alissa, in particular, is far more open 
and in control of her words in her letters than in Jerome’s presence.
1. oeales, Gallimard, 1958, p. 73.
2. G./v. Corr., p. 59.
5. Ibid , 16th January 1891, p. 43.
4. Romans, P.e.,pp. 524: "-Je ne sale - d'etre venu”, and p. 558: "Mon 
ami - auparavant”.
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..oreover, her feelings ere stronger for the absent Jerome than for the 
poor substitute of his physical emanation. whenever their relationship 
is forced ento a more banal level, Allesa is at a loss and re rets its 
former spirituality. tier correspondence with Jerome is such that its 
evocation spoils their meeting** which suffer from the understandable 
difficulty of maintaining the mysticism and purity which can be upheld 
in the written word.
/a Gide used both his own and Madeleine's letters, sometimes almost
word for word, in La ; orte etroite. it is not surprising that one finds
similar sentiments in Madeleine's letters to her couaint
Gui, d^cidement, il faudra toujours savoir nous 
separer de temps a autre, pour avoir noa lettres, 
ellea sont irxemplacables, et elles le sont d'autant 
plus que nous n'osons nous parler...^ Nous etlons 
fait pour toujoura nous ecrire...mala non pour etre 
lies...2
Gide's sentimental experience thus goes hand in hand with his youthful 
literary ideals in giving the letter superiority over the spoken word 
as a means of communication and knowledge of the other.
There are two other explanations of Gide's preference for the letter
Cne ia well-expressed in Robert Mallet's introduction to Gide's Corres- 
ponoance with Claudel where he writest Tour celui qui ne veut pas 
repondre, il est evidenment plus facile d'affronter 1'interrogation par 
lettre que oelle qu'on vous assene a brule-pour^oint." * ,his remark 
follows a quotation from Claudel's letter* where he asks Gide when he is 
going to follow the example of his newly-converted sister-in-law. Six 
years before, Claudel had asked Gide verbally when he would become a 
Cetnolic, not without inducing in Gide a complete "deaarroi d'esprit".
To the written question, Gide replies in a letter*5 where he slips out of
1. Letter of the 27th August 1895 quoted by Claude Martin, M.A.G., p. 46
2. Letter of the 5th .September 1895 quoted by Claude Martin, ibid, p. 46
3. G./C. Corr•, p. 21.
4. Ibid, 7th December 1911, PP« 183-184.
5. J.l, 5th December 1905» p. 190.
6. G./C. Corr., 10th December 1911• p. 185.
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Claudel's reach by the dubious, if apparently acceptable, argument of 
the beauty and sacrifice of the dominant, Protestant figures of his 
youth,
significantly, in La iorte etroite. Alisse uses her letters to the 
same end, how often, Just when Jerome believes the barriers between 
him and Alissa to be at their lowest, does Alissa, fearful of too close 
a contact, raise them by means of a letter? The first occasion on which 
this happens is immediately after the death of Jerome's mother which 
leads Jerfime to hope that the main obstacle to his engagement with his 
cousin has been overcome. His hopes are swiftly broken by the first 
and last words of a letter from Alissa: Jerome, mon ami, mon frere,.•
Adieu, mon pauvre ami.^ These simple words hide the complexity of 
Alissa's feminine subtlety. Jerome is firstly granted the status of 
friend, a status which is immediately denied him by the additional word 
"brother". He is then dismissed by the word "Adieu" but at the same 
time is pitied in his function of "ami" as soon as this role has been 
deprived of any possibility of concrete action, Not only does lissa 
alienate Jerome on an emotional level but also, again through a letter, 
attempts to raise a further barrier between them by urging him into the 
spiritual sphere she has ohossn for him,2
Both Gide and Alissa, therefore, use the letter as a safeguard 
against an external influence which is a danger to their Intimate moral 
being, although their reasoning in their letters is not, perhaps, strictly 
honest, this use of the letter as a defence is closely connected to 
another advantage afforded by correspondence, - namely, that it ensures 
greater frankness than the spoken word.
When discussing with Maria Van Kysselberghe a letter to Charles 
Du Bos^ which she has persuaded Gide to moderate, Gide expresses his
1. Homans, P.e. p. 512. .
2. Homans, P.e., p. 552,
3. G./jDu Bos Corr,, 28th September 1928, pp. 147-148.
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regret that he has done so and bursts out:
’...je suis sans resistance vis-a-vis d'autrui, sans 
resistance devant la sympathie. Je sens que les 
gens de ce parti me coupent n»s noyens, m'enlevent 
oes arguments, m'empechent de dire ce que je veux dire.
Je n'ai de liberte, de hardiesse que devant le papier 
blanc; tenet,, je ae rends compte que cert&ines pages 
que j'ai ecritea hier matin, et que je suis heureux 
d'avoir ecrites, ne ae viendraient peut-etre plus 
aujourd'hui, apres avoir vu Mauriac. Quand je cense
a cela, je suis capable de fuir n'imports on...'*
2In a letter published ln he Crl de taris Gide also writes:
...ce que j'aiae le moins donner, c'est 'mon avis'; 
dans la discussion, av&nt d*avoir raison, je m'eteins 
ccmpl4tement; j'ai le tort d'eeouter lea autres...
Kais je reprends forme aussitot seul devant le papier 
blanc. Voila pourquol je prefers l'ecriture a la parole, 
le livre a la revue et au journal, 1'oeuvre d'art a 
l'actualite.5
The letter and the work of art thus compensate for Gide's voluntary and 
involuntary difficulties in giving voice to his own opinion in conver­
sation, although Gide has obviously been accused by Christian Beck of
the opposite phenomenon since he writes: "Peut-etre dans une conver­
sation sauriex-vous avoir raison de mee involontaires silences et de
mee fuites; dans ce cas je souhaite vivement de vous revoir". On the 
whole, however, access to Gide's true thoughts seems to be surer through 
the written than the spoken word. As has been seen, speech, which is 
spontaneous, falsifies both the form and the content of Gide's expression. 
The letter not only gives Gide the possibility to order his thoughts into 
their most satisfactory fora but is also a greater guarantee that they 
are of truly Gidian source.
The gloomy picture painted so far of Gide as a conversationalist shows 
us but one side of Cide's attitude and capacities. Although Cide prefers 
the letter to verbal discussion when he has reason to fear or avoid spon­
taneous expression, this preference ie by no means a constant in his lift.
1. Cahiers 4. 4th March 1929, p. 408.
2. "Feints par eux-mSmes: Andre Gide", Saturday, 5th May 1901, quoted 
by Claude Martin, MAC., pp. 511-512.
5. Ibid, p. 511.
4’ 1 2Christian Beck, Ed. de 1'Altitude, Brussels, 1946, 19th May
1906, p. 44.
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Indeed., for several reasons, Cide more often chooses the spoken 
ratner than the written word as a means of communication. Firstly, the 
spoken word or even, simply, the physical presence1 is granted superiority 
over the written word when it cones to avoiding hurt or misunderstandings,
itobert lallet, again in hie introduction to Gide*e Correspondance with
Claudel, and immediately after hie etatement that it is easier to avoid
the iesue in writing, adds nonetheless!
aia si la derobade est aisee, l'effet 
produit par les mots ecrits est plus salsissant pares 
qu’il leur manque 1*intonation et le regard qui.,, 
peuvent les edulcorer ou les neutraliser •2
An example of the truth of these words is to be found in Gide’s Journal, 
where he notes that a letter from Louis Houart has upset him to the point 
of insomnia. } Four days later, Gide mentions a meeting with ■ ousrt which 
has washed away the effects of his letter.
Similarly, after a letter of reproach from Martin du Gard on Si le
Grain ne meurt,4 Gide writes to his friendi
...mais ce que Je retiens eurtout de votre lettre, 
c’est que nous soromes restes trop longteinps sans 
nous voir et que votre lunette n’est plu» bien au 
point,•.votre lettre (pour la premiere fois une lettre 
de voua) m’apporte un peu de tristesee...5
Obviously, Gide feels that Fartin du Gard's lack of understanding would 
never have occurred had a verbal discussion on the subject taken place.
After Claudel’s letter to Gide where he asks him brutally whether he
is or not a pederast, Gide replies!
Il m’est tres penible qu’il y alt mepriae entre nous; 
male votre lettre est en train d’en creer une nouvelle,,.
Je puis vous affiraer qu'une conversation avec nous Je 
la aouhaite ardement depuis dee mois, des annees - 
encore que le ton de votre lettre me fasee desesperer 
de pouvoir recevolr aujourd’hui de vous
quelque coneeil.• ,6
1. G./Co. orr., 11th July 1919» pp. 97-98» nd Romans, P.e., p; . :<--525 
& 525-526 where the contrasting effects of the letter and the physical 
presence are to be seen clearly,
2, G./C. Corr., p. 21.
5. J.l, 5th April 1908, p. 264.
4. Ausan Stout, Index M.G., 9th December 1926, pp. 16-19.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 11th December 1926, pp. 5O2-5OJ.
6. ,./C. Corr., 7tn March 1914» pp. 217*^*S
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The letter la here being condemned for its tendeooy to aggravate any 
possible ml sunderstanding.
One must not forget either that letter-writing la the written 
manifestation of friendship which ia, nonetheless, more dSiendent on 
cooversetions and meetings for Ite continued existence. Thus, the 
occaeJone on which Clde expresses his desire to neet and discuss with 
corrss^cndenta as different as artln du Card, Lu Bos or Cocteau are 
countless. Indeed, one sees In the following excerpt from a letter to 
Martin du Gerdt "Je cause avec votre ombre un peu cheque jour. C'est 
plus simple et prend moins de temps que de ecus ecrire..."2 that even 
imaginary conversation is more profitable end, significantly, less time- 
oonauming than lottex'-writln^.*'
It is noticeable that, for dieoueslon on matters of general importance 
or for literary topics, Gide eeeaa to prefer the spoken word* n the 
subject of the norm and the banal which has entered into previous letters, 
Gide writes to Martin du Gerdt "Tout oela esH mat lore a conversation,
non a lettre..."** or again, after Martin du Curd's long letter on the
v 5 x“veau a cinq pattea", t "Ahi que nous anrione done mieux cause cela,
u'ecrit." After Martin du Card's Immense epistle on the leek of
homosexuality in Martinique, Gide who is admittedly extremely tired,
7 8reserves hie commsnts for a future conversation.' In a letter to Claudel, 
alec, while giving only a cursory explanation of hie refusal to convert,
Clde adds that he will epeek to Claudel of hie slater-in-law*e conversion. 
Thue, although conversation nay be difficult in this instance, Gide prefers 
it to the letter for dieoueslon on a matter of such importance.
" Soa'j " ' ' ' ' 1 ' 1 " 1 ’’ “ ><<■.., -I- u .........-- ..n T r --­
1. ^../Bm Boa Corr., 5th May 1527, p. 120.
2. G./K.G. Corr. 1, 16th Marsh 1934, P« 602.
3. G./C. Corr., 7th November 1906, p. 66, "Croyes - eatlefairs"•
4. G./K.G. Corr. 1, 2nd October 1926, p. 356.
5. Ibid, 7th Kerch 1931, p. 454.
6. Ibid, 11th March 1931. p. 459.
/. O./k.g, Corr. 2, 26th July 1939• P« 182.
8. G./C. Corr., 10th December 1911, p. 135.
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Literary topics are also often relegated to conversation. Thus 
brief references to Dubois and i^ontherlant in a letter to /.art in du Gazrc 
are followed by the promise of conversations on these writers, Again, 
on the subject of Martin du Gard's own literature, Gide expresses his 
disagreement with his friend on one point only to adds "...mala je ne 
vais pas me lancer dans une discussion qui ne peut etre que dialogues,•
In his correspondence with Arnold Bennett, Gide frequently expresses his
5
desire to speak to his correspondent because of the beneficial effect of
• . 4their conversations which deal more often than not with literature. The
same salutary effect cannot be said to be gained from their correspondence 
which oonsists, on Gide's part, at any rate, of short and Infrequent
letters.
The most striking example of the superiority of conversation over 
the letter as a means of communicating with Bennett is to be found in Gide
letter written after Bennett, his host, has been called away from his
home to a funeral <
Quelle trlste chose que d'en etre reduit a vous eerlre!
•••Je crole que vous pouves aal comprendre quel courage 
et quelle excitation aon esprit et tout mon etre trouv- 
ent dens votre conversation, et meme dace votre seule 
presence.5
In hia Correspondence with Rouveyre, following several articles in 
Le Crapouillot by Rouveyre, Gide replies to his attacks on Valery and 
Copeau and to his comments on Hamlet. Although Gide ie quite explicit 
in hie letter,& he nonetheless wishes, before his departure for the 
Congo, to clarify verbally and in depth the discussion begun in his
letter. Likewise, Charles Du Bos' article on La Symphonic pastorale
1. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 10th September 1940, p. 218.
2. Ibid, 22nd September 1941, p. 259.
3. G./B. Corr., 20th August 1915» pp. 04-65.
4. Ibid, 26th December 1922, pp. 110-119.
5. G./B. Corr., 31st August 1920, p. 101.
6. G./R. Corr., 8th February 1928, p. 106.
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aroueea comment in & letter from Gide but also the remark that they rnuat 
discuss this question later.
Nonetheless, literature, as the last two references and a reading 
of Gide's correspondences more than amply show, is also discussed in 
letter-form as are topics of general interest. One cannot entirely 
divorce the letter from speech since both are a part of friendship.
Indeed one finds that letters and conversation often interrelate much
as Gide's Journal and his correspondence.
Letters often arouse in Gide the desire for verbal discussion.
This is to be seen when Gide writes to Rouveyre:
X ’V 2Apres cette derniere lettre de vous j'ai plus envle de 
vous revoir que jamais, et je sens que, desozmais, je .
pourrai causer aveo vous plus a mon aise, plus serieuse- 
ment et authentiquement que je n'ai fait jusqu'a present .
Again, on reading Rouveyre*s article, "Le Centemporaln capital: Andre Gide" 
in the Nouvelles lltteralrea, Gide writes: "Combien j'aimeraie voua
revoirJ C'est seulement saintenant que je pourrais bien causer avec
M 4vous.
By corollary, Gide's visit to Maurlao's home at Malagar, which was 
5
rich in conversation,provokes three letters from Gide all of which are 
decidedly more affectionate and relaxed than those preceding the visit.
After meeting Maeterlinck in Belgium, Gide notes in his Journal:
"Nous commencions a causer. J'ai le regret dee choses que nous aurions 
pu nous dire. J'aimerais lui ecrire. " The letter is seen here as a 
means of prolonging conversations which were perhaps inhibited by Gide's
shyness.
1. G./iDu Bos Corr., 14th January 1921, p. 28.
2. G,/R. Corr., 10th June 1923* pp. 65-68, where Rouveyre explains his 
use of the word "oenteur" referring to Gide in hie article on Golberg 
in the ’tercure de France.
3. Ibid, 11th June 1923, p. 69.
4. Ibid, 22nd November 1923» p* 89.
5. G./K. 0orr.l>22nd July 1939» pp. 93*94l 26th September 1939» P» 96j 
9th January 1940, p, 98.
6. J.l, 23rd July 1891, p, 23.
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Gide also uses his correspondence to complete or to deal in greater 
depth with topics raised in conversation. Thus a letter to Martin du 
Gard1 2 *completes a previous conversation on Gide's need to leave his work 
in order to plunge deeply into life.
The introduction of ideas raised in conversation into Gide's letters
ft
is not always JustAwritten prolongation due to the physical absence of a
friend. This is seen very clearly when Gide, in a falsely casual ''petit 
2 •«post-scriptum", expresses his views on Dostoievsky and Tolstoy. Gide's
opinion has been provoked by a remark made by Martin du Gard three months 
before and to which Gide had obviously not replied verbally.
This brings us back to the lack of spontaneity of the letter as a 
means of expression. ^ide has allowed his thought to mature for three 
months before expressing it in definitive, ordered form in a letter. He 
has also deliberately Introduced this topit into his correspondence because 
he feels it is of general and literary importance. Clearly, therefore, 
conversation has not the monopoly of such natters although, within the 
framework of friendship, Gide prefers it to correspondence.
The distinguishing factor ol' correspordenoe lies in the fact that, 
while it may be spontaneous because it is a. part of friendship, it also 
allows Gide to give considered and, hence, » more exact expression to his 
thought. It has also been seen that correspondence has a heightened 
value for Gide because of his relationship with his cousin and his 
attachment to Symbolism.
The letter, ae Robert Mallet points out,4 has more gravity than 
conversation. For this reason the latter is more suitable than corr­
espondence for the expression and furtherance of friendship in spite of
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 17th July 1920, p. 151.
2. Ibid, 2nd June 1950, p. 599.
5. Ibid, 12th June 1950. P. 401.
4. See: above, p. 46.
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Jean Cocteau's view that: "Il me semble que la tendreese de Gide
s'exprimait plus par les lettres que par la presence”.'*' The spontaneity 
afforded by the spoken word, when all goes well, in turn helps towards 
Gide's written expression. Although correspondence and speech comple­
ment each other to a certain extent, Gide's very anxiety when he writes
2
too swiftly proves that he does not wish correspondence and speech to 
fulfil the same function. Gide, as I hope to have shown, has a use for 
both spontaneous and considered expression.
The three means of communication I have dealt with are, for this 
reason, less to be opposed than viewed as parts of a whole. Gide needs 
all these media if only because: " - Je n*arrive jamais a dire vraiment
dans un texts unique ce que je me proposals d'exprimer".
As has been seen, letters were granted a superior position to speech 
by the youthful Gide particularly and were often preferred by the unwilling 
Claudelian "convert". Conversation more often appeared to be the better 
medium for topics of general or literary interest. One must not forget, 
however, that correspondence is the written and more considered record of
Gide's dialogue on such topics with his contemporaries and this aspect 
was not negligible to Gide.
The various means of expression chosen by Gide complement each other. 
Vvhen unable to express himself in one, Gide adopted another. Moreover, 
as nas been seen, expression in one medium often leads to expression in 
another. Although this point has not been dealt with in this chapter, 
it is Gide's work which benefits moat from his other modes of expression.
1. GI3^ V1VANT. Amiot-Dumont, Paris, 1952, pp. 57-58.
2. See: above, p. 40.
5. Claude Mauriac, Conversations aveo Andre Gide. Extraits q'un 
Journal. Albin Michel, 1951. P. 215. My underlining.
4. This will be seen more clearly later in this chapter.
5. This occurred on a direct level with Gide's conversation and his corres­
pondence. The notes to La Tentative amoureuse, Faris, Librairie de 
l'Art independant, 1895. PP- 41-45. for example, were inspired by a 
conversation with Albert Mockel.
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Hence, in spite of the weight of evidence that Gide sees his work as the 
most important means of written expression, one cannot discard any of 
the other means at his disposal.
It ia perhaps not out of place to remark briefly at this point that 
laniel Moutote^ has more than adequately proved the use made of Gide's 
Journal for his work. In the final chapter of this thesis, I hope, in 
a more modest way, to shew that the correspondences also served this 
purpose while, at the same time, Gide's work had an effect upon self- 
expression in his correspondence.
As all modes of Gidian expression are necessary and complementary, 
one cannot make an entirely arbitrary separation between them. None­
theless, it is possible to point to a distinguishing factor of corres­
pondence other than its lack of spontaneity and the advantages Gide saw
in this.
Gide's work involves transposed expression of his own experiences 
and possible avenues of thought. It is a means of communication with 
the public and with himself due to the retroactive effect of Gide's work 
upon him. The Journal is a means of communicating with oneself by inner
dialogue. Correspondence is a means of self-expression and comroun , ation
with private and varied individuals. Herein lies its value for the 
Gidian student, at least, since it shows Gide going outwith himself, 
searching for authentic self-knowledge and self-expression by avoiding 
the very pitfalls of conversation.
5 • Measure in Correspondence.
The evidence up to this point has tended to show that Gide finds 
correspondence a secondary, even tiresome occupation and only partially 
satisfactory as a means of expression or communication. This is because
1. In Le Journal de GicLe et lea probl&aes du moi (1889-1925)
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I have deliberately restricted myself to a study of cognitive and 
negative aspects of correspondence. I now, wish to devote my attention 
to the more positive aspects of Gide's attitude to correspondence. 
Thereafter, I shall explore, in greater depth, the possible parts Gide 
expected hie correspondences to play, in order to isolate what seems to 
me to be its most important role.
A closer look at Cide's correspondences themselves shows that Gide's 
complaints against letter-writing are no more numerous than the occasions 
on which he expresses his pleasure in this activity.
Thus, Gide writes to Rouveyre: "Heureux suis-je que ma lettre vous
ait pluj J'avals pria grand plaisir a 1'ecrire...”1 in reference to a
letter prompted by Rouveyre *s article "Le Contemporain capital". The
letter concerned is on the level of literary debate, which probably
explains Gide's enjoyment in writing it.
Gide is capable of putting his correspondence before his work.J 
4
n/hen he writes to Martin du Gard that he has been longing to write to 
him but has promised himself that he would first finish an article for 
the Revue de Geneve, thie self-inflicted moral blackmail is comparable 
to parental promises of a pleasurable desert in order to persuade children 
to eat a hated helping of meat and vegetables.
It is interesting to notice that in one letter to Martin du GaXd^
Gide opposes the word "eamerdementa" to the long letter he would like to 
write to his friend. In so doing, correspondence appears in the same 
light as Gide's work which is also discouraged by petty irritations auah 
as an accumulation of ordinary correspondence• * 3
1. G./R. Corr., 3th November 1924, p. 87.
2. ublished in the Nouvelles litteraires. 25th October 1924.
3. G./Gheon Corr. 1, 30th June 1899» p. 217» "Des piles de papier blaao 
sont sur ma tablet mais avant tout j'ai voulu t’fccrire".
4. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 7th October 1922, p. 192.
3. See: Ibid, 1 and 2, 10th March 1932, p. 514t 16th April 1923» 
p. 216; 17th September 1946, p. 351.
6. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 17th September 1946, p. 351.
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Gide not only enjoys letter-writing himself but is also keenly 
aware of the pleasure of receiving letters. As I have already remarked,
Gide raises Martin du Gard’s letters to the level of "un art epistolaire"^
2which he wishes to preserve for Martin du Gard’s future admirers,
Gide’s pleasure in Valery’s letters is mainly artistic. The ideas 
expressed in Valery’s letters are often desolate and despairing."1 
Frequently, in his replies to such letters, Gide's artistic consciousness 
is so strong as to supercede the natural reactions of sympathetic and 
comforting friendship:
3ais-tu, mon ami, que tu ecris admirablement; je 
t’eerie, moi, pour le plaisir seulement d’une reponse, 
pour le plaisir de lire un peu de toi. Mais si, a 
ta lassitude, je sympathise de loin et eomms en artiste, 
je me lasse vite de refleter ta chere ame.4
Although Gide’s admiration is particularly strong for the correspon­
dence of Valery and Martin du Gard, they are by no means the only corr­
espondents whose letters receive the epithets of exquisite or excellent.
The most obvious reason for the pleasure Gide finds in correspondence 
lies in the role of the letter as the written expression of friendship. 
Gide's comments on the exquisiteness of letters received does not derive
from artistic considerations alone.
Writing to Martin du Gard, Gide describes a letter from his friend
as a "preuve d'amitie"^ which has touched him more than any other. io
Edmund Gosse, Gide proclaims his joy at receiving a letter from him, "car 
7
quel ami vous faitesi"’
The letter is not only a simple token of friendship but also a means
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 26th January 1951. P. 455.
2. ibid, p. 455. gi-
5. G./V. Corr., 8th May 1891, p^635 11th September 1891, p. 127;
10th August 1891, pp. 119-120.
4. Ibid, September 1891, p. 128. My own underlining.
5. G./Co. Corr., letter no. 46, pp. 122-125 & 27th August 1949. PP. 201-202;
G./M. Corr., 15th November 1949. PP* 111-112; G./B. Corr., End of
August 19259 pp. 125-126; G./Lu Bos Corr,, 2nd July 1926, pp, 105-106.
6. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 1st February 1951 • p. 440. Martin du Gard’s long 
letter on Oedlpe of the 50th January 1951. Ibid, pp. 457-459. was 
written while he was still ln a clinio after a very bad car accident.
7. G./Gosse Corr., 8th January 1914* pp. 106-107.
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of furthering the bonds of friendship and giving a better knowledge of 
one’s own and the other.4* points of view. Thus, from Laraalou, Gide 
evokes the important correspondence he had with Valery the previous 
year which "enfong^ait plus avant notre commerce et nous expli.u&it 
raieux nos rapports”.
Apart from its role in tne progression of friendship, correspondence, 
as the expression of the latter, takes on heightened importance at
particular moments in Gide's life, when it becomes an instrument of
2solace! This concept of the letter as a comforting or soothing agent 
is echoed in La Porte etroite, where Jerome, during his military service, 
writes of Alissa's letters that they were his "seul refuge".^
The need for letters is emphasised at the time of Madame Gide's
death. While not ready to see Martin du Gard, one sees fully in two of
Gide's letters at this time the comforting influence of his friend’s
letters when Gide writest "Cher ami, cheque ligne de votre lettre.,.me 
4
va au coeur.,.c'est de vous que j'attends le meilleur conseil”, and: 
”Votre bonne lettre m’a fait un peu de bien en carescant mon amour-propre"
The eclipse of the axis of Gide's life with his wife’s death and 
Gide's exile during the Second World War explain an increased need for 
letters in the later years of Gide’s life.^ A letter from Martin du Gard 
during the War arouses the following comment from Gide: "Votre bonne 
lettre,,.me ranime. Ce sont certes les liens de l'amitie qui me 
rattachent le plus a la vie",
Even after the end of the war, however, Gide continues to feel the
1. G./V. Corr., 15th October 1900, p. 572.
2. J.l, 17th January 1916, pp. 527-528 & Ibid, p. 532-5 Lit Eng.,
p. 176; J.2, 51st July 1942, p. 128.
5. Homans, P.e., p. 550.
4. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 23rd April 1936, p. 155.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 7th May 1956. p. 138.
6. A letter to Mauriao of the 5rd July 1940 and Journal entries of the 
15th and 19th July 1940 show Gide's natural preoccupation with 
correspondence at this time.
7. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 24th May 1942, p. 248.
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need for letters. Gide’s confession in his letter to Martin du Gard
is by no means exaggerated. The final years of Gide's life were filled 
neither by his wife's presence nor by a weighty literary output nor by 
the desire to involve himself in current events. Indeed, the most
striking aspect of the final letters in all Gide's published correspon­
dences is Gide's detachment from the hustling progress of life. In 
these circumstances, it is indeed the "bonds of friendship" which count 
most for him. These bonds are no longer as often before between "de
beaux ennemis"^ but depend on the warmth of mutual and peaceful affection 
2and comprehension.
6• The "True" Letter.
Despite the joy Gide experiences in friendship, particularly in
the latter stages of his life, this is far from being the sole reason
for his pleasure in correspondence. Gide's letter to Gosse^ where he
emphasises Gosse's qualities as a friend does not entail greater 
assiduity in Gide as a correspondent.
When his correspondence with Rouveyre is resumed after a gap of 
4 5two years, Gide also insists on friendship. In two short letters,
Gide replies to Rouveyre*s four letters which re-open the door to 
cordial relations. Both these letters begin with a similar formula* 
the pleasure Rouveyre*s letters have brought Gide have made him realise 
how much affection he still has for Rouveyre and how much he would like 
to see him again. The very fact that Gide should use almost identical
1. G./C. Corr., 7th January 1911, p. 159*
2. Gide looks to Martin du Gard in particular for this. See: G./M.G. 
Corr. 2, 22nd June 1943, p. 412, "C'est - birinque".
5. See:above, p. 54..
4. This break in their correspondence was caused by an exchange of letters 
in the Nouvelle Revue iranqaise during August and Ootober 1928, due to 
Rouveyre's attacks on Paul Valery, Jacques Riviere and Jacques Copeau.
5. G./R. Corr., 10th April 1921, p.128 & 4th or 5th September, p.l53»
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terms when writing to Rouveyre is an indication of what follows, Gide’s 
letters remain short and infrequent. His eagerness to admit to continuing 
friendship for Rouveyre is not an inducement to renewing the sometimes 
hurtful depth of exploration of their former letters. Their letters which 
now depend on friendship alone are disappointing for the reader. Corres­
pondence cannot, therefore, be seen as a simple sign of friendship.
The same is true of Gide’s correspondences with Copeau, Du Bos and 
Gheon after their conversion. Although Gide continued to see his friends 
after their joining the Catholic Church and even continued to correspond 
amicably, his letters become shorter and scarcer,
Gide himself points to duality in the function of correspondence 
when he makes a distinction between a letter and a "true" letter. Thus
Gide writes to Martin du Gard : "Trop fatigue pour vous ecrire une vraie
lettre’’.1 Gide also expresses the desire to receive from Martin du Gard 
2"une lettre de vous, pas un billet, une vraie lettre".
A letter to Francis Jammes makes it quite clear that true correspondence
is more than the expression of friendship since Gide wishes to write "non
plus des indications, mais au hasard, les choses de moi les meilleures".^
When one thinks of Gide’s best, one thinks of his art. One is also tempted
into this comparison by a comment that a true letter for Copeau is swelling 
4within him, since Gide uses the imagery of pregnancy when in the process 
of producing a work. It is also to be remembered that, just as Gide 
believes in the precept of writing "dans la joie", so too he is unable to
1. G./M.G.2, 12th June 1947, p. 370.
2. Ibid, 3?d September 1948, p. 425,
3. G./J. Corr., 23rd October 1895, p. 55.
4. Unpublished letter of the 11th March 1912.
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vrite true letters when there ie a lack of joy in hie life. In a letter 
to Copeau, he admits he has been waiting for a day of peace, li&ht and 
Joy before writing to his friend.1 2 3The use of the word ‘’write” in this 
letter is obviously not to be taken literally but as an elliptical way of 
saying "to write a true letter", one which would attain the status of a 
miniature work.
By this, I do not mean to say that the stylistic content of Gide’s
"true" correspondence will always be comparable to that of his works.
2A letter to Jacques Copeau clarifies the sense in which a "true" letter 
is to be understood, since Gide not only denigrates the very letter he is 
writing but praises Copeau*s last letter because it Intoxicated both his 
heart and his mind. This letter, therefore, not only underlines that 
there is a difference between ordinary and "true" letters but also 
explains what constitutes this difference. An ordinary letter maintains 
contact between friends or is addressed to the heart; a true letter 
speaks also to the mind.
One finds that Gide hesitates to send letters which do not live up 
to this standard, writing from Italy to Jaoques Copeau, Gide wonders if
he should send his letter and explains that the reason for his not writing 
before is that he had nothing really interesting to "communicate" to 
Copeau. Gide’s underlining of the word "communicate" gives it added 
emphasis. One sees the ideal letter here as an active force provoking 
emotions and reflexion and not merely a news-sheet to be read, albeit 
with pleasure. Were mediocrity to be agreeable, Gide desires it neither 
for his life, as the rest of this letter shows, nor for his correspondence
Gide must affect and be affected.
1. Unpublished letter of the 3rd October 1946.
2. Unpublished letter of 1904•
3. Unpublished letter of 1909*
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True letters are thus part of an active, two-way system of which 
dialogue and communication are as much the requisites as stylistic
excellence. Because the letter is a less instantaneous means of
communication than speech, Gide sometimes shows some impatience with it
as when he writes to Rouveyre :
J'aurais voulu, non vous ecrire, mais causer avec 
vous, vous revoir,..Quel pis-aller que cette lettrej 
Je n*aime pas parler tout seul, C'est dialoguer que 
je voudrais.,,1
or to Valery : "Les reponses d'une lettre devraient vous parvenir au
\ x 2moment que soi l'on acheve d'ecrire". On the other hand, when the
letter attains the immediacy of spoken dialogue, Gide's joy is untold,
3principally, one feels, because the letter remains as a record : "Ahi 
par exemple, ca c'est une lettrej...Ca vaut presque une causerie; et §a
rests";
The fact that dialogue is necessary for the writing of a true letter
is to be seen clearly when Gide writes to Henri Gheon : "...ceci n'est 
5
pas une lettre; j*attends les tiennes pour t*Ecrire". When Gide writes 
to Valery : "Jamais plus qu'avec toi je n'ai senti la vanite de mes
6
paroles. Il me semble que je jette mes lettres pour toi dans le vide", 
one sees to the full Gide's need for dialogue with the other.
A parallel to this is to be found in La ^orte etroite.
Despite the basic failure of their attempts at conversation, corres­
pondence between Jerome and Alissa becomes no less sterile since there 
is a lack of communication and dialogue. Hence, Alissa tries to break
1. G./R. Corr., 26th June 1957» p* 95­
2. G./V. Corr., 9th July 1991» P. 108. Interestingly, in a letter to her
son of the 20th November 1895 Madame Paul Gide expresses the same 
sentiments because of her fear that she may not echo the tone of her 
son's letters correctly.
5. This aspect will be dealt with more fully later in this chapter.
4. O./ft. Corr., 1st July 1927> P«99«
5. G./Gheon Corr. 1, 10th April 18991 P« 288.
6. G./V. Corr., March 1895• P» 200.
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off their relationship because : "...je sentais trop que notre corres­
pondence n’etait qu’un grand mirage, que chacun de nous n'ecrivait, helms! 
qu’a soi-meme et que. • .nous restions toujours elolgnes!”
Dialogue is thus essential for the continued existence of correspondence
as Cide understands it* Its action upon Gide is, ln my opinion, two-fold.
Firstly, through dialogue, Gide achieves communion with the other and
absorbs , thus making his correspondent's experience his own. This aspect
is to be seen dearly in two letters to Henri Gheon in which Gide writes t
^ris-moi. Puissent tea poemes etre seulement aussi 
beaux que tes lettres! gn les lisant, je ne sens plus 
qui je suis, qui nous somraea, et - parce qu'elles me . 
disent aon amour - je ne ra'y distingue plus d'avec toi,
and i
Cher vieux, ecris encore; tes lettres sont ma vie, ma
Joie; J'ai besoin de sentir que tu deviens et de 
m'associer un peu & ta vie; gr&ce a toi j'aural eu 
deux jeunesses... 5
Dialogue, in thia case, affects by extension.
secondly, the letter may act as an agent provocateur.
One often finds that Gide accepts just as cheerfully letters where his 
correspondent attacks his position as those where there is complete agree­
ment. Of all Gide's correspondents none, perhaps, was as assiduous as 
Martin du Gard in his criticisms of Gide. Almost without exception,
Gide classifies Kartin du Gard's most severe letters as excellent. This
is not because he invariably agrees with them but because they have
provoked him to thought, the outcome of which is a clearer knowledge of
what hie views really are and their expression in a ’’true” letter.
Thus, an epistolary exchange on the question of the Catholic Church's
absence at the Ecumenical Council ends with Gide's comment : " Voila la
1. Romans, p. 559.
2. G./Gh6on Corr. 2, 8th March 1905, pp. 588-589. Gide is referring 
to his and Gheon's simultaneous affair with M.
5. Ibid, 22nd January 1915» P. 872.
4. The most notable exception being after Martin du Gard's letter of 
the 9th December 1926. See : p. 4&» note 5.
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/seule lettre que j’aie pu ecrire depuis...trois semaines.. ."
Written dialogue, be it through communion or opposition, is hence
a means of action upon one*s thoughts or feelings and has the advantage 
over the spoken word of being preservable. The true letter affects, 
even alters one’s position but never leaves one untoubhed.
Affection alone is incapable of such action. After describing an 
evening with a certain young Adolphe to Henri Gheon, Gide writes: ”11
X V, / 9rae serable apres t’avoir dit cela que je n’ai plus rien a t’ecrire”, 
thereby unconsciously foreseeing the future development of their corres­
pondence. Their common homosexual experiences being the true source of 
dialogue and communion between Gide and Gheon, their termination, with 
Gheon*s conversion, brought an end to true correspondence.
Friendship is valuable to Gide only insofar as it is a source of 
dialogue and communication. As P. Iseler writes, friendship must be
active:
Car l’amitie, pour Gide, est une chose plus mouvente, z
et plus meritoire que ne le suppose Louys /IsicJ. Fidelite 
totale, imperieuse, a nos amis? non...mais fid^lite plus 
imperieuse encore i l’Aaitie - c’est-a-dire au principe: 
l’amitie ne doit jamais devenir un ^sentiment acquis*. 3
z
Gide himself endorsed this view when he said: ”Je faisais metier de mon 
amitie^ In other words, friendship meant hard work for Gide since he
5expected it to be productive not just of emotions but of ideas. Hence, 
dialogue and communication, the active components of the true letter are 
the principal reasons for the joy Gide found in correspondence.
Gide’s very notion of friendship confirms my former argument that 
the letter is not to be confused with spontaneous expression nor to be
1. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 5*d September 1948» p. 424.
2. G./Gheon Corr. 1, 2nd September 1901, p. 354.
3. Lea Debuts d’Andre Gide vus par Pierre Louys, Ed. du Sa^ittaire, 1937.
P. 59. ,
4. G./V. Corr., p.9.
3. In a letter of the 6th October 1894» Madeleine comments with some
perspicacity on the egoism of the artist who cultivates his ego and his 
work through his friends and who, while loving them, must love himself 
more. This letter is contained in the, as yet, unpublished corres­
pondence of Gide with his mother.
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taken as a sign of ordinary friendship. I will now consider two factors 
of Gide's attitude to correspondence which will help to underline this 
fact and to clarify the intentions Gide had for his correspondence.
7 • Care over Correspondence.
Gide devotes an enormous amount of time and considerable effort to
his correspondence. Often he spends an entire morning or more in composing 
a letter. While complaining of the time thus wasted, Gide nonetheless 
addsi "Kais, des que je reponds, ce ne peut etre avec indifference} et 
des lors, oela prend un temps.To write a worth-while letter, there­
fore, Gide is ready and, on occasion, willing^ to sacrifice his time.
Gide's Journal shows us that Gide not only spends a great deal of 
time on his correspondence but also cares enough about it to see<< out
4second opinions particularly where the letters concerned are not to 
intimate correspondents or are in reply to an attack. Just as he turns 
to Martin du Gard for advice on his literary work, so Gide frequently 
consults him about .Letters before sending or retaining them. ; artin
du Gard's advice is sought for a letter to Francois Porche which is inten-
x 5
ded for the Nouvelloa litteraires . Martin du Garfl's disapproval of this
letter is enough to cause Gide to withdraw it. oimilarly, when Gide plans
to write and publish a letter to Fabre-Luce, he asks Martin du Card for 
6his opinion on it.
Gide takes no less acoount of Valery's opinion on stylistic expression 
as can be seen in an undated entry froa Gide's Journal. In it, Gide 
describes a meeting with Valery to whoa he shows a letter to Poincare who
1. J.l, Monday (21st Kay?) 1906, p. 222; 20th October 1907. pp. 252-255 
& 24th October, p. 255I 2nd February 1916, p. 555.
• J.l, 50th January 1924. p. 516. v
5. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 5th July 1954. p. 624. "J'aspire a un peu de tranqu-
illite pour repondre congruraent..."
4. J.l. 1st January 1907. p. 226. z
5. And has been provoked by the indignation Gide felt on reading Porche's 
L* amour uui n'oee paa dire son nom.
6. G./m.G. Corr. 1, 15th April 1955. P. %2. Martin du Gard's criticisms 
cause Gide once again to retain his letter.
has congratulated him on hia Voyage au Congo. All Valery’s comments on
the lack of appropriateness of Gide’s mode of expression are carefully
taken into account by a relieved but depressed Gide.1 Although Gide
seems to lay particular store on both Valery’s and Martin du Gard’s opinion, 
2they are by no means Gide’s only advisers.
Gide’s constant need for a second opinion may be due to his innate 
modesty. However, it seems to me that a more likely reason lies in his 
desire to test the quality of what he has written through the reactions 
of his friends. Ever mistrustful of self-complacency, Gide trusts in 
the rigorous examination of his writing by those of his friends whose 
critical judgement is not clouded by affection.
This desire for other opinions starts with Gide’s literary work.
That it should be felt in the field of his correspondence also is proof
of the seriousness with which Gide regards his letter-writing. Literary
work it may not be; but correspondence, in Gide's case,comes from the
pen of a literary man who is subject to certain habits and does himself
write: "...je ne puis consentir a ecrire moins bien une petite chose 
3qu’une importante..." To write well, for Gide, excludes spontaneity.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Gide should be in the habit 
of making rough-copies of his letters before the definitive version. It 
is interesting to notice, in the following quotation from a letter to 
Valery: ’’...de3 1'adieu a Paris...j’imagine! pour toi quelques phrases, 
et meme j’en notai - fragments, embryons d'Epltres - que cette informe
4done supprime..." that he is making the mental equivalent of a rough 
5
copy. In another letter to Valery Gide admits that he has just thrown 
away the beginning of three letters for him. This shows that Gide is
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1. J.l, 1929, p. 950.
2. The Cahiers de la Petite Dame show us that Gide not only labours 
over his correspondence but often asks Maria Van Rysselberghe’s 
advice on style and subject-matter.
5. J.l, 17th June 1914, p. 421.
4. G./V. Corr., 3rd September 1894, p. 215.
5. Ibid, End of September 1899, p. 552.
not content with sending the first and most spontaneous version of a
letter.
Sometimes, there is a considerable difference between the rough- 
copy and polished version either in sentiment or mode of expression.
This is the case when Gide drafts a rough-copy of a letter to Jammes,
Gide's rough-copy is later headed by Gide with the comment, Wrfcs envoyee
z 3 4
- he las I" The definitive version of this letter, written on the
same day, avoids the insulting irony of the rough-copy.
One finds that even so short a letter as: "Mon oher Jean, Votre
lettre est exquise et vous Stes irresistible, Je vous embrasse sur le 
, 5plus azure de mes papiers..."*' is a rough-copy and has not, as might be 
expected of such an apparently spontaneous note, been sent immediately 
to its destinator. This careful smoothing and polishing of his letters 
is analogous to Gide's artisitlc procedure. This must be seen as a sign 
of the value of the letter in Gide's eyes,
8, Correspondence t A "Filing-System",
The care Gide takes in writing his letters is matched by his treatment<
of them. One finds, in Gide's Journal, oountless references to his habit 
of keeping double copies of letters written and even received.^
Such care is not without a reason, Gide ires to keep ranQ-rda 
for posterity. He even goes so far as to deliberately write letters for 
this reason as is pointed out by Madame Van Hysselberghe in her Cahiera: 
"...et je sens une fois de plas ce desir de laisser des documents, des
1. Indeed, many of Gide's unpublished letters are classified in the 
Bibliotheque Jaoques Doucet as brouillons.
2. To inform him that the N.R.F. will not go against Jammes' wishes by 
publishing a letter to Jammes from Charles-Louis Philippe. G,/J. Corr,, 
pp. 266-272.
3. G./J. Corr., 3rd January 1910, p. 272.
4. Ibid, pp. 271-272.
5. G./Co. Corr., pp. 123-124. •
6. J.l, 12th February 1907, p. 238; 9th October 1916, p. 570; 2nd May 1906, 
p. 211; 7th May 1906, pp. 214-215; 4th March 1918, p. 649; 2nd November 
1916, p. 582; 1931• p. 1099; 50th October 1929, p. 949.
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teuoigna^es de la vsrite...’’1 2 * 4 5 6 7 8 9In his Journal, Gide openly admits to 
this motivation, when writing to Haguenin who is attempting to prepare 
the German public for the stage-production of Saul, As usual, Gide has
kept a double copy of his letter, but this time he goes on to admit;
A 2"Je voudrais qu'on la publiat, si jamais...”
Gide does not only Intend isolated letters to reach posterity,
3however, since he compiled whole dossiers on certain topics. Thus, Gide 
expresses his wish for the futere publication of an exchange of letters 
between himself and the Jesuit Father Viotor Poucel following the public­
ation of Poucel*s artiolee in Etudes of October and November. It is
4clear from Gide’s comments in his Journal that the letters concerned
form part of Gide’s debate on Catholicism. Another file kept by Gide 
contained those letters concerning his work." The Gheon Correspondance 
reveals that Gide also kept one on pederasty.Such a file was part of
7
;ide*s struggle to gain ’”le droit d’etre sincere’”.
As Gide himself admitted to Maria Van Kysselberghe, art, homosexuality
and Catholicism were the three subjects upon which he had strongly estab­
lished views. Definitely Gide feels them to be of general importance.
The points at stake in some of the individual letters to which I have 
referred, however, may seem of little import nowadays. Gide’s concern 
with posterity, it is to be remembered, amounted almost to an obsession 
as is shown by his pathetic cry: ”...conservez cette lettre. On ne
salt ce qui peut arriver. Si ma memoire est, plus tard, par trop salie, 
q
j’aurai bien n*est-ce pas quelques amis pour la defendre?”
1. M.V.R., Caniers 5. ljth February 1931, p. 130. Gide does not, in 
fact, write thia letter to Martin du Gard which would have explained 
that harcel Drouin was mistaken in hio belief that he was *!**
for Creon in Oedlpe.
2. J.l, 15th January 1908, p. 258. x x
5. J.l, 2nd November 1916, p. 582, "Frojet d'une lettre a Copeau. (Copiee
et versee au dossier.
4. J.l, 13th December 1927, p. 864.
5. MAG, p. 67 & M3G^» Cahiers 4. 10th \ovember 1920, p. 55.
6. G./Gheon Corr. 1, 23rd July 1902, p. 450.
7. Ibid, 15th July 1902, p. 449.
8. Pierre Herbert, op. cit. pp. 12-13.
9. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 26th November 1930, pp. 425-426.
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Gide even goes so far as to destroy a letter from Kartin du Gard^
because he feels it would falsify his image. Gide explains hi3 action
to Maria Van Rysselberghe: "'Je viens de dechirer cette lettre de Kartin
...je ne pu s pas l’entourer de commentaires et telle qu'elle est on 
2
pourrait 1 * interpreter de travers'". The fact that Gide destroys this 
document may seem to be the antithesis of a concern for truthful records 
especially as his own reply is the only record kept of the incident.y 
However, the wording of Gide's explanation shows that, such as it is, 
Kartin du Gard's letter will, no doubt, be wrongly interpreted by post­
erity while there can be no attempt to redress the balance.
Indeed, it seems to me that Gide's dislike of public explanation is
the cause of the suitability of the letter a3 a record for posterity.
This is to be seen in an exchange of letters between Gide and Albert
Mockel. A letter from Mockel on Les Caves du Vatican provokes the
following comment from Gide: "...conserves cette lettre; on la publiera
quelque jour en post-face aux Caves, avec votre lettre, si vous le 
4permettez". When Mockel suggests that these two letters be published
5
immediately, however, Gide refuses. This seems to me to prove Gide's 
concern that his correspondence, by being a record for posterity, will 
gain in credibility because a letter seems more natural than an article
or a preface which may be interpreted as self-defence rather than self­
explanation.
Gide's desire to avoid the appearance of self-justification explains 
not only the use he wishes to be made of his correspondence but also the
fact that certain unsent letters should be confined to hi3 Journal.
1. Received on the 11th October 1952.
2. M.V.R., Cahiers 5, October 1952, p. 253«
3. Apart from the annex to letter 410, G./M.G. Corr. 1, pp. 721-722.
4. G./Kjo. Corr., 5th July 1914, p. 259.
5. Ibid, 12th July 1914, p. 262.
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In filing his correspondence, Gide is thus consciously supplying 
future readers with facts great and small whichwill go to forming the 
true picture of Andre Gide. Self-justification is not, however, the only 
use Gide had for his correspondence. Maria Van Rysselberghe points to an 
even more important aspect when she writes of Gides “Il ne laisse jamais 
rien perdre de sa pensee."
Gide's anxiety to preserve his correspondence for both these reasons 
is, as we have seen, caused by his desire to present a truthful and 
acceptable picture of himself to posterity. Hence, publication is Gide's 
aim but is by no means a latter-day preoccupation.
As early as 1693» Gide writes to Valery t
Il m'eet venu quelqus inquietude s que n*ai-je 
avant de partir repris toutes tes lettres que je 
t*avals helas pretees. Si je n* avals en toi une 
confiance si rare, je cralndrais de ne jamais 
revoir cette Correspondance.2
The fact that the word “Correspondance" is spelt with a capital letter 
underlines not only its importance to Gide but makes it assume the form 
of the title of a published work. It is therefore hardly surprising that 
Gide should go to the pains of having these letters typed. Gide's desire 
that Valery's letters and not his own be preserved for posterity^ is 
therefore an early one. Admiration for his correspondent explains the
fact that Gide has the same intentions for Roger Martin du Gard's 
4letters.
Gide's concern with leaving a faithful record is a more probable
reason for his envisaging the publication of Pierre Louys' letters in
5
1926, since his opinion of both his own and his friend's letters is poor.
In later life, Gide was more than ever desirous to publish his
li M.V.R., Cahiera 4» 17th September 1920, p.47*
2. G./V. Corr., March 1893, pp. 180-181.
3. Ibid, pp. 9-10
4* G./M.G. Corr. 1, 26th January 1931» PP* 434-435* 
5. J.l, 12th June 1928, p.882.
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correspondence,1 no doubt because the heyday of his Journal and his 
2literary works was finished* Throughout his life, therefore, Gide 
Intended his correspondence to be published* I have pointed out that 
Gide was obsessed with leaving as many records as possible for posterity 
and that the letter was viewed as a particularly suitable form for this* 
This is a perfectly acceptable but by far too general an interpretation 
of the role of correspondence* It is necessary, at this stage, to deal 
with the more precise reasons which may have been behind Gide's will 
to publish*
9* Sincerity*
In publishing his correspondence, Gide was undoubtedly moved by the
desire to be sincere by uncovering hitherto unknown aspects of himself*
In my introduction, I have already expressed my reserves as to the
interpretation of Gidlan sincerity as frankness. Nonetheless, Gide
himself believed that the latter was an Important aspect of his sincerity,
as a passage from Si Le Grain ne meurt shows t
Je ne suis pas de ces temperaments qui d'abord 
s’insurgent! contraire il m'a toujours plu d'obeir, 
de me plier aux regies, de ceder, et, de plus j'avals 
une partiouliere horreur pour ce que l'on fait en 
oachettei s'il m'est arrive par la suite et trop 
souvent, helasi de devoir dissimaler, Je n’ai Jamais 
aooepte cette feinte que comme une protection provisoire 
oomportant le constant espoir et mdme la resolution 
d'amener blentot tout au grand Jour*•*5
Gide, it is true, is referring to his homosexuality upon which the 
Ghfcon Correspondance has thrown some lightNonetheless, I believe that 
this passage may be taken on a more general level*
1* During Gide'8 111e-time, hie correspondences with Claudel, Jammes, 
Proust and Du Bos were published*
2* Although Gide also considered publishing his latest writings in 1951, 
and, in considering the publication of hie correspondence with Marcel 
Drouin, was motivated by curlousity and impatience. M.V.R., Cahiers 7. 
6th February 1951» p.255*
5. J.2, SI, p.407.
4* It is to be remembered that Gide and Gheon compiled a dossier on 
homosexuality in order to claim the "right to be sincere"* Seei 
above p. 65.
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Gide himself condemns "des lettres delicats, aux pudeurs 
faoiles"^ who are against pointing to the feet of clay of great men 
by the publication of their private writings. Unlike them, Gide sees 
in the publication of an artist's correspondence no indisoretlon nor 
any unhealthy curious!ty. Although an artist's creative work is 
obviously more important than hia private life, for Gide i "...1 'admirable, 
ce qui reste pour moi d'un enseignement inepuisable, c'est qu'il l'ait 
6crite malgre cela . " Thus, although one must approach Gidian frank­
ness with some prudence, the publication of Gide's private correspondence 
is to be seen as a means to a more complete understanding of the man and 
the artist.
10. Correspondence i An Art-Form?
Xn any consideration of Gide's reasons for desiring publication, 
one cannot disregard the possibility that he saw it as an art-form.
I have already mentioned in this chapter the high degree of stylistic 
consciousness Gide showed in his letter-writing. How many times does 
he destroy a letter or refuse to send it when its style is judged 
unworthy of himself and his correspondent? How often also, does he 
apologise for stylistic lacks in the letters he does send?
Despite the extreme care taken by Gide over his letters, however, 
his Judgement of the end result is severe. His opinion of himself as 
a correspondent seems to prove that he does not consider his own letters 
as an artistic achievement. Moreover, when Valery writes to Gide 
extolling correspondence as "une oeuvre d'art ornamental chsrmante, 
un delice consent! a deux”, Gide makes no attempt to echo Valery's
1. Dostolevski. 1970, p.
2. Ibid, p.
5. G./V. Corr., 16th November 1891, p. 138
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point of view as he was prone to do in the earlier stages of their 
correspondence•
Nonetheless, the letters written by Gide, particularly in his 
youth, ere often imbued with literary style. Gide’s earlier letters 
to Valery reflect to a large extent the spirit and language of Andre 
Walter.1 2 3Likewise, certain letters to Copeau written in 1912 from 
Italy have the lyricism of Gide’s Nourritures terrestres, an aspect 
of Gide which does not appear in his letters to Valery from North Africa .
One must now ask if Gide, by indulging in the style of his literary 
works, does so because he intends his letters to attain the level of art • 
It seems to me that this is not the case. It is to be remembered that, 
while being a friend, Valery is also a young Symbolist poet. In his 
first letters, Gide lies somewhat in awe of Valery and is obviously 
only too desirous of pleasing him not merely as a person but also as 
a literary colleague. It is, therefore, natural that he should choose 
to write in his own particular literary style of the moment, albeit 
self-esnsoiously.
Just as Gide adopts Symbolist style with Valery, so he adopts
religious topics and a sometime Biblioal, even confessional style
with the Catholics Claudel and Jammes. This shows that the stylistic
oontent of his letters does depend on the desire to please his 
2correspondent by echoing.
This is not the only reason for Gide’s adopting any one literary 
style. The work of art has a reaction upon its writer as Gide writes 
of his Tentative amoureuse. By writing of an impossible dveam of 
happiness, Gide achieves through the ideal, artistic form the very
1. 31st July 1891, pp. 113-114 & beginning of August 1891, 
pp. 117-119.
2. This phenomenon is well described by Gustave Vanwelken^huysen in the 
G./Mo. Corr., p.22, "A lire - dialogue.”
3. J.l, 1893» PP. 48*41.
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happiness that Luc and Rachel cannot achieve by their more concrete 
attempts* This form of reaction, still tinged by Symbolism, appears 
to be the fore-runner of the more conscious "purging” of an undesired 
state that is to be found in L'lmmoraliste or Saul*
Gide the author, also experiences "deperaonnalisation poetique" 
during the writing of a work,^ In other words, he becomes the character 
he is writing of and feels his emotions almost more strongly than he 
could his own.
In the adoption of a fictional character, Gide's own actions or 
frame of mind are of the same mould as those of his creation. Hence 
his written style, alike, is transformed and closely resembles the style 
chosen as most suitable for the portrayal of a moral problem through a 
particular character in a literary work. Daniel Koutote points out 
that in the journals one sees a conscious attempt to portray the frame 
of mind necessary to the work Gide is writing. To a lesser extent, 
thi^phenomenon appears in the correspondences.
I have already mentioned that Gide's earlier letters to Valery 
show the influence of his first work of art both in style and concepts. 
Similarly, two letters to Copeau^ show respectively conceptual and 
stylistic links with L*Immoral late. Although these letters are 
posterior to the publication of the work, it is to be noted that Gide's 
next work, Le Retour de 1*Enfant prodigue, does not appear until 1907. 
Again, two letters of 1906^ present the state of Gide's literary 
creativity as one of joy, piety and abnegation - all highly suitable 
qualities for one writing La Porte etroite. Two more letters to Copeau
1. T-1, 29th Kay 1925, p. 759.
2. Sees George Fainter op.cit., pp. 66-69, for the similarities between 
Gidd's and Michel's behaviour.
5. Unpublished letters of 1905 and the 6th October 1905.
4. One undated and one of the 16th September.
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remind one by their contents of the Caves du Vatican,1 2 3 * 5 6Another letter
forms a belated stylistic echo to the joyous lyricism of the Nourritures 
2
tcrrestres.
The fact that Gide should use the style of a work long since
finished seems to suggest that* just as he carefully files his letters*
so he does his stylistic procedures. The artist in Gide seems
consciously or unconsciously to have rendered him Incapable of depicting
certain emotions or soenes in any style other than literary, Gide 
z A
explains this himself in a letter to Albert Demarest, where he admits 
that he is affeoted by paralysing shyness when writing to either Demarest 
or Madeleine Rondeaux , He feels that his every word is judged and fears 
that he must appear insinoere* "litterateur et frold”. This vezy fear* 
Gide writes* freeses any spontaneity he may originally have had. In 
addition* the importance of both Demarest*a and Madeleine's opinion of 
him* the desire to please and his fears of incapacity are the cause of 
"la part de comedie" which does* in fact* irritate his cousins,
Gide lays the blame on literature itself i
Ce n'est pas ma faute apres tout si un homrne tout 
ronge de litterature n'aime pas a la fecon des 
charbonniersj oette litterature est comme les 
maladies constitutionelles - cela penetre tout* * c 
mais ca n’empeche pas d'aimer bien fort quand meme,,, .
This quotation shows that much as Clde desires to achieve a more 
spontaneous and apparently more sincere style* literature will not always 
be excluded from his private life and correspondence,^
It seems to me* therefore* that Gide does not envisage the
1, Unpublished letters of the 21st January & the 12th March 1912, Copeau 
was* in fact* Gide's most oonstant confidant during the writing of 
this work,
2, Unpublished letter of the 24th September 1912 which Includes a 
description of a grotto,
3, See t G./J. Corr,* November 1901* p.179 & May 1902* p,189, Gide still 
writes in terms of "demons" long after the need to "be" Saul is finished,
4« J.A.G. 2* p, 146,
5. Ibid* p.146.
6, Jean Tipy feels that Gide's correspondence with Gheon is an exception to 
this rule, G./Gheon Corr, 1* p.10.
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publication of his own letters because they are deliberate artistic 
pendants, despite his admiration for others* correspondence. The fact 
that many of his letters are undeniably literary in style depends on 
the three reasons I have given s firstly, the desire to please a 
particular correspondent by adopting the style best suited to himf 
secondly, Gide's immersion in an artistic work which causes him in real 
life to "become” the character he has created! thirdly, the professional 
incapacity of the writer to express himself mundanely or to forget his 
artistic work completely.
Of all Gide's correspondence, probably one only was consciously 
intended as an artistic work, - namely, that with his wife. Everyone who 
has read Et nunc manet in te knows the story of Madeleine Gide's 
burning her husband's letters. This action evoked Gide's cry i "C'est le 
meilleur de moi qui disparait) et qui ne oontre-balanoera plus le pire." * 
At Louxor, Gide wrote :
'Peut-itre n'y eut-il Jamais plus belle correspondance.•
Bisons plus simplement que Jen'avals Jamais ecrit et 
que depuis Je n'ecrlvis pareillement a personne...Je 
souffraia de savoir reduit a neant par elle oe qui de 
moi me paraissait meriter le plus la survie. 2
It is quite obvious from Gide's comments that both artistioally and 
morally these letters were to be offered to posterity as the best part 
of himself. Indeed, Gide himself told Francois Mauriac that Madame Gide 
probably destroyed his letters because she sensed they were addressed 
more to posterity than to herself.
11. Correspondence > A Moral Dialogue
Having discussed the possibility of artistic motivation, I now turn 
to an important reason for Gide's wishing to publish his correspondence.
It is noticeable that, of the four volumes of correspondence published
4 5before Gide's death* three should be with Catholic correspondents.
1. J.2, Journal intime, 21st November 1918, p.H45»
2. Ibid, St nunc manet in te. Note 1, p.1147. The 1st and the 3rd under­
linings are my own •
5* G./M. Corr., p.47«
4. Those with Jammes, Claudel, Du Bos and Proust published in 1948, 1949
1950 and 1949 respectively.
5. The fourth, with Proust, contains only three short missives from Gide
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Ab regards Gide’8 intentions in publishing these correspondences, recourse
may be made to a letter to Martin du Gard where Gide wrote: "...ma pensee
va vers vous tout particulierernent, sur le seuil de cette 81e annee de
mon 'emploi' sur cette terre..."^ In the margin of this letter, the
following note has been made by Martin du Card:
L’expression ’emploi’ sur cette terra n’est pas venue 
par hasard sous la plume de Gide: elle exprime ce 
sentiment qui lui a fait publier Corydon et Si le Grain 
et la correspondance avec Claudel, - k savoir qu’il a 
un r61e, une mission 4 remplir; et que son talent, 
l'autoritk qu’il s’est aoquise, doivent, avant tout, 
servir k lutter contre las pr4jug6s de la morale 
conformists, pour soustraire les homosexuels a l'inique 
condemnation qui pfcse sur eux.?
This is a most plausible reason for Gide’s primary choioe of his three
Catholic correspondences for publication and for his compiling a dossier
Bit Vk
of letters on homosexuality. correspondences are related to Gide's 
personal struggle with the Catholic religion which he sees as being of 
general import since it involves such questions as moral "comfort" and 
blind intolerance and prejudice.
x 4
In a letter to Martin du Gard, Gide defends his publication of the 
exchange of letters of 1914 between Claudel and himself, not only on the 
grounds that he has thought carefully about this decision and been encour­
aged by several friends but also because he feels the consequences of 
his act have been entirely satisfactory. In other words, as Gide tells 
Martin du Gard, the majority of readers are for Gide and against Claudel 
and what he represents. The phrase, "Claudel (et ce qu’il represente)", 
shows that Gide does not intend the correspondence to be taken on an 
Individual level but as one example of a debate that concerns everyone.
The correspondence is playing, in this instance, the important role of 
showing the narrow prejudice of established morality and of opening
1. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 21st November 1949» p. 468.
2. Ibid, p. 469.
5. Ibid, 10th November 1949* PP* 466-467.
4. In the Figaro litteraire.
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people’s minds to greater comprehension and acceptance.
It is noticeable that even before any decision to publish, Gide 
wrote to Claudel asking him not to use his letter of confession as to 
his homosexuality against him.1 2 * 4One sees that Gide is not only 
judging Claudel after his own lack of respect for the privacy of letters 
but also that this letter is already envisaged as a weapon which may be 
used in an eventually public battle.
In light of Gide's comments on Jammes and Du Bos in his Journal and
of his careful filing and copying of letters both received and written,
he is undoubtedly animated by the same consciousness of the role he has
to play when he allows the publication of their correspondences.
Similarly, when Gide expresses his admiration for Martin du Gard's 
2"art gpistolalre" or hints in letters to him that the thought of pub­
lication is in his mind, he is no doubt ruled by the consideration that 
Martin du Gard's letters are not only well-written but also that they 
contain subject-matter that will provoke reflection. This is borne out
by the faat that when Gide urges Martin du Gard to publish his letter of 
3
the 1st November 1955* the contents are of moral and historical import.
The fact that Gide wishes his published correspondence to provoke thought 
on matters of general importance is also made clear by his refusal to 
permit the publication of his correspondence with Rouveyre because:
"Elle ne presente qu'un interet trop personnel et ce serait paraitre
x 4chercher a occuper a l'exces 1'attention”.
The very correspondences published during Gide's life-time were those, 
therefore, which offered more than personal interest, more than material
1. G./C. Corr., 8th March 1914» p. 219.
2. G./M.G. Corr.l, 26th January 1951» p. 435 & 11th March 1931» P* 547*
5. Ibid, pp. 586-587.
4. G./R. Corr., 26th May 1950, p. 191*
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for a biography of Andre Gide, These correspondences were offered by 
Gide to the public whose role it is to form the conclusion of a debate 
in which ideas count more than style.
The dialogue form of correspondence is, therefore, important to 
Gide not only because it helps him to broaden or assess his own position 
but also because it is a means of presentation which provokes thought
in his readers.
12. Artistic Dialogue.
Gide's concern with the publication of his correspondences with 
Catholic friends and with the preservation of his file of letters on 
homosexuality seem to prove that the role of correspondence lies in its 
laying the foundations for moral reflection in Gide's readers. While
one cannot deny that Gide was a moralist, one must not dismiss his claims 
to being an artist above all nor disregard the fact that Gide also kept 
a file of letters concerning his work. These two points lead us to the 
last and, to my mind, the most important role of correspondence.
As the following chapters deal in depth with this question, I shall 
merely lay the grounds of my ohoice at this point. Evidence of the 
role Gide expected published correspondence to play is to be found in an 
imaginary interview in Attendu que. Speaking of Stendhal, the inter­
viewee admits that, if he had to choose amongst Stendhal's works, he
would discard his novels for his Souvenirs d'Egotisme, Henry Brulard and
his Correspondance, since: "Ce qu'il raconte dans la Chartreuse ou dans 
Le Rouge et le Noir m'interesse moins que sa fa^on de la raconter, que 
lui-m&ne. Plus il se livre, plus il me pi ait ".1 Questioned by the
interviewer as to whether he would show similar preference for Racine's 
letters to Boileau, the interviewee, although he qualifies his remark 
immediately after, replies that he would, "si ses lettres etaient plus
1. Attendu que, Chariot, 1945» P* 81. My underlinings
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nombreuses, moins r6servbeaj a'll y parlait, a la maniere de flaubert, 
de son oeuvre et dea soucla de eon metier..."
These two quotations show that, for Gide, correspondence is a source
of infomation not only about the artist's techniques and his intentions
in writing his work but also about the progress and the processes of his
thought which lie behind the end-result of his work. It is in this
spirit that Gide explains his decision to publish several letters of 
2Charles-Louis Fhilippe :
Il y aur*...une dizaine de lettres de lui que nous 
voudrions choisir entre toutes et present&nt un 
caractbre non point confidential, mais capable., 
d'lclairer le caractbre de 1'oeuvre de Fhillpfe.5 
Correspondence, because, at its best, it entails dialogue, shows
the artist and the movement of his thought-processes behind his work and 
thus gives far more knowledge as to the how and why of his art than would 
a simple declaration to the public on the part of the author. Of all 
Gide's reasons for corresponding this seems to me to be the most important, 
and to explain the number of literary men among his correspondents, who 
were often less friends than colleagues.^ When the two combine, however, 
as was the case with Martin du Gard notably, correspondence as a means of
literary dialogue reaches its zenith and constitutes "une reflexion
x c
artistique perm&nente", "une critique polemique de defense personnelle".
As has been seen, Cide's attitude to correspondence was ambiguous 
but far from being entirely negative. Correspondence as a means of 
communication is to be set apart because it is the written record of 
external dialogue which enables Gide not only the better to know his own 
thought but also to give it more authentic expression than in speech.
1, Attendu que, 1943, p« B2. My underlining.
2. In La No uvelle Kevue Fran^aise of the 15th February 1910. This was 
a special commemorative edition following his death.
5. G./Gheon Corr. 2, January 1910, p. 759.
4. G./Mo. Corr., 25th April 1697* P» 1Q5» where Mockel writes to Gide:
"Je puis vous 1'offinner, cher Gide: d*avoir voulu pendant quelque 
temps n'etre que votre confrere comme vous m'aviez paru le souhaiter, 
j'ai eprouve, a. une secrete ranoune, que Petals votre ami”.
5. Moutote, op. cit., p. 104. This seems to me a more correct view of Gide's 
correspondences than that of Jean Tlpy who seems to confuse them with 
literature as such. G./Ghbon Corr. 1, pp. 9-10, "Avec - litterature".
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It is probably true to say that hardly a line of Gide's oorrespondenoe 
was written without the thought of posterity although Gide has not one, 
but several, reasons for desiring the publication of his correspondence. 
Thus, he is moved by artistic admiration for Valery and Martin du Gard in 
his wish to preserve their correspondences with him for posterity. Art­
istic considerations also, as well as the need for a total picture of 
himself for posterity, plunge Gide into the depths of despair when the 
portrait of the "best" of himself is destroyed by his wife. Certain 
letters contain records for posterity of the true aspects of affairs which 
have concerned Gide deeply but which may seem to readers nowadays of 
purely personal interest. The publication of Gide's Catholic correspon­
dences hands down to posterity a dialogue which has provoked reflection 
in Gide and is, in turn, destined to awaken thought in his readers.
Finally, Gide wishes to add to the public's and his own knowledge of 
himself as an artist through literary dialogue in his correspondences.
In exploring Gide's attitude to correspondences in this chapter, I 
have gone into sometimes tedious detail for several reasons. Firstly, 
while taking into account the more negative aspects of Gide's attitude 
to correspondence, I wished to counter-balance certain critics' acceptance 
at face-value of Gide's derogatory comments on letter-writing. Seoondly,
I felt it was essential to demonstrate not only what differentiates 
correspondence from other means of expression but also to show wherein 
lies its principal value for Gide. Finally, a study of the complexity 
of Gide's attitude to correspondence seemed to me necessary in order to 
show that my decision to study the correspondences from one angle - 
that of literary dialogue - was no arbitrary one but taken after consider­
ation of the various uses to which Gide put letter-writing.
CHAPTER II
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CHAITfcJt II
DIALOGUE IL' PILE'S cgtRSSFQNIEMCE WITH PAUL VALERY.
1. The Initial Stages of Dialogue » from an
Echo to the Author of the Traite du Narcisse.
Gide became acquainted with Val6ry in 1690 through Pierre Louys, their 
mutual friend and literary colleague. Louys’ letters to Gide of that time 
mention Valery in both these respects. This is no hazard, since friend­
ship and literature go hand in hand for these youthful writers. Louys* 
respect for Valery's literary opinions is as important as his avowed friend 
ship for Val4ry in arousing Gide's interest in the "petit Montpellierain" .
Claude Martin, writing of the Gide of 1695* stresses the place held
by Val4ry for Gide within the double context of friendship and literatures
'Fairs l’amitifc*.. ,<ue l'amltil fut 'un mot et un 
sentiment b la mode dans les milieux oh Gide a’eat 
form£ et a manifesto sen Jeune g£nie, entre la fin 
du symbolisms et la premlbre guerre mondiale',5 c'est 
possible...C'est en tout cas, lnd6nlablement, avec .
Paul Valdry que Gide, depuls 1691* s'adonne & ce 
'metier',4 avec le plus de plaisir et de profit) 
c'est le correspondent pr£f4ri. l'ami qu'il ne mannue 
pas une occasion de retrouver.5
In his first, long letter to Valery, Gide himself states his wishes 
for the course of their future correspondence, which he would like to be 
a source of mutual advice and criticism on their own writings. Due must
not be misled by the fact that Gide denies their writings the status of 
literature, nor by his keeping this wish for their correspondence till the 
end of his list. Gide desires a literary correspondence and the most 
important literature that may come under discussion is his own «and that
1. Henri Mondor, Les Premiers Tempe d'une amities Andre Clde et
Paul Valery. Ed. du Booher, Monaco, 1947* Quoted by Robert lallet 
in the G./V. Corr., p. 11.
2. G./V. Corr., p. 11.
5. Robert Kanters, "Amitie, terre interdite”, La Table Honde. no, 98, 
February 1956, p. 42.
4. G./V. Corr., p.9.
5. MAG, p. 55.
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of Val6ry.
Side by side with this wish for discussion on literature, there 
appears an immediate obstacle to spontaneity. Gide is already conscious 
that his feelings may not be analogous to Valery's. Rather than displease 
Valfry, therefore, Gide asks him to set the pace of their correspondence. 
When Gide writes: ’’J’attendrai que vous me donniez courage, que vous me 
disiez un peu ci ou <ja qui m'encourage 1 vous ecrire",he is referring, 
albeit unknowingly, to quite a general and not merely an initial aspect 
of their correspondence.
Nonetheless, despite Gide's reiterated fears of displeasing Valery,
2his next letter shows that the desire to talk about literature is stronger. 
With spontaneous enthusiasm, Gide informs Valery of his adhesion to Symb­
olism. This conversion to what Gide calls Valery's "school” has been 
brought about by Mallarme and the reading of an article on Symbolist theory 
The realisation that this theory is an apologia for his own book^ fills 
Gide with joy at the thought that he may represent Symbolism in the domain
of the novel. Not content with his new-found realisation of his artistic
position, Gide, very much the young Symbolist* admits that he is writing 
poetry on which he will require Valery’s opinion. Valery’s reply shows 
that he is only too pleased that Gide has turned to Symbolism and is keenly 
awaiting his poems.
The fact that Gide should spontaneously express himself on literature 
is not surprising. In this instance, he feels sure of pleasing and 
interesting Val&ry. Encouraged, no doubt, by Valery's approval and by a
1. G./V. Corr., 16th January 1891, p. 42. All further references to 
quotes from this correspondence will be indluded, in parenthesis, in 
the text, thus: (16th January 1891, 42), or by page-number only if 
the same letter is referred to several times on a page.
2. Ibid, 26th January 1891, pp. 46-47.
3. La Plume. 1st January 1891.
4. Les Cahiers d'Andrg' Walter.
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letter where he writes of his own and Gide’s poetry, Gide again indulges 
in a literary letter. Full of delight at Mallarm^’s praise of his 
Cahiers d’Andrd Walter, Gide explains that his boastfulness is merely a 
form of persuasion to Valfry to appreciate the work and its author.
Perhaps more confident now that his literature will not be subject
to Valdry’s displeasure, Gide, without prompting, endeavours to widen the
scope of discussion by introducing the subject of love and, less directly,
friendship. If he desires to please Valery, Cide writes, it is because
he wants to know him as intimately as Valiry must know Gide after a
reading of Les Cahiers. The subject of love is to be the pretext of this
"initiation sentimentale" (February 1891* 53).
2
In his reply, Valery ignores this subject of debate, this being the 
first instance of a lack of response from him. Nonetheless, he is 
anxious for a continuation of literary discussion and asks for Gide’s
views on his Narcjase. .
Although Valery does not respond to Gide’s preoccupations, the same
cannot be said of Gide who seizes eagerly on the chance to write of Valery 
4literature. Even at this stage, however, Gide’s desire to please does 
not affect sincerity in literary judgement. Valery’s Narciase appears 
fragmentary to Gide. Having written of Valdry, Gide writes of himself 
to say that the internal and self-composed world of Glde/Walter is already 
trembling before the tempting solicitations of the outside world.
This openness on Gide’s part is not total and is quite calculated as 
it is intended to spur Valdry into writing even more intimately, thereby 
giving Gide a lead to do likewise. The very lead Gide wants is given by
1. G./V. Corr., February 1891, pp. 50-51.
2. Ibid, 15th February 1891» pp. 54-55.
5. Valery’s poem is to appear in La Con<;ue.
4. G./V. Corr., 1st March 1891» pp. 55-59.
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Valery when he next writes to reproach Cide for having offered to others 
the Cahiera d'Andr6 Walter which he has not yet received, Valery states 
how offended he feels as* in his opinion, it is a book which has been 
written especially for him. He also confesses to sadness because he has 
failed to inspire enough confidence in Gide to make him offer his work 
spont aneously•
This appreciation of his work, and the appeal for more confidence, 
causes Gide to write immediately: "•••- croyez-vous done que dans quelques 
moia encore, aprds encore une dizaine de langulssantea lettres, je pourrai 
rien avoir de cache pour votre &ae?" (8th March 1891, 65). Valery has 
thus, by praise and reproach, prompted Gide, Not only is Val6ry to
receive the book which contains Gide's soul but he will also benefit from
greater openness in Gide's letters.
Indeed, Gide goes into greater detail about the now impotent tempt-
2ations of the outside world. Disillusioned by the vanity of literary 
circles and the hopelessness of attempting to influence youth, which task 
Gide had wrongly thought also belonged to "cette renaissance symbolique" 
(8th March 1891, 65), Gide writes : "...je me rlfugie de nouveau dans la 
solitude studieuse, mais toute llluminee cette fois au reflet des intimites 
cheres - et de la votre plus que jamais, doux Ambroise\,«" (65).
Because the world does not correspond to Gide's dream, Gide has 
reverted to his original position which is that: ",,,il faut le r$ver tel 
qu'on le veut" (8th March 1891, 64),
Both disillusionment and the desire to please Val6ry are the causes
1, Despite the encouragement of Mallarm6's opinion, Gide expressed his 
fear of Valdry's disliking his work and, thereafter, its author in 
his letter of the lst-2nd March 1891, G./V. Corr., p. 58.
2. Ibid, p. 58.
5. This is Gide's name for Paul Valery,
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of Gide’s return to studious, artistic solitude, to the Schopenhauer!an 
and Symbolist notion of a personal, idealized world and to exclusive 
friendship.
Nonetheless, this letter is of interest since it shows us a glimpse 
of the Gide-to-be of the Traite du Narcisse. where the artist "manifests" 
for a public, no matter how inattentive. Moreover, the fact that Gide 
falls back on his own representation of the world, simply because of lack 
of success in coordinating reality to his own aspirations, indicates that 
thie is a temporary position. Indeed, in the Traits. the artist’s role 
is to find the truth which hides behind all aspects of the world rather
than to retreat into his own dream.
Perhaps because Gide is already considering his Traits. he mentions
the Cahiers d’AndrS Walter only briefly in this letters
Vous comprendrez aussi, apr&s que vous aurez lu 
mon livre, que j'ai connu des intimit&s, si secrbtes, 
que toujours on en porte le deuil aprfcs que l’on 
les a perdues" (65-66).
However, this apparently discreet comment points to the highly personal 
knowledge of Gide to be gained from his work. Gide goes on to reiterate 
his fears that Valiry may not like his work and begs for a long reply.
These fears of displeasing Valery on a literary and, thence, a 
personal plane are quite genuine, although Gide admits that there is a 
degree of "coquetterie" (1st March 1891, 58) in his refusal to offer Valery 
his book spontaneously. Indeed, it seems to me that thia "coquetterie" 
is more deliberate than Gide likes to admit. Valery’s opinion of Gide’s 
novel counts enormously for Gide. Therefore, perhaps stronger than Gide’s 
fear of displeasing ValSry ia his fear of obtaining as little reaction to 
his work as to his enquiries about Valery’s views on love.^ By depriving
1. G./V. Corr., February 1891» pp. 52-54
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Valery of the first right to criticism, Gide has provoked his interest.
Valery*s reaction is, in turn, used ty Gide as a pretext to dialogue.
In fact, Valery's promptness in giving his opinion of the Cahiers 
d* Andre Valter shows that his interest needed no artificial stimulation.
The Symbolist beauty of his letter is made to please Gide. Not only is 
Valery trying to eoho the mood and style of Gide's work but also he 
writes t "Jamais je n'ai mieux sent! ma propre existence intime et la 
jeunesse douloureuse d'un intellectual - comme dans votre Andre Valter"
(llth March 1891, 67)• Since Gide, in a later letter, expresses his 
conviction that one should be reflex ion and nothing else, Valery's 
close Identification with his work is the highest compliment.
Reassured as to Valery's interest in his literature, Gide again
tries to widen the scope of discussion. This time, he does not openly 
2
question Valery about his views on love and friendship but, by twisting 
certain of Valery's comments to his own ends, makes it appear as if 
Valery is setting the pace and he, Gide, is merely replying to Valery's 
attempts at dialogue. Having been unwittingly rebuffed once in an open 
search for discussion, Gide discards the role of initiator for the 
apparent one of respondent.
In writing of the effeot of Les Cahiers on him, Valery used Biblical 
imagery. The temptation of Jesus by the Devil became, for him, the Lord's 
gift of knowledge and religion, philosophy and pure love in return for 
the love of Him. Valery accepted this wager. Of Gide's book he wrote »
"Nuit d'etoiles blanches - tout s'epure. C'est l'universelle comprehension, 
la divinite oonsciente qui descend des astres sur la tete humaine predestines
1. G./V. Corr., 21st March 1891, pp. 69-70.
2. Ibid, February 1891, pp. 52-54«
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qu'elle couronne. Voila voe paysages" (21st March 1891, 6fl).
Fascinated by Valery's unconditional acceptance of love, Gide 
immediately plies him with questions about this absolute which frightens 
him. At the same time, he twists Valery's thought by placing the debate 
on a temporal basis. Gide is using Valery's reference to divine love in 
order to bring in his own preoccupation with friendship and love. 
Linguistically, the two cannot be separated at this point in Gide's life • 
Until the discovery of his homosexuality, Gide's emotions in friendship 
are expressed in the language of love whether earthly or transcendental. 
Gide's friendship with Valery is not one of passion but rather "une 
communion suprasensible et comme mystique" (69).
Gide might here be describing his relationship with his cousin, 
Madeleine Rondeaux. Indeed, authorised by the religious tones of Valery's 
letter on the Cahiers. the continuation of Gide's reply only reinforces 
this comparison :
Alors faut-11 que l'id&e d*election morale s'immisce, 
pour qu'un meme culte en des rites sacres fassent les 
gestes paralleles? et qu'une meme lueur nous oonvie sur 
des routes pareilles? Il faut aussi cette douceur de 
savoir juaqu'au fond son ame. Le voules-vous? (69) • .
Gide is inviting Valbry to the same mingling of souls which he has with 
his cousin through religious and literary fervour.
Unfortunately, Gide's communion with Valery is far from being as
advanced as that with Madeleine. Gide still feels that he knows little
of Vdery, whereas Valery knows his soul intimately, "au moins en l'une 
de ses phases" (69)• This remark is to be taken quite seriously if one 
is to believe Gide when he writes that Les Cahiers portray his own soul. 
Although Valery's soul is known by Gide to be "precieuse et religieuse" 
(21st March 1891, 69)• Gide feels there has not yet been total abandonment 
of Valery's innermost thoughts. Gide explains that it upsets him when a 
friend hides anything from him, since he is unable to conceal anything
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hiaself. In fact, another more plausible reason for Gide's wishing Valery 
to express himself fully lies hidden in Gide's own comment : •••elle a 
ses phases, mon Sme, comme la belle lune, et comme elle, elle gr&vite 
incessommeht autour de quelque mysterleux pole" (69). Gide can only 
show his multiple phases if he knows around which pole he is gravitating • 
Thus, Valery must be open himself to allow Gide to choose which of his 
phases he may next show Valery.
This letter is important ae regards friendship but also, indirectly, 
for literary discussion. Gide knows that the cristallisatlon of one of 
the phases of his soul in his Cahiers is accepted by Valery who, judging 
by his letter on Gide's book, is ready for literary discussion* Indeed, 
Henri Mondor mentions that Pierre Louys and Albert Demarest were abandoned 
for Valery as a literary correspondent at this stage.
Gide is not, however, sure of Valery's willingness for more personal 
discussion on his Andre Valter phase nor of his acceptance of any other 
phase of his "moon"-soul: hence Gide's insistence on the one-sldedness 
of their relations at the vezy moment of a real opening from Valery to 
literary- dialogue. The need for on indication froa Valery to his pre­
occupations is all the greater since Gide's personality and, therefore,
future literature is no longer to be identified with the accepted Andre 
2
Valter* Once again, Valery must voice his opinions to create a dialogue
with their echo.
In his next letter,Valery totally ignores Gide's second attempt 
to raise the question of friendship. This poses Gide a severe problem, 
since, unlike Valery, he cannot "parler tout seul".4 It is notable that
1. Mondor, op. cit., p.41»
2. G./V. Corr., 21st March 1891, p.70 » "...je ae sens - l'ecrivez."
5. Ibid, 24th March 1891, pp.71-72.
4. G./R, Corr., 26th June 1927» P«93»
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Ya|6ry*s letters can be read much more often on their own. He writes 
of what he wants to write and picks up points in Gide's letters relatively 
rarely. The individuality of Valdry's letters leads to the impression
* of writing for writing's sake and not for dialogue. Thus it is that 
Gide is obliged to twist Vallry's remarks, in order to introduce his 
own points of view with some semblance of dialogue and not merely parallel
monologue.
This is just what Cide does after receiving a letter from Valery 
glorifying the Mass for Palm Sunday. The "Crucificatur!" of the Bible 
evokes Valery’s comment: .Cependant 11 faut bien VIVREJ - Je n’en
vois pas la necesslte” (27th March 1391, 73)• Gide uses a visit to the 
Fdre-Laohaise cemetery as a response to Valery's Mass. He agrees with 
ValSry that to live is not strictly necessary and it is preoisely 
”1'atmosphere des paix eternelles" (29th March 1891, 74) which pleased 
him at the cemetery. Having established an echoing point of contact with 
Valery, Gide proceeds to introduce an important preoccupation for hia - 
namely, posthumous and lasting fame. Even this problem, however, is 
broached only after Valery has raised it inadvertently by writing that 
his admiration for Lohengrin is so great that he can but view his 
unacclaimed literary creation, Narcisae. with such disgust that he may 
stop writing altogether.
Gide evokes the great literary men buried in Pfere-Lschaise but
also in their work and he adds that : "...dans 1'oeuvre a soi il ae faut 
ensevelir peu k peu, tous les jours, pour se sauver de cette 'fausse 
mort' qui pourrait bien s^Lnon vous envouter indeltbilement" (29th March 
1891, 75)• Valery, he insists, must not be discouraged by the Imper­
fection of his Narcisae but must work to render the bier of his work 
imperlshably beautiful. Gide adds encouragement to thia advice by his 
praise for another of Valery's poems. Cne senses, in this letter, Gide's 
pleasure at being able to place his own views in the context of a comf­
orting reply to Valery's poor view of his Narcit.se, thus ensuring an
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exchange of ideas.
Valery’s ideas on literary posterity differ from Gide’s. Far from 
wishing to weave an immortal "manteau de gemmes et d'amiante" (75) by 
the publication of "n*imports quelle 'elegante plaquette’" (l$th April 
1891, 79)» Valery believes that: "...le livre est saint. On en fait UN, 
qui est le bon et le seul de son etre et l'on disparait" (79-80). While 
Gide desires a coat of literary gems to display to posterity, it may be 
said that Valery wishes to achieve a single, perfect diamond for himself.
Despite their different viewpoints, Valery has created discussion 
by replying to Gide's preoccupation with posterity. Indeed, because of 
their differing position, there is an opportunity for dialogue through 
opposition. Just, however, as Valery often ignores opportunities for 
responding to Gide’s preoccupations, so Gide makes no attempt to pursue 
a discussion which would involve disagreement. Gide is not yet ready 
to test their relationship by confronting Valery with a discordant image.
At the next opportunity, Gide returns to his usual tactics of 
seizing on any of Valery’s preoccupations which allow the introduction of 
his own in the apparent form of an echo. In a letter inspired by 
events at Fourraies,^ Valery gives vent to his hatred of the crowds which 
is matched only by the despairing realisation that his solitary literary 
aspirations and, hence, life are worthless. Unable to join the common 
man and depressed by the futility of his literature, Valery writes that
he is dreaming of a bloody war in which he and his respect for literature
2will be destroyed. Valery appeals to Gide to come and awaken "les 
antiques roses et les lis penchis" (8th May 1891, 83). These flowers 
obviously represent the satisfaction to be found in art which does not
1. G./V. Corr., 8th May 1891, Note 1, p. 82. After strikes in the textile 
industry, a May Day demohstration had ended in the death of ten 
demonstrators who were shot by the soldiers called in to keep order.
2. Valery’s dreams are in keeping with the social climate which reigned 
between 1880 and 1890, when strikes and anarchist movements contrib­
uted to political tension.
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manifest itself in "un sp&arae rapide" (82) but achieves permanency 
through the capturing of an essence.
So strong is Gide's admiration for Valdry's letter that he replies 
with a direct echo* when he writes of literature:
Nous ne l'avons pas aimde, n'est-ce pas, d'un amour 
neoessaire, - parce que o'dtait Elle, et parce que 
c'ftalt Moi, • mais bien parce que nous ne trouvions 
rien de mieux pour nous repaltre" (12th May 1691, 83)•
Gide is not long, nonetheless, in Introducing his own preoccupations,
After remarking that he is becoming religious and philosophical, Gide 
uses the disaster at Pourmiea as a pretext for writing in this vein.
He blames Christianity for the division of the multitude into 
individuals who are, somewhat Calvinistlcally, "tous au premier plan" 
with the result that: ",,,notre fime ne se resigns plus A 1’humble role 
de comparse” (12th May 1891, 84) • Thus isolated from the multitude, one 
is constantly on stags, Glds complains, forced into a posture by the 
watchful eyes of oneself, God and the rest of the world. So, Gide cries: 
"ce sont vos regards qui nous ont souffle l'orgusil ds paraTtre... us 
c'est lasaant d'fttre toujours Is centre du monde” (84)«
Gide has thus seen in Valfry's letter a pretest to make the rather 
astonishing leap from social events to the main literary and personal 
preoccupations of his youth. These problems are frequently evoked in 
Gide'8 Journal which is, in fact, the written record of the discoveries 
of Gide spying upon himself, whether alone, with God or in the world.
Quite clearly, also, Gide is introducing the ideas of the author of 
the Traitf du Naroiase, vAen he. goes on to
explain the role of literature. It la in order to forget oneself
through adoration that he and Val&ry have chosen the god of literature
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Rest comes from self-forgetfulness and, Gide adds, this is why, in
literary priesthood, both have loved literature and must always come 
back to it because: "Elle est ’dans le sane?*" (84)•
In his excitement Gide has forgotten to be consistent but is, at 
least honest* Love of literature is a necessary condition for him, 
despite his previous comments on it. Nonetheless, he underst nds 
Valery's desire to renounce his literary faith in some purely : ysical 
enthusiasm which would immerse them in the multitude, but doubts their 
ability to do this without realising the bitterness of their sacrifice.
Gide finishes on a religious note: "Seigneur, delivrez-nous du fardeau 
de noa pesantes axaes...Delivrez-nous, Seigneur, de toute cette liter­
ature" (12th Xay 1891, 85)•
Gide is concerned here with "being" which, because of his high degree 
of literary consciousness, may become "appearing" only. As A. Girard
remarks:
...si tout sentiment ou toute pensee se transforment en 
expression, Ils n*existent plus a la limlte que dans la 
transcription meme, et 11 devient en quelque sort© 
i:.possible de discerner la r^alit^.1 2
ionethelesn, through the inconsistency of Gide's letter to Valery, there 
appears one clear indication. Ko matter how difficult the path, ide will 
always come back to literature despite the temptation to "aller pleurer 
dans une eglise""(85) or to join the masses.
In this, he differs from Valery to a certain extent. As always, Gide's
"echo" is never exact but always modified or refracted by his own views, 
ccording to Valery's letter, which Gide takes at face value, the only
alternative to despair in literature lies in nihilism and not in the ador­
ation of other gods. Unlike Valery, Gide experiences the periodic tenpt- 
ation to abandon literature for life or to put it to the service of 
external controls but rarely expresses his belief that it is futile or
1. ee: above, p. 89.
2. A. Girard, "Le Journal dans 1'Oeuvre de Gide", Jntretiens, p. 192.
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hopeleas.
Gide*3 letter thus points to the differences between his own and
V.lery's literary positions. There is* at this stage, no atte pt made 
to disouse these differences. This is probably because the two writers 
are not yet fully aware of their existence rather than because of any 
conscious unwillingness to pursue the matter.
In spite of his pleas to the Divinity to deliver him from the burden 
of literature, Gide, in his next letters, returns to this preoccupying 
subject. This time, it is to write of his own production. Twice Gide 
mentions a poem he is writing for Pierre Louys* review, La Conque.
Although he feels sure that Valery will not like his poem, Gide confesses
that he would like to have shown it to him. One wonders if Gide is not
trying to provoke Valery to curiosity by not going into more detail. If 
Gide does hope to open a discussion on his work, he is to be sadly dis­
appointed.
In his reply to Glde*s second letter^ Valery mentions that he is
writing for La Conque too, without expressing any interest in Gide's poem
nor any desire for Gide's opinion on his own. Valery does reply, xh ugh, 
4to Gide's queries about an article on modern metrics, by giving his own 
mathematical opinion on the subject.
Discouraged in his attempts to discuss their own literature, Gide 
tries to continue discussion along the lines accepted by Valery. He is 
delighted by Valery's comment on scansion, "*Le rythme est une question
1. An exception to this is to be found in peulllets d'Automne, J.2, 
p. 311: "Quel fatras - demoralisateursj"
2. "La Promenade". G./V. Corr., 2nd June and 11th June 1891» pp. bo-89 
and 91-93*
3. Ibid, 15th June 1891, pp. 93-95.
4. Ibid, 11th June 1891, p. 92.
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de sous-multiples1 2" (17th June 1891, 96) and chooses the mute *’e" as 
the next topic for talking shop. Gide and Le Regnier both believe the 
mute "e" is absolutely essential to the musicality of French verse and 
should never be suppressed. Valdry, on the other hand, believes that 
the most important thing to be considered is the place of the mute "e".
Gide returns to literary considerations which interest him more
when he mentions the writing of Le Trait^ du Narcisse, the evolution of 
2which has been influenced by Val6ry. He also criticises Valery’s
La Flleuse which, apart from the rhythm of certain lines, pleases him.
In his next letter,^ Gide states his own and what he believes to be
Valfiry’s viewpoint on poetry. Gide remains in the Symbolists’ camp by
his refusal of inspiration in poetry:
Il faut que les choses aient r£sist£ h nous lorsque 
nous les voulions ’faire' pour ensuite pouvoir 
resister au temps quand il les voudra difairej il 
faut qu’elles soient 6prouv6es (29th June 1891, 105).
More personal is hia equation between posthumous success and effort in
creation.
Val6ry replies to hone of these points, but, quite unsolicited, gives 
Gide the opportunity for discussion on love and friendship that he has 
sought before to no avail. Quite overcome by the sight of an unknown 
woman, Valery writes a short, beautiful letter to Gide, ”le meilleur", on 
the dispossession of his soul by "la robe" (4th July 1891, 107).
The most important part of this letter to Gide is Valery’s epithet 
of "le meilleur". This is the status Gide desires and struggles to
achieve. This, Gide writes, is what accounts for his jealousy and the 
apparent prostitution of his soul in his efforts to please. Moreover, 
the purer side of his nature condemns ’’tous ces soupira de vieille amour- 
euse” (9th July 1891, 108).
1. Henri de Regnier, poet and novelist, five years older than Gide, was 
also a frequenter of Mallarme’s literary evenings.
2. G./V. Corr., 2Jrd June 1891, p. 100.
5. G./V. Corr., 29th June 1891, pp. 104-107.
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By thus explaining his attitude to friendship to Valery, Gide 
proves he is conscious of its ambiguity. There is none of thia 
ambiguity when Gide writes simply of his oousln Madeleine: "Pour moi 
je n’ai connu jamais qu'Eomanuile; mais mon coeur, mon esprit et mon 
ame, elle les a pour jamais parfumes" (106). In fact, outside friend­
ship, Gide cannot truly understand "ces pfimoisons du coeur" (9th July 
1891, 108) which are now affecting ValSry. This is shown clearly
when Gide writes:
Alors voila que votre coeur aussi a chanti de nouvelles 
tendressesj Ne croyez pas que je vous en bldme: laissez- 
vous aimer, abandonnez-vous, de peur aprfcs de ne plus 
savoir dtre sincere. Puis ces joies sont encore trfes 
belles parfois.••Il ne faut rien dfdaigner que le oensonge, 
dans oe monde; et ne pas dire: telle chose est de l'art, 
et telle n'en est point. Toutes choses, universallement 
sont dans l1Art - ou plutot l’Art est en nous, que nous 
pxojetons sur toutes choses et mtrne sur le banal et 
ravlasant amour (108).
This passage is interesting not only because it shows Gide'a basic in­
comprehension for Valery's new experience, but also because Gide, irres­
istibly one feels, introduces another aspect of his artistic position 
as exposed in his Traite du Narcisae.^ Gide is merely making the more 
banal substitute of love for "les plus funestes choses" which he feels
called upon to "manifest" in his art.
By expressing his artistic principles, Gide is also minimising the 
importance of his differences to Valery by binding all experience 
together in art. Valery's reply to Gide's views on friendship and on 
art gives Gide the opportunity to continue discussion: "Malgre que 
votre lettre semble dedaigner ce qui ra*attire en amitie comme en tout 
- 1’absolu-elk est belle et bonne d'une verite ineffable" (13th July 
1891, 110). Valery has swiftly seen the implications of Gide's rather 
shame-faced explanation of his attitude to friendship coupled with his
1. Poraans. TN, note, pp. 8-9
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prim reaction to Valery*3 passion which differs so from Gide*a own
relations with hie cousin. Indeed, Gide cannot find the "absolute”
in any one relationship.
However, as Gide previously avoided opposition by binding Val&ry 
to him by means of his own artistic concepts, so, in his next letier, 
he denies Valery*a interpretation of their differences, which, had 
they been exploited might have lead to open opposition of their views.
Instead, Gide states more clearly than ever before his need to echo 
Valery:
...J’ai peur d'un mot maladroit qui te ferait croire 
que je n'ai pas comprls ton dme, et que je suis 'un 
autre*, alors que je connais en moi assez de modalitgs 
differentes pour qu'une enfin pourtant te reflate,
(Par instants, je pense qu'il faudrait 8tre tout 
reflet, reflet de quelque seraphique aurora)
(14th and 15th July, 1891, 111).
This explains why Gide denies that he is not searching for the absolute 
and now approves Valery's new love whole-heartedly1 2if, one feels, with 
some misapprehension, Gide may have many "modalites" but he is lacking 
in the very one whioh would enable him to understand that Valery's feelings
are probably very far from the mystical fervour to which Gide likens them.
Having reassured Valery that their views are but one, Gide anxiously 
questions him about his attitude to love, in order to avoid statin,, any 
of his opinions whioh might not be shared by Valery,
Valiry's attitude is not the search for self-forgetfulness that Gide 
has already suggested as a reason for their love of literature. On the 
contrary, Yal£ry,is looking for himself in love and for "une manifest­
ation du mystdre exterieur, une correspondance occults, une harmonie de 
volontes" (July 1891, 115)•
Curiously enough, after all his insistence on this subject, Oide
refuses to reply to Valery on the pretext that he would write badly of 
2love that day.
It is possible that the two friends had a subsequent conversation
1. G./V. Corr., 14th and 15th July 1891, p. Ills "Oui, j’aime - floraisons”.
2. Ibid, 51st July 1891, p. 11$.
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on thia matter. However, one would expect Gide to write more fully 
about it since he now knows ValSry's views, which might well describe 
Gide’s relations with his cousin. Gide's lack of response Is difficult 
to explain, but may be due either to the unusual discretion he shoved
when writing of Madeleine or to the fact that he is less rich in
"raodalitts" at that moment than he would like to adroit. It is not to
be forgotten that Gide is writing his Traits and that his own concept of
his contact with others is changing.
After a letter from Val6ry on his readings, Gide reverts to the 
2subject of literature. He echoes Valtry’s letter by mentioning the
books he is reading but is obviously more interested in his own literary
position. Ke is working with great joy and, "n’fctait que certains 
Ajours mon corps me gene, rien ne roe distrairait vraiment de trfes altiferes 
pensfces" (Beginning of August 1691, 117). As for hia artistic position, 
Gide claims he is a deserter of any school of literary thought and will 
always be a "pseudo quelque chose" (116). Thus Gide timidly indicates 
his development as a writer.
This letter is followed by one from Valfcry in which he attacks art 
as a playthings books are simply a repetition of what their authors are 
and, as such, useless. As for life, the insomniac Valtry writes:
"Tout est faux J ...Tout est la desolation de 1’ennui" (10th August 1691, 
119-120)• Immediately, Gide changes from the carefree creator of his 
previous letter to a doubting echo of Valery, the denigrator of art.
He tells ValSry that he is writing poetry regularly but Joylessly while 
trying to persuade himself that his verse belongs to some new metrical 
school since free verse is just as ridiculous as the alexandrine.
1. G./V. Corr., Beginning of August 1891, pp. 115-117*
2. Ibid, Beginning of August, pp. 117-119*
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This mournful picture is to be contrasted with Gide's happy assertion 
that he is & member of no literary school. Gide continues by echoing 
Valery's conviction that their books must always be repetitive:
"Cert&ines heurea, je trouve risible ces efforts pour tfccher de 
redonner du mystfere A des choses qui n'en ont plus. Nous sommes comme 
des refaiseurs de virginites mortes (26th August 1691, 121).
Although Gide may be questioning his own literary vocation, it
seems more likely to me that he is intent on reflecting Valery's opinion
in order to understand it better. Valery himself makes no attempt to
prompt Gids into expressing any other views. He does not, however,
accept Gide's statement that he likes farce, and provokes him into self*
reproacht .
Tu dis vrai; je n'aime pas la blague...Qua de 
mensonges avatars^n'a-t-elle pas prls, ma petite sn£ 
prostituee, par deslr d*amour, seulement; de sorte que 
je ne la connals plus bien, tant elle n'est souvent 
qu'un reflet amoureux d*autres araes (9th September 1891, 124).
Thus, on subjects of little importance and, when provoked, Gide is willing 
to disdhrd his role of eoho and even question it.
It is noticeable, so far, that for more weighty matters Valery does 
not really encourage Gide to voice his own opinions more openly. If, 
however, his view of love as "une harmonie de volontes" holds good for 
friendship, then he, like Gide, must desire mutually reflecting points of 
view. For the moment, Valery seems to be unaware that Gide is almost 
constantly the mirror and Gide himself is far from resenting this role.
Gide is not, forasmuch, completely dependent on Valery for self*
expression. He does, indeed, provoke Valery's reaction by doubting
' 2 xthe faithfulness of Valery's friendship. Valery defends himself by 
pointing out that he does not share himself between friends, as does
1. G./V. Corr., August 1691, p. 122.
2. G./V. Corr., 9th September 1891, pp. 123-124.
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Cide, but:
...chacun des vrais miens m'a tout KNTIER.' Tu es 
pourtant le seul & qui j’ai [sic] dit certaines 
choses...Amitii, ta blanche parole est encore la 
seule chose qui flitre au fond de moi. Ami, tes 
manifestations vers moi sont la plus pure apparition 
d’une V^rite, s*il y en a une” (September 1891, 125-127).
Where science and literature have failed, by his own admission, to bring 
Val&ry anything more than initiations, friendship is lauded as a possible 
truth.
To thia and another shorter letter,1 2 * 4 5Gide replies: "...si, £ ta 
lassitude, je sympathise de loin et comme en artiste, je me lasse vite de 
refleter ta chAre ftme" (September 1891, 128). The explanation of his 
sudden independence ia to be explained, I feel, by IBal^ry’s comment on 
his own writing:
Je ne dis jamais mon ame en vers ni en toute autre 
litterature (hors celle-ci qui n'en est pas), car 
ecrire.1 oe n’est pas se fairs rougir, ni affronter 
1’indifference - mais bien 1’ambition d’abord de 
saisir un lecteur ideal et de le trainer sans 
s’Smouvoir - ou encvre de l’Sblouir, l’Stourdir, le
t rSduire par la VeritS superieure et la force magique,
( oui, merveilleusej de creer tout ce qu’on veut avec
de petits signes comme ceux-cij (September 1891, 126).
Such a concept of literature ia quite different to that of Gide.
Not only has Gide already admitted to the highly personal inspiration 
2behind the Cahiers d’AndrS Walter but also to his preoccupation with
posterity and his desire, precisely, to "affronter 1’indifference’’.'
4 5Moreover, the ”manifester” and the "’ll faut que le scandale arrive”’ 
of the Traits du Narcisse are quite clearly opposed to the discreet, 
linguistically-based writing advocated by Valery.
Valery’s views on his ideal reading public are also far more 
exclusive than those of Gide who, while he perhaps desired to be followed
1, G./V. Corr., 11th September 1891, p. 127.
2. Ibid, February 1891, pi 54 end 8th March 1891, pp. 65-66.
5. See: above, pp.l3'7-3&.
4. Romans, TN, p. 8.
5. Ibid, p. 9.
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by an elite, became very upset when the numbers of this elite were too 
reduced.
As Gide's art develops, too, the effect desired by him upon his 
readers is not the apparently crushing conviction that Valery writes of; 
rather he wishes to provoke thought in his reader.
Valery's views on literature directly question Gide's own. When 
the very foundations of his art are concerned, Gide cannot echo blindly, 
jor the first time, therefore, he disclaims the need to reflect and, 
indeed, asserts himself. *
Full of joy, Gide writes that he is working in superb and solitary
fervour: "Je m'amuse puerilement aux choses, et j'ai des regards
vierges pour tous les eblouissements" (September 1891, 128), Gone is
the Gide who is incapable of reaching any depth without the presence of
another "esthete" (28th August 1891, 120). Gone is the "refaiseur de
virginites mortes" (121). Everything is new for Gide. True creation
exists and depends on his very solitude. Also, when Gide writes:
Les choses sont laides, je sals, mais elles s'efforcent 
vers des choses superbes^ qu*elles ne seront jamais, 
mais que nous voyons, poetes, au travers d'elles. Il 
faut voir le monde tel qu'il devrait jetre (128)
weary negativity that Valery shows in his letters to 
ae is deliberately opposing the the significance of his artistic work 
which, to add insult to injury, is not going to please Valery.
Although Gide's view that one must see the world as it ought to be
2is not new, his optimism about the role and impact of his vision is. 
Protected by his very optimism in his work, Gide can safely bombard 
Valery with his own views,
Self-assertion in the domain of literature is swiftly followed by 
xself-assertion in their personal relations. From Paris, Valery writes 
a harshly accusatory letter to Gide. The latter has written to
1. Le Traite du Narcisse.
2. See: above, p. 81.
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Camulle Maud air a letter so intimate that the knowledge of it has 
made Valery extremely sad and jealous. He uses Gide’s own terras,
when he taxes Gide with the prostitution of his soul to all comers.
Gide is quite impenitent:
De quoi m’en veux-tu...? De ce que je me suis prostitue 
a quelque autre? Mats tu sals bien que mon ame est en 
chaleur sans cease ; il faut qu’elle se rassasie. Ne 
lui en veuille pas trop de ce qu’elle va mendier 
partout des tendressee^ N’est-ce pas toi tantot qui 
lui conseillais de ’bruler’? (7th October 1891» 131).
Maliciously, Gide has turned Valery’s own wards against him.^ For the 
first time, one feels, Gide has the upper hand in his relations with
X
Valery, since in this letter, he neither echoes Valery nor apologises 
for not doing so* Simply, Gide tells Valery to accept him as he is in 
this ’’modalite" of his soul which has no bearing on the greater exclus­
ivity of Valery’s character*
The Tralte du Narciase has thus helped Gide to declare his diff­
erences to Valery openly* While Robert Mallet is possibly right when
he says: "Gide s’aperqoit tres vite de tout ce qui le rend different 
2de Valery”, his conclusion, "Au lieu d’en etre dequ, il se sent 
x 3stiraule", is premature and sweeping* Gide’s terror when he thinks 
that his opinion differs from Valery’s has given way only with literary
• certainty;
4 *Gide’s letter, inspired by the Traite* shows the beginnings of 
the new moral and artistic avenues which will result in his journey to
Africa and the Nourritures terrestres. Gide is even now conscious of
the artistic differences which will declare themselves more and more
between him and Valery. Ramon Fernandez sums up Valery’s and Gide's 
positions of this time well, when he writes that there are:
1. G./v. Corr., 7th October 1891, p. 131: "BrGler au creux de tous
les temples..."
2. Ibid, p. 26.
3. Ibid, p. 26.
4. , September 1891, pp. 127-128.
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...deux attitudes possiblest ou bien 1*artiste decouvre 
un malentendu entre lui et le monde humainj les actions 
et les sentiments sont a ses yeux matters brute qui ne 
peut que vioier 1’oeuvre, laquelle sera d'autant plus 
belle qu’elle sera plus ’pure*; ou bien il tient au 
contraire pour la plus belle victoire de la poesie qu'elle 
puisse survivre a 1'absorption de la realite dans sa 
•prismatique diversite'. La premiere attitude est cells 
de Paul Valery, qui ne se resoudra jamais a ecrire que . 
'la marquise sortit a cinq heurea'. La seconds sera
cells de Gide, mais ne l'etait pas encore en 1690* C'est 
pourquoi l'on peut dire qu'il se fourvoyait sur les moyens 
tout en percevant clairement le but. Gide n'avait pas les 
moyens de Paul Valery, pas plus quexValery n'a les moyens 
de Gide. La de die ace du Narcisse a Paul Valery, dans la 
perspective du passe, fait figure de restitution.
2. The Dual Development of Gide to the
Voyage d'Urlen.
A meeting with Valery puts an end to Gide's newfound and almost 
insolent independence. One wonders if Valery's greater assurance in 
the spoken word has not caused this reversal. Indeed, It is probable
that, without the written word, Gide would not have been able to make
othis bid for expression of his own character, since he was always rather 
' ■ .'ir .
in awe of Valery's verbal capacities.
In his first letter subsequent to their meeting, Gide carefully 
echoes Valery's relief at leaving Paris. He also agrees now with 
Valery that intimacy is desirable only with a few. His mistake, Gide 
admits, has been to try to "make friendship** as one would make love.
With unconscious honesty, Gide adds that this is because he has no desire 
to make love. In his contempt for his former self, Gide goes too far
1. x.ndre Gide. Correa, Paris, 1931» p. 62. The only reserve I would 
make about Fernandez* judgement is that Valery’s rejection of life 
was not so absolute as might seem from this passage,
2. See: above. Chapter 0ne,p./p0.
3. 1»2, 26th June 1943» P. 246 and M.V.R., Cahiers 4. 13th September 
1922, p. 155.
4. G./V. Corr., 27th October 1891 and 3rd November, pp. 132-135. Gide 
echoes stylistically too. See: Valery's "Void - peu", p. 132 and 
Gide's "Lee bois - sonores", p. 133.
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in the other direction. Only the transcendental emotions of pure spirits 
ere not worthless to him now. Even "Sympathie" comes under the Gidisn 
axe and is diamissd as the weakness of those who are not self-sufficient. 
Henceforth. Gide declares, he will suffice unto himself, with God.
Even Gide's confidence in his Traite becomes hesitant in this letter.
The work is finished but Gide is not completely satisfied with it and he 
now wonders anxiously if it will please Valery. This is very far from 
his casual pronouncement that Valery will not like this work. Nonetheless 
Gide's Traite and Valery's judgement of it are important enough for Gide 
to explain to Valeryt
ToujourS'l'effort pour 1'ecrire n'est-ll pas perdu, car 
il m'a debrouille toute mon est£etique, ma morale et ma 
philosophic. Et l'on ne m'empsohera pas de croire qu'il 
faut quetout auteur ait^une philosophic* une morale, 
une esthetlque partlculieres. On ne oree rien sans cela.
L'oeuvre n'est qu'une manifestation de cela (3rd November 1891* 154)*
✓In his next letter. Valery, typically by now. makes no response to 
Gide's statement of his moral-cum—artistic position, nor does he wish to 
know more about Gide*a work. However, he does pick up Gide's remark on 
"Sympathie". Rightly, he guesses that Gide's severity is not sincerely 
felt but is a mere attempt to please him» and he adds: '’...Je t*assure
que je deteste oordialement tout ce qui pourrait sonner faux car j'.i 
cette oreille-la d'uns justice non pareille" (7th November 1891, 155). 
Although Valery's ear is not always as acute as he believes it to be, 
this is, at least, an encouraging step forward. Valery is urging Cide 
to echo only if he can do so with honesty. Gide's "honesty” is made 
complex by his desire for "Depersonnelisation"Abut this does not mean
L
that he is entirely without a personal opinion, as his reply shows:
"Tu as raison: psut-etra disais-je hier du mal de la Jympathie, par exoes 
de sympathie meme, 'pour te faire plaisir'. Pourtant je le penaais 
hier, et vrai'l je me coyaia sincere" (15th November 1891» 137)•
1. Gide calls "Dspsrsonnalisation" his ability to experience as his 
own others* feelings and ideas. J.l, January 1912, p. 358.
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Once again, Valery's insistence has forced Gide into stating his
fundamental opinion*
In the same breath, Gide announces his intention of dedicating hie 
Traite to Valery. Although Pierre Louys approves completely of his work,
Gide expresses his fear that Valery may find it a little brutal. Gide’s 
anxiety is perhaps not without justification if one remembers Valery’s 
conment that literature should not provoke scandal.
Although Valery recognises the importance of Gide’s dedication, he 
himself, looks upon correspondence as the supreme dedication of “une 
oeuvre d’art ornamental charmante” (16th November 1891, 158) to one 
person only. Yet again, Valery shows hie desire for exclusivity and his 
lack of concern with a public. Gide, on the contrary, cares about his 
public, especially in his newfound role of the artist who "manifeats".
Not surprisingly, therefore, he makes no reply to Valery’s view of 
correspondence. The superior position granted by Valery to the latter 
over literature ie in keeping. Valery le always more ready to respond 
on the issue of private friendship which seems to be more important to 
him than that of literature. Gide, on the other hand, lays more importance 
on hia literature which le obviously destined to become public property. 
This difference between the two men is not as yet prominent. The young 
Gide feels a very deep need for friendship) but as the literary man 
greiws, so too grows his discontent at Valery’s apparent lack of interest 
in his literary production.
The fact that Gide does not continue to disouss the question of 
dedication is also due to hie being caught up in a new set of circumstances. 
Gide has become "quelqu’un d’abruti, qui ne lit plus, qui n’ecrit plus, 
qui ne dort plus, ni ne mange, ni ne pense” (28th November 1891, 159)•
but who frequents cafes and salons with the admirable "esthete Oscar
1. G./.V. Corr., September 1891, p.126. .
2. I believe that Gide uses this word in his Trait* not juat in the sense 
of "portraying clearly" but also with its more active connotations,
as does Maurice Nadeau, Homans, p.XVI.
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Wilde" (159).
Although this is not the first tine Gide has succumbed to the 
temptation of the outside world, it is the first tine that Valery 
expresses disapproval of his friend's fascination with what he 9ees as 
shallow, literary circles. One is left in no doubt that it is Wilde who 
has incurred Valery's displeasure : "Courir parmi les Oscar Wilde reves, 
dont les apparences auront fait esperer a tea dolgts le secret de la 
beaute nouvelle•••o'est d'un insense" (3rd December 1891, 140).
For Valery, who is seeking the permanent, the absolute, "lea 
apparences fugitives'* are one of the greatest dangers to his friend. 
Perhaps to counter-balance this, he evokes the progression of his own 
friendship with Gide and bids him to come and see him.
The influence of Wilde upon Gide is only possible because Gide 
himself has already taken the first steps away from Symbolism and the 
priority of the soul through his writing the Traits. His reaction to 
Huysman's La-Bas also points to this development since, despite his 
interest in the book, he finds it rather annoying with its "6lans vers 
l'au-dela, ses bonds vers le aupra-seneible, ses prurits d'ame" (15th 
C>£Ckt^fc>?rl891, 141).
Although the new Gide is originally self-composed, Gide is as 
conscious as Valery of the danger Wilde constitutes for him. He promises 
to come to see Valery in Montpellier but says that : "...ce ne sera 
jamais qu'enfin. Je m'englue paxmi des apparences; en l'attente du 
soir ou pres des oygnes noirs du bassin, nous oauserons de choses, 
reelles" (28th November 1891, 159).
Despite Gide's obvious longing for the black swans, which represent 
not only his previous meeting with Valery but all the purity of his youth 
and his attraction to Symbolism, it is clear that he ie so far under 
Wilde's influence that it is only a last desperate effort which will 
enable him to escape from Wilde's "pious" attempts to kill "ce qui me 
rest^ait d'aae" (December 1891, 141). This last phrase shows that Gide
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has already, on hie own, severed all but a few links with the world of 
the soul. Nonetheless, the fact that Gide writes i "...Je n’ai plus 
dans le coeur un silence" (141), indicates, by his use of a word dear 
to the Symbolists, that he regrets the "real" world of purity.
Gide, the artist, is now dreaming of "un drarae syraetrique, ou 
les fantoches evolueraient reciproquement, ou tout se tiendrait dans 
une necessaire dependance. Ou 1*artifice, ou l’art seraient de 
subordination" (141). Aesthetics are thus to be subjugated to ideas.
Valery is quiok to spot the danger of such an approach to art.
Just as Valery disapproves of Wilde, this "symbolique bouohe a la
Kedon" (5th December 1891, 142), so he cannot accept Gide’s artistic
plans. Valery is convinced that determinism and logic are the negation of
beauty and must be the enemies of any true artist. Besides, Valery 
o
feels that the only perfect drama is that provided by the Mass.
This confrontation between two artistic standpoints is not destined 
to be continued in correspondence, although much later on Gide himself 
raises this question in his correspondence with Martin du Gard. Cide 
who "depuis Wilde.•• n’existe plus que tree peu" (Christmas Eve, 1891,
144), can no longer resist his friends call.
Gide has high hopes for the explanatory conversation he will have 
with Valery. When he writes t "...je me souhaite aupres de ton ame 
silencieuse une oasis tranquille" (144), he is obviously expecting
z
Valery’s presence to rescue him from the rather frightening gulf to 
which his moral, social and artistic development has lead him. Gide is 
still wavering on the threshold of his Traite.their conversation proves
1. Pierre Louys also reproaches Gide with attaching too much importance
to ideas and not enough to plastic beauty. Paul Iseler, op.cit.pp.91-95.
2. G./.V. Corr., 5th December 1891, pp.142-145.
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to be disappointing.There is, however, no attempt to make up for this 
by a posterior letter, perhaps because Cide, in one of his sudden changes 
of mood, is already far from the terrors of Wilde's attacks on his soul.1 2
With Gide's Poesies d'Andre Walter, the two friends resume their 
pre-Wilde dialogue. Valery is enchanted with Gids's free verse.He regrets 
that he has no work worthy of being dedicated to Gide but writes that his 
best work is his friendship with him and one or two others. Encouraged 
by Valery's Interest in his art and preference for him Gide replies 
both as an artist and a friend. The artist speaks with somewhat un­
flattering sincerity :
J'ai tout une portee de livres dans ma tete, que
je m*enrage de n'avoir pa* le temps d'ecrire. On ne
devrait faire jue des llvres dans sa vie; comme tout
le reste m'embeteU meme de t'ecrlreU (21st March 1Q9X, 155-4)*
This is much more the joyous creator of old and Gide softens the effect 
of his words by writing :
Pidele, c'est t qui pense dans l'absolu. Je t'aime 
parcequ'il n'y a qu'a toi qu'on ose ecrire oes verites, 
qu’a toi...et encore o'est parce que tu m'en ecris de 
plus follea encore (154)*
This evooatlon of the absolute pleases Valery as it is intended 
to do. Indeed, on reading Gide's letter, Valery feels as if they were i 
"...deux rairoira jumeaux de metal different, et qu'un geste eut lieu 
dans l'un - puis, apres un temps exquis - se baignat dans 1*autre, 
le meme et cependant ailleurs" (4th April 189X» 155)* Valery's pleasure 
in Gide's letter comes, therefore, from the ability to Identify with 
the other through reflected impressions. Thus, Valery, like Gide, does 
not yet seem to believe that anything is to be gained from opposition.
In fact, Gide is experiencing growing difficulty in reflecting and 
Valery's own mirror is not always prompt to reflect in literary matters. 
This is shown to be the case, considerations of modesty apart, when Gide
1. G./V. Corr., 15th February and 2nd March 1891, pp. 147-149.
2. Ibid, 2nd March 1891* Cide is happily composing his "library” for 
his journey to Munich.
5. Ibid, 6th March 1091» p* 151*
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writes of the Voyage au Spltaborg^: "Je m'exaspere sur une beao^ne tree 
ardue et que je orains absurde d'avancei de plus, qui ne te plaira pas 
et ca me deaole" (25th July 1892, 167). At the same time, he pointe out 
to Valery that he has not given hie views on Lee Poesies d'Andre Walter. 
Thus prompted, Valery gives hia opinion on Gide's poems1 2. Delighted,
Gide replies : "Les lettres de toi sont une des joies de l'existenoeH" 
(August 1892, 169), and, no longer so afraid of Valery's indifference, 
he writes spontaneously of his book. He is now working in a state of 
joyous excitement but would very much like to talk to Valery because i 
’•Tu com prends, toi, comme o'eat difficile d* ecrire, tant que notre 
esthetique n'est pas parfaitment clarifies" (August 1892, 199). This 
factor is true throughout Gide's life, although the work of art, in 
turn, can help to determine Gide's approach to art. As will be seen, 
in the following chapters of this thesis, the initial reason for Gide's 
engaging in epistolary discussion is, often, this very need to establish 
an artistic position.
Valery is not long in giving his opinion on the Voyage d'Urlen.
He divides the book mathematically into its hot and cold, descriptive 
and ethical parts. He . criticises, among other things, the successive 
and discontinuous quality of the work, the frequent monotony of the 
style and "le travail un peu visible" (January 1895, 179)* He .also „ 
warns Gide against the danger of stagnating in "les jeux assez tristes 
du 'paysage d'ame'" (179)• Finally, Valery expresses his belief that : 
"...tu t'efforces ...trop vers ton livre - pas assez vers Toi. Tout ce 
qui t'a paru beau, tu voulus l'en paxer - mais gare a la Litterature" 
(180). Unfortunately, more detailed discussion on Gide's work takes 
place in conversation.
This is, so far, the longest criticism Valery has made of any of Gide's
1. to become the Voyage d'Urlen.
2. G./V*Corr«» July 1892, p. 168.
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works. Although Valery’s comments are quite pertinent to Gide’s work, 
his warnings against the "• pay sage d’ame’" show that he has not .rasped 
the irony of the Voyage d’Urien.* Valery’s accusations that Gide has 
done too much for his work and not enough for himself need some qualifying. 
Gide has put a lot of himself into ttdbs work. If his work, nonetheless, 
has pride of place, this is quite in keeping with the artistic credo 
of the Traite du Narcisse which is that the artist must both forget and
subordinate himself to his work.
Nonetheless, Valery is not entirely wrong in his suggestion that
Gide*8 god in the Voyage d’Urien is the impersonal one of literature.
To this extent, Gide has failed that other artistic belief : "...il
faut que tout auteur ait une philosophic, une morale, une esthetlque
partlculieres" (3rd November 1891, 134). In the Voyage d*Prien, there
is still some of the stylistic complacency Gide later criticised in 
2his Preface to the Cahiers d*Andre Walter. Gide, the artist, and his 
style are by no means always subordinated to the ideas in this work or, 
in other words, to the characters who express them. In Paludes.which 
criticises stagnation and the "’paysage d’ame’", Gide comes far closer to 
this. It would, nonetheless, be going too far to assume that Valery’s
advice is directly responsible.
This second stage in literary discussion, culminating in Valery’s 
letter on the Voyage d’Urien, has 3hown that Gide is in an intermediary 
stage, hesitating between his past and the logical step forward to be 
made after the Traite du Narcisse. Valery and Wilde obviously epitomise 
two possible paths Gide might follow. Under these circumstances, Valery 
is a safeguard against too abrupt a change in Gide and the Voyage d’Urien 
brings together past and future in a less "brutal" way than Gide*3 Traite.
1. Valery also fails to recognise the critioal aspect of Paludes and 
L’lmmorallste.
2. Preface of 1930• Les Cahiers et les Poesies d’Andre Walter, Gallimard, 
1952, pp. 9-12.
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5» The Introduction of Discussion upon
Gide*8 and Valery's Differences.
It ie fitting that Valery*s letter on the Voyage d*Urion should be 
the longest on Gide's work to date, since it is the last work for which 
Valery will have real sympathy, Gide the man and the artist are changing 
and the correspondence reflects this.
After a letter from Valery lamenting his inability to obtain the 
absolute, Gide dares to question the necessity of this search. Not only 
does Gide confess to understanding those who prefer an illusion to the 
absolute but states his belief that one must consent to this illusion 
because s **,., cheque limlte, sans cet a peu pres qui l'effrite, serait 
coupante" (24th August 1895, 185). Thus the sacred Absolute is reduced 
by Gide to a mere limitation, an obstacle to progress. As only too often, 
Valery does not prolong the discussion.
Their philosophical differences are followed by artistic and moral 
ones. A redding of the Tentative amoureuse has left Valery perplexed.
In order to understand this work, he writes, Gide would have to explain 
it to him word by word, Gide*a reply1 2shows that he realise^ to the full 
all that separates him from Valery on an artistic plane. This letter 
seems to suggest that Valery's lack of comprehension for his work is 
seen by Gide as proof that Valery was only able to follow him while he was 
in or near the confines of Symbolism, when an aesthetic, linguistic 
appreciation of his work could suffice,
Gide questions his ability, henceforth, to dedicate any of his works 
to his friend and adds : **Au moins peut-on s* ecrire et se lire a travers 
les autres** (December 1895* 194)• In this light, correspondence is
obviously being suggested by Gide as a form of dedication. Thus, Cide
, 2 'echoes Valery's own concept of their letters but, whereas Valery believes 
that correspondence is the supreme dedication, for Gide it is very mush
second-best to his works,
1. G./.V. Corr., ember lk$3, p.194
2, * 16th November 1891, p. 158*
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This blow to discussion on his literature leaves Gide saddened.
Nor is there the possibility of dialogue through opposition of their 
viewpoints! since Valery’s incoropreheaslon certainly appears greater to
Gide than his desire to discuss.
Meanwhile, Gide’s moral development is drawing him away from
Valery. From Biskra he writes i
Je ne te dirai rien de mon voyage parce que je crois que
tu ne 1’appro we a pas, mais je crois que voyager aussi
est un art et que peut devenir amusant. J’ai gouts
des detresses pour moi jusqu’alors lnconnuesi je me suis
amuse a ne vivre qu’avec des officiers et j’ai maintenant
le souvenir de fetes vraiment brutales (27th November 1895, 192).
Indeed, of his stay in Biskra, Gide tells Valery nothing when compared 
to the lyricism of the letters he wrote to his mother of this time.
Conscious that Valery would have had as much difficulty in understanding 
his moral as his artistic evolution, Gide resorts to silence rather 
than to the test of opposition.
Gide is however, resentful of this state of affairs since he also
writes from North Africa t
Jamais plus qu’avec toi je n’ai sent! la vanite de mes 
paroles. Il me semble toujours que je jette mes lettres 
pour toi dans le vide; cela n*auralt rien de bien 
curleux, si precisement notre amitie ne m’apparaissait 
comme une chose tres reelle et dont, sans que mon etre 
en sentit au debut le besoin, je ne saurais a present 
me passer; elle restera pourtant une chose pour moi 
toujours mysterieuse, un rapport entre deux incommensurables 
(March 1894, 200-201).
This acousation is founded. The lack of dialogue behind their
undeniably deep friendship comes more from Valery’s apparent 
indifference than from Gide’s fear of being "another" by introducing 
his own preoccupations. Indeed, Claude Martin believes that Valery’s 
indifference to Gide's works was very real and that their friendship 
was "intellectuellement et litterairement, a sens unique".1
1. HAG, p. 54
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Valery's reply unconsciously shows the truth of this when he 
picks up Side's reference to "deux incommensurablea" and takes it 
only for himself. Valery also starts his letter : "Tu vois, chfcr 
ami, j'y suis et ta chere lettre aura de suite ma reponse - mais 
pas la sienna” (19th March 1694* 201), which suggests that Gide is right 
in his assumption that his letters fall on stony ground with Valery.
Instead of referring to Gide, Valery, in a later letter writes
of Pierre Louys i "...Je ne lui ai jamais fait plaisir et... je ne
felicite jamais et...j'approuve peu. J'ai cela de difficile que je
demande impliciternent a mes amis d'agir oontre leur nature” (14th
July 1894* 209). It is possible that Valery is making a belated reply
to Gide's reproaches since his comments on his relations with Louys
are to be compared to those he later made on Gide :
Je vois Gide a peu pres comme je me vois - c'est-a-dire 
qu'il me paralt digne de.•.justice. Ce mot abject n'a de 
sens qu'en egotisms. Salsisses s.v.j>. Quand J'aime 
quelqu'un, je le traite comme raoi-roeme, c'est-a-dire, tres 
mal, tres soigneusement, tres intimement>durement. 1
Although, in his letters, Valery does not seem to have treated Gide 
"tres soigneusement” up till now, one sees that his lack of encourage­
ment to Gide implies no lack of respect.
Gide himself is impressed by the fact that Valery's comments on 
Louys also explain his own relations with Valery and adds : "Ma nature, 
il me semble, a change : je suis moins accroupi. Meritai-je cue tu n'en 
felicites, ou dois-je- aux itoiles d'etre si tenement (sic) heureux?" 
(16th July 1894* 211). Gide is guilty of some self-deception here if 
he imagines that Valery is responsible for his own development. If 
Valery has made Gide act contrary to his nature, it has been more by 
his unconscious prevention of the open expression of Gide's true views.
1. Lettres a. Quelques-Pna, Gallimard 1952, letter of May 1905, p.67
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This momentary smoothing-over of their differences does not last 
long. Gide is provoked into open complaint by a letter where Valery 
dismisses the findings of certain great literary men from the past, 
before treating his contemporaries in like manner. Valery writes t 
”Le monde est plein d'intelligentes molleases. Et qui a du courage doit 
perdre les meilleures annees a se refaire entiferement le cerveau. Tout 
remettre en question. Et on n’y arrive pas’’ (7th September 1894, 215).
Thus, all work, even Valery's own, ends in a blind alley.
Unfortunately, Gide's letter of protest against Valery's pessimistic 
view of himself and others is lost. However, its contents can be guessed 
at from Valery's reply. Perhaps the most important part of this letter 
is Valery's introductory comment : "Mon seul etonnement est que tu ales 
tant tarde...a le dire” (10th November 1894» 216). This shows clearly 
the complete unconsciousness of Valery's lack of encouragement to Gide 
to speak his mind. He wishes for the very freedom of speech that Gide 
can only give under supreme provocation or on the crest of a literary
wave.
Gide's accusations against Valery as an ’’avorteur ou emraenagogue 
de livres et de lettres, ou antimaieutique" (216) meet with Valery's 
reply t
...j’ai toujours supplit mes interlocuteuxs de ne tenir aucun compte 
de mes sentimens fsicj - ce qui est tres facile - ensuite, de ne 
rien accepter de mes theories sans les eprouver logiquement; du reste, 
j'ai toujours repete que je ne pouvais concevoir une theorie 
generalo : une theorie non personnelle est non fonction du theoricien 
flOth November 1894» 216-7)*
Although Valery is advocating complete freedom of expression for both
himself and his interlocutor, one still has the impression dialogue
is impossible since, in spite of Valery's refusal of the notion of 
general theory, he seems equally to reject the feasibility of ary mutual 
acceptance or common tx" d between two entities with differing, personal
theories
This, in more exaggerated form, has obviously been one of Gide's 
complaints since Valery writes t "Mais en quoi suis-je desolant et pour 
toi, mon ami, qui sembles dire que tes lettres sont meprisees, que je 
ne te comprends pas et que les motifs premiers de mes acte3 t'echappent?" 
(217). Still in terms of himself, Valery sets about reassuring Gide who, 
he admits here, has been practically his only confidant all the time.
Valery tells Gide how much he has suffered from what appears to 
be hi8 voluntary isolation and that the only balm has been his corres­
pondence with Gide to whom he has poured out his sufferings. The very 
real place Gide holds for Valery is shown in a letter to Paul Leautaud :
Gide, - nous sentons bien differemment les choses de 1'esprit.
Nous nous comprenons et nous nous savons admirablement• Par 
malheur, il croit que je le deprime, et je suis sur qu'il 
ra'excite...Je me rends insupportable - mais le sujet ne sais 
pas combien je parle, et je pense avec lui, avec quelle franchise2 
Cette franchise a ete mon 'ideal* le plus cher. J'ai raconte cela 
a Gide il y a treize ou quatorze ans. 1
In his letter to Gide, Valery also explains his own position.
He feels he is very different to others. This, he erplains, is why 
he discards an opinion as soon as it is held by another and because :
"Je veux etre raattre chez moi" (10th November 1894, 217). He is, too, 
struck by the fact that nobody goes "jusqu'au bout" (218) as he would 
like to do. In these two respects, he differs from Gide. However, when 
Valery writes : "Jai agi toujours pour me rendre un individu potential. 
C’est-a-dire que j'ai prefere une vie strategique a une tactique. Avoir 
a ma disposition sans disposer" (217-218), he is using words which night 
almost be Gide's.
After listing his achievements in life, Valery sums up his relation­
ship with Gide accurately: "Je vois, je sens que nous nous aimons, mais 
nous nous montrons tous les deux ce qui reciproquement nous effra^e le 
plus, toi une sorte de Paradis - et moi une certitude d'Enfir" (218).
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1. Lettres a jxelques-Uns, 1952, p. 67
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Gide ia delighted with this letter, which he now admits to having 
deliberately provoked:
J’ai voulu la plus dangereuse des choses, qui ne pouvait 
ae faire qu*entre bien peu et dont d'autres que toi 
n’eusaent voulu...Eprouver une axoitie; desir de la aentir 
resister, done puissante. J’ai choisi entre toutes raea 
lettres a toi encore non ecrites, la lettre penible, au
, plus, pour aavoir ce que tu diraia a te aentir accuser 
par moi d*accusations sinon fausses, au moins reverf-ibled
(llth November 1894» 219).
Thus, Gide now proves himself ready to oppose Valery and thereby to test 
the bonds of their friendship. He has replaced his usual echo or 
discreet silence by an open attack on Valery with a view to creating 
dialogue as it has not existed before.
Gide*s attack has been totally successful since it has not only 
caused Valery to explain himself, but has also proved to Gide that his 
correspondence with Valery may benefit from less echoing of his corres­
pondent. After sometimes unsatisfactory attempts to create dialogue 
through reflexion, the road is now open to opposition.
In his reply, Gide immediately points to his differences from Valery.
His whole "'technique de vie”* is the opposite of Valery’s. Cide
confesses that he is not made for the solitary struggle "jusqu'au bout”
and that, instinctively, or perhaps a little lazily* he prefers vicious
circles. The passage which follows this admission is highly important
since it shows the basis of Gide’s moral and artistic position and, to
my mind, helps to explain his own form of sincerity:
Je crois que 1*important pour chacun est de savoir s’il 
a bien mis toutes ses peaux l'une aprds 1'autre et pas 
trop les habits des autresj s’il n'a ^as eu trop froid 
d'etre nud, (sicj et si v&tu pourtant a quelque mascarade, il 
a su s’y bien tenir et retourner apres profondement ses 
poches pour en faire tomber lorgnettes et pralines....” n 
e'tat peut &tre volontaire sans fctre libre", dit, entre 
autres, Leibnitz et c'est assez banal, mais ce qui ne l'est 
pas c'est de, contraint ou non, travailler d faire tous ses 
etats volontaires, (Ce n’est pas Id de 1'acceptation - 
au contraire - c'est du choix apres l’essai, la vente des peaux 
d'ours une fois seulement mis a terre). Ma sagesse est la, 
je dis sagesse, puisqu'ainsi l'on nomme une recette de bonheur
(219-220).
.11>
In the first part of this passage, one sees that Gide is vary of 
the nakedness that Valery desires. He prefers to adopt one of various 
roles. Gide is thus stating that relativity and not the absolute is
his goal. These roles, however, should come, insofar as possible, from 
the resources of his own character and, in this desire for individuality, 
Gide is akin to Valery or seems to be. Gide may be playing down the 
notion of "Lepersonnalisation", of the adoption of others* "skins” to 
prove that he has not entirely left Valery behind. The most important
thing for Gide is to play his part well and to make a clean sweep when
it is finished.
The second part of thia passage is closely connected to the first 
since it, too, is concerned with the playing of a role. Gide’s qual­
ification, "contraint ou non", requires exploration. The idea of 
constraint behind the voluntary acceptation of and participation in one’s 
condition makes one think immediately of the yoke of religion or perhaps 
of Gide’s present inability to marry his cousin.
It is probable that the religiousness of Gide’s youth has influenced
the choice of the word "contraint" but all that follows shows that it Is
the "ou non" which really interests him. Thus Gide insists that he is 
not simply accepting meekly all that comes to him but has the free will 
of a buyer trying on "bear-skins" voluntarily before making a deliberate
choice.
Gide, therefore, refuses to adopt one position alone. He wishes 
to test a variety of positions before deciding if any one is more valid 
than the others. Meanwhile, his art benefits from these varied stand­
points. Gide’s sincerity or authenticity, both moral and artistic, 
lies not just in his desire to test, by living out, a variety of roles 
but also in his determination to act them as well as possible. In
1. Although Gide’s image is obviously connected to the French proverb,
"Il ne faut pas vendre la peau de I’ours avant de 1’avoir tug”, a 
more literal understanding does not seem to me to be out of place in 
this instance.
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In artistic terms, this means for Gide that: ’'La question morale pour 
1*artiste, n’est pas que l'ldee qu’il manifests soit plus ou moins 
morale et utile au grand nombrej la question est qu'il la manifeste
, . ii 1bien.
2
The importance of these two letters as statements of opposing 
standpoints is marred by the lack of sequel. Neither Gide nor alery 
attempts to exploit these differences. However, Gide does write more 
freely of faludes.^ Valery comments on this work but very much in 
terms of himself. He seems to be more interested in what he would
like to add to Paludes than in the book itself. He also criticises 
"certaines reprises et ravaudagea" (llth December 1894, 227), thereby 
shewing some lack of comprehension which provokes Gide to indirect self­
defence. This he does by mentioning to Valery that he has reached a 
point where he could write a good caricature of himself which would be
"une sorte de faludes ou la reiteration et le tatonnement viendraient 
a cause de 1'emotion, non de l'idee, et jusqu'A douter qu'elle soit, 
tant sa preuve l'avalerait" (28th December 1894, 228). So Gide explains 
that the repetition in his work is fundamentally necessary to it.
Gide's Kenaique^ is the next cause for comment from Vlery. This
time, his reaction is favourable, Reading Kenaique has evoked for him
the beauty of their friendship with its "differences si bien definiea"
(llth January 1896, 255), whioh Valery proceeds to describe:
Tu sais que je ne connais pas ton Lieu, et que je ne 
puis m'en chercher. Helasi je ne suis pas 1'homrne de 
Dieu ni de la campagne. L'extaae et l'herbe ne me sur- 
excitent que pour une demi-joumee (255)*
1. Romans, TN, pp. 8-9.
2. G./v. Corr., 10th and llth November 1894, PP* 216-220.
5. Ibid, 21st November 1894, PP* 221-222 and 2nd December 1894, PP* 225-224
4. Reproduced in the Nourritures terrestres, this fragment was first
published in L'Ermitage.
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In hia replyl Gide denigrates the importance of Nanaique. Thia
ia in surprising contrast with Gide’s attitude in his correspondence 
with Jammes. The latter’s appreciation of Kenaique allows Gide to 
engage in literary and moral dialogue which indicates that this fragment 
is far from being unimportant to its author, and that he ie willing to 
exploit his literary differences to Jammes in a way that he can ot do 
with Valery.
Perhaps because of this, he insists more with Valery on his plana
for the complete Nourritures terrestres. Even then, however, Cide does
not totally yield to enthusiasm; "J'espere apres pouvoir me per.ettre
un livre un peu serieusement triste, car la Melancolia, dans celui-ci,
ne trouvera guere son compte" (24th January 1896, 258). Just as Gide
did not write to Valery of his experiences in North Africa, so, here, he
seems unwilling to admit that, with the Nourritures, he will make a
definitive break with his ties to Symbolism.
Gide's avoidance of this topic is followed by a new orientation in 
2
their correspondence. A letter from Valery where he extols the freedom
from constraint of his relationship with Gide, meets with the following
reply:
Ta lettre est exquise, cher vieux. Notre affection est 
vraiment au-dessus des petites questions de boutique.
Jo le sens toujours mieux, et que nous pouvons nous parler 
sans que la Litterature s'en nffele” (19th Kay 1896, 267).
Thus, Gide accepts the possibility of a relationship based purely on
friendship and not on mutual artistic profit. Gide probably suggests 
this not only in response to Valery's basic wishes for their correspondence 
but. also because of the seeming impossibility of the further advancement
of literary discussion with Valery at this stage.
Nonetheless, Vale-ry is to remain the initiator, since Gide writes:
1. G./V. Corr., 24th January 1894» pp. 257-258.
2. , 18th May 1896, pp. 265-264.
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nSi je savais un peu ce qui, de moi, peut t'intereaser, je t'ecrirals 
mieux, mais avec toi, je me sens par trop depouille d*artifices, et ne 
me reste plus qu’une chetive nudite" (July 1896, 271). After six years 
of friendship and several opportunities to break this vicious circle, as 
Gide .seemed willing to do,^ Gide is still unable to abandon his role of 
echo completely.
Valery gives Gide a lead in a letter where he states his re. ret 
at the lack of comprehension of his friends for his research which has
no concrete, published result. Gide shows great insight in his words
of comfort to Valery. He is disgusted at the accusations of aimless­
ness with which Valery has been taxed. Admittedly, he writes, Valery 
has never accepted the necessity of a transitory goal through publication 
but all his research has been united ”*dans le m&me sens’” (4th u,_,ust 
1896, 273). Gide congratulates Valery on choosing truth and not 
happiness as his ultimate if intangible aim.
Having discussed Valery’s position, Gide allows himself to state
his own:
J'ai quelque honte, pres de toi, a m’avouer que j’ai 
souvent pris des vessies pour des lanternes, mais le 
monde m'en paralt d'autant plus illumineJ Le3 idoles
facilitent le bonheur...Won pauvre vieuxj Eieu me garde 
de te demander d'adorer les faux dieuxj Pour moi j'ai 
toujours dans mon armoire quelque petite idole devant 
qui je me console de la perxe des autres (274).
I quote at length, since this passage forms an interesting contrast to 
Gide’s hurt accusations against Valery as ’’Ennemy (sic) du genre humain” 
or ’’antimaieutique” (10th November 1894> 216). Not only has Gide 
accepted their different moral and artistic outlooks but also his ” on 
pauvre vieux” suggests a newfound confidence in the psychological 
rectitude of his position as opposed to the logical rectitude of that of
1. See: above, pp. HO—114-
2. G./V. Corr., 4th August 1896, pp. 272-273­
5. Ibid, 29th August 1896, pp. 273-274-
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Valery. Valery’s pessisisra has drawn out Gide’s fundamental optimism
in his artistic prism.
Perhaps for this reason, Gide fails, thereafter, in his attempts
to maintain friendship as the axis of their correspondence. Valery’s
Monsieur Teste is the cause of this initial lapse. Gide’s admiration
is surpassed only by his astonishment at the interest and literary
quality of this totally intellectual work. Among his comments, in
this letter, Gide wonders if Valery might not have shown Monsieur Teste
apeaking to an ordinary being. In his reply, Valery explains that this
would have been to break "la sphere d’intellectualite complete oil se
meut lui-meme le recitant" (5th October 1896, 261). This small point
reflects clearly the differences between the two men to which Gide has
pointed. In Gide’s request for a human contrast to the intellectuality
of Monsieur Teste lies his need for "quelque petite idole" but also for
more than a single optic through which to present his character . In
Valery’s refusal to compromise lies his single-minded will to greater
intellectual truth. Because of his willingness to compromise, Gide is 
2
more of a literary man, and, because of his intransigeance, Valery a 
chercheur. Gide’s realisation of this, which is comparable to his 
headiness while writing his Traite, is probably responsible for the more 
relaxed, confident tone of his last letters.
This literary axis is maintained, surprisingly, by Valery in a
criticism of Ml Hadj, He writest
...les personnages et le sujet sont fondus dans la 
prose lyrique au point d’etre difficilement distingues.
Ils sont comme noyes dans quelque enflure...Mefie-toi 
de ce qui ne peut exiater que par 1’enthousiasme ...
Style, tout de m&ne, un peu etranger a ce qu'il dit
(1st January 1897, 285-284).
Valery’s warning against enthusiasm may refer to the moral background
1. See: above, p. 116.
2. This is not to be taken as a comparative judgement of the two men’s 
literature but of their attitude t.o literature.
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of the story and, if this is so, he has hit the nail on the head. 
2'onetheless, in the light of Valery’s other comments, it is more probable 
that Valery is referring to Gide’s style. If this is so, Valery once 
again proves that, although he is capable of depicting Gide’s 3tyle as 
he did with the Voyage d’Urien and 1- eludes, he is quite impervious to 
it a purpose.
In his Journal, Gide writest "Je veux n*avoir pas de manifcre que
celle qu’exige mon sujet and, again, on the work of art: "...tout ce 
. 2
qui ne sert pas, nuit". When Gide obeys these two maxims, he achieves
his best.
Valery has raised the question of the aptness of Gide’s style to 
hia subject. At the same time, Gide is given a perfect opportunity to 
defend himself when Valery writes of El Hadj’s dilemma on the Prince’s 
death that it is not in the least worrying since "on sent trop que le 
seule fluence des phrases dfenouera sans effort la situation - en quelque 
aorte autoraatiquement" (1st January 1897, 285). Style and subject are 
inseparable here and this is what Gide wants. Valfcry, on the contrary, 
refuses this almost automatic stylistic solution because "elle demolit 
toute litterature" (285). By this, it is possible that Valery is s ain 
attacking the subordination of style to ideas or, as Gide prefers, the 
fusion of the two. Unfortunately, this opening to discussion comes to 
notning, unless the two writers discussed it when they met on the
>th January.
A few months later comes Gide’s excited cry: "As-tu mon livre? 
A-t-on mon livre? Que ne peut-on faire les articles soi-memej" (21st May 
1697 > 296). Valery’s opinion of Gide’s Nourritures terrestres does not
1. J.l, 7th May 1912, p. 578.
2. J.l, Feuillets, p. 664.
p.iR'i. The ^aturistes published a manifesto on the 10th January 1897. r neir 
leader was Edmond de Bouh&lier-Lepelletier and their aims were to 
leave behind the mists and dreams of Symbolism and to write of light 
and nature.
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appear in the correspondence until another few months have elapsed:
"Ce qui fait 1’amusement de ton petit Baedeker, c’est qu’il y a un peu 
de tout. Il y an d’Annunzio, des soukhs, dea Donatelli, et des fruits 
qui sont a la mode. (Cur?)" (21st September 1897, 500). Valery’s
comment is quite possibly a tongue-in-cheek reference to the Katuristes 
who were, as it happens, active at that timeA However, this comparison 
of his work to a tourist guide must have been as chilling to Gide as to 
any Gidian enthusiast. The casual ’’Why?” puts an end to any hopes Gide 
may have had as to Valery’s comprehension of his work, Gide’s reticence 
about his journey to North Africa has already indicated his uncertainty 
that Valery would appreciate the "fruits of the earth". So important 
is this work to him, however, that he has been unable to suppress totally 
what is now proved to have been wishful thinking.
Valery resumes his criticisms of Gide’s style:
v,rop z
L’ensemble est peut-etre^ecrit; et les impressions 
pas assez inedites...on sent tres souvent le morceau 
qui commence. Aussi souvent, tu l’arretes, et il n’en 
reste qu’une phrase, mais la sensation demeure. Tu 
rSponds illico: *Ce n’est pas un bouquin’, et puis zut...
(21st September 1897» 500).
Yet again, Valery is too intelligent not to- see what Gide has done but
quite unable to see why. Moreover while opening the door to literary
discussion, Valery immediately negates hie invitation by foreseeiiig
Cide’s reaction. Valery ends thus: "Maintenant que je me suis incline
en silence et que je n’ai plus rien a dire, je poursuis sur d’autres
sujets" (500). No doubt to this unintentionally hurtful homage, Gide
would have preferred less "silence" and more interest. This raey be the 
Xreason for the subsequent gap in their correspondence and why Gide
explains his work to Albert Mockel who also believes that it is " che'
X. It is also possible that both men were in Paris.
3. G./ >. orr., 5^d .September 1897» p. 205. Although this reproach is
similar to Valery’s, Mockel, less paradoxically, does not consider that 
Gide’s work is "trop ecrit". On the contrary, he believes that Gide 
has gathered together pages written during his journey to Africa. This 
provokes Gide’s protest: " - Mais ce n’est point le desir de reunir des 
’feuilles de route’ ecrites au hasard qui m’a fait posterieurenent les 
reunir...Non vraiment - des en ecrivant Paludes et avant, j’avals 1’idee 
de ce livre et... le voyage n’a fait qu’approvisionner des pages vides, 
comme des examples d’une technique de vie..." Ibid, 12th October 1897» 
p. 214.
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In view of thia gap, X take the opportunity to review in a more 
detached way the course of Gide's attempts to introduce dialogue, by 
echoing or by opposing, into hia correspondence with Valery.
For Gide, the primary requisite for dialogue lies in mutual know­
ledge of his and Valery's characters* Initially, Gide feels that 
Viilery does not give this knowledge of himself. Only through learning 
Valery's character and interests can Gide achieve some form of dialogue. 
That he sincerely desires this can be seen in his complaints about the 
difficulty of establishing dialogue with Valery.
Both Gide and Valery value reflexion for different reasons: Valery 
because he is looking for himself and Gide because he wishes to gain in 
artistic breadth by experiencing feelings other than his own. An 
involuntary complication to this state lies in Gide's desperate desire 
to please. Thus, their strange form of dialogue is conducted by means 
of "echoing" propositions. Practically always, in the initial stages 
of the correspondence, Valery proposes end Gide disposes by interpreting 
Valery’s preoccupations in such a way as to allow the introduction of his 
own. Sometimes, however, Gide does not even attempt to give a modified 
echo but gives a direct and dishonest reflexion of Valery's views, in 
order to please him.
As for Valery, acceptance of dialogue by responding to Gide's 
preoccupations is relatively rare. When he does accept discussion of 
these preoccupations, there is little sequel since Gide does not want 
to or dares not take the next step which would bring their differences 
completely to the surface.
1
is cioes not exclude bouts of self-assertion. Occasionally, ids, 
the artist, drops his role of echo to question the validity of Valery's 
search for the absolute and its implications for literary production.
. oreover, in his exchange of letters with Valfery in 1894» one sees that
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Cide is ready to make use of his differences from Valery which help to 
strengthen rather than weaken his artistic resolve.
Gide's deliberate attempts to provoke Valery into dialogue u on 
their differences does lead to more prolonged discussion on Gide's
literature* on Valery's part, than before in the correspondence.
The net result is, however, disillusionment. for Gide. His intention, 
after Valery's letter on Kenalque1 of making friendship the bi ..is of 
their correspondence is premonitory of the destruction of his high hopes 
for discussion on his literature, following on more general statements 
about the two writers' approaches to art.
Wnile the Nourritures terrestres was still in Gide's mind, he could
r.. i - * ■ . . ■ - * ■ /
mingle hopes with fears) in Valery's hands, Gide's book becomes the 
written proof that his artistic work is the least of the bonds between 
him and Valery.
From Gide's somewhat unsatisfactory attempts to establish dialogue 
by reflexion and opposition, there appears, nonetheless, with (prsat 
clarity, the range of the two men's differences. Valery is searching 
for one truth applicable to himself, while Gide not only accepts but 
functions by compromise and alternatives. In friendship, Valery is a
believer in exclusivity while Gide is ready to confide, parti lly at least, 
in many people. Artistically, Valery wants to write the perfect work 
of art to satisfy himself while Gide needs multiple works of art to 
express himself and to cause a reaction in his public.
Valery is constancy, Gide inconsistency. Valery's constancy 
cannot comprehend the very necessary motivation of Gide's inconsistency 
and his desire to achieve harmony by mingling morals and aesthetics.
These differences are not mollified by Valery's understanding or 
interest and this il why discussion on literature fails tempor ally.
1. G./V. Corr., llth January I896, pp. 255-257
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4. The ) eak of Literary Dialogue
Discussion is resumed over Gide’s play Saul. The letters concern­
ing Gide’s work are extremely important since they also raise the whole 
question of success or failure of dialogue between Gide and Valery.
-Gide writes to Valery:
Un prochain Saint-Graal est a 1*impression ou se dresse 
parait-il ma statue. C'est tres gentil A d’autres de me 
la faire, moi qui y travaille depuis longtemps, je me 
fais bien peu ressemblant encore; Saul et Promethee 
vont ajouter, j’espere, quelques traits (12th January 1898, 307).
Saul is also mentioned briefly in two later letters where Gide remarks 
that it is not a play to be read but to be seen and that Valery must 
help him with the conception of a stage-production. Valery makes no
response.
2
A further letter from Gide shows that he has been hurt by this 
imagined indifference but that a short conversation with Valery has 
dissipated his hurt pride and that he is sending a copy of Saul to 
Valery. In this letter, Gide also admits that, despite his fear of 
Valery’s criticisms, "tu es un de ceux dont le jugement m’importe le 
plus et a qui, tu le penses bien, je dSsirais le plus montrer ma grande 
machine” (July 1898, 319)•
This is no mere flattery on Gide's part as is shown by his former 
disappointment at Valery’s not writing an article on Les Cahiers d' '.ndre 
Walter.Gide knows what separates him from Valery now but so great 
is his respect for the literary man that he prefers to have an unfavour - 
able judgement rather than the hurtful void of indifferent incomprehension.
In hia next letter, Valery writes a long explanation of his attitude 
to literary dialogue. Firstly, he admits that he has been a little 
annoyed by the fact that Gide prefers other "rbactifs” (8th July 1898, 321)
1. G./V. Corr., 15th March and May 1898, pp. 315 & 317«
2. Ibid, July 1898, p. 319.
3. Ibid, 29th March 1891, p. 76.
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to himself for talking of hio literature. Also, Valery writes that 
he is interested only in the end result and not in affecting the 
development of a work. Valery states his belief that personal relations 
are far above anything literary. Literature, he feels, is something to 
be carried out apart by two very different people. Finally, Valery 
warns Gide against seeking the opinions of those who think like him 
since it is wiser to seek the opinions of one’s opposites.
Gide remains unimpressed by the argument that personal relations 
are superior to literature. For him, the contrary seems to be true 
since he writes: "...Rouart...m’a oonsole en me disant que tu m’aimais 
bien...Kais tout ^a c’est du sentizment et n’a rien a faire...” (lOth July 
1898, 522-525)* Gide adds, quite justifiably, that it is precisely an 
opposite point of view that he wants and looked for in Valery only to get 
no reaction. However, Gide concludes, pride must not come between them 
and, so, Valery is to speak about Saul.
This Valery does in his next letter.His most important comments
on the play stem, this time, from quite understandable incomprehension:
the character of Saul appears quite logical to him within the bounds of
the play but, when taken in relation to Gide and Valery, allows for no
possible identification. This is a perfectly just statement from
anyone who does not know that Gide is homosexual. The fact that Valery
has no knowledge of this explains why he is also unable to understand
Saul’s behaviour towards the demons. For Valery, Saul is suffering from
"folie dramatique" (July 1898, 524)» and this is the only reason for his
inability to rid himself of them by vigorous, corporal chastisement.
2
Gide replies in a short, unsatisfactory note to say that without 
the dt.acna, the play cannot exist. Admittedly, Gide is hopifag to meet
1. G./V. Corr., July 189°, pp. 525-524.
2. Ibid » 26th July 1898, p. 525.
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Valery shortly, but thia refusal to reply fully to Valery’s comments 
stems also from the embarrassing problem of how to answer them, Clide
is certainly begging for time in order to resolve this problem by more 
mature thought.
Luckily, Valery comes back to the subject of Saul, probably becausw 
he now realises how much Gide desires his opinion. Also, for the first 
time, Valery is truly intrigued by Gide’s art. Valery again raises the 
question of the demons and how their presence is to be interpreted. He 
finds Gide's treatment of the subject of pederasty troubling in the light 
of previous conversations with Gide.
Gide does not reply in his next letter1 2to Valery’s queries on the 
subject of Saul's homosexuality. He confines himself to an explanation 
of the demons whose peculiarity lies in their not being exterior to
Saul; they are there to explain his silent monologues.
After these incomplete replies from Gide, the subject of his play
is set aside for a while due to the death of Mallarme. It is Valery 
2 „who raises the question again. Valery tells Gide that his admir tion 
for Saul can not lessen his inability to identify with any of the
characters. Moreover, the fact that Saul is mad detracts from the force 
of his character, in Valfery's opinion. For Valery, the main interest to 
be found in the Biblical story being the problem of the confrontation 
of personal and established authority, Gide should have dealt with this 
in greater detail.
The most striking factor of this exchange on Saul is that, for 
once, it is Valery who shows persistent literary curiosity and ide 
definite reticence in accepting this provocation to 3peak hie mind. This 
change is all the more noticeable for the fact that it follows Valery’s
1. fc.tvu~, 27th July 1898, p. 527.
2. Ib.d , 22nd October 1898, pp, 557-558
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quite unquestioning incomprehension of Gide’s Nourritures terrestres.
Gide’s reproaches to Valery seem to have borne fruit, somewhat to Gide’s 
embarrassment •
The gap caused by Mallarme’s de»th ha3 allowed Gide the time to 
construct a satisfying explanation to the most problematic of Valery’s 
queries. Nonetheless, in spite of this opportunity for careful thought 
and the greater ease with which certain subjects may be approached in 
writing than in speech, Gide can only explain the pederasty of , ul 
evasively:
...j’estime le aujet tres general...L’on m’a assez 
reproche mon subjectivisme des Cahiers, des Nourritures, 
de Paludes, etc. pour que je j>uisse me payer enfin la 
fierte de paraTtre avoir cree un type ou rien de moi ne 
se retrouve” (22nd October 1698, 559).
One must read this passage in conjunction with Gide’s comment that he has 
chosen to interpret the story of Saul in his own way less for its anecdotal 
interest, as Valery suspects, than because it reduces to the essential a 
very general subject, "le drame intime qu’est tout vice: accueillir, 
aimer ce qui vous nuit" (559).
.Subtly, Gide is explaining one of the general principles of hia art, 
which is that the link between subjectivity and objectivity must not be 
severed. because Valery has attached too much importance to the indiv­
iduality of haul's case, Gide has been forced, for artistic re sons as 
much as for seasons of personal discretion, to underline the more eneral 
implications of his play, while at the same time hinting to Valery, by 
hia use of the word "parartre" that the basis of his play i3 subjective.
Valery's accusation that Saul is mad also provokes Gide into an 
explanation of another important aspect of hia art. Gide insists that
Saul is not mad since everything that causes his downfall comes lo.ica.lly 
from within his character. Indeed, this, Gide says, is how he envisages
the ideal drama which is to be dependent only on characters and not on
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external contingents. While this illustrates Gide’s admiration for 
Racine, it also shows that he is ready for his rScits with their intense 
concentration on inner motivation and their subjectivity which, none­
theless, allows for general interpretation.
Gide also points to the critical turn his work will take by telling 
Valery that his play is "la suite et la negation des Nourritures"
(22nd October 1098, 559)» which ia something which will be understood 
only by those who really know how to read his works. One wonders if
this is not a veiled reproach to Valery. Gide ends his letter by
remarking that the best result of Valery’s comments on Saul is th&t he
now wishes to talk to Valery of another play which will interest him
1more.
This long exchange of letters on Saul is a milestone in Gide's 
correspondence with Valery, since the latter now desires an explanation
of what he does not understand. This is the first time that Valery 
fully realises his own incomprehension and attaches some importance 
to what lies outwith his own preoccupations and understanding. leo&use
of this new interest in what is foreign to him, Valery makes his first, 
most consistent and deliberate effort to provoke Gide into comment, which
has resulted in Gide's statement of his artistic position.
In spite of the importance of this exchange of letters on ;sul which 
has prompted Gide to clarify his approach to art, it is perhaps unfortunate 
that the subject under debate should be this very work. Gide is unwilling 
to te too explicit about the personal basis of this play. Had he been 
so, discussion might have centered around the two writers' differences, 
both moral and artistic, and, thus have been even more profitable to Cide.
Another letter from Valery forms a pendant to those on Saul since
1. Gide is referring to Candaule. G./V. Corr., llth July 1899 PP« 548-549
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it shows that Valery has taken Gide’s reproaches to heart and h s gone
so far as to re-read Gide's roost recent publications before co menting 
2admiringly on them.
After a few more letters, Valery is again the initiator of an 
extremely important exohange of let+~rs which have a more general bearing 
than the ones on Saul. In the first, Valery writes at length of himself.
He condemns the irregularity in his life, while accepting that it hes 
helped him to achieve certain things. At the same time, he expresses 
his belief that nothing of value is born of irregularity.
Valery then defends his position against the criticisms of his 
contemporaries: "'Vous n'avez pas vu que je ne demandais que la contrad­
iction. Vous ne pouvez me refuser -jue j'ai toujours donne des raisons 
et 4U*elles n'etaient point toujours mauvaiaes'" (16 th October 1899,
554-555)• Aggressive sincerity in "des intimites terribles" (555) is
what Valery wants from his relationships but has realised is impossible.
By intimacy, Valery explains that he means the ability with a few people
to have "une conversation entre pensees actives, sans monologues de
memoirs, echos, etc." (555)•
Valery believes his disdain for his contemporaries is justified 
because of their "volonte de ne pas voir ce qui est, comme conservation 
du talent litteralre qu'on suppose qu'on a" (555)•
oreover, Valery is convinced that his critics are incompetent to judge 
him because they can only understand what, to Valery, is their own facile 
concept of genius. Valery’s own work, although largely unpublished, is 
viewed by him as of much greater solidity and importance than any mere 
spasm of genius.
The principle behind his work is "1'extension, la generalisation 
perpetuelle" (555). Valery is against "quoi que ce soit de singulierH(556).
1. Narcisse, Ll Hadj, Promethfle, fhiloctete.
2. G./V. Corr., 6th July 1899, pp. 54^-548.
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To perpetrate these ideals and to avoid seeing things as others do,
Valery’s method is the foilwing t
J’en prends d’ahord une impression aussi instantanee que 
possible, puis j’y reviens en tachant de les retrouver 
par une suite de conditions independantes entre elles et 
par consequent plus generales que mon objet (556),
in this system, Valery explains^literature becomes a problem, not an aim 
nor something fundamental.
In this letter, it is obviously Valery’s desire for an end to monologue 
end echo which is most important for his correspondence with Gide. In 
fact, the main impression that emanates from their correspondence up to 
the Nourritures terrestres is precisely one of Valerian monologue and 
Gidian echo. Since then, to all appearances, Valery is attempting, 
admittedly after provocation, to establish dialogue and Gide is hence no 
longer forced into providing an echo to Valery’s preoccupations.
Valery's wish for a ’’conversation entre pensees actives” is about to 
be fulfilled, since his comment on literature shows that there is no 
similarity between his and Gide’s attitudes to it. The problem of the 
"why” and ”how" of literature is being raised here and opens the way to
literary dialogue more fully than ever befcre.
Cide’s reaction to this provocation is extremely favourable. e 
immediately attacks Valery’s statement on his literary contemporaries since 
he feels that it is aimed against him, in which case Valery is a bad judge.
Gide answers Valery's accusation in pre-existential terms. Obviously,
Gide says, "etre" and "le ’pas mensonge*” (19th October 1899, 558) are 
preferable to their opposites. Nonetheless, Gide admits, not for the 
first time, that he can understand perfectly those who choose the easier
solution and, thereby avoid the madness of Nietzsche.
Gide accuses Valery of not listening to others and, because of this,
1. dee: G./V. Corr., 24th August 1895» P« 184* ”..*et c'est - dupe",
and llth November 1894» p» 220: "Ma - folie".
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he does not realise that he is not alone in thinking as he does. Gide 
also attacks the solitary nature of Valery’s research! if others make 
mistakes, he writes, it is not by the little that Valery publishes that 
they will be convinced of them. Here, Gide is displaying his disagreement 
with what he feels to be Valery’s indifference to dialogue and also to 
a public. Interest in others’ points of view is an indispensable part 
of Gide’s artistic procedure and his artistic work is very definitely 
intended to provoke thought in a public, no matter how small. Cide is 
obviously attempting to show Valery that his position is perhaps mistaken 
and to encourage him into greater production and a more artistic role 
similar to his own.^ Gide’s reaction shows that Valery’s letter has 
been felt by him as an attack on his artistic raison d’etre.
Gide keeps to the last his reply to Valery’s view that literature 
should be a mere problem rather than something which depends on genius.
He writes|
Si certains ne poussent pas plus loin 1’etude chimique 
qui leur permettrait de faire aurement des fleurs, e’est 
aussi par l’effroi du norabre illimite qu’on en pourrait 
dbs lors produire. Chez certains, le corapromis est plus 
conscient, volontaire et delibere que tu ne le crois...
J’ajoute, a propos des recettes, etc., procedes, que je 
crois qu’on ne les acquiert qu'aux depens d’une sorte 
de finesse artistique, finesse sensuelle; la musique de 
Wagner m’apparait d’un art terriblement grosnier. A 
vouloir prejuger la volupte, ses sens s’etaient d6s_^effines.
Il y a toujours en art quelque chose d’imprecisable que ne 
pourra saisir 1’instrument, etc. Art des fausses fleurs 
(19th Ootober 1899» 558).
Gide’s case is an argument for himself as an artist, for his own multip­
licity which he believes to be the best means of achieving the ’•particulier’’. 
In more literary terms, this means that Gide is against the complete 
suppression of lyricism as ia shown in a passage of the Faux-Konnayeurs, 
which was surely inspired by these letters or by subsequent conversations 
on the question of "faussea fleurs". Valery’s case for extension rnd
generality is that of the seeker of definitive truth through individu 1
1. See: above, p. ^0.
2. Romans, FM, pp. 1184-1185.
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effort, who, should he find this truth, will never, thereafter, have to 
waver from his personal and artistic archetype. J erhaps because of 
Valery’s single-mindedness he has difficulty in understanding Gide,1 2 * * 5
whereas Gide gives a perfectly adequate explanation of alery’s position
. , 2in his correspondence with Andre Rouveyre.
Valery is delighted that Gide has taken his previous letter personally.
O.K X
Whereas^earlier climax in their correspondence^was caused by Gide, here 
it is Valery who has deliberately provoked Gide into reaction upon their 
literary positions. For Valery, the question of one’s differences to 
others is one of the most fascinating problems of one’s existence. To 
describe his relationship with others, Valery uses the image of scales:
La sensibilite de cette balance est singuliere. Elle 
depend de la qualite de ce qu’on met dans 1 * autre 
plateau. Quand c’est toi qui t’y trouves, la mienne 
deviant bien plus sensible que jamais (25th October 1899» 559).
Their differences, in Valery’s opinion, are hairbreadth. Hence,
to discover them, Valery writes, he and Gide can approach each other very 
closely* Because they have done this, he adds, they have seen that all 
that the other does is exactly what one must not do oneself. Therefore, 
Valery believes that an understanding of what the other does is a means 
to self-knowledge.
Valery gives, as an example of this, Gide’s successive, intimate 
relationships which have intrigued him and he adds that this is but one 
of many points in this mutual process of enlightenment by reaction, which
1. G./V. Corr., 27th November 1895, P« 191 and 7th November 1899, p. 5^4.
2. G./R. Corr., llth April 1928, p. 109. I use the words "artist" and 
”chercheur"with much the same implications as Gide's "poete’’ no 
"artiste” in his letter to Rouveyre. The ’’poet” is he who io close 
to the star of Follux whom Gide believes has been influenced by his 
twin "Clytemnastra-passion’’ $ the ’’artist" is he who is close to the 
star of Castor, twin of "Helen - beauty". Gide’s true admiration
goes to the ’’poet-artist’’, such as Goethe, who is equidistant from 
both stars. Nonetheless, he understands those like "1 ’ admir;-ble
Paul Valery" who ere more artist than poet and who refuse the other 
star "sans trop comprendre ou s’avouer qu’ils perdraient d’un coup 
toute valeur s’ils n'en etaient plus du tout eclaires".
5. See above, p. no.
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haa taken place "a demi a notre insu” (559)* Valery believes th- t 
their mistake has been to try to suppress this process. Valery blames 
himself more than Gide, since this dates from a time when Valery, rmed 
only with general analysis, was trying to grasp and, no doubt, affect 
Gide’s points of view. Now, Valery realises that it is only one’s own 
thoughts which one can discount as invalid, as the thoughts of another 
are inaccessible to one. Where Gide has been et fault, Valery points 
out, is in his lack of protest against Valery’s apparent, verbal massacre 
of his ideas.
Although it is true that one can now see clearly the differences
between the two writers, Valery is equally correct when he writes that
their revelation has been made almost unconsciously. In the correspond­
ence, it is sometimes only by carefully reading between the lines of
monologue and ’’echo" that one realises the strong differences between
the two and the subsequent obtaining of self-knowledge.
Valery’s use of the term "verbal massacre" in his letter is telling.
Conversation with Valery is a much mere difficult medium for Gide, since, 
in it, Valery’s tendency towards monologue is more crushing than in the 
letter. Nonetheless, as regards their correspondence, Valery’s analysis 
is also pertinent as is the blame he places both on himself end on Gide 
for the lack of consciousness and systematization that has hitherto been
manifest in their approach to dialogue in correspondence.
Valery might, however, have made more of Gide’s anxiety to echo which 
c
has been a stumbling-block to the emergence of their differ^cej. ore- 
over, the accusations Valery levels against himself seem to me less 
revealing of his own part in lack of dialogue than of his strength ned 
conviction that others’ thoughts are impermeable.
Valery’s former fault, in Gide’s eyes, was that he did not even look 
to understand Gide. Now that he has attempted to do so, Valery himself
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seems to discard his, or anyone’s ability, to enter into another’* mind. 
Albeit unconsciously, Valery has pointed to another difference between 
himself and Gide. For Valery, the other, with all his difference , 
obviously represents a problem which may well be insoluble. This explains 
Valery’s difficulty in echoing Gide wLu, on the contrary, is both able 
and willing to experience the other’s emotions and thoughts as his own.
Gide may thus echo Valery in his correspondence but, if he doe* so, 
it is in order to commune with a kindred response. Because Valerv. is 
unable to supply this, letters, where both men raise the problem of their 
differences, are a far more satisfying means of.dialogue and do le<-d to 
self-knowledge if not, ae Valery suggests, to true feeling for Gide's 
point of view.
Valery continues his letter by refusing to condone his contemporaries. 
He claims tnat Gide is about the only exception to the majority of those 
who can only improve on the same thing and who are moved uniquely by 
fear of change or lack of success. Such people, Valery is convinced, 
have no desire to make the necessary effort to surpass themselves or to
discover. For most literary men, the same is true in Valery’s opinion.
Like Gide, Valery recognises what is most important to this exchange
of letters, by leaving to the last the question of "false flowers" and
.agner. Gide’s point of view has made no impression on Valery who is
still on the side of skill and "calcul" as opposed to random beauty.
While Valery realises the boredom that a system of "false flowers" m y 
bring, he is for any system which loses no time.
;ith real flowers, "On en vienta comparer la valeur du brochet 
pris a celle du temps consume a l*attendre (25th October 1899» 5^1 .
This mixed metaphor means that Valery has no time to waste over an in iv-
idually beautiful contingent, like the artist Gide, but ideally must
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progress unilinearly and quickly towards perfect truth. Thus, he will 
always prefer to move "entre des manieres de penser, plus qu’entre des 
pensees" (3&l), since the latter will only prevent him from achieving 
generality. This is quite contrary to Gide whose interest is in one’s 
very thoughts and what is special to etwh person. The "particulier" is 
Gide’s stepping-stone to generality.
Gide’s reply opens with the exclamation, "Exploiton3 le filon.”'
(28th October 1899» 362). This letter is intended as a preliminary 
clearing of the ground, in order to gain better access to the "vein" to 
be worked upon. Thus, Gide tackles the more personal questions raised 
by Valery’s letter. He expresses his acquiescence with Valery’s crit­
icisms of literary men now that he realises that he is an exception in 
Valery's eyes. Gide, confesses that he, too, has cause to complain of
the incomprehension of others because of his own lack of literary consis­
tency which has entailed equal lack of success. This is but a prelude 
to Gide's attacking Valery whose misunderstanding of Gide is much more 
serious since it is not due to stupidity. If others criticise, Gide feels 
that Valery should praise him. Instead, Valery has associated Gide with
other success-mongers by saying: "*Ah ouij il y a aussi le groupe de 
ceux qui attendent le aucces de quarante^ans'" (362).
Gide admits that he is less irritated than he appears to be ii.ce 
Valery’s letter nas greatly encouraged him, not least of all, one feels, 
to speak his mind. Never before has Gide been so open about his feeling 
that Valery ought to be interested in his work,and, by implication, of 
more help towards its conception.
Valery's next letter1 is of extreme importance, since it is his first 
real explanation of himself with regard to Gide and, in it, he shows high
1. G./V. Corr., 7th November 1899» PP. 363-366
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understanding of their relations, in spite of his own scepticis;.i as to 
his ability to grasp Gide's thought. Firstly, he ?.nswers Cide's’ 
argument that, in light of the majority's lack of understanding, it is 
Valery's duty to appreciate hia work. He pointe out, justly, that Gide 
has his partisans as well as his critics and that Gide's works re never 
the same. What then, Valery queries maliciously, does Gide think of 
people who like all his books? For Gide's own sake, Valery insists yet 
again, he would do better to heed the opinions of his detractors or
opposites than of those who praise him.
;£aving reprimanded Gide, Valery returns to literary discussion. He
gives what, for him, are the three aims of literature: firstly, money; 
secondly, the number of people to know one's name and the consequences 
thereof and, thirdly, for personal instruction from the general problems 
to which the technique and practice of art lead. Valery's rea on for 
writing is the last one which, he explains, entails either leaving the 
domain of art completely or remaining in it in a highly specific, episodic 
way. In Valery's opinion, to do otherwise teaches one nothing and merely 
produces a sickening little pool of genius. In other words, Vslery 
continues, one's way of thinking is unaffected by literary creation.
After this explanation of his own attitude to literature, Valery 
devotes his attention to Gide's. He admits once again to not under­
standing Gide. Thio is clearly because he cannot make up hia iind 
whether Gide's aims in writing come under his third or hi3 second category. 
( n the one hand, Gide seems to have too much thought for his public since: 
”?u sens certainement par minutes.•.le besoin brusque de rattreper une 
sorte de moyenne que tu oubliais heureuB>ment" (7th tovember Id- 5^4- •
On the other hand, Gide is not the typical, success-seeking literary man
1. G^Y. Corr., 8th July 1898, p. 521
becausex
...tu ne fais pas cela comme on fait du sucre...ou de
1'enseignement (meme avec enthousiasme). La preuve en 
est que tu t’agites pour ne pas imiter (entendons-nousi 
...je donne ici a ce mot une grande extension) et pour 
ne pas t*imiter - et que tu pref&res toujours, sans 
doute, inte'resser moins et t’inxeresser plus (3^4>) •
As Valery points out, this position could easily slide into his own, 
but, in fact, Gide’s motives remain far from those of Valery and are
ever incomprehensible to him.
Valery’s powers of descriptive analysis are no nearer helping him 
to understand why Cide is ae he is. Quite rightly he has seen that 
Gide’s reasons for writing are both toward-and outward-lookin . hat
he does not understand, however, is that one can look to a public for
reasons other than confirmation of one’s success and with results other 
than self-abasement. Valelry’s understanding that Gide’s art is pIso 
a personal quest, which prevents mental stagnation, is only partial too, 
since he cannot conceive that art may be a perfectly acceptable end in
itself. for Valery art is a means to an end. For Gide, his art is
a means to art. In other words, the "instruction personnelle"
,(364) which may be gained from his work is self-
perpetuating for Gide's literature and is not siphoned off. Giae's art 
necessarily includes the personal and general problems which Velery 3ees
as incidental discoveries to be made from the process of creation as from 
any other mental activity.
Valery has little more Imderstanding of Gide's way of worn w ich he 
contrasts to his own which is based on the fact that: "Tout ce que j'ai 
fait ou pense est relie a mon existence - IMEEDlATHWfT. C'est force 
et faiblesse" (565). Because of this, Valery wishes to bind the^e 
moments of his existence by "des proprietezs additives" (365)> as diverse 
as possible, in order to achieve "l'etat parfait ou theoriaue de mon etre
(365). Because Valery's own method is one of progressive juxtaposition.
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he realises that he would have nothing to gain from "des oeuvres
contrariees" (365) which are, indeed, so alien to his own methods that
he believes the purpose of such works is to delight or confound a public,
Because Valery cannot understand that this is Gide’s way of presenting
nis problems, he again mistakenly associates Gide with his second
category of writers.'1' Valery concludes by explaining that:
Ee tous les sentiments possible^, le plus fort en moi 
est celui de securlte - ou, si tu veux, de defiance 
infinie. Je ne puis avoir aucune confiance dans ce qui 
va etaient. Je ne m'y fie pas, c’est pourquoi j’ai 
cherche des choses plus constantes (365)*
Wore than unfortunately, this exchange of letters is interrupted by
a meeting. With their letters on Saul, this is the most prolonged
discussion to cate between Gide and Valery. As with his comments on 
Saul, Valery shows unprecedented persistence in coming back to the subject
of literature as a means of provoking reaction in Gide.
In these letters, appears clearly the full range of differences 
between Valery’s and Gide’s artistic methods and aims. If one may use 
the image of a ladder to describe the two men's ways of working, Valery 
climbs up each rung as he builds and tests it. His aim is to rerch the 
finite end of the top of his ladder from which point he may count it3 
rungs and view them as a whole. Gide, on the contrary, may be said 
to have dismantled his ladder and separated its rungs into sub-groups.
Gide then tests his rungs by moving from one to another. His aim is 
not to reach the top of hia ladder but to reconstruct it himself <ifter
examination.
The purpose and the end-result of both men’s art is also different. 
Literature, for Valery is but one of the tools he uses in constructing 
his ladder, which will lead him to his ideal self. For Gide, literature 
is his ladder, the rungs of whioh are formed by the many, simultaneous
1. >ee: above, p. 134
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possibilities of his nature. The end-result 6f art for Valery is, if 
one is to take him entirely seriously, the mass-production of ladders, 
jor Gide, if I may shift my metaphor slightly, the end-result may be 
compared to the Mathematical Bridge in Cambridge which was perhaps not 
reconstructed as it was originally formed but which has, nonetheless, 
gained in individual interest because of the experiments alle edly tried 
out upon it.
The importance of the exchange of letters which lead to such
knowledge of Valery and Gide is underlined by Gide’s evocation of them,
the following year, as consolation for lack of meetings:
...je me souviens...que dans ce meme Lamalou ou 
je suis pour moisir un mois,^ l’an passe je t’envoyais 
et recevais de toi les plus importantes des lettres, de 
sorte que cette correspondence reprise enfonqait plus 
avant notre commerce et nous expliquait mieux nos 
rapports (15th October 1900, 572).
Valery assures Gide that their relations are too abstract to suffer from
the infrequency of their meetings and adds:
Toutes^ventures, jusqu’a cette eapece d’amitie ennemie 
qui a ete un instant, a ton precedent Lamalou, la notre, 
et fort etroite, n’ont tourne qu’a meler e normemert 
quelque chose et a. demeler tres heureusement tout le 
reste. J’espbre que tres souvent nous nous servons 
rautuellement de types bien definis d’un autre esprit 
que la notre, et aussi sympathique et aussi different 
que possible! 1*ideal serait: aussi possible que 
possible’ (17th October 1900, 575).
It is to be noticed that not only was Valery largely responsible for 
the creation of discussion on their differences but also that Valery, 
to a greater degree apparently than Gide, realises that this is as 
important a means to self-knowledge as to knowledge of the other.
The letters exchanged by Valery and Gide after the Nourritures 
terrestres and up to this point form the kernel of their correspo dence.
1. Gide is undergoing a cure
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Both men have been responsible for provoking each other to intensify 
dialogue on their literary dissimilarities.
Valery has more than caught up on Gide’s tentative efforts to bring 
discussion to a head. These letters prove that Robert Mallet is doubly 
wrong when he compares Vlery to Gidt in the following terms: "Valery,
* X Z ' x-lui, moins enclin a affronter son contraire, est pourtant tres interesse
pair une experience qui peut enrichir la sienne." Not oj lery’s
interest in Gide seem exceptional in light of their early correspondence
but also Gide helps Valery to self-knowledge not by enrichment but by
proving to Valery that he should never follow in Gide's steps. oreover,
as the post-Nourritures terrestres letters show, Valery is more than
willing to confront Gide and is stimulated by their differences perhaps
even more so than Gide. Indeed, in homage to Andre Gide, Valery wrote:
Voici quelque trente-cinq ans que je le connais 
familierement, cependant que nos differences se 
developpent a merveille, Nos sentiments sur presque 
toute chose sont generalement opposes, mais d’une 
opposition si naturelle qu’elle equivaut a une 
hannonie et qu’elle cree entre nous une liberte 
vraiment rare des echanges de penseea.2
5. The last Stages of Dialogue.
Henceforth, letters and discussion on literature become much rarer.
It is to be remembered that both writers had the opportunity for meetings 
in laris and that Gide was, to a high degree, involved in the Nouvelle 
levue fran^aiae. Literature is next mentioned, therefore, when Gide 
writes of L*Immoraliste. It is a work, he says, which he should have
written two years ago because:
...a present, le gout n’y est plus; je n’aime plus que 
le ’genre sec', 5 mais on ecrit toujours en retard; 
l’emb£tant, e’est que ca arrete le developpement; il y 
a toujours en soi ou a cote quelque chose qui n’est pa3 
au pair et qui tire (5th July 1901, 585).
1. G./V. Corr., p. 26.
2. Andre Gide. Ed. du Capitole, Pari3, 1928. Quoted by Gustave vanwelken- 
huyzen in the G./Mo. Corr., p. 281.
5. One wonders if Gide is not thinking of the Caves du Vatican.
—Gide’s tendency towards simultaneous conception of his works is the
cause of this.
In his reply, Valery shows no interest in L*Immoraliste but writes
of the conversion of his employer and hia own work A^athe. In a later
letter, Gide again mentions his work in much the same terms and
inquires about /gat he. Perhaps he hopes that, by showing interest in
Valery*3 work, he will prompt him into similar interest in I ' Ioraliste. 
After this letter, there is a gap in their published correspondence.
j.onetheless, as a letter published in the Bulletin des Amis d*Andre 
Cide proves, Valery must have given his opinion on L’Immoraliste either 
verbally or by letter. As this letter will be discussed in the next
chapter, I deal only briefly with it here. Gide’s comments show that, 
once again, Valery has failed to comprehend his work. Contrary to his 
reaction to Caul, Valery believes that L’lmmorallste is almost entirely 
an autobiography.
Gide’s letter, where he underlines the fact that L*Immoral!ate is a 
critical work, is significant when compared to Gide’s comparative lack 
of explanation upon this point after Valery’s letters on Paludes and
Le Voyage d’Urien. ho doubt because of Valery's attempts to discuss
literature from their opposing standpoints, Gide feels freer to explain
his work and surer of Valery’s interest.
As this letter shows, the gap in Gide’s correspondence may be due
to loss of letters. More mundanely, both Gide and Valery ar<^ married and
lead extremely busy lives. Indeed, when Gide sends La Porte etroite to
2 '
Valery, he urges him not to read it nor to thank him for it since 
Padame Valery is ill. rjcternal circumstances have certainly helped to
prevent correspondence.
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1. G./V. Corr., 25rd September 1901, p. 5^9
2. * 4th July 19 *9. pp. 419-420.
A letter from Valery on Gide’a Dostoievskl only goes to show this.
Valery admits that he would have found this work exciting, if so many
worries had not prevented him from concentrating, especially on liter­
ature. Despite Valery’s present difficulties, howevr, one suspects
that Valery's lack of enthusiasm is not just momentary but also due to 
his general inability to penetrate deeply into Gide’s work. This, no 
doubt explains why Gide does not reply to Valery but comments on a letter 
on Dostolevski from Claudel whose interest in Gide's book was far greater.
Gide's next work to provoke comment from Valery is Les Caves du
Vatican. Valery has no one opinion of the book but: "J'en ai des tas
A A « Aet tantot je blame le pour^uoi, j*approve le comment; tantot je sens 
le contraire" (2nd July 1914» 433-434)• Valery is sure that the Caves 
will astonish Gide's public in itself and not just by its contrast with 
his previous work.
From a musical point of view, Valery writes, -ide has written the
Caves "finalement a travers toutes les tonalites" (434). Valery tends
towards praise rather than criticism because he feels the Caves has been
an excellent excercise for its author. In this Vale'ry is correct, since
this work is a prelude to Gide's novel. However, the "pourquol” is just
as important as the "comment" and cannot, as the single-minded Valery
would like to do, be separated from it.
Although Valery comes back to the subject of the Caves in another 
o
letter little is added to these rather casual comments on Gide's work
which leave one with the habitual feeling that Valery's approach to 
Gide's works is much the same as he might have to a cross-word. After 
ell, one neither re-reads nor explores the global meaning of the 1 tter.
1. ./C. Corr., 29th July 1923» PP. 233-240 and Gide's comments in his 
Journal, 9th October and 21st December 1923 quoted in G./C. Corr.,
2. G./v. Corr., July 1914» P« 436. . /pp» 239-300.
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This rather disappointingly short comment on the Caves is compensated 
for by Valery’s letter on the beginnings of Si le Grain ne meurt which 
Gide has read to him. It is the kind of work of which first impressions
re probably the most exact, Valery writes, because "le genre meme est 
d’exprimer ces choses qui, soit par leur espece delicate, soit ar leur 
relation a la memoire, sunt ut sunt sut non sunt" (27th July 1917, 492).
The portrait of the author is a close resemblance, Valery feels, and 
his first impressions guarantee this. By resemblance, Valery explains
that he does not mean that between Gide himself and the Gide of 1 le
Grcin ne meurt, but between Gide and Man. /rtistic procedure is, in 
Valery’3 opinion, a secondary consideration.
Hence, Valei^ advises keeping the more artistically polished parts
for an expurgated version while cutting them down for a complete version.
This is because the readers of autobiographies always think that the
author is hiding something from them and:
C’est pourquoi les morceaux virtuosos ne sont pas ici 
sans danger. Faire des mpts a son confesseur est grave: 
il y a de quoi lui faire oublier de vcus absoudre. Il 
suppose a son penitent un sang-froid incompatible avec 
la sincerite (4543*
Valery admits to difficulty in writing of this book which is so intimate 
a part of Gide but realises that the book Itself faises the question:
"Ou commenoe, ou s’arrete la litterature?" (454.)* In Valery’., opinion, 
~i le Grain ne meurt will be the key to all Gide’s work for posterity, 
3ince: "En un certain sens, tu fais la tout ce que tu as fait deja et 
tout ce que tu pourras jamais faire. C’est un livre qui sura ecrit tes 
autres livres" (454).
Valery’s judgement is not only perspicacious but also bound to 
please Gide by its likening of Gide to Kan. The young Gide’s realisation 
of the contradictions in his own nature, from which he concluded that he 
was unlike others, and the older Gide’s attempts to solve this problem
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through political or religious involvement are of less importence than 
Gide’s supreme fusion with humanity and himself, through his art.
Valery has also pin-pointed an essential factor of this and all 
Gide’s work, by raising the question of the bounds of literature.
Velery previously touched upon this subject when he accused Gide’s 
A -adl of demolishing all literature. As I pointed out,1 2Valery 
could have been referring to the subjugation of style to ideas. It is 
also possible that he meant that the role of literature would be fund­
amentally changed, should one, as Gide tends to do with his recits, view 
literature as a solution, no matter how provisional, to the possible 
problems one may encounter in life.
With ,^i le Grain ne meurt, Valery becomes even more conscious that
Gide’s literature poses the very problem of the role of literature.
2 >Gide, as Claude Martin remarked and as Valery has grasped, has brought 
new horizons to literature, since life and literature mingle and emulate 
one another. Gide’s work, and his autobiography, represent a new tide 
attacking the breakwater which protects both pure and privileged ert and 
realism. Henceforth, the division between a literary view of the world 
and the world itself must be increasingly difficu\t to trace. In real­
ising this, Valery has understood a fundamentally important asp» ct of
Gide’s art.
Valery’s judgement of Gide’s autobiography places Gide in the history 
of French literature and helps to make up for his frequent lack of 
comprehension for Gide’s individual works. Unfortunately, tner is no 
reply from Gide.
After thi3 letter, the two writers do little more than inform each 
other summarily of their own works and those they are reading. It is
1. See: above, p. 11$.
2. Gee: above, Introduction, p. 3.
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fitting, therefore, that Valery’s last long letter on Gide’s work should 
be so comprehending a statement on his autobiography.
Tore and more, the basis of the correspondence becomes friendship, 
fter having his appendix removed, Gide writes to Valery: "Ta lettre
eat venue sourire a mon reveil, et ressaisir pour 1’amitie un coeur a
peine sorti de 1*horrible...J’ai pu voir a l’epreuve quelle place tu
tiens dans mon ciel" (28th December 1924» 499-500). Valery writes back:
Quand le simple hasard qui fait que deux hommes se 
rencontrent, se tatent, se mesurent, etc., se change 
insensiblement en une sorte de necessite, d’eveneinent 
qui n’aurait pas pu ne pas etre, cette justification 
(au sens evangelique) d’un cas fortuit estjamitie
(1st January 1925» 500).
This beautiful definition shows what a place friendship holds in Valery’s 
life. For Gide too, friendship is enormously important and particularly 
with Valery, since he continues to correspond with him relatively regul­
arly after the possibility of literary dialogue has ceased.^
It id also true that the elderly Gide experiences less need for
"reactifs*' and more need for agreement in friendship. His correspondence 
z
v>ith Valery is no exception to this. In a letter from Grasse during the
Jecond World War, Gide writes that he has to agree with Valery’s views 
bn history and current events but adds: "C’est aussi que je n’aime oas 
te quitter" (10th September 1941» 525). This statement no longer comes 
from a Gide who is anxious to echo for artistic reasons or through fear
of displeasing but from a mature, if lonely, man who is united to life
by friendship now more than by literature.
Having traced the sometimes uneven course of artistic and philos­
ophical discussion, there now remains the task of assessing the decree 
of failure or success of this correspondence. One may safely sey tnat 
dialogue is by no means an unmitigated success, if one remembers that it 
is a two-way, moving system of communication.
1. .his is to be contrasted to Gide’s behaviour with Jammes, Claudel 
and Charles Du Bos with whom he virtually ceased to correspond.
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At first, Gide is concerned with establishing complete harmony with 
Valery. This leads him to introduce his own preoccupations only when 
Valery’s letters allow him to do so. Gide is as intent on dialogue 
as on harmony. Because Valery is so different from him, he is forced, 
in order to keep some semblance of dialogue, into twisting the contents 
of Valery’s letters to allow for self-expression as a response to Vglery. 
Valery’s initial insensitivity to Gide’s need for dialogue coupled with 
his own ease in expressing himself, leave one with the impression that 
Cide is constantly trying to catch up on Valery’s monologues in order to 
form part of them without, forasmuch, leaving behind any oT his own
attributes.
Only when provoked by Valery or when he is by far too saddened at 
what he feels to be his friend's indifference, does Gide eventually assume 
his responsibility for dialogue which is more than an echo or the defiant 
joy of the literary creator.
Gide’s persistence in trying to establish literary discussion is 
due to Valery’s being his first important friend in a literary world 
dominated by Eallarme. Furthermore, of all his Mallarmeen co-disciples 
Valery is the one for wnose work and intelligence Gide had the strongest
admiration.
Understandably, therefore, Gide would have liked more intimate and 
even practical discussion on his works than either Valery’s interest or 
wishes lead him to give. Valery’s preference went to more theoretical 
exchanges on literature and it is noticeable that these are the highpoints 
of his correspondence with Gide. Nonetheless, even when Vtlery does 
broach the more general topic of his and Gide’s approaches to art, ne 
often does so in such an irrefutable way that one still feels th. t the 
correspondence has not entirely escaped the trap of parallel monologue.
It is also the case that, when Valery realised and responded to 
Gide’s need for discussion on literature, Gide did not always take full
>14>
advantage of the opportunities given him by Valery. Indeed, it is 
the latter who openly expresses his satisfaction that they have dwelt 
upon their differences which, by reaction, have shown him the paths he 
must follow. From his correspondence with Valery, Gide does g in 
similar knowledge, as I hope to show in my fifth chapter. This fact, 
however, is sometimes only to be understood tacitly from a reading of 
their correspondence* Nonetheless, the clarity with which the diff­
erences between the two men appear in certain passages constitutes the 
true importence of this literary correspondence, in spite of the i ct 
that such clarity is somewhat at odds with the mingling of ideas
inherent in dialogue.
When considering that dialogue is only partially successful, one 
must remember that, apart from his stormy correspondence with ierre 
Louys, this is Gide's first attempt to establish a literary correspondence 
with a colleague. This, as well as Valery's and Gide's own char cters, 
may explain why the course of literary discussion rarely comes to dizzy
heights.
Valery sums up his relations with Gide thus:
. ..il y a entre Gide et moi quelque chose qui n'est ni 
litterj ture, hi gouts communs ou complementaires, ni 
rien qui s'exprime par un c&lcul regulier mais quelque 
chose d l'ordre de la vitabilite, de la faculte de se 
tiuivre, de s'adapter instantanement, de se deviner avec 
bonheur.•.1
Although Valery was capable, in his correspondence, of adapting himself 
to Gide's needs and, on occasion, . .
of piercing Gide's desire to please» Cide
remained, throughout his life, more sensitive to the fact that, in Valery, 
x 2
tie found "nul reflet de ma pensee”. In Gide'a opinion, both ir ;ch 
and in his letters, "Valery toonologue".^
1. Lettres a ^uelquea-Uns. 19i)2, p. 67.
2. K.V.H., Cahiers 4. 27th April 1919, p. 20.
>• Tbs c\ , 12th November 1928, p. 381
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Although this judgement is a little unfair, it is viable for < 
large part of Gide’s correspondence with Valery. Moreover, as a first 
step to literary correspondence, Gide would have preferred to find in 
their letters those very ingredients, - literature and common or 
complimentary tastes - , which Valery dismisses as of little in.ort nee 
in their relationship.
These factors no doubt explain why, even as dialogue through 
opposition becomes truly authentic, Gide should not raaae a deliberate 
effort to prolong it. Gide, as Valery suggests, has moved on to nore 
profitable, literary "reactifs” who are willing and able to write at 
length of literature with, as their starting-point, Gide's own works.
CHAPTSR III
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CHaPTER III
: lalogue In Gide’a Correspoodencea with
and Claudel.
1. The Need for a New Interlocutor and
The first uteps to Dialogue.
Gide's failure to establish dialogue with Valery to his complete 
satisfaction was partially due to his feeling that Valery could only 
disapprove of his changing approach to art but also to the latter's 
frequently reticent attitude towards literary discussion. When Valery 
accused Gide of preferring other literary "reactifs" to himself, he was
not mistaken.
The final product of Gide's break with his youthful ties to Symbolism 
may be said to ce the Nourritures terrestres. In spite of Valery's later
undeniable interest in ^aul* the casualness with which he greets the all­
important Nourritures show that Gide had correctly foreseen that he could 
not depend upon Valery for dialogue on his future work.
Gide began to correspond with Francis Jammes in 1893 after Eugene 
nouart, a mutual friend, passed on a copy of Jammes* Vers to Gide. The 
attraction of Jammes, as an artist, for Gide lies ln his spontaneity, his
primitive simplicity and hia love of nature. When attempting to seek 
common ground between Jammes and Gide, Robert Kailet exaggerates both
Gide's spontaneity and the similarities between his and Jammes* portrayals
2of nature in thdir poetry.
1. C/J• Corr., p. 10.
2. Ibid, pp. 12-13, where N.allet makes a most doubtful attempt to liken 
what is still a Walterian "'paysa^e d'ame'" to the sunny sensuality 
of Jammes* portrayal of love in natural surroundings.
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Certainly, Gide ie trying to rid his work of the "'paysage d'ame'" 
criticised toy Valery, tout hie sensual understanding of the world is far 
less akin to that of Jammes than Robert Mallet believes. Nonetheless, 
Gide himself tends to over-emphasise the similarity of his and Jammes1 2 * 4 5 6 
love of nature, perhaps because he envies the other’s spontaneity which 
was not one of his inherent artistic qualities dven in the Nourritures.1
Robert Mallet, despite over-willingness to accept similarities 
between Jammes and Gide, does point briefly to the conceptual gap oetween
Gide's and Jammes' representations of nature: the former’s being phil-
2 3
osophical whereas Jammes' are more visionary and imaginative.
If one is seeking likenesses between Jammes and Gide, therefore, 
there lies a much more plausible one in Gide's consciousness that morality 
has a part to play in his art. The question of "what” to portray is just 
as important as portraying ’’well". The Nourritures will be a work with 
a mission, over-reaching the limits of pure art. It is in this light 
that one must view Gide's attraction to the author of Vera, in order to
understand the development of their relations.
Gide's and Jammes' first letters indicate clearly the basis of their 
interest in each other, while pointing immediately to both similarities
and differences.
Gide expresses his appreciation both of the spontaneity to be found 
in Jammes' powas and of their sincerity which he assimilates to the 
refusal of a priori sensations. In hia introduction, Mallet recognises 
the importance of the two writers' individuality but fails to notice that
1. Claude Martin, MAC, pp. 210-211.
2. Germaine Br^e, in her criticism of Gide's Nourritures terrestres, goes 
further than Mallet since she suggests that Gide's description of 
natural surroundings have been drawn more from his intellect and 
literary memory than from any actual experience. IP, pp. 80-82.
5. G./J. Corr., p. 13.
4. Romans. TN, p. 9.
5. G./J. Corr., May 1893, p. 33.
6. Ibid, p. 10.
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their new and personal visions of the world are destined for a public 
whioh must be educated "a nous sentir’’.1 2 3Gide has thus discarded any 
hint of the Symboliat’s lack of concern for a public.
Jsranies* reply shows that his own artistic alms are not unlike those
of Gide. In his opinion, happiness is not to be-found for either of 
2them in youthful memories or in Symbolist works but in God. In his 
very next letter,"* Jamnes opens the door to discussion on the differences 
between their approaches to art. He admits that he is highly sensitive 
to the poetry of Le Voyage d’Urlen and La Tentative aaoureuae but would 
prefer these works, were their beauty more healthy in exoticism.4 * 6’
Gide makes no attempt to reply to this accusation. Bather, he 
emphasises what brings him closer to Jammes, for whom his admiration is 
not "seulement litteraire" (End of 1894* 57) » and whose works do not even 
surprise him, ’’tant je vous ooroprends nature!" (57). Gide is thus re­
invoking his affinities to James, thereby avoiding the opportunity Jammes 
has given him to disease hie works. As with Valtfry, it seems that Gide's 
concern with friendship prevents him from accepting too direot an initial
confrontation.
2. M6nalque and the Nourritures terrestres.
The fact that Gide is more interested in exploiting his similarities 
to Jammes is shown the very first time he writes of his own literature. 
While Gide realises that Jammes may dislike the theory of Menalque.^ he 
prefers to believe that "nos pensees se fondront dans un commun amour de 
la nature" (19th January 1896, 63). Jammes, however, in his Rdponse a 
Kenaique,6 proves that he has correctly realised that Menalque's
1. G./J. Corr., Kay 1895» p. 55* From now on, in this chapter all 
references to quotes from thid Correapondance will be included in 
parenthesis in the text as for the preceding chapter.
2. Ibid, June 1895, p. 54.
3. Ibid, 9th January 1894.
4. See: Jaanee' letter of the middle of October 1894» Ibid, p. 37.
5* L'trmita^e, January 1896, pp. 1-7» and Lea Nourritures terrestres,
chapter I, Book IV.
6. L’Ermitaae. April 1896 and G./J. Corr., pp. 295-298.
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philosophy ia of far more importance than hia love of nature which ie
a product of thia philosophy. Nature, as any other object of Menalque's
desire, ia incidental to the fervour it arouses:
'Toutes formes de Lieu sont ch&riasables, et tout est 
la forme de Dieu...Mon bonheur eat fait de ferveur.
A travers indistinctement toute chose, j'ai eperdument 
adore,*2
From the beginning, unlike Gide himself, Jammes is attracted towards
discussion upon Gide's differences from him,. Jammes' article is, in its
own way, an intelligent comment on M6nalque contrasted to himself. Firstly,
he comments on the difference between Menalque's strangely sumptuous but
intellectual love of nature end his own which is all brightness and
simplicity. Menalque's view of nature depends on his "scolastique amere
et puerile” (295)I Jammes' on his humble satisfaction with his own limited
and yet, Jammes implicitly suggests, boundless experience. Moreover,
Jammes makes it clear that the tales he may tell of well-known countries
are a source of comfort to simple people, whereas Menalque, one gathers,
may have the rich knowledge of "freedom*' but is without compassion or
humility. To some extent, Jammes* reproach is justified. Menalque's
realisation that "la coupe que j'ai videe reste vide pour toi, mon fT&re"?
is not followed by a solution to this problem and he does admit to 
4experiencing "la violente joie de l'orgueil".
Jammes' own claims to humility are to be taken with a pinch of salt.
Of greater importance is his insistence on the limited boundaries of his 
experience and on the fact that this brings him closer to suffering 
humanity.
5Gide's acknowledgement of Jammes* article is short, merely
1. See: above, Chapter II, Note 2, p. 119.
2. Romans, NT, pp. 190-lgl.
3. Ibid, p. 184.
4. Ibid, p. 186.
5. G./J. Corr., 21st February 1896, pp. 65-66,
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expressing his pleasure at being upbraided by his correspondent. It ia 
only when his Nourritures is published that Gide participates in discussion.
Nonetheless, a part of Jammes’ criticisms of Mihalque is not alien 
to Gide's own feelings since, after finishing the Nourtitures, he writes 
to Andre Ruyters: "Menalque est loin - je suis un etre plain d'inquiet­
ude, de tendresse souffrante, et tourmente d’autrui..." Commenting on 
this letter, Claude Martin says that Gide, in his own life, is following 
the precept of his Nourritures: "AUTRUI - importance de sa viej lui parler..."
It is difficult to say whether Jammes* comments on Menalque'a egoism 
have influenced Gide or not, especially as Gide himself does not give his 
opinion on them. however, one wonders if the increased preoccupation 
with communication, which appears in the Nourritures, is not a belated 
reply to Jammes* article on Menalque.
Certainly, the completed Nourritures ohanges Jammes' outlook initially,
since he now realises that, under the magnificence and sensuality of Gide's
book, there lie "des torrents de chastete, d'ascetisme et de frugality
morale" (19th June 1897» 112). Jammes has also sensed, unlike Valery,
that Gide's work contains its own criticism:
Chacune de tes pensees portait en elle, LIRhCTEMENT, 
sa propre refutation et il me semblait qu'un plain- 
chant et qu'un parfum de nef et qu'une evangel ique 
serenite s’elevassent comme des brumes divines vers 
un inaccessible somme t (112),
When Gide replies to Jammes: "Ta lettre sur mes Nourritures m'est 
le plus grand gain de ce livre" (4th July 1897» 115)» he is scarcely
a
exaggerating. Valery's ironic appreciation of his work as a tourist 
guide and the incomprehension of those who see it as an invitation to
1. Letter of the 14th or 15th Hay 1897 quoted by Claude Martin, MAG,
P. 191.
2. Romans, NT, p. 246. Quoted by Claude Martin, MAG, p. 192.
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debauchery are more than wade up for by Jaramee' understanding that Cide's 
work is not just affirmative but critical and that it is essentially a 
book of purity and abnegation.
In his next letter,1 2 3Jammes comes back to Gide's work, writing 
affectionately of their differences in a way which shows that he identifies 
Menalque with Gide. With his Lettre a Menalque. he forces Gide into 
discussion. Although, Jammes still accepts the underlying religiosity 
of the Nourritures. he criticises the "apostle" and his faith in terms 
reminiscent of his Lepones a M^nalque. After contrasting the mediocrity 
and the sadness of hia own life to the insolent joy of the egoist, M^nalque, 
Jammes adds that the latter's life and philosophy would have true value
only ift
. ..o Meznalqus, tu avals pris et p£tr‘i ces miseres; 
si, de la Beautl et de la Bonte qui furent dlpos^es en 
ton awe tu les avals rev&tues, si tu t'ltais levez pour 
servir...Alors chantant de pauvres choses, Kenalque, 
peut-etre nous eusees-tu enchant£s (299).
Jammes ie thus, once again, raising the question of "AUTKUI". The 
pain Jammes' letter caused Cide is clearly due not only to the fact that 
the former has failed to see that Gide is concerned with others, in his 
Look, tut also to Jammes* implication that the philosophical basis c»f the
Nourritures has lead to artistic failure because it cannot move the
ordinary reader.
Gide's Heponse a la Lettre du Kaune^ subtly justifies his own position 
at the expense of Jammes*. While he states that both he and ftenalque 
pity humanity, he claims no less strongly the right to proclaim his own 
experience, even if its joy and beauty do not reflect Jammes' "'pauvreeses 
immobiles'" (300) and may, therefore, upset them. Indeed, the very fact 
that Gide does expose his differences from more common mortals, at the 
risk of not writing a best seller, appears to be an act of artistic courage
1. G./J. Corr., beginning of July 1697, pp. 114-115•
2. Le Jpectateur CaUxollque, July 1897 and G./J. Corr., pp. 296-299.
3. Le Spectateur catholique. September 1897 and Ibid, pp. 301-302.
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when compared to the safety of Jammes* literary ventures: "Done seule 
la douleur, selon toi, a'oaera repandre, sure qu'elle sera de trouver 
toujours un echo" (500). Gide has realised that the freshness of Jammes1 2 
poetry does not depend upon the novelty of his ideas and that Jammes is, 
thus, far from being the educatOr Gide had, at first, thought him to be.
Gide then sets about shoving that Menalque's way of life is not 
applicable to an elite only, as his exaltation is not dependent upon 
objects in themselves but also comes from within the beholder.
In his Nourritures, therefore, Gide is concerned with prompting 
people to exaltation not only of their experience of the world but also 
of their own possible attributes. He wishes to raise people up to a joy 
and individuality as great as his own. Jammes, on the other hand, wishes 
to erase his peculiarities, to bring himself down to the level of the 
greater mass of humanity. Basically, Jammes* attitude is extremely cond­
escending and Gide, who realises this, teases him gently: "Adieu, Faune; 
je tlaime enoruement. Ne sols pas trop orgueilleux de ta gene" (501).
In his hepliQue a Andes Gide. Jammes reiterates with even greater 
firmness his belief that silence must be maintained wherever knowledge 
could be hurtful. Hence Jammes bids Gide to leave his earthly prophet, 
M^nalque, and to sample the "nourritures divines" (502) which are the 
food of the humble. To join and comfort the latter, religious sentiment 
is, therefore, a logical necessity, in Jammes* eyes.
Unfortunately, Gids does not reply to Jammes* article directly.
However, according to him, L'lraaorallste is to be considered as a reply 
2to Jammes' criticisms, no doubt because Michel does harm by his way of
life and ends in isolation.
An interesting contrast is to be made between Gide's exchange of 
letters with Jammes in Le Gpectateur catholigue and certain points from
1. G./J. Corr., May 1895* P- 55» "J'aime surtout cette sinc£rit6 qui 
vous fait sentir, comme existantes et rdelhs, des sensations quoique 
non encore expiates...nous devons fcduquer les autres, lexer apprendre.••
2. 1897, p. 117 and the notes to thia letter, p. 550.
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& prior letter to Andrez Ruyters. The latter, who had become friendly 
with Gide in 1895» was to write an article on the Nourritures terresti-es. 
When the article appeared, it was influenced to a large extent by Gide's 
long, explanatory letter.
Whereas Jsnanes' interest in the Nourritures is mainly moral and
religious, Ruyters* comment that Gide seems to have killed all sent intent-
2ality in him for this work, gives Gide the opportunity to write about his 
book from an artistic point of view. Indeed, Gide insists that this 
work was born with a "preoccupation non tant morale que litteralre"
(51st Jiay 1897* 27)• The nature of this "preoccupation" is explained in 
an earlier letter to Epyters: "Il nous faut pr4cipiter la litterature dans 
un atime de sensualisms d'ou elle ne puisse sortir que compl^tement 
regeneree” (10th September 18%, 25). Although Gide depicts sensuality 
as a means to literary renaissance, the very force with which he proclaims 
its necessity contrasts with his joyful acceptance of Jammes* view that 
the ik)urrltures is a work of purity.
Gide also expresses freely to Ruyters not only his desire that the 
Nourrlturc create a highly Individual form of lyricism but also explains
how he has created his own fervour, and what its role is to be. To
achieve fervour, Gide has, as suggested by Ruyters, suppressed the notion
of sentimentality because, paradoxically,:
La sentimentalite est compliquee, deterioree par trop 
de choses, et puis elle a'adreese d'individu a individu 
et meconnatt l*6ternit4 divine des choses, pour ne 
s'attachsr qu’a ce qublles ont de periseable...enfin, 
c'est un sentiment egoists et l'on dira tout ce que 
l’on voudra, je pretends que les Nourritures sont anti- 
egolstes au plus haut point, un livre de complet 
d^vouement - et je pretends que qui pretend le contraire 
n'y a rien comprls...il faudrait apceler le devourment: 
l’obeissance a sa vocation fde la cet orgueil que tu 
sens dans les Nourritures) (Jlst May 1897 • 27)•
1. L'Art Moderns, 18th June 1897•
2. Letter of the Jlst May 1897 in the Bulletin des Amis d'Andre .ide. no. JO, 
April 1976* p. 26. The bulletin mentioned is the source of all further 
references to letters between Gide and Ruyters. Therefore, only 
latter-dates and page-numbers will be given henceforth in the text.
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Thia explanation to Ruyters might well have been given to Jammes 
since it shows the deeply artistic motivation behind the ik> urritures and 
that Gide, in his query to Jammes, s “Quelle fut mon erreur, apres tout, 
que d*avoir aim^ Dieu plus que les homines” (J00), might have replaced 
the word "God" by that of "Art".
Gide discusses the artistic implications of his work with Ruyters 
and the moral ones with Jammes because, respectively, they are what his 
two correspondents are interested in. The commentator of Gide's letters 
to Ruyters remarks that it is not by chenoe that Gide explains his work 
in greatest depth to his newest and youngest friend. Perhaps Ruyters 
embodies the very youth Gide is writing for; concentration on the more 
positive aspects of the Ixaurritures is, therefore, in keeping. Jammes, 
on the other hand, may be said to represent the more weighty aspect of 
human responsibility. Gide is not as insusceptible to the latter as 
might seem from the joking tone he adopts to confess to Ruyters that he 
could, with great enjoyment, have ended his Nourritures with the discom­
fiture of M^nalque.
What Gide's letters to both correspondents have in common is Gide's 
suggestion that his work does not contain an individual message, no
2
matter how individual his lyricism, but one of general moral impact.
Gide wishes to prompt others to devotion to their vocation, which 
must be found by a conscious effort and even the pain brought by knowledge. 
Gide's contact with humanity is, thus, one of ideas whereas Jammes' is 
one of commiseration, of helping people to accept their lot. In this 
context, Jammes' love of nature is used to underline his likeness to the
common man, to show that his is shared experience. Giie's portrayal of 
natural and man-made surroundings, is, by his own admission, merely an
1. Ruyters is barely twenty-one and has known Gide for less than six 
months.
2. Sees Lettres a Christian beck, Brussels, 1946, letter of the 13th June, 
p. 31s "11 n'y a pas de particularity qui ne manifeste quelque loi 
g^n^rale".
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illustration of a way of life. Discussion on M^nalque and the
Nourritures terrestres has not only cleared away any doubts as to whether 
Gide's and Jammes’ outldoks may mingle in a "common love of nature" but 
has also brought their differing concepts of the role of ert into shapp
relief.
5. The Role and the Quality of Art.
The exchange of letters on Menalque and the Nourritures brings to 
light what is to be the basic source of dialogue throughout the Corres­
pondence. On the one hand, Gide clings to the authenticity of individ­
ual morality and artistiv aims, even while he is able to recognise 
their appearance of pride; on the other, Jammes finds strength in the 
humble certitude afforded by limited experience and simple pleasures.
Gide has little to gain, as yet, from turning to Jammes* artistic 
sources as Jammes would like him to do. In reply to Jammes* call to 
purify his art, he writes: "M*aimes-tu done assez pour vouloir me 
’sauver’, cher ami? Je suis, tu sais, de redemption difficile, et 
contrecarre les desseins des SauveursJ" (July 1897, 117).
Gide ia by no means ready to write of the "nourritures divides" (502)
suggested by Jammes, Nonetheless, as Gide shows that he is only too 
2sensitive to the charm of Jammes* moral and artistic position, Jcmmes
follows up his advantage. Hia criticisms of the Nourritures concerned 
only the unimportant aspects of Gide's work which, Jammes is convinced,
will be discarded when Gide writes another Nourritures in which "tu te 
leVeras de toute ta taille d'apotre" (End of August 1897* 121).^ tfhen 
Jammes writes, in the seme letter,: "...le jour ou j'entendrai suinter
1. See: G./Mo. Corr., 12th October 1897, p. 214s "...vraiment le 
voyage n’a fait qu’approvisionner des pages vides, comme des examples 
d'une technique de vie..."
2. G./j. Corr., August 1897» p. 120.
5. Interestingly, Albert Mockel, after writing that he had mistakenly 
believed that the Nourritures terrestres was an extremely selfish
p. 201.
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les citernes de tes pleurs, alors, o je saurai que tu es Andre Gide”
(End of August 1897» 121), he is but reiterating his belief that 
Andre Gide, prophet, is not to be found in the insolent joy of Menalque 
but in the gravity of an Andre^ Walter made aware of the misery of man.
After reading La Danse des Forts, Jammes renews his exhortations 
to Gide to produce ”une oeuvre supreme” (End of October 1897» 124)*
Jammes* former certainty that Gide's art will change has been shaken, 
however. This is because the overall message of the four poems of La 
Danae des Morts is that one should enjoy the pleasures of the earth here 
and now rather than waiting for an illusory after-life. This follow-up
to the .ourrltures has shown Jammes that there is more to the surface
of Gide's work than he had thought.
This realisation causes Jammes to insist more vigorously than before 
on Gide's role as a painter and leader of men. By entangling himself 
in "des raisonnements de geometric religieuse" (124) instead of bringing 
consolation, Gide is responsible, lectures Jammes, not just for his own
mistakes but also for those committed by others who have been influenced
2by the false teachings of the Nourritures.
Hence, Jammes urges Gide: "Apres ces crises necessaires, sols 6 gal" 
(124)• Jammes is unconsciously asking Gide to abandon the necessary
principle of his art. It is interesting to recall at this stage that 
Valery uses the word "ressemblance” in relation to Gide when writing to 
him of Si le Grain ne meurt. Jammes' use of the word "egal" may, I feel, 
be interpreted somewhat freely as an elliptical way of saying "equal to 
your true self", to "le patre des berges".^ Valery, on the other hand, 
is far too intelligent to make this falsely limiting equation but realises
that the true importance of the portrait in Si le Grain ne meurt is its
1. A collection of four poems published in L'Ermltage, July and October 
1897.
2. Jammes* concern here is to be contrasted to his former statement that 
only immature schoolboys will not understand the purity of the 
Nourritures. G./J. Corr., 19th June 1897» p. 112.
5. This is Jammes* name for Gide/Andr4 Walter, the grave and good 
Furitan.
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resemblance to Han. Gide is on the aide of Prometheus and hi9 art
must be questing- and complex.
Although Jammes rightly believes that the Nourritures is not a 
definitive indication of Gide's future art, he has tended to simplify 
the nature of the critical spirit which Gide brings to his art. Gide’s 
Nourritures are, indeed, a part of a whole which is to be completed by 
Saul and L'lmmoraliste. However, Gide will not criticise the Nourritures 
by another work of fervour, be it piously sad, but will use his thought 
to show the canker that lies in one’s desires.
Insofar as the aspiration towards GAd is a part of human and his own 
personal experience, Gide does, nonetheless, desire to write this work
which Jammes sees as a summum. While Jammes describes such a work as
"supreme”, thought Gide contents himself with the adjective "admirable" 
(October 1897» 125). Thus Gide envisages this work as only a part of 
nis creation, however important it may be.
Indeed, Gide does not hesitate to inform Jammes of the other comp­
onents of his nature whioh will go towards his art in Haul* when he writes:
Tous les demons de la Jud£e ra'habitant, se nourrissent
de moi, me tourmententj si je ne les cherias.As pas un
peu, je serais beauooup plus malheureuxj mais je ne
serais pas si malade. Je suis hante. Toi, le plus doux
des pontes et le plus pur de mes amis, qui veux bien croire
en moi autant que j’y crois raoi-m&ae et qui persistea b
me croire hanti' seulement par le ciel, adieu...(October, 1897» 125).
Gide is admitting to Jammes that the sources of pleasure in the Nourritures 
terrestres are not simply pretexts to inner fervour but are a very real 
and personal risk to Gide's equilibrium, should he prize them for
themselves.
As well as showing Jammes that his moral and, hence, artistic 
development will be one of exorcism rather than a simple oscillation to 
the paths of virtue, Gide also seems concerned with showing Jammes the
other side of the coin in order, one feels, to belie Jemraes' belief
that there is only one, "true” Gide.
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Thus, only a few months later, Gide finds a pretext for informing
Jammes that the role of his art is not just to be self-preservation.
A miserable letter from Jemmes1 2causes Gide to deny the Christian faith
regretfully since, through it, a believer may bring comfort to those who
are suffering. In fact, Gide is not truly sorry, since this denial of
Jfimmes* and Occidental society‘a GAd is but a prelude to his confirming
the existence of his own god:
Mon seul role dans cette society qui se referme autour
dejuoi, - n’y trouvant heureusement plus de place,
ra’etant eloigne^ d'elle a mesure que je m’approchais de
Dieu - mon seul rdle est de ra’Alever contre elle. Quelle
force me faudra-t-ilj Je demands trois ana d’exil (trois,
c’est peu) oil me nourrir comiae Jean de sauterelles et de
leur aigre clamour sur les sables. Je veux ne revenir
qu'Stranger, c’est-a-dire deja presque ennemi. (1st December 1897» 150)
Gide's SaUl-like confessions to Jammes do not mean, therefore, that he has 
abandoned the more positive message of the ^nourritures.
This cult of savage rebellion against society can only go to remind
Jammes that Gide does not, as he, accept the state of man compassionately 
2but passively. Gide’s god here is virtue, the high point of personal,
human endeavour. Gide himself explains this to the Catholic, Rene Schwob,:
"...vous acceptez un Dieu tout fait, tandis que je crois que Dieu se fait 
5
en nous, par nous, et qu'il s’agit pour nous de 1’obtenir..."
Obviously, such an outlook will produce works of art quite unsolicited 
by Jammes. Indeed, this passage from Gide’s letter to Jammes is more 
an artistic than a moral declaration. Gide is stating clearly, for the 
first time, that his artistic role is an attack on society’s moral fibre 
by its incitation to discover one’s own way in life.
Unfortunately, there is no reply from Jammes in the Correspondance,
but the importance Gide lays on his declaration of the dual function of
divergence que notre
his art is to be seen when he writes: ”...c’est a cause de notre
1. G./J. Corr., November 1897• pp. 128-129•
2. J.2, Feuillet3 d’Automne, p. 510.
5. lierre Angel, Lettres inedites sur 1*Inquietude r.oderne, Lea Editions 
Univeraelles, 1951» 19th February 1945.' p. 119*
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amitie tant m* importe...Et j’aime a me mettre en demeure d’etre morigemf 
pax toi" (17th April 1897* 137)» Jammes* constant provocation has 
forced Gide into reflection upon his artistic position and into swiflt 
acceptance of the fact that opposition constitutes the true value of 
their correspondence.
Having explained the moral content and the role of his art, Gide, 
curiously leaps to the defense of it3 quality, before Jammes has even 
read his next work, Saul. One wonders whether Jammes* final comment in 
his Reponse a Menalque is not still rankling.1 2
Eugene Rouart's book, La Villa sans ?ialtre, is the pretext for Gide's 
justifying his artistic position. Jammes has judged Rouart's book from 
a limited, moralistic point of view, which Gide condemns. He takes care 
to point out that Houart is not to be identified with his here and adds: 
"Crois-tu done que Houart l’approuve et que ce soit un livre qu'il ait 
ecrit sans se d^chirer?" (17th April 1898, 138)* Gide is clearly arguing 
the case for his own works, urging Jammes to recognise thedepth of personal 
involvement in them but warning him not to enclose Gide in any one of
them.
Gide also attacks Jammes* judgement on the grounds that one's opinion
of a work of art should have nothing whatsoever to do with one's moral
judgement and, indeed, "les plus abominables trahisons de Charlotte ou de
Marguerite servent s' ecrite calmement les plus admirables Faust ou Werther"
(17th April 1898, 138). The quality of one's moral sentiments, Gide is 
Isaying, does not necessarily enhance one's art and most definitely harms 
one's critical judgement. It is probably because Jammes has shown that 
his literary objectivity is suspect that Gide avoids mentioning oaul to 
Jammes and turns, rather, to Valery for discussion on his vork. In fact, 
somewhat disconcertingly, Saul meets witfc Jammes* entire approval.
1. Sees above, p.
2, Jostolevski., 1970, p. 20}: ""C'est avec les beaux sentiments que l'on 
fait la mauvaise litterature*".
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There la a small, but interesting, pendant to the question of 
morality in the work of art. Replying to a letter from Gide, which 
does not appear in the Correspondance, Jammes attempts to calm Gide’s
fears that he, Jammes, may doubt in his affection. At the same time, 
Jammes takes the opportunity to attack Gide for what he wrongly believes 
to be philosophical "inquietude'* (April 1901, 175-174)• This, Jammes 
feels, is what prevents Gide from letting himself go and accepting the 
simplicity of belief.
Once again, the Christian faith is being advocated by J;jnmes, in 
spite of Gide's clear indication that art must contain the "Devil".
The next letter from Gide, since it is dated several months later, is 
probably not the direct reply to Jammes'. However, it seems to me that, 
in it, Gide is subtly pointing out that art has nothing to gain from 
submission to Christian morality.
Gide mentions two of Jammes* works, Clara d'Ellfebeuse and Almalde 
d'Etrement. In Clara, the heroine's character is responsible for her
death, Gide writes. He might have added that Clara*3 youth and her 
upbringing were hardly conducive to sufficient knowledge of the facts 
of life to realise that she could not be pregnant. In Almalde, the 
heroine, having begun an affair with a goatherd, is deprived of her lover 
when the latter falls into a crevasse. The logic and innfcr necessity 
of Clara are thus, in Gide's opinion, replaoed by moral considerations
which necessitate the deus ex machina in Almaide. Gide adds: "Mais 
je commence a t'irriter et tu vas faire semblant de ne plus pouvoir me 
comprendre" (July 1901, 175). One sees that he is pulling Jammes' leg 
on the, nonetheless, very important question of art based on external, 
moral precepts or on the individual qualities of one's characters.
The period from the publication of the Nourritures to that of oaul 
appears in Gide's Correspondence with Jammes as one of growing certainty,
1. Lostolevakl, p. 205: "'ll n'y a pas d'oeuvre d'art sans collaboration 
du demon'".
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on Gide's part, as to the role and the quality of his art. His initial 
declarations^ have an undeniably Biblical ring to there. However, as 
Jamines makes it clearer not only that Gide's "oeuvre supreme" (End of 
October 1897» 124) but also his own literary judgement ia dependent upon 
the Christian faith, Gide avoids any stylistic ambiguity.
Even at this stage, Gide knows that, if he submits to religious 
belief, he will not be able to express the complexity of his character 
nor retain the quality of his art. Jammes has proved to him that One's 
critical faculties are also adversely affected if given second place to 
a priori morality. The hardening of Gide's attitude is to be seen in 
the fact that he comes to combat Jammes' standpoint with artistic rather 
than seemingly moral arguments which, inevitably, strengthen his wwn 
position while weakening that of Jammes.
4. L'Immoraliate and the Strengthening of Reaction.
These differences in no way affect Gide's desire for a favourable 
opinion from Jammes on L'lmmoraliste since he writes: "Qu'est-ce que tu 
vas penser de mon livre? Sera-t-il, selon toi, dans ma vraie courbe?"
(May 1902, 189)• Despite the knowledge that he will never definitively 
adopt Jammes* position, Gide's concern is quite genuine, as he sees
L'lmmoraliste as another step in the debate which began with the Nourrlt-
Iurea. Gide's reaction against Jemmes has neither detracted from his 
admiration for him as a writer^ nor caused him to discard fully Jammes' 
interpretation of his work. Jammes is not, obviously, the only "r£actif" 
to Gide's complexity but he has recognised that the need for purity and 
simplicity exists within Gide. Jammes is useful to Gide both because
1. see: above pp.
2. G./J. Corr., November 1901, p. 179« "Puisse - plairei"
3. Ibid, November 1901, p. 178.
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the latter does not wish to sever all links with this part of himself 
and because, by reaction, he helps to convince Gide of the need for comp­
lexity and individuality.
The epistolary discussion between the two writers on L’Lnmore.liate
i
ia unfortunately conditioned by Gide’s opinion of Jammes Existences, 
j&mmes tends to agree with those of his critics who see in Existences"la 
preuve la plus Sclatante de mon genie et de ma sp^esse"(April 1902, 186), 
although he modestly disclaims any comparison between himself and God
as exaggerated.
Gide, on the other hand, forms the hasty and rather sweeping judge- 
2
ment that Existences is almost admirably appalling. Gide insists that 
his judgement is due to his comprehension of the inherent qualities of 
Jammes* work. The reasons for Gide’s admiring and detest In., Existences 
lie not just in the duality of the work, as he believes, but also in 
his own and man's duality.^ Existences, in his opinion, is suffused with 
the spirit of God and God provokes both love and resistance.
Gide explains his reactions to Existences by stage imagery. In the 
work, there exists a "c8t^ cour" but also a "cote jardin". The "c3tex 
cour” represents, for Gide, the stifling prison of hia own philosophy which 
remains without effect on others and, therefore, brings only anguish to 
him. Gide clearly feels that the Nourritures terrestres has not had its
desired impact. This, and the very criticism of Menalque’s philosophy 
in L’lmmorallste, are probably responsible for Gide’s emphasising the 
ill-effects of his own thought. The "oote jardin" must represent Jammes 
who is "quelque chose de fsais ou pouvoir reposer ma tete" and "l‘6tanch- 
ement" (May 1902, 189) to Gide’s fever. Nonetheless, while Gide professes
1. G./J. Corr., April 1902, p. 187*
2. Ibid, 7th May 1902, pp. 187-188.
5. Ibid, May 1902, pp. 188-189.
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to hating his ideas, he stresses that they can only be denied by his
thinking processes, as he has tried to prove in Faludes. The use of his 
reason, and not its abandonment, is ever Gide's means to achieving 
equilibrium.
Jammes remains deaf to Gide's plea for understanding. He is 
sensitive only to the fact that his work has been criticised.He 
therefore ignores the opening Gide ha* given him to discuss both sides
of his nature and. merely states categorically that Christianity, because
, 2 of its stabilizing qualities, is the only possible philosophy and has, 
indeed, produced haul, the proof that Gide will one day be "I*admirable 
et rutilant poete biblique" (End of May 1902, 191) that Jammes sees in 
him.
This letter is the most unequivocal statement so far from Jammes that 
Gide has but one moral and literary path to follow which, he short-sight­
edly believes, is that of oaul.
In Jammes* next letter, one sees to the full that literary pique is 
the reason for his demanding Gide's philosophical and artistic surrender. 
Jammes rejects Gide’s "terrifiantes Torres promisee" (10th June 1902, 192) 
not, one feels, for themselves but because Gide’s love for them and his 
intellectual "pride" prevent Gide from appreciating "une admirable moisson 
de nielles, de coquelicots et d'^pis" (192). The latter obviously 
represent the simple beauty, not only of Jammes' God, "Celui qui tfchappe 
a vos logiques" (192), but also of Jammes' literature which it is Gide's 
duty to appreciate.
bo hard does Jammes find it to understand Gide's refusal to do so,
that he oan only see in Gide's attitude either gratuitous obstinacy or 
"1'adoption des plus miserables prejuges de litterature" (193)
1. G./J. Corr., May 1902, pp. 189-190j End of May 1902, pp. 190-191J 
10th June 1902, pp. 192-194*
2. Ibid, ^nd of May 1902, p. 191.
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which cause him to approve of mediocre writers rather than belong to 
’’cette courbe d’etres d’eiite" (195) who admire Jammes unconditionally.
The basic issue of Jammes' letter is the premise of one’s literary 
judgement. Jammes’ continued approval of Gide’s art will depend, as he 
has infonned Gide,^ on its faithfulness to those works which do not offend 
his moral ideas. In his attempts to reduce Gide to a moral and artistic 
imitation of himself, not the least of Jammes' considerations is that
Gide will, thereafter, be unable to criticise his, Jammes’, work. As
2Jammes* judgement of La Villa sans Maltre has already shown, his moral 
opinions are automatically aped by his literary ones. Gide’s letters to 
Jammes have proved that Gide is much more prone than Jammes to purely 
literary "prejudices".^
Nonetheless, as Gide has freely admitted to Jammes, his own moral 
4
position is largely responsible for hia attitude to Existences. The 
distinguishing line between moral and artistic considerations,ia, thus,
thin for Gide too. Gide differs from Jammes in that he does not unthink­
ingly assimilate bad or good sentiments to bad or good literature respect­
ively.
5
Gide's reply shows that he recognises that literary judgement is 
both the most important issue of Jammes* letter and the greatest stumbling 
block to the continuance of dialogue.
Gide picks straightaway on the pettiest and most illogical of Jammes* 
assertions, - namely, that Gide’s love of mediocrity, and not his "combat 
singulier et merveilleux" (195) with hia thoughts, is responsible for his 
mixed feelings on Existences.^ After refuting this artificial division 
of his artistic and thinking being, Gide goes on to attack this very unity
1. G./J. Corr., End of May 1902, p. 192.
2. See: above, p, Ito
5. See: above, pp. I6o - .
4. G./J. Corr., May 1902, pp. 188-189, and pp. 18-19 of this chapter.
5. iEd , 12th June 1902, pp. 194-195*
6. ' ' Ibid, 10th June 1902, p. 195*
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in Jammess
Tu^te fais un Bon Dieu commode pour tes vers, puis tu 
t'ecries avec Frizot (sic} : 'C’est le seul qui rae 
satisf asse, • ParbleuJ he te suffit-il pas que du fond 
de l'autel tu le fasses te murraurer: 'Francis Jammes 
est le seul podte qui me satisfasse' pour qu*aussit$t 
tu croies en lui? (12th June 1902, 194).
Gide is pointing out that the inseparability of Jammes' religious beliefs 
and his art is very much in his interests. By his accusatioh against 
Jammes, Gide is simultaneously defending himself against Jammes' belief 
that his opinion of Existenaes is caused by gratuitous pride. And 
subtly declaring the independence and honesty of his literary judgements.
Gide's attitude to thcistencea has caused Jammes to demand the simpl­
ification of his moral and critical outlook. With L'Imnoraliste> Jammes 
renews his arguments for the simplification of Gide's art. As before,
Jammes surrounds Gide with the hypothetical frame of his work as a wholes
Mon id£e, c'est que ce livre n'est qu'une graine de tes 
greniers raagnifiques et, par cela ra$mej jamais iasignif- 
iante, mais ne valant que pares qu'il indique de poss- 
ibilite tenebreuse dans tes drames futurs...C'est pour 
cela que, lorsque je songe a ton genie si certain, c'est 
de preference encore ton Candaule ou ton Saul qui se 
presentent. La tout vit...La, fume ton gtfnie religieux 
que je ne puis ecouter sans frissonner" (June 1902, 196).
The thoughts exposed by Gide in L' Immoraliate are thus not entirely
dismissed by Jammes since he believes they may be put to use in religiously- 
inspired art. This passage goes to underline, however, that, while 
Jammes may accept a limited use of the darker possibilities of L*Immorallate, 
he cannot accept the defiant joy of Gide's "terrifiantes Terres promises" 
(10th June 1902, 192). "Safety and sadness" seems to be Jammes' motto.
Thus, Jammes compares the artistic results of the philosophy of
L'Immoraliate to a tree which grows strange, variegated leaves and dark
flowers like poisonous trumpets which, Jammes admits, are, nonetheless, 
superbly beautiful. Such a tree ie contrasted by Jammes to the
traditional ones native to France, which obviously represent his wishes
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for Gide's art - that is to say, its simplification and purification 
by religious sentiment.
This letter is followed by another^ in which Jammes forcefully 
resumes his arguments by insulting Gide’s philosophy, as he sees it, 
and by pointing out the erroneousness of the theories which torment him 
since Gide was born to be simple and good*
The unpleasantness of Jammes’ letters, with their wearing insist­
ence on Gide's duty to limit himself, his art and his views on literature, 
not unsurprisingly infuriate Gide. They do, however, provoke him into 
both an explanation and a statement of his artistic position*
To explain his inability to exist simply, Gide evokes his well-known 
but doubtful argument of split heredity. Because he himself is full of 
contradictions, he will be unable to write "une peuvre d'art simple1*
(6th August 1902, 199) without having rid himself, cathartically, of 
his "multiples raisons d'etre" (199) in his art.
Gide goes on to describe his approach to his works:
...je ne viens pas dire que j*6cris oelles-ci pour 
pouvoir Ecrire celles-la; ni celles-lS* pour les 
premieres; mais, contraint dans chacune de me contraindre, 
chacune de mes oeuvres est en reaction directs contra la 
pr£ceclente. Je ne me satisfais complStement dans aucune, 
et je ne danse jamais st la fois que sur un pied, •• .mais 
5 cheque livre je change de pied, l*un“etant fatigu^ d'avoir 
danse; 1'autre de s'etre repose tout ce temps (199-200).
This statement is a warning against presuming from Gide's former comments 
that the exploration of his contradictions is simply a means to the 
definitive end of writing "line oeuvre d'art simple". Such a work will 
merely be in reaction to its predecessor. Gide has obviously no intention 
of cutting off one leg to please Jammes. His reference to a "simple" 
work of art, therefore, seems to me to be more a means of forestalling 
further onslaught from Jammea than an artistic solution.
Indeed, Gide warns Jammes against trying to confine his genius to
emulations of Saul : "...plus tu loues Saul, et plus tu me persuades qu'il
1. G./J. Corr., 3rd August 1902, pp. 197-199
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est reussi, et plus tu me convaincs qu’il n’est plus refaire” (200).
If Gide is looking for an end to artistic development, it will be in 
work which will satisfactorily express all his ”raisons d’etres”.
The letters provoked by Existences and L’lmmoraliste have brought
out clearly both Gide’s and Jammes’ positions. Religious beliefs allow
Jammes’ faults to flower. This is a reproach which Gide later levels
against the majority of Catholic converts, when writing to Rene' ochwob:
"...vous etes le seul ches qui la conversion n’ait pas encourage' les 
1
pires defauts d’esprit”. When one is certain of one’s faith, it is 
an easy step, for one such as Jammes, to certainty in oneself and one’s 
art, to voluntary blindness to one’s faults. Jammes’ reactions to 
Gide's criticisms of Existences have amply proved this to Gide.
It is, moreover, the strengthening of Jammes* religious leanings 
which cause him to intensify his efforts to reduce Gide to his own
limitations. While Jammes restricted himself to Gide’s art and his
morality, Gide listened to him, even although he did not agree entirely
with him. Jammes' letters on Existences and L1Immoraliate show that he
also wishes Gide's critical spirit to become as conditioned as his own.
In other words, to gain Jammes' full approval, Gide must abandon 
his intellectual honesty. This is one thing which Gide can never do and 
explains his statement to Jammes that he is a two-legged creature even if 
a one-legged dancer. Gide may temporarily deprive himself of the use of
a leg to write a pure work as Jammes wishes but he will never accept the
amputation of his powers of reason.
Before continuing, it seems to me wotth-while to compare and contrast
Gide’s explanatory letter on L'lmmoraliste to Valery and that to Jammes 
which has just been discussed. Both Jammes and Valery are mistaken in 
their limited interpretation of Gide’s work: the former because he
1. Pierre Angtl, Lettres inedites sur^l*Inquietude Moderne. 1951» Letter 
of the 30th December, p. 103.
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believes that this work ia not at all representative of the "true” Gide 
«.nd the latter because he believes too unquestioningly that it is.
Jammes has refused to recognise vhat may be personally viable in the 
moral basis to the work and dismisses L*Immorallate because* in it, Cide 
has spoken like a puppet, his true voice being that of a prophet. Valery, 
on the other hand, has accepted only too completely the personal implic­
ations of the work.^ Thus, in an entirely different way, he too, tends 
to limit the scope of Gide’s art.
Thus, Gide has to explain to Valery that he is not Michel and that 
Valery has been too sensitive to "le plaidoyer" in the book and not 
sufficiently conscious of its irony- In this letter to Valery, Gide 
explains that he is defending himself and not his book. Nonetheless, 
this explanation of himself is to be gleaned from what Gide writes about 
his work. In his letter to Jammes, he proceeds in the opposite way, the 
import of L'laraorallste being indicated by self-explanation. Thia 
difference in approach makes the similarities in vocabulary all the more 
interesting. When writing of himself to Jammes, Gide emphasises the 
influence upon him of divided, geographical heredity. In his letter to 
Valery, Gide writest
J’ai voulu avant tout dessiner un caractere, avec 
son nord, son sud, son ohaud, son froid.••11 paralt 
que j’ai reussi puisqu’on n’a pas cru que ce put 6tre 
un autre que moi.5
Autobiographic? Cela paraft surtout a cause de Biskra 
et de la Roque. • .11 n’y a pas plus A*autob(iograph)ie 
la que dans paludes ou dans Candaule (1st July (1902), 3).
To Jammes, Gide is explaining the inner, if only partial, motivation
behind his works to Valery, he must show the criticd faculties which, 
applied to personal elements, make a work of art and not just a "pleldoyer".
1. Jacques-Jnile Blanche also made the same mistake. G./GhSon Corr. 1, 
27th September 1901, pp. 362-363.
2. Letter of the 1st July and presumably of 1902, published in the 
bulletin des Amis d'Andre" dde. no. 29* January 1976, pp. 3-9- ^ny 
further references to this letter appear in the text by date nd
. p *<5 e-number only.
3. This is to be contrasted with Gide's comment on his book to Jammes in 
his letter of Kay 1902, G./j. Corr., p. 189 : "Je l'ai vecu pour 
quatre ans, et je l'ecria pour passer outre..."
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valery*s tendency has been to infuse the breath of life into Mchel, 
thereby restricting the work to a mere defence of personal philosophy. 
Jammes has made the far less pardonable error of denying Michel any life­
like qualities at all. After the exchange of letters on existences and 
L’lmmoraliste, there is a gap in the two men’s correspondence which is 
healed by Gide’s visiting Jammes at Crthez. Nonetheless, for a period 
of about two years, their letters remain infrequent and friendly rather 
than literary.1 2 3Gide is not ready to risk further attacks from Jammes 
upon his personal and artistic integrity.
5. Nostalgia and the Need to experience religious hh>otion.
After completing L’lmmoraliste, which w<s itself a retrospective work, 
2Gide finds no immediate Inspiration for a new work of art. Jammes is 
not entirely wrong in his supposition that Gide has been following a 
certain cycle whioh has now reached its end in the "bitter ashes" of 
Michel's story.His mistake has been to insist on religious art as the 
only, acceptable, new orientation for Gide. Gide is always prepared to 
limit himself but only temporarily for any one work.
The time has now come for a change in his art and, hence, for the 
voluntary concentration on the aspect of his character which most interests
Jammes.
Gide thus re-opens the door to dialogue in a letter which amounts to 
the confession necessary in the Catholic Church before making a iresh 
start. Nonetheless, this is a literary and not a religious confession. 
Gide regrets the lost Paradise of his youth or, to my mind, of his first 
literary ventures. The "God" of fervour and joy whom Gide followed in
1. Unless, of course, letters have been omitted from the Correspondance.
2. J.l, November 1904» P» 144» "Depuis - retrait".
3. G./J. Corr., 7th July, 1902, p. 197*
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the Nourritures and portrayed in L'lamoralists is no longer Gide*a aim, 
since this very joy is now seen as inferior to "la tristease de mon 
enfance" (10th March 1904, 210). The final drying-up of Gide’s 
philosophy is summed up in one short sentence! "J'etais pofcte at je suis 
soucieux" (210).
Thus, Gide succumbs to nostalgic memories of La Roque and his
infantile love for his cousin, which prevented the growth of his pride.
It is Jammes* poetry,Gide writes, which is responsible for his longings
lor this lost Paradise where:
...la simplioite m*apparent, pour bien changer, la chose 
indispensable; ou je voudrais dans 1'averse d’avril, 
me laver...je te desire alors, vieux faune, pres de moi, 
parce que tu representes bien plus qu'un humble deuil de 
priraevfcres...(210)•
co Gide expresses his need for a new artistic and, hence, moral orient­
ation which will bring him closer to Jammes* position.
All the possibilities of such art are shown to Gide by Jammes* work,
romae d*Anla. since 1 "Faire une oeuvre pure n'est rien; mais la faire a
la fois br&lantej" (Middle of March 1904, 211). The spontaneous freshness
and youthfulness of Jammes* work attract Giae, perhaps because of his own
unfulfilled wish, on the completion of L'lmmoraliste, to write, for the
first time, "un livre subit" (12th April 1902, 189)* It is also possible
that the theme of Jemmes* work, where Pomme d'Anis sacrifices the man she
loves for the happiness of a friend, has Impressed Gide. La Porte etroite
is the next work upon which Gide will work and had already been thought of 
2in 1894* Thus, Cide's changed attitude and the attraction of Jammes* 
work are probably with a mind to his own book.
At this time, Gide is deeply affected by a letter from Claudel to 
Jammes to hasten the latter's conversion.^ Indeed, this takes place a
1. 1 otably Slegiea and I rieres.
2. J.l, p. 55•
3. G./J. Corr., hkid of April 1905, pp. 226-227. In fact, Jamatea ia already 
a believer and his "conversion" will be a formality rather than a true 
conversion. The latter word was, however, fashionable at the time, 
since many literary men turned to Catholicism.
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few months later after a romantic disappointment which was rather more 
1 2severe than usual. Gide’s letter of sympathy suggests that he is
ready to take the first steps towards joining Claudel in the religious
consolation that the latter may bring Jammes.''’ Gide's sadness at his
friend's pain is only increased by a re-reading of Jammes' poems which 
4
has moved him almost to tears. One has the most extraordinary impression 
that Gide is actually experiencing all Jammes* emotions. In fact, this 
phenomenon is only extraordinary if one does not take into account Gide's 
self-professed ability, as an artist, to assume personalities and feeling* 
other than his own. Moreover, while Gide is genuinely sorry for his 
friend, this mood of sadness also suits his new artistic purposes which, 
one imagines, are to produce, as Jammes has done, a work which is pure and 
"brftlant". In this context, there is no exaggeration when Gide writes 
to Jammes: "L'Ode de Claudel m'a remue 'comme un poteau* jusqu'a ma base.
Que te dire? Que te direj J'attends. Tout le reste m'ennuie, me 
profane" (Beginning of October 1905, 229)•
Gide implicates himself even more when replying to Jammes* request 
that he read aloud hia Sglise hablllee de fsullies. He is only too 
delighted that Jammes has understood how much his poetry means to him and 
adds: "Ce soir j'^tais d6ja tout catholique.• .Si Claudel vient par l&-dessus.* 
T'avouerai-je que je n'ai pas encore ose" le voir?" (29th November 1905,
251).
For the first time, therefore, Gide has used the word "Catholic".
He has moved from the expression of artistic needs to that of religious 
ones and now he states precisely the possible solution to these needs.
One must never forget, however, that the most fundamental of Gide's
needs are artistic and the solutions to his problems are more dependent
1. G./J. Corr., July 1905, p. 228.
2. Ibid, 27th July 1905, p. 228.
5. Ibid, p. 228: "Je trouve - a rouvrir".
4. Ibid, Beginning of October 1905, p. 229.
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on art than on any other factor. Hence, Gide's admission must be
taken with some wariness and very much in conjunction with his admir­
ation for Jammes* poems and his desire to draw closer to Jammes at this
uoint. One cannot separate Gide’s religious emotion from his artistic
admiration, as can be seen in the following* passage from his autobiography:
J'entrais dans le texte de l’ancienne alliance avec une 
veneration pisuse, mais l'Amotion que J'y puisais n'etait 
sans doute point d'ordre uniquement religieux, non plus 
que n'etait d'ordre purement litteralre celle que me 
versait l'Xliade ou L'Qr^estle. Ou plus exactement, l'srt 
et la religion en moi d$votieusement s'epousaient et Je 
goiltais ma plus parfaite extase au plus fondu de leur 
accord.!
Gide's interest in Claudel is also due to his need for a further
"reactif" in light of the voluntary, but partial change in his attitude
to his art, Daniel Moutote explains Claudel's attraction for Gide thus:
Claudel presente s'Gide 1'excellent example dont il 
est actuellement en peine, celui d'une personnalite' 
forte qui, sans se laisser embarrasser par les diff- 
icultes theoriques qui opposent les exigences contra- 
dictoires d'une vie religieuse et d'une vocation 
artistique dans une riche nature individuslle, de leurs 
conflits tire ses raisons d'etre, r€sout ses probl&nes 
en affirmant son existence par son action, son genie 
par ses oeuvres, et s'impose comme une manifestation 
inspires de vie exuberante et dense,2
The course of dialogue in his correspondence with Jammes, so far, 
is probably not alien either to Gide's interest in Claudel, Jansaes 
has shown faults as a literary correspondent. Too easily piqued, he 
becomes incapable of emitting or receiving objective literary criticism. 
The hardening of Jammes* attitude towards Gide's art, brought about by 
religious beliefs, ended in a swift reaction on Gide's part.
As La iorte etroite ie already taking form, while Gide is involved 
with M. A total reaction against purity and religion is, therefore, 
the very last requisite for the continuance of his literary production.
1. J.2, SI, p. 499.
2. Moutote, op. cit., p. 165.
5. See: J.l, 16th May 19O5» p. 155.
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After reading Gide's work, Gabriel Prizeau wrote to Claudel:
Il m’a paru...que Gide voul&it, aussi bien que ses 
souvenir* d’enfant pieux..., nous montrer comment il 
n'avait pu demeurer religieux.. .Gide ne propose done 
aucun sentiment religieuxj il fait l'histoire du sien 
aprds 1*avoir depouille. Vous et Jammes lui avez donnef 
ce regain de memoire sentimentale et le d£sir de le 
raconter.l
Prizeau's analysis would have been more correct, in my opinion, had he 
inverted cause and effect. Rather than being given, Gide ctively sought 
for the frame of mind necessary for La j-orte Etroite in his correspondence 
with Jammes and in the latter's art.
Because Gide wishes to maintain this frame of mind but at the same
time his way of life, and because he realises the risks and limitations 
of dialogue with Jammes, he engages in correspondence with Claudel who 
has a more objective literary outlook and who apparently admits contrad­
ictions in a way which Jammes does not.
6. .>aintlinesa "par la route puienne"*
Gide now turns to Claudel rather than to Jammes. Nonetheless, his 
wishes for dialogue remain unchanged. Gide is ready to discuss religion 
and morality providing they do not take precedence over literature.
Gide himself introduces this doubli preocoupation early in his correspon­
dence with Claudel.
With Jammes, Gide had refused to adopt the role of "patre des berges" 
and Biblical poet. Now, however, he has doubts about his own "God" whom 
he has created in preference to "je ne sais quel compromis ti&de entre 
l'art et la religion".^ He is tormented by "la difficulte^, 1 'impossiblite
1. C./J. /F. Corr., 1st June 1909»P ,S7‘
2. G./C. Corr., 7th December 1905, p« 56. Letter wrongly dated by Robert 
Mallet as being of the 8th December. See: J. Nokerman, "Paul Claidel 
et'Andre Gide : A propos de la Correspondance", Les Lettres 
Romanes, February 1952, pp. 57-62. Henceforth, references to the 
Claudel Correspondance will appear in parentheses in the text thus 
(C, 7th December 1905, 5$) or by page-number only if a letter has 
already been referred to on the same or the previous page.
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peut-etre d'arriver a la saintete par la route palenne" (C, 7th December 
1905» 56-59)* By this, I believe Gide is referring to his endeavour to 
fulfil his highest personal aspirations, both artistic and moral, and 
that the difficulty he experiences ia not only one of self-control but 
of judgement,
Gide has already submitted the possible position of "pagan saint­
liness" to Claudel's scrutiny and his previous comment is in response to 
Claudel's tirade against the acceptability of anything pagan. The only 
possibility of saintliness for Claudel lies in doing one's honest best
throughout one's life. For the artist, this consists in the animation
of his work by "cette puissante source de jeunesse que donne seul le 
2
sentiment du divin natural" (c, 7th November 1905> 52).
This comment has made Gide realise that Catholicism might have
caused less opposition within him between "non point tant deux croyances
que deux ethiques" and he adds:
?our la premiere fois avant-hier (mais deja je^ l'entre- 
voyais dans vos oeuvres) j'ai pu voir, eclaire' par vous, 
non pas une solution - absurde a souhaiter - mais une 
nouvelle, une acceptable position de combat (C, 56).
Although Gide is obviously attracted by Claudel's position, his
preference for the word "ethiques" as opposed to "beliefs’' is a warning 
to Claudel. Gide portrays, as a thing of the past, his fears "de ne 
chercher a m'approcher de Dieu que pour m'approcher de vous, tout au moins 
que pour vous mieux entendre" (C, 58). Nonetheless, his interest is 
more in Claudel's moral and, hence, artistic position than in Claudel's
Godv
By the conciliatory terms of his letter, Gide is apparently quite 
close to acceptance of Claudel's position for himself. In fact, Claudel
1. G./C. Corr., 7th December 1905. pp. 52-54* Letter wrongly dated by
Robert Mallet as being of the 7th November. s
2. See: C./J.F. Corr., 1st May l?08, p. 1J1» "Quant a l’art, quel art 
peut-il y avoir s'il est privez de la jeunesse? je veux dire de la 
confiance naive en un Dieu pere de toute joie".
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believes that not only Gide but also his wife are ready to convert at
this point.1 2 * 4The restriction imposed by Gide's choice of tense in this 
2letter excludes acceptance of Catholicism as a solution.
Gide is giving hope to Claudel but, at the same time, allowing his 
true preoccupation to pierce through. He is curious about Claudel's 
thought and art which allow for contradictions. Thus, Gide wishes to 
establish dialogue with Claudel not with a view to conversion but with a 
view to deeper understanding of a possible artistic position.
The precedence given by Gide to literature is seen clearly in a 
letter in which, while barely touching 6n the subject of religion, he
writes of Claudel's Partage de Midi :
J'eprouve a certaines pages de votre drame ce tremblement de
Moise devant le buisson ardent; ^cet enthousiasme secret, que 
notre litterature semble tacher a nous desapprendre et qui doit 
etre notre etat normal. Voioi qui vous merits notre reconn­
aissance" (C, 7th November 1906, 67-68).
Daniel Moutote points out, and I would agree with him, that Gide's thoughts 
of Claudel, after reading this play, are not of Claudel, the Catholic
X A
converter, but of "Claudel createur" who mingles sensuality and spirit­
uality in a common fervour.
Thus, while Gide gives Claudel little opportunity to renew the 
rather brutal, if fervent, exhortations of their conversations, he allows 
himself to admire this very fervour when it is put to artistic ends. 
Earlier, Claudel's Ode aua Muses had also aroused in Gide "un ebranlement
A Ade tout mon etre, et comme 1*avertisseraent que depuis un mois bientot, 
j'attendais•••"
. , One part, at least, of Claudel's Ode which undoubtedly affected
1. C./J./f,Corr., letter of the end of 1905, p. 76.
2. G./C. Corr., 7th December 1905, p. 58: "Peut-etre le catholicisme 
e&t-ll oppose moins fortement en moi, non point tant deux croyances, 
que deux ethiques..." My own underlining
5. Moutote, op. cit., p. 184.
4. J.l, Wednesday 1905, p. 156. It is to be remembered that Gide's 
and Henri Gheon's affair with M. ended in July of the same year.
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Gide ia that where Claudel states that a poem is not just a bundle of 
words but the imitation of human action with its complexity. Both 
classicism and national characteristics must be included. This may 
no doubt also be taken as meaning that individual characteristics or, 
on a poetic level, lyricism are admissible but need to be controlled.
The purpose of these resources is made clear to the poet in the following
lines:
Tous les deux te sont n£cessalres, tu sauras les engager 
tous les deux; tu sauras employer tout le choeur. * I
Le choeur autour de l’autel ,
ACcomplit son evolution : il s'arrete...
Thus, one's contradictions, one's entire self may apparently be given 
and brought to God in whom lies the end to one's search for self-integ­
ration.
Although Gide's "God* is a personal creation, such a possibility 
must be a fascinating one for him both personally and artistically. 
Claudel's message, in his poem, is one of individuality tempered by
z
controlled effort. As such, it resembles Gide's notion of "saintete.•. 
palenne" (C, 7th December 1905, 58-59). Gide, I feel, is attracted, 
in Claudel's poem, to what fits in with his own moral and artistic pre­
occupations. Claudel, however, is obviously thinking of the unequivocal 
religious message behind his work when he writes: ”Non,Gide, ce n'est pas 
le triste galimatias de ce pauvre Claudel que vous aimez, c'est ce que
vous lisez tant bien que mal au travers" (C, Christmas 1906, 69).
3 ✓ 4By turning to Gide's correspondences with Jammes and Henri Gheon 
of this period, one sees that Gide is, in fact, far from any religiously- 
inspired admiration for Claudel. Moreover, the need for artistic dialogue 
is shown to be much less pressing than would appear superficially from
1. Paul Claudel, Oeuvre poetique, Editions de la Pleiade, 1957» P» 228.
2. See: above, p. HS.
5. G./J. Corr., 2nd May 1906, pp. 255-2>6.
4. G./Gheon Corr. 2, 9th December 19O5» p. 622: "Claudel souffle sur 
moi une espece de typhon religieux qui me secoue du faite a la base, 
mais me fatigue plus qu'il ne me convainc".
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Gide's letters to Claudel, It almost seems as if Claudel's departure 
for China has afforded Gide a breathing-space in which to reeant and to 
consolidate his former position,
A letter in which Gide expresses doubts and anxiety, as regards
Claudel, elicits a prompt diagnosis from Jammes:
Tu me parais inquiet comme un bouchon dans l'eau...Mon 
article sur toi t'expliquera, d'une autre fa^on, les 
memes choses. Tu es dans l'etat sin^ulier d’un homrne 
dont zj,1 2ame aurait les branchiee' (Claudel) necessaires 
a 1'aspiration vers Dieu et qui, depuis des annees, 
absorberait avec elles de la teinture de cOmeleon
(30th April 1906, 235).
With Jammes, Gide shows none of the ambiguity caused by his respect 
for Claudel. Rather than allow Jammes to write an erroneous, if much
appreciated article, on certain aspects of his nature, Gide prefers to 
explain clearly what his present position is: although he does not know 
exactly who he is, he does know that he is not a prey to the ”inquietude”” 
which Jammes attributes to him "poetiquernent".
Jammes is, in fact, not the only Catholic who attributes "inquietude"
to Gide. In a letter to Rene Sohvob of 1927* Gide was forced into an
explanation which would have met with Francois Mauriac's final approval^ :
. ..je crois, helasi cher ami, que vous vous exagerez 
mon inquietude; zje crois meme que c'est la ce qu'il y 
a de plus desesperant dans mon cas : c'est que je n'en 
souffre pas.2
Not only does Gide not stiffer from his state but, as he admits to
Jammes, he is perhaps on the threshold of Paradise:
...mais pas a la porte que tu crois. z II faut un coeur 
meurtri pour entrer par ou tu es entre toi-meme; et je 
fais profession de bonheur. Ne vois pas ^La d'orgueil: 
je confonds bonheur et vertu. Si ma serenite s'est 
quelque peu trouble ces derniers temps, apres la
publication d'Amyntas, c'est defaillance de vertu (2nd May 1906, 236).
The publication of Amy ntas took place shortly before Claudel's departure
1. Hommage a Andre Gide, Gallimard 1951» "Les Catholiques autour d*Andre 
Gide", p. 107: "Gide ne fut jamais un 'pauvre |>echeur'| il fut une 
creature redresses et triomphante, un etre de defi."
2. Lettres inedites sur 1'Inquietude Moderns, 1951. Letter of the 14th March 
1927, p. 102.
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for China. Thus, together with Gide's "doutes et.•.tristesses a l'egard
de Claudel” (26th April 1906, 254)» there is room for confusion as to
✓ z
the true nature of Gide's "inquietude” or "defalliance de vertu" as he
himself defines it.
A letter from Claudel just before his departure shows that he has, 
in conversation, given Gide ample food for thought. Gide himself has 
obviously been far more reticent during their talk since Claudel has
been left with the impression that many topics have not been touched upon. 
In his letter, Claudel makes it abundantly clear that he cares little 
whether his words have pleased or not. He calls upon Gide, nonetheless, 
to accept the unique truth that resides in them and bids him: "...faitea 
place dans votre intelligence a d'immenses espaces deserts" (C. 14th March 
1906, 66).
Gide's admiration for this letter is not merely due to an author’s
pride in Claudel's comments on Amyntas. Bather, he is impressed by
Claudel’s brutal frankness. Moreover, Claudel could have chosen no better 
✓means of rallying Gide than this call to intellectual disponibilite. 
Undoubtedly, this letter and previous conversations have made Gide think 
deeply. Nonetheless, Gide's anxiety is not, to my mind, religiously
inspired.
His explanation to Jammes that his recent lack of serenity is due
to "defaillance de vertu" must be read in conjunction with the Journal
of this time. From January to May of 1906, Gide's Journal contains
constant references to his reading and to meeting friends. Only occasion- 
2ally does Gide mention his artistic work. The difficulty he is exper­
iencing in writing l--, i n»t, .te.it, is to be seen when Gide writes:
1. J.l, Tuesday morning, March 1906, p. 210: "Ce matin tres belle 
lettre de Claudel".
2. J.l, the 1st, 6th and 29th March and the 18th April 1906, pp. 199-200,
204, 209.
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"Je me cramponne au travailj mais souffre d’etre distrait, et, malgre
S I
moi, cherche encore a me distraire".
Thus, while trying to write thia hook, Gide is unable to cast aside 
totally the "Immoralist’s” attraction to the outside world. When Gide 
writes to Jammes of ’’bonheur" and "vertu", the implication is that happ­
iness resides in work and virtue^in the subordination of hie life and 
character to his work. Because Gide has been unable to achieve this in
the past two months, he has been suffering anguish which comes from 
2artistic difficulties rather than from religious want.
Gide’s explanation to Jammes in a further letter^ of his relations 
with Claudel only goes to underline how far he is from succumbing to 
Catholicism. Despite the reticence Gide sometimes shows in his letters 
to Claudel, he has talked to him about his present position.4 Now he 
writes to Jammes that it was not Catholicism which attracted him but Claudel
himself. Thus Gide has felt "le desir de 1'accompagner plus longtemps,
X y Xcertaine curiosite de sa pensee, et l’impossibilite de comprendre sans 
eprouver moi-meme" (Tuesday, 16th Kay 1906, 238). The need to experiences
others* thoughts for himself is artistically orientated for Gide.
5A letter to Karoel Drouin explains this very fact. Gide deliberately
cultivates his understanding of others* views to broaden or deepen his art.
Hence, his search outwith himself cannot be laid down, as Jammes attempts 
zto do, to psychological or metaphysical "inquietude".
Having clarified his position to Jammes, Gide's main fear is that 
Jammes will withdraw his friendship, since he is willing to accept him 
and Claudel only as men and artists and not as emissaries of God.b
1. J.l, 27th Kerch 1906, p. 209.
2. J.l, 10th Kay 1906, p. 215.
5. G./j. Corr., 16th May 1906, pp. 237-238.
4. Gide did also write to Claudel about this. G./M.G. Corr. 2, August 1942, 
p. 259.
5. JAG 2, letter of the 10th Kay 1894, pp. 518-320.
6. G./j. Corr., 16th 4xay 1906, p. 238.
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In fact, this does not happen yet. Jammes does, however, decide not
to write his projected article on Gide because the latter’s explanatory
letter has shown him that he was completely mistaken as to Gide’s present 
2state. Jammes now seems to believe that Gide’s work is against religion. 
Clearly "inquietude" is Gide’s saving grace, joy outwith Christianity 
being synonymous, almost, with evil.
Jammes is also annoyed at what he feels to be a personal attack 
against Claudel. Gide is extremely hurt by Jammes' consequently harsh 
little note defending Claudel, but more so, one feels, because of Jammes' 
abandonment of his article, even though this is due to his own honesty.
In his reply to Gide’s letter, Jammes soothes his pain but also, 
no doubt encouraged by Gide's upset, expresses his belief that Gide’s 
position is neither definitive nor completely honest. Indeed, Jammes is 
convinced that: "...tu souffres de ne plus pouvoir etendre ton coeur au 
dela de ce qu’une philosophic, nefaste a mon sens, te circonscrivit"
(21st August 1906, 240). Because Gide feels ill-at-ease and stifled by 
his adhesion to "cette doctrine etriquee" (241), Jammes is sure that, 
after hmyntas, Gide is going to abandon his "Nietzschian" cycle. Jammes 
believes that his article is only provisionally delayed because of a 
temporary moral crisis on Gide's part. Once this is over, Jammes optim­
istically predicts, Gide will continue by writing new masterpieces and
he by his article.
Gide thanks Jammes for having rightly guessdd that he has been going 
through a terrible crisis. Be believes that Jammes is capable of seeing 
into his heart with greater perspicacity than he himself. Thus, Gide has 
been tortured by the idea that the only person competent to write ”des
I. G./J. Corf., 6th May 1906, pp. 256-237*
J. Ibid, Letters of the 17th May and the 19th August 1906, pp. 23o-240.
1. Of the 2nd May 1906. Sees above, p.17 •
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choses secretes” (End of August 1906, 242) on his work has chosen volun­
tary silence.
Indeed, as Gide's Journal shows, the Spring and Summer of 1906 have 
been a period of crisis. Insomnia has laid him open to doubt and anguish 
and has prevented him from working. Jammes' remarks upon the limitations 
of being an "immoralist" have oome at the right time since Gide is unable 
to come to terms with this aspect of himself1 2which is also holding up 
the progress of La Porte etroite.
Thus, although physical and moral, Gide's crisis is primarily artistic.
Indeed, Gide's letter to Jammes seems to show that Gide's position is much 
2
the same as that of the time of Existences. Gide's unhappiness is also 
due to the fact that his work, up to this point, lends itself too easily 
to misinterpretation and, hence, the importance of an article by Jammes 
who realises that Andre Valter is still lurking in Andre Gide.
Gide would have been only too glad to have seen this article published 
had it studied the multiple elements contained in his work. Jammes, 
however, has been too ready to see a single orientation in Gide's work 
and, because of this, the latter has been forced into self-explanation 
which only underlines his refusal of religion and the fundamentally artistic
nature of his crisis.
Despite this explanation, Jammes has not been discouraged in his
A
belief that Gide is finally ready to become the "patre des berges”. He 
therefore advises Gide, in more general terms, to change his approach to
art.
For Jammes, Gide's crisis is religious and not artistic. He urges 
Gide not to let his feelings of the moment interfere with his work and
adds: "Ce fut toujours ta grande erreur que d'expliquer dans presque
1. J.l, Tuesday 1906, pp. 219-220.
2. G./J. Corr., May 1902, pp. 188-189, and Sfce. : f ~ 16 6- -
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chacune de tes oeuvres a quel mobile tu obeissais" (October 1906, 243).
That Gide does use his own life for his works is true but it is equally
true that Gide forces his life to suit the mood of his works which were 
often conceived years before they were written, as, indeed, is the case 
of La Porte etroite. George Fainter points out, for example, that Gide 
became Michel, almost, before L'Immoraliate and Gide himself gave the 
following advice to Henri Gheon:
Travaille ferme, vieux, pour pouvoir venir. C'est
Le Vagabond que tu pourras le mieux ecrire en^voyage ; 
ce n'est done pas a cela qu'il faut songer presentement.
In fact, Jammes is attempting to prevent Gide from writing another
ambiguous, critical and highly personal work. Jammes has no more patience
with any last "Nietzschian” throes. The time has come, he insists, for
Gide to write a mature, religious work from which personal philosophy is 
3
to be excluded. .
Jammes is, hence advising both personal and artistic peace, an end 
to Cide's problems by their amputation. Religion, and not religious 
problems, is to be the source of Gide's art, if he is to please Jammes.
It is not until after a broken engagement that Jammes writes again 
at length to Gide.1 * * 4 Following upon his artistic advice, he now makes 
it equally clear that failure to heed his strictures will entail an end 
to true dialogue with Gide. Their friendship may continue but religious, 
philosophical and literary discussion should be avoided, Jfjames says, as
they only lead to conflict.
Gide makes no attempt to reply to either Jammes* advice or his 
suggestion for an amicable solution to their differences. However, he
formulates his announcement of his hetour de l'Lnfant prodigue in 3uch a
1. Fainter, op. cit., pp. 60-69*
21 G./Gheon Corr. 1, 14th October 1900, >• 304*
3* G./J. Corr., October 1906, p. 244*
4. Ibid, 26th March 1907, pp. 246-247*
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way as to lead J.immes to hope that his advice has at last been taken:
J’ai achevez un infant prodi^ue que *je crois tres - 
beau’...puisses-tuy sentir que, si je ne craignis pas 
de te deplaire en ecrivant un Immoraliste ou un 
Iromethee. a fortiori ne puie-je craindre de deplaire
a ceux vers qui tu m’as soup^onne' de m’inclinev (End of March 19O7» 247)* 
Indeed, Jammes does infer from this that the moment has perhaps come to 
resume his article on Gide.^
dis hopes are dashed once he has read the Enfant prodigue. His
letter to Gide on this work is extremely harsh and proves that he has lost 
all patience with Gide, the philosopher, since he writes: *11 m’importe 
peu de savoir quelles dernieres convulsions t’agitent avant que tu poses 
plus nettement le pied aur les plages eteraellea" (June 1907» 248).
Jammea has not been fooled by Gide into thinking that the Knfant prodiue 
ia "tout de ferveur" (248). His anger and lack of spiritual generosity 
make the subsequent gap in his correspondence with Gide understandable 
from the latter’s point of view. Jammes is closed to any other position 
than his own and it is he, rather than Gide, who is unwilling for further
discussion.
Jammea* accusations against the lack of Biblical foundation in Gide's
work and the lack of love in the Prodigal Son cause Gide to hesitate before
2sending his work to Claudel. In fact, Claudel's letter to Gide proves 
to be far more comprehending than that of Jammes. The better to convince 
Gide, Claudel hides the fact that the Eetour de I'Enfant prodigue has 
saddened him and concentrates on the task of enticing "une curiosite qui 
3e defie’’.^
In order to emphasise his sympathy for the irodigal Son, Claudel
makes the mistake of taking far too literally hie family background which
4
he likens to that of Cide. Within the framework of a repressive family,
1. G./J. Corr., 7th April 19O7» p. 247*
2. G./C. Corr., jrd March 1908, pp. 85-85.
5. C./J./F. Corr., 1st May (1906) p. ljJl.
4. Claudel is mistaken, I feel, not only in his belief that the Prodigal
Son's family is repressive but also in his belief that Gide’s family was 
too. Gide’s corres{ondence with his mother shows that she is less rep­
ressive than she is often depicted as being. She is not so much repress­
ive by her personality as by her acceptance of the morality of her time.
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Claudel is almost ready to condone the need to rebel. Within the 
framework of religion, Claudel cannot accept the irodigal Son’s flight.
he wisest course of action in life, for Claudel, is not to flee but to 
remain and conquer.
Moreover, the Church, Claudel insists, is the house whioh one need 
not leave. It is exclusive only because it is catholic. Because the 
House of Cod includes everything, it is far less oppressive than the 
dungeons of pride which house those outwith the Churoh.
Claudel goes on to chide Cide that those who have chosen to enter
God's House have not done so through laziness. The Catholic's life is 
not restful but a never-ending struggle to maintain his faith, "un scandale 
et une contradiction continuelles fsicj" (C, Jrd March 1908, 84).
Although Claudel is arguing the case for religion, his words are 
equally applicable to art. Indeed, Claudel uses a literary example to
illustrate the need for ohoice and restriction to aohieve one's best.
For every sentence Gide writes, Claudel is sure that he suppresses twenty 
others which are probably not always of poor quality. Claudel concludes 
from this that Gide, the artist, cannot write what he wants, nor can he
think or do exactly what he wants.
This letter shows to the full how conscientious Claudel is in finding 
the arguments most suited to > s interlocutor. Claudel has insisted 
on the idea of struggle engendered by contradictions, of unity through 
diversity and, finally, to sweeten the pill of limitation, coats it with
artistic demands.
Unfortunately, there is no reply from Gide, either because it has
been destroyed or because it was never written. There is no mention
either of this letter in Gide's Journal. If Gide deliberately omitted
to reply to Claudel's letter, it is probably because of the difficulty
1. The theme of the inseparability of all God's creation is to be found 
in "L'Esprit et l'Eau", the second of Claudel's Odes. Claudel,
Oeuvre FoetiQue. Editions de la Pleiade, 1957. p. 241.
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of his task. Claudel's arguments have such a Gidian bent that a reply 
of submission to Catholicism seems Gide's only possible course other than 
an outright refusal for which he is not ready.
The initial stages of dialogue with Claudel and Gide's continued
dialogue with Jammes, have shown a shift in Gide's attitude. Prom
nostalgia for his youth and the desire to immerse himself in religious 
feelings propitious to La orte etroite. Gide has moved to reflection upon 
his art in relation to religion.
Gide is, in faot, looking for "la saintete par la route paienne" as 
he has suggested to Claudel. The very difficulties he experiences in 
achieving this are to be seen in his Journal of 1906 and his correspondence 
with Jemmes of that year.
Because Gide believes his task may be impossible, he considers Claudel's 
position which, although Catholic, represents the artistic state he would 
like to achieve without the help of religion. Catholic art, as repres­
ented by Claudel's, in Gide's eyes, is a source of youth, renewal, 
confident acceptance of one's contradictions and steady work. Herein 
lies the fascination of Catholicism for Gidet it is both a joyous inspir­
ation and a discipline.
Claudel is a temptation to Gide because his position so closely 
resembles Gide's own ideal of "pagan saintliness"• From the beginning 
of his correspondence with Claudel to the publication of the hetour tie 
l'Bnfant prodigue. Gide struggles to become a "saint" and toys with 
Catholic "saintliness" in his moments of discouragement, when the diffic­
ulties of high but individually inspired effort seem overwhelming.
Gide makes his choice against Catholicism and Catholic art in the 
hetour de l'Snfant prodigue into which he pours the basic issues ol 
dialogue in his correspondences witb Claudel and Jammes of the previous
Jammes fails to understand fully the implications of the Prodigal
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Son's return which are closely connected to Gide's former rebellious
statement against society.^ His religious beliefs, notwithstanding*
are so offended that discussion with Gide ends temporarily. Claudel,
although motivated by his desire to persuade Gide to convert, still
allows the artist in him to speak. Gide's work is not Just a religious 
2disappointment to him but an artistic pleasure. Claudel is thus a 
more objective critic than Jammes and, hence, a more adroit religious 
c orres pondent•
7* The Purpose of Art : The Way or the End.
Claudel continues to show greater tolerance than Jammes when he 
writes to Gide of his Dostoievskl. Gide has accused Catholics of being 
uhable to understand Dostoievsky's sufferings or, as Claudel puts it,
"les effusions religieuses de ce grand coeur" (C, 50th July 1908, 85 )• 
This provocation on Gide's part shows that, in spite of reaction against 
Catholicism, he is not at all ready to abandon dialogue with Claudel.
X X
Gide's "curioaite de sa pensee" (16th May 1906, 258) is by no means dead.
Both Claudel and Jammes dispute Gide's point of view, although they
•«
both believe in Dostoievsky's fundamental error in attacking the Church.
Jammes uses this letter on Dostoievsky to reiterate his conviction that
3
Gide is not completely lost to the Catholic Church. Claudel shows not 
only more compassion for Dostoievsky but also avoids any references to 
Gide's own religious position. He confines himself to pointing out 
that Dostoievsky is wrong to attribute national characteristics to Christ 
Who is catholic and resides "dans une eglise qui n'est exclusive que
X X
parce qu'elleest universelle et dans une verite qui n'est intransif.eante
1. G./J. Corr., 1st December 1897* and p. 14 of this chapter.
2. G./C. Corr., 5rd March 1908, p. 85.
5. G./J. Corr., 26th June 1908, p. 255»
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que parce qu’elle est totals" (C, 50th July 1908, 85).
There is no reply from Gide to either Jeannes' or Claudel's letters.
It is significant that Jammes does not resist the temptation to use his 
comments on the Russian writer in order to infer that Gide will eventually 
turn to Catholicism. Claudel, on the other hand, shows greater intell­
igence when he employs here, as before on the Enfant pi’o digue, more 
general arguments. No doubt he realises that a recurrence of his 
formerly more personal advice would provoke retreat. The tra^ of 
objective discussion is always more easy to fall into.
Thus, despite the unfortunate lack of reply from Gide, Claudel still 
proves to be more adept than Jammes in provoking Gide's desire for 
diiilogue. He is more willing for purely literary correspondence and, 
even where literature is but a thin veil over his preoccupation with 
religion, he does not allow the latter to falsify his judgement completely. 
While there is a gap in Gide's correspondence with Jamnes, Claudel's 
attitude seems to have encouraged Gide, since he eagerly announces his 
intention of sending Claudel La Porte etroite for whioh, Gide admits,
"votre jugement m'importait entre tous" (C, 18th June 1909, 104).
In fact, Jacques Copeau read this work, while it was still unpublished. 
This does not, however, reduce the importance of Claudel's opinion which 
counts for Gide because of the predominantly religious subject of this
book.
Indeed, no sooner has he finished La Porte etroite than he writes to
it to him. Gide begins by telling Claudel that this book which has 
haunted him for so long deals not just with a literary subject and goes 
on to adds "...si vraiment il en est de telsj" (C, 17th October 1908, 90).
1. G./C. Corr., pp. 56-57» and 14th *'Aarch 1906, p. 66
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It is perhaps over—scrupulous to balk at such a statement as this.
However, there is a certain ambiguity, allowing for religious interpret­
ation, which is no doubt caused by Gide's desire to please. This morsel
of hope is, nonetheless, retractable, as the following passage shows:
a x
•••Peut-etre y saurez-vous deviner la part secrete ds 
confidence qui vous eolairera sur cette enfance que 
vous avex pu croire opprimee mala qui m Va ete que 
par la religion et la morale - disons, oomme vous 
preferezt par le protestantisme, - car vous ne manquerez 
pas de sentir que ce livre est^furieueement, deplorablement 
proteatant. Enfin, j'ose esperer que le protestantisme de
ce livre ne vous irrlt^ra j>aa trop contre 1'auteur, car vous 
sentirez bien quexl'idee meme du livre porte en soi sa 
critique...et apres tout, peut-etre le trouverez-vous plus 
janseniste que protestant...(C, 90)•
It is clear that, while Gide apparently blames the Protestant as opposed 
to the Catholic religion for the repression of his youth, this distinction 
is one borrowed from Claudel rather than coming directly from Gide himself. 
Gide is referring to religion in general, I feel.
Certainly, after concentrating upon his own work, Gide skims over
the question of hie religious development in terms that might have been
2inspired by a previous letter. Anxiety as to Claudel's opinion of 
La Porte etroite rather than any deeply-felt interest in religion seems 
to be at the root of Gide's rather ambiguous references to his present
state of roino.
These hints that his attitude towards religion is not static delight
Claudel who responds to Gide's comments on La Porte etroite. Claudel is 
pleased to hear that Gide's work is Protestant since, to his mind, 
Protestantism is a "reactif” rather than a religion, a means rather than
x z A
an end to Gide's understanding "le mystere de la liberte dans la grace, 
qui est toute la these a la fois de l'art et de la theologie" (C, 
btn November 1908, 91)• Claudel is resuming the arguments evoked by
X
1. G./C. Corr., 17th October 190b, p. 90: "Cher ami je pense a vous 
souvent et cheque fois avec une intensite singuliere. Ci je.ne suis 
pas meilleur correstx>ndant, c'est a ckuse^de voVSjeTtreS at d^el ^affaire 
import ante que ce serait pour mol que d'y repondreW.
2. Ibid, 17th December 190J, p. 60: "Cheque jour je veux vous ecrire, et 
reoule devant 1'enormite de tout ce que je pourrais vous dire..."
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Cide*B hetour de 1' nfant prodlgue.^ Both in art and religion, true 
freedom is attained by constraint. Protestantlam ia obviously viewed
by Claudel as constraint and restraint and, because of thia, Claudel is 
sure that Gide must leave it behind for Catholicism.
Claudel reinforces those arguments by writing of his own artistic 
aims which are undoubtedly, an indication of the end to which Gide should 
come, after he has completely reacted against Protestantism. There is
a remarkable similarity between certain of his principles and those of
✓
Valery. Claudel loves the form of the circle because it is inexhaustible, 
while closed, finite, yet infinite; at the same time, perfection fasc­
inates Claudel more than the finite; unlike Pascal, he finds a source of 
joy in "le silence eternel des espaces infinis" (C, 8th .November 1908, 91); 
ne admires the purity of the sky and has "une tres forte notion de la 
fixite" (C, 92) which finds satisfaction in the rules of astronomy.
^uite the opposite is Gide who, to the circle prefers the vicious circle;
✓ 2who admits rather sweepingly to Valery that he distrusts all silences in 
a letter in which he explains himself in terms quite the contrary to the 
completeness which has Claudel's approval. When Claudel writes with 
good-natured disbelief of people who have "le sentiment continuel de la 
fuite et du passage" (C, 92), it is more than likely
that Gide is his primary target.
Gide's character has lead him to an artistic game of hop, skip and 
jump and the unity in his work is not to be represented by the immovable 
circle Claudel evokes, but rather by the constant motion of a wheel with
its cog-wheel.
By contrasting his attitude to that of Gide, Claudel is setting down
an example which Gide should follow. Claudel could have resumed his
1. Jet i above pp. .
2. G./V. Corr., llth j'«ovember 1894* pp. 218-220.
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advice to Gide in one line of "Lea Muses" \ "Me oherehe point le 
2
chemin, cherche le centreJ"
Cide doea not reply directly to the pointe raised in Claudel's
letter, perhaps because the Nouvelle Revue francalae is occupying his 
3
thoughts at this time. Nonetheless, after giving Claudel the now 
customary sop to religion, Gide broaches the topics raised by Claudel, 
indirectly.
z s 4
meeting with Andre Susres has left Gide horrified by the solitary, 
gloomy atmosphere in which the former lives. This leads Gide to the
following conclusion:
Il faut parvenir a la joie; a travers la douleur, mais 
pourtant a la joie* Le pathetique est sn deoa de la 
verite...c'est proprement le sujet de mon livre, pour, 
qui aaura le lire b««in (c, 9th January 1909, 9>).
z
This explanation of La gorte etroite seems to me to be a response to 
Claudel's ironic comments on those who think only of flight and trarisitory 
experience. Gide and his art are heading somewhere but not towards 
Catholicism. Joy, as Gide informed Francis Jammes, is the very last state 
of mind to bring one to conversion. Gids is perhaps more attracted to 
the ’’centre’' now that to the "way”, but the "centre", for him, ia personal 
and artistic equilibrium and not the Catnolic faith.
At last, Claudel has read the final installment of Gide's book. as 
often before in his criticisms, Claudel comments on Gide's style. One 
h^s the impression that Claudel's admiration for the latter, "qui s'insinue 
en vous comme une liqueur enivrante et chnleureuse" (C, 10th May 1909* 101), 
almost manages to take precedence over any religious considerations.
Indeed, when writing on Gide's work, Claudel, after the comment quoteu
1. he first of Claudel's Cinq grandea Qdco.
2. laudel, Oeuvre Poet1que, 1957» P* 227.
3. The first edition of the Kouvilts Revue francaice appeared on the 
13 th November 1906 but it was not until the fst February 1909 that
it began to appear regularly. G./C. Corr., notes to letter 39* p. 283.
4. The author of Voloi 1*Homme whose published Correspondance with ide 
dates from 190b to 1920.
3. *•: above, p. il $ .
6. La iorte etroite has appeared in three installments in La Nouvelle Hevue
franeaiae.
5
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above, asks if he may approach La I orte etroite firstly from a literary 
and then from a religions point of view. It is, indeed, Claudel’s 
ability to make this separation which causes his criticisms to be of
more value to Gide than those of Jammes,
rrom a literary point of view, Claudel feels, Gide's work is comp­
letely logical as the drama depends on no mere conflict with external 
duty but entirely on Alissa’s character, which fact will make La orte
etroite irritating to some.
Claudel resumes the subject of the work as being "Le sentiment du
Z / 1 .
*refus'" which is "profonderoent cache au coeur de la femms" (C, 10th Kay
1909, 101-102), In fact, this judgement narrows the scope of the iaea 
/
of refusal inherent in La Porte etroite. Certainly, Alissa and
Madeleine, for a part of Gide's life, were responsible for a refusal of
/ A
tangible happiness for themselves and, hence for Jerome and Gide. none­
theless, Gide himself is a prey to the contradiction between transitory 
joy in living experience and permanent joy in his work or, perhaps, religion: 
In fact, without the one, the other does not exist. Therefore, sanity 
lies, for Gide at least, in refusing to reject one thing for another.
X A
ilissa, by her refusal of Jerome, has limited herself to one caaj«. ven
2
worse, she has been mistaken ln the course she has taken. The problem
z
of refusal in La Porte etroite is not just one of feminine neurosis, nor 
of self-preservation for the more far-reaching gift of one's person, but 
of self-destruction by voluntarily limiting oneself to one aim.
Claudel's understanding of the religious implications of Gide's took 
goes much deeper. It has helped him to realise that the irotestant, 
because his God is worryingly imprecise, must feel alone and under constant
1. See* Claudel's own play, fc'Annonce faite a Karie, Livre de roche,
1966, pp. 94-95, where this notion is portrayed.^
2. J.l, 1894, p. 55» "Possibilite de detresse: l'ame qui croit avoir 
mal adore".
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pressure. In this light, Claudel now understand* why eelf-betterment 
should be a Irotentant preoccupation which Claudel contrasts to the
Catholic's self-humiliation.
Claudel is unable to continue this objective analysis and breaks 
out into a personal attack against what he rightly believes to be as 
much a mistake of Gide as of Alissa - namely, that piety and love must 
be disinterested. To Claudel, this is simply, "le vieux blaspheme 
quietiste" (C, 10th Way 1909* 102). Nonetheless, while zlissa's blasphemy 
annoys Claudel the Catholic, the man is almost unbearably touched by the 
despair of a pious woman caused by the fact that the Protestant's God
offers no reward.
It is Interesting that this notion of reward or utility is reiterated
by Claudel in an artistic context, when he writes of Alissa's God: " tous 
n'avons plus rien a demander:.. nous n'avona qu’a 1'admirer fro1dement 
comme un objet d'art, et encore d'un objet d’art nous tirons profit et 
instruction" (C, 105)* Thus, adoration of the Christian God or of Art 
must have a purpose for Claudel. For Gide, the notion of reward ia 
repulsive and hia works are never written to instruct others as Claudel 
interprets instruction.
. Nonetheless, the perspicacity of Claudel's judgement on La lorte 
etroite causes Gide immense pleasure especially since Claudel has recog-
niseo that the drama of the work depends on its very unorthodoxy. Claudel's
z
understanding for La Porte etroite has the effect of making Gide provoke
Claudel into further discussion on his work.
/
This he does by stating that La )orte etroite could not have existed
✓
in a Catholic framework since Catholicism is "un quietlf, non un : otif 
de drame" (C, Ibth June 19O9» 105). Although Gide does believe this, he 
may also be playing devil's advocate in order to prolong discussion:
Gide knows perfectly well that, for Claudel, Catholicism involves "de
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.z \
territlea combats et une energle toujours tendue pour revenir a la foi 
et pour s’y maintenir" (C, 3rd .arch 1908, 04).
The drama of Protestantism, Gide believes, lies in the fact that 
its lack of fixity and reassurance pushes men along the path taken by 
Alissa or into “free thought”,
z
Gide explains that, in La Porte etroite, he is criticising “cette
X z
3orte d* inf ntuation superieure...ds cornelianisme gratuit” (C, 18th June 
19O9» 104) which Alissa represents. Thus, although he wishes people to 
pity Alissa, Gide is pointing out that his criticism of Alissa is, in 
tact, quite close to Claudel’s own. Gide is not to be associated with
his heroine.
hence, Gide ma^ be trying to pull Claudel’s leg by the implied 
suggestion that he must have taken the paths of “free thought”. This ia, 
in fact, quite probable. Commenting on the period from La Porte etroite
to the Caves du Vatican, Enrico Bertalot writes:
s z
...les themes qui vont occuper son esprit sont strangers 
a la religion, comme Isabelle, ou orientes vers l’apoldgie 
de l'uranisae, comme Le rofundis ou Corydon, ou bien .
encore ouvertement ironiquss et critiques, comme le 
commentaire a la Catherine de Heoiola de Balzac, ou 
Lea Caves du Vatican. 3*11 y a poleniaue. elle est 
tournee contre la religion plutot que pour sa defense.
C’est done une periods ou predominant les problemes 
d’ordre pratique, d’ou semblent absentee la recherche 
et l'attente de Lieu.
Gide’s letter is thus a subtle declaration of his position in 
relation to religion and of the future development of his art end its 
role. The Catholic writer, for Gide, cannot provoke thought in his 
reader, whereas the "Protestant" writer, Gide, can. Indeed, to provoke 
this form of reaotion in his readers is precisely what Gide wishes to 
do. This is why "free thought" appears a more attractive prospect to
1. beet Divers, Gallimard, 1951. ”Un Esprit non prevenu", p. 57.
2. Andre Gide et 1’Attents de P4.eu, Lettres Modernea, Pinard, Paris,
1967, p. 112. '
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Gide than either Alissa'a gratuitous heroism or the constant pur,ose-*
fulness of the Catholic writer,
z •With La Porte etroite and Cide*?: Jjoatoieveki. Claudel has raised
the same questions as appeared in his letter on the hetour de 1* e nfant
prodigue: the Catholic Church is all-inclusive and one must therefore
seek it as an end and not linger perpetually on the wayside,
Claudel has also raised a question which would have been just as
meaningful in discussion on the enfant pro dig ue : that of disinterestedness 
which, for Claudel, is an artistic and religious sin, God is not 
contingent to one's efforts but their very reward,
Gide does not inform Claudel that he finds the notion of reward
2 . 'repugnant• By accusing Catholicism of being a "quietif, et non un motif 
de drame", Gide does show, nonetheless, that his interest is as much, if
not more, in the search than in any end-result. This search, as Gide's
s 3comments on Guares showed, lies in the testing of oneself through exper­
ience, no matter how painful, and the end in personal and not Catholic
joy.
The role of Gide's art as wun motif de drame" is also quite op. osed
to the idea of a finite end. Gide's literature is not intended to call
people to rest in God but to arouse thought in them. Hence, his urt opens 
up as many new ways as Gide has readers.
The letters on the Retour de I'infant pro digue and La rorte etroite
are landmarks in Gide's correspondence with Claudel since they show, not 
just that Catholicism is not for Gide but that both the manner and the 
purpose of his art will become increasingly divergent from tho^e wished
for by Claudel,
x, oee: above, pp.1^4“ 126.
9, J.l.» Peuilleta 1918» pp. 675-676,
5. se: above, p. .
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8. The ; rovooatlon of Liter,-ry and heligloua .ialogue
the Writia, of the aves du Vatican.
Aa Gide*a next main work1 2is to be Lea Cavea du Vatican, (ride’s
z
willingness, in connection with La Porte etroite, to explore the artistic 
.ossibilitiea afforded by Catholicism and Protestantiae, or its more 
dangerous brother, "free thought”, is not totally alien to his new work, 
as 1 hope to show.
Gide's comment on Catholicism as a "quietif” provokes prompt but 
predictable reaction from Claudel. He portrays Catholicism as a 
marriage between the perfect and the imperfect. Thia idea is attractive 
to Gide in itselif and explains his initial interest in Claudel's thought, 
iow, Gide probably already realises that Claudel's argument is lucking 
in credibility insofar as acceptance of his own imperfections is concerned.
To back up his idea that Catholicism is not a "tranquilliser”, Claudel 
writes that there is no more exciting drama than the development of dogma 
whioh, throughout history, has involved and affected millions of men.
For once, Claudel has not formed his arguments in relation to Cide. He 
is giving his own opinion without any of the meanders necessary to touch 
the subtlety of Gide's mind.
Gide might have bitten the bait of the contradictions inherent 
Catholicism since he also sees this as an artistic problem. The excite­
ments of dogma, however, .Te the very last way to convince Gide to become 
a Catholic or to continue discussion. Indeed, in the 0 orrespondance,
there ie no reply to this question.
Surprisingly, therefore, on the occasion of Charles-Louis ihilippe's
2death, Gide offers Claudel the possibility to renew religious discussion.
He sends Claudel a letter written by Philippe on Le hetour de 1' nfant 
prodigue. exhorting Gide to choose Catholicism, the inevitable end.
1. With the exception of Isabelle.
2. G./c. Corr., beginning of January 1910, PP* 114-115*
•W
Such a letter obviously gives Claudel the perfect chance for a new 
religious onslaught. Oddly, he takes no advantage of this situation and 
for some time there is little or no mention of religion in the corres­
pondence.
Cide's giving Claudel this opportunity may be due to continued 
friendship for him or to the need to discuss the question of conversion 
for the purposes of the laved du Vatican, Certainly, as Ciin's lecture 
on 3hilippe1 and his commentary on Catherine de Kedlcia show, the tempt­
ation of the Catholic Claudel's joy is a thing of the past and, indeed,
2Catholicism itself is a dangerous personal and artistic enemy.
Gide's correspondence with Jammes also shows that he is far from 
Catholicism since he writest "Comme vous devenez nombreux, toi et 
Claudel! et que noe destinesa eont differentes!" (19th June 1911, 277). 
The calmness with which Cide dissociates himself from the two Catholic
P'Ha de Tamille proves that thia is no sudden reaction but an established 
state. This admission is made, however, to Jammes and not Claudel, 
perhaps because Jammes seems, for the moment, to have come to terms with 
their differences and sees them as being far less important than the 
admiration aroused in him by Gide's work.
Claudel also allows literary questions to take a greater place than 
they had, much to Gide's delight. To Claudel's comment on his play,
L'Otaget
...j'ai reussi a tenir en bride le lyrisme qui est 
mon (jraad ennemij pour la premiere fois, j'ai reussi 
a creer des personnages objectifa et exterieurs
(C, 22nd December 1910, 157 )c
Gide replies:
Si admirablea que soient vos grandes Odea, elles 
pouvaient me faire eraindre que desormais vous
. viviez sur votre erre, et vous contentlez de vol 
plane. C'e-t pourquoi le personnage de Turelure, 
c'est pourquoi votre phrase aujourd'hui: le lyrisme, 
qui est mon gr^nd ennecil, fait bondir d*espoir neuf
l'. r Ci./'c,' Corr'," p.' 520.
2. ouveaux ftretextes, Kercure de France, 1951, FP. 165-166, quoted by
Enrico Bertalot, op. cit., p. 115*
5. G./J. Corr., 15th June 1911• p. 276.
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mon coeur d'ami. Il eat bon d* avoir de beaux ennemia 
(C, 7th January 1911, 159)*
Claudel, unlike Jammes, refuses to be cot&plscent about hia art 
because he is Catholic* Although Claudel holds the truth through 
V atho14cism, he proves here that he ia not prone to the belief that he 
possesses artistic truth. Claudel has denied that Catholicism ert ils 
intellectual complacency, preferring to see it as an immense struggle.*
ov, he shows that these are no vain words because, on a literary plane, 
tney are equally true for himl Claudel is as much involved in an 
artistic struggle aa Gide. Gide's joy ia caused by the fact that Claudel, 
like himself, needs to search for the betterment of his art and does not, 
like Jemmes, "humbly” accept his own God-given genius.
Gide is about to work on I.es Caves du Vatican. The development of
this work ia mentioned more frequently in Gide's letters to Copeau than
in his Journal. From Gids's comments, one can see that Gide's characters
have not progxeased to the apparent autonomy of those of Les Faux-4,onnf>eurs
However, Gide's obvious amusement in the plot shows that he himself has
an objective view of his characters who are products of his intellect
rather than of his emotions. Also, in Gide's attitude to Lafcadio, one
sees him moving towards the creation of autonomy, Gide's role being 
2
confined to that of a scribe somewhat intimidated by the insolence of
his character who seems to have escaped his control.
The objectivity of the Caves does not, however, bring Gide unmitigated 
pleasure. In April of 1912, he reaches the depths of depression and
decides to go to Tunis. In a letter to Copeau, he says that h does
not know if he will work on the Caves aa he is tired of everything that
is not poetic.
1. G./C. Corr., Jrd Karoh 1908, pp. 85-84.
2. Unpublished letter of the 21st Farch (1911)*
5. Unpublished letter of the 24th September 1911.
4. In fact, Gide goes to Florence.
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Gide*a original attraction to Jammes lay in the assimilation of
to purity and poetry. It is obvious that spontaneity
lyriclam and spontaneity^implies a certain lack of control and, in 
extreme cases, of consciousness• Both on an artistic and a x-eligiouo
plane, Gide experiences the desire to follow this inclination which is
easy and even natural to him. owever, as he admits to Jac sues Copeau,
when referring to his own religious emotivity,1 2Gide mistrusts any
blind surrender to one's own nature. Religion obviously represents 
2the temptation of facility to Gide who prefers the more difficult 
alternative of a willed position. Gide's mistrust of literary spont­
aneity as well as its attraction for him are to be seen when he writes 
to Jammes: "...combien je me sentirais fort contre toi si je n'etais 
si sensible aux mensonges de ta poesiel" (C, End of March 1914, 251 )•
Thus, Claudel and Gide both seem to be torn between a natural 
propensity for lyricism and the desire to achieve a certain degree of 
objectivity. Paradoxically, a search for objectivity by Gide in the 
C vea du Vatican can only draw him apart from Claudel.
Therefore, while Claudel and Gide may share a common enemy, this 
fact will not bring about a united front and one wonders if Claudel and 
not just lyricism is one of Gide's "beaux ennemis". On the surface, 
a common preoccupation appear* to give fresh opportunities for discussion 
on literature. Underlying tide, nowever, is the knowledge, on cide's 
part, that the irony and criticism which go hanu in hand with the object­
ivity of the Caves, can but emphasise hia differences from Claudel.
Nonetheless, Gide is not yet ready to affront Claudel, partly, I 
feel, because religious discussion may go towards the Caves uu Vatican 
but also because he etill feels nostalgia for what is poetic. This
1. Unpublished letter from Copeau to Cide of the 21st August 1927
2. J.l, Jnuary 1912, p. 558*
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explains why Gide also replies to the religious contents of Claudel's
letter where he advocates the joys of communion.He does not say
outright, as he aid to Jammes, tnat this is far from being his destiny*
but uses the excuse of memories of the Protestant piety of his youth which 
2prevent his fully understanding Claudel's position.
Although Gide is more open with Jammes, he is quite easily lead to 
offer him a small dose of hope similar to that received by Claudel.
After Gide's letter in which he casually contrasts his way of life to 
Ji-raneJ, the latter replies with undeniable affection. While Glauiel
and himself are producing real babies, Jammes writes, Gide's offspring 
is purely spiritual* because of Gide's power as a writer, Jammes
regrets that Gide does not nourish his children, or readers, with the
only food that gives true happiness and, Jammes adds: "J'ai peur pour
ta sincerite que tu ne fasses pas au Christ 1 acte de foi qu'il te demands 
a a . .
et que tu sais lui etre du" (June l'yll. 27b). For Jammes, Gide's 
sincerity does not lie in the refusal to chooee, therefore, and he urges
him to make the only possible choice.
Gide is deeply affected by Jammes* letter no doubt because of its 
references to sincerity and Christ uuom Gide was nev<r ready to abandon 
entirely, insofar as he was the son of Man. .Sensitive as he is to 
Jfmines* letters, however, Gide cannot acquiesce to conversion.
He does attempt to make up for this by a literary substitute. Gide 
is not only eager to send Jammes Isabelle, a work which refers to tneir 
common past, but he also tells J<uaaes that he feels he has finished his 
"'oeuvres de jeuneasd'" and is at last facing "de grands projets" (June 
1911, 2.9).5
This is, in fact, true but Gide has no intention of changing into
1. G./C. Corr ., 22nd December 1910, p. 157.
2. Ibid , 7th January 1911» >• 159.
5. ee: J*l. 24th April 1910, p. 297. and 15th October 1911. p. ,57.
Gide is thinking of Les Caves du Vatican.
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the religiously-inspired writer hinted at in this letter. At 
present, he is the author of the Caves. However, this letter proves 
that because Jammes has tinged his religious considerations with literary 
ones in an affectionate letter, Gide is only too willing to respond, be 
it at the expense of total frankness.
Indeed, it is in large part due to Gide’s drawing closer to Claudel 
and Jammes through literature that he spontaneously introduces the subject 
of religion into his correspondence. Both Claudel and Jammes have tempered 
their religious exhortations to Gide thus allowing the former’s literary 
prepccupations and the latter’s admiration for Gide to shine through.
Gide may wish to return the compliment or may simply be unable to
let sleeping dogs lie. However, it seems to me more likely that Gide’s
interest is in gathering possible material for the Caves when he announces
the conversion of his sister-in-law to Claudel and Jammes. Jaimes is not 
2tempted into discussion since his hopes for a religious change in Cide’s 
art have been dashed by his reading of Dostoievaki d*apres aa Correspondance 
Claudel, on the contrary, eagerly seizes upon this choice morsel and asks
Gide outright when he is going to become a convert himself since outwith 
the Church one is constrained and mutilated.1 2 * 4 Claudel’s description of 
the non-Catholic is such that one is irresistibly reminded of the physic­
ally maimed Anthime of the Caves du Vatican.
Having provoked Claudel’s onslaught, Gide is now in the embarrassing 
situation of having to check Claudel’s advances while attempting to retain 
his friendship. This he does by making a barrier to Catholicism in the 
beauty of the Irotestant figures of his youth and by implying that his 
sister-in-law’s conversion is due to his having praised the effects of
1. Znd of Corydon.
2. G./J. Corr., 2nd December 1911, p. 280.
5. ibid, 5th October 1911» PP. 279-280.
4. G./C. Corr., 7th December 19H» p. 184.
Catholicism on Jainraes and Claudel himself.
Claudel rightly does not exaggerate the importance of Gide’s letter.
He realises that Gide is not being truly open and expresses hia premon­
itory hopes that, one day, they will have such a confidential conversation 
as those of Dostoievsky*5 characters et the risk of hatin; esc.i other 
afterwards.
He swiftly puts paid to Gide's Protestant ghosts while admitting that 
they may, indeed, seem more admirable than many Catholics who h >ve come 
to Catholicism because it is a need rather than a virtue.
This last point is important since opposed to Gide’s preoccupation
with virtue which is to be associated primarily with his literature. In
this light, Gide's reply to Claudel is much less ambiguous than it seems
at first sight. He admits to Claudel that he is, in fact, in need:
En dehors du catholicisme je ne comprends que 
l’isolement. Je suis un isole, cher ami. Je ne mets 
point d*orgueil a l’etre, car j’ai besoin d'amitie ,
comma de pain-et de servitude (C, 7th January 1912, 139).
Gide spoils the effect of this apparently unequivocal statement by going 
on to say that he cannot join the ranks of the Catholics because of those 
among them who:
...se servent du crucifix comme d'un casse-tete, et, 
des qu’on touche a leurs Merits ou a leur personne, 
s'abritent derriere le oaint-kJacrement. Me rapprocher 
du Christ, c'est m’eloigner d’eux. (C, 189).
This is the clearest indication so far that Catholicism is viewed by Gide 
very much as a literary possibility. Gide is thus pointing out that, in 
spite of his feelings of isolation, he will not join the Catholic Church 
since to do so is more than weakness: it is abject, literary self-interest
in his eyes.
Gide's statement thus puts Claudel in his place. At the same time, 
his admission to feeling alone probably has a more immediate significance
1. Corr., 2nd ay 190b, pp. 255-256, and
2. Gee: J.l, 1912, p. 558: "Ai-je - Il est temps de rentrer”, and 
Saturday 1912, p. 567: "Le catholicisme - chretien", where one sees 
on an artistic and religious plane respectively the difficulties caused 
Gide by his voluntary inability to choose.
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and may well he due to press polities. One sees in the same letter that
he is very afraid of losing Claudel's contribution to the Nouvelle I-.evue
froncaise since he may be influenced against the revue by the ttacks
against it coming from other Catholics.
With irresistible Catholic logic, Claudel destroys Gide's arguments 
2
against conversion. He then moves on to an apparently general tut no 
doubt personal attack which may have been prompted by Cide's accusations 
against certain Catholic writers.
The grave error of many revues and literary men, he thunders, is 
their belief that Art can be separated from **ce qu'on aptelle si betement 
la Morale, et que j'appelle la Vie, la Vole et la Verite" (C, 15th January 
1912, 192). ivery writer, Claudel insists, must adopt a position on 
thie primordial question and he asks Gide what is to be that of the 
touveile Revue francal.se in the fight against "cette litterature de 
libertinage, ete scepticisme et de d seapoir" (C, 192) which is sucking 
the life-blood from France.
Thus, both Cide and Claudel have once again broached the subject of 
the him of literature in a more aggressive way than before. Cide is 
very much against the use of religion to justify one's own literature and 
Claudel sees as totally unjustifiable any literature which does not, as 
Cide puts it, use the Cross as a particularly persuasive truncheon.
Fever before has Claudel been so categorical, making full use of
the opportunity Gide himself gave for this attack. Claudel is no longer 
using subtly persuasive arguments but is attacking the weak points in the 
foundations of Gide's position directly. For the first time, too,
.laudel seems to realise, as Jammes has long since done, that Gide's
1. Cide's correspondence with Copeau of this time shows how deeply 
affected he ia by the campaign against the i>ouvelle bevue fr; ncalse.
2. C./C. Corr., 15th January 1912, pp. 191-192.
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literary efforts may be actively harmful. Uence, Claudel has thrown 
caution to the winds.
As the writer of the Caves and Corydon, Gide must have become 
Increasingly conscious of all that separates him from Claudel. onetheless, 
in order to prolong dialogue, he has concentrated, in his corres ondence, 
on those urtistic and religious details which seem to show th. t he is
not too far from Claudel. Now that Claudel has annexed literature to 
religion and raised the question of irreversible literary and religious 
conversion, dialogue an the same level as before is no longer possible 
without the complete falsification of Gide's views,
Cona^cious of this pass in hia relations with Claudel, Cide confides
in his Journal;
Je voudrais n'avoir jamais connu Claudel. Jon amitie pese
£>ur ma pensee, et l'oblige, et la g£ne...Je n’obtiena 
pas encore de mol de le pelner, mais ma pensee s'affirme 
en offense a la aienne, Comment m'en expliquer avec lui?
Volorttiers je lui laisserals toute la place, j'abandcnn- 
erais tout., .mais je ne puis pas dire autre chose que 
ce que j'ai a dire, ce qui ne peut etre dit par personne 
d'autre,1
hnrico Bertalot remarks that, although the years between La orte
etroite and Les C&vee du Vatican were not ones of religious Ion ng in
2Gide, the correspondence with Claudel has a character apart. To my 
because Gide wishes to retain Claudel’s friendship but mainly
mind, this is partly.because he wisheswith a view to his own -rt, to 
broaden his comprehension of the effects of religion upon the writer.
Unfortunately for Gide, Claudel has got out of hand and, in his
anxiety to see Gide convert., has shown that his standpoint is much the 
same as Jammes' and entails the same peremptoriness, Gide must limit 
the inspiration of his art to religion. Failure to do so is no longer 
seen by Claudel as personal weakness but as an attack upon the Church and
1. J.l, January 1912, p. 5t?9.
2, Bertalot, op. cit., p. 112
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Trench society.
Gide is unable to tell Claudel of his artistic inability to limit
himself but confides in his Journal:
Mais quel directeur de conscience couiprendrait assez 
aubtilement, cette indecision pasaionnee de tout mon 
Atre, cette egule aptitude aux contrairee?
repersonnaliaation si volontalrement, ai difficllement
obtenue, cule expliguerait, exouseralt, la
production des oeuvres qu'elle autorlse et en vue ? 
desquelles j’ai travaille a suppriaer mes preferences.
3
This statement is similar to that given to Jammes in 1902. It differs 
/
only in that the personal nature of the seed from which "Depersofinalis­
ation" e.rows, is not so clearly indicated here, perhaps because, with
lanoelle and the Caves du Vatican, Gide is branching out into ^ore object­
ive creation.
Lespite his fears of hurting Claudel and losing his friendship, Gide
4
does, however, attempt to raise the topic of the .oral basis of his art.
Cide undoubtedly sees this as a more pressing problem than that of the 
limitation desired by Claudel and Jammes because the years 1910 and 1911 
saw the publication of Be l^rofundla and Corydon and 1914 was to see that
of Les Caves du Vatican.
Claudel's attacks against "cette litterature de libertinege* de 
scepticisms’’ (c, 15th January 1912, 192) must have made Gide realise that 
his own homosexuality, one of the pillars of the moral orientation to his 
work, may well be condemned by Claudel in similar terms.
because Claudel has shown that he is ready for a religious and 
artistic kill, Gide must either inform Claudel of his homosexuality or 
reduce dialogue to a mockery* Thus Gide makes a timid atte .pt to 
explain what motivates his moral and artistic poeitio/i in order to
1. iee: above, . .
2. J.l, January 1912, p. 55b.
5. ee: above, p.i(?7.
4. in a letter which does not appear in the Correspondance but the
contents of which may be ^uessed from Claudel's reply.
5, Only a limited number of copies were printed anonymously in 1911 
under the title of C.R.D.M.
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obtain Claudel's acceptance at least,
Claudel replies to Gide's "enigmatic letter” by telling him that, 
no matter what Gide may say, do or wrdte, he will never scandalise or 
discourage Claudel,
2
In his next letter, Claudel assures Gide again that, in s ite of the 
anxiety caused by Gide's last letters and the rumours he has heard about 
the work Gide is preparing, Gide will always have hia help and friendship.
It is obvious what has been preoccupying Gide in his letter when Claudel
adds:
o’ii.corporer le Christ, c'est s'incorporer au Christ, 
commuoier avec le Christ, c'est communier avec tous 
les Chretiens, Or vous sentez voua-aeine que l'on ne 
peut faire partie d'un corps et cependant garder toute 
sa liberte, croire et faire ce que l'on vest
(C, 19th March 1912, 196).
Thus? despite Claudel's claims to personal tolerance and to the fact that 
the Catholic Church, being universal, contains all the struggling aspects 
of life, Gide realises that his homosexuality and, thereafter, his art are 
unlikely to be received with any sympathy in the rather stricter confines 
Cl udel now depicts, Claudel is more sympathetic than Jammes to Gide's 
’’dernieres convulsions” (June 1907* 243) but Gide must make a choice between 
his way and the Way,
Literary rapprochement has caused Gide to provoke discussion upon 
conversion which has ended in his being submerged by the tidal wave of 
Claudel's literary wrath. It is to Gide's credit that, wr.en he comes 
to the surface, it is in order to renew dialogue by placing it on its 
fundamental basis. Only tnen will he know if his hopes for laudel's
comprehension are founded or not,
9. Discussion upon the Caves end Gide's Declaration
of Independence.
.fter attempting to introduce the topic of his homosexuality?one of
1. G./C. Corr., 29th February 1912, p. 194.
2. Ibic, 19th rarch 1912, pp. 195-196.
5. Gide qualifies this part of their correspondence as “iauort nt' . J.l,
10th June 1912, pp, 199-200.
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the oat important foundations of his life end art, Gide returns to the
rather spurious kind of argument he is used to giving to excuse his
refusal to convert. Thus he complains to Claudel that conversion seems 
2
to be a current fashion. Nonetheless, Gide also gives a much more 
satisfactory reason for the fact that he has not, forasmuch, entirely
turned his back on Catholicism, Claudel refutes Gide’s argument in the
lollowing terras: "Vous vous abuses en pensant que votre anitie pour moi 
. it our quelque chose dans vos r flexions actuelles*' (C, 10th June 1912? 
200). How wrong Claudel is in his assumptions is shown by ide’s subse­
quent confesssion to Martin du Gard that ’’sympathie" was res onsible for 
g l&r ,e degree of lip-service to Claudel.
In a later letter, Claudel again asks Gide about the book he is writing 
and mentions his anxiety about it. Gide systematically Ignores Claudel’s 
queries and what Clauoel already knows of the book is due to rumour. How 
little Claudel knows on the subject is shown by his wishful thinking in
a letter where he asks Gide if his lack of letters is due to hia having
gone into retreat "comme un simple papists" (C, 5th September 1912, 205).
5
The next letter from Claudel shows that Gide is far from indulging in 
quiet, religious meditation but is hard at work on the Cavea, in spite of 
Cluudel'a growing impatience to see him take the final steps in his
religious marathon.
The fact that Gide is working on such a book proves tnat he is 
nowhere near reaching the stage desired by Claudel. Gide’s tentative
el forts to inform Claudel of nis homosexuality end his artiatic develop­
ment are not followed up in the Correspondence. Gide’s reaction against
' 6 Claudel is confided rather to his Journal where Cide mentions a
1. dee: above, pp. •
2. In a letter which is not included in the Correspondance but the 
contents of which are mentioned in Claudel’s answering letter.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 2, August 1942, p. 259.
4. G./C. Corr., 5^d August 1912, p. 202.
5. Ibid, 26th Ceiteraber 1912, pp. 204-205.
b. J.l, 19th November 1912, p. 584.
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converaation with his Catholic friend in which tne latter's natur; 1
propensity for talking of religion is equalled by the ’’outrance et 
A
betise** of hia remarks on art.
The artistic objectivity, which Gide prized in Claudel, seems no 
longer to exist, perhaps because Gide is now viewing Claudel through
th eyea of the autnor of the Caves du Vatican, Having come closer
to Clauuel, in order to further his understanding of certain aspects of 
Catholicism* reaction has now set in, probably because of the very 
criticism of these aspects contained in Gide's work. It is al o likely 
that Gide's lack of willingness to discuss the Caves, in his correspondence 
kith Claudel, ie due to his wish to avoid being disturbed or influenced 
in the writing of his work.
It is only natural that Claudel, who is not informen of the true
<>tute oi bias's m;r.d, should continue in his efforts to persuade ide to
convert, until his reading of Ciae's book, which gives him more light on
the development of Gide's moral and artistic position than, ns Clauuel
himself says in a letter to Jacques Liviere,1 2seven years of correa ondence.
It ia only then that Claudel writes to Gide the letter described as 
2
'’comminatoire** in his Journal. In this letter, where Claudel deuiands
(.ide to tell him whether or not he shares the customs of those so often
printed in his books, he advises Gide: *’...guerissez-vous et n’etalez 
pas ces sibominations” (C, 2nd harch 1914, 217)*
' ot until this forthright question does Gide manage to discuss his 
homosexuality openly with Claudel. Gide answers with undoubted sincer­
ity but also with some reserve caused by the brutality of Claudel*a questions 
;nd his feeling that Claudel may well want to break off their relations.
The first paragraph of Gide's letter contains a veiled warning:
1. G./C. Corr., 20th April 1914, p. 223
2. J.l, 28th March 1914, p. 599.
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"Le quel droit cette eommation' Au nom de quoi ces questions? . i c’est 
au nom de 1’amitie, pouvez-vous supposer un instant que je m'y derobe^"
(C, 7th March 1914» 217). Gide is thus unwilling to accept Claudel’s 
right to an explanation unless it is in the name of friendsnip. The fact 
that Gide’s "Au nom de quoi..." echoes Claudel’s "au nom du ciel..."
(C, 2nd March 1914, 217) is an ironic refusal to recognise the rights of 
religion in this matter. Any future discussion is to be justified by 
friendship alone.
Having explained his morals, Gioe goes on to discuss his art. He 
does not believe, as does Claudel, that his works have a bad influence, 
since he knows the number of people whom "le mensonge des aoeurs etouffe 
comme moi" (C, 7th March 1914» 218). This does not mean, Giae anus, that 
he approves of simply any set of moral standards or of any form of desire, 
but merely that he hates hypocrisy, and he does not think that religion 
will not admit those like him. At this point in his letter, Cide perhaps 
showj a lack of good faith wnen he writes: ”-ar quelle lachete, puiaque
ieu m’.ppelle a parler, eacamoter. is-je cette question dans me; livres?"
(C, 218), thus attributing to religious calling his treatment of the subject 
of homosexuality in his books. The "God" ..ide serves is not that of Claudel.
cide rejects the God w no caused Christ to die on the Cross, asaiall-
atin_, Him to Zeus, to the natural causes of tne world, thereby depriving
xiim of "toute signification personnelle et morale".^ Gide’s "God" is:
...le iaicceau de tous les efforts humains itrs le 
bien, vers le beau...c’est le cote rometnee; et c’est 
le cote Christ au>si bien; c’est l’epanouiaaeiuent de 
1’homrne, et toutes les vertus y concourent. Mais ce 
Lieu n’nabite nullement la nature; il n’existe que 
dans 1’homrne et par l’homme; il est cree par 1’homrne, 
ou, si vous preferez, c’est a travers l’homme qu’il se 
cr£e; et tout effort reste vain, pour l’exterioxiser 
par priere.2
1. Attendu ,ue, 1943» P» 2J2
2. Ibid, p. 232.
Thus Gide underlines the inner nature of his "God" and this explains 
why he ^oes on to admit that he may force himself to be chaste but cannot 
alter or choose the object of his desire. Gide’a homosexuality is but 
one of the individual "virtues” which must all go towards man’s lulfilraent.
Gide's confesiion to Claudel, although due, saddens him as he feels 
that Claudel's reaction muBt be one of anger. Gide’a attitude to Claudel 
is still ambiguous. After this letter in which he affirms his p sition 
as a writer and a moralist, Gide writes another the following day, in an 
attempt to gain Claudel’s approval by comparing him to a priest chosen by
God*
nonetheless, Gide adas, in terms reminiscent of an earlier Journal
entry
Par instants j'en viens a souhaiter que vous me 
trahissiez, car alors je me sentirais delivre de 
cette estime pour vous et pour tout ce que vous 
representez a mes yeux, qui si souvent m’arrete 
et me gene (C, 8th '.arch 1914» 219).
Gide’s respect for Claudel is obvious here as is also the truth of his 
previous warning that the driving force behind his interest in Claudel is
his admiration for the man and the writer. What Claudel represent for 
Cide is not just a confessor but an intellectual and artistic possibility 
and the dangers of remaining entangled with it,
Claudel’s long letter in reply to the above two, helps to strengthen
Gide's opposition to him. Claudel's advice to cut out the ped.rastic
3 s
passage of the Caves "pour des raisons de moralite 
/ A
et pour de3 raisons d'interet personnel" and bee. u e: "Vous
Z ... Z
vous declassez, vous vous mettez en marge., hors de l'humunit " (C, 9th March
1914» 221) meet with the following reply from Gide:
Je vous remercie du sentiment qui vous fait me demander, 
ainsi que le ferait egalement la prudence, de supprimer 
upe phrase de mon livrej mais je ne puis y consentir.
-210-
1. G./C. Corr., 7th March 1914» P» 218.
2. J.l, Wednesday, January 1912, p. 559 
5. Romans, Caves, p. 824.
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Vous avouerai-je meme que votre phrase raasurante :*peu 
a peu on oubliera', me serable honteuse. on; ne 
demandez ni maquiliases ni compromis; ou c'est moi qui 
vous estimertis .soins (C, loth March 1914* 224).
Gide's use of the word "prudence'* is a deliberate . nd conten., vuous*
z
secular analogy to Claudel's argument of "aoralite". For the first time* 
Giae shows very clearly that his resolve to maintain not only his literary 
but also his personal integrity will involve opposition with laudel and 
that he holds a poor view of Claudel's position:
This increase in open resistance on the part of Gide* due to his 
d minished respect for Claudel* appears again in a reply to the more 
polite of Claudel's two letters^ asking for the suppression of the controv­
ersial passage in the Caves du Vatican and of a quotation from i,1 2Annonoe 
faite a F.arie. Gide promises to suppress the quotation. as regards 
Claudel's other request* Gide tells Claudel that he h s seriously thought 
of stopping the publication of the ordinary edition of his work and adds
rather maliciously:
Fais votre lettre d’aujourd’hui - je parle de la 
furieuse - me laisee trop sentir que vous ne m'en 
jugeriez pas mieux pour cela; que vous mettriez 
ce sacrifice <. l'actif de mon orgueil; et que de.ein 
tout uerait a recommencer. (C, rtewc-U ft ‘U ,226)
j.fter these last few letters of open opposition* it is in his J our mal 
that Cide writes of his hardened position and gives his criticisms of 
'laudel . Zith the Caves, the question of the basis and the role oi one's 
art has come to a head. Gide has declared firmly that he is on the side 
of personal endeavour* man-made virtues and inclusiveness; Cl udel has
finally proved to be on the side of self-interest ana limitation. hile
z
Cide seemed to be suffering from "inquietude", Claudel could accept hia 
hesitation <nd veil his religious exhortations with literary preo' cu ations. 
Claudel has been slower than Jammes to realise tne full import o: Gide's 
literature. Low* however, that Gide has explained clearly to hiu that
1. G./C. Corr.* Letters of the 17th Farch 1914» H • 224-225.
2. J.l, 14th July 1914» p. 438; Tuesday (zarch) 1916, p. 549» euilleta* 
pp. 675-676; 29th ovember 1921, p. 702; 10th September 1922, p. 742.
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his role is to raise man’s head against the harshness of Claudel's od, 
Claudel ia bound to condemn Gide,
The break in Gide's correspondence with Claudel, after the publication 
of the Caves, is caused by the logical impossibility of opposing, with 
one's own truth, someone who possesses ’’The Truth" <<nd who murt ins ose 
it or withdraw entirely,
Gide's book ia also the source of an exchange of letter.-, with
J,,runes who, like Claudel, writes to ask the meaning of the passage from
the Cavea which appears on page 47B of the Nouvelle Revue francaiae.
b
Jammes* letter is much less violent than Claudel's, principally because 
he is much less willing to believe that Cide is a pederast. It is also 
true that Jammes feels little religious responsibility for Gide now, 
since he mistakenly believes that Claudel, with his,ability to follow 
the complexity of Cide's thought, is much more likely than himself to
influence Cide.
JSespite Gide's attacks on the Church, Jammes feels no indi nation,
Z z z
but merely regrets that, since Lea Cahiers d'Andre waiter: H'iu t'es enerve.,
z z X zTu as voulu celebrer la joie, et ton oeuvre n'a ete depuis les nourritures 
qu'un long frisson raaladif" (C, 24th Earch 1914, 227),
Like Claudel, nowever, Jammes sees in this, Gide'a darkest hour, 
true hope for conversion. Be also uses the same worldly arguments as
Claudel to persuade Gide to abandon his sinful ways: so far, Gide has 
merely been imprudent; a change in his way of life and in his literary
orientation will save him from scandal. Jammes has obviously forgotten
2
tnat he is addressing the author of the Tralte du Parcisse.
Gide's letter where he confessed his homosexuality waa burnt by 
Jammes. The latter's reply shows that Gide must have written to him in
1. G./C. Corr., 9th and 10th arch 1914, pp. 220-225*
2. Gee: Romans, TL, p. 9: "'Ealheur a celui par qui le sc nJ. le arrive', 
mais 'll faut que le scandale arrive'. -L' xtiste et l'ho.wie vraiment 
homme, qui vit pour quelque chose, doit avoir d'avance fit le 
sacrifice de soi-meme".
.t — j.- . &
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much the same terms as to Claudel since, with both men, he discounts the 
possibility that a representative of the Church may change him when
Madeleine has failed.
Jeromes sees thia declaration as a bla sphemy against the power ol' Grrce 
and chides Cide for acting against it, by hia persistence in proclaiming 
publicly and “sans aucune raison" (C, 27th March 1914» 229) ideas which 
cover in mud all that Cide represents most. Jammes believes th t Cide’s 
refusal to change is due to pride. He is destroying himself by pl&cin, 
his trust in himself alone. To avoid madnesc, Jammes writes, Gide must
convert.
Jfames seems to be confusing Gide with his fictional character,
Saul, not only does he foresee aaaneas but, when he bids Gide to flee 
\ / ✓
"c>. i etres malsains dont tu es devenu le disciple apres avoir ete leur 
A
maitre" (C, 24th March 1914» 220), one is strongly reminded of . aul’s 
relationship with the devils in Cide’s play.
There exist two rough-copies of replies from Cide.^ In the first 
of these, Gide counters Jammes* accusation of pride. lie points to the
fact that while Jammes can be completely natural with Gide, Gide himself
only appears natural when he is insincere with Jammes. Moreover, ide
writes:
Je suis prodigieusement pauvre de tout ce qui fait ta
richease; je n’ai que peu d* images dans la tete; et le
peu que j’en avals, je les ai congsdit'es .our ce qu’elles
genaient ma penaee, qui n’a peut-etre pas d'importance,
in;-is qui derneure ma realite2.. .Ma ainc£rite t'appnrilt
comme une sirat^ree; et quand,a toi que Dieu fit oiseau, je
me perraeta de dire: *A moi, c’est des jambes qu’il m'a
donnees’, tu prends cela pour de l’orgueil (C, ?.nd of >.arch 1914, 231)
Gide has thus come to terms with his thought. He no longer fights
it but sees it as his reality and the basis of his work. He has conquered 
the temptation of the lies of Jammes' poetry, albeit with great difficulty,
1. G./C. orr., pp. 230-231. s
2. .ee: M.V.I., Cahiers 6, June 1940, p. 176* "Gide ...a entierement 
eclaire sa penaee dans ses ecrits..."
and has chosen to follow the paths of intellectual sincerity, which, 
for Jammes, are mere pretends.
This passage is also a reply to Jwnraes' accusation that Gide's 
literature is quite gratuitous. /or Jammes, there can be no reason 
behind the choice of Gide’s subject-matter. For Gide, there is a very 
strong one, - namely, the need to write of his inner reality, whatever
the cost. In addition, Gide is more and more conscious of the role he
tos to play in the fight against blindly repressive morality. *hen Gide
writes that God has made Jammes a bird, he evokes the idea of easy 1light 
above the dark problems of this world. Gn the other hand, with the legs 
which God has given him, Gide may never reach the lyrical heights of a
Jammes, but he cannot avoid reality nor escape, in soaring flight, the 
condition "God" has chosen for him,^ nor, indeed, become mad.
'ide is, in fact, pointing out that his so-called pride cone3 from 
being a man among men but also a seeker of truth. Jammes' "bon sens"
(C, 27tn March 1914, 229) is being shown up by Gide as self-interest, a 
solution of moral and artistic facility.
2Cide has sh>wn in his letters to Claudel and Jammes that both his
intellectual and artistic positions are highly motivated, but not by the 
interests of Gide, the man, as both Claudel and Jammes would prefer.
This point, with its religious and artistic implications is well-illust­
rated in Ciae's Feuillets, when he writes:
z ✓
L’idee d'un roarohan<c)age n'est jamais entree dans la 
religion qu j'ai connuej non, ineme pas l'idec d'une 
simple recompense. Et je ae souviens que c'est preci3- 
ement It ce dont Claudel me faisait grief apres lecture 
de la Forte etroite. C*est en quoi consistait, selon lui,
1*erreur protestante; il ne consentait a voir, dens ce 
desinteressement meme, que de 1'orgueil.5
1. G./c. Corr., 8th March 1914, p. 219: "...je ne vois pas comment reaoudre
ce problems que Dieu a laser it d,-.ns aa chuir".
2. X G?cf , 7th March 1914, PP. 217-216? 16th larch 1914, p, . 225-224; 
End of March 1914, pp, 230-251,
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The Caves du Vatican has caused Claudel and Jammes to provoke Cide 
into a clear declaration of his position which ia one of reaction a^inst 
his Catholic friends. he shows contempt for their consideration of 
artistic and personal interests. Hence, he declares to Jammea th t ne 
ia on the side of reality, no matter how dark, and to Claudel that he 
inter.de to tear the veil of society’s hypocrisy, even if it hurts him 
personally. Gide intends his courage to show both Jammes and Claudel 
in an unfavourable light.
Indeed, Cide’s reaction against Claudel ia stronger than Claudel’s 
against hi.m. 'Titing to Jammes after his exchange of letters on the 
Caves,, Claudel still shows some compassion for Cide:
' X X
•e pensez pas trop severement a ce nalheuretu garcon. 
a destine® est douloureuse, et je ne sals qu’augurer 
ie l’avenir... ue Cieu ait pi|ie de lui, car 11 n’y a
guere d’etre plus a plaindre.
-peaking of Claudel at a later date, but in words which would be equally
applicable at this point, Gide said:
•Si je consentais a etre franc avec moi-meme ...je 
crois bien oue je diraie que je deteste Claudel...
J'ai u arret, r 1. correspondance; il deven,.it 
vraiment trop pressant, il me donnait rendez-vous 
au pied des autels! Je n’en pouvais pius’.2
10. The best Throes of ialogue.
Claudel does not, as yet, pour ;nathema upon Cide. This is no doubt 
because Gide stated his position in a moral way, while allowing Claudel 
to see tnat he is rot a stranger to anguish. In fact, the latter is 
efused by his love for his wife, but Claudel probably cares little for
its source. His continued interest in Cide is due to the fact th t ide
is still preoccupied with morality, has still, apparently, not found peace
of .cind and is thus still good material for conversion.
1. C./J./i*. Corr., 27th Xarch 1914» p. 266.
2. M.V.R., Cahiers 4» 15th September 191 •, p. J9«
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Jarames barely renews hia attempts to draw Gide to Catholicism 
probably because Gide*a explanation to hia waa more cown-to-earth nd 
showed clearly that his personal needs, abilities and thought would 
always be the fundamental basis of his art.
Indeed, with his .-.lie de Nacre or 1'Antigyde, Jammes attacks ' ide*a 
position publicly, although the ending of his book proves that he has not 
lout all hope of Gide'a converting. Jammes sensibly takes the rec-ution 
however, of making -lie de Nacre die before he may recant.
The apparent goodwill with which Gide receives Jr\auaee' announcement
1 2 oi tnis work, as well as a letter from Gide after its appearance, cause 
a faint, but somewhat mystifying resurgence of hope in Janines'': Gide's 
letter, published in La uinxaine litteraire, is a masterly piece of 
cattineas. Jammes' hopes are later totally dashed by the definitive 
proof brought by Lea Nouvelles ourriturea that Gide no longer believes 
in religion or the after-life.
Claudel resumes religious and literary discussion on the occasion of 
his receiving Dostolevski. The only reproach Ciaudel has to make against
idfe's work ia the definitive aspect it gives to Dostoievsky's search
which, for Claudel, is but a crisis:
z
...il ne faut pasAdire qu'un etat de paroxysms soit un 
etat de re^os. - D*ailleurs, une des grande3 raisons 
d'etre de l’.rt eat la purge de l'ame et cela explique 
1’element mauvais qui y est souvent (mais pas toujours) 
melan.e, comme vous l'avez parfaitement remarque^
(c, 29th July 1923, 259).
In 8peaking of art as a "purge”, Claudel is echoing Gide's former
5
concept of his own literature. What Claudel cannot accept, however, is
the apparently ceaseless nature of a Dostoievsky's or a Glue's search for
their extremes and the fact that tnis constitutes their "et. t de repos".
1. G./j. Corr., 24th December 1931» PP- 287-286.
2. La .uinzaine litteraire, 1st -15th April 1966, Justin 0* rien,
">ide et l'Antigyde", p. 11.
3. G^/J. Corr., letter to Madeleine Cide of the 16th June 193b, pp. 288­
239.
4. ^ee: Dostoievskl, 1970» PP. 166-187, and 202-205.
5. G./j. Corr., 6th August 1902, p. 199.
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Claudel simply cannot understand the attraction of the "way” as opposed
to the “centre”.1 2 Louis Martin-Chauffier, on the other hand, sees this
as the necessary condition of Gide’s rt:
Avec 1*inquietude, le doute, la recherche anxieuse (et 
craignant de trouver), 1’horloge s’arreta, privee de 
balancier. Cide connut alors ce qu’il appela la 
serenite...11 continue d*ecrire, car rien ne le pouv.it 
retenir. ’nis 1 piece etait achevee bien »v nt que se 
baissat le rideau.2
For the sake of his art, Gide never loses sight of the way for any
3
end. Nonetheless, Claudel’s reference to "repos” has an answering 
chord in Cide whicn one may call serenity, joy, or harmony. One may or 
may not agree with Fartin-Chauffier that the finding of this state, after 
Madeleine Gide’s death, was to the detriment of Gide’s art. I believe 
that Cide had achieved this state before then, in his art itself. Th* 
hr-rnony of the Faux-ffionnayeurs depends on the co-existence of the contrad­
ictory attributes of mankind. Sven Gide’s /.rtistic summwa, therefore:, 
must appear as a state of •paroxysm* to Claudel for whom contradictions 
are but a prelude to rest, which means reduction to the e »sential, - and 
not inclusion as Cide had mistakenly believed when his relationship with 
Claudel began-: "...toute l’econoaie de 1’Eglise est la: nous permettre 
seulement de communier et nous debarrasser de tout le reste" (C, 10th June 
1912, 200).
Gide expx*esses his admiration for Claudel's letter twice in h a 
Journal, no doubt because it raises questions dear to him. Indeed, one 
wonders whether it ia Gide’s reaction to this letter or simply the cont­
inuation of his friendsnip for Claudel which causes him to send the latter 
a copy of Jumquid et tu? Whatever Gide’s reasons, Claudel sees in this 
work the opportunity he has been awaiting to resume his religious dialogue
1. ec: abowe^
2. Ic.tro litteralre, 18th - 24th August 1969, ”Un genie de la Contrad­
iction”, p.6.
5. See: loatoievaki, 1970, i>« 46: *•...* 11 ne faut gacher sa vie .our
t.ucun but*”.
,. e: .'.)VC, I rvwd \°\S.
b. J.l, 9th October ijid 21st December 192), pp. 770 amd 772.
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with Gide.
Claudel, who is always more practical than Jammes ia his faith,
entirely agrees with Cide that the Kingdom of God is with us now and
is not just the promised reward to he gained in life after death. However, 
he adds, it is not a finite object but a grain which may grow or die 
within us. For Claudel, the Christian is the man who, by total abandon­
ment, by total submission, allows this seed to subsist on the diminution
of his own personality. Gide's fault lies in his only partial abandon­
ment. However, he is:
A
. ..en proie a la Grace, dont le meilleur signe est cette 
preoccupation ^de^a Foi qui ne vous lache pas depuis 
tant d'annees et qui a deja accompli en vous tant de 
transformations" (C, 12th January 1924* 241)•
In fact, Claudel's analysis is not totally divorced from reality.
Gide's art has shown many different aspects of him and certainly bears 
the mark of his preoccupation with submission to a faith. However, if
✓
Cide has one faith, it is true to say that it is his own art. The Tralte 
du Narciase - and the very title of Gide's autobiography is to be taken
in the same sense - shows that the complete sacrifice of Gide's personality
will always be made by the artist in him and not by the potential Catholic
or Communist convert.
What, then, must one think of Gide's reply to Claudel's letter, when
he expresses his desire to talk to Claudel and adds: "...J'ai peur de vous,
AClaudel...Kotre conversation ne peut etre que grave et votre parole me 
secoue terriblement" (C, May 1925» 242)? The conversation which takes 
place between the two men does involve a confession from Cide but it is 
that: "Le cote ^oethlen.,.1 * a emporte aur le cote chretien" (C, 242).
In conversation, Gide has finally been totally frank with Claudel by 
telling him that his happiness lies in work and "sympathie". In his 
letter, Gide's ambiguity leads Cne to suppose that he is, in fact, drawing
closer to Claudel What is more, he makes no mention of the fact that
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Numquid et tu? w&a written during the First World War and reflects a 
state of mind long since past.
Kven at the tine when Gide wrote this work, one must take into 
account the fact that both the War and the Kussian Revolution had
affected Gide. George irachfeld comments on this:
The war had intensified his profound compassion for 
the downtrodden and his reliance on Christ's gospel 
of love. Profoundly disturbed, he felt a compelling 
desire for identification, be it with Catholics or 
even with rabid chauvinists.1
Gide's admission that he fears a meeting with Claudel is not, 
however, exaggerated. Claudel, by the #ery force of his personality 
and because of Gide's "sympathie" for him, may yet hinder Gids and crush 
his resolution to oppose hia Catholic friend and his precepts once and
for all. At the same time, Gide's sensitivity to the faithfulness of
2Claudel's friendship possibly makes him more ambiguous, less forceful 
in his letter, which is not a last resort.
In Gide's last published letter to Claudel, it is this aspect which
appears most fetrongly when Gide writes:
A songer a la Constance de votre amitie, je trouve 
quelque reconfort. Farfoia je me dis avec un peu de 
tristesse qu'il ne faut y voir qu'un persistant espoir 
de me convertirj et je mesure mon affection pour vous 
au chagrin que j'ai de vous decevoir (C, 15 th June 1926, 244).
To his verbal confession to Claudel, Cide thus adds a written reference 
to all that separates him from the Catholic writer, whom he nonetheless
admires.
Even now, however, Gide cannot be completely open with Claudel, but 
has to offer an out-dated and rather weak explanation of his attitude:
"Je ne puis adorer qu'un Lieu de verite. Je sals qu'il est le votre.
Mais que penser d'un arbre qui porte aussi de tels fruits?" (C, 245)• It 
is therefore not surprising that Gide's correspondence with Claudel should
1. Andre Gide and the Communist Temptation, Tiroz et Minard, 1959» p. 86.
By "rabid chauvinists", Erachfeld is referring to Gide's adhesion to 
yction Francalse in November 1916.
2. This does elist, in spite of Gide's rather unpleasant comments in his 
Journal of the 15th May 1925» J.l, p. 605.
3. In reply to Claudel's letter to Madame Gide. G./C. Corr., 20th August, 
1925, P. 245.
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end, not with their lettere on the Caves but years later with Claudel's 
optimistic belief that Gide's course is not yet run and that the gates 
of Heaven will one day close behind him.1, 2 * 4 5
Gide's correspondences thus continue intermittently with Claudel 
and Jammes long after he has made a moral and artistic choice against 
their wishes. His last few letters to both writers are due to his 
continued friendship for them but cannot truly be said to form a part of 
religious and artistic dialogue, which has ceased to serve Gide's 
purposes. Eventually, as Gide rightly guesses, even the bonds of friend­
ship are out as the two Catholic writers are forced into logical condemn­
ation of Gide.
The peace of a Goethe is a far more dangerous enemy than the search­
ings of a Nietzsche or a Dostoievsky. Much of Jammes* subsequent venom 
against Gide seems to be due to the fact that the Nouvelle revue francaise 
and, hence, Gide do not have the lack of success he feels that they, and 
not he, merit. Claudel's disgust is less petty but infinitely more over­
powering. Gide's thought is reduced by Claudel to "Le Protestantisms.••
2une perversion monstrueuse”, and of Oedipe he writes that it is "aussi
z X Xsalement ecrit que bassement pense. Cet horame distingue est devenu 
3vulgaire et grossier".
Although Gide takes an almost gleeful delight in finding fault with 
4
Le v-ouller de Latin. his attitude ia far less single-minded than that
of Claudel. He admits in 1950 to being on the side of Abelard's ration­
alism as opposed to Saint Bernard's mysticism, but "c'est avec dechirement".^ 
Gide, unlike Claudel, does not completely silence his understanding for
1. G./C. Corr., 25th July 1926, p. 245.
2. Lettre.-. ineditea aur I'Inquietude .oderne, 1951» letter of the
25th January 1951 • PP* 155-154.
5. Ibid, letter of 25th January 1951» P. 155.
4. J.l, 50th October 1929» p. 9^0.
5. Lettres inedites aur l'lnquletuce Moderns, letter of the 26th December
1950, p. 105.
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Claudel’s faith nor, even, his admiration for Claudel since:
...Claudel. Je l'aime et le veux ainsi, faisant la 
lecon aux catholiques transigeants, tiedes et qui 
cherchent a pactiser. Nous pouvons 1'admettre, 1‘admirer, 
il se doit de nous vomir. Quant a moi, je prefere etre 
vomi que vomir.1
In this chapter, it may seem that I have neglected the question of 
religious discussion which might normally be thought of as the basis of 
Gide’s correspondences with Claudel and Jammes.
Catherine Savage points out that:
X
...des besoins d‘hygiene spirituelle et psychologique 
poussaient Gide a vouloir dialoguer sur le Catholicisms 
avec Claudel et a faire semblant par moments de se rendre 
aux raisons du poete .2
On the whole, Gide regarded his attraction to Catholicism as weakness on 
his part engendered by his frequent periods of moral crisis. Literary 
sterility is also an important factor in the temptation of Catholicism 
for Gide^ and, hence, his ddsire for dialogue with Claudel who represented 
a source of strength against Gide's own failings.
It seems to me, therefore, that Gide’s need for “hygiene” is just 
as much literary as psychological or spiritual. After the publication 
of L'lmmoraliste. for example, Gide’s already existing doubts about 
morality and art flooded the literary void facing him and caused an 
intensified search for a new approach to art.
Under these circumstances, Catherine Savage believes that Claudel was
the perfect interlocutor since his art is “un jaillissement continu,
•' z 4
puissant, debordant, une maree de mots” whereas Gide’s art is all simp­
licity and severity. I feel that Gide had no intention of emulating 
Claudel*8 style and that Catherine S&vage might also have mentioned the 
attraction of the simplicity and freshness of Jammes* art, in the years
preceding La Porte etroite. Nonetheless, she is right in her assumption 
that Gide is interested in Claudel as a writer and that, while their
1. J.l, December 1931» P* 1096.
2. Savage, op. cit., p. 109.
j. Ibid, p. 98.
4. Ibid, p. 105.
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may differ, both Claudel and Gide ehare a common devotion to 
art, which ie the most likely ground for understanding between them.
Despite the fact that Catherine Savage pointe to the artistic basis
of Claudel's attraction for Gide, she does not resolve the question of
oCide's "bad faith” by reference to his artistic needs. To my mind,
this question is puzzling only if one considers the unifying factor of
Gide's correspondence with Claudel to be religion itself and not religion
in relation to art. Gide's courting-dance with Claudel^ is explicable
only if one considers, on the one hand, his attraction to the strength
Claudel draws from the "dechirement sublime”4 of Catholicism and, on the
other hand, his condemnation of the complacency Catholicism brings to its
writers. In other words, Catholicism has its uses both as a means of
broadening Gide's understanding and, by reaction, of convincing him that
his own approach to art is the right one for hi*. It is also the case
that discussion with his Catholic correspondents was a means to Gide's 
5
subordinating hia character and his thought to his artistic work.
If Gide had been interested in Catholicism as an end in itself, his
behaviour would have appeared to be an exaggerated and rather grotesque 
caricature of his own hesitancey. Thio is why 1 have tried to show, in 
this chapter, that, even in the height of "religious” discussion with 
Claudel, Gide's concern is with literature.^ Hence, Gide's "bad faith” 
is simply with a view to avoiding the discontinuation of discussion on 
literature, which is intended to enrich his art but also to enable Gide
1. Savage, op. cit., p. 105.
2. Ibid, pp. 110-112.
3. Which is the source of a very interesting study by Pierre Klossowski 
in Un si funeate Deair. Gallimard, 1963.
4. Peon Pisrre-^uint, Andre Gids, Pouvelle ed. Paris: Stoc.;, Belamain 
et Boutelleau, 1952, p. 451. Quoted by Catherine Savage, op. cit., 
p. 106.
5. See: above, pp. il*, »"?4,’‘'VXoo, IcA .
6. Except in the final stages of hia correspondence with Claudel, where 
G&ide is mors concerned with safeguarding friendship.
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to "prendre conscience de sa propre pensee”.
Despite the fact that Gide originally believed Jammes' and Claudel's
aims were similar to hia own, therefore, opposition between approaches to
art is the fundamental issue of dialogue in his correspondences with the
two men. This appears almost from the beginning in Gide's correspondence
with Jammes because the latter intuitively grasps the essential difference
between himself and Gide, which lies in the place and role of morality in
their work, Ae soon as Jammes realises this, he engages in discussion,
* 9Because Jammes is too sensitive to considerations of "litterature froiaaee”, 
Cide's respect for him diminishes. He sees that little is to be gained 
from Jansnes as a literary correspondent and, hence, is rapidly convinced 
that he must continue on his own way.
Claudel is endowed with greater logic and objectivity than Jammes 
and mingles religious and artistic precepts in a way which is attractive
to Gide and which shows that Henri Bavignon's following claim is a little
\
exaggerated: "Claudel fait tout Juste assez de concession a 1*artiste
z z 3pour eviter la rupture redouteepar lui".
Claudel's differences from Gide are less fierily obvious than those
of Jammes. Discussion upon artistic ideals is, therefore, longer-lived.
This Is also due to Clde'e respect for Claudel as a man and an artist, 
which causes him to be more tolerant of discussion on religion with Claudel
than with Jammes. In turn, Gide finds greater difficulty in stating that 
his reaction against Claudel is as strong as that he reaches against Jammes,
Nonetheless, open discussion on both similarities and differences 
proves to be more satisfactory in Gide's correspondences with his Catholic
friends than in that with Valery. On the whole, this seems to be due to
1, Ravage, op. cit., p. 110.
2. J.l, February 1911, p. 329* s x
5. Ie la 'Irlncesee de Cleves* a. 'Therese Desqueyroux', Palais des 
Academies, Brussels, 1963» PP» <>0-6l.
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the nature of Gide's correspondents who are ever-ready to provoke or be 
provoked Into discussion on the very moral and literary questions which 
preoccupy Gide most.
Initially, Gide's dialogue with Jammes and Claudel is, to some extent,
one with himself. James helps Gide to ensure the survival of Andre Walter
and Claudel, in 1905, not only helps Gide to maintain his links with the
more spiritual side of his nature but provides him with an example of what
Gide would like to become. M. Lelmat-Maraelet correctly remarks that:
L'amitie de Claudel semble jouer sur Gide a la maniere 
d'un reactif.•.11 aime dans cet homme le contradicteur,
1*ennemi salutaire, celui qui, s'o^posant a une part
Once Gide's equilibrium was re-established, nowever, the impetus to 
dialogue with Claudel became Intellectual and in reaction to Claudel, rather 
than profoundly motivated by Gide's needs. The tonlng-down of both 
Claudel's and Gide's ideas coses to an end and dialogue with it. The 
open expression of the two men's thought clarified once and for all that, 
for Claudel, discussion lead to Catholicism, for Gide, to his art.
Total submission to Catholicism meant, for Gide, the sacrifice of his
art. Gide preferred to sacrifice his friendship because:
'•••quand j'essays de depister me? raisons les plus 
secretes,...il me semble qu'elles sont d'un ordre 
plutGt eSthetique. Je sens que c'est plus beau comme 
£a, que ca offre plus de ressouroes; ?a permet d*aller 
plus loin, c'est d'un meilleur rendement, c'est..,ca 
qui me retient ou me pousse...'5
The importance of Gide's correspondences with Jaaaes and Claudel 
lies in the fact that they have swiftly helped him to realise this, to
A
see that his raison d'etre, his very equilibrium are to be found in
literature.
Gide's turning against Claudel and Jammes was indeed, primarily for
1. See:z above, p.H3A
2. Andre Gide 1'enchains. Bordeaux, Picquet, 1955» p- 94* Quoted by
Catherine Savage, op. cit., p. 110. ,
3. M.V.R., Cahiers 4, 30th November 1928, p. 386.
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literary reasons in Andre Malraux's opinion: "A Claudel, a Jammes,
a Peguy, il reprochait moins le Vatican, que ce qu'il appelait leur
romantisme. Ils n'admiraient pas asses Poussin”. This point of
view is entirely borne out by Gide's ”Notes pour une Etude sur Francis 
2
Jammes” in which he writes that Jammes is a poet and nothing else, being 
completely closed to all artistic values. In more general terms, this 
means that Gide was opposed to his Catholic friends because he believed 
in the personal rather than the rqystical motivation anc control of his 
art. Moreover, the role of Gide's art is to help men reach their 
highest achievement through lucidity and with no thoughts to their 
interests. Claudel's only concern was that his art mi^ht draw men to 
the common end of Catholicism or, in Gide's eyes, to the abandonment of 
their reason, to the unthinking but comfortable certainty of their
rectitude.
Having discussed briefly the course and Import of Gide's dialogue 
with Jammes and Claudel, it would be a mistake not to recapitulate the 
development in Gide's artistic outlook as it appears in his correspond­
ences with the two men. This is primordial to an understanding of how
z
Gide, from his starting-point as Andre Walter, will become the author of
the Kaux-Nonnayeura.
Gide's first letters to Jammes show him to be keenly aware of not 
only the need for greater spontaneity in his works but also to give
them a more moral orientation than before. The Nourritures terrestres
is the outcome of these wishes. In 1'Immoraliste. Saul and La Porte
z
etroite. Gide explores more critically the risks of losing sight of all 
else by too intense a search for moral, physical and religious fervour.
In all these works, Gide is obeying an inner necessity, studying various 
possibilities within himself. To this extent, Gide may be said to be
1. M.V.R., Cahiers 4. Preface, p. XXI.
2. J.l, Feuillets. pp. 720-725*
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lndulging in a thorough, mental spring-cleaning.
It ia within this context that Jammes suggests that Cide should 
devote his energies to a pure work or, if I may continue my housewifely 
metaphor, to polishing the silver and not to sweeping under the carpets*
In fact, as Gide himself tells Jammes, this is not possible until he has 
purged himself, one by one, of the darker sides of his nature*
The dearth in Gide's literature after L*Immorallate may have suggested 
that this state of affairs has been achieved*and that Gide is ready, as 
Jammes wishes, to adopt his role of "patre des berges". Certainly, it 
is during this period that Gide turns to Jammes and Claudel* Nonetheless,
the nature of Gide's attraction to the latter is indicative of his true
preoccupation* Claudel represents the successful mingling of one's
contradictions both in life and in art* While Gide is ready, as Jammes
z
desires, to limit himself, it is for the purposes of La Porte etroite, 
the last remaining work of his "youth" to be written. Underlying this, 
however, Gide's artistic intent is to be "pushed" ahead rather than
"retained".
This is to be kept in mind when one considers Le Eetour de 1* inf ant 
prodigue which is, on the surface, the nearest thing to "l'oeuvre pure" 
which Jammes has been advocating* This work is, in fact, another 
critical one based on Gide's doubts and, for Jammes, a pure work implies 
the exclusion of Gide's inner preoccupations of the moment*
The significance of the Eetour de l'rnfant pro digue also lies in the
fact that Gide, helped by his dialogue with Claudel and Jammes, is begin­
ning to "dance” on both feet and, hence, that the time of literary purging 
is coming to an end. The criticism in this work is no longer an implicit 
one of a Gidian possibility but, because of the dialogue-form, it is, in 
the end, a highly explicit one of what Claudel and Jammes represent for him*
Gide is thus on the threshold of dealing with intellectual or
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external preoccupations. He does not, forausnuch, write the work that
James expects from him. One ie aware of the direction Gide will take
when he agrees with Claudel that lyricism is a marvellous enemy. Gide 
is ready for greater objectivity as regards both moral and artistic 
presentation, as is to be seen in Corydon. Isabelle, and the Caves du 
Vatlcen. This change ln Gide's outlook is primarily due to the need to 
renew hia art, after finishing his ”•oeuvres de jeunesse'” (June 1911, 279) j 
but it is also due to the knowledge, to which Claudel and Jammes have 
contributed, that his works must, by appealing to reason and bo longer to 
emotions, strike a blow for ”oeux que le mensonge des moeurs etouffe comae 
moi” (c, 7th March 1914* 218). It is the consciousness of thia very role 
which gives the publication of his correspondences with Jammes and Claudel 
such importance in Gide's eyes.
CHAI TER IV
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CHAPTER IV
Lialogue in Gide’s Correspondence with
Martin du Gard
j ~T ia*V ro Au-C-V.
Although Gide's correspondences with Claudel and Jammes continued 
after the publication of the Caves, firm reaction against Catholicism 
dates from this period. The pain caused later by Henri Gheon's conversion 
and Gide's disapproving fears of a similar fate for Jacques Copeau are
personal but by no means negligible factors in his condemnation of Cath­
olicism as an enemy to truth.
In June 1915* Gide has just finished the Caves du Vatican. He has 
not yet written to Claudel to confess his pederasty and his intention of
fighting moral hypocrisy. He is, however, aware of what must always
separate him from Claudel and Catholicism and, at the same time, of the 
need for further change in his approach to art: "Il rae semble parfois que 
je n'ai rien ecrit de serieux jusqu'ici, que je n'ai presente qu'ironique-
ment ma pensee"
It is under these circumstances that Gide receives the manuscript of
Martin du Gard's Jean Baroia which provokes his immediate comment: "Je 
reste la devant sans critique, et j'approuve sans restriction. Celui qui 
a ecrit cela peut n'^tre pas un artiste; mais c'est un gaillard". This 
appraisal, had it come from the pen of a younger Gide influenced by 
.Symbolism and concerned perhaps more with literary form than content, might 
have appeared uncharacteristic.
At present, however, Gide's interest in Martin du Gard is easily 
explained. Gide wishes to make a break with irony in order to write a 
serious and more objective work.
1. M.V.K., Cahiers 4» 15th August 1921, p. 94.
2. J.l, 26th June 1913» ?• 388.
5. G./M.G. Corr.l, p. 9. From now on, in this chapter, all references
to this correspondence will appear in the text, as in the preceding 
chapters. Letter dates and page numbers will be preceded by "M.G.l" 
or "M.G.2", the latter numbers referring to the volumes.
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Such a change was also keenly desired by Gide's Catholic corresp­
ondents. Gide has, nonetheless, made it quite clear to Janines, at 
least, that his future work will not be religiously-inspired. Faith 
is now regarded by Gide as an artistic limitation and this helps to 
explain Gide's admiration for Jean Barois. Not only does Martin du Gard's 
work have as its principal subject the conflict between faith and humanism 
but also many of the ideas expressed in it correspond to Gide's preoccup­
ations. The questions of married life, liberty, individuality, the self­
interested conservatism of the Catholic Church, the role of art and life,
the future of mankind are all raised in Jean Barois.
Gide was probably also sensitive to Barois' plea for the positive 
effects of doubt and to the fact that Martin du Gard himself, by the 
dialogue-form of his work, was addressing the critical faculties of his
readers.
From a purely artistic point of view, Gide's admiration for Martin 
du Gard causes Maurice Rieuneau some perplexity since Gide cared little 
for historically accurate portrayals such as Martin du Gard made of the 
trial in Jean Bareis. Rieuneau, nonetheless, believes that Gide possibly 
saw behind Jean Barois "un romancier,...quelqu’un qui pourrait faire une 
grosse machine romanesque".
This is undoubtedly true but it might be more precise to say that
Martin du Gard's work showed Gide that he could profitably bring together,
in one work, the multiple aspects of his thought. Because Gide has
hitherto been an artist, a "precieux”, a ♦’quintessencie” like many of his
time, he is the first to admire the "gaillard" Martin du Gard because:
•..ceux-la seuls m*interessent profondement, qui luttent 
contre leur £poque et nagent a contre-courant. Je ne 
viens pas pr&tendre que Roger Martin du Gard soit le seul 
de nos jours a n'etre point precieux; mais il me parait 
que, parmi les non-pr6cieux, lui seul compte. On s'apercevra 
de cela dans vingt ans.3
1. Bntretiens, "Gide et Martin du Gard - Discussion", p. 115*
2. Divers, Gallimard, 1951» P» 200.
5. Ibid, p. 201.
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Gide's curiosity has been aroused by a literary effort alien to his own 
manner of writing but concordant wita his own preoccupations and, hence,
potentially enrichening for the future development of his art.
Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gard does not become regular
until 1919* X In his Journal, Martin du Gard describes one of their 
2meetings during the war years noting how they both share the same pre­
occupation with morality, the same desire for a complete social renaissance 
and a new and worthy way of life. When the two men discussed their
literature, the same accord is to be found. Gide would like to write a 
work belonging to the same "family" as Martin du Gard's projected work,
Le Bien et le Mal, and to make a break with irony. Martin du Gard writes
of Gide: "Il projette un roman enorme, en mosaiquej il pense La 
Chartreuse et a Guerre et laix.^ il voit trois parties, avec la Guerre 
au milieu, faisant une scission absolue entre avant et apres" (M.G.l, 655)•
The most interesting aspect of these literary plans is Gide's obvious 
desire for experimentation with an art form which is not originally his 
own but is -Far more natural to Martin du Gard. Gide's astonishing sim­
ilarity to Martin du Gard at this stage1 2 * 4 seems to form part of the same 
pattern which attracted him towards Claudel and Jammes. Gide is once 
again trying to broaden his sphere of literary possibilities. Not only 
does he depend upon his faculty for "depersonnalisation poetique" for this 
but also conscious investigation of artistic principles other than those
1. This is due partly to meetings but mainly to a general decrease in 
Gide's correspondence during the War because of his activities in the 
Foyer I ranco-belge.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, Annex to letter 15, extract from Martin du Gard's 
Journal of the 17th May 1915» p. 655*
5. See: M.V.R., Cahiers 4, 21st October 1922, p. 158: "'Je relis en^ z 
ce moment La Guerre et la Falx, et je me rends compte que c'est decide- 
ment le realisme que je n'aime pas, quel qu'il soit. Je ne puis me 
passer d'un peu de fantantique. Ches Tolstoi, c'est toujours le meme 
eclairage plat, un peu de cinema. Eh bien! quand je fais le tour de 
toute la litterature, si je reussis mon roman, c'est malgre tout & pa 
que je voudrais qu'il ressemble, par le cote touffu, sautes brusques 
d'un milieu dans un autre, sans transitions ni explications'".
4. Martin du Gard also stresses their similarity in his letter of the 
6th January 1914» G./M.G. Corr. 1, p. 129.
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he already possesses.
The modern reader may smile on learning Gide’s wish to emulate War 
and Peace in his Eaux-Monnayeurs. However, in spite of the many diff­
erences between Gide and Martin du Gard or Tolstoy, which are so ably 
discussed by Jean Delay,1 2this intention shows that Gide initially believed 
similarity to Martin du Gard to be more advantageous than opposition.
Martin du Gard and his work have shown an artistically dissatisfied Gide 
the possibility of new literary paths to be followed.
Martin du Gard's literary aims are perhaps best expressed in his own
words on Jean Barois;
Je voudrais tant revetir raes creations d'une vie 
intense! d'une telle vie, que, devant elles, le 
lecteur soit exactement (ou presque •••) comme il est 
devant une r£alite. Je voudrais que mon Barois soit 
assez vivant pour qu'on l'accepte tel qu'il est, comme 
un fait, comae une evidence, - et sans en disouter la 
fabrication, comme s'il s*agissait d'une marlonnette!
(M.G.l, 6th January 1914, 1J0).
Thus, Martin du Gard raises one of the fundamental sources of dialogue 
2between hiiaself and Gide, albeit unknowingly.
Encouraged by a conversation with Gide, Martin du Gard consciously 
broaches the same problem in his first important letter to Gide after the 
War. Both he and Gide, he writes, are obsessed with objectivity whioh, 
for Martin du Gard, is "le don magique supreme, l'enfantement total, la 
creation toute pure...le but" (M.G.l, 28th May 1919, P« 141). Martin du 
Gard congratulates Gide on the first part of La Jymphonie pastorale^ 
which ia, in his opinion, the nearest Gide has come to attaining this goal
since Martin du Gard feels the characters are no longer attached to the
narrator but are entities with a rich and cox lex life of their own.
This praise for Gide's reclt explains Martin du Gard's concept of 
literary objectivity. A. work must not be controlled ana limited by the
1. In his Introduction to the Correspondance.
2. This will be seen later in this chapter.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 1, pp.i4i.-l4A..
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author'a personality, prejudices or artistic precepts but by the desire 
to paint life itself. On this, both Gide and hartin du Gard agree to a 
certain extent. However, Gide’a own words, "un artiste”, "un gaillard", 
may be used to show how their techniques differ. So strong is Kartin 
du Card's refusal of "parti pris" that he is attracted to the dialogue 
form and to subject-matter which allows the portrayal of life apparently 
quite unrelated to his own. Gide, on the other hand, more artist than 
"gaillard", is more intent on stylistic objectivity1 2than on painting a 
world to which his existence is unnecessary.
Thus, Gide, more easily than his friend, mey be tempted to leave 
objectivity aside, as Martin du Gard accuses him of having done in the 
second part of La jymphonle pastorale. Gide has obeyed "une logique 
subjective, une logique de composition" and no longer "cette complexite 
contradietoire de la vie" (M.G.l, 28th Kay 1919, 142).
Kartin du Gard's point of view ie, to ay mind, justified. Gertrude’s
development is traced so sketchily that nothing pre-supposes one to believe
that, taken out of her element by having her sight restored, she must
perish. Her death does not depend upon her character which, in any case,
we know only through the pastor's eyes, nor is it necessary to bring the
Pastor face to face with himself. Had Gertrude lived and married Jacques, 
2Gide could still have finished his book as he did. Cide has bowed to
artistic effects and not to psychological veracity.
Gide himself is delighted with Kartin du Gard’s criticisms: "... 
comblen je vous sais gre de me parler ainsi, cher ami. Vous alles 
tellement dans le sens de mes plus intlmes pensees" (M.G.l, 50th May 1919, 
145)• Although brief, Gide’s reply shows that his time as a writer of
1. J.l, 7th May 1912, p. 567: "Je veux n'avoir pas de maniere que celle 
qu’exige aon sujet".
2. Bomans, Sp, p. 950: "J'aurais voulu prier, mais je sentais mon coeur 
plus eride que le desert".
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reclts and soties is over. Martin du Gard’s opinion gives confirmation
of the need to show life in all its complexity which, for Gide, may only
be done in the novel, as Ramon Fernandez points out:
La conquete du roman suppose pour Gide une double 
reussite: reuaslte psychologique, reusaite artistique: 
peu a peu, elle lui apparent comme 1 • achevement de sa 
destinee d*artiste, et aussi comme son installation complete 
dans la vie.2
A letter from Gide** 5 gives Martin du Gard the opportunity to explain 
his point of view more fully and with his already customary "franchise" 
(M.G.l, 3^d July 1919» 145). Gide confesses that sometimes he regrets 
having involved himself so fully in life to the detriment of literary 
production. Nonetheless, he believes that, had he written more, the 
quality of his work would have suffered not simply from prolixity but also 
through the loss of "le sens aigu de la vie" (M.G.l, 17th July 1920, 152). 
Gide explains that he hates confusion and thinks that long intervals between 
works destroy the superfluous considerations which ruin and date so much
literature.
In spite of Gide’s encouragement to squash "bien des scrupules et des 
timidites" (152), Martin du Gard feels some hesitation in offering advice 
to the elder man but is, much to Gide’s content, incapable of not speak­
ing his mind. He protests that he has never, as Gide seems to think, 
condemned lack of production. The artist’s involvement in life is, on 
the contrary, of supreme importance since:
...un livre, comme nous l’entendons, doit exprimer toute une 
periode de la vie de son auteur; il doit avoir la couleur 
de cette periode; et ce n’est qu’apres avoir evolue et 
change de couleur, que l'on sent a nouveau le besoin de dire 
ces choses nouvelles (M.G.l, 22nd July 1920, 153)*
What Martin du Gard wishes from Gide is his abandonment of the
limitations of his former successive, fragmentary and voluntarily restricted
1. On the 9th July 1919» Gide informs Maria Van Kysselberghe that he has
begun the Faux-Monnayeurs. M.V.R., Cahiers 4, p. 28.
2. Andre Gide, Correa. Paris, 1931» P« 128.
5. This letter has been prompted by a conversation in which he fears he 
has not been sufficiently clear.
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works. In these, he writes, Gide has described with consuanate art and 
unsurpassable depth "un petit coin de vie" (155)* But, 2'iartin du Gard 
complains, none oi these works has come to grips w th life itself in all 
its richness, magnificence and complexity. In fine, these works, although 
perfect, are but studies, in Martin du Gard's opinion.
Moreover, despite the variety and excellence of Gide's books, Martin 
du Gard says that he has come to realise more and more that Gide'3 char­
acter and life are infinitely richer than his work. Gide is approaching 
maturity but has not yet written "l'oeuvre large et panorataigue'' (M.G.1, 
22nd July 1920, 155) that Martin du Gard expects from him. Here, the 
latter seems to be suggesting that Gide has achieved all the fullness and 
complexity necessaxy for such a work.
Martin du Gard believes that Gide has perhaps been unable, hitherto, 
to pour all his resources into one work because of a mistaken attitude 
towards his own methodology: the weakness of the endings of Gide's works 
has perhaps persuaded him that a longer work would be impossible for him. 
Gide's impatience with his works and his desire to resume life are, in 
Martin du Gard's opinion, symptomatic of the fact that each was "un 
fragment de 1* grande envie qui vous sollicite" (M.G.l,
154). Were Gide to include all his preoccupations in one book, Martin 
du Gard suggests, he would no longer feel limited and frustrated^ on the 
contrary, he would experience "une impression de rebondiasement successif, 
et un entrain sans cease renouvele” (154)• Martin du C&rd gives
Dostoievsky's Idiot as an example to Gide. Gut of this novel he is sure
that Gide would have made several. Dostoievsky's strength lies in 
"l'enchev4trement hard! de tous ses sujets divers" (M.G.l, 155).
Martin du Gard's advice is all the more interesting when compared to 
Gide’s own choice of Tolstoy as an example. Martin du Gard's own
preferences go to Tolstoy and Gide's to Dostoievsky. Possibly belated
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proof of the help Martin du Gard has given Gide is to be found in Gide's
Journal des Faux-Monnayeurs:
Je reprocherais a Martin du Gard 1*allure discursive 
de son r&cit; se promenant ainsi tout le long des annees, 
sa lanterne de romancier eclaire toujours de face les 
evenements qu'il consider©, chacun de ceux-ci vient a son 
tour au premier plan; jamais leurs lignes ne se m£lent et, 
pas plus qu'il n'y a d'ombre, il n'y a de perspective.
C'est deja ce qui me gene dans Tolstoi.2
In Contrast to Tolstoy, Gide adds a footnote:
Dickens et Dostoiewski sont de grands maltres en cela.
La lumiSre qui eclaire leurs personnages n'est presque 
jamais diffuse. Dans Tolstoi, les scenes les mieux venues 
paraissent grises parce qu'elles sont egalement eclairees 
de partout. Interdt successif.5
Thus Gide transcribes nis realisation that Tolstoy's and Martin du Gard's
literary techniques are not for him without, forasmuch, indicating his
original interest ln them. This is but one of Gide's eventual reserves
as to Martin du Gard's advice. Nonetheless, the importance of the
latter's opinion is to be seen when Gide writes to him:
Je suis un tres mauvais correspondent, mais je sens que 
c'est un peu a vous que je m'adresse, en ecrivant mon 
livre et que c'est ma vraie fagon de vous ecrire...Je 
voudrais obtenir de inoi de ne conceder rien a la mode, 
a l'usage, ni surtout a la virtuo^site (M.G.l, 12th September
1922, 191).
Here, Gide shows his desire to remain true to the concept of object­
ivity which enabled Martin du Gard to criticise the second part of Gide's 
oymphonle pastorale with its author's full approval. Life itself and 
not simply artistic considerations are to govern Gide. Thus, despite the 
fact that Gide's techniques will differ from those of Martin du Gard's, 
he shares his friend's fundamental expectations for Les Kaux-Xtonnayeurs.
The publication of Corydon1 2 * 4 turns Martin du Gard's attention moment­
arily away from Gide's novel. For the first time, Martin du Gard makes
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, 10th August 1920, p. 156: "Vous ne pouvez savoir de 
quel secours m'a ete votre lettre..."
2. J.F.M. pp. 29-50.
5. J.F.M. p. 50. It is also interesting to note that Gide mentions re­
reading The Idiot in his entry of the 28th November 1921, p. 55.
4. A limited number of copies were published in Bruges in 1920.
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no attempt to apologise for his freeness of speech which he now looks 
upon as being accepted with entire good grace by Gide. The tee inter­
locutors of Corydon irritate Martin du Gerd intensely. In his opinion, 
the subject of Corydon is one close to Gide’s heart but, paradoxically,
Clde uses the moat impersonal tons to write of it. Indeed, hs feels 
Gide almost seems to reprove what hs is seeking to defend.
Martin du Gard believes that Corydon should have depicted "la passion 
avec une telle sincerite, un tel accent de verite, une si exacts chaieur, 
qu’elle s’impose comae une realite" (M.G.l, 7th October 1920, 157). In 
Martin du Gard’s eyes, defence and explanation make homosexuality seen a 
personal, ephemeral problem. He believes that only through the beauty 
and truth of a moving work of art any pederasty be shown to be e part of 
reality with its own complexity and contradictions. Gide’s attempt to 
legitimise homosexual desire has failed because of "Trop d»intentions" 
(M.G.l, 1>7)• Gide has been wrong, he Insists, to bow to false, lifeless 
objectivity where "la chalsur st 1*abandon total a votre sinoerite" (M.G.l, 
157) should have been the means of achieving "un miracle de vie" (M.G.l, 
157).
Gide maxes no direot reply to Martin du Gard, reserving the right 
to self-defenoe for a conversation.^* It is not unlikely, however, that 
he explained himself in terms similar to those of his Feuillets, where 
hs states his belief that the impersonal tone of Corydon is necessary to
underline the generality of the problem raised. Corydon is no personal
p
vindication. as such, Gids himself shares Martin du Gard’s doubts 
x
about the boldness of his work. 0ns wonders if Martin du Gard’s comments
were not responsible for Gide’s using aesthetic persuasion to greater
1. C./ta.G. Corr. 1, October 1920, p. 159.
2. The Influence of Cide’s own liaison with Marc Allegret was, however, 
an important factor in his need to writs such a work.
5. M.V. <., Cahiers 4. 29th October - 4th ^tovember 1913, and 21st April
1919, PP. 7-3 sad 17» where Clde’a comments on this work.
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effect, in Si le Crain ne meurt to demonstrate the beauty of homo­
sexual desire as opposed to the muridanity of its heterosexual counter­
part.
It is interesting that, while Martin du Gard, in his own work, is 
not averse to dialogue between opposing parties, he should advise Gide 
against this. One is reminded of the Martin du Gard who advocates 
Dostoievsky as a guide to Gide, the novelist, thus proving that the advice 
he gives is always shaped by his knowledge of Gide and not simply by his
own convictions.
This is again shown to be the case when Martin du Gard continues by 
criticising di le Grain ne meurt. In spite of his own dislike of self­
expression in his works, Martin du Gard reproaches Gide with having shown 
the reader only what he might have guessed anyway. While this, in Martin 
du Gard's opinion, is one of the best and most beautiful things Gide has 
written, beauty alone is not enough since: "Vous £tes la au coeur meme 
du Ju^et; le seul, 1*unique: vous. Il faut que le genie s’y eploie 
en totalite” (M.G.l, 7th October 1920, 198). Gide has succumbed to the 
charm of his own memories which has produced "cette belle coulee de aiel" 
rather than "une image d'une inoubliable verite" (198).
Martin du Gard would like Gide to change his work and open "la ports 
secrete...et.•.nous y conduire avec vous, dans un flot de lumiere" (198). 
Martin du Gard's view of Gide's "lighting" techniques is thus similar to 
that of Henri Rambaud who believes that Cide is "un mattre du clair-obscur" 
because:
...le plein jour de l'aveu peut ne pas etre une moins
"specieuse ceinture" que la clarte du style. Bn homme 
qui dit tant, on se persuade presque inevitablement 
qu'il dit tout. Comme il n'y a rien de tel que de 
s'avancer un masque a la main pour donner a croire qu’on 
se presente le visage nu; cependant, refl6chissez, la 
consequence n'est pas necessaire; car on peut avoir
1. J.2, SI, pp. 561 and 578. z
2. Such advice is to be contrasted to Valery's warning of the risks 
of self-confession, dee: above, Chapter II, p. 141.
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deux masques, et, davantage, et, il se pourrait que 
celui qu'on exhibe si candidement ait tout juste pour 
fonction d'empecher qu'on se demands si notre visage 
n'en porterait pas un second.1
To some extent this opinion is justified since Gide's openness hid much 
that he did not tell.
Nonetheless, I feel one must view the problem of the "cl&ir-obscur" 
less as a personal safeguard than as a literary technique. The "clair- 
ob3cur” does not just concern what Gide said but the way in which he 
presented his literary material.
Gide's later reproaches against both Tolstoy and Martin du Gard in 
2his journal des i aux-Monnayenrs are to be remembered here. Without 
shadow there can be no perspective. The amount of light is not all­
important to Gide. Rather, one must study the point from which the light 
flows; all shadows depend upon this and all figures upon their shadow. 
This implies that whatever reality Gide shows will be highly personalised 
and quite dependent upon his characters and their ideas; hence the 
importance of knowing from what angle the scene depicted is b^ing studied; 
and hence the importance of contrast to form a complete picture. Gide's 
light is deliberately not impartial, so that the reader is not forced into
passivity by the very clarity of the "flot de luraiere" Kartin du Gard 
projects onto his literary creation. Unfortunately, Gide does not take 
full advantage of this opportunity for disouss ion but he does promise to 
add certain things to his work, which he will write with "une impudeur 
dont vous porterez la responsabillt£" (M.G.l, October 1920, 139). Gide's 
use of the word "impudeur" shows that he has accepted Martin du Gard's 
advice only insofar as it finds an echo in his own thought. The full 
implications of Martin du Gard's recommendations do not elicit a response 
from Gide. Simply he has extracted what may encourage him to follow an
1. jntretiens, "Andre Gide et l’Art du olair-obscur", p. 273*
2. J.F.M., pp. 29—3G.
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Inclination which is his own and to which he has not given full play 
in Corydon.
Martin du Gard comes back to the subject of the Faux-Monnayeurs 
only after a complete re-reading of Gide’s works. For him, the 
Nourritures is a work apart as ’’C’est la que votre odeur reste la plus 
penetrante" (M.G.l, 17th July 1921, 167). Gide’s recits, on the other 
hand, while often excellent, and always instructive, are noticeable,
Martin du Card feels, more for the prodigious skill of their "fabric­
ation”. Like Baudelaire, Martin du Gard comments, Gide understands art
as artifice.
This fact has aroused Martin du Gard’s anxiety for the progression
of the Faux-Mo nnayeurs. Ee bids Gide not to hide behind the example of
Dostoievsky’s literary procedure since, with the Russian writer,:
Les prodigieuses habiletes...semblent toujours 
spontanees: c’est a son insu, semble-t-il, que son 
genie combine ses savants detours, ces deroutants 
renversements. Sa volonte semble hors du jeu.
(M.G.l, 167).
Gide, Martin du Gard feels, is all too conscious of his own skill and
derives immense satisfaction and amusement from his "fabrication”. As
Martin du Gard points out, the truly great author gives his reader no 
opportunity to see just how he has pulled the strings. In fact, Gide 
himself would be the first to agree with this and considered that both 
Martin du Gard, himself, and Simenon fulfilled this condition.^
For Martin du Gard, Gide’s best pages are those where his sensitiv­
ity takes control over his intelligence and where his aim is no longer to 
astonish his reader by his virtuosity. A few pages are not, however, 
enough for Martin du Gard who explodes:
1. Divers, Gallimard, 1951, p. 199. where Gide comments on Martin du 
Gard’s writing: "Il n’y a la ni raffinements psychologic, ues, ni 
recherches de style...et la grand force de 1*auteur lui permet de 
se passer de tout cela. Je ne connais pas d’fccriture plus neutre, 
et qui se laisse plus completement oublier". Francis Lacassin 
and Gilbert Sigaux, Simenon, Pion, 1975. letter of the 6th January 
1959 from Gide to Simenon, p. 594: "A vrai dire je ne comprends 
pas bien comment vous concevez, composes, 6crivez vos livres. Il 
y a 1^, pour moi, un mystere qui m’interesse particuliferement".
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N*ecrirez-vous done jamais ce livre-la?...„uel demon 
critique vous retient toujours, a callfourchon sur 
les vannes de l’ecluse, et qui a*amuse a doser avec 
une science espiegle les echappements de l'eau?
Laissez ce jeu a ceux qui n’ont qu’un filet d’eau a 
diriger, et qui doivent, a force d’artifice, donner 
a leur ruisselet l’apparenee, l’lnteret, d’une 
riviere. Kais voua! (M.G.l, 17th July 1921, 168).
Martin du Gard's anger is perhaps excessive hut, nonetheless, pertinent. 
Writing of the Caves du Vatican, Francois-Paul Alibert reached the more 
general conclusion:
Toute oeuvre d’art bien entendue n’est, ou ne devrait 
etre qu’un jeu. C’est bon pour les fanatiques de la 
delectation morose comme Flaubert, de croire le contraire 
et de s’y extenuer, au nom de je ne sale quel serieux 
dont ils meurent. Tout, meme le traglque n’est qu’un 
jeu...2
The notion of "play” is a part and parcel of Gide's life and, hence, 
cannot be excluded from his art. This, admittedly, may disconcert the 
reader but, as Christopher Bettinson points out in his book on the Caves 
du Vatican, this is quite deliberate and profoundly motivated by the very 
theme of Gide’s work, - that of relativity. Obviously, however, in any 
game, one may get carried away by the fun of the moment and forget the true 
aim. This is artistic temptation and Martin du Gard is right to warn 
Gide against it.^
A comparison may be drawn between Martin du Gard's reproaches and
those of Gide’s Catholic correspondents. ’While Jammes criticises the 
basis of Gide's thought, however, Martin du Gard attacks its influence
on the form of his work. Both Jammes and the atheist Martin du Card share
a common desire to see Gide write a culminating work; but the former 
wishes for fixity and limitation in works which would serve a cause and
the latter for all-incluaivenees in works of which the only aim would be
1. En Marge d'Andre Gide, Les Oeuyrea Representatives, laris 1930, P- 71.
2. n>tudles lxf French Literature 20<^Clde : Les Caves du Vatican.)
Edward Arnold 1972, pp. 25-28. J
3. 3ee: G./Cheon Corr. 1, 27th September 1901, p. 3^3* "J’ai de plus 
en plus peur de donner dans le roman eat ir ique, dans le 'castigat 
ridendo'. Le comique, le ridicule, l’illogique de l'exi^tenoe desz 
autres et de la mienne m'excitent chaque fois d'une manlere plus deman- 
geante.•.L’empirisme est pourtant bien contraire a nos belles theories!”
4. G./J. Corr., 10th June 1902, p. 192.
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to resemble life and humanity as closely as possible.
Gide is delighted at being thus spurred on by Martin du Gard. With 
unacceptable modesty, he claims that Martin du Gard is mistaken in over­
emphasising his "habilet^". However, he agrees that: "...une ingeniosite 
est presque toujours une petitesse (le camouflage d’)" (M.G.l, 19th July 
1921, 169). In theory, Gide wishes his "hebilet^" to exist only when 
justified by the very subject of his work.^ Martin du Gard is to help 
him make this voluntary restriction. Gide ends his letter almost 
impatiently: "Mais si! Mais si! c’est ce livre-la que je veux ecrire" 
(M.G.l,).
Martin du Gard resumes his attacks after hearing the first forty 
2
pages of the Faux-Monnayeur3. He is struck by the superior quality of
the dialogue and reiterates his idea that: "...un roman en scenes...un 
iilm dialo^ui" (M.G.l, 16th December 1921, 177) might be the best form 
for this work. Interestingly, while Martin du Gard condemns dialogue in 
Corydon, he now advocates it for the Faux-Monnayeura, perhaps because the
latter is a living work and has none of the artificiality of en apologia 
for homosexuality. With his Faux-Monnayeurs Gide’s work has taken an 
extraordinary new turning in Martin du Gard’s opinion. Therefore, 
dialogue form might help to keep Cide "en pleine creation directe" (M.G.l, 
16th December 1921, 177) and prevent him from falling back on "les 
subtilites litteraires" which, Martin du Gard adds ironically and rather 
unfairly, "tout un glorieux passe vous pousse a introduire dans votre 
nouveau livre" (M.G.l, 177).
Martin du Gard is right in his assumption that Gide's former 
creations have not directly captured life’s richness. Gide himself was 
quite conscious of this. However, Martin du Gard does not take
1. Gide’s desire to avoid gratuitous ingeniousness is parallel to his 
concern with stylistic motivation. See: M.V.R, Cahiers 4»
16th April 1921, p. 75» where Gide condemns Gautier thus: "Chez 
lui, le mot toujours remplace la vie".
2. In Paris. G/M.G. Corr., 10th and 16th December 1921, pp. 176-177» 
and Annex, p. 660.
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into account here the fact that all Gide’s literary skill was used in
his recits towards infusing intensely living qualities into the human 
problems represented by hia characters. Gide’s "literary subtleties" 
are not as gratuitous nor as opposed to life as Martin du Gard thinks.
Nonetheless, it is noticeable that, while Gide uses dialogue form 
in Corydon and his Interviews imaginalres, he never entirely abandons 
narrative in his fictional works even as dialogue increases in importance.
To this extent, Gide controls his subject-matter more obviously than 
Martin du Gard and this is why the latter fears that Gide's "creation"
in the Faux-Monnayeurs will not be "direct".
Gide ia also warned by his friend against including in this promising 
work any superfluous subjects of personal scandal.^ Gide’s attributing 
obvious homosexual desires to Edouard causes Martin du Gard to wonder if :
"...ce n’est pas un moyen, dont l'emploi est plain de danger, de reintroduire 
le ’subjectif* dans une oeuvre qui s’en passerait fort bien " (M.G.l,
16th December 1921, 176). Martin du Gard would prefer greater ambiguity 
whioh would produce the same astonishing "clairs-obscurs" (M.G.1, 16th 
December 1921, 178) as are to be found in Dostoievsky's literature.
Martin du Gard concludes by deploring the fact that, although Gide poss­
esses all the elements to make a masterpieces
...une certaine disposition tortus de son cerveau
1'incite sans cesse a couper net le mouvement, pour
1'introduction parasite de supplements ’curieux*, 
auxquela on ne pourra prendre qu’un plaisir passager 
et cerebral! (M.G.l, 178)•
This is precisely what will date Gide’s work but, Martin du Gard adds, 
he doubts whether Gide is capable of abandoning these stylistic and
contextual peculiarities.
Once again Martin du Gard has come back to the subject of objectivity.
1. This is, of course, a reference to the parallel that may be drawn 
between Gide's relations with Marc Allegret and those of Edouard 
with Olivier.
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His advice to Gide to mix rather than separate the elements in his
possession complements his belief that life is richly complex and that 
its literary representation must be so too. Gide is in danger, Martin 
du Gard writes, of falling into the trap of exploring the individual 
case, of projecting too much light on what ia M’subjectif•" with the 
result that his work may not flow longitudinally.
Unfortunately, Gide makes no written reply to this letter. By 
turning to his Journal des 1 aux-?onnayeurs. however, one gains some idea 
of his views on this topic. He has no wish to make a "panorama”" of 
his work but a picture. His ideas upon the distribution of light in his 
work seem exactly those of Martin du Gard, who has understood Gide well 
enough to realise that his gifts are not those of a Tolstoy. Gide is
for both clarity and obscurity. However, Martin du Gard is advocating,
as ever, the mingling of the two. His very transcription, "clairs-obscurs",
shows this. Such a presentation is analagous to the conflicting evidence
life itself often presents. Gide, on his own admission, is more interested
in the starting-point of light and the shadows produced than by the actual 
2light projected. This means that Cide*a "clairs" are not an off-set to 
his "obscura*’ but have a spot-light effect. Gide's reader is a partic­
ipant because Gide presents not evidence but a problem: given that light 
comes from point X and shines upon point Y, what is contained in the 
obscurity which surrounds Y?
The fact that Gide attaches importance to the source of light 
suggests that he is more partisan, more subjective than Martin du Gard 
whose fears as to Gide's "inutile t^merite" (M.G.l, 16th December 1921,
177) not unjustified. The fact that Gide is more than ready to brave
1. J.F.M. p. JO.
2. J.F.M. p. 50, "Etudier - ombre".
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scandal is shown by his disappointment at the calmness with which the 
stage-production of Saul is received.1 2 3 4 * 6 7There has been no hostility, no 
indignation, merely a refusal to recognise that King Saul's desire is 
homosexual and, to Gide, this is failure.
Thus, Gide seems to be unable, as Martin du Gard suspects, to banish
highly individual subjects from his work. Nonetheless, he shares his 
2
friend's wish that his be no ephemeral success. Gide's anxiety to 
write a work which will last by achieving more than hollow perfection or 
passing significance is echoed by earlier fears that he is destined to be
a theorist. When asked on the same occasion which novelist he would like
to be, Gide replied without hesitation "Dostoievski”. Although, in hia
correspondence with Martin du Gard, Gide does not mention such an aspir- 
4
ation in connexion with the Faux-Monnayeurs, it is obvious that, like 
his friend, he desires his novel to emulate life and not just ”un coin
de vie” with all the restrictions this entails.
Although the two writers become immersed in thdir work to the detri- 
5
ment of epistolary discussion, the Faux-Monnayeurs is never far from
their minds.
A stay made by Martin du Gard at Cuverville leaves him with the
admiring sensation that, the in the Faux-Monnayeurs, Gide has at last
managed to join his extremes, since in Edouard there is a little of 
7
]aludes and in Bernard one sees Lafeadio. In spite of such justified
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 21st June 1922, pp. 182-184.
2. Ibid, 12th September 1922, p. 191» "Je - virtuosite..."
3. M.V.R., Caniers 4. 7th June-20th July 1919»
4. See: G./m.G. Corr. 1, 7th October 1922, p. 193» where Gide even admits 
that, aespite his waning enthusiasm for War and Peace, it is this work, 
if any, which he would like as a model for his novel.
3. Meetings also account for this.
6. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 18th July 1922, p. 187; 22nd July 1922, p. 187;
12th September 1922, p. 191; 7th October 1922, p. 193> 14th December 
1922, p. 201; 26th December 1922, p. 204.
7. The original Bernard in the Faux-Mo nnay eur s was, in fact, Lafeadio.
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praise, Gide continues to experience great difficulty in working.
It is in Annecy that Gide reverts to the conception of hie novel.
George Eliot's Middlemarch seems to have chased away Gide's lack of
2 afervour by raising the question of "le role du choeur, id eat: les 
reflexions de 1'auteur" (M.G.l, 25th February 1925, 211). Gide feels 
this is missing not only from his own work but also from Martin du Gard'i
Thibault.
Martin du Gard remains sceptical as to the results to be obtained 
for his own work since, outwith scenes and direct dialogue, he feels 
incompetent. Nor, he adds, has Gide anything to gain from such a proc­
edure since the best parts of the Caves were those where the author's
presence was not felt.
Whether one agrees with this judgement or not, the passages in the
Caves, where Gide intervenes directly, appear less natural than those in
the Faux-Monnayeurs. This seems to me to be due to what Christopher
Bettinson calls Gide's "paradoxical attitude towards his characters - 
xlibertarian and totalitarian at the same time". Bettinson lays this
down to the fact that Gide, "Having abandoned a central plot and a
unilinear concept of time, ...must demonstrate his ability to control
but not stifle the contradictory movements of reality. The balance of 
4these forces is possible only in the work of art". As Bettinson points 
out, this balance is destroyed in the theatrical version of the Cave3.
Without the author's intervention, the Caves becomes a farce. Martin
du Gard is thus not entirely correct when he tells Gide that his desire 
5to intervene is a purely artistic preoccupation. Nonetheless, one 
cannot blame him completely for fearing that Gide's plans for his Faux-
Fonnayeurs may mean a return to "virtuosite" at the expense of more
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 1st February 1925, p. 207.
2. See: M.V.R. Cahiers 4» 21st October 1922, p. 158» where Madame 
Van Rysselberghe writes of the role of Gide's reading: "A travers 
tout ce que dit Gide, quel que soit 1'auteur dont il parle, on sent 
qu'il pense a son roman, pour le comparer, pour l'opposer".
5. Gide: hes Caves du Vatican, studies in French Literature 20, Edward 
Arnold 1972, p. 50.
4. Ibid, pp. 50-51*
5* G./M.G. Corr. 1, 1st March 1925, p. 215.
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objective writing.
Martin du Gard*a advice on the intervention of the author and hia 
fear a for a precipitous ending to Gide*a work^ cause Gide momentary 
hesitation. He admits that he may resume work on the h aux-Monnayeur^ 
only after a conversation with Marlin du Gard. Whatever the contents of 
this conversation were* Gide finally ignores Martin du Gard's advice on
both counts and one is reminded of Cide's comment! "Les vraies influences
sur moi,s'exercent par reaction" (M.G.l* 22nd March 1931, 467). One's
only regret is that* as so often* Gide confines merely his final decision 
2to writing and not the discussion prior to his reaching it.
Gide's Dostoievski replaces the Faux-Mo nnayeura in an important 
letter from Martin du Gard. While reproaching Gide with having left his
work in the incoherent state of his lecture on Dostoievsky*^ Martin du
/
Gard adds: "Kais c'est un voyage de cimes et on en revient etourdl et
vivifie" (M.G.l* 22nd July 1923, p. 223). In his opinion* the reader will
wrongly seek an explanation of all Gide's work in this book* whereas it
explains only a part of Gide's work as always. Martin du Gard continues:
rermettez-moi de vous dire* sans grosslerete* que vous 
etes comme la lune...De quelque fa^on qu'on s'y prenne, 
on n'en voit Jamais qu'un reorceau* et le plus que l'on 
puisse embrasser d'un meme coup d'oell n'est jamais que 
la raoitie de Gide* dont les deux poles ne se trouvent^ 
jamais £clalr£s en meme temps (M.G.l* 22nd July 19231/224).
One senses in the homogeneous Martin du Gard's perplexity the very reason 
for his attraction towards Gide. Unlike Claudel* Martin du Gard adndLts 
the influence of Gide; unlike Valery* he does not conceive within the 
pure vacuum of monologue. Therefore* as much as Gide* Martin du Gard is
attracted to what differs from him. His efforts to influence Gide
depend on both his own personality and his knowledge of Gide's own
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 20th April 1923* p. 217.
2. J.F.M., 8th March 1925, pp. 83-84. ,
3. These lectures were given at the Theatre du Vieux-Colombler in 1922 
and appeared in the Revue hebdomadaire. Gide himself explains that 
he has deliberately left his lectures unchanged. Dostoievski, p. 75.
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character and artistic needs; hence, dialogue with Martin du Gard is 
truly valuable to Gide.
This is to be seen when Gide writes to his friend:
bt puis je ne suis pas toujours sur que ce que j*ecris
vous plaise, et je m'aper^ois que je tiens enorraement a~
vous* Je me souviens de ce que vous me disiez au sujet de
1’illusion cr^ee et des reproches que vous me faisiez d’y
nuire en laissant parfois paraltre l'auteur...Je m'expliqu-
erai la-dessus dans la preface que l'on m'a demandee pour -aas
Tom Jones, et que je veux considerable (M.G.l, End of July 1925, 22*^).
While Gide may not be expansive in his letters, Martin du Gard's remarks
are an incitement to dialogue through his work. In fact, the projected
translation of Tom Jones does not come about and Gide is left only with
the feeling already aroused by Mlddlemarch, that hia work ia seriously
lacking.1 Martin du Gard is not of the same opinion: Gide possesses
all the necessary elements to write his work, except patience and the 
2ability to sit down and work hard.
In spite of Cide's total agreement with this scolding, it is not 
until the following year that Martin du Gard has the opportunity of pron­
ouncing his opinion on "mes Faux-Monnayeurs**. (M.G.l, 8th March 1925,
258). Not surprisingly, his views are "excessifs et contradictoires’* 
(M.G.l, 258). Contrary to Gide's Dostoievsky, the printed text of the 
Faux-ilonnayeurs has left him with an entirely different impression to 
that produced by Gide's readings. In its written form, the work takes 
on "une autorite, une surete d*intentions, une richesse de nuances"
(M.G.l, 258). Martin du Gard now admits that Gide was right to intervene
in his novel. Gide's comments have "un caractere fantastique - Massis
Zdirait diabolique - tres impressionnant et d'une inegalable saveur"
(M.G.l, 258).
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, February 1924, p. 259. For Gide's "Notes pour une 
preface au Tom Jones de Fielding", See: O.C., vol. 15, Gallimard, 
^957* PP» 412-416. Gide does not mention the question of the 
author's intervention in these notes.
2. Ibid, 17th February 1924, p. 241.
5. Ibid, 19th February 1924, p. 245*
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It is also the case that the author's comments in the Faux- 
Mo nnayeurs have a less irritating quality than those in the Caves, the 
latter tended to emphasize the author's control whereas the former give 
greater reality and autonomy to Gide's characters. To this extent* life 
has precedence over artistic considerations in his novel, thus showing 
that Gide has reflected upon his friend's advice.
Gide has accomplished a great work which is nonetheless opposed to
all that Martin du Gard believes in. Martin du Gard's wonderment at
this feat is, in inverse form, comparable to that of Gide when he says of 
2Bennett, whom he likens to Martin du Gard, :
...il est pour moi l'exeraple curieux d'un auteur qui 
a fait ce que je suis bien pres d'appeler un chef- 
d'oeuvre, r-ld Wives* Tale, sans genie, a force de 
patience, d*observation et d*humanite.5
Gide is greatly encouraged by Martin du Gard's comments, his only
fear being that the next chapters of hia work will not meet with his
friend's approval, which, he confesses, is so necessary to give him a 
4
true idea of the worth of his work. Gide's fears are not unjustified
s
since he is determined to finish his work before leaving for the Congo. 
This arouses Martin du Gard's vigilant anxiety in case Gide should consent 
to concessions in order to achieve this aim,^
More important to Martin du Gard at this stage, however is the 
question of luminosity, which has already been raised between the two
friends. He therefore tells Gide that his scenes are almost all unil­
ateral since, in each, only one person, "le monologueur" (M.G.l, 7th June 
1925, 266), is important, the other characters being obscured. 3ven if 
Gide has done this on purpose, Martin du Gard warns him that it is a
1. Gee: above, pp. 245-246.
2. M.V.R., Cahiers 4. 19th August 1921, p. 98s "C'est la meme passion 
aigue de la vie, la in&me patience, la meme absence d'art".
5. Ibid, 10th - 19th June 1921, p. 85.
4. G./M.G. Corr. 1, March 1925• p. 258.
5. Ibid, 3rd June 1925. p. 263.
6. Ibid, 7th June 1925, p. 266.
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mistake.
Martin du Gard’s conment on Gide's procedure is applicable to the 
first stages of Gide's novel, when the reader becomes acquainted with 
each of the characters at a critical moment in their life. Undoubtedly, 
this is on purpose, since the mingling of Gide's characters is brought 
about by life itself or by their entry into life. Only then do the 
separate threads entwine in a movement which is seen to be logical at
the end of Gide's novel. For the author of Les Thibault, this cm but
be a mistake. Even when he concentrates on Jacques, it is never to the 
detriment of Jacques* political comrades or of Jenny or of Antoine.
Martin du Gard allows himself to isolate his characters only when they
are face to face with death.
The fact that Gide has done so from the beginning and a "manque
d'aisance" (M.G.l, 7th June 1925» 266) in some scenes is due simply to
lack of work, Martin du Gard feels. In a well-written scene, he insists,
no one character should capture all the author's attention but:
. ..il faut alors tourner son projecteur sur an second 
personnage, et refaire le m&me travail; puis sur un 
troisieme; et puis fondre le tout en poliasant et en 
repoliasant pour qu'on ne voie pas l'ajustage; quand le 
premier jet est bien venu, qu'il a son mouvement, ce 
mouvement subsists sous toutes ces retouches (M.G.l, 267)•
Never more clearly has Martin du Gard advocated the "lumiere.. .diffuse’'^ 
which Gide has long since rejected.
In spite of his understanding that Dostoievsky and not Tolstoy should 
be a model for Gide, Martin du Gard is here arguing the case for what 
Gide himself condemns in Tolstoy. Nonetheless, Martin du Gard's regret 
that Gide's scenes are unilateral rather than comparable to "l'Hydre de 
Lerne" (M.G.l, 267) is quite in keeping with his former championing of 
Dostoievsky. In the latter's works, Martin du Gard sees the living
1. J.F.M., Note 2, p. 50
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complexity necessary to artistic objectivity; Gide, however, has now
chosen to admire the Russian writer's concentration on the individual
case. In other words, both Gide and Martin du Gard tend to attribute 
to Dostoievsky a part of their own preoccupations. Gide's desire to 
emulate Tolstoy, on the other hand, comes from his consciousness of the 
difficulty of such a task for him. Indeed, Martin du Gard's criticisms 
seem to show that, on the whole, Gide has failed to abstract from either 
writer qualities other than those he possessed already.
Sure that his work has reached completion, Gide does not discuss 
this point in his next letter but does promise to review his work. He 
has come to the end of the Faus-Monngyeurs quite naturally. The laconic 
dismissal, in the Journal des Faux-Monnayeurs. of Martin du Gard's advice 
to prolong his novel indefinitely, is now replaced by the firm conviction 
that Boris' suicide is the culminating point of his work. Determined, 
at first, as Martin du Gard had advised, to note down a conclusion which 
would be finished after his return from Africa, Gide has been surprised 
by the ease with which he hes written. Words have come from his pen, he 
writes, "comme un fruit mQr depuis longtemps, pret a etre cueilli" (M.G.l, 
9th June 1925, 269).
Thus, although Gide admits to taking into account all Martin du 
Gard's remarks,1 he has been unable or unwilling to follow Martin du 
Gard's recommendations for major changes in his artistic procedure. Hence, 
Martin du Gard may well feel "une ^pre et rancuniere fureur" (M.G.l,
10th October 1925» 274) but, at the same time, because of Gide's own 
genius, "un grand et joyeux orgueil" (M.G.l, 274).
For once, Gide's conclusion meets with Martin du Gard's judicious
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 8th July 1925, p. 271. With the exception of the
scene with the Angel, in Chapter 15, Les Faux-Monnayeurs.
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approval because, as he writes to Gide, he realises the voluntary
nature of this abrupt ending which is, indeed, in Martin du Gard's
opinion, suitable to the Faux-Konnayeurs and not, as so often, due to 
insufficient planning or enthusiasm. The third, and. to Martin du Gard's 
mind, the best part of Gide's work has left him "dans un etat d*admir­
ation reconnaiosante, tout fondu de satisfaction!" (M.G.l, 10th October 
1925, 274)* While making no mention of either Tolstoy or Dostoievsky, 
Martin du Gard likens Gide's Faux-Monnayeurs to "un de ces livres compacts 
et pleins comme les romans strangers" (M.G.l, 274-293).
Perhaps of the most importance to Martin du Gard, however, is the
query raised in his mind by the 1 aux-honnayeura: Has Gide achieved the
oojective work intended? Martin du Gard points out that, to the reader,
the best parts of the I aux-Monnayeurs will be those contained in Edouard's
diary, this being the very part of Gide's work which is most distant from
objectivity. Martin au Gard believes that while Gide, at the outset,
wished to write an objective novel, his role in the Faux-Konneyeura has
become increasingly great with the result that:
...un £l4ment subjectif, un element 'Gide d*autrefois' 
est venu, insensiblement, s'ajouter au livre commencej 
il y a pris de plus en plus de placet on vous y sent 
infiniment lus a l'aise qu’ailleura, et infiniment 
plus irrerhpl c^ablei ce qui permet de dire que 1'extra­
ordinaire reusaite des chapitres objectifs, et notamment 
de toute la troisieme partie, qui eat vraiment excellente, 
c'est un peu un tour de force, c'est un admirable re- 
nouvellement volontaire, un tres beau geste ... parfaite- 
ment ligitlme et probant (M.G.l, 276).
Thus, Martin du Card doubts whether the Faux-Konnayeurs provide a new 
artistic orientation for Gide's genius and whether he should continue in 
his efforts to attain objectivity.
Martin du Gard's query is pertinent. I feel, however, that he
1. This is also the point of view of Charles Au Bos who writes of Gide 
in his Dialogue g-vec Andre ide, Au Sans Pareil, Paris, 1929» PP» 174­
173: "Tout le ramene a Edouard. • .En un roman Cide donne sa vie dan3 
l'acception la plus littferale et aussi la plus pathetique du terme, 
mais il ne peut donner qu'elle: il ne peut pas donner la vie".
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attaches too much importance to Edouard’s diary as "un element subjectif" 
and not enough to the development of the novel itself. The ideas 
inherent to Gide's work appear firstly through his characters, through 
their attitudes to life. These, as much as life itself, are responsible 
for bringing the characters together. Had Bernard, for example, not 
decided to assume his role of bastard, he would never have become Edouard's 
secretary.
Initially, life and its events appear in the wings revealing them­
selves fully only in the third, objectively-narrated part of Gide's novel. 
At this point one sees that events, and not just ideas, have been respon- 
sibld for drawing the characters into a composite framework. One must 
not, however, forget that life is also responsible for the separation of 
the characters, for projecting them outwith the bonds of the novel, be it 
to darkest Africa, as was Vincent's case, or back to his adoptive family, 
as was the case of Bernard. The artistic message of the Faux-Honnayeurs 
seems, therefore, to be that one must make a compromise, in any literary 
creation, since life escapes the limits of art and art, or one's own 
vision of life, cannot, with impunity, ignore life itself. Thus, Kartin 
du Gard has rightly, but for the wrong reason, deduced that Gide is not
made to be a completely objective writer.
By taking Martin du Gard's remarks on Edouard in perhaps too literal 
a way, Gide seems to misinterpret their implications for his attempt as 
an objective novelist. With hasty ambiguity, Gide denies the subject­
ivity of Edouard's or Alissa*s journals, only to go onj
Mais ces pages intlmes je ne les peux ecrire en mon nom 
propre...Et tout ce que j'y 4cris traduit exactement ma 
pensee. (Je vous ai dit parfois que je n'ai plus de 
pensee personnelle) (M.G.l, 29th December 1925» 280).
V
1. Gide himself later criticises his novel for being "dur a mastiquer.. 
trop constamment intelligent...factice", but he does not entirely 
regret this. M.V.R., Cahiers 5« 10th September 195&» P« 557»
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Gide then explains that he needs his characters to speak for him, but
only because they may go further than he himself and because, unhampered
as he is by contradictory ideas, they have an eloquence which is far
greater than his own. This is why, Gide continues, his friends and even
Martin du Gard may make mistakes about "la valeur confidentielle de mes
livres" (M.G.1, 29th December 1925, 281).
On- has only to turn to Martin du Gard's letters on La 3ym>honle 
1 •• 2pastorale Dostoievskl and to that encouraging Gide to write his Faux- 
Monnayeurs^ to realise that Martin du Gard has never exaggerated the 
confidential aspect of Gide's work but is closer to Gide's opinion than 
the latter realises. Indeed, Martin du Gard's reproaches ere not 
simplistically levelled against too direct a use of the author's life in 
his novel but rather against the fact that the umbilical cord joining
the fictional character to his author has not been severed as in the
first part of bymphonie pastorale. Gide's reply tends to prove rather 
than dispute this fact and seems to justify Martin du Gard in his belief 
that there has been a constant "redressement" (M.G.l, 10th October 1925, 
276) in the Faux-Monnayeurs leading from objectivity to subjectivity.
Unconsciously, perhaps, Gide goes on to reply to Martin du Gard's 
earlier reproaches against the unilateral aspect of his scenes caused by
too great a concentration on one character. Edouard is never Gide 
because of the slight "biais" (M.G.l, 281) in everything he thinks and, 
Gide continues:
...je dirai meme que 1'indice de refraction m*importe 
plus que la chose refract£e. Et je ne puis imaginer un 
individu sans biaie; mais ce qui me gene (et me sert) 
c’est que tour a tour, ou simultenement, je les ai 
tous (M.G.l, '1 2 3 “ 281).
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 28th May 1919, pp. 141-142
2. Ibid, 22nd July 1923, pp. 223-225.
3. Ibid, 22nd July 1920, pp. 153-155.
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Therefore, Gide's interest must always be in what is most personal, most 
individual to his characters and their experiences, even when he raises, 
through them, general mor^l problems. This, and his need to separate 
and explore in depth all the "biais" of which he is composed, explains 
why Gide prefers a spot-light to Martin du Gard*3 lantern; why he 
prefers a work of shadow and perspective to the diffused light of a 
Tolstoy '•panorama*’; and why, in spite of, or perhaps because of, Martin 
du Gard's recommendations, the Faux-Monnayeurs is not completely objective 
because its strength depends to a large extent on the "biais” of its
characters.
After more than a decade of friendship, the two men's correspondence 
has reflected faithfully the change in their relations. The respect of 
Martin du Gard for Gide, the older man and established <rtist, has been 
swiftly replaced by the frankness of one whose wonderment has in no way
Z /
diminished but whose "intemperante amitie” (M.G.l, 7th October 1920, 159). 
and "exigeante admiration” are no longer stifled by reverence. Martin
du Gard is an conscious of Gide's need for him as of his own for Gide.
On the other nand, while Gide's Initial admiration for Martin du Gard's 
work remains, his genuine attempts to benefit from qualities so different 
to his own have ended in reaction. As an objective novel, the Faux- 
Monnayeurs is only partially a success, since both in its subject-matter 
and in its literary techniques, it is strongly influenced by the "'Gide 
d'&utrefois'” (M.G.l, 10th October 1925, 276). Gide's letters to Martin 
du Gard have shown progressively more the need to draw from his "glorieux 
passe” (M.G.l, 16th December 1921, 177) rather than remain true to his 
early resolutions for the Faux-Monnayeurs.
Not only does Gide often adopt a position opposed to that of Martin
du Gard but also he shows some reticence in confining to paper the reasons
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leading to his decision. One may wonder if Gide is truly willing to
engage in dialogue. It may perhaps seem that the progress of Gide's 
correspondence with Kartin du Gard resembles that of the Claudel corr­
espondence as seen by Robert Mallet:
Kais si la seule conscience d'etre 1*objet d'un 
assaut lui dicte de se replier sur lui-meme, il 
commence courtoisement par discuter la valeur des 
moyens mis en oeuvre par l'assaillant, ne pouvant, 
sous peine de se mesestimer lui-meme, prendre 
d'instinct la decision d'un refus que n*aurait pas 
justifie le raisonnement
(C., Introduction, 35).
Although Gide was, in fact, more open to Claudel's position than 
Mallet suggests, it is true that Claudel made the first, insistent steps
towards Gide, whereas Gide himself first took an interest in Kartin du
Gard. Therefore, while Kartin du Gard never spares Gide, he merits less 
than Claudel the name of aggressor. The motivating factors of both men's 
frankness are also different: Claudel attempted to call Gide to Catholic­
ism and Martin du Gard is urging Gide to higher literary aspiration.
There can be no doubt that Gide was more attentive to and conscious of his
literary needs. Hence, Kartin du Gard's unfailing and pertinent Interest 
in Gide's art places him in a favoured position.
Gide's frequent refusal, nonetheless, to follow Kartin du Gard's
advice is less to be seen as an instinctive movement than to be taken in
context with his changing view of dialogue. I have already mentioned in 
2my Introduction that, as Gide matures, he realises that the discovery of 
his own position through opposition is far more valuable than the adoption 
of a great number of points of view. When Gide asks: "Comment prendrais- 
je bien ma position sans adversaire?”^, he means that without mental
1. See: J. Penard, "Aspects d'une amiti4: Roger Kartin du Gard et 
Andre Gide", :.evue des Sciences Humaines, January - March 1959» p. 82: 
"Gide avoue n'avoir 6cout6 les conseils de Kartin du Gard que lorsqu'il 
les sentait aller dans son propre sens". Louis Martin-Chauffier also 
contests the validity of Gide's search for dialogue in his article, 
"Andre Gide, l'lmmoraliste exemplaire" in the Figaro litteraire, 18th - 
24th August 19691 p. 4.
2. See: above, pp. I8-I9.
3. Catherine Savage, op. cit., p. 110.
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struggle, an opinion is worthless to him. Gide's own thoughts are 
controlled and tested by opposition Just as rigorously as he himself 
inspects, often by experiencing them, the attitudes and opinions of 
others. By this process, which Mas already apparent in the C orre a pondance 
with Claudel, Gide achieves not just artistic but intellectual honesty.
Gide's apparent unwillingness to take Martin du Gard’s point of view 
into account may also be explained both by their frequent meetings and by 
Gide’s own admission that the ?aux-Monnayeurs is his true way of writing 
to his friend. The effects of initial dialogue with Martin du Gard are 
to serve Gide's work rather than his correspondence. One must also 
remember that Gide's thought-process may be likened to the privacy sought 
by a dog when worrying over a bone. Martin du Gard’s easy expression of 
his opinions is not always matched by Gide who tends to interiorize 
dialogue before exteriorizing it now in his work now in his correspondence.
The problem of objectivity and subjectivity as raised in this first 
stage of the correspondence contains diverse elements which appear con­
tradictory but are, in fact, unified.
Firstly, objectivity is assimilated by Martin du Gard, with Gide's 
agreement, to life itself which, unlike art/artifice, is richly complex, 
Because, in Martin du Gard’s opinion, Gide himself is richer by far than 
any of his works prior to the Faux-Mo nnayeurs, Martin du Gard seems to 
condone the use of Gide's experience in his artistic works, thereby upset­
ting a more conventional concept of what constitutes objective art.
Martin du Gard's comments on Corydon, Si le Grain ne meurt and the
Jymphonie pastorale add further elements to discussion on objectivity.
In Corydon, moral considerations have produced artificial objectivity 
by the presentation of Gide's own ideas in the form of a general debate.
1. This will be seen in Chapter 5 of this thesis
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In La ^ymphonie pastorale and {3i le Grain na meurt artistic considerations
have weighed too strongly. Truth, therefore, has not been attained;
in the first case because of Gide's desire to prove and in the second 
because of his desire for formal, aesthetic perfection* In other words, 
tne^e three works are no longer directly linked to life*
Be it stylistically, conceptually or in his sometimes active role 
as narrator, the presence of Gide, the artist, is always felt more strongly 
in his works than that of the disapproving "galllard**, Martin du Gard*
The reason for this lies in Gide's inability or unwillingness to abandon 
"biais" even in the Faux-Mo nnay eurs and simply to paint the richness of 
life itself* This, one feels, is why Martin du Gard moves away from his 
original belief that Gide's own life may be a source of artistic renewal*
The possibility of change in Gide seems highly limited, therefore,
even at this point in thdir correspondence. Gide's attitude towards his
.’ourriturea terrestres of 18% has remained basically unchanged:
**.la question d'Ethique m'interesse, me passlonne 
peut-etre trop* Je crois tres sterilisante la theorie 
de Flaubert, et deplorable en tant que theorie, ce 
souci de ne montrer de soi que 1'oeuvre et d'artific- 
iellement s'en retirer.2
Cide's attitude towards his artistic production does not, however, justify 
Jose Cabanis' view that: "Gide fut un essayiste egare dans le roman par 
les encouragements de Martin du Gard". Even without Martin du Gard's 
encouragement Gide would have attempted to write a novel. Moreover,
Gide cannot be denied the status of a novelist simply because his Faux- 
'o nnay eur a does not coincide with Martin du Gard's more traditional 
concept of the novel.
Martin du Gard io the first to realise this. Thus, the clear 
knowledge of his and Cide's differences has not the same result as in
1. Martin du Gard feared that this would mar the Faux-honnayeura.
G./M.G. Cori;. 1, 16th December 1921, p. 177.
2. Letter to hecisles Golberg published in La Revue sentlaentale.
No. 11-12, February - March 18%, pp. 108-110, Quoted by Claude
Martin, MAG, E-» 167.
5. Levue de lariaT^^ne Gpllaboi'a^ion litteraire: GIBS - MAI . W GABC,
June-July 1968, p. 108.
Gide’s Correspondences with Claudel and Jammes. Art, the basis of
Gide’s correspondence with Martin du Gard is unclouded by religious
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obligations. Hence, Gide’s search for intellectual honesty, through 
dialogue, will continue. In Martin du Gard, Gide has found the perfect 
response to new literary curiosity. From a purely literary concept of 
life, Gide moved to the exploration of the possibilities of his own life. 
Now, through dialogue with Martin du Gard, Gide has made a laudible
attempt to come to closer grips with life itself and objective truth.
The fact that the Faux-Monnayeur3 is seen by Martin du Gard as proof
that Gide’s genius is not made to follow such paths does not bring an end 
to dialogue. The problem of objectivity and subjectivity, with all its 
off-shoots is due to flower into a central part of Gide’s correspondence 
with Martin du Gard. Indeed, the letters exchanged between the two men
more than make up for Gide’s discouragement because:
Tout^ce que j’ecrirals pour m’expliquer, me disculper, 
me defendre, je dois me refuser tout cela. J’imagine 
souvent telles prefaces...ou exposer ce que j’entends 
par l’objectivite romanclere, ou etablir deux sortes, 
ou du moins deux fagons de regarder et de peindre la 
viezqui, dans certains romans...se rejoignent. L’une 
exterieure et que l'on nomme communement objective, qui 
volt d'abord le geste d’autrui, l’evenement et qui 
l’interprete. L*autre qui s*attache d'abord aux 
emotions, aux pensles, et risque de raster impuissante 
par 1'auteur. La richesse de celui-ci, sa complexite,
1*antagonisms de ses possibilites trop diverses, 
perraettront la plus grande diversite de ses creations.
Mais c’est de lui que tout emane. Il est le seul garant 
de la verite qu’il revele, le seul juge.l
The principal interest of Gide’s correspondence with Martin du Gard both 
up to and following the Faux-Monnayeurs lies in the fact that Gide does 
not just "expose” his ideas on objeotivity and subjectivity but is forced, 
by dialogue, into profound reflexion upon these two artistic possibilities.
X. The Effects of Gide’s Journey to the Congo on
Dialogue.
On Gide's return from Africa, a change is to be noted in his
1. J.l, 8th February 1927» p. 829
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relations with Martin du Gard. Gide himself feels that his journey
has altered him. He confides to Zaria Van iysselberghe:
♦C’est curieux, depuis ce voyage, je me sens plus 
intelligent; il faut vraiment qu’il n’y ait que nous 
deux pour que je dise cela; intelligent n’est pas le 
mot, j*attends que vous me le fournissiez.' Je propose: 
lucide, delibeie. *Oui, il y a de tout et puis, 
surtout, je remplis mieux mon personnage. Ce n’est pas 
en vain que pendant un an on represente, on *joue gouverneur’!
Ca ne m*etait encore jamais arrive!' I
Gide the man seems to have come to terms with his external representation 
and no longer to be engaged in a feverish, if critical search for a 
suitable "bear-skin" or attitude* Perhaps because of this, Gide’s
attitude to his art has undergone change. During Gide’s first visit
2to Pontigny after his return from Africa, the question of ohoice and 
voluntary limitation is raised by Paul Desjardins. With Cide's approval, 
Pamon Fernandez defines the position of the artist as the necessary 
acceptance of the co-existence of extremes to enrich literary creation. 
Outside the realm of art, however, Fernandez condemns this as a way of
life. Later Gide comments:
’Fernandez a tres juatement fait remarquer que cela etait 
favorable au jaillissement artistique; c'est ce que 
j'exprimais autrefois en ecrivant : Moi £a a’est egal, 
parce que j*4cris paludes. Cette liberation egolste est 
tout de meme intolerable pour une ame bien n4e et l'on voud- 
ralt trouver une consolation pour autrui...L'int4r§t en 
dehors de soi peut vous venir tout naturellement, comme il 
m'est par exemple venu en Afrique’.5
Gide also admits that his former belief that considerations of good and 
evil were of no importance has lead him to the realisation that: "... Cela
\ Apeut mener tout droit a la complaisance envers soi-meme, et 1'abandon de 
\ 4soi n'est pas 1*abandon a soi" .
Gide has come far since the Tralte du Narciase. Koral consiaerations
are now no longer just permissible but seem to have taken precedence over
1. M.V.R., Cahiers 4. 8th August 1926, p. 258. Neither the Voy e au 
Congo nor the Retour du Tchad indicate such a change in Gide.
2. Here took place ten-day discussion periods organised by Paul Desjardins.
5. M.V.R., Cahiers 4. pp. 284-285.
4. Ibid, p. 285.
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purely artistic ones. Gide's own experience has been more successful 
in persuading Cide of the need for committed art than any of Claudel's 
or Jammes* exhortations. Humanity and not religion is Gide's choice.
As George Brachfeld points out in his book, Andre Gide and the
Communist Temptation.Gide's interest in social and, hence, political
events is by no means entirely newt
Before 1694 Gide listed as a means of encouragement to 
work: "Ne pas faire de politique.Yet shortly 
afterwards, in a "Chronique de l'Ermitage" he wrote of
enalque: "Lt comme je a'etonnais de 1'entendre parler 
de politique, il ajouta: *le teiips vient oil honte a. 
celui qui ne parlera pas de cela*.2
Just as Gide conceived of many of his literary works at an early a. e but 
waited for the most suitable moment in which to write them, so he has 
deferred taking an active interest in social affairs until after the
artistic fulfilment of his novel.
Gide's decision to open his eyes to the world is not just a personal
whim but is also due to the impact of events upon him. It is to be
remembered that, during the international turmoil caused by tne viret
World war, Gide instinctively sought for commitment, both religious and 
3political. Now, in the twenties, Gide's growing sympathy for the Left 
4is a symptom of the times.
The rise of the Left and the Eight alike in Franoe, in the pears 
between the World Wars, was in large part due to the Russian Revolution.
The Left drew encouragement from the new Joviet Republic, while the 
determination ol' the Right grew in face of this new menace. Amid France's
1. Bros et Kinard, 1959*
2. Brachfeld, op. cit., p. 56.
3. Gide became a member of Action francaise in 1916.
4. In 1920, the Red Army defeated the white Army, thereby establishing 
Bolshevik power in Russia. In April 1921, Gide wrote: M uand j'pb- 
andonne a leur penchant naturel mes ^ens4es, elles vont vers 1 
gauche extreme, et je ne les ramene a droite que par 1'effort de a 
raison...Et je ne parviens pas a me persuader que la direction nr t- 
urelle de la penaee ne soit pas la direction la roellVure".
"Billets a Angela", O.C., Vol. XI, p. 51 uoted by George Brachfe d, 
op. cit., p. 90.
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financial difficulties following the Var,^ Communist Celia, Trade-Union 
lovements and Rightist leagues sprang up. Only after a period of strikes 
ranging from 1915 to 1920, was relative calm and financial
stability reached with Poincare'a government from 1926.
Curing such times, it is not at all surprising that Andre Cide,
"After creating Bernard...allowed his long-restrained interest in the 
social question to assume its full force" with his journey to the Congo.
In 1926 at Pontigny, Gide reads the notes that he took during his
journey. Despite his belief that the Congo has given him an unselfish
concern for the fate of others, Gide's reading provokes instant displeasure
in the "Petite Darns’’^ because of the constant emphasis placed on "Je tant
dans les choses pueriles que dans les choses importantes". ot only
the contents of Gide's notes but his manner of reading than, which is
subjugated to the desire to Impress while avoiding approval, arouse 
5
Madame Van Rysselberghe*s indignation. Gide's attempts at personal and
artistic renewal bring this pertinent oomment from her pen: "Il n'a p&a
encore trouve 1*esthetlque de la pleine lumiere qui devrait ^tre la
serenite, Le mystere lui allait mieux".In other words, Gide has not
succeeded in transposing his new ideals into a fitting artistic form,
Madame Van Rysselberghe*s disapproval is echoed by that of ;<artin du 
7Gerd, Thus, despite initial unawareness of any change in Gide, events 
at Pontigny have opened his eyes. It is with no surprise, therefore, that
1. These afforded a trump-card to the Hight since they could be blamed 
on the fact that Soviet Russia was defaulting on its repayments to 
trance. As the petite bourgeoisie had participated in the war-effort 
by handing in their louis d'or to the government, feelings sometimes 
ran high against the Soviet Republic,
2. Braohfeld, op, cit., p, 6).
3. Madame Maria Van Rysselberghe.
4. . M.V.R., Cahiers 4» 50th August 1926, p. 275.
5. Ibid, pp. 275-274. Cide agrees entirely that the effect produce, by 
his way of reading was bad,
6. Ibid, p. 275.
7. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 18th June 1926, p. 292.
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one reads his "filandreux sermon"^ in reply to Gide's request that he 
be allowed to submit the text of the Voyage au Conjo to his friends's 
critical appreciation.
The change in Gide finds an answering change in Kartin du Gard who 
has never been so harsh before. Both the Voyage au Congo and Gide's 
publication of Si le Grain ne raeurt are seen by Martin du Gard as ind­
ications of a growing tendency in Gide to publicise his every word and 
deed and perhaps not without the thought of financial gain.
In Martin du Gard's opinion, the inevitable result of continuing to 
use his day-to-day life as direct material for his works will be Gide's 
inability to write "un mot vraiment sincere dans votre carnet de poche". 
Moreover, Martin du Gard points to the fact that not only would Gide's 
sincerity be compromised, but that the quality of his work has already 
been affected by his mania for publication. Martin du Gard blames Gide, 
the man, for the failings of the artist. He berates Gide for accepting 
his own qualities,too easily and insists: "Il faut aussi s'orienter, 
vouloir sa vie”.^
Conscious, perhaps, of the advantage the post-Congo Gide may take
from this statement, Martin du Gard hastily adds: "Je ne vous preche pas
sottement de vous contrefaire, de vous coraijoser une figure, de faire 
4
d'avance votre statue”. Obviously, Gide is thinking of his "figure",
5
since the notion of political involvement was a pre-conceived one."
Nonetheless, its emergence, as I have already pointed out, was also due
to current events.
Martin du Gard, like Maria Van Rysselberghe, wishes for more serenity
in Gide to combat his short-comings. However, Martin du Gard is more
1. Index M.G., 9th December 1926, p. 19.
2. Ibid, p. 17.
4. Ibid, p. 17, where busan Stout quotes Martin du Gard's comment from
Rotes sur ^ndre Gide; "...jamais aucun auteur de 'confessions' 
n'aura mis plus d'aatucieuse sincerite a modeler d'avance sa statue...".
3. Ibid, p. 17.
3. See: above, p. 260.
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concerned with the means of attaining serenity which* for hio* involves
strict quantative limitation in order to eliminate ’’touts une flore de
raauvaises herbes inutilea”1 2which have been stifling the growth of Gide’s
true work. Were Gide to die now* Martin du Gard would be in despair at
the artistic image left behind due to Gide’s inability to organise his 
2life and his too ready reply: "'Prenez-moi comme je suis**’.
The true importance of Martin du Gard is made very clear in this
letter. The Cide who wishes to avoid self-satisfaction meets with total 
encouragement from his friend. Moreover* Martin du Gard realises now to 
the full that Gide’s work cannot be divorced from Gide the man. He has* 
therefore* none of the indulgence of Madame Van Kysselberghe towards the 
falling's of Gide as a man nor as a literary figure. Indeed* hi3 ideal 
is always higher than Gide’s own so that* by attempting the arduous task 
of living up to Martin du Gard’s expectations* Gide may well feel that he 
is avoiding the danger of "complaisance envvrs soi-m&me".
This is not the first time that Martin du Card has questioned Gide's
temporal orientation. When Gide was tempted to become a member of the
z
/cadexie francaise-------------------- 5------ Martin du Gard was instrumental in dissuading him*»
using the following terms:
Jusqu’ici votre vie reste pure dans sa ligne. Le chemin 
suivi est droit.•.vous n’avez vraiment rien sacrifie 
d*important k l'tphemero* vous tendez sans deviation vers 
l’avenir; on peut vous admirer* vous prendre v®**- exemple ; 
on peut vous defendre.•.le jour ou vous aurez accepte les 
co proroissions d’une candidature a 1*Academic,•• .Gide tombe 
pour la premiere fois.
(M.G.l, 22nd January 1922, 179-160)
Now* for the second time* Gide is risking his entire artistic future for
ephemeral considerations and* as before* Martin du Gard does not hesitate
to warn his friend* albeit brutally.
To a certain extent* Martin du Gard’s letter is unfair, and must have 
&
1. usan Stout* Index M.G., p. 18
2. Ibid, p. 17.
5. M.V.R., Cahiers 4* p. 256.
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been hurtful to Gide who ia convinced that he is heading in a very
definite direction which may revolutionize his art. regards the
detailed criticisms of Martin du Gard’s letter, Gide easily brushes
aside the former’s accusation as to the materialistic motivation for the
publication of Si le Grain ne meurt.
'oreover, Gide’s Journal shows that he has not slipped bac into
Parisian circles as easily as iartin du Gard thinxs. or is he totally
ignorant himself oi' the need for serenity in his life. Thus, ( ide writes:
”Ennui sans nom; tout le monde est laid... erte de temps formidable a 
a 1un age ou..." or s "Paris de nouveau. Tumuite. Je ae sens devenir 
z 2insociable. Plus aucun desir de causer”. Gide is thinking, therefore, 
of time wasted, time which ought to be spent on mature works.
However, Martin du Gard’s reproach that Gide has become hyper-sensi­
tive seems to be borne out by Gide’s complaint of the lack of understanding 
for his Faux-Monnayeurs to be found in the same entry and a possible
5
attempt in a later entry, to Justify such s misunderstanding. For the 
first time, perhaps, Gide shows his desire for immediate success unmitig­
ated by the realisation that his true aim is to affect readers of the
I uture•
Gide begins his reply to Martin du Card by Insisting that hi3 natural 
tendency is to consider and accept criticism, especially when his critic 
is Martin du Gard himselfNonetheless, so scarce have been their 
recent meetings that Gide believes his friend’s reproaches are tne result
of lack of contact.
Gide therefore feels justified in defending himself. inst artin
du herd’s accusations that he pays too much attention to ’’l’rctu litf 
( .G.l, llth December 1926, 502), he uses the argument that his conversation
1. J.l, 15th September 1926, p. 826.
2. Ibid, 16th October 1926, p. 827.
5. Index ?.G., pp. 17-18.
4. -ee: M.V.R., Cahiers 4. 15th April 1927» PP. 518-517.
5. J.l» 6th ebruary 1927• P. 629.
6. Poth Martin du Card and Faria Van Rysselberghe recognise with 
admiration the unfailing good grace with which Gide greets criticism.
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itiay have aisled Kartin du Gard by its anecdotal quality. Gide admits 
that he is increasingly sceptical as to the possibility of true commun­
ication on a level of eternal truths or even questions of gi neral interest,
y confining himself to verbal experience, Gide side-steps the fundamental 
i sue of Martin du Gard's letter which is the unselective use made of Gide's 
life in his written work and the very direction Gide's life is taking at 
the moment,
Even if Gide intends his defence to be applied to his works, there 
is still a remnant of dishonesty. Firstly, the short but revealing 
entry in his Journal of the 15th September 1926 shows that the condition 
of his art ia not as voluntary aa he would have Martin du Gard believe, 
Moreover, although Si le Grain ne meurt and the Voyage au Congo relate 
Cide's life and contain a certain number of anecdotes, both are seen by 
Gide as works of considerable importance, as artistic blows against 
injustice.
When compared to the length and substance of Martin du Card's 
reproaches, Gide's defence may seem weak. One must remember, on Gide's 
own admission, that he is unused to protesting against criticism, Gide 
is also only too conscious of the number of his enemies and the failure 
of the public to hail his Faux-Monnayeurs. Gide's feelings of isolation
have been countered by the certainty that Martin du Gard, the moat imp­
ortant of his friends, will remain faithful to him. The haranness of
Martin du Gard's letter has made Gide far less sure of Martin du Card's
affection and his distress Just as much as the wish to avoid "de 1'attitude 
et du camouflage” (M.G.l, llth December 1926, 505) inhibit him.
The basis of Martin du Gard's attacks and Gide's hurt is artistic,
Convinced, after his Journey to the Congo, that he has discovered a new, 
less egoistic orientation to his art, Martin du Gerd's letter, following 
events at Pontigny, must have been unexpectedly chilling for Gide's 
new aspirations especially as Gide himself is uncertain as to how to put
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them into practice•
Martin du Gard*a reproaches form a sequel to the debate on Gide’s 
Faux-Monnay eurs. While Martin du Gard could not accept fully what,
to him, was subjectivity by ’’biais” in the I'aux-Fonnay eur a, he w&s
ready to admit that therein lay the foundation stone of Gide’s enius. 
how, however, Clde has stepped into a pitfall. His works are completely 
subjective because they deal only too directly with Gide’s life and are 
no longer the literary transposition of these ’’biais”; hence, Martin du 
Gard’s disgust and unfairness. Far from following his friend’s ideal 
for him, Gide is moving further away from it and becoming c leaser man 
and artist in Fartln du Gerd’s opinion.
The warmth and affection of Martin du Gard’s letter of reassurance
to Gide can leave the latter in no doubt as to the intentions benind his 
’’demesure et maladresse” (M.G.l, 15th December 1926, 505). Martin du 
Gard immediately recognises that if, for once, Gide protests, then it
is he, Martin du Gard, who is mistaken. Gide’s fears for their friend­
ship, he writes, are totally absurd. In order to allay them, he explains
in an extremely important passage the role he ascribes to himselff
Je me sens...de plus en plus^attache a vous. Comment 
n'avez-vous pas vu, au reste, dans cet irritant desir 
que vous soyez de plus en plus grand, une preuve m£tae 
de cet attaohement? Et qui d*autre vous en donne de 
semblable? Vous devrlez etre ravi qu’une amitie si 
chaude veille jalousement sur vous-meme, sur le meilleur 
de vous-meme; et lorsque vous avez le sentiment profond 
que oette amitie se trompe dans ses partis pris, vous 
devriez en sourire et n’attacher d*importance qu’a la 
chaleur qu'elle y met!
(M.G.l, 504)
Unfortunately, there is no reply from Gide, probably bee use the
meeting so ardently desired by both writers takes place. A possible
1. M.V.R, Cahiers 4. 9th February 1927» p. 505
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concrete result of Martin du Gard’s scolding may be Gide’s decision to
share a flet in the Hue VCneau with Maria Tan Bysselberghe> this arrange­
ment being seen by Gide as beneficial to the orderly progress of his work.^ 
Martin du Gard is entirely of Gide’s opinion, warning him, however, to 
tvoid using his new dwelling as a pretext for "de trop fantaisistes 
experie”'v ” (M.G.l, 20th March 1926, 536) and to think only of its use­
fulness to his work.
The harmony of Gide’s relationship with Martin du Gard, which is 
now re-established, vas broken because of the former’s belief that Gide 
was moving more and more towards a downward trend in subjectivity, exemp­
lified by the Voyage au Congo.
hence, Martin du Gard attacked the source of the problem at its root 
which, for him, was Gide the man. Gide is no longer viewed as a source
of infinite but untapped richness. He is responsible too for a refusal 
to choose and organise his best elements for the enhancement of hij art.
Kartin du Gard’s scolding no doubt helps to galvanise Cide into a 
more suitable mode of life for literary production since dialogue continues 
around Gide’s works, Oedipe and 1* . cole des Femmes. However, s .•.ill be 
seen, Gide comes no closer to gaining Martin du Gard’s approval. Gide’s 
growing awareness of the need to choose contextually anc, hence, stylis­
tically, in hia literature will simply draw him into further pitfalls 
fro a Kartin du Gard's point of view.
J. L’Lcole dec Femmes, Oedie an?, the Deepening of
Literary Discussion.
Kartin du Gard’s vigilance does not relac even when he le; ms * th 
joy th t Gide is far from Peris writing "une fringale d’ cole des .mes" 
(il.G.l, 7th November 1927, 318). Although, he shows less veheronce,
1. M.V.K, cahiers 4. 9th February 1927. p. 305.
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Martin du Gard still adheres to "ce role pasaif de papier touxneool" 
(M.G.l, 9th January 1926, 321j which ia aapable of turning dark red at 
the slightest failing in Gide, the literary figure.
Martin du Gard is not totally satisfied with L'loole des :'e;gjes
which, for him, is again a work of restricted if undeniable interest and
2is a hindrance to the development of other "•plans*" soliciting Gide. 
Indeed, Martin du Gard goes so far as to relegate both L't^cole dej Femmes 
end the Voyage au Congo to the ranks of minor works. Once again, he
blames Gide's mode of life for his inability to write a serious work. 
Gide's travels and "ces longs intervenes de jachere, ou lo&n du travail, 
je me laisse eraporter par la vie" (M.G.l, 17th July 1920, 151) were for­
merly accepted by Martin du Gard as a fertile source for Gide's work.
Mow, they are condemned by him. In his opinion, Gide's journey to the 
Congo has proved that travel is no longer of any use to Gide's works but 
is merely a form of laainess, a flight from literary responsibilities 
which last should be, on the contrary, the only preoccupations of his old
age.
Martin du Gard is, in my opinion, a little too harsh on Gide. 
Admittedly, after the . aux-Eonnayeurs. Gide probably felt that hia artistic 
destiny was largely accomplished. Nonetheless, his plunge into life away 
from literature was a voluntary decision to join forces with humanity and 
.ide felt, unlike Martin du Gard, that this part of hia experience might 
be o{ benefit to dis art.
""here Is no reply from Gide to these accusations and, indeed, for 
some time after, the correspondence deals direotly with artistic Questions 
leaving those of the artist's life aside. Nonetheless, Gide does not 
ignore Martin du Gard's advice totally.
1. \eedless to say, Martin du Gard's role is far from passive.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 20tn March 1926, p. 5)6.
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In a letter of criticism^ on the published version of L* cole
des Femmes Martin du Gard say3 that his admiration is clouded only by
the fact that he is most conscious of the author*s skill and presence
in this work, in spite of Gide’s obsession with giving life to his
characters and the care he has taken to cut the umbilical cord between 
2
them and himself. Thia is an old reproach from Martin du Gard and
evokes this response from Gide:
Tout ce que vous me dites de 1’Ecole des Femmes, me 
paralt parfaitement exact. Eat exact. Songez-y pour 
be3 Thibault. Je me suis absente de ce livre (plus 
encore que d*Isabelle). Et Je ne puis estimer que j'aie 
eu tort, pour ce livre. Mais dans mon Oedlpe, par contre 
...Ah! quelle revanche je vais prendre! ...Votre lettre... 
me galvanise, me rev i jo re (M.G.l, 25th June 1929, 574).
It is noticeable that Gide has thus adjusted Martin du Gard’s advice to 
his own wishes which are to return to a work which depends on inner 
necessity and may merit the name of art rather than artifice. As Martin 
du Gard has already shown, this is not precisely the artistic ideal he 
most believes in but is well in keeping with Gide’s genius.
Martin du Gard’s belief in his own artistic concepts is not, in fact,
so strong as to relieve him from anguished doubts caused by a letter from 
3
Jacques Copeau. When asking for Gide's sincere advice, Martin du Gard 
insists that, for the betterment of his work, he is capable of "de vraies
revolutions" and when he adds:
Je ne suis pas un type qui ’brule sa vie*, non, pas du 
tout; et j’ai, grace a cette economie de sedentaire, des 
reserves d’energle disponibles pour les coups de reins 
les plus inesperes: le tout est de me convaincre que
le sursaut est neceasaire et poasible (M.G.l, 15th September 1928, 351), 
one understands to the full hia fears that the moveable Gide may, by 
squandering his energy, be less and less able to renew or revolutionize
his art.
Gide’s reply reassures Martin du Gard and,, by explaining the role of 
the latter’s art, throws light upon his own literary principles. The
T7—G'./TT.GT CPTf . r,’'23Tfl JUflfl 1929, pp. E72-5T3.------------------------------------
2. Ibid, 17th July 1921, pp. 167-168.
3. G./M.G. Corr. 1, Annex to letter 230» pp. 687-688.
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homogeneous Martin du Gard, Gide feels, cannot be expected to create 
any other characters than those which correspond to his words to Gide 
on his own personality:
Faites attention: vous allez etre de<^u: vous allez 
faire le tour de moi tout de suite: je n’ai rien a 
vous laisser decouvrir: pas de doubles fonds, pas de 
raysteres, etc. (M.G.l, 22nd September 1928, 352).
Martin du Gard has suppressed Heaven and Hsll in himself, Gide writes, and 
it is natural that he cannot provide his characters with them. The 
corollary of this lies, obviously, in the exaltation and doubt induced 
by the work of Gide who, while he is ready to deny Heaven, cannot so 
easily dismiss the influence of Evil.
Gide continues by discussing the formal aspect of Martin du Gard’s
work, which Copeau believes is lacking in "debordement" (M.G.l, 687).
His remarks are those already made against Tolstoy and Martin du Gard in
his Journal des h’aux-f.onnayeursGide insists, however, that Martin
du Gard has no need to change because: "Ingres n’a pas & souhaiter les
quailtes d’un Rembrandt" (M.G.l, 22nd September 1928, 352). The sole
reproach that Cide might make against his friend’s art is that:
Comme vous montrez tout, chacun y voit la m&ne chose, 
et la voit toute du premier coup. Vos personna.es ne 
pr§tent pas aux interpretations ou opinions diverses 
...comme fait la realite (M.G.l, 352-353)-
Gide thus uses Martin du Gard’s own weapons to argue the cese for 
his own ambiguity which, more than Martin du Gard's clarity, he implies, 
is representative of life. Moreover, by his suggestion that Martin du 
Garu cannot ere ax. away from his own basic qualities in his art, Gide is 
also hinting that Martin du Gard is not so objective a writer as he thinks.
One must not assume from this passage that Gide himself is a realist.
This is .shown by his conment after reading L'Ecole des Femmes to
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 22nd September 1928, p. 352: "Cette fa^on - deviner"
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Martin du Gard:
Je ne suis pas certain que ses conseils soient bons, 
ils sont trop dans son sens. Il veut que je fasse mes 
caract^re3 aussi bons que mauvais, que personne n’ait 
tort dans le conflit; £a, c’est excellent pour un 
realiste, c’est selon 1$ vie, c’est entendu. Mais moi, 
je n’ai jamais ete un realiste.
Cide is quite prepared to bend reality to artistic or moral needs. His 
rather malicious Parthian shot to Martin du Gard must be taken as provo­
cation. Gide is playing the part of Devil’s advocate. Conscious that 
his work has a larger dimension than that of his friend, because Heaven 
and Hell encompass Man’s ambiguity, Gide is nonetheless aware that, by
his impartiality and his refusal of any unearthly basis to his characters, 
o
Martin du Gard is far closer than himself to materialistic realism.
However, Gide is the first to recognise that: H...certaines qualites que 
nous aurions voulu lui voir ne sont pas dans son sens, et...il doit persev- 
erer dans son chemin”.^
4
Indeed, convinced by Gide that not change but full exploitation of 
his own gifts is necessary to survive the test of posterity, Martin du
Gard confesses:
...vous m’aiderez. J’ai si peur de ceder a la tentation 
de ’l’etonnant*, du ’tres curieux’ ...que je m’interdis 
parfois des embardees qui eussent pu etre fructueuses
(M.G.l, 26th September 1928, 555)•
The temptation of the ’’’tres curieux’” obviously represents for Martin du
Gard the subjugation of content and form to purely subjective and artistic 
considerations and the rout of realism by too deliberate a choice which
may be made in art but not in life.
Despite this, the determined "gaillard” realises that some concession
to the artist in him would be beneficial to his work. It may seem ironic
that Martin uu Gard, who criticises Gide so consistently for succumbing 
only too willingly to this temptation, should now turn to him for advice
1. M.V.R., Cahiers 4, 15th April 1927, p. 521.
2. Indeed, Martin du Gard’s materialism causes Gide some anxiety as to 
the consequences for his work. See: M.V.R., Cahiers 4, 21st larch 
1927, p. 506.
5. Ibid, 1st April 1927, p. 510.
4. G./M.G. Corr., 26th September 1926, pp. 554-555.
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on the legitimate introduction of "'l'etonnantinto his own work. One 
must not forget that this appeal is being made to the man whom Kartin du 
Gard thanks in the following words: "Comme vous aves vite et bien 
r£pondui hit toujours sans tirer dans votre sens!" (M.G.l, 2(th eutember 
1928, 353)* Martin du Gard will later have call to modify his opinion, 
just as before Gide ignored Martin du Gard's comments on L'hcole des Femmes 
because they were too much "dans son sens". On the whole, though, both 
writers genuinely consider the other when offering advice and where this 
is not the case, the knowledge of "sa pente naturelle" and of "la valeur 
de 1'autre dans son alterite" (M.G.l, Intro., 105 ) helped towerds the 
final decision of rejection or acceptance.
These two letters are important as a declaration of what forms the 
value of Martin du Gard in Gide's eyes. By implication, they delineate 
the neoessary differences between the two writers’ approaches to art and 
point to the fact that the existence of the one in no way invalidates the 
other. Gide has made a constat a 1'amiable. At the same time, however,
tne tables seem to have turned, since Martin du Gard appears in the role 
of suppliant rather than head-strong critic and Gide has thrown his first 
provocative dart.
Indeed, this polite acceptance of their differences is followed by 
their increasing opposition. This culminates in a full-blown literary 
juerelle, the origin of which is to be found in Martin du Card's letter 
of the 26th September 1928.
.artin cu Card's doubts about his own literature do not bring about
greater diffidence when he writes of Gide's. While he accepts to the
full what differentiates his art from Giae's, he is far more restrictive
than the latter when it comes to defining the bounds of his friend's art.
Once again, therefore, he attacks Gide's complacency in "ce jeu banal
de 1*objectivity" (M.G.l, 6th February 193O» 389). In Martin du G rd's
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opinion, the care with which Gide constructs scaffolding and foundations 
to support what is simply a source of literary and psychological amuse­
ment is unworthy of him. Kartin du Gard admits that this painstaking 
construction is important for himself since he is "un simple romanlier" 
(F.G.l, 6th February 1930* but for Gide: "La libre et s cculente
f/ntaisie de votre Oedipe /estj un monde digne d'etre cree jar voud, et 
ou vos creatures se meuvent comme dans leur Element naturel" ( .G.l, 389)* 
because Gide has constructed and not created Kobert, to use Martin du 
Gard's terms, "Ges racines ne plongent pas dans la vie, mais dans votre 
cerveau" (x.G.l, 589).1 2
The concept of objectivity has thus been raised again. The 1. ux- 
onnayeurs proved to Kartin du Gard that Gide's true genius lay in
subjectivity, in those parts of his work from which Gide was not entirely
absent. These conditions are fulfilled in Giae's recits into which
Gide'poured auch of his thought and experience.
Jince the time of the Gyapnonle pastorale. Martin du Gard's attitude
has undergone change. Before Gide'a novel, he wished his friend to
achieve objectivity by leaving aside purely artistic considerations, to
paint life's complexity. For Gide to do this, Kartin du Gard felt that
a chitnge in his literary technique was necessary. Thus, instead of the
spotlight presentation of the recits. Kartin du Gard advocated a ’’lumiere
...diffuse". As Elaine D. Cancalon's worx on Gide's recits shows, this
is alien to Gide's methods of achieving objectivity:
Gans traiter ces sujets 'objectlvement, du denora, selon 
les procedes du roman courant' Gide trouve toutefois... 
des moyens qui ajoutent des perspectives supplementsirea 
a celle du protagoniste.•.2
ln his recits, therefore, Gide gave a finally objective portrayal of 
his heroes by multiplying perspectives all of which throw a difi rent
1. This is to be compared to Madame Van hysaelbergne'a coirent on Gide'a
work, M.V.R., Cahiers 4. 14th October 1928, p. 574: "31 ce livre
reussit, ce nera h force de ju^e.tent et de tant. ’1 e re:.. tree 
bien compte de cela".
2. Techniques et Fersonnagea dana les Recits d'Andre ''.Ide, .revives des 
Lettres tfodernes 2, Kinard, 1970, p. 81.
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light on the principal character and contributed to a complete knowledge 
of him or her. The Faux-Monnayeurs was a warning to Martin du Gard 
that Gide could do little to change this state of affaire. Jia comments 
on J?Ecole des Femmes, which he believes to be falsely objective because 
Gide has used his intellect, show, therefore, that he no longer expects 
Gide to make fundamental changes in his artistic methods but rather to
exploit to the full his own resources.
Gide has not done this in L*Ecole des Femmes. Hence, the word 
"objectivity" is now used by Martin du Gard in criticism. The objective 
person is normally considered as emotionally uninvolved and therefore 
able to see both sides of events. From this commonly-accepted view,
Martin du Gard seems to have developed his artistic view of objectivity 
which implies the portrayal of life which is made neces arily by an
observer whose vision is non-unilateral and unclouded by personal, norel
considerations.
In his own way, Gide achieved this in miniature form in his recite.
In Fobert, however, Gide has reduced not only the number of perspectives^- 
but also the impact of his trilogy is lessened oy the very brilliancy of
his character portrayal.
Martin du Gard is not wrong to chide Gide for using methods more
suitable to the author of the Thibault. Gide has rejected his own
2
concept of objectivity without, forasmuch, attaining that of his friend 
since, in L'Ecole des Femmes, Gide’s artistic techniques are subordinated 
to the condemnation of "le malheureux Robert" (M.G.l, 6th February 1930, 
389)» which he wishes to arouse in his readers.
Despite the psychological detail which goes towards convincip the 
reader, Martin du Gard is sure that it is not by suc i means the*. ide will 
obtain true objectivity. Nor has Gide achieved, with his Fau.- - ..ay eur a,
1. This is also due to Robert’s being part of a trilogy.
2. oee: above, p.i^O,
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"l'enchevetrement hardi de tous se* sujets" (M.G.l, 22nd July 1 20, 155).
The nearest Gide may come to Martin du Gard's ideal of objectivity is in 
"La libre et succulente fantaisie..." (M.G.l, 6th February 195O» 5$9)• 
Nowhere does Martin du Gard indicate so clearly that the most suitable 
recipient for Gide's genius is not ”1*oeuvre large et panoremique" which 
he had formerly desired. The word "fantaisie" used to praise Ceuipe 
strikes a note of freedom and airiness which contrast strongly with 
Martin du Gard's own down-to-earth approach to art, but also to the control 
Gide imposed upon Robert who whs neither an autonomous character nor 
internally motivated.
Martin du Gard is thus advising Gide, mush as the latter advised him, 
not to look for qualities other than his own. What Martin du Gard 
accepts as a recognisable procedure for himself is censurable when used 
by Gide in nobert. Martin du Gard, as I have already pointed out, has 
moved from his original belief that the scope of Gide's art may be 
widened by transcending his own limits to the realisation that Gide's 
artistic optimum is to be achieved from his inner needs and not by intell­
ectual control over his works.
By Gide's own admission, Oedipe is a work from which he will not be 
absent,1 This explains Martin du Gard's high hopes for thia drama. The
very fact that Oedipe is a play is probably a not insignificant factor in 
Martin du Gard's elation since dramatic art must involve dialogue and hence 
counter Cide's tendency to study but one "biais" and, in so doing, to 
respect artistic logic, but not the fullness of life.
Gide's reply shows that Martin du Gard is not alone in having under­
gone change. Gide neither accepts his friend's criticisms unconditionally, 
as so often before, not is his protest that of a deeply wounded i n. His
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 25th June 1929, p. 574
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disagreement with o,art in du Gard shows calm, unprecedented assurance*
t
In his letter, Gide even goes so far as to question Martin du Gard’s 
authority as a literary critic*
While Gide agrees with certain of Martin du Gard’s criticisms and 
edmits that Robert ia not "une oeuvre longuement elaboree et pr-1 ifjnment 
ecrite" (M.G.l, 9th February 193O» 391), he seems to refute the view that 
the value of a book lies in hard work and not spontaneity. Also, although 
nastily written, Gide explains that . obert contains "le result t de 
longues et p&tientee meditations" (M.G.l, 391)*
Gide defends himself against Martin du Card’s criticism that:
"...vous vous etes royalement amuse en empruntant...le domino et le masque
de 1’adversaire, et en lui .retant votre voix” (X.G.l, 6th February 193°»
590)• Likening his use of the "style gidien" in ?obert to that in his
recits, Gide is close to believing that this "double ressemblance” of
style to creator and creation is necessary for such works. Gide cites
.Shakespeare, Racine and Foliere as examples of the success of such a
procedure and is doubtful that Martin du Gard has been right in certain 
2
parts of La orelllna to adopt a style totally alien to him. when Gide 
>.dds: "Ce tour de force d’objectiv^ation reste un peu factice et >ent 
le ’devoir’M (M.G.l, 391)» he ironically turns against Martin du Gard 
the latter’s very comment on the Faux—Xonnayeura* * The implications of
Gide*6 remarks for Robert are quite clear* Thie work is rot si ply a 
"jeu banal de l’objectivite" but ia imbued with the author’s stylistic
presence, at least.
When replying to Martin du Gard’s comments on "le detail" (' • .1, 
fcth February 195O» 3^9) Cide, interestingly, avoids generalities to seise 
on hartin du Gard’s doubts as to the credibility of a Catholic jxrie it’s
1. Gide is perhaps surer of himself because of the apj>roval of Faria
» n Rysselberghe and Jean Jchlumberger for obert. '.V.i ., i rt; 5,
15th October 1929»^Moreover, Gide is staying with the passion tely 
pro-ci dian Dorothy Bussy*
2. ' Lea Thibault* Vol. II, Gallimard, 1972, pp. 9-1O3- La Jorellina
is the title of Jacques* short story.
5. I./M.G. Corr.l, 10th October 1925» p. 276: "...ce qui permet - piobant".
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giving the last rites to an unbeliever* Cide’s Catholic frienus have 
provided him with information which amply justifies this scene. Gide’s 
choice of the exceptional, proved by quasi-scientific research to have 
some basis in the general, is important because it is premonitory of 
his position in his argument with Martin du Gard about the "ve u a 5 
pattes".^ Also, Gide’s defence shows how sensitive he is to accusations 
of falsifying reality, this last point adding a new dimension to discuss­
ion on objectivity.
A meeting with Martin du Gard sparks off a long letter from Cide in 
which, by defending Dostoievsky, Gide seems almost to be defending his 
own integrity as a writer in his letter on Hobert.
Martin du Gard’s rather unfortunate sally: •’Dostoievski ne peut
nous enseigner que des trues”* (M.G.l, 2nd June 1930» 399) meets with
Gide’s equally unjust conclusion that Martin du Gard has no understanding 
•• 2whatsoever of Dostoievsky.
Gide agrees with Barres in his judgement that: '”11 y a un certain 
art de romancier, de conteur qui n’est que du trompe-l’oeil : olstoi,
Maupassant”1 (M.G.l, " 400). It is in Tolstoy’s work that
Gide is conscious of "le true" and never in Dostoievsky’s because, with
the latter:
...la chose a dire est toujours neuve et importante; 
ou, du moins, ce qui imports, chez lui, ce n’est 
jamais la peinture elle-m£me et l’acte ext&rieur de 
ses peraonnages, mais il confie a chacun d’eux quelque 
raysterieuse angoisse qu’il lui imports de faire partaker 
au lecteur. Et je comprenda, de reste, que l’art puisse 
ae passer d’angoisse, et qu’une peinture parfaite n’a 
nul besoin d’etre revelatrice d’un tourment. Mais 
s’achop.er a la [einture, et ne point distinguer le tourr.f-.nt 
kXui ngeessite l’habilete du coup de pinceau, c’est, 
lorsqu’il s’agit de Dostoievski, lui manquer gravement; 
car, e’e-t ce qui me plait precisement en lui, c’^t que, 
precisement, il ne se laisse jamais emporter par son 
nabilete de conteur, mais que chacune de ses habiletes 
reste profondement motivee, exigee, par son demon 
interieur. C’est la, precisement, ce que je ne sens pas 
dans Tolstoi; et c’est pour cela qu’il ra’ennuie
(M.G.l, •• 400).
1. oee: below, pp. 285-289.
2i Gide himself recognises his own injustice. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 2nd June 
1930, p. 599.
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Thls Impassioned plea is as much for Gide as for Dostoievsky. ide is 
trying to destroy the myth of conscious amusement to which Martin du Gard 
has always attributed Gide’s own "habilete". Thus he is ar uin that 
”1’habilete du coup de pinceau" is necessitated not only by the subject 
matter of the work itself but also by the inner "demon" of the author.
At once, Gide’s concept of stylistic "double ressemblance" - a style 
wnich reflects both the attitude of Gide’s fictional characters to life 
and the author’s intimate being - is clarified, as it is the only means 
of rendering this split motivation.
r.artin du Gard’s reply shows less desire for discussion than just­
ifiable irritation at the fact that Gide must be "bizarrement rancunier 
pour venir me chercher querelle, au bout de trois mois, a propos d’une 
phrase sommaire sur Dostoievski" (M.G.l, 12th June 1930, 401). In fact, 
Gide does not bear Martin du Gard any grudge since he knows as well a3
the reader of his correspondence that the latter does recognise that
• • 2Dostoievsky’s skill as a writer has no superficial basis.
Martin du Gard’s irritation at Gide’s letter is perhaps responsible 
for hi3 modifying his opinion on the Russian writer. He now points out 
that Dostoievsky is not totally exempt from "truquages" (M.G.l,
401). Kot only does Martin du Gard thus contradict Gide in his 
belief that Dostoievsky is never carried away by his skill as a story­
teller but also points to the dangerous ease with which Dostoievsky’s 
procedures may be imitated by writers who do not possess his enius.
On the other hand, Martin du Gard is convinced that Tolstoy ie
impossible to imitate in this way because he teaches one "a voir et non 
a peindre" (M.G.l, 402). As for those who imitate, Martin du Gard 
dismisses their art as "un coup de pouce...psychologiquement" and he 
wonders: "luel grand romancier echappe d’ailleurs, a ce etit tr vc- o
1. jee: t.bove, p.2.76.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 17th July 1921, p. 167
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professionnel, d'employer parfois en ’true’ ce qui est 1’element propre 
de son genie?" (M.G.l, 402). Gide himself does not escape this trap 
in Martin du Gard’s opinion.
These retorts do not constitute the true importance of Martin du
Gerd’s letter. Far more important to him is the issue revealed by 
aide’s letter, which is that of objective portrayal. Gide’ letter is 
a small but significant part of a general and "mechante tendance...a 
presenter...de la fagon, du biais, ou la riposte est pour vous plus 
aisee et p&remptoirei" (M.G.l, 402). In other words, Martiti du Card 
blames Gide for transcribing only the "propos-tremplins" (M.G.l, 402) of 
his friends’ tnoughts because his only consideration is the opportunity 
thus given him to express hia own views.
Thia fact, Martin du Gard adds, is not "sans interet ,en/ral, si 
l’on ae met a songer aux parties polemiques de votre oeuvre" (M.G.l,
402).
Thus, discussion on Dostoievsky is closely connected to Gide’s and
Martin du Gard’s differing views on Robert. The same question of the
honesty or the objectivity of one’s methods of presentation is raised.
Inis time, however, ide’s defence is more eloquent, perhaps becru e he
is no longer writing in his own name.
Gide is delighted that he has provoked Martin du Gard into discussion 
2
on these points. Before replying to his friend’s accusations that he 
presents him as "une figure assez sotte" (M.G.l, 405)» Gide wishes to 
argue the case before his "tribunal interieur" (M.G.l, 15th June 1930»
4O4) thus showing again his reflex to interiorize his thought prior to
1. Madame Van Rysselberghe gives her opinion on this phenomenon. .V.R., 
Cahiers 5» 15th June 1930, p. 93* "C'est vrai que Gide ne r leve 
dans ses notes que les arguments tremplins, mais cela me semble tres 
logique, il y poursuit sa pensee, ce n'est pas le lieu, le oment de 
tracer un portrait — et puis, citer autrui c'est le prencre en 
consideration, ca prouve que son avis vous arrete".
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 15th June 1930, p. 404.
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discuasion. Despite thia promise, Gide’a conviction that Martin du 
Gard1 2 3a reproaches are unmerited^" i3 not destined to be shaken even when 
this problem is approached again in amplified form.
Gide’s oedipe i3 the source of further discussion on Gide’s approach
to art. Martin du Gard admits that his judgement on Oedipe can only be
highly personal because he had been hoping so much that this play would 
, 2
be Gide’s Faust, Oddly, Martin du Gard’s reproaches form a direct 
counter-part to his former praise of the **libre et succulente fantaisie” 
(M.G.l, 6th February 193O> 389) that was to be found in oedipe. ’’Fantasy” 
obviously does not mean laiaser-aller to Martin du Gard,
His reproaches may be resumed thus: there is no ordexiy progression 
in Gide’s play which leaves one with the patchwork impression of having 
read a selection of papers found in the drawer of a dead writer; once 
again Gide has been unable to conclude satisfactorily; finally, the 
uneven quality of Oedipe suggests that its author is a gifted adolescent 
whose self-confidence produces ”de nobles hardiesses” (M.G.l, 50th January 
1931» 439) but also causes him to yield to ”cette tentation d’etonner, 
qui aura ete, dens un certain sens, le mauvais virus de votre vie et de 
votre oeuvre” (M.G.l, 439).
Martin du Gard’s severity is to some extent justified since there 
are sudden jumps both in tone and in the ideas expressed in Oedipe. 
Moreover, an interesting parallel is to be made between his comment about 
Gide’s desire to ’’astonish” and Oedipe*s reaction to the knowledge of his 
incestuous marriage: ”Je voudrais inventer je ne sais quelle nouvelle 
douleur. Inventer quelque geste fou, qui vous etonne tous, qui m’etonne 
moi-m&ne, et les dieux”.
Martin du Gard softens his reproaches by writing that he infi itely 
prefers Gide, the man, to his works. Gide is very touched by his
1. M.V.K., Cahiers 13th June 193O» P« 93.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 30th January 1931» PP- 437-438.
3. Andre Gide. Theatre, Gallimard, 1951» 34th Edition, p. 297.
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letter. He explains that Oedlpe ie not hia 1- auat because of the very 
limitations of its subject-matter and the form of classical drama he 
has chosen for it. nonetheless, Gide continues, included in Oeaipe 
is all that he intended to say and more besides.
Martin du Gard*s inability to perceive any "direction” (I..G.1,
1st February 1951, 441) in Oedipe provoke.- Gide into explaining the 
unifying, factor of his play which may be said to be the struggle to achieve 
a superior, uncomplacent form of individualism to which is allied the 
notion of human progress and all the other ideas in the work. It is 
thus not surprising, that Gide should admit to preferring the dialogue 
between Oedipe and 'I'iresi&s to Oedipe’s introductory soliloquy, since, 
quite literally, it is the central point of Gide's play, appearing in the
second of ite three acts.
The conversation between Oedipe and Tiresias, the priest, is also 
essential to the development of the play. In Act One, Oedipe presents
t .self t rough a .monologue as bein^ conscious only of the re. ent end
satisfied to be lead by the gods, who have been Oood to him. In Act 
Two, Oedipe*a dialogue with iresias opens his eyes and this lead to 
the con: rontation of past and present in what amounts to an inner dia­
logue. Oedipe then destroys his sight as expiation for the past but 
also as a true revolt against the puppet he was. Thereby, Oedi e is 
ready to "see” the plight of others and turn to the future. Gide’s play 
is, in fact, tightly bound together by temporal aspects which correspond 
to Oedipe*s moral development. To obtain authenticity, one must first 
live for the present, but never blind oneself to the past; without full 
consciousness of all the elements of one's character, one cannot truly' 
progress to one's real being.
Gide entirely agrees with ..artin du Gard's suggestion that, to avoid
1. ^his letter was written by Martin du Gard while in the Clini ue 
Bela^iniere after a very bad car accident.
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h&.jty anoints, he should write his conclusions et the moment of peek 
enthusiasm ;or a work.^ However, he believes, along with -artin du 
Gard, that the question of how to end a work is "aesthetic" ano, hence, 
ia the implication, the ending of Oedlpe is as it should be. Lhus 
Cide explains:
J’en tiens pour le 'presto* des final-a de sonates ou de 
symphonies, et prends example sur les sonnets, qui 
comrnencent en quatrains et s'ach^vent sur des tercet . 
inf in il me plait de ne pas accompagner trop avant le 
lecteur, male de le laisser faire seul le chemin, sur 
indications suffisantes. J'aime qu'il 'me quitte* ~
(M.G.l, 1st February 1931. 442).
In a typical movement of contradiction, Gide himself destroys his
claims to aesthetic iiotivation by reducing his artistic procedure to the
outcome of a fault in his character, "une Incurable roodestie" ( . :.l,
1st February 1931. 442). The blame for this may be laid on his religious
upbringing, Gide explains. When he writes:
uand je me trouve <mene a prendre une place de vedette, 
c'est sans conviction, craintivement, ou en crAnant, 
piastronnant; je joue un role, que j'eusse souhaite 
n'a^sumer qu'apres ma mort (M.G.l, 442),
there is a definite connection with his Protestant youth whioh Gide 
himself does not express. The external aggrandizement of one's own 
qualities bein^ strictly frowned upon, knowledge of one's worth becomes 
the product of internal pride; hence Gide's feeling of embarrassment 
when his gifts are to be exposed and judged in an external context and 
hence, his wish, all the same, for general but intangible reco nition
after his death.
Gide is obviously searching for a suitable viewpoint on the endings 
oi his works. Oddly, he does not at this point^stress his belief in 
the future and in his readers which leads him to open endings in hi 
work*. Thia ia a far more convincing argument than th>se of "a s .etic" 
needs or, of a failing in his character.
lT ;./?!.G. Corr. 1, 30th January 1931. p. 438.
2. The same sentiments are expressed in the Journal dea Faux- o npyeure.
3. See: below, p.3^34
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It ia difficult to say why Gide should insist on the latter as 
he does by pointing to the connection between his character and the 
posthumous quality Martin du Gard has rightly discovered in his last 
works.Should L'Ecole des Femmes remain unfinished, Oedipe, in spite 
of it3 imperfections, will probably be his last work according to Gide, 
who hastily adds that this in no way detracts from the importance of his 
pi'esent writings but: "...ce ne sont plus, a proprement parler, des 
oeuvres; siraplement des pages, ou le souci de 1’affirmation remplace 
celui de la dependance et de la subordination" (M.G.l, 445). Even in 
his letters, Gide seems to obey his literary principle that the reader 
participate in solving a problem of which Gide has given only the 
"indications suffisantes".
The basic elements given here by Gide are "dependence" tuid "subord­
ination". It seems to me that Gide's former "dependance" was on differ 
ent "biais" experienced through "Deperaonnalisation poetique" and that 
he "subordinated" himself to the artistic and critical representation of 
these "bi^is". Now, Gide's aim is affirmation which seems paradoxical 
following what he has already said about his "incurable modestie".
To explain this apparent contradiction, one has only to turn to 
lide's short but revealing comment: "...je me fais l'effet a moi- eme .. 
d'etre deja outre-tombe" (M.G.l, . 442). In other
words, Gide feels he has already gathered, in his former works, all the 
necessary material to justify his posthumous "place de vedette" (M.G.l, 
442). Therefore, the need for a critical approach in truly erti tic 
works has become less pressing. Gide, like Cedipe, is ready to serve 
Kan. His conception of literature seems, therefore, to have c u. ht up 
with his growing consciousness of the role he has to play in society
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 1st February 1951» P* 442
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subsequent to hia journey to the Congo.
whether thia changed attitude to art ia as voluntary as Gide would
have Martin du Gard believe, leaves room for doubt. On th one hand,
Gide’s Journal does show growing firmness in reaction to received truth, 
definite identification with the cause of progress and even the belief 
that humanitarian preoccupations may be profitably included in the work 
of art;1 2 3 4 5 6on the other hand, however, the difficulties Gide is exper­
iencing in writing Genevieve, which is not a work of "profonde exigence"
2
but motivated by "la sympathie", go hand in hand with his fears that 
3
laziness is the cause of his deferring "le vrai travail".
It is interesting that both Martin du Gard's tendency to insist
only upon his "refus" and his "reserves" (M.G.l, 30th January 1931, 439) 
and Gide's over-willing acceptance of them undergo some modification. 
Martin du Gard simply apologises for his "raechante lettre" (M.G.l,
3rd February 1931» 444). Gide shows more complexity since his Journal^ 
and not his correspondence shows the reasons for his change of heart.
The author's will and no longer his "modesty" has been decisive in the 
lack of "developpement et d'ampleur" (M.G.l, 1st February 1931, 441) in 
his play, Gide claims that he has deliberately excluded the non-essen­
tial and that a more ample ending would have destroyed the cal;nee of his 
play. By such deliberate structural and stylistic severity, Gide has 
suppressed "toutes les resonances anplificatrices, qu'il me suffit 
d'eveiller dans 1'esprit du lecteur",^
Gide's conclusion must be taken all the more seriously because of
his very genuine consideration of criticism which comes fro t his "grande
A 6
crainte de complaisance envers moi-meme" . It i this which
1. J.l, 30th January 1931» pp. 1026-1028.
2. Ibid,31st March 1930, pp. 977-970.
3. Ibid, 21st March 1930, p. 975.
4. Ibid, 3rd and 5th February 1931, pp. 1029-1030.
5. Ibid, 5th February 1931, p. 1030.
6. Xb.d, p* (030.
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has caused his initial acceptance of Kartin du Card's criticisms and the
fact that:
•••je sens bien que c'est a votre amitie meme que 
je dois votre severite. Dea lors, ooioment ne point 
ra'y plaire? (Mais je crois que vous aussi vous vous 
y plaiaez; et peut-etre un peu trop, en effet)
(M.G.l, 6th February 1951, 446).
This comment is, to some extent, justified. The impression gained up to 
tnis point by the reader of Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gerd is 
somewhat one-sided* Martin du Gard himself seems to recognise his tend­
ency to amplify his "outrecuidants reproches* (M.G.l, 50th January 1951,
459) to such an extent as to smother profound admiration for Gids's work*
Gide is also responsible since, although he is often provoked into self­
explanation, he rarely refutes Martin du Gard's point of view directly.
; person wnose knowledge Gide was limited to his correspondence with 
Martin du Gard so far could be excused for accepting the strength of .Martin 
du Gard’s arguments at face-value. This would mean, however, dangerously 
ignoring the increasing "redresaement" (M.G.l, 10th October 1925 » 276)
Gide has brought ebout, principally in his letters on Kobert1 2and Dostoievsky 
Gide is, indeed, asserting himself and has been doing so ever since the 
publication of the Zaux-Konnayeurs which marked the end of a truly profound 
attempt to benefit from his friend's approach to art.
4* Literary Argument.
The culminating point of Gide's assertion on a literary plane is 
his argument with Martin du Gard about Mle veau a cinq pattes" (; .G.l,
7th March 1951• 454 )» which was sparked off by Martin du Gard's Confidence 
africaine. In this novel, the child, Michel^, born of an incestuous 
relationship, suffers from poor health and dies at an early age.
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 9th February 1950, PP* 591-592.
2. Ibid, 2nd June 1950» PP* 599-400*
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Jean Delay sees the basis of the two writers* quarrel aa being, 
on Gide's part, : ”Ce sentiment traglque de la destines de 1*artiste, 
qui devrait sacrifier sa reputation humaine a l’accompliasement total 
de ses fins” (M.G.l, Intro., 67) which is expressed by Gide in the 
explanatory note to the Traite du Ifercisae. He hence evokes the etnical 
considerations involved in the publication of Corydon and Si le Grain ne 
meurt aa precursors of this quarrel which is essentially moral in his 
opinion. Jean Delay also believes that, for Martin du Gerd, the basis 
of his difference with Gide is "la limite de ce qui est pernio a 1'homme 
et de ce qui lui est interdit” (M.G.l, Intro., 65), and that, in this 
context, Martin du Gard has caught Gide "en flagrant delit d'imnorclisme 
a priori” (M.G.l, 65). Undoubtedly, the moral question of acce tnce 
of scandal in the grave, Biblical sense of the word, is important.
However, it seems to me that this "querelle” is not merely limited to a 
specific moral context but encompasses general artistic principles. In 
discussing the implications of the ”querelle du ve^u a cinq pattes", I 
hope to show, therefore, that the unifying factor is the ever present 
problem of objectivity/subjectivity and that only the ’’biais” has changed.
As with their discussion on Dostoievsky, Gide Is responsible for 
initial provocation by agreeing with Dorothy Bussy that : "Ce 'fruit 
du peche* devb.it 6tre sain, beau, hardi, glorieux" (M.G.l, 5th March 1931,
452) if only, one gathers, to annoy Mauriac. Martin du Gard's explosion 
that Gide's ’’intention dominants eut ete...de prouver la legitimlte de
1»Inceate" end "non pas de faire vrai, de conter” (M.G.l, 7th March 1931,
453) immediately identifies the subject of the debate as objectivity.
On the one side, there is Gide, obsessed by "ce...besoin d'etonner" 
(h.G.l, 454) and who is not "un artiste desinteresse, mais un avocr-t que 
camouflent un grand art et une supreme habiletej l'avocrt d'une esuse, 
et d'une cause autant que possible 'scandaleuse'” (M.G.l, 453-434)» on 
the other, there is Martin du Gard whose aim all through life hen : een to
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attain "cet equilibre entre mea indignations, mea revoltes, - el l'equlte, 
la vue juste de ce qu'il y a dans le cusp adverse" (M.G.l, 7th M. rch 1931»
454) and who may claim that: "...dans la vie, je suis capable d’etre asses 
sectaire, - dea que je suis devant mon papier, le doute est malt e, et 
le souci de rester mesure, d’etre juste, freine mes impulsions” (. .G.l, 
456). Martin du Gard’s reproaches against the determined nature of Gide’s 
manner of portraying are more clearly expressed than ever before. ?4ore- 
over, they form a complement to all his previous comments on artistic 
procedure.
Gide is delighted at the effect of his provocation, but is n-mself 
galvanised into self-defence since, as Jean Delay points out, Martin du 
Jard has touched hia “point vulnerable" (M.G.l, Intro., 63). Thus, Gide 
writes:
...comprenez-vous bien le discredit que votre lettre 
peut jeter sur mon oeuvre entiere? Vous protestez 
que toujours vous a domine un souei de verite, d’equite, 
de justice; et nul n'en a jamais doute; mais vous le 
faites de maniere qu’il semble que pareil souci me 
soit derneure toujours etranger; ce qui, tout de meme, 
ne me paralt pas tres equitable. Je crois avoir 
merite plus souvent le reproche d’excessive 3ouplesse 
et de...flottement, que fait figure de partisan
(M.G.l, llth March 1931, 457)
Commenting on thie passage, Jean Delay tends rightly to agree with Gide,
since in his work:
Gide avait essaye dans ses livres les attitudes 
morales les plus opposees, oscillant.•.sans jamais 
a’infeoder a une doctrine. A 1*exception de sa 
protestation homoaexualle que R.M.G. savait sincere­
ment motives, la protestation iramoraliste de Gide n*avait 
rien de systemctique tout en restant fidele a une 
ligne generale de revendication de 1'individu contre les 
conformismes (M.G.1, Intro., 65).
Gide is no less concerned than Martin du Gard with the equitable portrayal 
of the advantages and disadvantages of varying attitudes towards life.
The question raised here is that of the aptness of his way of pr» senting
them
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Cide now admits freely to what he has already briefly indie ted
to Martin du Card: "Le temps e3t loin ou je me croyals simpletoent
un artiate”(M.G,1. llth March 1931, 457)* Cide is not denyin hi3
status as an artist here but adding another dimension to it and, perhaps
to justify himself, he points to an undesired dimension to .’artin du
Card’s work, when he writes pertinently: "...ce qui fit votre valeur,
c’est que vous n’etes pas simplement un conteur" ( • .1, 457 • ide
goes on to clarify his concept of the author’s role:
Je crois que le vrai naturaliste est celui qui 3alt 
retrouver, a travers l’exception apparente, la loi, 
la resle, et, artiste, peindre la creature a 
l’apparence la plus banale, comme il ferait une 
exception (M.G.l, 457-456).!
Although, Gide separates the "naturalist" from the "author" here, 
it is probable that he is thinking of the Naturalist writer such as Zola
or Maupassant, who said that in life one found exceptions which it was 
the novelist’s duty to avoid choosing as his subject-matter. Gide’s 
procedure is quite the opposite, making his artistic sphere broader than 
that of Maupassant. The role of Gide’s art, in this case, is to change
the very premises of humanity by raising the "banal" to the level of the
2
exception” which, in a new world, would become the norm. Gide is a 
creator and not a painter since he claims that, in art, one may seke a 
very deliberate choice of subject-matter intended to establish ; lew 
or rule but, presumably, "sans tricherie" (M.G.l, 1st February 1931, 441)
Martin du Gard’s implication that Gide’s attitude does involve 
trickery, in order to escape the bounds of reality, has undoubtedly 
affected Gide as mui h as the suggestion that "le scandale pour lai-meme" 
(M.G.l, 7th March 1931* 4%) constitutes his moral and artistic ia.
hia is no doubt why Gide turns Martin du Gard’s weapons against du in
1. This statement may be compared to that made by Gide in hi journal,
10th February 1929, p. 913: crois, avec Vilde, que ler us
importante artistes ne copient point tant la nature qu’ils he la 
precedent".
2. G./; .C. Corr. 1, 2ctn e.tember 1929, pp. 354-355, HVou.‘ s;.ve»- 
d’atteindre".
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order io counter-attack Partin du Gard in hia moat sensitive spot, - 
namely, his belief that his "'esthetlque'", if he h&e one, is **un 
certain flair, un certain sens de la reolite, un gout de la vie et des 
etres, qui m'enpecnent de fabriquer des fantoches" (K. .1, 4> ). This 
Gide does by reminding Martin du Gard that hia scientific knowledge is 
inferior to hia, Gide's, and that, by the laws of nature, it is jt at 
all certain that Pichel must be weakly and die*
Gide's letter is followed by another which shows his anxiety at 
the possible consequences of the fury of the explosion he himself has 
provoked from Martin du Gard. Both for their work and their friendship, 
Cide believes that: "...il y a plus grand profit.•.a confronter nos 
'enthetiques* (puisque, d'ethique, vous ne conaentez point d'en avoir) 
qu'a lea heurter” (M.G.l, 12th March 1931, 460). For the first time 
with Martin du Gard, Gide obviously fears the consequences of dialogue. 
'Iso, the word "confronter" suggests comparative and 3elf-perpetuating 
evaluation rather than a full-scale battle involving & winner or a loser. 
This explanation of the ideal functioning of their relations underlines, 
too, their essential role for Gide's work by allowing him to test and
strengthen his approach to art.
. To Gide, Martin du Gard is more guilty that he of "^troitesse et 
deni" (M.G.l, 460). His preoccupation with painting what i3 most normal 
in life is the cause, in Gide's opinion, of his refusal to admit a
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growing number of values. The danger of this is, cide writes*: ...vous 
er otez musique, poesie et tout 1'exceptionnel, dont 1'ordinaire t 
le banal peut ne rae paraitre parfois que la permission et le support" 
(M.G.l, 460). Not only does Martin du Gerd suUt out
such values but also he looks for "tout ce qui peut vous ercour. ^er dans 
ce sens" (M.G.l, 460). This double evidence of Martin du Gard’.
narrowness is contrasted by Gide to his own op/>enness:
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J'ai,tout au contraire, et fort imprudemment parfois, 
cherche toujours ce qui differait le plus de moi, 
jusqu'a me nuire. exception moi-meme, mais desireux 
d'admettre et de comprendre le plus possible, j’ai 
tendu vers une banalite qui ne m'etait pas naturelle
(M.G.l, 460).
The foundation of such a claim is unshakeable. Thus used by Gide, 
it not only refutes Martin du Gard's accusations against his . r~isanmhip 
but also shows that, by experience, Gide may be said to h;ve gained a 
form of literary objectivity superior to that of Martin du Grr .. hereas 
Martin du Gard’s objectivity is an effort of will, involvir < extremely 
hard work, fairness and rigorous method, Gide has found his by experienc­
ing rather than observing elements exterior to his personality.
Having, in his previous letter, confessed to a certain orientation 
in his work,1 2Gide hastens to protect himself from Martin du Gard's further 
wrath by going into greater depth on the question of "scandale”. Gide 
takes the example of his experience in the Congo because he fe».ls that 
his argument will have greater strength in an extra-literary context.
One may be forgiven for thinking that Gide avoids the example of . i le 
Grain ne meurt and Corydon because he would be on the dangerous ground
lready evoked by him in his previous letter, - namely, that he is a
committed artist.
The example Gide chooses is perhaps intended to show that hia 
preoccupation with bringing to light what is concealed is no longer just
a personal, moral one as Martin du Gard clearly thinks. Gide imagines
'' 2 /a conversation between himself and Benilan where Benilan deplores the 
fact that Gide has chosen to concentrate his literary talents on the 
exceptions to the generally admirable administration in the colo ii- a.
Gide draws his conclusion:
1. .See: above, p. 286.
2. pelt "Benilon" in Gide's Journal. The latter, • colonial official, 
had written an article attacking Gide in the Revue de aria.
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Que cette exception vous gene, il se peut? et de le 
votre besoin d’invalider mon temoignage par ce dis- 
creditant reproche de m’occuper beaucoup plus...du 
mouton a cinq pattes que de tout le reste du troupeau.
Mais ce qu’il m’importe surtout de montrer, c’est ce 
qui se cache, ce que l’on cache, ce que l’on n* aurait 
pu voir, ou laiss6 voir, sans moi (M.G.l, 46O).
’hus, Gide destroys Martin du Gard’s argument that he is not un artiste 
desin,- resse*1. Far from basing his works in an "immor; lisme a priori**.
ide finds in life itself evidence of the existence of the ’’mouton r cinq 
patte ” and uses this basic material to establish his unique value ^nd as 
one of the means of avoiding "tout ce qu’un autre aurait ; ussi bien que 
moi pu ecrire”.1 This explains his conviction of the necessity to limit 
subject-matter. From this very limitation spring richness and complex­
ity which Martin du Gard believes are the initial components needed for 
the objective painting of life.
Kartin du Gard’s less microscopic study of the world is another
means of obtaining objectivity but entails just es many pitfalls as that
of Gide. Gide himself warns Martin du Gard of the principal danger:
Et si vous inventez, faites bien attention de ne point 
aller dans le sens de cette vision conventionnelle... 
mais bien de la realite. Je veux, me penchant sur votre 
oeuvre, que vous me mettiez a meme d'y trouver, comme 
dans la nature elle-m&ne, et de quoi motiver cette vision 
conventionnelle, et de quoi m*assurer contre ce qu’elle a 
de conventional et faux (M.G.l, 46I).
The connexion between moral and more general artistic considerations hae 
now been made clear. Both Martin du Gard and Gide desire to paint 
reality. They differ in that the former chooses to depict com only-knovn 
facets of reality and the latter what is hidden and feels must be brought 
to the surface. The main enemy to the objective portrayal of reality 
is the acceptance of a priori moral concepts. While both writer share 
-his belief, Gide again differs from Martin du Gsrd. Gide se .a- world 
through the eyes of a moralist, but one who has created his own set of
moral values; Martin du Gard, the writer, is guided, theoretic lly, by
1. J.l, 1951, p. 1068
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no moral principles but, because of his own personality, must beware 
of infusing his works with ’’cette vision conventionnelle" (M.G.l, 12th 
March 1951, 461).
Martin du Gard’s reply,where he apologises for the tone of his 
last letter, dsal3 firstly with the scientific likelihood of ;>ood health 
in a child born through incest. Using the image of the "veau ? 5 pattes"
rtin du Gard admits that, to a certain extent, he is wrong to exclude 
it almost systematically from his field of study. He recognises in
Gide* achievements all the ’’utiles elements de revision . ur bien des 
points’* (M.G.l, 17th March 1951» 462) that such a study may bring but 
se, ms unwilling to credit the lasting validity of a system built upon the 
revolutionary knowledge gained from the exception to the norm. from 
the zoological example used by Martin du Gard appears a sociological end 
historical view of mankind in which the exceptional is an interesting and 
useful but non-essential part.
Martin du Gard then turns his ettention to the effects ou artistic
durability of studying the exception. He himself, in Confidence africaine
has avoided making Michele a healthy child because:
. ..je ne me sens pas le droit de choisir cette 
exceptionnelle hypothese, justement parce que ce choix 
impliquerait, ou semblerait impliquer, une intention 
de plaidoyer, une arriere-pensee de th&se
(M.G.l, 462),
and the Gide who is no longer simply an artist is warned:
C*est?malgre tout, jn qui vous s.uve, et vous sauvfraj
Je veux dire que, en general, ce qui vieillit une oeuvre, 
ce qui la demonetise, ce que la posterite lais?e tomber, 
c'est justement ce a quoi 1’auteur attachait le plus de 
jrix: sen intentions revolutionnaires, ses innovations, 
ses partis pris, ses marottes (M.G.l, 4&5).
In reply to Gide’s complaint that hia former letter seemed to deny
Cide any concern with truth, Martin du Gard protests that thi w?.?. never
1. G./M.G. Corr., 17th iiareh 1951» PP* 461-466
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his intention. He explains that, while one of Gide’s primordial 
preoccupations ia truth, :
...c’est votre verite que, depuis ces dernieres annees,
vous defender. C’est en ce sens qu’on peut dire, a la
fois et veridiquement, cpie vous etes obsede par la preoccupation
de la verite, et possede par un certain esprit partisan
(M.G.l, 465).
To illuaxrate this, Martin du Gard mentions the ending of Oedlpe which, 
he correctly believes, has been made to fit Gide’s philosophy - the 
optimistic belief in individual and social progress - rather than to 
obey the inner logic of the play.
This more measured letter has as much effect upon Gide as Martin du
Gard's infuriated one, since Gide again indulges in a double reply. In
his first letter, Gide brushes aside Martin du Gard’s apologies and adds:
"...c'est du jour ou vous croiriez devoir prendre des prec utions ; our
m'ecrire, que mon amitie protesterait" (M.G.l, 22nd March 1951» 466),
thus showing how meaningful to him i3 discussion of his differences from
Martin qu Gard. Indeed, Gide goes on to explain why he depend so much
on his friend when he writes of the question of the durability of art: 
z s z"...je vous sais gre de ra'amencr a le redebattre encore avec xoi-'ieme" 
(M.G.l* 466). Roger Martin du Gard, more than any other of Gide's 
correspondents, is useful to Gide in the maintenance of intellectual
honesty, not only because of the solidity of his resistance but also 
because the "position" (M.G.l, 466) he helps < ide towards
is that of what his artistic policy should be. One understands why, in 
this same letter, Gide should write: "Les vraies influences sur roi, 
s’eaercent per reaction" (M.G.l, 467).
Thia letter shows how far Gide’s artistic position has changed in 
the past few months. Prior to that, Martin du Gard's comments would 
have met with almost unrestricted acquiescence, Gide writes an, indeed, 
even now he ia tempted to agree with Martin du Gard . However, Gide
admits that he has allowed his '"esthetique'" to take another bent and
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he uses the surprisingly conventional argument that thia is because he 
is older, and one suspects "wiser”, thaii Martin du ard who will, accor- 
■ in, to 'ide, surely undergo the .sane change when he i. e li 11 ..Ider,
progress is Gide’s new watchword and Gide writes: "it le )orea,
on ne peut comraencer d’y croire, sans desirer aussitot y aider"1 2 3(. .G.l, 
466). The idea of progress appears as an incipient faith commanding 
engagement. Temptation now seems to be Gide’s former and Partin du Gard’s 
own concept of art as a pure object unsullied by any "intentions” (ii.G.l, 
7th March 1931» 453)* This new position is a far cry from the Gide who 
wrote of his autobiography: "...tout, pour moi, cede a la raison d’art" 
or professed his whole-hearted identification with the title of iietzache’s 
work, Considerations inactuellea.
Gide himself explains in full his changed attitude towards art:
...1*impartialite parfaite de 1’artiste, la pure objectivite 
de son oeuvre, m’apparalt de plus en plus chimerique.
L’artiste, n^cessairement prend position; et le mieux
’ encore est qu’il en ait nette conscience. Il ecrit pour prouver, 
quoi qu’il en ait; et vous ni plus ni moins que les autres.
i objectif qu’il soit,et impartial, il ne peut peindre le 
monde que selon ’son indice de refraction'. C’est d6jt fort 
beau qu’il ne faase rien et n’derive pas une oeuvre tendonc- 
ieuse, ou de parti. J’aime que, comme Ibsen, il sache 
4clairer tour a tour les deux cdtes d’une question; et rien 
ne m’a plus g§ne, dans TolstoV, loraque recemment j’ai re,;
Guerre et falx, que la trop apparente intervention de ses 
theories. Mais Montaigne lui-m&rae, avec son air d’indifference, 
n*a-t-il pas plus et mieux travaille pour la libre pensee iue 
n’eut pu faire un polemiste ach< rne? -
(M.G.l, 22nd March 1931,K467).
The "manifester" of the young Gide has progressed, not illogically, to 
"prouver" and to the belief that objectivity in art is an illusion. Thus, 
even the author who, like Martin du Gard, wishes simply to portray life, 
forgetting none of its richness and complexity, cannot avoid refraction 
or subjectivity. Once again, one is fatally reminded of the inevitable
1. My own underlinings.
2. J.l, let February 1917, P« 617.
3. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 25th July 1930, 414
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X X
importance for Gide of "le point d’ou doit affluer la lumiere".
Only the cause of this importance has changed from the inner needs of
the individual to the member of society’s consciousness of his role.
Despite Gide’s very genuine attempts to achieve the objectivity extolled
by Martin du Ga^d, the end result is merely a 3hift in his "indice de 
/'
refraction".
Forasmuch, Gide makes clear, in this letter, that no change in
methodology is necessary or even advisable. Gide’s comment on Tolstoy
ohows that he believes neither art nor the author’s cause has anything
to gain from too obvious an ideological intervention on the author’s
part. Indeed, Charles Lu Bos comments on Gide:
L’originalite radicals de la position de Gide en tant 
qu'artiste reside en ceci que la matiere de son oeuvre 
n’est pas, elle, esthetiAue; que toujours, en son essence, 
elle est morale...Ici non seulement la morale est sub- 
ordonnee a l’art mais capt^e par l’art.2
As before, Gide's sedond letter is prompted by the desire to fend 
off attacks against the weak spots of his first, Gide obviously realises 
that his plea for progress is not destined to fall on sympathetic ears 
since he writes: " e me bleguez pas aur ce que je vous dis uu ro,,xes.
Je vous avoue que je suis tres chttouilleux sur ce point* (X.G.l, 4^8) 
and insists that: "...la peinture de la vie ree^e n’est ,u’un departement 
de la litterature" (X.G.l, 488). In this strictly literary sphere, Gide 
goes on by indicating Martin du Gard's and his own incompatibility.
Cnly then does Gide allow himself to broach the topic of progress, 
but here the connection with literary value is stressed as it was not 
before, since Gide writes: "...il n’y a pas un grand auteur dont l’oeuvre 
n’ait d’abord ete quelquepeu bousculatoire" (M.G.l, 468). dido entirely 
agrees with Martin du Gard that a work lasts because of its "qualixes de 
sagacite, de verite, de beaute" (M.G.l, 468), but implies that, without
Li&l^u^&vec Andre Gide, Correa, 1948. .noted by Lucien djadji,
An dr 6 Gide.Journal, Lidier, 1971» p. 58.
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hia concern for moral liberation* the author might never have written 
his work es: "...c’est la ce qui la lui faisait Ecrire” (M.G.l* 468).
Thue* Gide and Martin du Gard share the belief that the ephemeral 
?nd highly individual preoccupations of the author oan nave no effect on
the lasting quality of his work. The attribution of artistic value to 
such preoccupations is the point of contentions Gide believes they are 
a necessary but by no means sufficient condition to beln& a great artist 
and Martin du Gard is unwilling to accept their validity at all in an 
artistic context. Indeed* he believes they are contrary to the artist's 
sincerity. Ao has already been seen*^ Gide is not insensitive to this
reproach. Now* in this letter* he swiftly and successfully counters
Martin du Gard's insinuation that his Oedipe is only semi-sincere because
it has been written to prove Gide's own theory. "Indice de r^fsaction"
there may be* Gide seems to say* but never "tricherle”.
2In reply to Gide's two letters* Martin du Gard* for once, adopts 
the Gldian reaction of "*oui et amen'" (M.G.l* 1st February 1951 • 440).
Cn the contrary* it is Gide who wishes to prolong the debate or* perhaps* 
merely* to put the final touches to his position. Not the least inter­
esting point in this exchange of letters has been the marked contrast 
between the two friends* ways of expressing themselves. Martin du Gerd 
has required only one letter in which to eject all his ideas* hie second 
letter involving mainly an alteration in tone rather than in content,
Gide* on the other hand* has allowed his ideas gradual expression in order 
to exploit fully the repercussions of Martin du Gard's point of view on
him.
Thus* Gide's initial letters^ were provoked by Martin du Gerd's ne,
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, llth March 1951» p. 457.
2. Ibid* 26th March 1951» PP. 469-471.
5. Of the llth and 12th March 1951. Ibid, pp. 457-461.
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and hio aecond letters by inner dialogue where the protagonists remained 
nonetheless Gide and Martin du Gard. Gide seems to have transferred to
his correspondence his own literary technique which he likens to "ce 
precede du blason qui consiste, dans le premier, a en roettre un second 
•en .byme*. Cette retroaction du sujet sur lui-meme m’a tou our» tente".
.k>t’only are both letters of each set connected ut there is an i • er-
relationship between all the individual lettera, since Gide may touch
briefly on a topic in one letter only to develop it more fully in nother. 
x
Thus, Gide*3 next letter deals in greater depth with the question 
of the qualities which bring lasting recognition to a work. ide firmly
refutes Martin du Gard’s opinion that his changed approach to art is the 
effect ol his seeking immediate success.^ The firmness with which Gide 
lays down his rinclples in this letter proves that their discussion has 
indeed helped him to "prendre conscience plus nette de mes positions (M.G.l, 
2?th March 1931, 471). Gide refuses to believe, as does Martin du Gard, 
that only human emotions can save a work from ageing. To support this 
argument Gide uses the example of the inhuman beauty of the frlessee of the 
Palace of Suse and follows up his advantage by writing: "lu re3te nulls 
e.lotion juI ne doive a la beaute de son expression sa aurvie” ( . .1, 471)* 
here one sees that Gide’s involvement with human progress has caused no 
denial of his supreme role as an artist. Indeed, Gide even expresses 
his belief that social questions are of ephemeral interest only <,nd have 
littl> effect on the mainstream of life. Gide ia, however, arc t ;;t:
1. Gf the 22nd March 1951.
2. J.l, 1895, p. 41.
5. G./X.G. Corr.l, 27th March 1931, PP. 471-472.
4. This opinion originated after Gide’s return from the Congo. owever,
Martin du Gard now seems to believe in cause rather than e G./M.G.
Corr. 1, 17th March 19>1, pp* 463-464) and one wonders if Gide is not 
being a little unfair here.
5. This is to be compared to Albert Mockel’s later comrient to ..ide, the 
Communist sympathizer. G./Mo. Corr., 3rd February 1935, P* 514*
".x mon ame d’artiate, je n’afflige d’une rigueur qui me . e tnhum- 
aine en son exces. Certe^ oui, que la pitle nous porte! mai i 
moindre pareelle de beaute est le plus riche present que l’ho ime puisse 
faire a l’homme?.
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Lea qu’elle cease d’etre abstraite et s’humanise, la 
revendication de Proraethee contre lea dleux, entre 
dans le uomaine de l’art.•.les questions morales 
restent••.pressantes
(M.G.1, 471).
Unconsciously, Gide has explained the moral basis of his future involve­
ment with Communism and, at the same time, his literary silence which 
was caused by the fact that social evolution obviously took precedence 
over the moral evolution hoped for by Gide.
Having explained hia position, Gide does not resist the te. ptation
to defend himself firmly but subtly against Martin du Gard’s accusations
that his choice of subject-matter is far too subjectively restricted and
that he is, therefore, in danger of alienating future readers:
Que romancier, je me sols empare d’une etoffe si riche 
et l’aie faite mienne, c’est ce qui peut surprendrej 
mais j’en fais un titre de gloirej et ce qui me surprend, 
moi, c’est que les roraanciers, pour la plupart, n’aient 
pas comprls qu’on pouvait tailler la-dedans autre chose 
que des drapeaux (M.G.1, 471).
Martin du Gard and not himself, Gide is suggesting, is the writer
who may be accused of narrowing the scope of his work by his refusal to
see the wide range afforded by the richness of moral questions. Gide’s
claim to richness evokes Martin du Gard’s own definition of objectivity
as beinc the painting of life in all its fullness and complexity, while
his belief that moral questions are of undying interest evokes a similar 
2
fate for his work. One feels that Gide once again wishes to show that 
Martin du Gard’s realism is a trap which prevents him from att ining 
superior objectivity and that Gide’s final "’presto’" (M.G.l, 1st : ebruary 
1951» 442) has indeed left Gide with "le beau role" (M.G.l, 17th rch 
1951, 464).
As predicted by Martin du Gard, his play, Un Tsciturne, ia the 
pretext for a pendant to their debate. However, Martin du Gard jwiftly
1. See: G./M.G. Corr. 1, Annex to letter 582, p. 716.
2. ee: atove, pp.GS^ -<2^1.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 17th March 1951» P. 4^5.
4. Ibid, letters of the 51st July - 8th August 1951. PP- 460-464.
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realises that Gide’s criticisms are prompted by literary consider tions 
and not because he is "l’avocat d’une Oauee...autant que possible 
’scandaleuse*" (M.G.l, 7th March 1951, 454)*
The importance of this Ion# exchange of letters for the development
of the correspondence is two-fold. The complexity of the two friends*
argument forms an apotheosis to the original discussion opened by /.art in
du Gard and which he chose to qualify as one on literary objectivity.
■one of the arguments used here are entirely new to either prota onist.
Thus gathered together around Gide’s decision to limit portrayal to "le 
\
mouton a cinq pattes", the questions of stylistic, structural and cont­
extual objectivity gain in cohesion and gravity. Moreover, these letters 
show the full extent of the two writers’ differences and the very real 
v: lue of confrontation for Gide who now knows what his position is.
In fact, a review of dialogue in the correspondence, after Gide’s 
return from the Congo, shows that both Martin du Gard’s and Gide’s 
attitudes have undergone a circular movement.
The Faux-Monnayeurs persuaded both writers that Gide would be better 
advised to desist in his attempts to write objectively. However, Gide’s 
tendency with his Voyage au Congo to make too direct a use of his own 
life in literature caused Martin du Gsrd to warn him very harshly a ainst 
this dangerous pitfall for the subjective writer. To continue along
this path would seriously compromise Gide’s sincerity in Martin du Card's 
opinion and would lead him away from life itself.
Much as Martin du Gard deplored Gide’s tendency to draw too discern- 
i <>ly on the' personal details of hia life, his tolerance for ficti ■ 1
detail and false objectivity in Kobert was minimal. The trap of ubject-
ivity does not excuse the equally grave one of objectivity in Martin du 
Gard’s eyes and he is therefore forced into full acceptance of those of 
Cide’s qualities which helped to make the Faux-F.onngyeurs a gre t work.
—.   
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Martin du Gard is not, forasmuch, ready to accept any failings in 
these qualities and, hence, hie anger when he believes Gide is guilty 
of subjecting his art to a moral outlook which, far from enco; < a. sing 
life’s complexity, is highly single-minded and personal. Once a^ain, 
therefore, Gide is being accused of subjectivity and clearly on an 
ideological level.
Martin du Gard was excusably mistaken in considering that the basic 
material of the Voyage au Congo was the anecdotal, day-to-day life of 
Gide, the man. Now he can be ln no doubt as to the moral basis Gide 
intends to bring to work in his art, this intention having flowered with 
his experience in the Congo. Obviously Martin du Gard’s wr th is 
occasioned by his feeling that Gide has moved from indiscriminate to 
channelled subjectivity. In fact, Gide’s journey to the Congo and his 
growing political involvement are indicative of the desire to step into 
a moral context propitious to the sharing of his preoccupations and, 
probably, to the widened scope of hia art. Martin du Gard’s letters 
to Gide on the "veau a 5 pattes" show why his disapproval of Gide is not 
as paradoxical as it may seem in light of the latter’s intentions.
While Martin du Gard would have been only too happy to have seen 
Gide’s art draw on life’s complexity, he cannot accept art ruled by moral 
considerations. The latter, because it does not paint life, is seen as 
a limitation by Martin du Gard and, as such, harmful to Gide's literary 
output.
Gide, at this stage has perhaps not fully realised that orcl, social 
and political problems do not always mix. This is why he believes that 
he can infuse into his art his conviction that the lot of hu. .< nity may be 
improved. Immediately after his return from the Congo, he seeded moment­
arily unsure as to whether this would be possible. Dialogue with
Martin du Gard has but strengthened his belief that even politicc1 exper­
ience may serve "Le seul but de sa vie: 1*enrichissement de 1’oeuvre"
1. NAG, p. 62
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Gide’s letters have thus shown an unprecedented desire to assert 
himself. The apparent passivity of his former letters, which was 
dependent on internal dialogue, is replaced here by active provocation 
to external dialogue because of the necessity to work out his own position, 
which, once known, allows Gide to appear with a new strength which was 
formerly the prerogative of Martin du Gard.
After a conversation with Madame Van Rysselberghe, Gide comes back 
to the topic of Martin du Gard’s Un Tsciturne only to attack its author 
with his own weapons. The physical violence of the heroine, Isabelle, 
makes an exception of her in Gide's opinion. He believes that Martin 
du Gard’s play will date because he has made his characters obey too
implistic a theory of heredity and Gide adds, tongue-in-cheek: "C’est 
au spectacle de la vie que vous devez vous inatruire, non dans lea livres” 
(v.G.l, 7th September 1951* 487). Just as Gide’s reproaches are rem­
iniscent of those made against him by Martin du ourd, so does Martin du
Card's reply make us tnink of certain of Gide's letter, with its immediate 
but partial agreement^ and the cry: "Pour une fois, doux ami, je m’insurge 
un peuj" (M.G.l, 10th .September 1951» 488).
Later, when Martin du Gard is once again deep in Les Thibault, Gide 
hastens to advise him in exactly the same spirit as Martin du Gard had
been used to advise him. Martin du Gard has decided to write about the
War rather than the corrupting effect of inherited money on Jacques and
Antoine. Gide writes anxiously:
Je voudrais &tre sur que vous ne cedez pas au plus 
facile...la question heritage, vous etea uniquement 
qualifie pour en denoncer les mefaits, en ayant tout 
de meme aussi connu les avantages. Oui, je vois bien 
ct qui vous sene: c’est qu'ici vous etes contraint de
1. See: G./M.G. Corr. 1, llth December 1926, p. J02, "Vous - orter".
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'penser*...tandia que pour la guerre...vous n'avez qu’a 
peindre; et que vous y excellez (M.G.l, 24th February 1933,
548-549).
Gide is trying to persuade his friend to surpass his own limits and to 
reach higher pinnacles. Just as Martin du Gard formerly advised his 
friend to draw from the totality of life, now Gide is advocating greater 
use of Martin du Gard's personal experience. In the one case, Gide's 
art was to gain in breadth and, in the other, Martin du Gard's art may 
still gain by added depth.
Martin du Gard's reply proves that he accepts criticism with the 
same good will as Gide. Criticism is also a means of helping him to 
know his own mind since he writest "Mercl de me dire tout cela, au sujet 
de mes Thibault. Je le sais bien, mais il est bon que Je me l'entende 
dire” (M.G.l, 25th February 1953» 549). Indeed, Martin du Gard uses 
this letter to explain why he cannot evade the subject of the War 
without being unfaithful to one of his artistic principles which is 
obviously felt by him to be less a limitation than a source of richness: 
”Je tlens aux denouements traites avec ampleur et sans lassitude” (M.G.l, 
25th February 1935» 550).
Martin du Gard's refusal of Gide's advice apiears to authorize
Maurice hieuneau in his belief that Martin du Gard:
...a’eat employe a ne paa se mettre dans son roman. Il 
l'a refait quinze fois pour qu'il n'y ait plus rien de 
lui. Oui, J'ai 1*impression que ce que Gide n'airaait 
pas dans les Thibault o'etait une esthetique retardataire 
a ses yeux. Martin du Gard a voulu porter a la perfection 
une maniere romanesque qu'il n*avait pas lnventee. Je 
crois que, dans certains cas, il y est arrive. Seulement, 
quand on veut ecrire les Faux-Monnayeurs on n'aime pas , 
cette fa^on de raconter un peu trop siropleroent les choses.
Such a view of both Gide's opinion and of Martin du Gard's book
seems to me to be somewhat short-sighted. Gide may not have liked certain
1. Entretiens, "Gide et Martin du Gard”, p. 113
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parts of the Thibault but this did not impinge upon his admiration for 
the work. Moreover, in spite of the fact that ‘-martin du Gard did his 
artistic duty by portraying the War, both Jacques, the pacifist, and 
Antoine, full of anguiah over his death and the future of mankind, reflect 
Martin du Gard’s preoccupations, and may be the result of Gide’a advice.
The two letters on Martin du Gard’s book prove that the tables have 
turned. Gide’s role is now active and provokes Martin du Gard into 
explanation. Gide shows greater assurance not only on a literacy plane 
but also on a political plane.
With the rise of Hitler in Germany, Gide is only one of many intell- 
2
ectuals who, along with anti-Fascist movements, joined in the fight
’•pour la defense d’une culture et d’une civilisation qu’ils voyaient mises
/ 3
en peril”, and who had understood that: "Defendre la culture revenait 
x 4
a combattre sur le terrain politique”. The political scene in ?rance,
in reaction to events in Germany nas marked by the growing popularity of
the Communist Party which "henceforth attracted an increasing number of 
5
adherents deluded by its cloak of liberalism". This was Gide’s case
but not Martin du Gard’s.
In 1933» the latter is far behind Gide in his growing involvement
with current events. Thus, Gide, in spite of Martin du Gard’s continued
advice, seems very much the controlling figure in an exchange of letters
on the opportuneness of signing the Surrealists* petition against Aragon’s
indictment for Anarchist propaganda.^ Similarly, when Felicien Challaye
organises a petition to condemn war, it is Gide who not only firmly
advises Martin du Gard to aign but who also does not rest until Martin du 
7
Gard*3 letter to Challaye meets with his entire satisfaction. Moreover,
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 25th February 1932, p.513 and 8th October 1933» p.581.
2. Such as the "Association des Ecrivains et /rtistes Revolutionnaires”, 
the "Association Internationale des Ecrivains pour la Defense de la 
Culture”.
3. Jacques Brit,aud, Gide entre Benda et Sartre, Archives Andr" Gide no.5, 
Archives des Lettres Modernes no. 154» Minard, 1972, p. 4o.
4. Ibid, p. 49. 5. George Braciifsld, op. cit., p. 120.
6. G./M.G. Corr. 1, letters of the 2nd February 1932 - 5th February 1932, 
PP. 494-497.
7. Ibid, letters of the 7th July 1932 - 18th July 1932, pp. 528-534.
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Martin du Gerd, although he wishes to avoid commitment, approves so far 
of Gide's involvement as to write: "Voua y apparaissez dominant les 
evenements, decide a ne pas vous laisser manoeuvrer" (M.G.l, llth March 
1932, 515).
The same may not be said of poor Martin du Card who is caught up 
in a struggle between the desire to remain within hie limits which he 
defines modestly as "la creation douee de vie, de personnages fictifs"
and the fact that: "...la force propulsive des evenements autour de nous,
Z z s
ma ouriosite, mon angoisse devant 1'avenir, vos Influences m'ont amene a 
vivre moins solitaire et unilateral” (M.G.l, 23rd February 1932, 512).
While Martin du Gard realises that: "...il sera anachronique et 
vaguement criminel de faire le mandarin" (M.G.l, 512), he believes that 
this must be his lot and himself condemns the temptation of involvement. 
Although he is writing of the present political context, the implications 
ere for Martin du Gard's art. Were he to yield completely to the current 
of events, Martin du Gard could no longer continue to be an objective 
painter of humanity and would thus deprive himself of what he believes is 
his one gift. At the same time, he expresses his doubts as to the 
validity of his own limits, likening them to "un lit de Procuste" (M.G.l, 
23rd February 1932, 512).
Gide's reply shows Immediate understanding of the literary basis to 
Martin du Card's anguish. Gide admits that he has been greatly moved by 
his friend's letter because it expresses his own oonfusion. However, Gide 
says, it has helped him to realise more clearly what he is against and 
what his aspirations are. Once again, therefore, dialogue la the means 
of establishing Gide's own position, which is now confidently indicated 
as a solution for Martin du Gard too.
In his letter, Gide reproves lack of involvement in the course of 
current events, adding: "Duasiono-nous en etre beauooup deranges" (M.G.l,
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25th February 1932, 513)* Here, one senses all Gide’s disapproval of
mental "confort’’, Gide seems to have found a way of adapting political
involve.ient to his art, without forasmuch falling into the trap of
propagandist portrayal of social problems, since he writes:
Kais cette angoisse, o’est dans votre oeuvre meme 
et indirectement qu’elle peut se donner coura.
’Mandarin*? ?ion, cartes; mais francs-tireur3.
Votre action n’en sera que plus efficace, votre 
voix que mieux entendue pour ne point se fondre 
en un choeur (M.G.l, 513)•
Such advice is connected to that given by Gide on Les Thibault where he 
tries to point out to Martin du Gard that •’’penser”’ (M.G.l, 24th February 
1933» 546) will provide greater scope to Martin du Gf-rd’s art than 
’’peindre” (M.G.l, 549)* Gide is, in my opinion, suggesting that Martin 
du Gard experiment with a critical form of subjectivity just as, earlier, 
Martin du Card tried to advocate the idea of impartial objectivity.
Although Gide appears to be strong in the knowledge of the role of 
art in the light of current events, he is, in fact, face to face with a 
more critical problem than that of Martin du Gard whose doubts are not 
entirely new.1 2 3Gide knows what his thoughts are — namely,”1une foi 
ingenue dans la vocation messianique du proletariat*”^ a belief that man­
kind may progress ever higher - is excited at the possible use to be 
made of them in his art but is really quite unable to answer his own 
question: "Quelle forme leur donner a ces pensees?""^ (M.G.l, 25th February 
1932, 513)• This is one of the reasons why, during his period of involve­
ment with politics, Gide experienced enormous difficulty in writing, 
for once, the external experience sought by Gide the man is se alien that 
Gide, the artist, cannot conquer the hiatus between style and structure, 
on the one hand, and thought and subject-matter, on the other.
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 15th September 1928, p. 351.
2. Hene Gillouln, Andre Gide et notre temps, Paris, ’’Union pour la 
verite", bulletin, no. 7-8, April-May 1935« p. 68. Quoted by George 
Brachfeld, op. cit., p. 88.
3. cee: K.V.H. Cahiers 4» 6th February 1929» p. 402: ”...cheque fois
que je sens se former en moi une idee neuve, qui vaille, c’est 
etonnant le mal qu’elle a trouver sa forme”. Gide is nowhere 
nearer solving his problems in 1935. Litterature engagee. uallimard 
1950, p. 64.
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There is, therefor®, a breach in Gide'a new-found confidence. Alao
the reversal of Martin du Gard*a and Gide's roles is not as complete ae
it might, at first, have seemed. As regards both Gide's literature and
his political involvement, Martin du Gard la still capable of fulfilling
his part as "papier-tournesol". Thus, when Gide begins to wonder if he
will be able to use his doubts about the validity of his past literature
as the subject-matter of Generieve.^ Martin du Gard cried: "Cave!"
(M.G.l, 27th May 1952, 524). Martin du Gard realises all the dangers 
2of ohoosing as subject-matter one's preoccupations of the moment to the 
detriment of the lasting quality of the artistic ideal Gide seems tempted 
to abandon. This very moderate literary warning is the first indication 
of Martin du Gard's return to his former vehemence which grows with Gide's
commitment to the Communist cause.
5* and Commitment.
A division in the chapter at this point may seem somewhat artificial 
since Gide is obviously well along the road to political involvement.
The qualitative difference which discussion between Martin du Gard and 
Gide undergoes seems to me to justify such a division. The outcome of 
the "querelle du veau a 5 pattes" was, in a sense, a literary victory for 
Gide. The latter's position was immensely fortified by this argument 
which produced, for some time, an unusually meek Martin du Gard. The 
repercussions of the quarrel on the latter are undeniable and, just as 
much as current events, have caused Martin du Gard's doubts about his own 
position. A certain lack of confidence in his own literary aims as well 
as the quite unjustified feeling that he is "incompetent" in political 
matters^ explain why he so much appreciates his conversations with Gide
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 25th May 1952, 522.
2. Francis Jammes also warns Gide against this. G./J. Corr., October
19O5» P* 245» 0°® remembers too that this was Martin du Gard's rf- tt-fl
reproach against Gide on the latter's return from the Congo. Index M.G.;A
5. G./M.G. Corr. 1, Annex to letter 582, Roger Marlin du Gard's Journal 
of the 5th April 1952, p. 717.
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where: ’’...chacun de noua se livre sans reticence et s'etale comme 
un livre ouvert, avec le souci de voir plus clair” (M.G.l, Annex to 
letter 582, 718).
These conversations are no doubt largely responsible for Martin du 
Gard's growing firmness in reaction to Gide's strong hopes for Russia. 
The balance, which had been in Gide's favour, becomes equal again.
Martin du Gard attacks his friend's position which is all the more 
vulnerable because Gide's belief that political involvement may benefit 
his art is destined to be short-lived.
Kartin du Gard's first admonitory letter is prompted by his agree­
ment with Albert Fabre-Luce's article in Pamphlet which prompts the 
following remark:
...il est p&nible de voir s'achever sur 'un acte de foi* 
une existence dont le meilleur a fete consaore a lutter, 
avec les araes du sens critique, contre les dogmes du 
oonformisrae religieux et moral (M.G.l, 5rd April 1955» 555).
Martin du Gard insists on the speciousness of the argument of courage in 
any sacrifice of one's reason. He realises that Gide's ’’sympathie pour 
certaines revolutions des moeurs operfeea brutalereent par le communisme 
russe" (M.G.l, 5rd April 1955» 556) has come to him quite naturally but 
deplores the fact that Gide is no longer his own master because: "Vous
A Zavez du abandonner votre naturelle demarche, qui, quarante ana de suite, 
a ete de zigzaguer entre les extremes" (M.G.l, 556). Not only is Gide 
being le^d, but also Martin du Gard believes that his ideas, although 
genuinely felt, are pitifully lacking in novelty.
Martin du Gard himself has been saved from becoming more than a
1. "Contre la Manifestation Gide", Le Pamphlet, Friday the 51st March 
1955» PP. 9-10. In his article, Fabre-Luce points out how illogical 
Gide's adhesion to Communism is in light of his past writings. 
Fabre-Luce also believes that Gide's and others* anti-Fascisra is 
dangerously close to nationalism and a little ridiculous since, ln 
his opinion, Russia will soon be at peace with Germany.
2. Martin du Gard's reproaches are comparable to those made by Albert 
Mockel. G./Mo. Corr., 5*d February 1955» p. 515 and p. 515:
"Votre adhfesion au bolchevisme me deconcertet elle trouble en moi 
votre image...parce qu'elle me semble contradictoire a toute votre 
attitude mentale...Je m'attriste...d'une erreur qui pourrait nous 
priver des oeuvres de beaute que vous portez encore en vous".
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sympathizer by his hatred of blind faith. Gide’s role in helping him 
out of hie former tortured indecision is shown when Martin du Gard 
writes: "En ce moment, a caase de vous, par reaction naturelle,
1*evidence du ’contre’ domine un peu” (M.G.l, 557) •
Martin du Gard is no bourgeois reactionary but his innate caution 
has been aroused by the fact that Gide's enthusiasm is symptomatic of
the times, when? "On put croire qu’a la mode de la conversion au cath-
z
olicisme, qui, pendant quelque tempt, avait paru sevir chez les litt-
/ z l
erateurs, allait succeder celle de la conversion au communisms".
Martin du Gard’s own hopes of bringing about a reaction against
this new faith in Gide are not high since he realises: "...ces prot­
estations trop vehementes ne vous toucheront guere, et...pour vous faire 
reflechir *en retour', il faudrait autre chose" (M.G.l, 5^d April 1953* 
557)• The fate of dialogue, however, is not to be compromised as
Martin du Gard promises to be more persuasive another time.
His concern for Gide’s literature as well as for the man explains 
his desire to convince Gide, as he rightly considers thst one of the 
reasons for Gide’s political involvement is the latter’s feeling that 
he had nothing more to say in his works. Gide is delighted to hear 
"ces verites" (M.G.l, 5th April 1935» 558), but not in a spirit of 
complete acquiescence. Because Gide sees an outlet for these questions 
in his Fduillets, however, the Correspondance is deprived of an interest­
ing reply.2
One must look to a later letter from Gide"’ to find even the slightest 
response to that of Martin du Gard. It is significant that Gide should 
consider the problem from the angle of literature. Ke agrees with
1. Francois Goguel, La Politique des ?artls sous la Ille Republique,
Eds. du Seuil, 1946, p. 480. Quoted by George Brachfeld, op. cit., 
p. 121.
2. Gide does mention Fabre-Luce in his Journal, expressing his agreement 
with him. J.l, 10th April 1933» p. 1163*z "Donner vent, par trop tot, 
aux revendications d*extreme-gauche, si legitimes qu’elles puisaent 
etre, c’est inciter Hitler a venir les ^eraser chez nous, comme il 
vient de faire en Allema^ne". Neither Gide’s Journal nor his Oeuvres 
co.i.pietes contain the promised Feuillets.
5. G./M.G. Corr.l, 15th April 1933» P» 5^2.
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Martin du Gard th&t he has allowed himself to be manoeuvred but insists 
that he is quite conscious of this fact. For once, Gide seems quite 
unvorried by the risk of no return which is causing Martin du Gard such 
anxiety.
Thus, Gide explains:
•••j'ai dix ans de plus que vous et n'ai deja plus les
memes raisons que vous de protege? une oeuvre qui n'est
deja plus a ecrire...Je vous l'ai dit: tout cela est,
somme toute, 1*indirect et lointain resultat d'une
dbf alliance, d'une carence, de la vis poetica (M.G.1, 15th April
1935, 562).
There is a noticeable contradiction in this explanation. The first 
part seems to suggest that Gide has accomplished all that he had wished 
to and that his decision to commit himself to politics is voluntary; 
the words "defaillance*1 2and "carence" used in the second part seem to 
refute the voluntary nature of Gide's abandonment of a literary axis.
In a later letter prompted by one from Martin du Gard on an article 
by Jean-Richard Bloch, Gide explains the "defaillance" of his liter­
ature on a non-personal basis. Martin du Gard has been profoundly
affected by the Jewish Bloch's destruction of the French artistic ideals
/ S' fof "ordonnance", "mesure", "sobriete", "equilibre" and "equite" (M.G.l, 
30th April 1933, 564-565) which are Martin du Gard's own.
While Gide agrees with Blooh that these ideals have been discredited
in the eyes of the world by Lacretelle's last works, he places Martin du
Gard's Thibault and his h aux-Monnayeurs outside any such criticism.
•••nous entrons dans une ere tenebreuse, ou les valeurs 
artistiques, morales, etc., que nous avons en portefeuille, 
n'auront plus cours...La litterature, les 'beaux arts' 
j>our un long temps, ne seront pas differents de ce qu'ils 
etaient; tout simplement ils ne seront plus; ils n'auront 
plus, ne trouveront plus, raison d'etre (M.G.l, 2nd May 1935, 566).
This passage shows clearly that, if Martin du Gard's and Gide's principles 
have no current value, then literature itself is doomed to extinction.
1, G./M.G.-Corr.., 14th. A$>ril 1933, p.56l.
2. This article appeared in Europe, April 1933
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Thia ia so because the possibility of artistic renewal through the
disorder championed by Bloch is discarded totally by Gide who writes:
1 \"Car se lancer dans les ybilla, c’est bien, a mon avis, la plus
abaurde chose que vous ou moi pourriona faire“ (M.u.l, 566). One
suspects that, had Gide*a opihion of Bloch’s work been higher, he might
well have attempted, as he has already done, to glean from the other’s
artistic position those elements helpful to a Gidian renaissance. For
once, Gide sees no alternative outwith his own proven values which,
2however, are no longer accepted by him, because he feels they are out­
dated. When Gide resumes work on Genevieve, therefore, hia inability 
to establish a firm artistic basis to his life is transposed, on a more 
consrete level, into the inability to write satisfactorily and with ease.^
In considering the factors both personal and external, voluntary
and involuntary, which prevented Gide from writing, I think it would be
wrong to say that only one is responsible. We must accept that all go
towards Gide’s lack of production as well as his own admission that:
"...pour le bon travail, des que la vie reelle prend la pas sur l’iraag- 
4
inaire, je ne vaux plus rien", Gide is using his letters to Martin du 
Gard as a source of dialogue almost with himself, as a testing-ground to
discover his own views.
The most important factor, however, in Gide’s involvement with life 
and politics is his belief that his main work is behind him, be this a 
willed phenomenon or not. Gide himself explains, elliptically, to 
Martin du Gard why he feels this, when he assimilates the post—humous 
aspect of his recent writing to his "souci de 1*affirmation" (M.G.l,
1st February 1951. 445) • A comment made by Louis Martin-ChaMffier helps 
to clarify Gide's own impression: "Gide se laisse aller.•.dans ses
1. Sybllla is the first tome of Bloch’s trilogy, L'Aigle et Ganymfede.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 25th May 1952, p. 522.
4. M.V.R., Cahiers 4. 6th June 1928, p. 5^2.
5. Ibid, 8th October 1955. P- 581.
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oeuvres les plus concertees et dans son journal quotidian, a entasser 
tout ce qui nourrit son inquietude, qui est le levain de son genie (et 
il le sait) • Thus, an end to genuine ‘'inquietude" must deprive Gide 
of the most essential ingredients of his genius. The intelligence of 
the man and the craftmanship attained by him allow him to continue writ­
ing but not without immense difficulty because Gide's "esprit critique"
/ / x / 4
cannot produce the same results as "la neeessite interieure d*ecrire".
In spite of Gide's declaration that the predominance of real life 
over the imaginary is always to the detriment of his work, he is not 
above trying to make use of his present preoccupations in hia Genevieve. 
Moreover, he encourages Martin du Gard to do the same thing with his 
ThibaultThus, when Martin du Gard doubts the general veracity of 
making Jacques a conscientious objector in the 1914 War, Gide brushes 
aside such mundane considerations as historical exactitude. With Jacques 
es a conscientious objector, the Thibault will have "un retentissement 
considerable" (M.G.l, 8th October 1933» 581) in Gide's opinion and he
adds:
L'important c'est que vous y puissiet dire ce qui vous 
tient a coeur, fut-ce de la maniere la plus objective 
et indirecte. Et voici qui fera plus reflechir et 
portera plus de fruit que toutes mes "declarations"
(M.G.l, 581).
One suspects Gide here of wishing on Martin du Gard a task which he 
himself has been unable to fulfil. Gide's own artistic problems consti­
tute one of the reasons for his constant interest in Martin du Gard's work
1. Figaro litteraire, 18th - 24th August 1969» p. 6. z
2. To the concept of "inquietude", I prefer that of "disponibilite" or 
a search for Gide's own possibilities.
3. The more politically conscious Gide of 1935 adds "ignorance et... 
incuriosity (dea questions sociales)" as other essentials to work, 
Litterature en^ag^e, 1950, p. 72.
4. M.V.R., Cahiers 4» 14th October 1928, p. 374­
5. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 25th May .1932, p. 522.
6. Ibid, 2nd May 1933» P» 561.
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and the encouragement he derives from it at thia time. While Gide’s own 
pen has been indolent, his artistic life has continued vicariously 
through Martin du Gard and, when Gide resumes work on Genevieve, he admits 
that Martin du Gard’s example has stimulated him. Gide’s advice to his 
friend has thus had a retroactive effect upon him, since he tells Martin 
du Gard that, for the moment, he has abandoned political activism and 
is totally immersed in his work. Perhaps Gide hopes to emulate his own 
wishes for Martin du Gard*s work by achieving more with Genevieve than 
through his political declarations.
Almost six months later, however, Gide is no nearer solving his
original difficulties in writing Genevieve. An attempt to incorporate
the mysticism of Charles Bu Bos into the character of Genewieve &nd to 
2use his notes on his period at the Foyer franco-beige meet with Maria 
Van Rysselberghe*s frank disapproval and Gide is forced into admitting
that:
Tout au fond est tres mediocre.•.je me sera tr&s mal de la 
r£allte, des documents, et suis beauooup meilleur quand 
j’invente. J’ecria tout cela contre ma pente naturelle...a 
mon age, on ne se refait pas une esthetlque, j’ai passe ma 
vie a essayer de quitter la realite pour reorder la vie,
J’ai tort, tout a fait, de vouloir entrer dans des formes 
connues. Si je ne puis plus en trouver une moi, mieux 
vaut ne plus ecrire. Quoi? pour essayer de sauver quelques 
bons passages, donner un enorme labeur pour n*aboutir qu’k 
une chose ’pas mal*?...Non, j’abandonne Genevieve; si elle 
doit vivre, elle reviendra autrement. Mieux vaut penser a 
autre chose; peut-etre que, le printemps aidant, quelque 
chose fleurira, il faut parfois si peu pour me faire partir 
..•une replique...une nuance entrevue.. .5
One wonders if the stage-production of Persephone has not provided 
Gidd with the necessary ’’nuance" since, not many webks after his telling 
Madame Van Rysselberghe that he will abandon his work, he puts to Martin 
du Gard, hia other main "reactif", the suggestion that Genevieve might 
benefit from dramatic form.^ Gide’s letter to Martin du Gard shows that
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 8th October 1955. p. 581.
2. Where Gide worked during World War One helping refugees.
5. M.V.R., Cahiers 5. 8th |pril 1954. pp. 571-572.
4. G./M.G. Corr.l, 12th Kay 1954. p. 615.
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he has now reacted against his own view that it would be wrong to expend 
his energy in order to save the few good passages of this work which, 
he believes, are to be found in the dialogue* Gide sees a serious draw­
back in resorting to dramatic art, however, in the lack of ’’intrigue” 
(M.G.l, 12th May 1934» 613) which, to his mind, is essential to a play.
Gide may have hoped for a more encouraging attitude from Martin du 
Gard than that of Maria Van Rysselberghe to his new plans. If so, he is 
to be disappointed. Although Martin du Gard favours dialogue form, he 
is swift to realise that this is no Solution to a very basic problem 
which is not one of "intrigue” but of "sujet" (M.G.l, 19th May 1934» 614). 
He expresses his belief that Gide has many valuable ideas but has been 
looking in vain for more than two years for the necessary subject-matter 
to give these ideas substance, and, whether Gide writes a play or a novel, 
he needs a subject. This i3 why Martin du Gard advises Gide to give up 
his hopeless search and to confine himself to a work like Pretextes 
which has not the same requirements as an artistic work.
3uch lengthy discussion on artistic matters may seem out of place 
at this time in Gide's life. However, they form an essential backcloth 
to Gide's commitment to Communism. Gide always remains strongly attached 
to his art and, even in the heat of political involvement, there are 
interludes where he deliberately disengages himself in order to resume 
a purely literary role when writing to Martin du £ard.
The difficult development of Genevieve is exemplary of Gide's dilemma,
which consists in his desire to reconcile his art with his present pre­
occupations coupled with his inability to accept the necessary aesthetic
change this would involve. Correspondence with Martin du Gard is imp­
ortant to Gide at thia time not only because his friend is sympathetic 
to the anguish caused by these problems but also because he remains 
primarily concerned with the fate of Gide's work and doeB not fail to
resist Gide when he feels that the latter is obeying external, inartistic
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impulses in his writing.
Martin du Gard sees only too clearly how irreconcilable are Gide’s 
present life and the continued quality of his art. Therefore, he 
encourages his friend to refuse artistic compromise for the sake of 
politics just as, hitherto, Gide himself had refused to make a similar 
sacrifice for the sake of Catholicism. Although Gide makes no reply in 
hia correspondence to Martin du Gard’s comments on Genevieve, his later 
declarations at a meeting of the Union pour la Verite1 2show that he has 
come to terms with his own inability to give artistic expression to 
political ideas.
On a political level, the same problem is discussed by the two 
2
friends, the pretext being Gide’s reply to Fabre-Luce’s article in 
Pamphlet, which he submits to Martin du Gard’s scrutiny. The latter
writes back:
z
Le fond de l'histoire, c’est que vous sentez confusement 
qu’il faut concilier le communisme et 1’individualisme 
pour que la vie humaine soit possible sous ce nouveau 
regimej mais vous n’avez pas encore trouve comment
(M.G.l, 17th April 1955, 563).
Thus, both politically and artistically, Gide is struggling with the "how" 
of providing a unifying factor between his intellectual beliefs and his
inner needs. For Martin du Gard, there can be no identification of 
Communism with individualism and, in a letter to Dorothy Bussy, he writes 
that his frequent warnings to Gide are motivated by Gide’s blinding him­
self to all that opposes him to Communism, as represented by Stalinist
Russia.
1. On Andre Gide et notre Temps, the meeting took place in the Rue 
Visconti on the 26th January 1955. Litterature engagee, 1950
p. 64: ",ue 1*entente de l’art et de la doctrine coramuniste soit 
possible, je veux le croire, Mais il me faut avouer que le point 
d’accord et de fusion, je n’ai su jusqu’a present l’obtenir - en 
raison aussi de longues habitudes prises. C’est pourquoi je n’ai 
plus rien produit depuis quatre ans. Qu'il y ait sacrifice, cela 
n’est pas douteux".
2. G./K.G. Corr. 1, 3rd April 1955, pp. 555-558.
5. Ibid, Annex to letter 457, p. 729.
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Thua, Martin du Gard’s m*in criticism of Gide’s letter to Fabre-Luce
is that Gide claims to have found the common point between these opposite 
concepts without, forasmuch, enlightening his reader as to the elusive 
"comment" (M.G.l, 563). Kartin du Gard points out that it would be more 
truthful to say:
z \•••"ce sont deux opposes: je ne veux pas renoncer a l’un 
(individualisme) et je suis tr^s attire par 1*autre (comm­
unisme)} en fait j*arrive tant bien que mal (et assez 
confusement) a laisser cohabiter en moi cette contradiction,
J'ai depuis longtemps 1'habitude de ces cohabitations incon- 
fortables. Et je sais, par experience, qu’a force de vouloir 
ne renoncer ni a l’eau, ni au feu, on finit par trouver un 
accommo dement" (M.G.l, 726).
Martin du Gard is thus questioning Gide’s sincerity in allowing his 
reader to suppose that he has found a generally acceptable theory of
reconciliation whereas, in fact, he is in the highly personal and moment­
arily uncomfortable situation of one who has not found an "accomraodement"
between two opposites.
So convincing is Martin du Gard’s argument that Gide agrees entirely
with him1 2 * 4and decides not to send his reply to Fabre-Luce. It is not 
2until Gide receives from Martin du Gard a letter by Ermiloff that he 
shows excited confidence in the correctness of his position, now confirmed 
by Ermiloff and Ehrenbourg, the Russian writer, which is that: "...’l’ind- 
ividualisme bien compris et le communisme bien compris ne doivent pas se 
dresser l’un contre l’autre*" (M.G.l, 30th May 1934» 615). Gide believes 
this to be the accepted standpoint among literary men in Russia.
Martin du Gard, on the other hand, is more ready to attach import­
ance to the contrary point of view expressed in a manifesto^ sent him by
4
Gide and which, he feels, portrays the true face of Russia. Gide’s
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 26th April 1933» P« 564. Nonetheless, Gide later 
finds an image to bring these two opposites together, J.l, Feuillets, 
p. 1293: "’Individualisme et communisme...comment pouvez-vous 
pretendre reconcilier ces deux adversaires, filt-ce en vous-m4me?
me diaait en riant mon ami Martin du Gard. C’est l’eau et le feu.’
Le leurs fianoailles nalt la vapeur".
2. A Russian critic who was editor (or director) of the Moscow Literary 
Gazette.
5. Of the Association of writers in the Russian tongue.
4. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 2nd June 1954» p. 617.
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hopes for a return to individual values in art are obviously suspected
by Martin du Gard of being an illusion. Indeed, he is not far from 
wondering if the ri£ht-wing movement, Ordge nouveau, is not right in 
its assumption that intolerance in Russia is not just a primary step in 
establishing the revolution but something which has come to stay. If 
this is so, used as Gide is to experiencing simultaneously opposite points 
of view, an ”accoramodement" between his art and his political principles
can not only be to the detriment of the former but also to his personal
integrity.
Indeed, hartin du Gard's next scolding is due to Gide's growing
tendency to bring everything back to Communism which, Martin du Gard seems
to believe, is not a natural instinct in Gide but is caused by the influence
of his comrades in political arms.1 2 3 4The pretext for this scolding is 
2the political motivation behind Gide's projected visit to Dahomey and
Gide's unilateral decision that a letter written by Martin du Gard^ should
be improved upon and published in LX. To this, Martin du Gard replies:
Savez-vous, cher vieux compere, ce que je vous diraia si 
j'ltais un peu m£chant? (jut je ne suis pas comme certains, 
enrages a tirer ecrit public de la moindre page qui leur 
echappe, du moindre paragraphe de journal interne, de la 
moindre reponse a une lettre...Et que je me defends obstine- 
ment contre oette tentation, parce que j'en arrlverais 
bientot a ne plus pouvoir griffonner un mot vraiment naturel 
ou gratuit, a ne plus pouvoir prendre mon stylo sans penser 
que je m'adresse au monde attentif et a la posterite aux 
aguets!
(M.G.l, 5th November 1933» 588).
This reply shows that Martin du Gard believes Gide is no longer an 
artist since his life is now totally submitted to his current preoccup­
ations. For Martin du Gard, implicit danger of this position both for 
Gide the man and the artist is the loss of hia essential virtues. It
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 5th November 1935» p. 589.
2. Where flarcel de Coppet, a mutual friend of Gide and Martin du Gard, 
is Governor.
3. That of the 5th November 1935.­
4. Martin du Gard believes these reside in Gide's tendency to ’’zig-zag”
between extremes as the guarantee of his critical spirit.
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It is noticeable that X&rtin du Gard's reproaches ere similar to those
of rancis Jammea,1 2 3 4but have an entirely different motivation. Jammes
wanted Gide to write of the permanent beauty of Christianity; Martin du
Gard wants Gide to write of the complex beauty of his life which can only 
2
be done by artistic transposition.
Plainly, even during Gide's Communist phase, the basic source of
dialogue has remained unchanged for Martin du Gard who does not indulge
in straight political discussion but concentrates rather on the consequences
of political involvement for Gide's art. This explains the strength of
his arguments against Gide who is still struggling to resolve this problem.
when the subject of politics is broached more directly, however, Cide
gains in strength, adopting a tentatively persuasive role.
This is to be seen when Gide replies to a long letter of aelf-explan- 
3
ation from Martin du Gard. The latter is experiencing difficulty in 
writing his Thibault because of the disturbing effect of his own form of 
political involvement. All Martin du Gard's sympathy goes to those 
engaged in the fight to destroy Capitalist society but who wish for 
revolutionary methods and a new form of society which have no ba^is in 
the structure of Russian Communism. Ideally, Martin du Gard feels, the 
West snould make its own "veritable reforae revolutionnaire" (M.G.l,
13th March 1934, 600).
Gide writes back to this and another letter asking for advice on 
4
Lea Thibault. Since he is planning to visit Martin du Gard, the letter
1. G./J. Corr., October 1906, p. 243: "Ce fut toujours ta grande erreur 
que d'expllquer dans presque chacune de tes oeuvres e quel mobile tu 
obeissals".
2. See: above, p.2 33.
3. G./M.G. Corr.l, 13th March 1934, pp. 599-600.
4. Ibid, 14th March 1934. Martin du Gard is thinking of ending hia 
Thibault in the form of Jean Barols. In fact, Martin du Gard notes: 
’’.Sans re fa ire Baroia. J'ai quitt^ le ton recit", Note 2, p. 600.
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is short but at the same time ambiguous in its comment on Hart in du
Gard's position: ’’Tout ce que vous me dites au sujet du communisms me 
p.ralt d'une grande sagesse; mais qu'il est difficile, aujourd’hui, 
press6 de toutes parts et par tant d'evenements, de nuancer" (M.G.l,
16th March 1934, 602).
One feels that, although Gide understands only too veil Martin du
Gard's "sagesse", he is not totally convinced thfct it is opportune.
It is to be remembered th&t thie is the time of the Stavisky affair,^
«>nd bloody right-wing riots of the 6th February 1934 against the gov­
ernment. Laladier's government was forced to resign. In face of 
this threat from the Hight, the Leftist organisations demonstrated their 
anger in turn, three days later, and, on the 12th February, there was a
general strike. After these events, "Le raldlssement du pays en deux 
2blocs antagonistes s'accentua". Gide's attitude must be viewed in
conjunction with the internal politics of France at that time.
Nonetheless, commitment is not an easy bed to lie upon. This is
borne out by Gide's next, longer letter. He himself, when faced with 
the accumulation of books, manifestos, and pamphlets sent him by the 
various political parties, experiences the desire to leave aris where 
it is impossible, Gide writes, to vork, think, or breathe. This 
picture of total suffocation of the critioal qualities nec-ssary to the 
artist is counterbalanced. The political man in Gide attempts to 
persuade Martin du Gard to sign a petition organised by Walter, the n
1. btavlsky was an adventurer of Hussian origin who had taken French 
nationality. After coming out of prison in 1926, he took hold of 
the Credit municipal de Bayonne, emitted bonds, which were bought 
by insurance companies, and refused to pay them back. The sc ndal 
broke in 1933 when it was discovered that Stavisky had connived with
c( several politicians. Gtavisky himself was found dead near Chamonix.
2. /ronlen, La France de 1'Entre-Deux-Cuerrec, 1917-1939. C?sterraann,
1966, p. 111.
3. G./M.G. Corr., 18th - 20th March 1934, pp* 602-^03*
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Comlte de vigilance anti-fasciate.^ The arguments Cide uses to sway 
Martin du Card are obviously the response to Kartin du Gard's declar­
ation that he is against Communism. Kartin du Gard should sign "non
/ X zprecisement pour le communisme, mais contre l'effroyable et systeraatique 
entreprise de camouflage de la verite declenchee par la tragique nuit du 
6 fevrier" (M.G.l, 20th March 1954» 605)• Gide adds somewhat Biblic­
ally: "Ne pas se mettre avec oeux-ci, c'est faire le Jeu des autres"
(M.G., 605).
Martin du Gard is unmoved by Gide's attempts at persuasion which he 
has reinforced by sending Martin du Gard a letter written by Rasnon Fernan­
dez. Kartin du Gard's letter shows that he is no longer so unsure of his 
attitude towards current events as before. His quite unjustified feel­
ings of incompetence and Inferiority in this domain have decreased since, 
unlike Gide, his artistic position is strong. Martin du Gard insists 
that he, the novelist, has nothing in common with Fernandez the essayist, 
moralist, critic and teacher who, having chosen the role of "conseiller" 
(M.G.l, 22nd March 1954* 605), is perfectly justified ln informing the 
public of his views.
Martin du Gard points out that hia position is quite the contrary.
He sums up the basis of his life and work as a refusal of bias, a refusal 
to portray in his works only his own sentiments and, wherever he has 
allowed himself this luxury, it has never been "sans les mettre en dialogue 
et sans donner largement la parole a 1*adversaire, avec des armes egales 
(et sans conelure)" (M.G.l, 605).
Martin du Gard regrets the fact that they live in an age which no 
longer believes in either "liberalisrae" or "arbitres" (M.G.l, 605).
1. This movement vas founded at the beginning of March 1954 by three
teaohers, Langevin, Paul Rivet and Alain, belonging to the Communist, 
Socialist and Radical parties respectively.
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Nonetheless, he has already taken a stand to the extent that:
Pour 1*instant, je ne suis encore qu’un ’anti*: anti- 
capitaliste, anti-etatiste, anti-militariate...Ce n’est 
pas un mol oreiller, je vous assure, que ces velleites 
purement negatives* C’est tres inoonfortable de savoir 
seulement ce qu’on ne veut pas!" (M.G.l, 22nd March 1954* 607).
Among the things Martin du Gard does not want is the unusually pacifying
Walter of the anti-Kascist manifesto and he ends with a customary scold­
ing:
Moi aussi, je c^use avec Gide, je me dispute meme avec 
lui, bien souvent. Et ce qu’il me fait perdre du temps, 
le grand bouere!...Il risque tout, et le meilleur de 
lui-meme, a rester dans la melee, avec ses armes 
insuffisantes et son coeur prompt a s’emouvoir! Mais 
le mot "risque" est une de oes formules magiques qui 
suffisent a lui tourner la tete...(M.G.l, 607).
It is certainly true that, as Martin du Gard suggests, Gide’s love 
of risk is partially responsible for his entry into politics. Gide was 
not unaware that his adhesion to Communist precepts was an anti-Estsb- 
lishment and hence anti-Catholic attitude; as George Brachfeld remarks:
One may wonder to what extent the rejection by the
Catholics and the encouragement from the Communists 
prompted Gide on a course of action that would most 
certainly infuriate the former while providing a 
blatant proof, in their eyes, of their adversary’s 
perversity.
Martin du Gard’s strength lies in caution, the aim of which is to 
preserve his artistic ideals. Gide’s weakness, in Martin du Gard’s 
opinion, is his love of risk, the end result of which will be the dest­
ruction of the beat part of him - his critical spirit which has produced
his best work.
The weakness of Gide’s position is, in my opinion, to be seen in his 
reply to Martin du Gerd. It becomes obvious that his political involve­
ment is perhaps less a personal need than an externally influenced 
necessity, since Gide blithely admits to having been taken over by political
1. Op. cit., p. 125
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forces rather than having chosen hia position completely voluntarily
aa one would expect from a man of Cide's age and critical spirit. To
justify himself, Cide quotes a comment made by Fernandez which is
reminiscent of sentiments expressed by Moliere's Don Juan:
*11 est des moments ou l'on se voit force de prendre 
position afin de sauver son honneur d'homme, meme si 
cette position entrains des acceptations auxquelles 
l'esprit s'astreint difficilement' (M.G.l, 25th March 1934» 600).
Martin du Gard, Gide writes, will not escape the necessity to adopt a 
1 2stand. The former's previous letter has shown that he himself realises 
this. However, it is clear that he intends to protect his art for as 
long as possible and that when he does succumb to the world of politics, 
it will only be after a long and critical struggle with himself and, one 
feels, after he has completed his artistic work.
Gide is right, to a certain extent, when he likens Martin du Gard's 
position to his own but wrong when he adds: "Je ne vois guere, dans 
votre lettre, qu'une difference d'age pour nous separer. A je suis 
plus avance que vous, c'est dans la vie" (M.C.l, 607). Nonetheless, 
Cide's fallacious argument brings him to a correct conclusion.. Literally,
Gide has allowed himself to enter life's whirlwind whereas Martin du Gard
has deliberately locked the door to temptation.
Gide's lack of caution in accepting essentially external pressure 
to commitment^ is shown when he admits that his inner self is unchanged. 
Moreover, Gide has come to realise that he must sacrifice his art since
4
"acoommodement" with sources external to himself is impossible. This 
is why, whenever Gide wishes to write, he has to detach himself literally
1. In his reply to Gide's letter, Martin du Gard rather pathetically 
agrees. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 27th March 1934* p» 609.
2. Ibid, 22nd March 1954« p. 605.
3. namely, the events of the 6th February in France, which helped to
bring the Left together, and the rise of Fascist Germany, which 
had withdrawn from the Disarmament Conference and the Leaefue of 
Nations in October 1953* ,
4. G./M.G. Corr.l, 25th Marwh 1934» "Si - ecrire”, p. 608.
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from his present mode of life and, in this letter, he writes: ”11 me
tarde de quitter Paris...pour roe reroettre au travail - au...dialogvie"
(M.G.l, 25th March 1934» 606). Work-dialogue is thus an escape from
the tiring and necessary unilinearity of political involvement. The
recognition that politics do not correspond to an inner need causes the
desire for involvement to flee and explains Gide's need for correspondence
with Martin du Gard at this time because the latter, too, represents the
repose of dialogue"^ for one who is not as convinced as might seem.
For some time after this, Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gard 
2reflects this retreat into art and his only difference with artin du 
Gard is about his Journal. An entry of the 5*d October 1920 on Martin
du Gard's Souvenirs d'enfance allows the reader to infer that Martin du 
Gard had had homosexual tendencies.^ Since this interpretation is
I
entirely false, Martin du Gard asks Gide to suppress the passage in 
4question. Gide is extremely hurt by Martin du Gard's accusations that 
he frequently falsifies the thoughts of his friends in hie Journal,^ 
adding: "Quel discredit total elles jettent aur mon Journal dans 1'esprit 
d'un futur lecteur de votre correspondance!” (M.G.l, 10th July 1954» 625). 
Gide does not deny that all his writing is subject to an "indice de 
refraction" (M.G.l, 626).^ To avoid even unintentionally distorting the 
truth, Gide has submitted his Journal to Maria Van Rysselberghe and has 
suppressed passages on her advice. Gide writes courteously that . .artin 
du Gard's advice is no less important to him but adds significantly that 
he knows Martin du Gard is "quelque peu oppose, par principe, a ce genre 
de publication" (M.u.l, 626).
1. See: NAG, pp. 107-108.
2. During which Gide works on Genevieve and Robert ou 1'Interet general.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 5th July 1954» PP* 624-625.
4. Ibid, Annex 2 to letter 485* p. 732. The passage does not appear
in the Journal.
5. This is not a new reproach. See: Ibid, 12th June 193O» P* 402.
6. See: NAG, February 1920, "Il s'applique - je suis ainsi”, p. 20.
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When Kartin du Gard made similar reproaches before, Gide had 
promised to appear before his "tribunal interieur" (M.G.l, 15th June 
1930, 404)• In fact, both then and now, Gide's "tribunal" was perhaps
not so much his conscience as Karla Van Hysselberghe^* who was more 
willing to accept the elliptical presentation of "propos-tremplins”
(M.G.l, 12th June 1930* 402). Thus Gide refuses to believe that 
Martin du Gard is right. This does not detract from the sincerity of
a statement from the same letter: "Pour chacun de nous deux notre amitie
ne serait pas de si grand profit, si nous abondions dans le meme sens"
(M.G.1, 626). As I have already pointed out, Martin du Gard, so diff­
erent from Gide, forces the latter into considering an opposite point of
2view to his own, thus ensuring the intellectual honesty of a final decision.
Like Gide, however, Martin du Gard refuses to alter his opinion 
which is that Gide often gives his readers "une idee foncierement inexacte 
et cela, en n’ecrivant que des choses strictement exactes" (M.G.l,
12th July 1934» 627). The most curious part of Martin du Gard’s reply 
is that he seems to believe that Gide is excusable because he is writing 
his Journal entirely for himself and with no thought of publication.
Ilow does one explain this when part of Gide’s Journal is soon to be pub­
lished in his Oeuvres completes and when Gide himself, in hia previous 
letter, makes it quite clear that his correspondence with Martin du Gard 
will not escape a similar fate. It is possible that Martin du Gard 
credits Gide with the power to abstract himself from any such considerations 
while he is actually writing in his Journal. In my opinion, this is,
nce-
however, very unlikely. In his correspond^ with Cide, Martin du Gard 
has already upbraided him for his inability to forget posterity."
oreover, Martin du Gard’s otes sur Andre Gide leaves us in no doubt as
1 . k.V^..,Cahieift"5Tlinh June 0. 398*
Gide says of Maria Van Hysselberghe: ’ ...vous, c’est moi, mais un
.00i reste plus difficile", M.V.I., Cahiers 6. 19th October 1941, p. 278.
2. See: SAG, p. 70.
5. G./M.G. Corr.l, 5th November 1933» P. 588.
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to Martin du Card’s understanding that Gide’a smallest note is written 
with, behind it, "la hantise du jugement qui, *a l’advenir’, sera porte 
sur lui".1
A more plausible explanation of Martin du Gard’s apparent naivety 
seems to me to be his very desire to make Gide think. Both he and Gide
are convinced they are right. Martin du Gard himself knows that too 
vehement a letter will never make Gide think *”en retour”* (M.C.l,
3rd April 1955» 557)• It is possible that he hopes to achieve more by
his apparently innocent statement.
This, however, is not the outcome. Gide’s prior unwillingness to 
write fully on this subject now becomes complete and irritable refusal 
of epistolary discussion. While he agrees to talk to Martin du Gard 
about the question, it is on the condition that: "Xoue...tacherons de
\ fla ramener, profitablement pour chacun de nous, a une question d’esthet- 
iques differentes" (M.G.l, 22nd August 1934, 629).2 3
Gide’s refusal to discuss in writing reminds one of hia own aoraraent
on a visit to the Catholic convert Jacques Copeau:
’Je n’^1 que trop longtemps cherche la conciliation et a 
piier a autrui ma pensee. Je prends conscience de ce 
qu’elle est, en sentant a quoi elle s*oppose*...0n peut 
interminableraent discuter. Cela ne sert a rien. Je m’y 
refuse. Je ne tiens pas a prouver que j’ai raison, ni 
qu’ils ont tort.5
His comment on verbal discussion helps to explain the role of dialogue 
for him. Discussion is useless to Gide onoe he has firmly made up his 
mind about a question and when further discussion would have destructive 
results only. Where it involves exploration and discovery of a position, 
however, one finds that Cide is ready for it. Gide, in this case, has
1. NAG, p. 128.
2. Gee: M.V.R., Cahiers 5. 2nd September 1954, p. 599: ’’Tout cela vient 
d’une difference fonciere: Martin s’interesse a 1’hoime general, moi 
au particulier, ce sont des esthetiquea differentes, des tempera­
ments opposes. Ce qu’on ecrit dans un journal, c’est un tr.it qui 
frappe, ce n’est pas un portrait"•
3. J.l, 2nd November 1950, p. 1014.
made up his mind but seems not to have found a suitably strong position 
to support his decision. Irritation has prevented Martin du Gard's 
letter from arousing immediate thought in Gide who thus prefers to delay 
and change the nature of discussion.
So sensitive is Gide to Martin du Gard's criticism of his Journal
that, to a certain extent, he may be accused of bad faith in his desire 
to place the debate on an artistic level. Gide's argument of an "indice 
de refraction” is valid for his fictional works but not entirely so, I 
feel, for those parts of his Journal where he mentions his friends and 
which he intends to publish. It is all very well to expect one's readers 
to participate in fictional works by the mental effort of decoding but has
Gide the right to expect the same from the readers of his Journal at the
/ z
same time as he lays claims to ”la verite historique"?
Martin du Gard has raised a question of primordial importance which,
■fkc,
in my opinion, forms a part of their debate on objectivity. InAfirst 
place, objectivity was assimilated by Martin du Gard to the unbiased 
portrayal of life's richness. The Faux-Monnayeurs proved to him that 
this was not Gide's domain but that he excelled in those parts of his 
work which were prompted by inner needs. Once Martin du Gard accepted
this factor, he directed his criticisms against Gide's attempts to give 
his works objectivity by using his intellect when a true source of rich­
ness lay within him. Martin du Card thus realises that Gide's inner 
life rather than life itself is the inspiration best suited to Gide's 
work. Although Martin du Gard accepts the "element subjectif" (M.G.l, 
10th October 1925, 276) in Gide's work, he never fully comes to terms 
with their lack of amplitude and the fact that the same two phenomena
recur in Gide's Journal is quite inadmissible to him. Subjectivity may
z '
be acceptable in fiction but not in a document aspiring to "la verite
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nistorique". Gide*a very sincerity ia being questioned here^ and his
inability to reply satisfactorily explains part of his irritation.
After this skirmish, the correspondence becomes more peaceful as 
2
both writers are hard at work. Martin du Gard’s role in helping Giae 
to write is considerable. Not only his criticisms of Gide's involvement 
with politics but also his example and encouragement are instrumental in 
Gide’s return to "dialogue" (M.G.l, 25th March 1954, 608). Martin du 
Gard’s admiration for Gide’s Pages de Journal and his Oeuvres completes' 
prompts Gide into setting up his friend’s photo before him because: "Il
A
me plait de travailler sous votre regard" (M.G.l, 20th September 1>55, 
655)* The effects of Gide’s diligence are to be seen in his correspond­
ence. Gide’s letters become shorter and, to his shame, less well-
4
written. Gide rightly contrasts his letters of thia time to the marve­
llous ones he receives from Martin du Gard who does not, like Gide, see 
correspondence as an interference when he is working, but writes at 
length of his work.
Indeed, Gide confesses: "...a moins de parler politique, je ne vois
RIBN d*autre a vous dire" (M.G.l, 19th November 1954» 656). Martin du
Gerd, however, begs Gide not to disturb the peace he haa found in his art
and in the belief that: "... pre nore part1 eet une necessite del*action,
non de la pensee. ni de l’art" (M.G.l, 28th November 1954* 657).
5
In his next letter, Gide writes only of literary matters and it is
Martin du Gard himself who reintroduces the topic of politics in a letter
full of irritation against any form of faith be it religious or political.
7
de berates Gide, therefore for his speech on the 25^d October' in the
1. .IP, "La publication de 1’Envers du Journal de
Gide n’a fait que souligner brutalement la part de myzthe dont s*. ccomm 
ode la sincerite gidienne, comme tout autre sincerite". p. 12.
2. G./M.G. Corr., llth September 1954* p. 651.
5. Ibid, 15th September 1954» p. 655.
4. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 19th November 1954. p. 656.
5. Gide has almost finished Robert ou l’lnteret general and writes:
"J’ai rarement travaille avec autant de joie"7 G./M.G. Corr.l,
>rd December 1954» p. 659.
6. Ibid,,51st December 1954» pp. 640-644. z
7. "Litterature et Revolution", Litterature engagee,1950. pp. 56-65.
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following forthright terms:
...vous ne aerez pas surpris que j'aie eu grand mal a 
encaisser...la phraae aur 'la v£rite'l.•.Si je voua avals 
tenu, a ce moment-lk, je vous aurais copieusement 
injuries••.L*argument supreme de tous lea croyanta,
1'excuse de tous lea Inquisiteurs: parce que c'est la 
verite; tandia que lea autres, c'eat 1'erreur
(M.G.l, 31at December 1954» 641)•
Thus, Martin du Gard is as much against pre-conceived truth as he 
is against what he feels to be aide's all too personal form of truth.
More and more clearly one sees that for Martin du Gard ideology and 
morality are enemies of truth which ie never one-sided but as complex
as life itself.
Gide's ability to assimilate truth to the greater part of an ideol­
ogical system is to be explained perhaps by his tendency to explore in 
depth rather than in breadth. Gide can accomodate himself to Communion 
by yet another "indice de refraction" and thus believe that his is foll­
owing the path of truth. The highly personal nature of Gide’s involve-
2
ment with Communism is shown when Gide explains in his next letter that 
he will remain faithful to Communism only as long as Communism remains 
faithful to the truth which, Gide agrees with Martin du Gard, is totally 
compromised by faith and mysticism and depends on the necessary safeguard 
of one's critical spirit.
Martin du Gard also warns Gide that the bourgeois artist has no long­
term place in the Revolution and, indeed, insists that the intellectual 
is "l'ennemi-ne" (M.G.l, 51st December 1954» 641) of Communism. Gide's 
reply, when he mentions the progress of his work, is the corollary of this 
point of view:
1. Lit. ihcp , p. "Mais comme la c. use de
la verity se confond dans mon esprit, dans notre esprit, avec celle 
de la Revolution.
2. Ibid) 14 th January 1935, PP* 9-11. >
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Lea preoccupations qui m*habitant sont on ne peut plus 
prejudiciables a 1’oeuvre d’art...et c’est parce que 
j’ai laisse celles-ci envahir raa piece que cette piece 
est ratee...Meme chose pour raon roman. Chasse du ciel, 
en sexvice chez Admete, Apollon se depouille de ses 
rayons (M.G.2, 14th January 1955,9).1 2
Gide’s art in the service of Communism is worthless in his eyes and neither 
his play Kobert nor Genevieve will be published until they have been
adapted to Gide's satisfaction.
Gide is leas hesitant about publishing Le XUIe Arbre in spite of 
Martin du Gard's reproach that he is unable to resist the temptation of 
making use of his slightest word. For Martin du Gard, Le XIIIe Arbre will
add nothing to Gide’s work. In fact, this little play does bring a new,
although unimportant element to Gide's work, since it shows that he is
capable of writing a farce, albeit an intellectual one. Of all Gide’s 
plays, this is the one which most clearly belongs to theatrice-l tradition,
where Gide is most conscious of stage-effects.
While Gide recognises that his play is not excellent, he states his
belief that he is no literary pontiff and, therefore, has a perfect right
to amuse himself by publishing this unimportant but not dishonourable 
2
little play which is devoid of any of his present preoccupations. The 
publication of Le XIIIe Arbre appears to be contradictory to Gide's 
a.esire with Robert and Genevieve, to publish only what is fitting to his 
standards. It is to be remembered, however, that Gide is caught between 
the desire to produce artistic works and his political beliefs and that
he has not found the means to reconcile these contradictions. Thus, it
is only by leaving aside his deepest preoccupations which are the usual, 
if rarely immediate, source of his art, that Gide can produce and this
X
1. It is amusing to contrast this last sentence with Gide's speech, z 
"Litterature et Revolution”, where Gide claims that "Apollon employe 
chez Admete" is a Fascist prerogative and is unworthy of the U.S.^.R., 
Litterature engages, 1950, p. 58. Gide expresses the same sentiments 
to Albert Mockel as to Martin du Gard, G./ o. Corr., 6th February 
1955, p. 517.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 14th January 1955, PP- 9-10.
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explaina the publication of Le XIlie Arbre during hia period of involve­
ment with Communism. In fact, thia play is not entirely divorced from 
Gide's preoccupations of the moment but these appear clearly in an 
incidental way only, aa whan the Countess asks: " at—ce qu'il ne vaut
pas mieux ignorer lea miseres que nous ne pouvons pas secourir?”^
. 2 Martin du Gard comes back to the attack in a later letter where he
also expresses some disappointment with Acqua Santa. After insisting 
that Gide has mads a serious error in publishing this work, Martin du 
ard goes on to tell him that he has no right to amuse himself since:
Noblesse oblige. Aujourd'hui plus ^ue jamais. Vous, si 
attentif a soigner votre figure, si peu indifferent aux 
gages qu'on peut prendre eur vous, vous devez faire 
attention en ce moment (M.G.2, JOth April 1955, pp. 26-27). *
As with Martin du Gard's previous letter of criticism,Gide greets
this warning wita the same sincere pleasure, since he realises that these 
reproaches are motivated by Martin du Gard's very friendship for him.
Cide Is in entire agreement with Martin du Card's comments on Ac;ua Santa 
but continues to disagree with him about the XIIIe Arbre. He explains 
that he regrets Martin du Gard's Insistence because his own refusal to
change his mind may be interpreted as obstinacy which is far from being 
the case. Gide ie supported by Madame Van Rysselberghe and others who 
are unused to flattery and, he tells Martin du Gard, his play helps to 
show that he is not hypnotised by social problems to the point of being
unable to joke.
To indicate the foundation of his dismissal of Martin du Gerd's views,
Gide also evokes their letters on the passage in Gide's Journal relating 
4
to Martin du Gard where Gide yielded to his friend's arguments without
5forasmuch being convinced by them. Martin du Gard and not himself is
1. Andre Gide.Theatre. 1951 • p. 357.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 30 th April’1935> PP* 25 - 26.
5* G./M.G. Corr.. 1, 31st 934, pp. 640 - 644.
4. 'ee: Ibid, letters of the 10th and 12th July and the 22nd August 
1934, PP. 624-629.
5. It is interesting to note that this question has still not been solved 
since Gide writes: "...nous en reparlerons un jour", G./M.G. Corr. 2, 
5th May 1935, p. 26.
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guilty of obstinate conviction in Gide's eyes. Although Gide does not 
agree with Martin du Gard's advice end reminds him that it is wise to 
leave everyone "*le soin de sa vie'" (M.G.2, 5th May 1935. 28), he
insists that Martin du Gard continue to take his interests thus to heart.
Indeed, Martin du Gard's constant vigilance as regards the figure
ol Gide the man and the artist ia one of the reasons why Gide moat
appreciates his friendship. Faced with the high standards expected of
him by his friend, Gide is in no risk of becoming complacent. Here,
however, Gide protests against what is obviously felt to be interference
on Martin du Gard's part and one is reminded of Gide's agreement with
Ibsen that one's friends are dangerous not because of what they make you
do but because of what they prevent you from doing.
2Martin du Gard's reply is rather curious. He sees in Gide's reaction 
a hyper-sensitivity which I, for one, find hard to discern in Gide's letter.^ 
Martin du Gard has considered abandoning his "querelles" of the Xllle 
Arbre and the indiscretion and deformation of Gide's Journal but believes
that, were he to do so» their friendship would suffer:
...dans son expression; dans son rayonnement, qui ne 
va pas sans un libre jeu de franchise et meme un 
certain manque d'egards. Si je devais ne plus pouvoir 
penser tout haut, si je devais peser et soupeser 
1'expression de mes reactions, vous connaissez assez 
mon temperament pour comprendre que ce serait quitter 
le plan de 1'amitie veritable pour passer sur le plan 
de la relation emicale
(M.G.2, 7th May 1935, 30).
Martin du Gard obviously thinks that Gide is ready to refuse the contin­
uation of dialogue. Rather than see this happen, Martin du Gard promises 
to soften his written attacks while Gids must try to be less sensitive
to them.
Gide replies to assure his friend that he is not in the least 
offended but that he refuses to go into lengthy discussion since:
1. J.l, 16th December 1917, P» 642.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 7th May 1935, pp. 29-30.
5. Ibid, 5th May 1935, PP. 27-29.
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"•••vous n’etes pas type a voua laisser convaincre" (M.G.2, 18th May
1955» 51)• However, Gide adds:
...n’allez pas, pour cela, croire devoir raoucheter vos 
fleureta de discussion ou feutrer vos gants de boae 
affectueusel au grand detriment de nos francs rapports.
Tout est fichu si nous n’osons plus etre, l’un vis-a-vis 
de l’autre, naturels, et si notre amitie doit exiger des 
soins de plante rare. Croyez que je la sens en moi des 
plus robustes; et que, de plus elle m’est devenue 
indispensable (n.G.2, jl),
thus showing that he desires the very frankness which Kartin du Gard
feels he is unable to stand. Indeed, insofar as Martin du Gard’s views 
on literary matters are concerned, Gide would feel lost without them.
Gide needs dialogue but not discussion when both parties know their
own minds and have no intention of changing them.
Reassured, Kartin du Gard shows his customary frankness in his
disapproval of the tone of Gide’s letter addressed to Potemkin1 2on behalf 
2
of Victor Serge. Perhaps, also, Martin du Gard feels on safer ground 
when discussing politics, since the contradictions which exist between 
Gide’s personality and his political figure make him desirous of dialogue.
Thus, Kartin du Gard allows full expression to his dislike of faith 
and he describes Gide’s tone in his letter to lotemkin as "celui d’un 
neophyte...d’un homme qui a ’fait sa soumission*" (M.G.2, 6th July 1955» 
5b). Despite the undeniable humility and abnegation of Gide’s position, 
Kartin du Gard believes that these are not the virtues best suited to
the influential Andre Gide with his "passe de pensee critique libre et 
insurgee" (M.G. 2, 5®)» and that, indeed, they are not natural to him but
a form of intoxication.
1. The Russian Ambassador in -aria.
2. Victor Serge was a writer of mixed Russian and Polish origin. After 
spending his late boyhood and adolescence in Belgium and Paris where 
he was in contact with Socialist and Anarchist circles, he went to 
Russia after the October Revolution, He became an open oppositionist 
later and, like many Trotskyists was put out of the Party. He wis 
deported to the back of beyond in Russia, and was let out of th. 
country by Stalin principally because of the campaign for his release 
in France, in which L’Ecole emancipee, a liberal paper of the thirties, 
played an important part.
Gide explains to Martin du Gard that the submissive tone of this 
letter was partly due to his own character and partly due to opportunism. 
Thus, Gide is not a victim of faith. However, he makes no attempt to 
reply to Martin du Gard’s wishes for other qualities more in keeping 
with his character and his public figure.
Martin du Gard, however, seems to see a reply in Gide’s Nouvelles 
Nourritures. He is full of joy to learn that Gide is back at work since: 
"C’est vraiment votre seule raison d’etre" (M.G.2, 16th August 1955, 41). 
;artin du Gard thinks that Cide’s involvement with Communism is the result 
of his inability to write rather than its cause, as Gide seems more prone 
to believe. After expressing the great hopes he has for Gide’s work, he 
bids Gide to rise above present preoccupations and to think of nobody but 
"le jeune homme de l’an 2000" (M.G.2, 42) when writing this work.
Gide’s reply to thie "bon coup d’eperon pour mon propre travail"
(M.G.2, 18th August 1955, 42) follows a similar pattern to that when he
is trying to work on Robert and Genevieve. Once again Martin du Gard’s
photo is placed in front of him and the briefness of his letter is explained
by his refusal to be disturbed from his work which he wishes to finish 
2before his journey to Rueeia. Cide’s comments on Robert in thia letter 
show that Martin du Gard has perhaps helped him to the full realisation 
that his true artistic as well as hia personal virtues suffer from his
involvement with Communism. "Realism" is not Gide’s element.
Gide’s return to literature and his certainty that a compromise is 
not to be made between his own art and his political beliefs is perhaps 
responsible for the greater amenity with which he greets Martin du Gard’s
next few, long letters. Having re-aasumed his role of literary man, he
allows himself to become politically closer to Martin du Gard.
1. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 10th July 1955, p. 59.
2. Thia was originally planned for October 1955, Ibid, 
lbth August 1955, p. 45.
5. Ibid, 18th August 1955, p. 42; "A relire - hybrids".
4. ->60: above, p.-2Tl.
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The latter, despite his determined involvement with the final 
volumes of the Thibault, is aroused into a tirade by the rise of Fascism,
the prevailing atmosphere of faith and that of undoubting, Leftist fan-
z
aticisra surrounding the young Catherine Gide, which prompts him to write:
Iia penaee ne commence qu’avec le doute..• Le seule 
education rationnelle, celle qui, seule, peut 
preparer un etre a se former, plus tard, selon ses 
dons propres, lax contact de la vie et par des
experiences personnelles, - est sceptique (M.G,2, 10th September 
• 1955, 45).
Gide replies:
...combien j’applaudis a ce que vous me dites du 
fanatisme et de la foi...quelle qu’elle puisse etre.
Rien ne fausse plus un esprit que d’etre invite a ad-
mettre quoi que ce soit de non“contre rolle” (M.G.2, 12th eptember
1955, 47).
In spite of the fact that Gide has always insisted that he has retained 
his critical spirit along with his involvement with Communism, nowhere 
does he express so clearly and naturally just how far he has remained 
faithful to the former Gide. The discreetness of his previous declar­
ations was caused, perhaps, by the realisation that, once admit to the 
absence of faith, the very foundation of his political involvement is
rendered unsteady; and Gide knows that Martin du Gard will not miss the 
opportunity to widen any crack in his present position. For the moment, 
however, Gide is closer to literary than political preoccupations and this 
explains the complete lack of reticence in his agreement with Martin du
Gi-rd.
From politics, Martin du Gard turns to literature in his long letter 
on Gide’s Nouvelles Nourritures. His criticisms of the first part of 
Gide’s work are important. They show that the evolution in Martin du
Gard’s aspirations for Gide’s works has definitely ended since certain 
of his comments are closely connected to those made on Gide’s Fobert.^
1. Of L’Lcole dea Femmes, see: above, pp.^73 -274.
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A1though Gide's lyricism was necessary to establish the link with the 
fourriturea terrestres and although the sccent obtained is "du pur Gide" 
(M.G,2, 6th November 1935, 53) • Martin du Gard discerns "une virtuosite, 
qui s'enivre de ses exercises" (M.G.2, 53) and no longer the ”d. soin 
interieur" (M.G.2, 53) of the ^ourriturea terrestres. He prefers the 
pages where Gide's lvricisro is "tout interieur, tout 3ubjectif" ( .G.2,
54). Thus, Martin du Gard expresses more clearly than before his 
recognition of subjectivity as the moat essential of Gide's literary 
virtues.1 Deapite his masterhood of literary technique, Gide is not at 
his best when he attempts to achieve objectivity, as Martin du G< rd 
understands it, or to simulate emotions which are no longer deeply felt.
On a political plane too, it is the irreconcilability of Gide's "besoin
interieur" and external "truth" which is felt by Martin du Gard and makes
him attack his friend's position.
Paradoxically, Martin du Gard's ideas on progress which ere limited 
end those of Gide in the Nouvelles ?k>urrltures which have far wider scope
ere not contrary to the former's objectivity and the latter's subjectivity. 
Martin du Gard thinks that Man is perfectible but only within certain
limits and that, no matter how social systems may change, the basic nature
of Man will remain fundamentally unchanged; Gide, on the other hand, 
thinks Man is "indefiniraent perfectible" (M.G.2, 6th November 1935, 55).
One ia reminded of the two writers' "querelle du veau a 5 pattes". Gide's 
study of the "particulier" lends itself to a belief in complete eno 
workable revolution of commonly-accepted values, whereas Martin du Gard's 
conviction that general phenomena are those most worthy of studies i lies 
that Man's qualities are circumscribed and lasting and that profound 
change must be very gradual.
Martin du Gard's conservatism when discussing Gide's ideas of progress
1. Although he does not compromise on the question of objectivity/
"verite historique".
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becomes complete pessimism when he turns to the idea expressed in the 
Nouvelles Nourritures that: "La mort est atroce a qui n’a pas rempli 
aa vie” (M.G.3» 6th November 1935» 55)• Martin du Gard considers that 
no lucid human being can die without despair because he must necessarily
view his life as unfulfilled.
Unfortunately, a meeting deprives the correspondence of a reply from 
Cide to thia important letter. However, it is well-known that Gide 
regarded death with complete serenity. It is not improbable to suppose 
that the artisitlc and moral differences between the two writers explain 
the difference in their attitude towards not only progress but death.
Martin du Gard as an artist and, to some extent as a man, has been an 
impartial observer; Gide, on the other hand, has become more and more 
conscious of the role he haa to play. Inevitably, action, be it one’s 
own, or the action one causes in others, gives a sense of purpose which 
is not to be attained by one who confines himself to observation aid 
description.
Ther is no reply either to a long letter in which Martin du Gard
once again raises the question of Russian Communism." This letter contains
the most measured yet most damning criticisms of the development of Comm­
unism in Russia and explains why Martin du Gard’s doubts have overcome 
the hopes he had for the new regime. Capitalism, for the pacifist Martin
du Gard, means war in all sectors of society; Russia may claim to have
overthrown Capitalism but it has not destroyed society based on war.
This question may have been discussed viva voce since the two men
2met. Martin du Gard’s comment on this meeting suggests that, despite
differences of opinion, the closeness four-t through their literature 
stretches to other matters: "Ces quelques rencontres ont ete bonnea,
.uand name. Elles nous montrent qu*apres des mois de separation, nous
1. G./M.G.2, 22nd November 1935» pp. 57-61• z
2. There is no mention of this meeting in Notes aur Andre Gide.
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nous retrouvons sans avoir de distance a franchir” (M.G.2, 5th December 
1935, 61).
Martin du Gard's New Year wishes for Gide contain the warning: 
"...continuez a eviter lea hideux pieges de la politique, qui sont le 
sectarisnje et 1'opportunisms; deux pieges ou l'U.R.S.S. ne s'est que 
trop laisse prendre” (M.G.2, 30th December 1935, 63) Gide's reply where 
he expresses the desire for the "tranquillite laborieuse” (M.G.2,
30th December 1935, 63) of Cuverville, shows that he is still trying to 
rise above the temptation of involvement. This ia probably not only 
because he agrees with Martin du Gard as to the necessity of doing so for 
his work, but also because he will soon be submerged directly in life 
when he undertakes his journeys to Dakar and, later, Russia. Moreover, 
the news which has reached Gide from Russia has perhaps already warned 
him that the Revolution is no longer following the path of truth.
Gide has received information about the frightful conditions in which
the Y/ugoslavian political prisoners were kept. Also, before Cide's
departure for Russia, Victor Serge sent him a letter which said:
*Nous faisons front contre le fascisms. Comment lui 
barrer la route avec tant de camps de concentration 
derriere nous?...Laisaez-moi vous dire que l'on ne 
peut servir la classe ouvriere et l'U.R.3,3. qu'en 
toute lucidite. Laissez-moi vous demander, au nom 
de ceux qui, la-bas, ont tous les courages, d'avoir 
le courage de cette lucidite'.2
Such warnings brought about waning enthusiasm in Gide for his journey 
to Russia'5 where, he rightly guessed, he would not be able to say all 
that he wished to, particularly on the subject of homosexuality.
Gide's fears were more than am ly j.vilified by the events which took 
place in Russia while he was there. On the 14th August 1936, the trial
1. M.V.R., Cahiers 5, 8th December 1935, p. 496.
2. Victor Serge, Memoires d'un Revolutionnaire 19Q1-1941, Editions du 
Seuil, 1951, p. 565.
3. M.V.R., Cahiers 5, 5th May 1956, p. 539.
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of sixteen members of the old revolutionary generation was announced.
By the 25th August* the sixteen men accused had been executed after 
admitting that they were guilty of the most astounding accusations against 
them.1 2 *Thus began the systematic extermination of the first revolution­
aries.
iue to his visit to Africa, Gide's letters become relatively rare 
2and after Gide's departure for Russia Martin du Gard receives only one,
1
short letter from Tiflis.
Gide's impressions of Russia were divulged in his ? etour ie 1'U.R.S.S..
On his return to Paris, Cide writes to Martin du Gard:
. ..il semble que le monde entier s'enfonce dans un tunnel
d*angoisse, dont on ne voit pas la sortie. Je n*eprouve
quelque reconfort qu'en me craponnent a de rares amities,
dont, au tout premier plan, la votre...Je pense pouvoir
regagner Cuverville dans deux jours. J'ai h&te de me
mettre a la redaction de notes sur la Russie, que tout a
la fois il me tarde, et que je redoute, d'ecrlre (M.G.2, 7th September
1956, 70).
This short passage is all that allows Martin du Gard to guess at the
emotional and intellectual upheaval caused by Gide's first-hand experience
of the situation in Russia. A letter from Martin du Gard to Mad me Van 
Rysselberghe4 proves that even the opportunity for a conversation has not 
persuaded Gide to confide ln Martin du Gard as he did after his trip to 
the Congo. Gide's behaviour here makec one think of the publication, 
after Madeleine Gide's death, of £t nunc manet ln te coupled with a perhaps 
understandable reticence in his correspondence of that time.
Gide himself explains the reason for his silence. When Maria Van 
Rysselberghe wonders if it is indiscreet to ask him whether his work on
1. In .'.empires d'un Revolutionnalrfe, 1951» p. 562, Victor Serge analyses 
this phenomenon: "Connaisaant les hommes et la Russia, je dois
r/; peter que les vieux-bolohevlks etalent penetres d'un tel fanetisme 
de parti, d'un tel patriotisme sovietique qu'ils en devenaient 
capablea d'accepter les pires supplices, incapables pour cela meme 
d'une trahison. Leurs aveux memes prouvent ainsi leur innocence”.
2. In July 1956.
5. G./M.G, Corr. 2, 22nd July 1956» pp. 75-76.
4. Ibid, Annex to letter 555* p. 516.
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Russia will simply describe his travels or reveal his thought. , Gide
Z X
replies: "Non, ce n’est pas indiscret, mais je prefere n’en pas encore
A v v 1
parler, meme a vous, pour rae sentir tout a fait libre".
Another anxious enquiry from Martin du Gard about Gide’s book on 
Russia elicits no response from Gide. Indeed, it is not until Jecemcer
tnat he breaks his silence on the Retour de I'U.R.S.S. by writing:
Vous aurez sans doute coxpris.•.a quel point le temps me 
manquait; corapris aussi, j’espere, combien me rapprochait 
de vous, de votre point de vue, de votre ’ethique’, les 
reraous souleves par mon livre...je crois que ce livre va 
servir a ma liberation
(M.G.2, 3rd December 1936, 83).'
A more complete explanation of Gide’s position comes only in a 
lette:^ after Martin du Gard has been at a reading of his book anc. has
provoked Gide into clarifying his thought.^ From Gide’s reply and from
£
I-artin du Gard’s letter to Madame V8n Rysselberghe, one can assume tnat 
the main reproach formulated by Martin du Gard is a lack of documentation 
and the fact that Gide adds nothing by his book to what is already known
about conditions in Russia.
Gide defends himself against this accusation by explaining that, if 
he has not documented his book more thoroughly, it is because he did not
wish to compromise those who gave him his information and also because he
wished to write only of what he himself had seen and experienced. He 
realises that this may detract from his book and expose it to criticism 
but reminds Martin du Gard of the similar circumstances surrounding his
Voyage au Congo.
In fact, Gide is not mistaken in his supposition.
to history is very different from that of his friend.
documents his fictional work with astonishing accuracy and portrays polit
ical analyses extremely well. Gide, even in non-fictional works, cannot
1. M.V.R., Cahiers 5, 10th September 1936, pp. 557-558.
G./lI.G. Corr. 2, 10th December 1936» PP. 86-87.
3. In a letter which has been lost.
£. G./M.G. Corr. 2, Annex to letter 562, 9th October 1936. p. 518.
iiis approach
Martin du Gard
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go past hia personal view to make a more general analysis; hence, the
importance of full documentation. Gide’s incapacity for general analysis
in the domain of politics explains why he made the mistake of adhering to
Communism in the first place, confusing the harsh reality of politics with 
1 '
an Evangelical renaissance, "his ultimate goal" being "the greatest 
2’efflorescence* of art and humanism." Soviet Russia’s repression against 
intellectuals, dissiueuts and homosexuals was a necessary blow to convince 
Gide of his misapprehension.
Gide is on stronger ground when he defends his book against Martin
du Gard’s reproach of inopportuneness, which seems to him to be much more 
serious, since:
...je ne me suis decide (a la publication) qu’apres avoir
soigneusement tate le terrain (politique),3 acquis la conviction
que ce livre ne pouvait, en fin de compte, que servir une
cause qui, tout de meme, me reste chere; mais qui n’est
peut-etre pas celle du communisme preoisement. Le communisme,
a present fait fausse route; il ne peut se sauver qu’en
cessant de se mettre a la remorque de Moscou. La foi dans
l’U.R.S.S. est ebranlee; il y eut, a la suite du proces des
16, quantite d’exclusions du parti. Vous pensez bien que
je suis cela de pres. Mon grand regret est de n’en pouvoir
parler avec vous. Non...ne doutez pas de ma.••prudence; et
moins encore de ma profonde amitie (M.G.2, 10th December 1936, 86-07).
This passage is significant, as Gide admits for the first time to Martin 
du Gard, albeit reluctantly, that the cause he was following was not 
Communism but a personal vision which Gide believed to have found concrete 
form in the Russian political system. No such explanation of Gide’s 
work appears in Gide's Journal of the time nor in his letters to ierre 
Alessandri and Jean Guehenno 1 2 * 4 after the publication of his book, and one 
thus sees the importance of Martin du Gard’s criticisms of Gide’s works 
as a means of provoking Gide into self-explanation. It is also clear,
1. J.l, 1933» p. 1176, "Mais - soustraire."
2. George Brachfeld^p. 141.
5. The political scene is in fact, far from favourable to the publication 
of Gide’s book. Because of the Civil War in Spain, Gide was bitterly 
attacked by the Communists and even accused of being in the service 
of the Gestapo, Litterature engagee, 1950, pp. 179-180 and 185.
4. Litterature engagee, 1950, pp. 17^-187» and 207-208.
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from this letter, that Gide, now rejected by the world of Communism, 
which has so deeply disappointed him, is all the more dependent on Martin 
du Gard's friendship and desirous of fundamental similarity in their
views.
Throughout the entire period of Gide's involvement with politics,
Martin du Gard's main preoccupation remained Gide's work and public figure 
as a literary man. For this reason, the basis of dialogue ia fundament­
ally unchanged and the decision which arises from discussion with Martin 
du Gard is one concerning Gide's literature.
Martin du Gard has definitively accepted that, for his literature, 
Gide's genius depends upon inner need and subjectivity. Gide's attempts 
to change his approach to art by forcing artistic considerations to bow 
to external beliefs calls into doubt his artistic sincerity. Martin du 
Gard's condemnation of such a move is merely a logical continuation of his 
criticism against Gide that intellect was the motivating factor behind 
Robert.x Inner necessity should be Gide's sole consideration when writ­
ing.
Through dialogue with Martin du Gard, Gide is prompted into making 
no compromise with his art but rather the temporary sacrifice of it.
Indeed, nartin du Gard is also to some extent responsible for Cide's real­
isation that his essential attributes, critical and intellectual, are those
least acceptable to Russian Communism.
Without Martin du Gard's constant vigilance, Gide risked falling into 
the trap of”'la verite”’ (M.G.l, 51st December 1954» 641) thereby bring­
ing an end to his "zig-zagging” approach to life and art which w?s the
guarantee of his intellectual honestj and artistic sincerity. Gide himself 
undoubtedly realised this and clung to dialogue with Martin du Gard as a
safeguard of his true value and as a bridge back to the most important
1. Of L'ncole des Femmes
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"dialogue” of all - his work.^
6 . The Last Stages of Dialogue.
The Communist temptation over, dialogue between the two writers 
continues with equal frankness but the desire for resemblance rather than
for "reaction” motivates Gide's letters. As Gide himself writes to 
Tartin du Gard after his return to France from Russia, little separates 
them now. Politics are no longer a source of opposition.
Moreover, Gide is no longer seeking to explore new artistic avenues, 
nor is /.art in du Gard intent on changing his friend's genius. Therefore, 
on a literary plane, little more is to be gained from dialogue between 
opposites. Gide is now content with friendship as the most important 
factor in his correspondence with Martin du Gard. Thus, growing attention 
is paid by Gide to what he has in common with Martin du Gard.
This is to be seen when Gide mentions the difficulties he is encount­
ering in the writing of his bapport on his journey to Dakar and his hes­
itation in publishing it. Such an action, Gide feels, would be bound to 
involve him in polemics and with political parties. Gide does not want
this since:
Je me persuade de plus en plus que notre pensee n'a de 
valeur que si elle n'est pas mise en fagot avec celle 
des autres; et je me sens de plus en plus Incapable de 
'donner mon adhesion' entiere a n'importe quelle manif­
estation collective. A quoi bon vous dire tout cela, 
que voua pensaz aussi? Mais j'ai besoin de savoir et de 
sentir que vous le pensez aussi et votre dernilre lettre 
me rasaure et me reconforte (M.G.2, 6th April 1958, 151)•
The death of Madame Gide on the 17th April 1958 reinforces Gide's 
2need for ?<artin du Gard's friendship while at the same time causing a 
temporary pause in their epistolary discussions. It is not until August 
of that year that one sees a glimmer of light in the greyness of Gide's
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 25th March 1954, p. 608.
2. J.l, 25th December 1956, pp. 1528-1J29.
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existance.
oIn February of 1939» Gide is in Louxor. A letter to Martin du Gard 
shows that he ia bacx at work. Ihesee is almost finished and during his 
stay in Egy^t, he has kept a daily diary. Without Martin du Gard’s 
opinion, however, Gide admits he is unsure of the worth of what he has
written.
Despite Gide’s "grande joie au travail” and "legerete de pensee et 
de plusne" (M.G.2, 24th February 1939» 163)• he does not hide from Martin 
du Gard the fact that he cannot achieve "une pleine ferveur" (M.G.2, 163) 
in his work and that hie attitude towards life in Paris, at least, is one 
of detachment. Indeed, in the time between Madame Gide’s death and his 
own, he frequently reiterates this feeling of apartness from life in his
letters to Martin du Gard.
In his reply, Martin du Gard encourages Gide by pointing to the pos­
itive aspect of detachment since: "N’avoir plus a faire que *ce qui
Z / Kvaut la peine' • C'est ga qu'il est neoessaire de se reserver, a nos ages, 
coute que co&te. On se comprend" (M.G.2, 28th February 1939» 164).
Away from the temptations of life, Martin du Gard believes that Gide, the 
artist, will flourish.
Gide, however, is more conscious of the loneliness of his situation.
5
ihus a long letter from Martin du Gard on the total lack of homosexuality 
in Martinique due to common moral consent and the liberty allowed to het­
erosexual relationsby family and Church alike, fails to elicit a lengthy 
reply from Gide. Martin du Gard's presence is indispensable to him
since: "Il est certains gestes de pensee que je ne puis oser qu'avec 
vous" (M.G.2, 28th July 1939» 161) and correspondence in the period after 
Madame Gide’s death is obviously no compensation.
1. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 24th August 193®» p. 149.
2. Ibid, 24th February 1939» PP. 162-163.
3. In Egypt, Gide wrote Carnets d'E&ypte and part of St nunc manet in te.
4. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 7th May 1940, PP- 204-205$ 23rd July 1940, p. 213$
24th May 1942, p. 248$ 17th October 1944. p. 281 See: J.2, 31st
December 1942, p. 159$ 15th December 1946, p. 304$ 3rd September 1948,
PP. 331-332.
5. Ibid, 10th June ^939, PP» 170—1 0 • •
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Thus* Gide merely comments:
Mais ce peuple, celui parmi lequel vous vivez et que 
j’eaperais naturel, me parait, d*apres ce que vous en 
dites, effroyablement malaxe par quelle mesquine et 
ravalante religion!...Ne me le donnez pas pour example
(M.G.2, 28th July 1959» 182).
Although slight in volume this passage seems to me to be heavy in signif­
icance. One senses the weariness of a man who has crusaded for the over­
throw of inhibiting, artificially formulated morality only to discover that 
it has insinuated its roots where they have least right to be. At the 
same time, this letter shows the firmly anchored prejudice of Gide in 
favour of his cause, since in the case of the priesthood mentioned by Martin 
du Gard, their attitude to sexual morality seems to be less "mesquine" 
than sensibly expedient.1 Gide’s protest, "Ne me le donnez pas pour 
exemple", seems to suggest that he would rather believe Martin du Gard to 
be on his side than engage with his former willingness in one of their
frank but dissident debates.
Martin du Gard’s optimism again counters Gide’s feelings of detach­
ment in a letter which suggests that Gide’s art should fill the empty 
space left in Gide’s life. To crown his "glorieuse maturite" (M.G.2,
6th August 1959» 185), Gide still has to write "Une vie du Christ, de 
votre Christ" and "Une mythologie grecque" (M.G.2, 185). As ever, Martin 
du Gard has higher hopes for Gide than Gide himself.
Gide’s inability to involve himself in life may explain a simultan­
eous lack of decision. The need for self-affirmation in the years pre­
ceding and including his involvement with Communism seems to have dis­
appeared with disillusionment.
Thus, Cide's decision to participate in the first edition of the
Nouvelle Revue franpaise to be published in occupied France leaves him
in an unhappy state of uncertainty, wnich is resolved for him by Martin 
2du Gard.
1. Indeed, it seems to me that Kobert Amar, in his article "L*Homosexualite 
dans la Correspondance Gide - Martin du Gard", Arcadia, September 1969» 
pp. 597-401» is quite wrong to suggest that Martin du Gard’s attitude
to homosexuality in his letter is narrow-minded and repressive.
2. G./tt.G. Corr.2, Dialogue avec Gide, 20th January 1941» pp. 228-251.
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Martin du Gard’s firmness meets with Gide’s admiration because of
„ „ 2 the salutary effect it has upon him. In his reply to the text in 
which Martin du Gard explains his view of Gide's position, the latter 
shows his gratitude for his friend’s perspicacity and frankness. Martin 
du Gard, he writes, has helped him to understand himself more clearly 
and this, in turn, provokes Gide into giving a more complete explanation 
of his decision to publish his FeuilletB in the Nouvelle Revue francaise. 
Gide agrees with his friend that, when he is unsure, "la sympathie... 
decide" (M.G.2, 24th January 1941» 251) and he explains his own decision 
in familiar terms: the novelist’s desire to understand others entails 
enormous difficulties in establishing one's own point of view. Torn 
between conflicting ideas, Gide admits he has allayed his suffering by 
writing about it but complete appeasement has come only from Martin du 
Gard. By provocation, Martin du Gard has once again induced Gide to 
examine his motives more closely and to account for them more fully.
This seems to be a return to the Gide of "flottement" (M.G. 2,
24th January 1941» 231) who uses his inability to adopt one position to 
nour/ish his writing even at this level. Even now, faced with life’s 
decisions, Gide has not achieved the peace of Ainsl solt-il. Because 
his literature no longer requires "inquietude", however, Gide tends more 
and more towards a state of serenity for which his friendship with Martin
du Gard is of great importance.
Gide’s next few letters show that he has turned to literary work, as
Martin du Gard wishes. Nonetheless, work is only a partial solace since,
in writing his Interviews Imaglnaires, Gide has the impression that:
. ..ce n'est qu’un bluff et...je n*aural pas la force, 
la Constance, ni surtout la foi qu'il faudrait pour le 
mener bien loin...mon oeuvre est derriere moi,...je dois 
prendre mon parti qu'elle ne soit pas meilleure et plus 
importante, et...ce n'est pas une oeuvre nouvelle qui 
pourrait y ajouter beaucoup (M.G.2, 22nd deptember 1941* 238).
1. O./H.G. Corr. 2, 18th January 1941» P- 226.
2. Ibid, 24th January 1941, PP. 231-232.
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A letter of the following month shows that Gide is less discouraged about 
2the progress of hia work and another that he is Just as strongly interested 
in Martin du Gard's work as before.
Nonetheless, Gide's exile from Prance made "les liens de 1'amitie"
(M.G.2, 24th May 1942, 248) his strongest bond with life although he 
admits that work is his best way of fihting despair. His own work, 
however, consists of a few pages in his Journal and some chronicles for 
the Flrfago and nonc of the "proJets teraeraires" (M.G.2, 15th June 1942,
251) he had hoped to complete. Under these conditions, a desperate cry 
comes from Gide: "L'ete paaae, ou aller? Que devenir? Vous me manques 
terriblement" (M.G. 2, ’ 251).
In his reply* Martin du Gard writes at length of hia own work,^ which 
is the best way of consoling Gide for his own lack of production. Indeed, 
Martin du Gard's letter is probably in large part the cause of Gide's
5
equanimity over the difficult progression of his Interviews imaginairea.
Gide's temporary depression gives way to discussion, however, when
Martin du Gard sends him an article on father Loncoeur.^ This article 
7
prompts Gide into making an entry in his Journal which he send, to
Martin du Gard.
1. G./K.G. Corr. 2, l<th October 1941. pp. 259-240.
2. Ibid, 9th February 1942, p. 245.
5« Ibid, 20th June 1942, pp. 252-253.
4. The preparation for hie Journal de Mauroort.
5. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 50th June 1942, p. 256.
6. "Besaurer le sens du sacre, reincerner les valeura splrltuelles", by 
Jean de Fabregues; hemal n. 7th June 1942. Demaln was a weekly relig­
ious newspaper, whioh, as Jean de Fabregues' article clearly shows, 
backed lltaln and the strictest of authorities whole-heartedly, 
caring little whether the source of authority was French or German. 
Father Ooncoeur was a Jesuit priest whom Gids admired for his tol­
erance. In 1956, Gide and he worked together to form a delegation, 
representative of different political and religious standpoints, to 
intervene in Spain against atrocities on both sides during the Civil 
War.
7. J.2, 1st July 1942, p. 125.
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In his Journal, Gide deplores the idea of fighting Hitlerism by its 
equivalent - the blind submission to authority required by the very Church 
which Father X, short-sightedly as history has shown, sees as the only 
effective weapon against Hitler and his methods. Gide refuses to see 
support to either side as anything other than the abdication of one's 
reason and, indeed, considers the idea of submitting to an external force 
as infinitely less dangerous than the submission of one's mind to the 
dogma of the Church.
Martin du Gard's enthusiasm for the sentiments expressed in the
passage from Gide's Journal is complete.However, he warns Gide against
his veneration for the intransigent Jesuit, Father Doncoeur, whom Kartin
du Gard considers to be a dangerous enemy whose aggressiveness is now
appearing after being hidden under an appearance of tolerance. Kartin du
Gard continues by expressing his respect and indulgence for the Dominicans 
2of the review Sept, who represented the more progressive and liberal 
elements of the Church, but his hatred for the ore traditional Jesuits
and their weekly Demain.
3
Martin du Gard's reaction provokes Gide into further comment. He 
reveals himself to be more radical or, perhaps, merely more logical than 
Martin du Gard. He agrees with his friend's remarks on the Dominicans and 
the Jesuits but warns him against too much indulgence for the former. In 
Gide's opinion, Martin du Gard is falling into the trap of collaboration. 
Because the Dominicans' aims are similar to his own, he does not see that 
logically, they are either hypocrites or worthy of the Index, which, in 
a politic. 1 context, was the fate of Jept.
However, on the subject of Father oncoeur, he agrees entirely with
1. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 26th July 1942, p. 257.
2. 6ept which became Le Temps tresent had as its sub-title, Ln dehors 
et au-dessus des partis, but nonetheless took a firm stand against 
naalsm, attacked Hitler's regime consistently as an enemy of Cath­
olicism and was a strong supporter of social progress to tide the 
rise of Communism. After the /rraistice ln 1940, it was no longer
Martin du Gard as to the dangers of the priest, pointing out that:
La libre pensee seule peut etre desinteressee, dans le 
sens le plus plein, le plus parfait du mot. Bien de 
gratuit chez eux. Ils font la quete. Ce qui leur importe, 
dans chaque ame, c'est par ou la prendre, ’la sauver* 
diront-ils; l’acquerir a Dieu (M.G.2, August 1942, 259-260).
Despite hi8 hardened attitude against what Father Donooeur represents, 
Gide explains his attitude towards the man by the ease with which he is 
influenced by "sympathie’’ and goes on to quote one of nis letters to
Claudel:
’Xefiez-voua...je suis en oaoutchouc; la sympathie me 
deforme: j*acquiesce et, pour vous suivre, vais 
jusqu’au bord de l'insincerite; mais sitot de retour 
et seal, je reprends ma forme* (M.G.2, 259)-
As ever, Gide is .Tore ambiguous than Martin du Gard. He is far more 
partisan than his friend who always weighs the other side*a point of 
view against his own. Nonetheless, because Gide is so easily influenced 
by ’’sympathie', he is, in fact, more prone to "collator ting" than Martin 
du Gard, despite his warnings to the latter.
Ferhaps the n-ost interesting point about this exchange of letters
resides in the fact that this correspondence has shown little propensity
for discussion on religion in spite of c nversations on Gide’s view of
Christ and the Church, at least.^ Now, in the latter stages of the
correspondence, the two friends argue more than once about the que tion 
2of religion.
One of the possible reasons for the lack of religious discussion is 
that this correspondence originated in a period of reaction against 
Claudel and Jammes. Despite conversations on religion, therefore, Gide 
may have felt that his correspondence with Martin du Gard, as a record
1. NAG, pp. 154-156.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 1st April 1948, pp- 405-406; 7th April 1948, pp. 407 
408; Annex to letter 807» PP- 558-560; 14th August 1948, p. 418;
10th August 1948, pp. 419-425; 5^d September 1948, pp. 425-424;
llth September 1948, pp. 425-426; 19th September 1949» p- 461; 
Beginning of October 1949» PP- 461-462.
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for posterity, should represent the side of his nature opposed to
received religion. It is also the case, as Gustave Vawelkenhuyaen 
suggests, that Gide tends to avoid subjects w .ich would break "1*harmonie 
du dialogue"^ with his various correspondents.
This is perhaps why the correspondence does not reflect Gide's
own comment after a meeting with Roger Martin du Gard: "Je ne puis me
satisfaire du nihilisae de t ogar Partin du Gard" (M.G.l, Intro., 19).
hor does the correspondence vhow what Jean Delay believes to have been the
reassuring role of the atheist Martin du Gard durin, Gide's period of
doubt, notably during the writing of iumquld et ta? and his Journal de.
2j aux-Monnt^yeuro.
Indeed, none of the ambiguity of Gide's attitude towards religion 
finds its way into his correspondence with Martin du Gard. When he 
expresses himself on religion, it is ln a spirit of complete op osition 
to Catholicism which suggests that his position is far more hardened than 
that of Martin du Gard, and the temptation of Claudel ia mentioned only 
years after its danger is past and, then, in the most restrictive of
terms.
It seems to me that Gide's harshness is due not only to his desire 
to offer a contradictory picture to his correspondences with Claudel and
Jammes but also to the "convert"*s realisation of the risk he had run.
Martin du Gard can afford to be tolerant towards certain Catholics because
his own atheism dates from an early age. loreover, his very objectivity 
prevents him from discarding totally the strong points of the other's 
position.-* 5 Gide for all his claims to "flottement” and over-comprehension, 
is enabled, by his subjectivity to condemn utterly and, with characteristic
1. G./Mo. Corr., Intro., p. 22.
2. G./M.G. Corr.l, Intro., p. 19.
5. Although no more than Gide is Martin du Gard for the Dominicans.
G./M.G. Corr.2, Jrd September 1942, p.
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ellipticity, he expresses his final conclusion without allowing the 
reader of his correspondence with Martin du Gard to guess that his condem­
nation of Catholicism came only after he had satisfied his curiosity about
it.
During Gide's stay in North Africa in the War years, Martin du Gard
continues to encourage him to maintain his literary output. Conscious, 
perhaps, that Gide may never write of Greek mythology nor of Christ's life,
Martin du Gard advises Gide to follow his inclination to write in his
Journalbroadening its sphere by including his "souvenirs" and not
simply his "reactions du moment" (M.G.2, 14th September 1942, 267). Gide
is, however, more interested in the latter, at the moment, and, by includ- 
2ing them in a letter to Martin du Gard, he once again uses his friend as
a "papier-tournesol". Martin du Gard's enthusiasm is complete^ and his 
4encouragement is partially responsible, as Me*rtin du Gard admits for the 
5
portrait of Victor which appears in Gide's Journal.
As the War advances, letters become rarer and Gide's next mention of
his Journal shows that it is no replacement for Martin du Gard's presence
since:
Il n'est pas de jours ou je ne converse avec voua en 
pensee, comme je ne peux faire avec nul autre. C'est 
a vous que j'adresse mes reflexions les plus in&vouables, 
sacaant bien qu'elles trouveront en vous quelque echo
(M.G.2, 50th October 1944, 284).6
Thus out off from his friend, internal dialogue does not compensate for 
that externalised, with Martin du Gard whose reaction to Gide's letter is
1. G./M.G. Corr.2, 5rd September 1942, p. 265. Martin du Gard repeats 
his advice in a letter of the 24th January 1946, P* 594.
2. Ibid, 25rd September 1942, pp. 268-271.
5. Ibid, 50th September 1942, p. 271.
4. Ibid, 6th October 1942, pp. 275-274? 1st November 1942, p. 277.
5. J.2, pp. 157-220.
6. Unfortunately these "reflexions" have been cut by Martin du Card.
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one of total accord.
Despite the enforced distance caused by the war, therefore, the place
Martin du Gard holds as interlocutor and friend is in no way lessened and, 
indeed, Gide writes raore often to Martin du Gard than to hi3 other corr­
espondents while he is in North Africa. The unaccustomed gentleness of
artin du Gard’s encouragement to an older and lonelier Gide does not 
prevent him from continuing to be the outspoken literary critic so much 
prized by Gide.
2
Writing of Gide’s article, ’’D’une France nouvelle”, Martin du Gard 
deplores the fact that Gide should publish the very banalities wnich cover 
the pages of the majority of newspapers at that time.^ The fact that Gide 
manages to express these com .on-place ideas in his own inimitable style only 
serves, according to Martin du Gard to underline the lack of necessity of
this article. Martin du Gard finishes with the friendly, if exacting, warningj
Mefiez-vous de l’actualite!...Vous etes vise, on voys
guette. Vous n'aurez pas de meilleur moyen de dejouer
les attaques, que d'ecrire peu et de ne donner que du
tres bon. Vous avez la chance que ce moyen soit a votre
portie, profitez-enj soyez plus exigeant pour vous et
plus circonspect que jamais! (M.G.2, llth January 1945, 3°0).
Gide is delighted with Martin du Gard’s letter as, indeed, he usually
is when his ffiend’s vigilance alms at maintaining the high standard of 
his writing. As for Martin du Gard’s actual criticisms, Gide brushes 
aside the problem with a typical: "...vous avez sureraent raison" (M.G.2,
29th January 1945, $01)• Gide is thus more willing to agree with Martin 
du Gard than to renew what is an old subject of discussion concerning 
Gide’s work - namely, that the superiority of Gide’s style is no excuse
1. G./M.G. Corr.2, 16th November 1944, p. 284.
2. Article which appeared in Combat, De La Resistance a la Revolution.
23rd December. See: G./M.G. Corr. 2, llth January 1945, p. 300.
3. Gide has published, with Martin du Gard’s consent, an extract from one 
of his letters where he condemns the Jesuits. Martin du Gard’s point of 
view is founded. Gide’s views are a predictable echo of the internat­
ional and internal political climate of the time and may be resumed 
thus: Germany should be made to feel conquered and be allowed a say in 
European affairs only once the Germans have been completely re-educated; 
America, England, Russia and Prance should work together to help other 
countries, especially those hardest-hit by tneir war-effort; Prance 
should not look to the past, even at its most revolutionary, to find a 
political settlement to her problems.
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excuse for a lack of "arapleur" in subject-matter.
The next occasion for criticism from ' artin du Gard is Gide’s indis
-cretion in publishing certain disobliging comments on his daughter 
z 2Catherine in his Journal. As is frequently the case when his diary is
discussed, Gide refuses to be convinced by Martin du Gard.^
The latter again attacks Gide’s Journal for its involuntary deforn- 
4ation of the truth. This is an old subject of debate which has never 
been solved satisfactorily. All Martin du Gard’s rancour against Gide’s 
methods of portrayal explodes in the following passage:
Je vous envoie au Liable, cher ami, vous et votre sacre
Journal! Cette phrase de moi, qui vous sert de tremplin 
pour des meditations pertinentes, est affreusement courte 
de vues...sous cette forme ecourtee et brutale, elle ne 
rime vraiment a rien...11 aurait fallu developper, preciser,
nuancer, - ou ne rien dire
(M.G.2, 19th February 1946, 540)*
Unless read with extremely critical eyes, Martin du Gard says, this
passage, in Gide’s Journal, shows him as an ”imbecile sectaire" and will, 
moreover, cause deep hurt to certain people.
Before considering Gide's reply, it is important to turn to a letter 
written by Martin du Gard after reading the published volume of Gide's 
Journal. The impressiveness of this volume which is "la meditation de
f Xtoute une vie exceptionnelle, livree sans fard, communiquant a ceux qui 
y participant une merveilleuse passion de verite, de comprehension univ- 
ersalle" (M.G.2, 6th August 1959» 18J), almost causes Martin du Gard to 
accept the total indiscretion Gide shows in his Journal.
The problem of Gide's "indice de refraction" is considered from 
Gide's point of view alone. In Martin du Gard's opinion, Gide sometimes
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 1st February 1951» P« 441.
2. J.2, 1st and 2nd January 1942, pp. 104-105,
5. oee: atove, pp. 3-a, -3U4-.
4. Gide has published, with Martin du Gard's consent, an extract from 
one of his letters where he condemns the Jesuits.
5. Published in 1959,
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traces the outlines of th® naan he would like to be and not of the man
he is. However, Martin du Gard dismisses this as being inevitable and
explains the phenomenon thus:
Celui qu’on veut etre, qu'on s'efforce d’etre, s'applique, 
comme un caique un peu different, sur le portrait qu'on 
trace sincerement de soi-meme...exactitude par anticipation!
(M.G.2, 183).
Martin du Gard's anger is, therefore, directed only partially against 
Gide's indiscretion and not at all against Gide's subjective portrayal 
of himself. There remains the question of deformation of "la verite 
historique" which Martin du Gard cannot accept. Martin du Gard's attitude 
towards Gide's Journal is far more equitable than would seem at first
sijht.
One has difficulty in not regarding severely Gide's constant refusal 
to discuss this question with his friend, preferring always to side-step
the fundamental issue by giving Martin du Gard satisfaction on a more
1
superficial level. Perhaps the final word in this debate, however, is
vjr.+as2to be found when Gide, after criticising the Russian writer Tourgueniev,
Il 'tient le coup' et n'a, somme toute, que tres peu 
vieilli...je devais cette reparation a Tourgueniev; 
car trop souvent, dans mon Journal, je laisse sans 
contrepartie tel jugement, sur des personnes ou sur 
des oeuvres, profondement modifie par la suite, sans
qu*aucune retouche le laisse entendre (M.G.2, 16th September 1947» 382). 
One wonders if Gide is not belatedly offering a final admission of the 
justice of some of Martin du Gard's criticisms of his Journal.
While in North Africa, Gide worked not only on his Journal but also 
on Thesee. After hia return to Prance, he submitted a copy to Martin du 
Gard. The latter was anxious for Theses to be a complete success since 
Gide himself saw It as his culminating work. In spite of much that is
admirable in Gide's work, therefore, Martin du Gard regrets the lack of 
"neeessite interieure" and Gidian concision in many passages as if an
1. by offering to exclude or alter passages. In this instance, Gide 
merely replies: "Nous reexaminerons cela a neuf et rien ne sera fait 
qui puisse vous deplaire et vous engager facheusement", G./M.G. Corr.2, 
28th March 1948, p. 343.
2. Ibid, 18th August 1947» p. 378.
3. A type-written copy but not the definitive version.
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accuniult tion of detail could hide ’’l’ininteret du fond” (M.G.2, 12th 
July 1945» 326). Moreover, Martin du Gard thinks, Gide’s style often 
lacks simplicity and because of this and ”les trues, les partis pris, 
la complaisance” (M.G.2, 326), Gide is falling back into former ways 
which Martin du Gard believed he had foresworn.
To some extent, Martin du Gard’s reproaches ere rather unjust. It 
would have been more correct to say that Thesee lacks novelty than interest. 
This work adds nothing to Gide’s thought but does gather it together and, 
as a peaceful testament, as an anticipation of Gide’s own death, it is a 
necessary work and one where a certain amount of "parti pris” is under­
standable.
/ /
because Thesee is Gide’s last fictional work and a sy^hesis of his 
thought, however, Martin du Gard is right to insist on the need for 
subjectivity but also for classical rigour to unite form and fond. Thesee 
suffers more from the same stylistic inconsistency that is to be found 
in Oedlpe. The former is Gide's legacy and, hence, as much attention 
should have been paid to style as to subject-matter.
Commenting on Martin du Gard's letter, Marla Van Rysselberghe expresses 
her agreement with it, adding taat Gide is ready to change the final
monologue. She nonetheless concludes that Gide:
•••accepts les critiques, sssaie de les comprendre, 
mais ne croit pas qu’elles puissent 1’aider a rendre 
son oeuvre meilleure, et je pense qu’il a raison: 
supprimer ses jeux, ses pointes, rendrait son texte 
plus plat sans en augmenter la puissance. La profondeur 
de Gide doit se decouvrir, se ohercher a travers son 
jeu, disons in&me ses puerilites. Elle n'est jamais a 
decouvert.l
Gide has thus definitively reached a point where dialogue is a form 
of self-respect and respect for the other and no longer a means to alter­
ing his art. He has, nonetneless, no desire to see any change in Martin
1. M.V.R., Chhiers 6, 17th July 1945» p. 5^7
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du Gard who ia still aa vigilant as ever in his attempts to make Gide
attain the high point of his own essential virtuee. Indeed, in his
letter, Martin du Gard sums up his own part and Gide’s in dialogues
Uvidemment, 1*adulation ne saurait ra’etre reprochee 
aujourd'hui.,.Mais n’est-ce pas mieux? N’est-ce pas 
ainsi que nos rapports rentrent dans leur ’lit*? Qui 
vous parlerait avec cette franchise bourrue, si pas 
moi Vous n’etes pas assez influen^able pour que cela 
vous soit nuisible, et de cette franchise vous avez 
toujourj su tirer 1’exact parti qu’il fallait
(M.G.2, 12th July 1945, 327).
Unfortunately, in this case, there is no reply to prove the exactitude of 
Martin du Gard’s pertinent analysis of his relations with Gide. This is 
due to a meeting between the two men during which Gide listened with
simplicity and pleasure to all Martin du Gard’s reserves as to Tfaeaee.
In general, the uesire for agreement with Martin du Gard becomes 
more and more obvious in the latter years of their correspondence. The
fact that the two writers should so often share similar views is not due
to Gide's self-profeased ability as a novelist to adopt another’s point 
of view. Gide himself expresses the reason, in his eyeo, for their 
profound understanding In a letter to Martin du Gard after he, Gide, has 
been awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. Despite the fact that 
this letter has the added solemnity of a public statement, all Gide’s 
sincere affection appears, when he writes:
Si c'est a vous que j*£cris tout cela, c’est que vous 
m’appeliez plaisamment, dans votre lettee de felicit­
ations: ’cher collegue', et que ce qui nous a fait 
elire l’un apres l’autre par 1*Academia de Stockholm, 
c’est aussi bien ne croyez-vous pas. ce commun amour 
de la Verite, raison secrete de 'notre exceptionnelle 
entente, d'une affection qui n’a fait que croltre 
depuis trente ans' (M.G.2, 27th November 1947» 389-390)•
Perhaps because this is a published letter, Gide simplifies this
aspect of his relations with ..artin du Gard and emphasises their resemblance
1. G/M.G. Corr. 2, Annex to letter 736» PP. 547-548
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too much. Firstly, Martin du Gard’s and Gide’s discussion on truth, 
centred around Gide’s Journal, has shown that they do not always see eye 
to eye on the subject. Moreover, while such a statement may explain 
why both writers were awarded the Nobel Prize, it falsifies, to my mind, 
the importance of Gide’s friendship with Martin du Gard which lies, 
precisely, in their differing ways of approaching truth, which provokes 
Gide into constant reflexion on his actions and nis art.
Thus, even in the last years of Gide’s life, Martin du Gard does 
not hesitate to express his disapproval of Gide’s publication in the 
Figaro of the "lettres scabreuses" (M.G.2, 7th November 1949» 464) of his 
correspondence with Claudel of March 1914» In his letter, Martin du Gard 
writes of his uneasiness at seeing such letters in the columns of a news­
paper "ou, fatalement, 1*importance de cette discussion et la qualite de 
vos lettres s’effacent devant 1*impression que vous avez intentionnellement 
cherche le scandale" (M.G.2, 464)*
Martin du Gard is sure that the choice of these particular letters 
will prejudice even serious-minded readers against the future volume of 
the entire correspondence. He regrets this all the more as, in his
opinion, Gide’s position was excellent and, by his action, he has seriously
compromised it. He continues:
Si je vous parle ainsi, ce n’est pas par sotte pruderie, •
...mais par souci de la 'tanue', de votre dignite, et 
parce que je comptais beaucoup sur la publication de ces 
lettres pour ennoblir votre figure et obliger vos 
detracteurs a reviser leur jugement. Maintenant, 1’aTfaire 
est aussi mal engagee que possible, et j’en suis 
inconsolable! (M.G.2, 7th November 1949» 464)*
Martin du Gard apologises for his frankness, adding with perfect truth: 
"...mais qui pourrait vous dire cela, si pas moi?" (M.G.2, 464)*
A comparison between this letter and an extract from Martin du Gard’s
Journal shows that Martin du Gard has either changed his mind or that he
realises correctly that, on this occasion at lea^t, complete frankness will
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not be appreciated by his correspondent. In hia journal, Martin du
Gard criticises the very quality of both Gide's and Claudel’s letters,
2as well as those of Jammes, and expresses the rather short-sighted 
belief that future readers will give all their support to Claudel in 
spite of the poor quality of his letters.
It is interesting to note that no considerations of discretion have
motivated Martin du Gard’s attitude, as was the case with .j! le Grain ne 
meurt and Corydon. Martin du Gard has realised that of greater importance 
now is the fact that Gide’s position as a literary figure will be quite 
unenhanced by this publication and that one more battle will be lost
against Catholicism. Just as Martin du Gard was disappointed b^ Gide's
final literary work, so he is depressed by these letters which detract
from the ideal Andre Gide conceived by him and held up as a constant
example to the real and fallible /ndre Gide who remains wisely impenitent, 
3in this case, as to his projected action.
As much as Martin du Gard disapproves of this blow to Gide’s publie 
figure, as much he disapproves of the development in Gide’s personality
noticeable after his return from North Africa. The adulation wnich
Gide received in Tunis and Algiers has given him, in Martin du Gard's 
opinion an "assurance”^ which was missing in him before. In his journal, 
Martin du Gard regrets that Gide does not brook interruption and takes 
it for granted that people should be at his disposal.
In their correspondence, however, it is not until much later that 
Martin du Gard takes Gide to task for this change. In a letter, "toute 
farcie de reprochea” (M.G.2, 21st April 1950, 479), be expresses his
1. G./M.G. Corr.2, 10th November 1949, PP* 466-467 where Gide writes: 
"Mais je »'ai pas la force,, ni la patience, de chercher a vou8<tn 
convaincre. De plus rien ne me deplait davantage que de chercher a 
prouver qu'on a eu raison de faire ce que l’on a fait...si forte que 
soit ma tendance a ne point abonder dans mon sens, j’estime qu’il n’y
a nullement lieu de rien regretter ici”.
2. Ibid, Annex to letter 807, p*559*
5* -Ibid, 10th November 1949t PP* 466-467• A cut has been
imposed by Martin du Gard in this letter.
4, xbid, Annex to letter 756, p. 547*
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dismay at Gide's behaviour during hi3 stay with **adame Gould at Juan- 
lea—Pins. Gide's apparent satisfaction at all the flattering attentions
surrounding him has caused Martin du Gard "les deux seulea heure.; atroces
Z z do.
que notre amitie m'ait lnfllgees en trente ans!" (M.G.2, 479). He begsA
not to abandon himself to this atmosphere end, while apologising for
2 zfurther reproaches, says: "lourtant, vous m*;vez teller nt habitue a 
vous parler sans reticence" (M.G.2, 479).
Gide's reply'' shows that, even if their have been changes in his 
conduct due to age and success, there is still no change in the pleasure 
he takes in Martin du Gard's frankness with him in such a case as this, 
tie agrees with Martin du Gard on the torture of his stay at Madame Gould's 
where "je n'en pouvais plus certains jours, d*ennui, de degout et de 
fureur" (M.G.2, 25th April 1950, 481).
As for Martin du Gard's other reproach about his having acted with 
"une inquietante legerete" (M.G.2, 480) over the deed concerning his 
works, Gide disagrees, but only, however, after having carefully reviewed 
its terms. This is perhaps the last of many occasions on which Martin 
du Gard provoked deeper thought resulting in a definitive position on 
Giae's part. Gide himself admits this role played by Martin du Gard 
when he writes:" Vous apportez a mes pensees une sortede ponderation 
salutaire, de controle" (M.G.2, 7th July 1950, 492).
It is precisely this faotor which gives Gide's correspondence with 
Martin du G«rd such importance. Even in the last stages of their corr­
espondence, Martin du Gard does not loosen this vigilant control which
leaves not a corner of Gide untouched. All Gide's artistic and moral
1. Madame Gould was an extremely rich American, who lived near Gide in 
laris. She held a literary salon and gave financial help to many 
writers and artists.
2. Regarding Gide's signing a deed of croxy, now ln the possession of 
Jean Amrouche. Martin du Gard considers that Gide has acted unwisely 
since the terms of the deed, which theoretically concern only the 
arrangements for his Oeuvres completes, may te interpreted on a much 
wider scale.
5. G./M.G. Corr.2, 25th April 1950, pp. 481-482.
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attitudes and the man himself seem to be judged by Martin du Gard now 
spontaneously now because Gide himself us. a Martin du Gard, the "papier- 
tournesol" in order to test hia position.
Although Gide began to correspond with Martin du Gard partly through 
reaction against Claudel and partly because his own artistic needs would 
g dn from a fuller underatending of Martin du Gard’s principles, opposition 
rather than resemblance was swiftly established as the ground-stone of 
this correspondence. Gide himself has developed in that he will not 
prolong resemblance unduly either through a desire for "Depersonnal­
isation poetique" or through "sympathie" for his interlocutor. Nor is 
Gide opposing a part of himself to another part of his nature as might be 
said, to some extant, of his dialogue with Claudel and Jammes. Dialogue 
with Martin du Gard is truly one with attributes external to Gide.
The following comment is made by Gide on Guillaume Guizot's book on 
Montaignes "Sur rien je ne pense comme lui, pa me donne d'excellentes 
reactions". Although it would be going too far to say that r<artin du 
Gard was the complete opposite of Gide, it is true that he often had this 
beneficial effect upon the older roan. Nor, when Gid^ reacts against 
Martin du Gard, does he feel the need to break off hi3 epistolary relations 
with him as happened so often with Gide's Catholic correspondents.
Quite apart from Gide's recognition of the value of opposition, it 
seems to me that there is another reason which excludes such a necessity.
Martin du Gard is truly a literary correspondent as Valery, Claudel and 
J;mates were only partially. Claudel's robust admonitions and Jaxtes' 
more querulous demands were motivated by their desire to see Gide serve 
the Catnolic faith by means of his literature. Martin du Gard's equally 
firm demands, however, called Gide to obey but one law, Gide's chosen one -
that of his art.
1. M.V.H., Cahiers 4» 14th October 1928, p. 574.
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Indeed, Jean Delay seems to believe that the two men's love of art
is the only reason why these two "adversaires-nes" have remained "deux
com agnons de route, cheminant, chacun dans sa voie, parallelement"
(M.G.l, Intro., 105) and that their attempts at mutual concessions were 
destined to end always in a return to "aa pente naturelle" (M.G.l, 105).
Although the bond of literature and the part of reaction is undeniable, 
I feel that Jean Delay is wrong to describe the two men as born enemies,
since both in the early and the latter stages of the correspondence,
first Martin du Gard and then Gide tend to emphasise their fundamental
similarity. The young Martin du Gard insists in his first letters on the
quality of sincerity and the older Gide explains their exceptional under-*
2standing through their common love of truth. I have already expressed 
my reserves as to the exactitude of Gide's comparison. However, 
both martin du Gard, through observation, and Gide, through experience, 
refuse a unilinear, a priori view of the world and, in admittedly very 
different ways, their art reflects their highly critical spirits.
I also feel that Jean Delay dismisses too categorically the rbility 
of Poth writers to make concessions. Indeed, to my mind, another reason 
for Gide's continuing to correspond with Martin du Gard lies in the latter's 
willingness to adapt, which is baaed on a very real understanding of Gide. 
The best example of this is the change which Martin du Gard's advice to 
Gide undergoes after the publication of the Faux-Monnayeurs. Martin du 
Gard realises that he has been asking Gide to venture along oaths unsuited 
to him. Thereafter, rather than see Gide broaden his genius, Martin du 
Gard encourages him to develop it no longer "en largeur" but "en profon­
deur".
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, New Year 1915» P« 126; 6th January 1914 p. 150*
2. Ibid, 27th November 1947, pp.' 389-390.
5. see: above, p.3^5.
4. Homans, FM, p. 1081.
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kven when nextin du Card adapts himself to Gide's needs, however,
he maintains a very high ideal for his friend's art. Indeed, his
desire for Cide to give only the beat of himself is respoi3eible for the
fact that he so often seems to disapprove of Gide the man and, more so,
the artistMartin du Gard admits himself in his letter -n redipe:
"Comme toujours entre nous - entre moi et vous - je n'ai su insister que
sur mes refus, mes reserves, mes outreouidants reproches" (M.G.l, 30th
January 1931, 439)* To counter-balance this tendency, Martin du Gard 
poften reminds Gide to ignore what is excessive in his explosions.
Moreover, for Martin du Gard, Gide is "la grande affection, la grande 
obsession" (M.G.l, 1st March 1923, 213) and, side by side with his 
reproaches, the correspondence reflects his love and admiration for Gids 
more straightforwardly.
Like Martin du Gard, I have concentrated more on this apparently 
negative aspect of his relations with Giae. I believe, as did Gide and 
Martin du Gard, that it is through opposition that the two writers were 
most useful the one to Vie otherby establishing the most effective 
form of intellectual control, which is to the mature Gide1 2 3 4 as much a part 
of "dialogue" as the absorption of "mati£res etrangeres" waj to the younger 
Gide.
The latter stages of Gide's correspondence differ froa the earlier 
stages. Clde desires physicd and mental closeness to Martin du Gard 
rather than fruitful opposition. Jean Delay considers this last phase 
as the best in Cide's correspondence with Martin du Gard.For peaceful
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, 13th December 1926, p. 3O4l 6th February 1930, p. 390, 
"n somme - davantage".
2. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 7th May 1935, p. 30.
3. G./M.G. Corr.l, 3rd October 1928, p. 359, and G./K.G. Corr.2, 18th May 
1935, p. 31.
4. Sees M.V.R. Cahiers 5. 10th August 1929, PP. 36-39. Gide is reassur­
ing Martin du Gard as to posterity's understanding of their friendship 
"'...on com,rendra que tant qu'a diff4rer de moi, il me fallait bien 
Martin du Gerd. Je suis tres fier de notre amitie, elle nous augments, 
elle ne peut que nous apporter de la consideration, a moi aussi bien 
qu'a vous, et d'autant plus qu'on ne pourra pas dire: oui, amitie 
d'enfance, dont ils n'ont pu ae debarrasser, non, nous nous aomnea choi 
sis volontairement, a. l'age mur, sans nulls obligation'".
3. G./M.G. Corr.l, Intro., p. 103.
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friendship, this is certainly true. Without Martin du Card's friendship 
and continued artistic production, without Martin du Gard's belief that 
Gide's artistic race was not completely run, Gide's life would have be^n 
much emptier. To a certain extent, Gide lived through Martin du Gard 
in his latter years just as, during his Communist phase his own lack of 
production was compensated for by Les Thibault.
In its last stages, the correspondence ceases to play its former role
and makes less interesting reading. Because of this, I tend to disagree
with Jean Delay's judgement and prefer, on a more general level than is
intended, Louis Martin-Chauffier*s analysis of Gide's 1 ter lifes
Le temps vint ou, pour lui, Dieu s'eteignit comme 
un astre mort, ou le Christ se tut, ou, Madeleine 
disparue, le drame, faute de victime, sombra dans 
1*indifference. Avec 1*inquietude, le doute, la 
recherche anxieuse (et craignant de trouver), 
l'horloge s'arr&ta, privee de balancier. Gide 
connut iilors ce qu'il appela la serenite, cette 
forme prematuree du trlpas, le silence du dernier 
hirer et 1'arret des saisons. Il continue d'ecrlre, 
car rien ne le pouvait retenir. Mais la piece etait 
achevee bien avant que se baissat le rideau. Et la 
aalle etait vide, de l'orchestre au peradis, comme 
la scene, comme 1'auteur.1
Without a search for a position through dialogue, the role of Gide's 
correspondence with Martin du Gard becomes primarily one of personal 
friendship. This is not a negligible aspect but, if one thinks of Gide's
wish to publish his correspondence for its general interest, one realises 
that the warmth of friendship is not enough to give thia.correspondence 
its place among Gide's published works.
All Gide's published correspondences which continued to his d ath
end on a note of harmonious friendship. One of the most moving and 
exceptional characteristics of Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gard 
is the latter's unwillingness to abandon opposition and his stern but 
encouraging insistence on Gide's literary role. Of all Gide's correspon­
dents , Martin du Gard, in my opinion, best understood Gide's need for a
1. Figaro litteraire, 18th - 24th August 1969» p.6.
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firm literary ’’reactif" and realised that, if Gide no longer felt this 
need, then he would no longer have a role to play.
Martin du Gard's importance as a correspondent and a friend comes 
from his attachment to the ideal, literary figure of Andre Gid • In 
the initial stages of correspondence with Gide, he tried to broaden his 
friend’s art, thereafter to deepen its quality and finally to prolong
its existence; but through these changes, there remains the constant
obsession of Gide's art
CHAPTER V
-K>}~
CHAPTER V.
TH.1-. FRUITS OF DI#LOGUKt THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
GILL'S COKdhSPCNDENCE AND HIS FICTIONAL «OrtK.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of some of Gide's most important correspondences in the 
three previous chapters was intended to prove that, for Gide, discussion 
on literature waa the ultimate aim of his correspondence. The very 
differences which distinguish Gide's correspondents the one from the other 
and Gide's own concept of art as the representation of diverse ideas is 
responsible for the broad scope of literary dialogue. The very close 
connexion between Gide's art and all his thought, whether artistic, moral 
or political, cannot be denied.
Literary dialogue in the four correspondences I chose as most rep­
resentative was not equally successful. The most lasting and the most 
fruitful in itself was obviously that with Roger Xartin du Gard. I feel, 
nonetheless, that all the correspondences dealt with in this thesis have 
been turned to artistic account by Cide. In other words, in Gide's 
literary works, one finds traces not only of the principal preoccupations 
of these correspondences but also of the nature of dialogue in them. In
his correspondence with Valery, Gide was at first concerned with the modest 
establishment of dialogue through reflexion which, met with failure because 
Valery was essentially a creature of monologue and because Gide's own 
character and art developed in such a way as to draw him away from his 
friend. Dialogue through opposition, which was somewhat tentative in 
Gide's later correspondence with Valery, became more flourishing in his 
correspondences with Janw.es and Claudel where the main source of dialogue 
was the role and the contents of literary art. The prolongation of dialogue
by Gide with the two Catholic writers and the lack of a clear-cut end to
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his relations with them is to be explained, I feel, not just by Gide’s 
aflection for both men but by the primordial importance and interest of 
hia dialogue with then. In the context of Gide’s tine, it is not to
be forgotten that Gide came between Mallarme and Sartre, Gide ia central 
to a whole period of reflection upon the role of art.
Gide’s correspondence with Roger Martin du Gard presents us with the 
most authentic and profitable dialogue through opposition. The axis of 
discussion is approach to art. Because both writers accept this, Gide’s 
correspondence with Roger Martin du Gard may be said to be more purely 
literary than those with Valery, Claudel or Jammes.
This chapter will attempt to show the interrelations between Cide’s
correspondences with Valery, Jammes, Claudel and Martin du Gard and certain
of his fictional works. Before this, however, it ia essential to justify 
my exclusion of Gide’s non-fictional works and ray belief that there exist 
links between Gide’s correspondences and his works.
hot the least important reason for such a choice is the practical 
impossibility of covering all of Gide’s written work.^
Prior to giving a more positive justification of my choice I r;uote 
from Zorceaux Choiais1 2:
- Il n'y a d*incolores que les pensees qui ne se 
portent pas bien. J'aime a sentir les miennes assez 
fortement colorees. Mais...j’en ai de toutes les 
couleurs.
- Cela doit bien vous g£ner.
- JJevant autrui, pour discuter, oui certes; et c'est 
pourquoi je n'airae pas trop discuter; au premier detour 
dea propos, c'est moi-m&me que j'aoandonne; si rouge ou 
blanc que soit autrui, je lui sers sa couleur aussitSt.
- Mais de nouveau seul, cher monsieur, c'est avec soi 
que l'on discute} le dialogue, en depit de sol, tout 
naturellement s'etablit. Et, tout naturellement aussi,
11 se forme en roman, en drama.,.K’eat-ce pas la ce 
iu'il faut?
1, The same considerations brought about limitation in my choice of 
correspondences.
2. Gallimard 1921, "Visites de 1'Interviewer (Fragments)” from "L'brraita^e" 
of January 1905, pp. 29-50.
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The necessary progression presented here is from external to internal
t
dialogue to fictional work which, for Gide, was more important than hio 
other work.l Articles often met with his exasperation if only bee use 
of the difficulty Gide experienced in writing in hia own name. Gide’s 
Journal was often seen by him as a means of keeping his pen rust-free 
during periods where fictional writing was impossible for him.
Claims that Gide’s fictional works surpass his other works in imp­
ortance seem to be founded. More tenuous, however, may appear the 
argument that the connexion between Gide’s correspondence and his fiction 
is more worthy of study than that to be found between his correspondence 
and his Journal, say.
There is a functional connexion between Gide’s Journal and hi© 
correspondences. As I have already mentioned in Cw , unsent
letters appear in Gide’s Journal, while ideas expressed in Gide’s Journal 
appear in his correspondence or those of his correspondence in his Journal. 
Although this indicates that internal and external dialogue nourish each 
other, it seems to me that a study of such instances risks becoming a 
catalogue.
The same case may be argued against a comparative study of Gide’s 
articles and hia correspondence. In the latter two media and in his 
Journal Gide is giving direct expression to his own thought. An altern­
ative to listing similarities in Gide’s thought as it appears in these 
three forms of written expression, lies in a stylistic study which it is 
not my intention to undertake.
A study of the relationship between Gide’s correspondences and his 
fictional works appears to me to be more profitable for the following
reason: Gide's correspondences are primarily concerned with discussion
1. With the exception of Corydon and 3i le Grain ne meurt.
2. G./F.G. Corr.l, letters of the 7th October 1922, pp. 192-194 and of 
the 29th December 1925» pp. 279-261.
3. J.l* 6th January 1932, p. 1100: "A present que, loin de ieris, je suis 
plus libre, je veux reprendre 1*habitude, pour un temps, d’y [la his 
Journal} converser ohaque jour. Ne serait—ce que pour ne point laisser 
trop a^lourdir ma plume", & J.2,, Carnets d’^ypte, 51»t January 1939 
p. 1049. "J’ecris ceci pour derouiller ma plume et ra’entralner...".
on approach to art and on the role of the artist; because of this, eny 
links that may be established between them and his work will help to give 
full impact to Gide’s own statement that: "C’est du point de vue de l’art 
qu’il sied de juger ce que j’ecris...C’est du reste le seul joint de vue 
qui ne soit exolusif d*aucun des autres."^ In addition the other 
problems raised in Gide’s work may be taken on an artistic level. To 
explain the "en abyme" technique, Gide writes: "Ainsi, dans tels tableaux
de Me oiling ou de uentin Ketys, un petit miroir convexe et sombre reflete,
\ / \ x 2a 3on tour, 1'Interieur de la piece ou se joue la scene peinte." This 
mirror may be taken as art itself and the infinite number of reflections 
within it as all the echoing existential end moral implications which Cide 
intended to spring from the literary problems which form V;. t i., of nis work, 
A study of the relationship between Gide’s correspondences and hia liter­
ature gives a deeper understanding of this fact. It involves a search 
beneath the surface of Gide’s fictional works. This, to my mind, gives 
rise to far richer possibilities than those afforded by a comparative 
study of Gide’s letters and his Journal or his articles.
In this chapter, I will respect the order established by the three 
preceding chapters. Firstly, I will discuss the relationship between the 
Valery Correspondance and the Tralte du Narcissi; secondly, that between 
the Claudel and Jammes correspondences and Le ?etour de 1*Enfant ,rodlgue 
and the Caves du ¥atican; thirdly, that between Gide’s correspondence with
hoger Martin du Gard and Les Fa^x-Wonnayeurs.
My reasons for limiting myself to these particular works axe, firstly, 
practical. Having already rejected the possibility of a study of all 
Gide’s correspondences within the limits of this thesis, a contrary decision 
as regards Gide’s fictional works would be both puzxling and unwise.
My choice was based on the fact that these works correspond, chronologically,
1. J.l, 13th October 1918, p. 658- See: Jll, 25th April 1918 , p. 652.
2. Ibid, 1893, p. 41.
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to the central periods of the four correspondences dealt with in
previous chapters• As will be seen, there is clear evidence, except
in the case of the ('aves du Vatican, that Gide took into consideration 
the points of view of his respective correspondents when writing these
works.
Although limited, therefore, my choice has not been made entirely 
arbitrarily and, although I do not expect to deal exhaustively with the 
interaction of Gide's letters end his literature, I believe that this 
chapter may be viewed ae a pilot study to prove th&t the correspondences 
do throw special light on the fictional works.
The necessity of such a study is unquestionable. everal critics 
recognise th&t Gide's dealin a with his four correspondents have influenced 
the four works I have picked out. George Brachfeld believes that the 
Ketour de 1'Enfant Prodigue was inspired by the "Abrege de toute la doctrine 
chretlenne” that Claudel sent Gide on the 9th March 1906, while nrico 
iertalot has the broader view that, in Gide's work, one finds "les argu­
ments memes de la corresrondance entre Gide et Claudel, de 1'opposition 
entre le gogme et le libre examen,"^ Similarly, Christopher Bettinson 
sees in the themes of the Caves du Vatican ”an Intimate connection” with
"the central issues discussed in the Gide-Claudel debate on conversion to 
2Catholicism.” Such comments are not to be discarded but they do ignore 
the aore profound artistic questions which link Gide's works to his 
correspondences.
Faaon Fernandez and Daniel Moutote, both commenting on the Traite
x
u Narcisse. have grasped the fact that discussion on art between Valery 
«nd Gide is not alien to the ideas expressed in the Traite du Narcisse,
They do not, however, make a detailed study of this phenomenon. The same
1. Bertalot, op. cit., p. 9*^________
2. St idles in French LiterafCire 20, Cifre: Les Caves du Vatican.
Edward Arnold, 1972, p.3.
5. Fernandez, op. cit., p. 62 and Moutote, op. cit., p. 16.
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may be said of Genevieve Idt’s comments on the Paux-.Monnayeurs whlcn 
are representative of those of the majority of oritics. She recognises 
that the conversations between X and Edouard may be the prolongation of
those between Gide and Martin du Gard and writest
Le r6le de Martin du Gard, pendant la redaction 
semble moins positif> il agit surtout comme un 
frein.•.Cependant, meme si Gide n'a pas toujours 
tenu compte des conseils de son ami, leurs dis­
cussions ont permis a chacun de preclser sa tech­
nique en 1'opposant a celle de l'au^tre...Ce roman 
est bien le fruit d'unecollaboration entre deux 
grands ecrivaina...1
This analysis is acceptable, although a little restrictive, but does not 
attempt to show how Martin du Gard's relations have affected the artistic 
questions raised in the i aux-Monnageura. The purpose of this cht pter is, 
in a modest way, to make a far more detailed study of the connection 
between artistic discussion in the correspondences and Gide's fictional
works*
Before tackling this task, a brief explanation is necessary of the 
nature of the relationship between the above correspondences and works* 
There is no one, simple, alear-cut connection between them. The pouiible 
instances of the direct influence of a correspondent are rare. More 
often close parallels are to be drawn between the contents of the course 
of dialogue in the correspondences and the ideas expressed in these works* 
It is also the case that sometimes Gide's correspondence may effect his 
work and sometimes his work may produce retroactive consequences in his
correspondence.
As a preliminary measure to discussion on the relationship between
** X"the Tr? ite and the Gide's correspondence with Valery, I shall attempt to
1. Andre Gide* Les Faux-Monnayeurs. Hatier, 1970, p. 14*
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establish the relationship between thia work and Gide, the artist,
firstly, I shall make a comparative study of thia work and the Cahiers 
d'Andre Walter and, secondly, I shall turn to Gide's Journal in order to 
ascertain Gide's frame of mind while writing this work.
In the first part of this chapter, this seems to me to be a necessary
step. The Traite du Narcisse is only Gide's second work, written at a
time of relative immaturity, when Gide was anxious to become a part of
literary circles and to "make** literary "friendship". The literary circle
which attracted Gide was that which rotated around Mallarme, who, every
Tuesday, held meetingset his house. These meetings undoubtedly affected
Gide, as Claude Martin believes:
...apres avoir donne avec son Traite" du Narcisse, 
suivant la tres fine suggestion d'Henri Mondor, 
peut-etre le plus fidele reflet de ce que pouvaient 
entendre les habitues des 'Mardis', il s'est tourne 
vers la vie...2
As well as the influence of current Symbolist thought, two other claims 
to influence must be considered.
The first is made by Gustave Verwelkenhuyzen who believes that the
✓
Traite was influenced by Gide's conversations with Albert Mockel who, in
a letter, thanks Gide for the latter's dedication to him of the appendix 
/ 3
to the Traite du Nercisse. As Verwelkenhuyzen remarks, Mockel is 
apparently making a mistake since, in fact, it is the notes to La Tentative 
amoureuse^ which are dedicated to him.
Nonetheless, Verwelkenhuyzen wonders if Gide did not originally intend
these notes for his Traite on the grounds that they are more suitable to
this work than to the Tentative aaoureuae. In this, I beg to differ from
Gusteve Verwelkenhuyzen since these notes are closely connected to the 
5
final pages of the Tentative where the author addresses "Gadame".
1. G./V. Corr., 3rd November 1891, p. 134.
2. MAG, p. 177.
3. G./Mo. Corr., 20th September 1893» P« 99.
4. Published by the Librairie de l'Art independant in 1893.
5. Komens, TA, pp. 82-85.
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7 claim to influence which must be taken more seriously is that
made by Gide himself when referring to Valery, his most important literary
friend and colleague of that timet
...j'elabore doucement Le Traite du Narcisae, dont 
je vous ai vaguement parle et que sans vos parolee 
des soirs, Je n’eusae peut-etre pas ecrit - ou pas 
vu tel tout au moins.. .^
Certainly, Gide's approach to literature was influenced not only by 
Romantic and Symbolist thought and by his young friends and colleagues.
Gide himself admits that it was only after writing the Traite^that his own
2highly individual artistic position became quite clear to him. Given 
this, it seems essential to me to pick out what is peculiar to Gide at 
this point in his Ills and dependent neither on his contact with Valery 
nor on that with Symbolist circles. It is with this view in mind that
I intend to study the Cahiers d*Andre waiter and Gide's Journal,
2. The Tralte du narcisee and Gide's Correspondence with Valery.
i. Andre Walter and the Traite du arciase.
Daniel Noutote points out that the Tralte du Narcisae waa conceived 
at the same time as the Cahiers.It is not surprising, therefore, that 
the same preoccupations should appear in both works In spite of differences 
in style and presentation.
Jean Delay regards the Traite as ''une manifestation symbolique de
S X ✓ »’ 4l'auteur, l'embleme de sa propre entelechle, rather than a symbolist 
manifesto, and Justin O'Brien as "one stage in a prolonged meditation on 
the sincerity of the artist ,J In the Cahiers d'/.ndre Walter, ids
1. G./V. Corr., 23rd June 1891, p. 100.
2. Ibid , 3rd November 1©91» P. 134» and Moutote, op. cit., p. 17,
where Laniel Koutote expresses his belief that Gide finds the answer 
to his artistic problems in Schopenhauer's point of view that: 
"...'l'ldee de 1'human!te'...se peint le plus nettement dans lea 
caracteres les plus individuelles."
5. Op. cit., pp. 10-11.
4. JAC 2, p. Ilf.
3. Op. cit., p. 70.
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is already concerned with the role of the artist:
Lea chimeres plutot que les realites; les imaginations 
aes poetes font mieux saillir la verite ideale, cache© 
derriere l’apparence des choses...Tous ont raison. Les 
choses LEVIENNENT vraies; il suffit qu’on les pense. - 
C’est en nous qu’est la realite; notre esprit cree aes 
VSrites. Et la meilIeure ne sera pas celle qui dira les 
mots d* amour pour que l’homme avec joie se devoue...^
The following lines from the Traite show that Gide’s concept of the role
of the artist has undergone little change:
Les apparences sont imparfaites: ell.s balbutient 
les verites qu’elles rec^lent; le Poete* a demi-mot, 
doit comprendre, - puis redire ces verites...La question 
morale pour 1*artiste, n’est pas que l'ldee qu'il manifeste 
soit plus ou moins morale et utile au grand nombre; la 
question est qu’il la manifeste bien.2
Poth works proclaim that the artist should not limit his choice of ideas
to those accepted by current moral standards but, in seeking to obtain an 
ideal artistic truth, be ready to brave scandal.^ Gide's concept of the
artist's role is not startlingly new, having obvious affinities with 
Romantic and Symbolist tradition.
The difference between the Cahiers and the Traite lies in the highly
personal note struck in the former which gives way in the latter to the
more objective tone of an artistic credo. Prom ”ses verites" Gide has
moved to "Les Verites"^ and the "mots d*amour" of the Cahierj ere replaced
by the stricter but more general precept for the artist: ".on seul devoir
est qu*il...manifeste. Eon seul peche: qu'il se prefere...a l’ldee qu'il 
„5
manifeste. Gide's contact with Symbolist circles seems to have affected 
him io the extent that he no longer puts forward his ideas in a subjective
way. Gide is now aware that he is not alone in thinking as he does.
Another similarity between the Cahiers and the Traite is to be found 
in the mathematical terms used by Gide to represent harmonious perfection.
1. CAW, pp. 55 & 43.
2. Romans. TN, pp. 8 &
5. Gide foresees this necessity but timidly in the Cahiers, "Enfent - 
suppriment," CAW, pp* 155-153.
4. Romans. TN. p. 8. ,
KSfoLVa, TN, p. 8. Andre Walter himself is not exempt from this liter­
* ary sin since he allows language to take precedence over ideas instead of
being subordinated to them, CAW, p. 165; "J’y suis - periodiques .
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The somewhat Germanic Andre Walter views both the communion of souls
2
and music" in such terms. In the Traite, mathematical vocabulary is
used to describe the literary symbol of the Garden of Eden:
Tout etait parfait comme un nombre et se scandait 
normalement; un accord emanait du rapport des lignes; 
sur le jardin planait une constant#- syraphonie. .
Au centre de l’Eden, Ygdrasil, l’arbre logarithm!que...
The link between mathematics and art is, therefore, not due to the influence 
of Valery who believes that: ”Le rythme est une question de 3ous-multiple3..V
A further preoccupation common to the two works is that of reflexion.
Andre Walter, not unlike the young Gide, is convinced that knowledge of his
own thought is to be obtained through reflexion in a mirror:
Je plonge mes yeux dans ces yeux: et mon ame flotte 
incertaine entre cette double apparence, doutant enfin, 
comme etourdie, lequel est le reflet de 1’autre et ai 
je ne suis pas 1'image, un fantome irreel; -doutant lequel 
des deux regarde, sentant un regard identique repondre a 
1*autre regard. Les yeux l’un dans 1*autre se plongent, ,
- et, dans sea prunelles profondes, je cherche ma pensee...
Emraanuele serves the same purpose as Andre Walter*a own image, since he 
claims: ’’Nous ne pensions plus, nous regardions penser 1*autre, et 
c*etait meme chose.Although Emraanuele, his cousin, is obviously 
external to Andre Walter, tnere exists between them a commu ion of bouIs 
and it is therefore true to say that Andre' Walter’s search to seize his 
own thought is essentially self-centred.
The same ia more obviously the case for Narcisse at the beginning of
the Traite where Gide writes:
Il veut connaitre enfin quelle forme a son ame; elle 
doit etre, il sent, excessivement adorable, s’il en 
juge par ses longs fremissements; mais son visage! oon 
image! ah! ne pas savoir si l*on s’aime...ne pas 
connsltre sa beaute! Je me confonds dans ce paysage sans 
lignes, qui ne contrarie pas ses plans. Ah! ne pas pouvoir 
se voir! Un miroir! 7
1. CAW, p. 143.
2. Ibid, p. 159.
3. Romans, TN, p. 5.
4. G./V. Corr., 17th June
5. CAW, pp. 147-146.
6. Ibia, p. 59.
7. Romans. TN, p.3.
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At this point, the outside world is a source of self-knowledge neither 
for Narcisae nor Andre Walter nor for Andre Gide.
The world's phenomena are meaningful as the subject of the author's 
contemplation. Thus, Andre Walter expresses hi3 belief that:
Ce qui connaxt tout et n'est connu de personne,
c'est le Sujet. XI est done le support du monde..•
Quelles exaltations. Crier a pleine voix cette
phrase et se plonger dans cette pensee orgueilleuse.
Opposed to the desire for self-knowledge through one's own image is the 
intoxicating position of the artist who, by contemplation, gains unlimited 
knowleoge and truth. This ia, indeed, the final position of Narcisae.
The difierence between Andre Walter and Narcisae lies in the latter's
humility and conscious sacrifice of himself to art.
The original part of Adam in the Traite is none other than that of 
the artist as explained ln the previous paragraph. In the perfection of 
the Garden of hden, man too exists as "une forme premiere.•. para dial aque
et oristalline". Thus, Adam, the essence of mankind, contemplates with
5the reverence of the artist.
In both the Cahiers and the Tralte, therefore, appear the app;<rently
contradictory notions of knowledge of self through one's own image and 
knowledge unlimited through contemplation and, in the Tralte7. through the 
sacrifice of one's image.
The fall of Adam represents, in my opinion, another way towards 
achieving self-knowledge and, once again, the ideas expressed in the Traite
find an echo in the Cahiers.
Conscious that he is powerful because he creates, Adam nonetneless
1. J.l, June 1891, p. 20: "Je ne parviens jamais a me per&u^der tout a 
fait de 1*existence reelle de certaines choses...Le monde m'est un 
miroir, et je suis etonne' quand il me reflete mal."
2. CAW, p. 101.
J. Romans, TN, pp. 10-llj "Mais Narcisae - passent."
4« Ibid, p. 4.
5. Ibid, p. 5: "Adam, religieux, ecoutalt. Unique, encore insexue, il 
demeur&it assis a 1'ombre du grand arbre. L'homme! Hypostasc de 
1' lohim, .Aippot de la DiviniteJ ?our lui, par lui, les formes appar- 
ai.jsent. Immobile et central parmi toute cette feerie, il 1 regerde 
qut se deroule."
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tirea of being an inactive spectator and becomes a prey to unrest since:
".•.lui-.name il ne se voit pas.• .que aait-il de sa puissance, tant qu'elle 
reate inaffirmee? A force de las contempler, il na se distingue plus
X A xde oes chosea: ne pas savoir ou l’on s’arrete - ne pas sevoir ju u’ou 
l’on va! Car c’est un esolavage enfin, si l’on n'ose risquer un £jeste,
sans crever toute 1’hannonie.
2
Andie Walter, while obsessed with the notion of harmony, is not 
exempt from the irritation which causes Adam to destroy the perfection
of £den. Thus, Andrcf Walter bids his soul to leave aside melancholy
- x 3dreams and adds: H...qu’elle se reveille enfin et recommence a vivre"?
for his art he writes of his intensions: "Je romprai les harmonies,
4 zfusaent-elles fortuites"; finally, Andre Walter’s moral purity is shaken 
z Sby "Ine inquietude de toute la cuair.and by the suspicion thet 
, , 6sanity lies in possession rather than in "l’imra&terielle etreinte."
Andre Walter's temptation to cast aside the purity but intangibility
of the soul is the precursor of Adam’s gesture of revolt which ends his 
subordination to harmony. Adam rejects pure contemplation in Gide's 
fraite du Narcisse. Consequently, he enters actively into the world 
and his participation in the course of humanity is represented by the 
birth of woman. Adam has decided to invest himself with a sense of his
own reality by mingling with life, by acting and being acted upon.
Germaine Bree interprets Adam’s gesture on an artistic plane:
1. Homans. TN, p. 6.
2. CAW, p. 43: "'...mes amours tout entieres iront vers 1'harrnonie.*"
3. Ibid., p. 16. z
4. Ibid, pp. 18-19. Commenting on Himbaud's "Memoire," Henri feyre att­
ributes the same artistic preoccupation to the poet: "Les strophes, 
les vers y sont davantage brlses et plus rlehes en surprises. Toute 
eloquence trop facilement entraJnante est evit4e', La Litter ture 
symboliste, F.U.F., 1976, p. 33.
5. Ibid, p. 102.
6. Ibid, p. 70.
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Contemplons un peu l’Adam insexue dans son Paradis; 
n'est-il point, lui, le createur du monde, de la vie, 
par son geste scandaleux d’affirmation?...Ne peut-on 
discerner dans ce Traite le mouvement de revolte, qui, 
a travers toute la terminologie mallarmeenne, se 
dessine? Contempler, r&ver, retrouver l’idee, la Forme, 
au-dela des apparences, premier mouvement; mais second 
mouvement, I’acte libre de la volonte qui brise la Forme 
dans un bruit de scandale et de mondes qui tombent, 
sans doute pour reconstruire une autre forme a volonte: 
voila ce que Gide semble reserver au poete. 1
In the long run this is true. Adam is, however, an ambiguous
character. Before accepting him as the incarnation of the artist Gide 
is to become, one must view his act on an existential plane.
Adam’s fate is painted by Gide as one of constant regret and cease­
less wandering in search of the lost Paradise, the only traces of which 
he will find in the mouths of poets. Such a pessimistic view of man
hides the implications of Adam’s destiny, when one thinks of Gide’s own
evolution.
Adam’s gesture of revolt which leads to his exile from Paradise,
everlasting wandering and an endless quest for harmony is representative
both of the man and the poet. The dispersion of Adam and his race is
not only an integral part of Gide’s obsession with travelling' but is
premonitory of the "depersonnalisation poetique" so necessary to Gide’s 
Z 2art and of his cry: "Assumer le plus possible d'humanite."
Adam/Gidesexperience will shortly become the indispensable stair­
way to Narcisse/Gide's creation of truth and harmony.
Thus, I feel that Jean Delay’s clear-cut evaluation of what separates
Narcisse from Adam restricts ’’cette part d'inconscient"^ which, if one
is to believe Gide, it is the reader’s prerogative to find in his works.
Of the Traite, Delay writes:
Ainsi, devant le grand dilemme...etre un artiste, 
etre un homme, Narcisse choisit d’etre un artiste.
La loi morale est faite pour Adam, mais Narcisse 
ne connait que la Loi de sa verite. Le bien 
manifester sera, sa seule ethique. 4-
3­
4­
1.
2.. J.l, 1894, p.56. 
Romans, Paludes, p.89 
JAG 2, p.124.
I-P.,p.44
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It is true that "sur cette terre de crepuscule et de prieres" Adam will 
meet human morality tout he ia not to be discarded for this nor because 
he has preferred self-knowledge to the idealised, privileged role of 
poet. It is not to toe forgotten that temptation for Adam ia not his
own image in a mirror but the desire to act which entails endless travel 
and an endless mental search. Therein, Adam closely resembles Gide, 
the man, who abandons his mirror by implicating himself in life, toy con­
sidering others* points of view and constantly questioning his own, thus 
guaranteeing the authenticity of hia art. Adam’s function is complemen­
tary to that of Narcisse, the artist. Germaine Bree points to the almost
symbiotic relationship between life and art which "s’authentifient mutuell- 
2
ement, mais.•.resfcent nettement distinctesAs Justin O'Brien remarks, 
the Tralte marks the beginning of Gide's search for sincerity as an 
artist, which means that: "...jamais le mot ne precede l*idee...Lt pour 
la vie entlere de 1*artiste, il faut que sa vocation soit irresistible; 
qu'il ne puisse pas ne pas ecrire.This explains the need for inner 
motivation behind Gide’s works. Justin O'Brien fails to take into account, 
however, the means of achieving this highly individual position, which, 
although decided upon well after the Traite.seems to be the logical conse­
quence both of Adam's act and of Narciase's final decision to contemplate.
Adam must therefore live to nourish Narcisse's contemplation which will 
produce the archetypal truth which lies behind Adam's experiences. The
morel dilemma posed toy "l'ange" et "la bete" in the Cahiers, has ben 
transposed in the Tralte" to an apparent contradiction between man ana the 
artist which nonetheless allows one to foresee how the two will complement 
each other in Gide's case. While the Cahiers and the Trait/ share 
many points in common, therefore, Gide is right in his judgement of the
1. TN, opus cit., 7.
2. IP., p. 15.
5. J.l, jlst December 1891, P. 28. Quoted by Justin O'Brien, op. cit., p.76.
4. The first representing the soul and the second the body, CAW, p. 94.
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latter work: "•••il m’a debrouille toute mon esthetique, ma morale et ma 
philosophic.,,x Many points in the Traite look back to the Cabler.- but
have been organised and allotted their just place in an artistic schema 
which is forward-looking because it is based on Gide’s decision to break 
with moral taboos and to obey artistic laws only.
ii. Gide’s Journal and the Traite" du Narcisse.
Although little direct mention is made of Gide’s work in the Journal, 
those pages which cover the period of the writing of the Traite are indi­
cative of the underlying importance attached to this work by Gide, which, 
as I have just mentioned, points to Gide’s entire artistic future.
In 1690, Gide is principally concerned with subordinating himself 
to his work and to the ideas expressed in it. Thus, he writes: ”Au 
temps de la production...Il faut lorsqu’on travaille, que l’idee ou l’on
s’achoppe vous soit unique. Il faut croire que c’est dans l’absolu que
2
l’on travaille”, and: ’’Ne jamais perdre de vue le but. be jamais
preferer le moyen...se considerer soi-meme comme un moyen; done ne jamais
se preferer au but choisi, a 1*oeuvre.”^
The ideas expressed here echo those of the explanatory note in the 
x 4
Traite Au Narcisse. The Journal also echoes the query of the Traits:
5
"Kt maintenant que manifester?"
For the moment, Gide lacks a subject.^ Not only does Gide not know 
what subject to choose but also he queries the possibility of free choice 
of his subject. Thus, Gide already senses that his work must spring 
from an inner need. Gide’s problem may be due to lack of content within 
himself but it is noticeable that several months later he claims to be prey
1. G./V. Corr., 3rd November 1891, p. 134.
2. J.l, 8th May 1890, p. 17.
. 3« Ibid, End of November 1890, p. 18.
4. Homans, TN, p. 8-9. This note was written in 1890.
5. Ibid, p. 9. 8ee: J.l, End of November 1890, p.18: "(Ici lacune - 
choisir?)"
6. This state is seen by some as a permanent factor in Gide’s work, G./Gheon 
Corr.l, Intro.,14, & s>ur les Faux-Konnayeurs. Archives Andre Gide no.5»
La Revue des Lettres Modernes, nos. 4^9-444,Minard 1975?
"L’Oeuvre sans Objet" by Anne-Marie Moulenes and Jacques Paty, pp.95-101.
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to ’’cette complexite inextricable dea emotions* et ces aystemes de
vibrations* que je notaia d6ja en Janvier 1690" and he concludes that this 
in the state which precedes literary production.
Tt ia interesting to note that the writing of the Traite" which deals 
with Gide's approach to art and hia role as an artist is thus haring a 
retroactive effect upon its author* Parallel to tackling this theoretical 
problem in his artistic work* Gide is also thinking of the more practical 
problem of what to write about. Through his Journal. Gide decides what 
lorn; his choice will take and* by this dialogue between himself and the 
written page,ensures the inner necessity of his choice.
heading plays an important part in Gide's development. After 
reading Carlyle* Gide writes: "J'en tire le desir et deja presque 1' abitude
d'une certaine braverie morale* un peu hargneuse, mais belle en sone, et
• 2la seule certainement capable de grandes choses."
Xn conjunction with this entry in his Journal * one may read an extract
from a letter from Gide to his mother where he expresses his exasperation
after linishing the Cahiers d'Andre Walter:
...j’ai sentl qu'il me fallait me sortir tout a fait 
de cette atmosphere de latrae>, de mel^ncolies religieuses 
et de reasasaements solitaires ou j'avals vecu vingt ans.
Je me suia lo/gtemps plonge dans une vie volontaircm nt 
toute differente aveo le but d'oublier mon ancienne 
personnelite.*
On this letter Jean Cel ay remarks: "...plus l'ecoeure la sentimentalite"
4de Walter* plus 1’exalte le solitaire destin de Nercisse." Although 
Gide is certainly thinking of the solitary destiny of the Cymbolist 
artist* Narciase, his reactions to his personal reading prove that he i3,
1. J.l, 4th June 1891, p. 19.
2. Ibid, 10th June 1891, p. 19.
3. JAG 2, letter to Gide's mother of the 27th May 1892, p.34.
4. ibid » ?• H4.
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in fact, more concerned with his own moral development which is to be 
the source of his f rt, the answer to the question of ’’what to manifest" - 
Shortly after this, Cide writes in his Journal; "user etre sol'L thereby 
underlining his determination to break the limits of the received morality 
of his youth.
In this new turning Gide wishes to avoid any compromise be it moral
or artistic and, because of this, he expresses his fear of company ; round 
2
hims ince he may be influenced by his desire to please others.
Gide's mother and probably also Madeleine are obviously seen by Gide 
Gide as a stumbling-block to his plans for a new moral and artistic pos­
ition since he notes in his Journal;
Brunetiere parle de ceux du XVIIe siecle (plusieurs 
d'entre eux, du moins; pas Pascal) qui n'avaient 
pas ces pensees profondes sur la vie (d'un Shakespeare, 
par ex.) ou qui n'avaient pas ose' les dire, parce qu'ils 
etaient habitues, dans la society, a mettre leur pensee 
a la portee des femmes.3
Immediately after mentioning these difficulties, however, Gide 
writes of the intoxicating influence of the history of the Renaissance 
in Taine's Litterature Anglaiae; "Peut-etre etait-ce la la vr ie beaute'; 
toute physique.•.Ma pensee devient voluptueusement impie et paienne. 11
z A
faut exagerer cela.” Gide goes on to list the authors he must read in
order to harden himself and develop this aspect of his character with a 
5view to his art.
In light of these resolutions to make a break with his moral <nd
r
artistic past, Gide's hopes of absorbing himself in "une emotion eensuelle” 
during his stay in Ostend are quite in keeping. However, the journey to
1. J.l, June 1891,
2. Gide's fears seem to be justified, J.l, 23rd June 1891, p.22.
5. Ibid, June 1891, p.21.
4. Ibid, June 1891, p.21. It is to be remembered that, for Gide,
exaggeration is equivalent to the work of ert, J.l, ovember 1895, 
P»33» x
5. Ibid, June 1891, p.21: "...voila oeux qu'il ae faut lire...A ne 
pas se preoocuper du reste. J'ai asses de larmoieraents d^ns .aon 
aae pour irriguer trente livres.”
6. Ibid, 22nd July 1891, p. 23.
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Belgium ia reminiscent of the day-trip of Faludes. Travel, the symbol 
of rupture with one’s background, fails Gide miserably and indeed: "Le 
’paysage’, au lieu de me distraire de moi-meme, prend toujours desespert­
inent la forme de mon ame lamentable." The nose-bleeding ana feverish 
Gide of this journey has been unable to make the so ardently dreamt of 
break with his past since he is accompanied not only by his mother but
by obsessive memories of Madeleine.
Gide does not, however, allow himself to forget his dream. When he
writes: "Le desir de la solitude laborieuse me saisit de nouveau.
. aeterlinck est d’une force admirable". Gide’e desire to emulate the
Belgian poet is the indirect expression of his will to find strength in
the solitary, amoral role of artist unhindered by the wish to please or
by an excess of "larmolaments dans {sonj ame",This is to be seen more
clearly when Gide writes of Flinck’s paintings:
Feinture raechante. Qjxand on dit: *il a du caractere,* 
il y a toujours un peu de mechancete'; parce que, pour 
3’affirmer, on eat oblige^ de brlser des choses. FIinck 
a du caractere. Plus tard, il a travaillez pour plaire 
et a eu eur de lui-meme.4
The picture painted by the Journal of this time ia one of a Gide
who is determined to break moral bonds, to leave aside the world of the
soul and to affirm himself in sensuality. Fax more than a retarded 
fcdolescent revolt, this moral position is also an artistic one,5
vidence of this is to be found in Gide’s Journal6 if one accepts 
that the problem of "etre" and "paraltre" may be interpreted not £ust as 
one of being and appearing but as one of reality and the imaginary or of 
life and art. Gide’s query as to whether "etre" should come before
1. J.l, 22nd July 1691, p.22.
2. Ibid, 23rd July 1891, p.23.
3. Ibid, June 1891, p. 21.
4. Ibid, ruosela, 1891, p.24. My own underlinings.
5. Ibid, June 1891, p. 21: "Aucun compromis (moral ou artistique)..."
6. Ibid, 7th August 1891, p. 25.
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’’paraftre" or after may be interpreted as the artistic problem of whether 
lile should precede end, hence, form art or whether art should model life. 
The role of the Poet in the Traite*seems to be the latter.However, it 
ia not to be forgotten that Gide claims in the Traite"* that the rules of 
morality and aesthetics are but one and that just as "toute oeuvre qui 
ne manifests pas est inutile et par cela meme, mauvaise'^ so the same
may be said of man.
Gide’s Journal points to the interlocking destiny of Adam and
Narcisse and to the forward-looking impetus the author of the Traite has
received from his work. The retroactive effect upon Gide of the Cahiers
d*Andre Walter was to disgust him with "the solitary, melancholy and
religious atmosphere of his youth",That of the Traite is raore complex.
Gide’s work commences negatively. As Daniel Moutote points out, the
artist is uneasy because his book is not strictly necessary, a repetition 
4
of old truths. Koreover, Adam and Narcisse have apparently opposing
roles and yet, ordinarily, man must be considered as the most important 
5
of the ’’Formes-pymboles” in thia world. Through exploring certain 
negative aspects, Gide reaches a positive position where not only the
role of the man and the artist are reconciled but also where Gide foresees
the possibility of new and necessary truths to be told to a chosen public 
6
thirsting after Faradise lost.
iii Parallel Ideas and Images in the Traite du Narcisse anci 
the Gide-Valery Correspondence.
The Cahiers d’Andre"" Walter and Gide’s Journal prove not only thet 
the main seeds of the Traite" du Narcisse were already existent within
1. Romans, TN, p.9t ”Les apparences - normalement."
2. Ibid r p.8.
3. JaG 2, letter to his mother of tne 27th Kay 1892, p.34*
4. Moutote, op.cit., p.16.
3. Romans, TN, p.8.
6. Ibid, ’’Triste race - connsltre," p.7*
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Cide regerdless of hia relationship with Valery and of hia contact with
other Symbolists but also that the artistic and moral solution found by
Gide in the tralte is Gide's alone. Nonetheless, Gide admits:
"... j’elabore doucement Le Traite du Narcisse, dont je vous ai vaguement
parle et que sans vos paroles des soirs, je n'eusse peut-etre ?aa ecrit - 
1 2ou pas vu tel tout au moins..." As Robert Pallet points out, there is 
no record of Gide's first conversations with Valery. Nonetheless, one 
may assume that this conversation was not entirely divorced from the 
preoccupations of the correspondence. In his correspondence with Martin 
du Gard, for example, Gide often states his wish to continue verbally a 
discussion begun in his correspondence.
There is some evidence that either this was the case in this instance
or that the correspondence indejxmdently influenced Gide since certain 
ideas expressed by Valery in his letters before his conversation with 
cide have been indirectly echoed in the Tralte^
In his correspondence with Gide, Valery expressed nis conviction 
that) "...le livre est saint. On en fait LN, qui est le bon et 1 seul 
de son etre et l'on dispare!t.* tnis sentiment bein^ in marked contrast 
to Gide's belief that several works are necessary in order to achieve 
immortality by the creation of a "m&nteau de gemmes et d’ani&nte'1 2 * 4 5 6.
doth concepts of the art of literature are to be found in the 1raite^
In jaradise lies "livre du Mystere - ou ae lisait la verite qu'il faut A
K
connaltre". This book has the same religious status given by Valery 
to the perfect work he dreams of accomplishing. The one and only truth 
is to be grasped through such a work which thereby ends the artist's 
search and renders other works unnecessary.Thus, Valery foresees an
1. G./V. Corr., 25rd June 1891, p« 100
2. Ibid, Intro., p. 12.
5. G./V. Corr., 15th April 1891, pp. 79-80.
4. Ibid, 29th Larch 1891, p. 75; Lee: above, Chapter 2, p,3$-
5. Komens. TN, p.5»
6. Valery's search, as Claude Martin remarks, consists of "1'analyse de 
son iaoi intellectuel et du mode de fonctionnement de celui-ci". This 
explains Valery's decision after the storm in Genoa to give up
"1’edification d'une oeuvre litteraire, qui lui est soudain apptrue 
comme une vaine idolatrie", MAG, p.54.
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end to literary production. Gide, on the other hand, is ready to make
a compromise. He does recognise that books are not strictly necessary
since: .quelques mythes d’abord suffisaient; une religion y tenait
tout entiere..."1 2 * 4 5 6 7In this, Gide echoes Valery who views religion as a 
2superb artistic gesture. However, rather than reduce himself to alienee 
because perfection is already manifest in religion, Gide prefers to repeat
ancient truths.
It is also true, however, that the Traite opens up fresh avenues 
for artistic exploration, and Gide pleads the artist’s right to multip­
licity when he writes of the poet/artist*s duty: "Tout ph4nomene est le
Jymbole d’une Verite. Jon seul devoir est qu’il Is manifeste.Gide 
5already believes that: "...le Paradis est partout..." Nonetheless, by 
writing in the Traite": "Le Poete, lui, qui sait qu’il cree, devine a
travers ohaque chose - et une seule lui suffit, symbole, pour r/veler son
< 6 xarchetype...", Gide shows his acceptance of Valery's position as desc­
ribed by Robert Mallet:
Valery...construira sa pensee et sa vie a grand renfort 
de refuset de soustractions...La densite de ce que 
contiendront finalement les deux mains reunies de Valery 
est une cristallisation par la defiance.?
These quant'itive considerations are closely connected to qualitative 
ones concerning the artist’s choice of subject-matter. The perfection
Valery is seeking in nis mind or in his art should have no necessary
connexion with hiB personal life, "car ecrireJ ce n'est pas se faire 
rougir.•.mais bien...saisir un lecteur ideal et...le reduire par la Verite 
superieure...de petits signes". ®
1, Koroana, TN, p.5.
2. G./V. Corr., Intro., p.14: "Faul - gothique & letter of the
27th March 1691, pp.72-74. A z
5. Romans. TN, p.9* "...tout doit etre manifeste, meme les plus feenestes 
choses..."
4. lomans, TN, p.6.
5. Ibid, p.9.
6. Ibid, p.9. My own underlinings.
7. G./V. Corr., Intro., p.15.
6. Ibid, , September 1891, p.126.
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Valary’s one "Truth” is to be contrasted to Gide’s "Verites'^
his refusal to blush to Gide’s decision that: "...tout doit etre manifests,
meme lea plus funestes choses: ’Malheur a celui par qui le sc nd. le 
2
arrive!1 2 * 4 5 * 7 8 9" Not only is Gide suggesting multiplicity but also consciously 
oaring, new and personal subject-matter.
While Gide’s Journal reflects his desire to extend his artistic and
moral frontiers, the Traite^proposes not only this as the role of the
artist but also the search for perfection "en soustrayant"^ the end 
4 xresult of which is "le livre...saint" of Valery. Gide’s res. ect for 
his friend is undoubtedly responsible for the fact that he not only 
expresses his wwn ideas but takes those of Valery into account too, in his 
book. One may also discern Valery’s influence in Gide’s choice of 
images when, in the Traite, he writes of the artist and the work of art 
in relation to the public. Both Valery’s letter about the Passion of
5
Gt, Mdthew sung on j aim Sunday and that concerning events at Fourrnies
on the first of May^ strike a similar note to part of the Traite which
7
was no doubt written after these letters.
In his first letters, Valery is overcome by the artistic beauty of 
the music and of the words of the Passion, in particular the powerful
Q
chorus: "Crucifigatur! £sic|'p This very cry is used to voice Valery’s 
complaints about how hard he is working for his law exams:
Crucificaturl -
Cependant il faut bien VIViu4 „
- Je n'en vois pas la necessite.
In the .reite Gide evokes the Crucifixion. With none of Valery’s irony
1. Bomans, TN, p.8.
2. Ibid, p.9.
5. G./V. Corr., Intro., p.15.
4. Ibid, 15th April 1891, pp.79-BO.
5. Ibid, 27th March 1891, pp. 78-74.
fc. Ibid, oth May 1891, pp. 82-85.
7. It is only on the 25rd June 1891 that Gide writes:”., . j'elabore aouce- 
aient Le Traite du barcisse... ", Ibid, p. 100.
8. Ibid, 27th March 1891, p. 75.
9. Ibid , 27th March 1891, p. 75.
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he opposes the perfect necessity of Christ’s sacrifice of himself on
the Cross to the noisy contingent of life1 2 3 4 5!
’ll se fit dans le ciel un silence*; prelude des 
apocalypses. - Oui tragiques, tragiques Epoques, 
ou commencent des eras nouvelles, ou le ciel et 
la terre se recueillent, ou le livre aux sept 
sceaux va s’ouvrir, ou tout va se fixer dens une 
posture Eternelle...loraque l’extase immobilise 
les saintes femmea, et que le voile qui se dechire 
va livrer les secrets du temple; quand toute la 
creation contemple le Christ enfin qui se fige en la 
croix supreme, disent les dernieres paroles!
•Tout est consomme'... • 2
Terfection is thus achieved through subordination of oneself to a sublime
motivation be it the discovery of truth through art or tne saving of
mankind or, more mundanely, passing one’s law exams. ”8i nous sf.vions 
A ( 5etre attentiis et regarder. ? Gide writes, then, instead of enalesa
masses, one only wr>uld suffice. One concludes that, if t is were the
ca<se> paradise would be refound, imperfection would have reached perfec­
tion because, at last, humanity would have learnt to contemplate pure 
beauty with the attention of a Valery.
A comparison may also be made between Valery’s letter on Fourmies anxt
certain aspects of the Tralte. Gide’s reaction to Valery’s letter is
significant when one considers the resemblance between it and a passage
to be found in the Traite. Gide writes to Valeryi
Comme je l’aime, votre lettre! (le commencement,
du rooinS' - car j’aime a vous entendre crier, et je
prefere a votre murmur , votre phrase, loraqu’elle s’ecartele)
- et comme je vous aims! Je veux vous parler! o’est en 
aoi un besoin rageur et qui se tourmente et s'irrite a ne 
uouvoir aussitot se satisfaire.4
One may be forgiven for assuming that this letter was discussed in Gide’s
conversation with Valery which influenced the Traitrf du Narcisae.
s
As I have already mentioned, the parallel to be drawn between Valery’s
1. It is to be remembered too that, in hi3 correspondence, Gide agrees 
with Valery that ”VIVHEH is not really necessary and expresses hia' 
belief that: "...I*atmosphere des paix Eternelles.evoked by 
the Fere LacboVse cemetry is infinitely preferable, ./V. orr., 
29th „ larch 1891, p.74.
2. Tomins, TN, p.8.
3. Ibid, p.9.
4. G./V. Corr., 12th May 1891, p.83.
5. •«: above, p.3®4.
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letter ftnd Gide's work ie one of imges and not one of ideas. Both 
men mention soldiers whose role is inevitably destructive and both men 
denigrate the people. Here, however, the resemblance stops.
The soldiers who shot and killed some of the demonstrators et
Vourmies are envied by Velery whose hatred of the people is raotiv ted, by 
the feeling tnat his research and literature have achieved no more than 
their unconsciousness. Hence, Valery would like to kill his res ect 
for litex’ature and other ideals in "des visions reelles, trepignexents 
funebres de sabots clapotants et dechirements de fusillades, et n'en 
revenir”. 2 aradoxioally, therefore, involvement in reality and life 
leads to annihilation and to common experience with the very people Valery 
despises.
.Although Gide understands Valery's desire to die with the people and 
2disapproves of them, it is bee -use they have come to see themselves ss 
individuals and not because they are in any way equal to the artist. 
Indeed, the soldier of the Traite du Narcisse is the enemy of the contem­
plative artist, creator of perfection. Thue, the Crucifixion, where all 
should have been "finished," becomes but a "form ", a "symbol" destined 
to be endlessly repeated, "parce qu'un soldat voulait gagner une tunique, 
parce que .uelqu'un ne regardait pas1 2 3'. *
Gide blames Christianity for man's viewing the world in function of 
himself, and complains that one lives to appear before others. Instead 
of this tiring form of self-affirmation, Gide suggests that one should 
subordinate oneself to an object of adoration which, in Cide's ewn case,
is literature. Gide will not succumb to the temptation of destruction 
of the artist in him by joining the common people.
1. G./V. Corr., 8th Kay 1891, p.83.
2. Ibid, 12th hay 1891, pp. 83-85.
3. Romans. TN, p.8.
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Gide’s view of the people ia a pessimistic, negative one since, he 
writes: "La come'die sans nous n’en sera pas moins jouee, et ce n’est 
pas nous, tristes mimes, qui voua ferons mieux comprendre...". onetheless, 
from this statement, one gathers that the role of the artist ia to try to 
convert the people against all odds and that he must not commit an absurd 
gesture through disgust or despair.
The views expressed by Gide in reply to Valery’s letter are also
to be discerned in the Trait ez. The artist must subordinate himself to
contemplation and avoid the temptation of self-affirmation through
premature knowledge of himself. Adam, Man,is in the same unenviable 
2position as Gide being the centre of the world but chooses to know 
himself rather than to forget himself in adoration. The only remedy to 
the disorder and anguish brought him by hie gesture of revolt is in the 
memory of Paradise to be found in the words of literary "priests"^
In his correspondence, Gide insisted on the fact that for the true 
artist, such as Valery or himself, there could be no escape from the 
goddess, literature.Gide’s Traite also teaches this lesson, by under­
lining the fact that contemplation is the artist’s role and that any
venture into life should never be in the aim of self-destruction but a
way towards enrichening one’s art. The latter is a way which Gide may
follow with impunity because he can never forget literature. For Valery,
life is of the greatest danger to his art. Gide’s Traite as much as
his correspondence is both warning Valery of this and encouraging him to 
5
continue his solitary search for "le livre...saint”, since the latter
1. G./V. Corr., 12th Kay 1891, p. 84.
2. Ibid, , 12th May 1891, p. 84: “Que c’est lassant d’etr toujours
le centre du monde et de supporter autour de soi toujours cette
gravitation", Romansf Th, pp. 5-6.: "Immobile - se lasse."
5. Ibid, > 12th May 1891: p.84t "...o’est - litterature!"
4. Ibid, » 12th May 1891, pp. 85-85.
5. Ibid, 15th April 1891, pp. 79-60.
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may reach an ideal public which will join in communion with the writer 
at a time when ”une mease suffirait. Si nous savions etre attentiis et 
regarder". 1 2 3 4
An interesting parallel is to be made between Adam*s desire to destroy 
the surrounding harmony and Valery's desire to kill his respect for lit­
erature through meaningless action. Both men thus refuse conte plation, 
the cardinal virtue of the artist. Also, just as Adam, after the Fall, 
will depend on the poet/prophet to evoke his former privileged existence 
in I aradise, so Valery, the iconclast calls to Gide:
Venez done reveiller les antiques roses et les lis 
penches, comme un sjge de jedis, un a^e terrible et 
frele de jadis dont un souffle aurait de corolles 
susoite 1'eveil rose dans des jardins et qui des 
gestes de ses mains aurait fait obeissants les ?
parfums p&les et les feuilles confuses, dans l'Eden?*
It is difficult and even unwise to state categorically that Gide's
correspondence influenced his work since, as was shown in ray chapter on 
the Correspondance, Gide tended to twist Valery's preoccupations in order 
to introduce his own with some semblance of dialogue.
However, both the letters from Gide'1 to which I have referred are
not just vehicles for the expression of Gide'* ideas but also very much 
x 4responses to Valery's letters. Also, these letters preceded Gide's 
conversation with Valery which, Gide admitted, influenced the cour e of 
the Traltez and certain parallels between the Tralte'' and the ideas provoked 
by Valery's letters are quite noticeable.
It is, nonetheless, impossible to conclude firmly that Valery's letters 
hod a direct influence on Gide'c thought as expressed in his Treite'Z 
Obviously Gide thought of his work before writing it. The connexion 
between Gide's work and his correspondence cannot be reduced to a simple,
1. --omans, TH, p.9«
2. G./V. Corr., 6th May 1891* p. 83.
3. Ibid , 29th March 1691, pp. 74-77, & 12th May 1891, -•?. 33-85.
4. Ibid, 27th March 1891, pp. 72-74, & 8th May 1891, pp. 82-83.
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one-way system but resembles the possibility afforded by a dual carrie, e­
way to pass from one lane to another.
Therefore, in addition to those ideas in the Traite which seem to 
be prompted by Valery’s letters, Gide a ont&neously gives expression in 
his correspondence to thoughts which are also to be found in nis book.
afore admitting to Valery that he is writing the Traite du Tarciase, Gide,
in his correspondence, questions the necessity of books:
Le hieroglyphs suffit a murmurer le> secrets de toute une 
science. Tout le reste est concession. Il ne faut pas 
concessionner. 0 rester pur! z
Mais on se prostitue pourtant parce qu’on a trop aime 
les autres, faibles, et ,ue paramour pour eux on expll. e.
In the Traite this concentrated perfection lies in "le livre du yat're -
ou se lisrit la verite...ift le vent, soufflant dans les feuille de 1*arbre,
en epel-it, le 1c g iu jour, les hieroglyphes ne'cessaires". In f ct,
the condensing of hunhoa knowledge into one work is more akin to Valery
than to Gide and this explains Gide’s rathex- embarrassed explanation of 
, x
his etm Tendency ba v*k</fim^re:aiseurs de virgin!tes mortes .
Gide’s uneasiness as to the validity of a literary vocation is solved
by the writing of the Traitez. As I hve already explained, Gide allows
pride of place to the "livre du Mystere’’^ which is equivalent to Valery’s 
5
”livre...saint", but also discovers a more lofty role for the /-rti. t, 
who aspires to genius through multiplicity, than the shame—faced one of 
his correspondence. The artist portrayed in the Traite is a solitary 
being untroubled by human weakness or morality. His object is to discern
1. G./V. Corr., 17th June 1891, p.99.
2. Romans, TN, p.5.
5. G.A- Corr., 28th August 1891, p. 121.
4. See: above, p. 562»>84-.
5. G./V. Corr., 15th April 1891, pp. 79-60.
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what lies behind every phenomenon, to re-create the world with his writings 
which will contain personal but multiple truths.
Having established this justification of his vocation through tne
Traite, Cide does not hesitate to introduce this point of view into his
correspondexice in order to counter Valery’s continued and his own foxmer
pessimism in regard to literature. Thus Gide writes:
Lea choses sont laides, je sals, mai3 elles s'efforcent ver 
des choses auperbes, qu*elles ne seront jamais, mais <put 
nous voyons, poetes, att travers d'elles. Il faut voir le 
monde tel qu'il devrait etre.l
Valery's depression^ is due to his inability to construct perfect truth 
in reality. Gide proposes imaginary perfection which will draw reality 
to it.^
iv, The Traite du brciase. Correspondence and Lialogue.
The relationship between Cide's correspondence with Valery and the 
Traite du Narcisse is thus two-way. By his letters, Valery provokes 
Gide to thought and self-expression which bears fruit for the Traite.
The Traite helps Gide to seise his own thought and, as soon aa Valery 
offers an opening,it is given expression in his correspondence. both 
his end Valery's ideas about literature end their ways of expressing 
them are allowea parallel existence by Gide both in his correspondence 
«nd in the Traite. Thus, Echo apparently controls the relation between
the two. However, ee Gide becomes more conscious of the moral and
ertistic position he has discovered both through his correspondence and
in the Traite. he must necessarily adopt the artist's role he has created.
Thus, Echo's voice becomes weaker and more distorted and, in the < nd.
1. G./V. Corr., September 1691* p. 128.
2. Ibid, September 1B91» p.125-127. z
5. bee: ur lea Faux-bonnay eura. Archives Andre Oirte no. 5»
La Revue des Lettres .nodernes,, nos. 459-444, Linar d 1975» ”*Oeuvre 
sans Objet",j>.95 & note 3» P« 102*
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Cide's artistic optimism seems an elusive mockery of Valery’s pessimism.
When Gide writes: "...je me lasse vite de refleter ta chere ?-me...
Je trevaille mais oe que je fais va te deplaire", one underst tnat 
he is resdy to affirm his opposition to Valery’s literary position as 
viewed by himself. The breadth of scope afforded Gide by the f. ct that
. 2
he has "des regards vierges pour tous les eblouiseements" is in strong 
contrast to the apparently limited literary inspiration conceived of by 
Valery: "Les livresj ...sont ce qu’on est. On les refait - done, pas 
besoin."^
Through his Tralte", Gide has found a way to refute this. The writer 
raey multiply his possibilities and recreate himself for each new work 
through oontaot with life. 'rora this point, Gide goes on to que tion 
the necessity of the very absolute Valery is seeking. Perfection is just 
as easy to reproduce, if not more so, than imperfection as Gide points 
out to Valery in 1899* Cide's decision not to achieve such perfection 
has been consciously made by the artist in him who wishes all his works 
to have a profound personal motivation so that he will never again have 
to write: ”Les livres ne sont peut-etre pas une chose bien necesstire.
Each of Gide’s works must contain "une sorte de finesse artistique, finesse
z i
sensuelle,..quelque chose d*imprecisable que ne pourra saisir 1’instrument".'
Because Gide realises, after writing his Traite, that this constitutes 
the essential difference between Valery and himself, he believes that 
.alery’a reaction will, inevitably, be one of disapproval•
Although Gide is not entirely right in his assumption, it is, none­
theless, an understandable one. When Gide announced his adhesion to
1. G./V. Corr., September 1891, p. 128.
2. Ibid, p. 128.
3. Ibid, j»Oth August 1891, p. 119.
4. homans, TN, p.3.
5. Corr., 19th October 1899, p.35®
6. Yal£ry never disapproves of Gide's work, iimoly, he fails to under­
stand its meaning, .-1AG, p.54JH-..de la part de Valery, aussi peu d’interet 
aux oeuvres de son ami qu'a toutes celles de (ses compagnons du d£but 
£qui/ s'evertuaient a des productions qu'il jugeait de mince importance.
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the Symbolist movement, Valery’s approval of ’’cette conversion mirac- 
uleuse et divinement fatale”c >taa whole-hearted. The Traite du arclsse 
has helped Gide to realise that : "...il faut que tout auteur ait une
philosophie, une morale, une esthetique partlculleres."^ Thus, Gide 
is once again a ’’frondeur acharne de ce que je puis d|re ’votre ecole* 
et...ap&tre de verites neuves".^ Although Gide misjudges Valery’s 
respect for what differs from him, one cannot entirely blame him for hie 
apprehension that Valery may find the Traite rather brutal.'
The calling in question of dialogue through reflexion in the
correspondence with Valery is foreseeable in the Traite. Gide's deter- 
✓
mination in echoing Valery is due not only to his admiration for the 
latter and his subsequent desire to please him but also, perhaps, because
Gide wishes to create a play of mirrors which will give him a more exact
6image of himself than the world around him.
Now, in the Traite, the usefulness of the mirror, so dear to Andre'
Walter and to Andre Gide, is denied. Narcisse, the artist, refuses self-
knowledge through the possession of his own image and settles down to 
7
contemplate ''1* apparence du Monde*. Adam, the man, who wants to 
realise his own strength and not his own beauty, does not go in search
1. G./V. Corr., 26th January 1891. PP. 46-47.
2. Ibid, let February 1891» P. 48.
3. Ibid, 3rd November 1891, p. 134.
4. Ibid, 26th January 1891* p. 46.
5. Ibid, letter of the 15th November 1891. p. 137. ' , z
6. J.l, June 1891, p. 20: "Le monde m’est un miroir et je suis etonne
quand il me reflete mal." v
7. Romans, TN,,p. 11. In this Gide's Narcisse is quite foreign to
Valery’s, since, in Fragments du Narcisse, Valery writes: "Mais moi, 
Narcisse aims', je ne suis curieux "// Que de ma seule essence;// Tout 
autre n*a pour moi qu’un coeur mysterleux,// Tout utre n'e3t qu* ab­
sence The Narcisse of Vtlery's poem wants to aeiz "£] •
divinte" by mingling body and soul which results i^uie inevitable 
shattering of his image as he possesses it. The rupture of harmony 
here is no deliberate gesture but the necessary par<H>x caused by 
Narcisse*s reaching the "terme pur de fsj a course." ,oesi , 
Gallimard, 1966, pp. 70. 75 and 62 respectively.
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of a mirror, as does Narcisse. Tired of being a part of the perfect 
harmony of Eden, he decides, through destruction, by "une dissonance... 
un peu d’imprevu"1 2 * 4 5to know the fullness of his possibilities. Thus,
Idaa leaves a world of harmony and enters into one of dialogue where he 
may gain knowledge of himself by discovering what differs from him.
At this level, therefore, the Traite is representative of the change 
in Gide’s attitude towards dialogue with Valery. Gide’s origin; 1 view 
that their correspondence should present "certaine unite*, certaine teinte 
fixe, certaine originalite stable...et de delicates analogies s’^veillant 
comme des echos aux vibrations des hermoniquea" no longer holds good. 
Cide’s w,rk of art which considered ideas dear both to himself an: Valery 
has brought him to the realisation of the need for individuality^ both 
morally and artistically.
This last is not to be found in a mirror which gives either the ill­
usion that one has gained easy but, in fact, limited access to knowledge 
of oneself or the doubt that assailed Andre Walter as to his own reality.^ 
Indeed, one wonders if the same doubts did not trouble Gide in his echoing 
dialogue with Valery before the Traite convinced him of the need, on an 
existential plane, to break harmony in order to reach individuality.
The mirror having fallen out of grace with Gide, he ha3 to construct
his individuality and this he will do by means of multiplicity, by the
exploration of the world’s phenomena and his own latent resources.
In his correspondence, the effects of this decision are to be felt
when Cide, while recognising the reotitade of Valery’s search for the
5
absolute, refuses for himself the negative limitation of such a search. 
Nonetheless, Gide’s refusal is also intended as a form of persuasion
1. Komens, TN, p.6.
2. G./v. Corr., 16th January 1691» PP* 42-45*
5. outote, op. cit., p. 17*
4. CAW, pp. 147-146: "Je plonge - regard."
5. G./V. Corr., 24th August 1895» PP* 184-185.
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to Valery. although Gide realises that: "...il y en a dont l’or. ueil 
repugne a consentir e etre la dupe. Ce sont les plus altiers.•.", 
he interprets Valera’s bitterness over the failure of his search^ tnua:
... ce qui te manquait - me trompai-je? -
c’etait l’sppel vers l’autre; ce qui manquait 
a l’autre, c’gtait de se sentir appele. Il faut 
attendre affreusement longtemps les reponses; et 
c’est pourquoi je com. rends uien ceux qui preferent 
appeler fort qu’appeler juste,3
and insists: "On ne sort de sa solitude qu’e l’aide d'une illusion: mais 
4il faut consentir..."
5
Gide’s literary optimism is not, therefore, the means of reinforcing 
his self-confidence by an easy if unaccustomed victory over Valery but is 
used by him to encourage his friend. Of Gide’s attitude towrrds Valery, 
Claude Xartin writes: "...ettention constants a tout ce qu’ecrit Valery, 
une seule crainte, celle de voir ses qualites memes le reduire au silence, 
a la aterilite..." In this light, Gide’s dedication of the Traite du 
Narcisae to Valery has more significance, perhaps, than a mere 3how of 
affection. I have already mentioned the parallel between Adam’s post-
rndieiac plight and the, for Gide, inadvisable nihilism sought for by
•7
Vrlery who is completely disillusioned about literature. It is possible 
that Adam is a warning to Valery, the artist, at the same time as being 
tne incarnation of what Gide, the man, may do with impunity before
adopting the ideal role of Narcisse.
The Trsite du Narciase, therefore, has not only helped Gide to
1. G./V. Corr., 24th / ugust 1895» P» 184.
2. Ibid, letter of the 24th July 1895» P« 185.
5. Ibid, p. 184.
4. Ibid, p. 184.
5. Interestingly, a clue is given to the concrete form it will ta a in 
Gide’s letter of the 24th August, G./V. Corr., p. 185: ”rardonnc-oaoi: 
je ne t'ai dit que des sottises; j’aurais du te parler de Saint- Tlo 
au clair de lune et des polders grid, verts et bruns. ait j'rural 
bien le temps, je pense, l’an prochain de raconter des peysace."
6. MAC, p. 54.
7. Jee: above, p.p. 587-388.
understand nis own position but has brought him to acceptance of his 
differences with Valery and the readiness to discuss them on occasion.^
A long tradition of echoing cannot be expected to disappear completely, 
towever, This expl ins why Gide, for whom the absolute is no longer an
2
aim either morally or artistically, should turn to other literary ’’reactifs" 
than Valery in hia correspondence.^
••
Valery’s influence on the Traite is discernable but relatively 
limited. The artistic concepts imputable to Valery ana Gide in the 
letter’s work appear in juxtaposition. There is little of the mingling 
or opposition of true dialoaue.
Gide’s final conclusion in the Traite, may not be regarded as one
drawn from dialogue with Valery. This, and the mere parallel existence 
of two artistic standpoints in the Trait, du Narcisse, reflects the way 
of Gide’s correspondence with Valerj up to that point. Fore import nt
erhaps than Valery’s influence on Gide’s work is the influence of the 
work itself on Gide’s attitude to dialogue. The breaking of harmony by
dam in the Traite is followed by an end to Gide’s systematic echoing
of Valery in the correspondence,and the attempt, with limit a success,
5
to create a truer and, on the instigation of Gide, a more literary form 
of dialogue.
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1. See: above, pp, 110-114 end pp. 127-137.
2. G./V. Corr., 8th July 1898, p. 321.
5. >otably Francis Jammes.
4. better., of the 24th August 1893, pp. 184-183, & September 1891, p. 
127-128.
5. ^ee: above, p. 122.
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5. Le Betour de 1*Enfant . rodit;ue and Gide*a Correapondenc .
with J. nunea and Claudel
i. An Artistic Understanding of Le Eetour 1*infant Prodigue.
Little of great depth has been written about the specific relation­
ship between the Hetour de 1*Enfant prodigue and Gide’s correspondences 
with Claudel and Janines. Most critics go no further than recognising 
that Gide’s Catholic friends’ attempts to convert him did influence this
work, particularly, as Daniel Moutote believes, in the person of the
elder brothers
•••le Fils prodigue est en lutte contre un milieu 
qui le ressaisit et auquel il finit par s’abendonner; 
le Frere aine symbolise largement les amis dont le 
proselytisme inquiete Gide a cette date...2
Germaine Bree also concedes that the problem of conversion posed by 
Claudel and Jammes has found its way into Gide’s work, he refuses,
however, a narrow interpretation of the House in the Enfant prodigue>
adding:
La Maison represente toutes les Eglises, tous les 
systernes, tout 1*ensemble des edifices intellectuelles 
religieux que l’homme construit aux confins du desert, 
au bord de l’inconnu ou il eat situe.5
The fact that Claudel’s and Jammes* influence is recognised by oritics,
even so wary as Germaine Bree of limiting the scope of ide’s works by
considering them from any point of view other than an artistic one, is 
4
no doubt due to Gide's much quoted letter to Christian Beck. Gide
1....................... ........ ....... ............ .I. op 'c'jt * 1 2 * 4
1, .iee: George Brachfeld, op. cit. p. 112, and Enrico Bertalot,Ap. 97»
2. Op cit., p. 190. The mother of the Prodigal Son represents "les 
voix de Cuverville" in Moutote’s opinion.
5. IP , p. 191* To justify the breadth of her interpretation, Germaine
Jr£e quotes part of Gide’s preface, underlining the fact that God is 
not written with a capital letter: "’Je ne cherche...a prouv-r la 
victoire sur moi d’aucun dieu/"
4. Lettres a Christian heck, Ed. de 1’Altitude, Brussels, 194b, 2nd July
1907, pp. 59-62.
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intiinates to Bock that hia work has been motivated by his contact with 
Clauuel and Jammes ar-d rosy be taken as a negative response to their
efforts to convert him.
Opinions on Gide's decree of personal involvement in th's work are
less concord nt. Germaine ree believes that Gide's work is objective 
2
and not a "confession ” since not onl^ is Gide's Journal of 1907 exempt 
3
from anguish in her opinion but also Gide writes of the Enfant arodigxiet
J'avals peur, si je le couvais plus longtemps, de voir 
1> sujet foisonner, se deformerj enfin, j'etais las de 
ne plus ecrire et tous les autres sujets que je porte 
presentaient trop de difficultes pour etre traites 
aussitot.4
It seems to me that this entry hrs little to do with the question of object­
ivity. Rather it suggests that Gide ia not ready for the complexity,
lor the foisonnement of such works as the Caves or the Faux-Monnay eurs,
because he has not yet settled the question of how to write them.
To support her argument, Germaine Bree could have found more convinc­
ing proof in Gide's letter to Christian Reek where he writes:
Cher ami, vous prenez, je le crai s, trop a la lettre 
la premiere personne de cette operette. L'im ortant 
pour moi, o'est que, oeuvre d'art, elle soit reussie.
Je crois y avoir montre assez feloquemraent les diverses 
f.cea de la question, et non d'une maniere abatraite, 
mais avec tout le pathetique qu'elle comport©. I nlever 
ici l'aiguillon, c'est enlever l’interet.*
Here Gide is refusing to be identified totally with his work, s Beck
hae obviously been tempted to do. At this point, it is useful to recall 
> 6Gide's letters to Valery and Jammes on L'Immoraliate. In his letter to
1. Lettres a Christian Beck, Ed. de 1'Altitude, Brussels, 1946, 2nd July 
1907, P.62.
2. IP , p. Io9^
3. Germains Bree forgets Gide's entry of the 3rd J nuary 1907, J.l, p. 227» 
where one sees his regrets for his former self and methods of work.
See: Lettres a Clyistian Peck, 2nd July 1907, p. 62.: on
inquietude, mes depressions, sont le resultat d'insomnies < t ce la 
fatigue qui les suit. Aussitot je rernets tout en question. t uis 
deux ana a peu pres je suis mal&de de cette fatigue.”
4. J.l, 16th March 1907, p. 240. uoted by Germaine Bree, 11, p. 169.
5. Lettres a Christian Bee*, 2nd July 1907, pp. 59-60.
6. See: above, Charter 5, pp.16% ~ 1 2 3 4 5 670.
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the former, Gide defended himself against the same reaction as Beck has 
had to . his Infant prodigue, - namely, that it is a "confession.”
To Jammes, on the other hand, Gide had to explain that he was personally 
involved in hia work. Interestingly, in his letter to Beck, Gide goe3 
on to explain the ambiguous quality of hia work because, in it, : "...j’ai 
mis tout mon coeur mais aussi toute ma raison."^
Gide’s letter to Beck and his two letters to Jammes and Valery ere, 
therefore, warnings against considering his works from only one stand­
point. One must accept that Gide’s works up to the Enfant prodigue 
depend both on inner necessity and on his critical spirit. In this light, 
Laniel ..outote’a judgement of the Retour de 1’Enfant prodigue appears to 
ie a iore balanced one than that of Germaine Bree. Moutote feels that, 
in Gide’s work, there i3, on the author's part, "un engagement dans l’oeuvre 
r.on que celle-ci preaente les opinions de son auteur, mais perce que sa 
sincerite fait d'elle 1*expression integrals de la personnalite de Gide". 2
The overall significance of Gide’s work is, on the whole, regarded 
by critics as religious.Germaine Bree, as I have already mentioned, 
is an exception to this rule since she does not equate Gide's work to a 
simple refusal of Catholicism. Daniel Moutote, too, does not exag; erate 
the role of religion in the Eetour de 1’Enfant prodigue, viewing this
work rather from an artistic point of view:
Le Hetour de 1'Enfant prodigue...est une affirmation 
artistique et humaine de personnalite..•
Elle marque...le caractere nouveau de la manifestation 
^iaienne, desormais affermie p,.x lau nthese, dans les 
oeuvres, des forces contradictoires de la personnalite 
...C’est cette reconciliation de toutes lea vertus du 
moi qui redonne a la personnalite litteralre de Gide et 
autoriae a considerer Le Hetour de l'unfaat prodigue 
comme la preface des oeuvres a venir.4
1. Lettres s Christian Beck, p. 62.
2. outote, op. cit., p. 191.
5. This is Catherine Lavage's interpretation, op. cit., p. 130.
4. Moutote, op. cit., pp. 190-192.
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burprieingly, Genuine Bree1 2 * 4a understanding of the artistic implic­
ations ol the Lnfant prodi^ue ia much more restricted since she merely 
remarks that it ends an artistic cycle, being the last of Gide’s works 
of Biblical inspiration.^ This is to be contrasted to previous comments 
such as: "Gide a accompli sans defaillance sa tache d’ecrivain. Le
o
reste lui imports peu. Le moralists chez Gide eat issu de l*?rtiste“, or:
Le dilemme essential de la vie de Gide, incapable 
d’opter entre les exigences de ses desirs et le 
besoin de ’rentrer dans l’ordre*, n’aura jamais de 
solution qu’esthetique.5
In considering the links between Gide’s correspondences with Claudel 
and Jammes and his Retour de 1*Enfant prodigue, I intend to throw more 
light on the questions this work has frequently raised, - namely, the 
nature of the relationship between Gide’s work and his correspondences, 
the fundamental meaning of his work,and, indirectly, the degree of his 
involvement in it.
I hope to show that Gide’s claim that this work contains both his 
’’heart” end his ’’reason” is not to be neglected end the.t essentially, the 
^nfant prodigue presents an artistic problem and its solution without 
excluding moral, social or religious problems.Gide’s work presents the 
same qualities as his correspondences with Claudel and Jammes. ’nder 
the seal of religion, lies profound reflection on art throu, h dialogue and, 
both in the correspondences and in Le Retour de 1*Enfant prodigue, one
finds the same oppoeition between individuel art and art submitted to and
drawing ite value from a system.
1. Il , p. 189.
2. Ibid, p. 25.
5. Ibid, pp. 88-89. h
4. Gide’s comment to future critics is to be remembered: “C’est au poi^t
de vue de l’art qu’il sied de juger de que j’ecris...C*est du reste 
le seul point de vue qui ne soit exclusif d*aucun des autre ", J.l, 
15th October 1918, p. 658.
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ii. The House, the Father and the Elder Son.
Before discussing this, I shall clarify briefly my own interpretation 
of what is represented by the House, the Father, and the Elder Brother.
All tnree are fundamental symbols, forming the background to the rodigal
jon's experience. For this reason, I feel it is necessary to explain
exactly what I understand by them prior to dealing with the links between
Gide’a work as a whole and his correspondences. Before his return, the
Irodigal Jon dreams of his Father’s house in the following terms: ”...
cette chambre point etroite...ce jardin abreuve d’eau courente, m, is clos
et d’ou toujours il voulait s’ev .der... .'• Gide himself evoke, "les toits 
2
bleus de la maison” which he too has left but which has as much :a ttraction
for him as for the Prodigal Jon.
The blue of the roof may symbolise Heaven but I feel that it is more 
likely that this colour reflects the notions of rest and peace which are 
also conjured up by the running water in the garden. Irresistibly, one 
thinks of Gide’s letter to Jammes on Existences^ where he contrasts the 
”c<yte cour” of a stage to the ”c&te jardin."^ The former i.: the oti ling 
but self-appointed prison of Gide’s thought which tortures him certainly, 
from which he wishes to escape but which is also, to my mind, the gage
of a personal struggle. The ’’cote jardin” of Jammes* work is the
Jammes” or "La ’part de Lieu/”. Gide’s attitude toward, it is ambivalent, 
but the attraction of Jammes and his "Bon Dieu”^ for Gide is exactly that 
of his Father’s house for the Prodigal Son; "Je cherche quelque cnose de
frais ou pouvoir reposer ma t&te. J’ai soif de toi coimae on a soif dea
1. r.e.p., omans, pd.7b
2. Ibid, p. 47b. ’ '
5. See: above, pp. I65-I68.1 .
4. ./J. Corr., .ay 1902, p. 188-189. The "cote cour” is eq iv. lent in 
the Hetour to the desert.
5. Ibid, p. 188.
6. Ibid, p. 188.
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aources. Tu es 11etaochement; je suia la fievre."
Gide's thought and the Prodigal Son's venture into the desert are 
equal to personal effort on a human ;nd artistic plane. The difficulties 
oi reiiiainixjfc true to an uthentic .oaition cive strength to the tempting 
picture of repose and abdication of personal responsibility to be found 
near Jammes or in the confines of the Father's house. Equilibrium gives 
not only the illusion of having found oneself but ia also a conuition of 
artistic production. The Hou^e is, at once, a source of strength for 
the weak and an artistic strait-jacket for those who remain in it.
The lather in Le hetour de 1'Enfant prodigue is a rather vague but
«11 -import ant character both to the Prodig<1 ^x>n and the author who cries:
"Ah! malgre que le fils aine vous souffle, ere, puisse-je entendre votre 
\ 2voix, parfois, a travers ses paroles!” The obvious interpretation of
the Father is that he is the Christian God whose voice is stifled by the 
atholic priest, his earthly representative. Gide's Journal helps to
clarify hia notion of God:
Comme le musulraan oonvaincu crie 'Lieu est Lieu*, 
je voudrais crier 'l'Art est l'Art'. La realite 
reste 1', non pour le dominer mais pour le servir, 
au contraire. x ,
0 valeur! lenteme-nt entamee.
Gide's "God" is an arxi tic and moral ideal. The Father of the : nfant
prodigue may represent & god but he is not a re-defined one attached to
a system be it religious or artistic. Bather, the Father is a supreme
artistic and personal aspiration.^ tinlike Francis Jsrames and Raymond 
5
onneur, Gide does not see God as "le grand dispensateur de la grace” 
who thus enables genius to dispense with hard work and mental effort.
1.
2.
3.
4.
G./J. Corr., Kay 1902, p. 169.
. om&na, l.e.p., p. 47».
J.l, June 1905, p. 164. .P> ; letxer to trie irector of : * rt ?t 1.. xe, wnere ..<* t a olam
lor work to be entitled Le Christianigrae contre le Christ, Cide writes: 
"Pa conclusion eut dit que l'on ne pouvait tteindre l'etat su 'sri ;r que 
le hrist aprelle 'Roy^aume de Dieu*, au’apres avoir traversS tous les 
autres et u'il etait preferable de chercher a l'atteindre en soi, ue de 
chercher a l’i.poser aux autres", L'Art et la Vie, no. 53»beptember 1696,
. 593-596,
5. KAG, pp. 392-395.
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Gide's “God" is an aim, an end to individual effort and depends on "une 
conception clsaaigue de l’art comae ;ctivite lucide et volont&ir ",
The elder brother of the Enfant prodigue undoubtedly reflects the 
sttempts of Gide's Catholic friends to convert him as an artist and a 
man. Certain of the arguments used by the elder brother in his dis­
cussion with the Prodigal bon remind one of Claudel. Nonetheless, the
elder brother's character seems to me to owe more to Gide's correspond- 
2
ence with Francis Jammes. Gide writes of the brother: "...1'enfant 
prodi^ue.•.songe..•a 1'econome frere aine iU*il n'a jamais aime, m, is 
qui detirnt encore dan* l'attente cette part de biens que, prodi; ue, il 
n'a pu dilapider", and: "Il prefere a l'amour le bon ordre."^
The material image of the elder brother's careful saving may be
taken on an artistic level. Between the Prodigal Son and hi3 brother
there exists the same contrast that is to be found between Gide end . . mmes.
On the one hand, Gide spares no literary expense in the exploration of 
s
his possible beings, both by "purging" himself and by over-teachin, 
his limits. On the other hand, Jammes deliberately restricts himself 
to known and received experience. Thus, in his Beponse a Penalque, he
writes:
Je n'aurai pas ete nomade, je n'aurai pas ete charme 
par des muaiques instrumentales - je n'entends que 
celle des vers...Il y avait un sourire en moi quand 
tu m'expoaais tes richesses, car si j'avaia dufvoyager, 
c'eut 6te vers des contrees connues, ainsi que d*autres 
voy.tg^rent, na’ivement, en botaniste, par exeinple, t 
citolen fidele, professeur au Jardin des Plantes...
Jammes and the elder brother will never squander their patrimony, and yet, 
because of this, they will always have something concrete to offer to 
the poor, be it comfort or money, as opposed to the sole gift of ideas
1. etter of the 9th August 1901 from Raymond lonheur, MAG, p. 593. hene 
Lalou also defines Gide's "God" in the following terms: "Gide espere, 
reclame, affirme 1*existence d'un Dieu qui concilie tout... ieu sera 
dans son univers ce classicisms qui s'^difie sur un romantisme dompte ”, 
Andre Gide, Kds. Joseph Heissler, Strasbourg, 1928, pp. 79-90.
2. This is quite natural as Gide's correspondence with Jammes started far 
earlier than that with Claudel. Regular correspondence with Claudel 
seems to have commenced in 1905 only.
5. o/n ns, .e»P«» P« 476. 4. Ibid, p. 477.
5, G./J. Corr., 6th August 1902, 6. Ibid, pp. 295-296.
P.199.
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of the Prodigal Son or Gide/Kenaique.In an astonishing letter to 
Rene Schwob, Paul Claudel counters the viability of "denuement ”, a notion 
which was so dear to Gide:
Sur la question des riches dans l'Evangile, il y aurait 
beaucoup a dire...comment donner, si c'est aur rien 
que le Seigneur a juge bon de nous confier oe pouvoir 
d*intendance?2
It is thus quite against Claudel's, Jammes* and the elder brother's 
principles to rid themselves of their gifts inherited from Cod or the 
Father. This explains Janines* insistence on the fact that Gide must 
throw aside his vain philosophy in order to re-assume his basic purity.
On an artistic level, therefore, the "part de biens"^ which the 
elder brother has kept for the Prodigal Son is a parallel, in my opinion, 
to the pure work of religious inspiration which Gide has not yet produced 
and which Jammes is ever encouraging him to write. Both Jammes and 
Claudel are considered as instruments of God, as priests almost by Gide.^ 
Through them, Gide, if he wishes, may reach s lasting artistic position. 
Claudel and Jammes hold in their hands a part of Gide's entity which he 
has never explored artistically.
The severity of the orderly but ungenerous elder brother is to some
extent reminiscent of both Gide's Catholic friends. Jammes is totally 
• *
unsympathetic to the suffering involved in both Gide's and Dostoievsky's 
mental struggles with religion, despite his protests. Claudel too, 
strong in his own . faith, is not exempt from a strange indifference to
1. See: above, Chapter 5, p. 150.
2. Lettres Inedites sur 1'Inquietude .Moderne, Les Editions Universelles, 
1951, 27th January 1955, P. 162.
5. Romans , R.e^.p., p. 476.
4. G./J. Corr., May 1902, p. 188s "Je ne dis pas que tu sois le Bon Dieu, 
mais tu representes pour moi plus qu'un homme...” and G./C. Corr.,
8th March 1914, p. 219: "...j’ai pris l'habitude de vous considerer
un peu comme un pretre, et parfois je me laissais persuader que Dieu 
vous employait a me parler."
5. G./J. Corr., letters of the end of October 1897, pp. 125-125, & of
the 26th June 1908, pp. 252-255. My own underlinings, Jammes fundamen­
tal lack of true kindness ia commented on by Gide in his Journal, 8th 
April, 1906, p. 207.
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others’ distress. The desire to console others by bringing them to God 
does not necessarily entail human understanding and love.
The elder brother’s preference of order to love may also be seen as
distrust of the fervour which prompted the rodigal Son to leave home.
In this case* there is a striking resemblance to the position of Prancis
Jammes which is well summed up in the following passage from "En favour
de la Simplicite Chretlenne":
Je vlens d’allumer ma pipe. Je ne te depeindrei pas 
longuement son fourneau de terre brune, son tuyau de 
merisier. Elle est une pauvre soeur noire de ces 
pipes que l’on achete a bon raarche dens les bureaux de 
t&bac ties villages, Elle est ce qu’il faut qu'elle co it?
1* image du sort mediocre qui est le mlen.^
The parallel to be drawn between Jammes* and the elder brother’s dislike 
of injudicious spending is quite clear. Although Jammes* claims to 
mediocrity are not to be taken too seriously* he and the elder brother 
both believe fundamentally that one should confine oneself to one's natural 
or* rather* inherited limits and avoid any ruinous attempts to establish 
one's individuality by exploring new geographical* moral and artistic fields.
The House* the Father and the elder Son, to my mind, evoke certain 
attitudes and concepts which were already apparent in Gide’s correspondence 
with Jammes. In Chapter Three of this thesis, I attempted to show that 
the underlying source of dialogue was literature. The explanation I 
have given here ©f what the main symbolic values of the Retour de 1'Enfant 
prodigue mean to me is again basically artistic as I feel that the essen­
tial purpose of this work for Gide was to interiorise his literary dialogue
with his Catholic correspondents in order to find a solution in his art.
Having discussed some of the fundamental values in Le Retour de 1'Enfant 
prodlgue* I now turn to the sources of dialogue between the characters.
1. J.l, 5th December 1905* P« 191. This indifference is* in a mitigated 
form, also apparent in L'Annonoe faite a Karie when Violaine speaks 
of her God-^iven joy to the suffering Pierre de Craon and asks:
”Et lequel vaut mieux, Pierre? Que je voua partage ma joie, ou que 
je partage votre douleur?”, Livre de Poche, Gfilliinard, 1968, P* 28.
2. "Lettre a kenalque eur les Nourritures terrestres", Le Gpectateur 
catholljue of July 1897• G./J. Corr., p. 298. fly
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iii• Individual Effort &nd Lependance on a Jyatem,
When the Father speaks to the Frodigal Son, the question of indiv­
idual and a priori values is raised. The Father reminds his Son that 
the House, the fruit of many generations* work, was built for the Prodigal 
Son and, prompted by the elder brother, the Father adds: "'Hors la maison, 
point de aalut pour toi,'"^ The House is, therefore, an unchosen gift 
but also the only possible means of salvation, The Prodigal Son's revolt 
is prompted by feelings of imprisonment but also by his conviction that
his Father is to be found everywhere and is the Creator of far more than 
2the House, Thus, the Prodigal Son suggests that one may achieve one's 
aspirations outside the Hous. The nature of the Irodigal Son's search 
is both personal and artistic. To hie Mother he explains: "Je cherehais... 
qui j'etais', and to his Fat .er: " - J’ai change votre or en plaisirs,
z z z z zvos preceptes en fantaisie, ma chastete en poesle, et mon austerite en
z 4 ~desirs," The relationship to Gide's own development is close, Cide's
letters to his Mother show that he made sometimes too free a use of his
allowance in order to travel but also bo indulge in what were viewed as 
5spendthrift whims by her, Gide's clashes with parental authority were, 
however, of less importance than his deliberate efforts, much like those 
of the Prodigal Son, to break with his personality as formed by hie back­
ground in order to enrich hia art.
"he Prodigal Son's questioning of a unique, a priori way to self­
fulfilment is reminiscent of Cide's suggestion to Claudel that there might
1. Pomana. K.e.p., p. 460,
2, Ibid, p, 478: "Vous, voua avez construit toute la terre, et la
Maison et ce qui n'est pas la Maison,".
5. Ibid, p. 464.
4. Ibid, p. 479.
5, On an artistic level, Madame Gide feared that her son was also 
spending too much time living out hia fantasies rather than 
writing them down, unpublished.letter of the 18th March 1895. On 
a more mundane level, Madame Gide did not always agree with her 
son's obsession with hiring a piano during his travels.
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/ •* 1
be such a thing as ”une saintete paienne*. To Claudel, this notion
/ 2
is nothing but "un execrable orgueil". /ny attempt to seek a personal, 
artistic ideal is condemned as pride both by Claudel, Jammes end the elder 
brother: "...moi je suis dans 1’ordre; tout ce qui s'en distingue est 
fruit ou semence d’orgueil.
Commenting on these reproaches, Henri nambaud expresses his belief
that Cide is acknowledging that he himself is a victim of pride but is
attempting to hide this fact by putting such accusations in the mouths of
people who are unconvincing end unattractive to the reader. Such tortuous
Reasoning is perhaps worthy of Gide but has little foundation. Even
though Gide does not consistently deny that he is subject to pride, his 
5
moments of repentance raey be numbered. Gide is aware that certain forms 
of pride are preferable to certain forms of humility and this, I believe, 
is what he is trying to show in Le Retour de 1»Enfant prodigue.
Thus, to counter accusations that he is a creature of pride, Gide,
through the Prodigal Son, attacks, by implication, the comfortable position 
6 *
of those who remain in the House. The Prodigal Son admits to his Father
that thoughts of the physical comforts of his House are responsible for
the fact that: "J’ai flechi; pour lutter plus longtemps, je ne me sentais 
7
plus assez courageux, assez fort, et cependant..."
The home-coming of the Prodigal Son,is, therefore, in his interest 
but nonetheless considered by him as a proof of cowardice when he speaks 
to his Father. The Father’s reply is also an answer from Gide to Claudel’s
and Jammes’ efforts to subjugate himself and his art to the Catholic faith.
1. G./C. Corr., 7th November 19O5» p. 55*
2. Ibid, p. 53.
3. Romans, R.e.p., p., 4^0. See: G./j. Corr., 10th June 1902, p. 192.
4. Entretiens, "Andre Gide et l’Art du clair-obscur," p. 287.
5. See: J.l, Numquid, p. 568.
6. In his Journal Gide goes further; "(Le plus grand avantage de Is foi 
religieuse, pour 1‘artiste, c’est qu’elle lui permet un orgueil 
incommensurable.)" J.l, 19O5» p. 191.
7* Romans, R.e.p., p. 480.
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The Father understands both the irodigal Son’s revolt and the weakness
which made him return but adds that if his Son had called him from
outside the House, he would have come.
The superiority of individual philosophies and artistic approaches 
is indicated here by Gide but only for the strong. That he himself 
belongs to this category and is in no risk of abandoning his personal 
aspirations is to be seen in a letter to Francis Jammes where Gide subtly 
points out that his idea of Paradise is literary and not religious.
Although Gide intends to continue his search for an individual 
position, he understands only too well the temptation of the Prodigal
Son who says to his mother that he has come back because: "Rien n’est
/ s
plus fatiguant que de realiser sa dissemblance, Ce voyage a la fin m'a
z 2lasse." Artistically, the Prodigal Son's decision to return is, in this
case, the temptation to find rest in consistency, Gide himself seems to
reject this solution when he claims that one thing is impossible for him 
A n 3and that is "etre simplement . Moreover, the diversity of his works,
4although not an end in itself, does not seem to cause Gide undue mental 
5upset and exhaustion. His primary concern, he says, is to write well,
Nonetheless, Gide, on a moral, philosophical and artistic level, le 
as prone as his Prodigal Son to anguish.While the Mother in the Enfant
pro digue may well represent the feminine figures surrounding Gide, Gide 
may also have thought of Jammes when writing her part. Thus, the 
Prodigal Son confesses: "...je reviens a vous tres humble. Voyez comme
1. G./J. Corr., 2nd May 1906, p. 236. See: above, pp. 178-180.
2. Romans, R.e.p., p. 484*
3. G./J. Corr., 6th August 1902, p. 199»
4. Gide’s works up to L'lmmoraliste are, however, on his own admission, 
necessary if he is to write "une oeuvre d’art simple" as Jammes 
wishes. See: Ibid, p. 199»
5. Ibid, p. 200.
6. Ibid, letter of May 1902, pp. 188-189.
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je mets mon front plus bas que votre coeur! Il n’est plus une de mes
/ 1 
pensees d'hier qui ne devienne vaine aujourd’hui." The Prodigal Son 
has abandoned his reason to submit to simple emotion and, in so doing,
seems to be more attentive than Gide to Jammes* words:
Z /
Chez vous l’idee du neant et de caprice, sous le pretexts 
de liberation, devient une conception pire que celle qui 
mit^du petrols en enfer. Votre lo^ique n’est qu'uns 
entetement. Elle part de ce qui s’affirme de soi-meme x 
absolu, sans autre controls que 1*orgueil de votre pensee.
Elle rejette comme inutile ou idiote toute une admirable 
moisson de nielles, coquelicots, et d'epis.2
The Prodigal Son succumbs to the temptation of simplicity and mental 
3
ease which Gide himself avoids.
iv. Inclusion and Limitation
The struggle between a personal search to gain knowledge of oneself 
and the accepted vision of the world is closely connected to the problem 
of inclusion and limitation whioh is raised both in the correspondences
and in Le Retour de 1’Enfant rodl-ue.
The elder brother’s first piece of advice to the Prodigal Son after
X x X
his return is the following: "N’appelle qualite que ce qui te ramene a 
✓ 4l’ordre, et tout le reste, reduis-le." To the Prodigal Son, this amounts 
to the mutilation of his personality, to the suppression of a part of
5
himself which also comes from the Father. The Prodigal Son's reply
6
thus anticipates Gide’s two letters of explanation to Claudel of 1914»
1. Romans. R.e.p., p. 485*
2. G./J. Corr., 10th June 1902, p. 192.
3. The idea that laziness is responsible for the Prodigal Son’s return 
causes Claudel to protest: "Il faut de terribles combats et une 
energie toujours tendue pour revenir a la foi et pour s'y maintenir. 
La vie du catholique est un scandale et une contrediction contin­
uelles", G./C. Corr., 3rd March 1908, p. 84.
4. Pomans. R.e.p., p. 480. x
5. Ibid, p. 4,80, where the Father says: "Mais ecoute: c'est moi qui 
t’ai forme; ce qui est en toi, je le sais. Je sais ce qui te 
poussnit sur les routes; je t’attendais au bout,"
6. G./C. Corr., letters of the 7th and 8th March 1914» pp. 217-219*
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where he makes it quite clear that hia homosexuality comes from "God ".
The meaning attributed to "God ", in thia case, is similar to the Prodigal 
^on’s view of his Father who is the creator of all human experience and 
may just as well be reached by individual aspiration as by submission to 
a system. Thus, although Gide waits for seven years after writing 
Le Hetour de I’Enfant prodigue to give a direct reply to Claudel’s exhor­
tations, his final position has been worked out in this little book which 
has undoubtedly been inspired by his dialogue with Claudel and Jammes.
The elder brother’s response to the perhaps wilful interpretation 
of hia words by the Prodigal Son is reminiscent of Claudel’s view of 
Christianity.1 Unlike Jammes, both Claudel end the elder brother discount 
the necessity to suppress one’s impurity completely. Both allow for 
contradictions, for the simultaneous existence of good and bad. For
Claudel, the latter two concepts are replaced by those of religion and
2
art. Despite the exalting struggle born from these contradictions, 
however, the end sought both by Claudel and by the elder brother is hum­
ility and complete submission to a system. hot only is the choice of a
system limited to one by the elder brother and Claudel but also the means 
of exaltation prior to submission. Both the Prodigal Son’s attempts to 
achieve fervour in the desert end Gide’s suggestion to Claudel that there 
is "une saintete paienne"^ are considered as perverse pride by their 
respective mentors. Despite the fact, therefore, that inclusion of all 
aspects of one’s personality is possible within their system, they are, 
in fact, closer to Jammes, who straightaway advocates limitation, than
would at first seem.
1. J.l, 5th December 1905» "Pendant - vaincu," p. 190? homans,
R.e.p., "...ce n’est pas - a...", p. 481» G./C. Corr., 3rd March
1908, p. 84.
2. J.l, 5th December 19O5» p. 190.
5. G./C. Corr., 7th November 1905, p. 55.
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The problem of limitation or inclusion of all one's facets is an
artistic one. This is to bo seen when the elder brother speaks of the
tattered but still visible shreds of the Irodigal Son's virtues: ”11
te lee faut exagerer."1 2 * 4 5Thia is clearly a parallel to Cide's artistic
procedure: "En ne montrant dans une oeuvre qu'une verite, il l'exagere.
Simplifier, c'est exagerer ce qui reste, L*oeuvre d'art est une exag- 
/ 2
eration." The Prodigal Son and Gide have chosen to exaggerate the very 
qualities of which the elder brother .nd Jamnes disapprove. Both, however, 
have kept in reserve other qualities thereby avoiding the suppression of 
their personality. The ex; ggeratlon of his virtues which the elder 
brother would like to impose upon the Prodigal Son is, in fact, a limit­
ation, since, little by little, the other components of the Irodigal Son's 
personality would be foroed out. Speaking of the Father, the elder 
brother makes this quite clear: "Il n'y a pas plusieurs faeons de 
1*aimer; afin que nous soyons unis dans son amour,To Gide, who 
compares his literary production to a dance now on one foot now on the
4
other, this would mean the loss of a leg.
Implicitly, in Le Retour de IP nfant prodlgue, Gide is criticising 
the limitation brought about by the simplification of one's personality 
and, henoe, one's art. His immediate targets are the elder brother, and, 
through him, Claudel and Jammes, However, it seems to me that Gide is 
also criticising his own and the Prodigal Son's position. The Prodigal 
Son admits to having reduced his virtues, presumably in order to increase
his desire to break away from the House and to explore new roads. Now,
5
he feels that: "»,,je ne peux plus reformer ma main sur mon bien."
This is comparable to Gide's admission to Jammes in the yeers following
1. Pomana, R.e.p., p. 461*
2. J.l, November 169), p. 55.
5. Homans, R.e.p., p. 481.
4, G./j. Corr., 6th August 1902, pp. 199-200.
5. Romans, R.e.p., p. 482.
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L'lmraoraliste that:
X x
•••je voudrais dire a cette aorte de fatalite qui 
me mene (et que j'appellerais: Dieu, plus volontiers 
si elle ne m'eloi^nait pas de ton Dieu): ’Pourquoi 
m’emmenes-tu? J'etais bien la! La joie que tu proposes 
a present ne vaut pas (vaudra-t-elle jamais?) la 
tristesse de mon enfance. J’etais poete et je suis... 
soucieux.*1
In all its forms, limitation by the exaggeration of only one aspect of 
one’3 personality is being questioned by Gide because it may become an 
artistic prison.
With the Enfant prodlgue Gide foresees Rrtistic works which will
X
belie his former statement to Jammes: "...je ne danse jamais a la fois 
2
que sur un pied..." The result of a two-footed literary dance will 
not be the simple work of art so ardently desired by Jammes but rather 
a work where all Gide’s complexity and simplicity will intertwine and 
please a Martin du Gard rather than Gide’s Catholic correspondents.
With the Enfant prodlgue Gide clarifies his future approach to art.
A X
v. Resemblance and "le plus irremplacable des etres".
The notion of simplicity mentioned in the previous section is, of 
course, closely bound to that of consistency both artistic and personal. 
The Prodigal Son's decision to leave his Father's House might well have 
been prompted by Gide’s words to Nathanael after insisting that he create 
nis own philosophy.1 2 * 4 The need not only to create one’s own personality, 
philosophy and art but also to ensure its complete individuality is to
be seen in the Prodigal Son's words: "J’imaginais...des routes non
Z A X
traceea; j’imaginais an moi l'etre neuf que je sentais s’y elanoer.
1. G./J. Corr., 10th March 19O4» p. 210.
2. Ibid, 6th August 1902, pp. 199-200.
5. Romans, NT, p. 248.
4. "Ce qu'un autre a.urait aussi bien fait que toi, ne le fais pas. Ce qu’un
autre aurait aussi bien dit que toi, ne le dis'pas, aussi bien Icrlt que
toi, ne l’ecris pas, - Ne t'attache en toi qu’a ce que tu sens nulle part 
ailleurs qu'en tol-meme, et cree de toi, impatiemment ou patiemment, ah!
le plus irremplacables des Metres," Romans, NT, p. 248.
A
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z
Je m'evadais.”
To achieve such an end, the difficulties and contradictions of
personal endeavour must take the place of the artificial unity end
order afforded by an existing system. The Prodigal Son lacks strength
and the utter defeat of his venture is summed up in his resigned decision 
2to differ in no way from the other members of his family. Onoe again,
the Prodigal Son acts as Gide might have done had he listened to Francis
'x f s 3
Jammes who bads hims H pres ces crises necessaires, sois egalor to
Claudel's injunction in Lea Muscat "Ne cherche point le cnemin, cherche 
4
le central’*
Jammes* intention in persuading Gide to adopt hia ready-made char—
A 5
acter of **•patre dea berges’” is artistically orientated. Once Gide
accepts the identity offered to him by Jammes, the latter feels that
A
Gide will produce ”une oeuvre supreme" which will be Ml*imitation de 
l'homme". Julte obviously, Jammes means bide to paint man in accepted 
colours and to mix no new, disturbing tints on his palette. As will be 
seen later in this chapter, the Prodigal Son's return and submission to 
'h© a priori values of the family also results in an artistic gesture, 
which explains Gide's refusal to obey Jammes* injunctions.
In reply to the Prodigal Jon’s attempts to explain hia departure from 
the House, the elder brother uses arguments which seem to be influenced 
by Jammes' point of view. Thus, like Jammes in his letters to Gide, he
advises the Prodigal Son to accept not only a fixed notion of humanity
7 8but also of himself, adding: "'Afin que personne ne prenne ta couronne.'"
1. Homans. R.e.p., p. 481.
2. Ibid, p. 484.
3. G./J. Corr., End of October 1897, p. 124.
4. See: above, Chapter 3» p.'^|.
5. G./J, Corr., 18th August 1898, p. 81.
6. Ibid, p. 124.
7. Homans, R.e.p., p» 482.
8. Ibid, p. 462, (Apoc., III,).
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This concern is comparable to Jammes1 2 3 4anxiety that Gide will lose hia 
literary ’’crown*1 by remaining faithful to personal philosophy and by 
failing to write the supreme work whioh, Jammes is sure, lies within 
him.
For once, Gide is more attentive to advice than the Prodigal Son, 
whose reaction is no doubt indicative of Gide’s final standpoint. In 
spite of hia return, the Irodigal Son expresses horror at the thought of 
the immobility imposed by such a view of humanity.
Moreover, the Prodigal Son does not share the elder brother’s view
of what constitutes his crown. He is not at all interested in the riches 
preserved for him by his brother since they consist in ’’cette part de biens 
qui nous est commune a nous tous: les biens fonciers". The share of 
personal gifts which he may yet receive from his Father is the only thing 
which the Prodigal ?on wishes to possess. As the elder son points out, 
the riches belonging to the Prodigal Son alone were the first thing to 
be squandered by him and, therefore, it is not at all sure that the 
Father will bestow further gifts upon him.
A parallel is to be established, I feel, between this dialogue and 
two letters of advice from Francis Junmes to Gide, the literary man.
The Prodigal Son ends by accepting the land kept for him by his brother
since he is too tired to venture forth on another personal search. Jammes
is quite convinced that Gide has reached a similar strte of artistic
exhaustion with his Aiqyntas which brings to an end what he calls Gide’s
Nietzschian cycle.
The only possible means of artistic renewal for Gide is, in Jammes*
eyes, to abandon a form of art based only on Gide’s personal experience
1. G./J. Corr., October 1897, pp. 125-126.
2. Romans, R.e.p., p. 482.
3. Ibid, p. 483.
4. G./J. Corr., 21st August 1906, p. 241.
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and philosophical preoccupations,and to submit ”/V/a vie strictement 
z 2
interieure*' to God*a Grace. In other words, Gide, like the Prodigal
on, should be concerned enly with inherited qualities and not with a
search for personal artistic qualities which set him apart by their
unhealthy splendour.^ The elder brother warns the Prodigal ijon against
the uncertainty of personal gifts while Jammes attempts to persuade Gide
that, should he change the foundation of his art, he would run little 
4
risk of losing his existent disciples.
In spite of the Prodigel Son's acceptance of common values, Gide's
answer to Jammes' advice may be read in the objections made to the eider
brother. Resemblance to an accepted, arbitrary view of man, abandonment 
5of the aspiration towards being "le plus irrenpl;cable des etres" means 
stagnation on a personal plane. Artistically, the author is deprived 
of any justification for his vocation. Without inner necessity, without 
an individual search for literary values, one would come back and agree
with the author's comment in the Traite du Narcieset "Lea livres ne sont
A Z 6peut-etre pas une chose bien necessaire..."
vi. The /oral Role of the Artist.
As well as exploring the writer's approach to his art, Gide, in
Le hetour de 1’Enfant prodigue, considers the artist's role in relation 
to his public by opposing what is basically his own standpoint to that
of Claudel end Jammes.
1. G./j. Corr., October 1906, p. 243.
2. Ibid, p. 244.
3. Ibid, letters of the 9th January 1894» pp. 34-35» & of June 1902, p. 196.
4. Ibid, October 1906, p. 244t ’’ruisses-tu - entendement."
5. Romans, NT, p. 248.
6* Ibid, TN, P* 5-
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Not the least important of the advantages of the Father’s House
is the fact that it provides a ready-made occupation^ for the somewhat
ungrateful Prodigal Son. The Father chides hia Son for abandoning
this inheritance and choosing to sleep outside in the rain. Vhen the
Prodigal Son argues that poorer people than he have done this* his Father
replies: ” - Ce sont les pauvres. Pauvre, tu ne I’ea pas. Nul ne peut 
2abdiquer sa richesse. Je t*avals fait riche entre tous.” The choice 
of a rainy bed means the deliberate refusal of one’s appointed riches, 
gifts end duties. The artist who is "riche entre tous” haa even less 
right than other men to reject his privileged position.
The Father’s words of advice to his son, no doubt prompted by the
elder brother, express exactly the same ideas as those to be found in
one of Claudel’s letters.5 One’s role in life which oonsists principally,
H 4in Claudel’s terminology, of "les devoirs de justice ? is pre-destined.
The artist's gifts come from God; hence, just as the Prodigal Son
was wrong to leave his post within the House, so the artl. t, in Claudel’s
opinion, has no right to be a mere dilettante but:
x <■ **
Nous sommes delegues par tout le reste de 1*univers 
a la conn&iseanee et a 1» verite, et il n’y a pas 
d’autre verite que le Christ,^qui est la Voie et la 
Vie, et le devoir de le connaitre et de le servir 
s’ Impose a nous plus qu’aux autres avec un caractere 
d’urgence terrible.5
Any negligence in the use of one’s artistic genius to lead others to God 
is equivalent to the Prodigal Son’s squandering of hia Father’s gifts.
Jammes, too, shares the belief that the artist, and Gide in particular,
1. Lomans, R.e.p., p. 478*
2. Ibid , p. 478•
J. G./C. Corr., 7th November 19O5» pp. 52-54.
4. Ibid, p. 53.
5. Ibid, p. 54.
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ia a privileged being, the holder of a truth necessary to lesser,
pitiful mortals. Thus, he bids Gide: "Ton troupeau desole bele sur
z
la colline et tu t’es perdu au desert. Et raaintent nt reviens vers ton 
troupeau,
In fact, in a letter to Jammes where he explains his role as an 
artist, Gide shows that he is by no means lost and, at the same time, 
clarifies the true meaning of the rodigal Son’s return:
Mon seul role dans cette societe qui se referme autour 
de moi, - n'y trouvant heureusement plus de place, 
m'etant eloigne d’elle a mesure que je m’approchais 
de Dieu - mon seul role est de m'elever contre elle.
Juelle force me faudra-t-il? Je demande trois ans d’exil 
(trois ans, c’est peu) ou me nourrir comme Jean de 
sauterelles et de leur ai^re clamour, Je veux ne revenir 
qu'etranger, c’est-a-dire deja presque ennemi.2 
Jammes, short-sightedly, sees little more in this profession of
faith in a personal, liberating form of art than the effects of literary 
pique on an author discouraged by lack of success. Similarly, Claudel 
refuses to understand the true implications behind the Prodigal Son's
4
encouragement to his younger brother to leave the Rouse. Thus, neither 
of Gide's Catholic correspondents realises that Gide's or the Prodigal 
Son’s revolt and actions subsequent to their return are gestures of 
artistic responsibility towards a youthful public of the future.
One of the factors motivating the rodigal Son’s return was, signif—
icantly, the idea that, in the House, he could "servir pour servir!"
This desire is fulfilled when the 7rodigal Son’s mother asks him to use 
his influence upon his younger brother who is by far too interested in
unsavoury reading arid in what goes on outside the House.
1. G./J. Corr., End of October 1897, p. 124.
Madame Gide was no less preoccupied with the moral role her son had 
to play as an artist. In an unpublished letter of the 8th April 
1895, she warns Gide not to write of his experiences adding, with 
some insight, that, should weak people try to emulate Gide, they 
would perish in the attempt,
2. G./J. Corr., 1st December 1897, p. 150*
3. Ibid, December 1897, p. 152. Even more short-sightedly, Jammes 
advises Gide to be content with his approval and that of a few 
others.
4. G./c. Corr., 3rd March 1908, pp. 84-85.
5. homans, K.e.p., p. 484.
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In his new role as adviser, the Prodigal Son, like his Father, 
repeats the concepts of the elder brother in order to Impress upon his 
younger brother that his mistaken departure was due to pride alone.
Soon, however, tne Prodigal Son’s carefully chosen words are replaced 
by admiration for the rebellious determination of his brother, wno will 
leave the House free from the restraints of paternal gift3, and, he hopes, 
of his own example.
The Prodigal Son’s advice differs but little from that of the author 
of Les Kourritures terrestres who tells Nathanael to throw away his book.^ 
The role of the artist, incarnated by the Prodigal Son, is well expressed 
by Daniel Moutote who believes that in Le Hetour de 1’Enfant prodigue
there is a :
X X
•••theme pedagogique introduit dans la derniere 
partie, ou j^e ^Prodlgue aide comme il peut au depart 
du Frere puine: telle est l’attitude de l’artiste, 
tel est le sens de l’oeuvre qui, sous le cslme 
apparent de sa forme, est generatrice de revolte•
En ce sens l’artiste est 1’homme qui revient afin 
que d’autres puissent partir.2
Gide’s sense of responsibility towards his public is just as strong 
as that of either Claudel or Jammes. His intentions, however, are 
quite opposed to those of his two Catholic correspondents whose aim is to 
entrance or subjugate their readers in the service of the Church. Gide, 
on the other hand, obeys artistic laws only.^ By creatine his own values
1. Homans, NT, p. 24H»
2. Moutote, op, cit., p. 191,
3. A fact which meets with Henri Gheon’s disapproval, G./Gheon Corr, II,
9th May 1920, p. 972: "Tu n’es pas ^ueri du ’je' comme le souuaitait 
ce pauvre Wilde - et c’est ce jour-la seulement que tu v^rras le monde 
comme il est, l’oeuvre d’art comme elle doit etre, exterieure a 1*homme, 
informee, animee, par quelque chose de plus fort qu'elle et que lui;
de plus fort que le ’je*: je veux dire une loi. La loi esthetlque 
ne peut suffire, meme a' une oeuvre d'art. Ta pensee eat sans loi 
et s'epuise a en chercher une. La pire vaudreit mieux qu'aucune."
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and approach to art through critical works, he hopes to inspire his readers 
to rebel against an accepted view of mankind without Intervening, foras­
much, with advice ae to the road to take. bach man must form his own 
destiny* Th® dialogue fora of Le Eetour de l*bnfant prodigue has enabled 
Cide to gather together various aspects of his innate thought and those
achieved ty "Lepersonnalisation.M Through hie work, Cide not only 
reinforces hia conviction that hia art must be individually-inspired and
controlled, but that it should inolude all his attributes. In this way,
Gide affirms his rol*? as an artist and as a man,
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4. Les Cavea du Vatican and Gide's
Correspondences with Jammes and Claudel.
i. The Origins and the Importance of Les Cavea du Vatican.
In Le Retour de 1*Enfant prodigue Gide rejeots politely but firmly 
an artistic option and, with it, the moral, religious and social position 
which such a choice would entail. The conclusions drawn by Gide from 
his work help him to formulate the most significant of his arguments 
against Claudel when the question of hia pederasty at last appears in their 
correspondence in 1914.^ Gide makes it quite clear that his artistic 
role as a liberator and his mistrust of any action which is in his own 
interests are as unshakeable at this time as they were in 1914. Gide 
has no need, in the Caves, to seek an artistic solution long 3ince found. 
Hence, artistic reflection, in the Caves, is on an entirely different
level to that of Le Retour de 1*Enfant prodigue.
Before discussing Gide's work itself, some mention of its origins is 
necessary in order to show to what extent a comparative study of the Caves 
and Gide's correspondences is justified.
2
The first known reference of this work is to be found in De me ipse
of the summer of 1899. Thereafter, Gide writes of the Caves in his 
Journal in 1905 only. Although Gide had already thought of the Caves
six years before, it is probably not entirely by chance that he once again 
considered this work during a period where Catholicism was viewed by him
4
as the most effective means of strengthening himself by imposed discipline.
X
Enrico Bertalot for one believes that: "Lea Cases du Vatican presentent
1. G./C. Corr., 7th March 1914, p. 218: "Pour le mal - imitation ", and 
16th March 1914, p. 244: "Je vous reraercie - moins."
2. An unpublished dossier. See: MAG, pp. 384
3. J.l, 3rd September 1905, p. 176: "Je repense aux Caves...et vais un 
peu mieux depuis hier."
4. Although, in the same breath, Gide shows that submission to such a 
discipline would amount to dishonesty on his part. J.l, 1st September 
1905, P. 176.
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. A •' ' /une freaque du cote catholique de la soclete francaise, du rnoins de cette jS
z " ' 1 partie qui etait familiere a l’auteur.**
When next Gide writes of the Cavea, one sees, through his portrayal
of Lafcadio, that there is no system inherent to the individual but that
any one of one’s acts may be the starting-point of an avalanche of con- 
2
sistency to the good or to the bad. In fact, the story of Lafcadio in 
the final version of the Caves is more refined and ambiguous. /.medee, 
rather than Lafcadio, is dragged on headlong by his first decisive act 
which, leads him into the external system of false values controlled by
Protos.
If one admits that thoughts of the Caves were not completely divorced 
from Gide's religious leanings of 1905, new dimensions are added to his 
conception of Lafcadio in 1909 • The inexorable systematization of one's 
life image which may be set up by a single act is a more dangerous but 
headier possibility than the acceptance of an external system which is
but a safety measure in Gide's eyes and, hence, as is seen in the Caves,
is easily substituted by another system.
One of the essential themes of the Caves is that of the disorder of 
3
life and man’s attempts to reduce chaos by various systems. Gide pokes 
fun at scientific or religious attempts to reduce life to an orderly, 
man^eable concept which allows for the existence of absolute truth. At 
the same time, Gide criticises the notion of a personal, freely adopted 
stance towards life by means of Lafcadio*s "acts gratuit." Freedom and
truth are both relative. However, in the Cavea, contrary to his picture
✓
of Lafcadio’s life of 19^9 end to the tregid end of La Zorte etroite,
Gide shows that one may avoid imprisonment in the mesh of one’s personality
1. Lertalot, op. cit., p. 126.
2. J.l, 3rd December 1909, p. 277*
3. Germaine Bree believes that one is projected, in the Cavea, ”au aein 
d'un univers dont le seul ordre est celui, relatif, fallacieux et 
mobile, que l’homme y projette "3 and that: , "Protos semble figurer^ 
l'ambiguite de la vie....Protos c'est le dementi constant apporte a 
toute integrite de pensee ou de comportement ", IP, pp. 236 & 230.
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and one's acts.
George Painter believes the main target of Gide’s critical irony 
is Catholicism. Indeed, for Painter, Claudel's religious assault of 
1905 supplied Gide with the energy he needed to create his work since: 
"After 1905 he saw the Church as an enemy to both pans of the ’Gidian 
balance'; as a menace to his spiritual freedom and a temptation to hie 
love of restraint."1 Although Gide's reaction against Catholicism is 
basically artistic, this analysis is, on a m ore general level, quite 
acceptable. The credibility of Painter’s judgement is, however, tarn­
ished by his attempts to prove the strength of this temptation for Gide 
through "the beauty and sincerity of Anthime’s conversion only to add 
in a contradictory footnote that the Virgin had appeared to the Catholic 
writer Emile Baumann "much to Gide's amusement".
Nonetheless, Gide’s contact over the years, and not just in 1905, 
with his Catholic correspondents undoubtedly played its part in the 
maturation of this work although, like Germaine Bree and Enrioo Bertalot,
I believe Gide is not attacking the Catholic Church as such. Germaine
x
Bree considers that no one institution is being attacked by Gide but
A
rather "une certaine 'bonne conscience' - pour ne pas dire betise - 
humaine". J Such a view needs to be qualified. Underneath the self­
satisfaction afforded by the certainty that they have chosen the right 
system, there lies a strong streak of self-interest in both Julius and 
Anthirae. As Christopher Bettinson points out, this, "in a half-concealed
1. Painter, op. cit., p. 104. 2. Ibid, p. 104*
5. Ibid, Note 2, p. 104. See also: J.l, 7th June 1912, p. 380. Kor 
other instances of miraculous conversions which may have influenced 
Gide in writing the Caves, see: Bettinson, Studies in French Liter­
ature 2dT~>blde : Lea Caves du Vatican. Edward Arnold, 1972, p. 9*
4. Bertalot, op. cit., pp. 126-127*
5. IP, p. 228.
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anti-clerical context"# is one of the central themes of the Caves. 
Although, puppet-like, the two men may appear laughable to more generously 
motivated people, they are by no means stupid in the naive, whole-hearted
way of Amedee.
Gide's choice was made in Le Retour de I'iJnffnt prodigue. The Cave3 
pis a logical sequence to this work* Gide's own refusal of the ’’biens 
H 3fonciers, which the Irodigal Jon accepts, has lead him in the Cavea to 
criticise the rather pompous acceptance of a system which brings material, 
spiritual and artistic advantages.
In this study of the Caves, I will concentrate on Gide's criticism
of a certain type of artist and, thereafter, man and then on the consequent
source, role and characteristics of a certain type of art. Thia is not
intended as a complete interpretation of the Caves which raises ioore 
4general philosophical problems, but as an attempt to deal with those 
questions in the Caves which, to a large extent, received their impetus
from Gide's reflection upon religion in relation to art in his corr-
5
espondenoes with Claudel and Jammes. ivonetheless, the advantage of a 
study of the artistic implications to be found in the Caves lies in the 
fact that it does not exclude other preoccupations such as order, truth,
freedom and commitment.
1. Bettinson, op. oit., p. 17.
2. Indeed, there is a clear parallel between the Father, the elder 
brother, the rodigal Son and Juste-Agenor de Baraglioul, Julius 
and Lafeadio. Julius* interpretation of his father's life in his 
book, L'Alr des cimes, ia Intended to play the same part as the 
words the elder brother puts Into his rather*a mouth. Both Julius 
and the elder brother falsify reality. Unfortunately for Julius, 
since the Caves is a critical work, his father ia distinctly less 
easy to manage than the Father of the Enfant Prodigue. Not only does 
Juste-Agenor criticise Julius' work but sends hia packing in order 
to have a direot discussion with the vagabond Lafeadio, his bastard, 
in preference to the pallid report of him that Julius would no doubt 
have supplied, Rcaana. Cavea, pp, 728-729.
3. Romens, R.e.p., p. 482.
4. Jee: above, Chapter 5» p» 4^0. '"or a more detailed study of the Caves 
du Vatican, seet ChristopherBettinson,^Studies in French Literature. 
Clde; Les Caves du Yatlcfca/rE^warT~7rnold, 1972.
5. For this reason, I shall not study Protos as "a character complementary 
to the author figure” (Bettinson, op. cit., p.29)> as I do not believe 
that Gide's correspondences with his Catholic friends have fundamentally 
influenced his portrayal of Protos.
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ii. The Artist.
In this section, I will discuss Julius and Anthime since both, in
a sense are artists. Rather than use reality to create a more or less
competent representation, however, they both force reality into a form
dependent on their own, pre-defined vision of the world. Julius’ father
and his all too seemly romantic experiences are the source of rather bad,
psychological novels and Anthime‘a rats are tortured and bullied into
the sets of figures necessary to his articles. Gide’s introductory quote
to Chapter One of the first part of the Caves justifies the view that
Anthime i3 to be considered as a writer, - albeit in his most castrated
form,l but does not forasmuch justify Henri Preyburger in hia ill-advised 
2
attempts to identify Gide with Anthime.
I believe that Julius and Anthime represent satirically what Gide 
might have become had he, on the one hand, heeded Claudel and Jammes and, 
on the other hand, reacted too strongly against tneir position. This 
explains the fact that they do remain ambiguous and psychologically 
realistic characters, as Christopher Settinson points out.^ At the same 
time, through Julius, Gide pokes fun at his Catholic correspondents while 
Anthime plays red cape to a Catholic bull. In the Caves there is none
of the reverence of Le xietour de 1*Enfant prodigue.
The young Julius, already attracted by the Academic francaiae. is
*>
described in terms which would not be amiss for certain youthful photo- 
4
graphs of Gide himself. Moreover, Julius has not been a stranger to 
the sensuality which caused Gide to experiment with Meriem during his
1. Romans, Caves, p. 680i "four ma part^ mon choix est fait. J’ai
o ptd pour 1*atheisms social. Cet atheism, je l’ai exprime depuis 
une quinzaine d*annees, dsns une serie d’ouvrages..." Atheism may 
be as much a eource of stagnation as Catholicism, one is tempted to 
conclude. ,
2. L’Evolution de la Disponibilite gldlenne, Ed. A.G. Nizet, Paris,
1970, p. 153.
3. Op. cit., pp. 32-33.
4. Romans, Caves, p. 690s "...sa belle allure, la grave onction de son
regard et la paleur pensive de son front
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etrly trip to North Africa* There, however, the resemblance ends.
Julius has sensibly restricted his amorous attentions to feminine members 
of high society, thus ensuring his literary success in the sune sphere.
Both the influence of Julius' character upon his works and their
retroactive influence upon him have kept him within safe bounds:
La distinction fonciere de sa nature et cette 3orte 
d’fcle^ance morale qui respirait dans ass moindres 
ecrits .avaient toujours empfche ses deslrs sur la 
pente o^ sa curioaite de romancier leur eut sens 
doute lache bride
The word "fonciere" used here by Gide is translatable as "fundrunental." 
however, one should remenber that the landed goods ("les biens fonclsrs") 
of Le Hetour de l'Lnfant prodlgue were considered as valueless since they 
were common to everyone. Thia same criticism is being made of Julius' 
fundamental quality. In other words, Julius has accepted the character 
produced by his upbringing. As a man, he ia totally lacking in the spirit 
of psychological and moral adventure and the curiosity Gide grants him 
as a novelist is, in fact, meaningless, since it must necessarily be 
controlled by the temperament of the man. Julius la what Gide might 
h ve become hed he not fought against the barriers of conditioned person­
ality, beeeme interested in little boys and consequently inacceptable to 
established morality if not to established literary circles.
The restricted nature of Julius' personality is one cause of his 
voluntary blindness to others* formal interpretations of the world's 
phenomena. Thus, he prefers to remain ignorant of his brother-in-law,
ntilime*3 experiments. One cannot help thinking, hers, of Jammed 
attitude towards thu ?ourritures terrestres after reading Gide's
1. Romans. Caves, p. 689
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”La Danse des Morts."^ The atmosphere of this short collection of
poems is one of disbelief in the idea of life after death. Hence, they
advocate one to take immediate advantage of the pleasures of this world.
2
Conscious that his original statement on Les Nourritures terrestres
is no longer valid, Jammes now admits that he has not the courage to
open Gide’s book again. Thus, both Julius and Jammes prefer to ignore 
the more disturbing aspects uncovered by Gide’s and Anthime’s work.
Kot only does Julius deliberately close his eyes to representations
of life which might upset him but also he is quite unable to come to terms
with life itself. Used as he is to his own restricted social class,
Julius, when he has to descend into the Impasse Claude " ernard to find 
3 zLafeadio, is at a loss in spite of "certaine curiosite professionnelle
et la flatteuse illusion que rien d’humain ne lui devait demeurer etranger..."
Julius has never realised that his knowledge of the world is, in fact,
sadly lacking because he has never had the opportunity to test the
veracity of his ouriosity about mankind. So might Gide have remained 
apart from li£e had he not deliberately created opportunities to immerse
himself in it.
If Julius had chosen to question his competence as an observer of 
mankind, he might have noticed that, even in his own social sphere, he 
is quite incapable of unearthing the secret and surprising resources 
hidden within any man. Indeed, when his father allows him to see that 
he does not resemble the conventional picture drawn of him in Julius* 
book, Julius proves not just to be innocent of life’s surprises but quite
5
unwilling to take them into account.
1. Four poems, "Les Fretendants,” "Petites Gens," "Le Naturiste," "La 
Fausse Amante," published in L’Frmitaae of July and October 1697.
Seei MAG, pp. 200-201. s
2. " n somme, la confession catholique est toujours la...," G./j. Corr.,
19th June 1897. P. 112.
J. Indeed, nature seems to take wilful pleasure in disconcerting Julius:
"Une averse surprit Julius tandio qu’il traversait le Luxembourg 
Homans, Caves, p. 712.
4. Ibid, p. 712.
5. "Ce n’est pas maintenant qu’il venait d’achever d*ecrire la vie de son 
pere, qu’il allait se permettre des questions a son sujet ", Ibid, p. 712.
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Julius’ attitude is a less clear-sighted version of that of 
Francis Jammes who wishes to ’’imprison” Gide in an article. Having 
been warned by Gide that he is not at all on the right track, J.-unmes 
admits: ”Tu aa raison: je me substituais a toi dans cette etude, 
j'essayais de t'emprisonner dana ma propre personnalite.” Jammes* 
immediate reaction is to forbid Gide ever to mention this article again. 
Jammes* initial acceptance of the mistake he has made is swiftly followed, 
however, by the feeling that sooner or later Gide will conform to Jammes* 
idea of him and that he may then continue his article.'* 5 His long-term 
refusal of Gide's nature is, therefore, comparable to Julius’ more summary 
refusal to accept his father's true personality.
Julius’ attitude to life is also similar to that of Jammes. Both
refuse to understand or explore life when it cannot be reduced to a 
simplified order. Gide's criticism, in the Caves, of the author who is 
completely divorced from life, is echoed, subsequently, in his Corres-
Z z z
pondance with Jammes: ”Ka sincerite t'apparait comme unesim&gree; et
quand, a toi que Dieu fit oiseau, je me perraets de dire: *A mol, c'est
z 4des jambes qu'il m'a donnees', tu prends cela pour de l'orgueil.•
Gide does not make the same mistake as Jammes or Julius by pushing aside 
anything which does not fit in with their pre-conceived vision of the 
world; nor does Gide reject influences as do Jammes and Julius.
The fact that Julius' curiosity has never taken a preponderant place 
either in his life or in his art seems, so far, to be due to his person­
ality. Gide completes his criticism of Julius, who has never attempted
to enlarge his possibilities, when he writes:
1. G./J. Corr., 6th Kay 1906, pp. 236-237
2. Ibid, p. 2J6.
5. Itid, 21st August 1906, pp. 240-241*
4» O./C>. Corr., End of March 1914, p. 231
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”11 n'exigeait, tout compte fait* que du confort, dont ses succes
d*homme de lettres fais&ient partie.” In spite of all Claudel's
attempts to prove to him that Catholicism is not a source of rest and 
2
self-satisfaction, Cide still criticises the justification found by 
the Catholic writer in his religion arid the subsequent interest he has 
in remaining faithful. Obviously, Francis Jammes with his "hon Dieu 
comnode pour /ejea vers” has strongly impressed Gide who queries iron­
ically; "Ne te sufiit-il pas que du fond de l'autel tu le fasses te
murmurerx 'Francis Jammes est le seul poete qui me setisfasse* pour 
A . ■ X
qu'aussitot tu croies en lui?” The answer to thia question, in the 
case of Julius, is an affirmative one.
The fact that Julius begins to doubt in the authenticity of his 
life and his art is an Ironic parallel to Cide's own constant question­
ing of his approach to art as well as a piece of fun at the expense of
the Catholic writer. Julius* father, the critics ano the /cadomie
to be considered as instrumental to his success. They have become 
4
unpredictable and may no longer be controlled by Julius. One wonders 
if Gide is not poking fun at Francis Jammes by suggesting that his malle­
able and approving Cod might one day change into the independently
critical Cod of Don Cemillo.
Cide made a constant personal, artistic search because, as he wrote
in the preface to the Caves: ”La seule question de metier m'importe et
'a 4
je n*aspire qu’a etre bon artisan.” As a Catholic writer, like Julius, 
Cide might have undergone similar change but motivated by eelf-interest.
1. Romans, Caves, pp. 751-752.
2. G./C. Corr., letters of 'the 3rd March 1908, pp. 83-85» & of the 
8th July 19O9» pp. 106-107. ’
3. G./J. Corr., 12th June 1902, p. 194. Ironically, Jammes' beliei’ in God's
approval of<his poetry does not entail equal certainty as to \an*s 
approval, C./J./F. Corr., letter from Claudel to Jammes of the 16th
• 1932, p. 33£: "Enfin, comme vous dites, le succes en ce monde n'est
pas pour les Chretiens.”
4. Romans, Caves, p. 679.
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Julius* total lack of concern as to whether the Tope ia the real one 
or not proves that thia is the reason for his new artistic outlook.
The establishment has let Julius down end must therefore be rejected 
as any factor, true or false, disturbing to Julius’ interests.
Thus, Julius obeys his own interests1 2 3while Gide obeys the interests 
of his art. Moreover, the change undergone by Julius is merely f 
shift from one moral system to another whereas Gide moves from one 
necessary artistic avenue to another.
Julius, by reading Lafeadio*s notebook, comes into indirect contact 
with life outwith his own restricted social milieu. His blunted curios­
ity, however, causes him to misunderstand entirely the fact that Lafe, dio’e 
points system is a personal, moral one. The only point of interest to 
Julius is a quotation from Boccacio^i ”Devant 1'expression d’idees 
morales 1'interet de Julius s’eveillait brusquement; e’etait gibier pour 
lui.”5 Julius is open only to recognisable moral values and, indeed, 
these are what control the psychology of his own mediocre works.
Even when Julius changes and becomes interested in the inconsequence 
of human nature, one sees that thie is a moral preoccupation for him since 
he says to Lafeadio; "Vous ne sauries croire, vous qui n’etes pas du
X Z Z Ametier, combien une ethique erronee empeche le libre developpement de la
z z 4 zfaculte oreatrioe." Julius* claims to the free development of his 
creative faculties are, in fact, meaningless not only because he is
motivated by self-interest but also because he wishes to submit his art 
to a moral theory which is not basically his own. In this, he differs
1. This explains his Irritation at the converted Anthime’s lack of 
worldliness. Romans. Oaves, pp. 771-772.
2. Which, in crude translation, gives: “Here begins the book of new
demands and supreme virtue. One cuts as much.” This last sentence 
is a reference to Lafoadio’s cutting his thigh very time he falls 
his noral cods which is explained by Gide in his Journal of jth* Jrd 
April 1906, p.2O5i “Far trois fois aujourd•hui••.j’ai c<£de a des imp­
ulsions de vanite, a ces mouvements de parade - pour le moindre desquels 
Lafeadio se serait enfonce J a lame de son canif dans la cuisse ’*, and 
resumed thus by Germaine Bree, I', p.226: ”...rester
intact.. Julius makes no attempt to understand whet this sentence could 
mean.
3. 0omens. Caves, p. 717• 4. Ibid, p. 836.
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frora Gide. The moral content of Gide's works is born from inner necess­
ity and ia always secondary to artistic considerations.1 2 * 4 5 6 7 8To this extent,
Julius is auch closer to Claudel and Jammes wnose art was subjugated to 
2religion and who were filled with horror for art for art's sake.
How little Julius has really broken away from his former self is
shown by his refusal to take into account the possibility that the Pops 
3
might be false. With difficulty, Julius has set up another moral scaffold
on which to build his art. This new morality is just as rigid as the old
one since Julius rejects any facts liable to disturb or to disprove it.
boreover, he refuses to take any risks by committing himself, as a man,
4to his new values.
5As I have already pointed out, Julius' moral standards fire always 
ones which will serve his own interests. By changing, Julius expects to 
write better books than before. He impresses upon Lafcadio that he has 
left far behind his former "impures considerations de carriers, de public,
et de jugea Ingrata dont le poete e ape re en vain recompense.w How,
Julius insists: "...j'attends tout de moi; j*attends tout de l'homme 
sincere; et j'exige n'lmporte quoi." The parts of Julius* statement 
which I have underlined go to show that Julius still wants public recog­
nition and expects more from his new public than from the old one.
8Jullus is suffering from literary pique.
A comparison is to be made between Julius* reactions and those of 
Francis Jammes during his exchange of letters with Cide on Existences.
1. Il, p. 25: “Le moral iste chez Gide est iesu de l'artiste.**
2. G./C. Corr., letters of the 7th Novemcer 1905• pp. 52-54» of Christmas
1906, pp. 69-70, ft of the 6th February 1908, pp. 81-82; G./J. Corr.,
letters of the 10th June 1902, pp. 192-194» & of June 1902, p. 195-196
5. Rotaans. Caves, p. 815. z z
4. “...je preasens a' present lea plus etranges possibilite3 en moi-merae.
iuisque ce n'est que sur papier, j'ose leur donner cours. Noua verrons 
bisnl**, Romans. Caves, p. 857. Gide may, of course, be poking fun at 
himself here.
5. bee: above, p. 428.
6. Romans. Cavea, p. 8J6. Xy own underlining.
7. Ibid, p. 857- My own underlining
8. Ibid, ’"Et - pas'", p. 857.
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Julius ia entirely taken by surprise by the fact that his literary
success and entrance to the Acedemie Francaise are no longer sure.--------------------3j------
This is because his own former view of literary suocess could be described 
in the words of Francis Jammes: ”Je la veux et l’exige seulement comme 
une chose qui m’est due, je l’exige avec un autoritarisrae profond, comme
X /
j’exigerais des reparations morales, je la reclame, y ayant droit.,.".
Jammes compares his attitude to that of Gide which is rather a flight 
from success. Thus, both Julius and Jammes "demand" recognition. One 
may be forgiven for interpreting Jammes’ expression, "des reparations 
morales", somewhat freely. Jammes is writing of the results of his
literature but may one not also think of the basis of his literature which
is more moral than literary. In this case, Gide may be poking fun at 
Jammes by making Julius demand "n’imote quoi" as the reward of his
literary efforts.
Because Jammes has never questioned his right to recognition, he
does not indulge in Gide’s anxious speculation as to whether his friend 
2will appreciate his works. Hence, his surprise and pique at Gide’s
criticisms of Existences are as strong as those of Julius when hounded
by the critics and abandoned by the Academie.
'x
Just as, bound by his new morality, Julius turns to "1’homme sincere
A z 3so Jammes falls back on Bonheur, Frizeau and "cette courbe d’etres d*elite"
who do not have the unfortunate habit of allowing "fljes plus miser-
Z X X A
ables prejuges de litterature" to influence their judgement.
Gide’s reply to Jammes foresees Julius* return to his former self.
Of the disciples whom Jammes accuses him of heeding too closely, Gide
s \
writes: "Si je pouvais, je te les passerais; a la premiere low nge, tu
1. G./J. Corr., End of October 1901, p. 177* IvIy own underlining.
2. Ibid, November 1901, p. 179.
3. Ibid, 10th June 1902, p. 193.
4. Ibid, p. 193.
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A 1
ne les trouverais plus ai betas..."
To do Julius justice, the news that the Church end the Academie
ere once again to be the means of his literary succes reaches him after 
he has been severely shaken by Amedeo's death. Nonetheless, the fact 
that Julius cannot accept this death as a gratuitous act shows not only 
that theories alone are the source of his works but also that, as an 
artist, he is a coward, since reality, at all coots, must be ept out
of his art.
Julius' attitude again reminds one fatally of Jammes who says that 
he is coming closer and closer to God in order to achieve whet one supp­
oses is a literary dream. Jammes* God is not a personal one as is Gide's
and, indeed, Jammes admits: "Je ne veux plus de vos terrifiantes Terres 
2
promises car elles sont terrifiantes• " Jammes, like Julius, is weak.
Julius has been badly frightened by the fact that life itself may be 
stronger than his pre-conceived ideas and may control them in the most 
atrocious way. Jammes refuses even to play with fire as Julius has done.
Referring to peasants come to celebrate Corpus Christi Day, he writes:
Il fallait bien qu'ils s*actresses sent a ,uel qu’un 
puiequU-ls chantaient. Pourquoi la Vie se tromperalt-elle 
elle-meme? Pourquoi chercher des religions si complexes 
alors que celle—ci est si simple?5
Life, in other words, has no right, in both Jamnes' and Julius* opinion,
to disconcert or to produce phenomena which escape from the simplest of 
s
systems: "Le plus simple, quand on est simple, c'est de s’en tenir a ce
4
qu'on salt...La connaissance ne fortifie jamais que les forts..."
Satisfied th&t he has remained consis ent throughout, Julius, correctly 
but unconsciously, lays the blame for change on the ope^ and congratulates
1. G./J. Corr., 12th June 1902, p. 194.
2. G./J. Corr., 10th June 1902, p. 192.
5. Ibid, 192. My own underlining.
4<, Romans, Cavea. p. 861. N ,
5.4 p. 251: "Julius, le romancier, vit a l'interieur d'un ordre social 
dont les romans flattent lea croyances. Il a, littereirement son pape: 
1'analyse psychologique, et moraleraent son 'tropisme't 1*opportunisms. 
Au contact de Lafeadio, il entrevoit un autre pape, l'acte gratuit, 
hypothese Intellectuelle, bonne pour la litterature, mais qu'il ecarte, 
effraye devant la double aventure de Fleurissoire et de L&fcedio."
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himself for his logic and the constancy of his thought, Julius has 
indeed stayed faithful to his desire for success which he realises 
may beot be attained by him through the expression of moral ideas and 
the reduction of life to a system. Therein he resembles Jammes and not
z
Gide of whom Germaine Bree writes:
z z X
La sincerite gidienne n’est point a confondre...avec 
1’unification d’une vie souraise a un principe ethique , 
simple: toute 1’oeuvre de Gide affirme 1*incompatibilite 
de la vie et d’une morale systAmatique. Cette sincerite 
consiste d’abord a ne point eluder les faits, et surtout 
ce qui en eux, echappe a la raison, a ne point refuser 
de ’penetrer dans les coulisses’. 1
In discussing Anthime, I will not dwell upon certain basic simil­
arities between him and Julius. It is enough to say that his stand-
2
point is also dependent upon 3elf-interest, and that, as with Julius, 
his refusal to accept events which would shake these beliefs is altered
only by self-interest.
Anthime, the atheist, is convinced that he is freer than Julius. 
Thus, when his brother-in-law presumes that his book, I’Ail’ deo Cimes,
could not possibly please him, Anthime’s reaction is one of irritation;
...cette allusion a ses opinions le chatouille; il 
proteste que celles-ci n*inclinent ,en rien les jugements 
qu’il porte aux oeuvres d’art en general, et sur les 
livres de son beau-frere en particulier. 4
Not content with this protest, he attempts to show that Julius and not 
5
he is a slave to his beliefs.
One is reminded of Gide’s irritation with Jammes when the latter
suspects that his opinion of j-xlstences has been influenced not, as with 
Anthime, by his beliefs but by the mediocre friends surrounding hira.^ 
Like Anthime, Gide claims that his judgement is entirely free of outside
influence.
1. IP, p. 236.
2. ••om^ns. Cave8, p. 6o6; \,ui - Dieu ", and p.b94: "Mi ls ce ;ue - 
les siens”.
3. Ibid, p. 6%: "Ma charaante - n’existe pas”, which is to oe contx’asted
to Anthime'a total acceptance of the miracle which heals him. ,
4. Ibid, p. 695. Ibid, p. 693: "...Anthime, tout echauffe - guerit."
6. G./j. Corr., 12th June 1902, p. 194.
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Another point of comparison with the Caves is the subsequent fecus-
ation which Gide throws at Jammes:
’Tu penaes (dis-tu) que je seis mauvais critique’...
Mon cher ami : je gense que tu n’es pas critique 
du tout, et que precisement pour cela ton intuition 
vierge eat souvent ou fut reste juste et precieusej 
je suis done tres dispos a te croire, mais par 
moments je ne comprends plus qu’une chose, c’est 
que tu ne me comprends plus du tout’. 1
Jammes, in other words, may never have relied upon intelligence in order
to form a correct opinion but intuition served him almost as well. Now,
even intuition has disappeared, killed by religious precepts. Any
opinion Jamme3 may have is thus falsified in Gide’s eyes just as Julius*
2
points of view are regarded as invalid by Anthime.
Gide differs from Anthime in that his claim to unbiased judgement
is justified. None more than Gide kept a careful watch upon his thoughts,
especially those concerning literature, to safeguard their authenticity. 
Anthime’s opinions, on the other hand, are connected to his beliefs, since,
when his "free” thought is replaced by Catholicism, his view of Julius*
book undergoes complete change.
Originally, Anthime is even more pitted against external influence
than the more unconscious Julius. This is understandable since the
action of Grace, which Anthirae opposes to the natural order of cause and 
effect, is far more mysterious and uncontrollable than the notion of man’s 
inconsistency which attracts Julius. In his resistance to the inexplic­
able nature of Divine phenomena, Anthime represents, to an extreme degree, 
what Gide might have become had he completely rejected both the "’part de 
Dieu’and the '’’part du diable’" - a materialistic writer of dry articles.
1. G./J. Corr., 6th August 1902, p. 199­
2. Indeed, both Gide and Anthime go so far as to judg their respective 
interlocutors as quite incompetent reasoners. See: G./j. Corr.,
10th June 1902, p. 195: "Je sais bien que tu trouveras ce que je te 
dis la parfaitement idiot, comme tu me l’affirmaia un jour”, an;
Romans, Caves, p. 69O1 "Anthime...apureciait che® Julius...une grande 
maladresse dans la discussion, qui souvent laissait h la libre pensee 
1•avantage".
5, horoana, Caves, p.773» This is much to the irritation of the new Julius.
4. G./J. Corr., Kay 1902, p. 188. 5. IP.» P« 256.^
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The change brought about in Anthirae by the miracle does not raise
him to the ranks of artist, however, since, more so than Julius, he steps
from one system to another. Anthirae as an atheist, accepts his physical
disability as the guarantee of the ideas upon which his articles are
founded and, hence, his comfortable economic situation; as a Christian,
Anthirae accepts poverty which is the guarantee of his spiritual safety.
Before, the tortured rats represented Anthime’s work; now, fat and happy,
the rats are still a principal preoccupation.1 Work has been replaced
by good works. Therefore, although Anthime’s thoughts have changed,
his basic ordering of the world is the same. Henri Freyburger is quite
wrong in his belief that Cide’s only reproach against ;nthime, "cet homrne 
2
intelligent", is his sudden adhesion to Catholicism, Gide criticises
Anthime both as a scientist and as a Christian.
Unlike Gide, Anthime has come back to his "troupeau desole".'' His 
ideas have produced the very worst of results in the mutilation of his
rats. How, touched by Grace, he has realised to the full the terrible 
responsibility which is his. Anthime has adopted the exemplary tole
of comforter which Claudel and Jammes both wished Gide to do, as a man
and as an artist. Ironically, the result of Anthime’s change of heart
is not a supreme and successful work of art to the glory of God, but a 
bevy of sleek rat3 and a few poorly paid homilies.
Anthime’s disinterestedness also provides Gide with a means of
ridiculing the attitude of his Catholic correspondents and Claudel in 
particular. Julius cannot accept Anthime’s resignation at the loss of 
his worldly goods and chides him for it:
1. Fomans, Cavea, p. 772.
3. G./J. Corr., End of October 1897» p. 124.
4. Ibid, p. 124 & G./C. Corr., 7th November 19O5» p. 54.
2. Freyburger, op. cit., p. 132.
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...je reconneissais la moins de saintete que 
d’orgueil et que l’exces de cettexresignation, 
la derniere fois que je vous vis a Milan, m’avait 
paru beaucoup plus pres de la revolte que de la 
veritable piete, et m’avait grandement incommode 
dans ma foi. Dieu ne vous en demande pas tant, 
que diablej 1
Julius himself has always insisted that one can be a perfectly good
Christian without, forasmuch, disdaining the advantages which m-„y come
from the position chosen for one by God. Moreover, Julius protests that
Anthime*a attitude seems superior to his own. When /nthime invokes God
as hia witness that this has never been his intention, Julius replies 
2
with as much truth as irritation: "Dieu n*a que faire ici."
3
Julius, like Claudel believes that one’s position in life is chosen
by God. Also, his complaints against Anthime echo those made by Claudel
against La orte etroite. The Protestant /lissa, intent on bettering
herself, is viewed by Claudel as a creature of pride. The nearer the
true Saint is to God, the humbler he should feel. Claudel adds:
A
Si 1'amour de Dieu devait oter de lui les sentiments 
de componction et d’humilite d*un coeur penitent, il 
vaudrait presque mieux qu’il restat dans le peche...
Nos titres ne sont pas dans nos vertus, mais dans nos 
infirmites. 4
Thus, for Claudel, as for Julius, Anthime, as a physically disabled atheist, 
must seem far more worthy of interest, a far more attractive prospect than 
the annoyingly pure Christian he proves to be. God, Claudel argues, is 
"le bien supreme"'3 and the profit and gifts we gain from God are insepar­
able from Him.
Le hetour de 1’Enfant prodigue showed one of the risks of a converted
Gide: the Cpves shows another. Through the Prodigal Son we see that
Gide would not have been a true Catholic because of his tendency to arouse
1. homans, Caves, p. 862.
2. Ibid, p. 862.
5. G./C. Corr., 7th November 1905, p. 53.
4. Ibid, p. 102, 10th May 1909.
5. Ibid, p. 102.
thought in others; through Anthime we see a different obstacle in the 
refusal of material advantages.
Gide is also criticising Cleudel's beliefs in the Caves by indic­
ating how easily they may become mere self-interest and entirely divorced
2from any thoughts of God. Koreover, Gide makes fun of his Catnolic 
correspondents in Julius' feeling that nthime'a position appears in a 
better light than his own.
Although Anthime’s decision to abandon the Christian faith is caused 
by inverted self-interest*', he remains throughout a more honest character 
then Julius. The news that the Hope is not the real one affects Julius 
but little. Anthime, considerations of his bad leg, apart, needs to 
feel that what he believes is true, even if advantageous to aim. Fore 
clearly than Julius, he realises where his interests lie but accepts the
fact that this must entail a conscious choice.
As an atheist, Anthime sacrifices his bodily well-being; sa a Chris­
tian, he sacrifices his work. In neither case, however, does he sacrifice 
his personality which is always hidebound in its consistency, as Germain, 
Bree points out: "...avec la simplicite des 'tropismes' qu'il discernsit
dans ses rats, sa demarche intellectuelle eat sans nuance; 1*hypothese
z z A 4
du desordre proteen ne l'efileure meme pas."
Julius, on the other hand, uses his beliefs to avoid making eny 
sacrifice, either of his personality or of his work. Anthime’s exasper-
X
ated judgement of Julius ia correct: ’’...voua a qui, vrai ou faux, tout 
profits..."5
hile Anthime makes a partial sacrifice and Julius none at all,
Amedee gives himself completely. The concepts of choice and sacrifice
1. As in the case of Francis Jammes, in Gide's eyes, G./J. Corr., 12th
June 1902, p. 194.
2. It is to be remembered that the notion of God, for Gide, represents 
a supreme personal aspiration. Bees above, p. 401 402.
5. ;nthime haa be un to limp again, Rom? ns, Csvea, p. 864.
4. IP, p. 251.
% on^ns, ( a vea, p. 864.
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raised by these three characters are basically artistic. Julius, from 
the very start, has held in his hands the solution which Claudel took
two years to find, - namely, that one ma; be an artist and a Catholic.
No sacrifice of one’s art is necessary. This point of view is no doubt
strengthened in Claudel’s mind by the fact that, as a Catholic, he believes 
2that the Church includes all.
Although Claudel, as a result of his decision, leads a more uneasy 
mental existence than Julius, the vernacular fact remains that, as a 
Catholic writer, he can have his cake and eat it.
Anthime, by his partial sacrifice, seems closer to the Gide who 
admitted to Jammes his habit of dancing now one literary leg now on the
other. However, any complete identification of Anthirae to Gide would
be a most serious mistake. As I have already mentioned, Anthime not only
acts according to his interests but also never commits his personality to
change. Hence, he is neither an artist nor a man as defined by Gide in
the Traite du Narcisset "L*artiste et l’homme vraiment homrne, qui vit
a 4
pour quelque chose, doit avoir d’avance fait le sacrifice de soi-meme."
Gide, it ia true, subjugates hia very self to his art. Thus, he
difiers from both Anthime and Julius but also from Amedee. Gide does
not suffer Amedee’s fate because he did not explore one aspect of his 
character only nor did he accept the literary option suggested by Valery:
’’...le livre est saint. On en fait UN, qui est le bon et le seul de
a 5son etre et l'on diaparait..."
If Gide’s approach to art is to be found at all in the Caves, it is 
in Lafeadio. Germaine Bree comes to a satisfactory conclusion as to
1. J.l, 5th December 19O5» & G./C. Corr., pp.56-57»
2. G./C. Corr., 3rd March 1908, p«64.
3. G./J. Corr., 6th August 1902, pp. 199-200.
4. Tomans, TN, p. 9. 5. G./V, Corr., 15th April 1691, pp79-60.
6. Gide himself is not, forasmuch, to be identified in any way with Lafeadio,
J.F.M., p. 68: "Il m’est certainement plus aise de faire parler un
personnage, que de m’expriraer en^mon nom propre; et ceci, d’autant 
plus que le personnage cree differs de moi davantage. Je n'ai rien 
ecrit de meilleur que les monologues de Lafeadio on que le journal 
d’Alissa. Ce fsisant, j’oublie qui je suis, ai tant est que je l’aie 
jamais su".
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the ’’moral •' of this story, but, because of her Justifiable mistrust of 
over-limited interpretations of Gidian art, she places her own inter- 
pretation of the Cavea on a g^eral moral and philosophical level as she 
did with Le Eetour de 1*Enfant prodlgue.^ If one takes into account that 
Lafcadio may represent, in his final stage, not just an attitude to life 
but an artistic approach, then one may accept her judgement that:
farlant de cette sotie, Gide se servit du mot 1 2 3fable*.
Et c’est bien une fable avec une morale particuliere: 
celle qu’apprend Lafcadio; et une autre ethique qui 
s’epanouira d^ns le3 Faux-iXonnayeurs, comme la 
structure schematisee des Caves du Vatican y sera 
subtileraent utilises. Formulee^ 1*ethique gidienne 
perd de sa pertinence et peut meme peraftre banale.
C’est une ethique d’engagement limit©, ou, apres 
chaque acte, l'£tre humain redresse sa direction au 
contact de la vie, mais reprend sa liberte par rapport 
a elle. Lafcadio a oommis un crime, il regarde Protos 
face a face, mais refuse d'etre entralne par son action 
vers d’autres activites illicitea. 2
Gide commits his personality whole-heartedly but temporarily to each 
of his artistic creations. He neither refuses to depart from a consistent, 
ordered vision of himself and the world, nor does he become entangled and 
perish in too complete an involvement in any one of his works. i&rtial 
but personal commitment ia felt by Gide to be the best means of serving
3
his art and avoiding the mistaken literary paths of Claudel and Jammes’
z
or even Valery.
iii. The Source, Role and Characteristics of Art.
The source of Julius’ ert and its sucoes is a pre-conceived moral 
and, hence, psychological order. In this, he may be compered both to 
Claudel and Jammes in that the latter tends to view Catholicism not only
1. See: aboee: pp. 397-400.
2. IP, p. 233.
3. J.l, October 1929, pp. 946-947
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as the source of his genius but of his art as such. When Claudel asks 
Gide: "^u’est-ce que Saint Jean condaxne, sous le nom des trois Coneup- 
isoences, sinon la preference des choses en elles-meroes, leur consider­
ation en tant que telles...’’ , he is expressing disapproval of art which 
Investigates life for and in itself.
✓ «X
In Claudel’s eyes, this form of art is deprived of ’’toute realite 
2subst ntielle" • Presumably, therefore, reality is to be found in art 
which Is "une espece de nimique de la Parole creatric®, ’poetique*, de 
repetition du Fiat11 ?
Julius .-hares this view of art which discards life ^itself as unim-
s
portent compared to the superior reality of his art; "Je n'ecria pas
AZ ✓ X
pour m’amuser...Les joies que je goute en eorlvant sont superieures a 
> 4celles que j* pourrais trouver a vivre."
Julius does add on the subject of art and life: "Du reste l’un 
a 5
n’empeche pas 1'autre..." Julius transposes his life, ae well as hia 
beliefs, into his writing.Both Julius* experience in life and his 
moral outlook are subjugated, however, to an order which is always 
advante eous to his artistic success. Gide’s condemnation of this atti
tude is seen when he writes of Corydont "Toute ma volonte n’est pas de 
trop, qui m’acharne a ce travail ou je ne cherche plus avantsge. (Tout
A z /de meme pour la rorte etroite. Jeul ce qui a cesee de servir est apte
\ x » 7a devenir matiere d’art)."
Gide ie therefore no more advocating a fora of art which is a faith 
ful imitation of life than art which depends on a moral system.
1. G./C. Corr., 7th November 190% p.52.
2. Ibid, p. 52.
5. Ibid, p. 52.
4* Homans, Caves, p. 735.
5. Ibid, p. 735.
6. Ibid, pp. 689-690.
7. J.l, Feuillets, p.67O.
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Art and life, art and religion are distinct concepts for Gide. hat 
Gide is criticising through Julius is the Catholic writer’s mistrust and 
hatred, almost, of life inasmuch as it may challenge the absolute truth 
upon which he founds his work. As early as 1905, Gide warns enri Gheon 
against this danger:
Mais cette phrase m'attriste: *Eetestons la vie', dis-tu.
Non! non, pas de rancunes. Pour lui preferer l'art,
faut-il ne paa aimer la vie. Propos de passionne mal
gueri. Un paa de plus et tu fais un 'ecrivain catholique'. 1
Denial of life by belief in absolute truth rather than "cette verite
partielle (leu seule que nous puissions pourtant saisir)" may lead, Gide 
suggests in the Cavea, to the poorest form of art or even to sterility. 
Thus, Julius' book on his father which was supposed to be a monument to 
his glory^ is, in fact, monumental only in its failure. Moreover, when 
Julius invites Anthirae to write articles for Le Correspondent as La Depeche 
de Toulouse has refused to accept any more articles from a convert, Anthime 
replies gently: " - Mais, cher ami, que voulez-vous que j’y ecrive?... 
rien de ce qui m'occupait hier ne m'interesse plus aujourd'hui'".* Cath­
olicism is obviously no substitute for Anthime's experiments as a source 
of production be it merely in the form of articles.
Clearly, in the Cavea. Gide has not forgotten his words to Claudel:
A
Je cherche en vain quel pourrait etre le drame catholique.
Il me semble qu'il n'y en a pas; qu'il ne peut pas, qu'il 
ne doit paa y en avoir - (ou bien l'on peut dire qu'il se 
concentre dans la mease)." 4
Catholicism can never be a source of art in Gide's terms. Without dial- 
5 „ogue, Gidian art has no impetus, and imitation, whether ol the Mass, 
other writers or oneself precludes any justification of one's role as an
artist for Gide.
1. G./Gheon Corr. 2, 14th July 1905, p.605. Gheon's and Gide's
afiair with M. has just come to an end. Gheon was much more affec-
^ted by this than Gide.
2.. ^C./C. Corr., 7th November 1905, where Claudel expresses his view 
on art: " ru'est-ce q^e l'art sinon une exclamation et une 
acclamation, une enumeration et une action de graces...", p.52.
5. i,u .ans, Cc.ves, p.7O5. A. G./C. Corr. ,lbth June 19 9, p.l05«
5. J.l, feuillets, 1925, p.775 <5c Feuillets, p.664: "Le souha.it - bonne."
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Through Lafcadio*s view of Julius’ book, Gide criticises art which 
A
excludes the dialectic nature of life and is a "ragout de logique."
L’Air dea Cimes is a work of artificial unity, entirely lacking in 
mystery and hermetically closed to any such upsetting details as Juste- 
z^enor’s amorous exploits. One may ignore such details in life but not 
entirely with impunity? to do so in art is disastrous. This self-same
message is to be found in a letter from Gide to Gheon where he attempts
to raise the latter’s spirits after the end of their affair with M. ©heon’s 
mistake in life, Gide writes, and the cause of his complete depression is
the fact that he has not been clear-sighted enough to realise that one
z
cannot stereotype that most fluid of sentiments, friendship. Gheon has
been plunged into total chaos by its developing into love. Gide’s
suggested solution is, in my opinion, one of artistic analysis, where 
✓
Gheon would have to open his eyes to "la part du diable, la part du fee, 
et celle de 1’autosuggestion."*
Art, the solution to one’s problems, must be nourished by analysis
of every detail of life and this Julius is incapable of doing because he 
2
is weak. The only questions Julius asks of life are those which will
give answers acceptable to his ordered view of the world. It is for this
reason that Lafcadio refuses to allow Julius to ask him about himself:
Je pressens que vous me questionnerez tres mal.
Tenezl laissez-moi vous raconter ma via tout 
simplement. Vous apprendres beaucoup plus que 
vous n’auriez su demander, et peut-etre meme 
souhaite d*apprendre... 3
Julius makes his art present a systematized vision of a world of
4 5"bienheureuse ignorance" where logic nonetheless preceaea life.
1. G./Gheon Corr. 2, 14th July 1905, p.602.
2. bee: Ibid, p.602: "L'analyse n’a jamais nui qu’aux impuissants."
3. homana, Cavea, pp.737-738.
4. G./C. Corr., 7th August 1903* p.48.
5. In this, he resembles the author of Almaide. See: Gide’s criticism
of this work in his letter of July 1901, G./j. Corr., p.175.
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fecause Julius is weak, he discovers, on a personal level, that he had 
better not deviate from the safety of hia pre-conceived ideas.
From an artistic standpoint, Gide considers, in Le Retour de 
L’Enfant prodigue, the problem of individualistic art and art controlled 
by a moral system. While he recognises, in this work, the advisability 
of an external order to support the weak, he refuses, for himself at 
least, the artistic role of Good Shepherd. In the Caves, Gide goes on 
to criticise this very weakness the roots of which so often lie in self­
interest and, at the same time, condemns the artist who, by drawing 
strength from established morality, serves himself first and art and
mankind last.
The conclusion reached by Gide in the Caves has repercussions upon 
his correspondences with Jammes and Claudel. Firstly, Gide openly crit­
icises Jammes for the lies contained in his poetry.Reality i3 to be 
found, in Gide’s case in his thought and by contact with life in all its 
forms. Thus Gide dismisses the superior, absolute truth which Jammes
believes may be seized by images and intuition alone. Secondly, Gide’s 
2
criticism of self-interest in the Caves moves to contempt when Claudel
demands him to suppress the passage pertaining to Lafcadio’s homosexual 
3
experiences.
The Caves has provoked in Gide’s correspondences the very reactions
foreseen and criticised by Gide in his work. Moreover, both Claudel and
Jammes have proved themselves incapable of a judgement other than a moral
one. Gone is the Claudel who could separate his literary from his 
religious comments.4 Had Jammes and Claudel not been blinded to the other 
aspects of the Caves by their somewhat retarded attention to peder.stic 
detail, they would have realised that the Caves was a serious indictment
1. G./J. Corr., End of March 1914» pp2)O-231.
2. G./C. Corr., 16th March 1914» p.224 & 19th March 1914. p. 226.
5* Komb-na, Caves, p. 324.
4. G./c. Corr., 10th May 19O9» pp. 101-103.
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of their own literary position. A little more insight on their part 
might have changed the temporary gap in Gide*a correspondence.* with 
Claudel and Jammea in 1914 into a complete break.
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5. Lea Faux-Monnayeurs and Gide'a Correspondence
with Martin du Gaxd
i« Lea Faux-Monnayeurst An Answer to Kartin du Gard’s Expectations?
It may seem that the question raised in the sub-title above is one 
that should be answered at the end and not at the beginning of a study 
of Gide’s work in relationship to his correspondence with Martin du Gard, 
Gide’s changing attitude to dialogue and the strengthened knowledge of 
his approach to art gained from his contact with Valery, Claudel and 
Jammes, make it essential to deal with this question immediately, in 
order to leave the road clear to study the true nature of the existing 
links between Gide’s novel and his correspondence.
Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gard was undoubtedly richer 
than those with Valery, Jammes or Claudel. Paradoxically, consideration 
of Martin du Gard's approach to art seems less apparent in the Faux- 
Monnayeurs than that, say, of Catholic artistic principles as viewed by 
Gide in the Enfant prodigue or the Caves. By tracing briefly the use 
made of literary dialogue by Gide and the development his own literary 
position, an explanation of this fact is to be found.
In the Tralte du Narcisse, Gide took into account not only Symbolist
/
tneeries but also Valery’s attitude towards art. The literary abyss 
✓
represented by Valery merits Gide’s respect and, although necessarily 
discarded by Gide for himself, the purity and sincerity of Valery’s position 
is painted with reverence by Gide.
With Claudel and Jammes, Gide continues to study an approach to art 
other than his own. In Le Retour de 1’Enfant prodigue, however, dialogue
1. Reaction to Valery's position comes only at a later date when Gide 
sees it as a threat to himself, G./V. Corr., letters of the 16th 
October 1699, 19th October 1899» 25th October 1899» 28th October 1899 
& 7th November 1899» pp. 554-366.
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replaces the juxtaposition of literary outlooks to be found in the Traite. 
This means of literary exploration lead, as we have seen, to refusal and
criticism in Lea ( ave^ du »atlean.
Gide's position as an artist was considerably strengthened by his 
literary reaction against hi3 Catholic correspondents. Moreover, Le 
Ietour de 1'Enfent prodigue and the Caves are preparatory works to the 
complexity of the novel.
Tne problem with which Gide, as a novelist, must come to grips is that 
✓ 1of objectivity, ’'cette complexite contradictoire de la vie”. Martin du
G&rd is quite right when he writes that both he and Gide are obsessed with 
2objectivity.
As early as 1900, Gide raises the question of life And literature in
a criticism of Villiers de 1*Isle-Adam's Histoires aouveraines:
✓
Le mot factice ici devient eloge, mais c'est lui qu'il 
faut qu'on emploie...Set-ce son subjectivisme quasi 
religieux qui impose a Villiers sa meoonnaiss&nce, quasi 
religieux aussi, deJLa vie? ou au contraire cette 
Reconnaissance precede-t-elle...?...La meme question 
peut d*ailleurs se poser, et vainement, pour tous les 
'ecrivains cathoiiquea*...c'est la leur trait oomraum 
meconnaissance de la vie, et meme haine de la vie - 
mepria, honte, peur, ded&in, il y a toutes les nuances,
- une sorts de religieuse rancune contre la vie. 5
The criticism made here is to be found in Lea Caves du Vatican. However,
Gide's attitude is ambiguous. Praise and criticism are clearly min led 
when Gide comments on "Vera", one of Villiers' stories:
Magnificence de l'artlste! L’art supreme supplants
1*inexistante realite...Mais on peut estimer que le
monde exterieur exists et que Vera ne meurt que jsarce
que c'est Villiers qui la tue: son art n'apparait
plus alors qu'une admirable et eblouissante imposture. 4
Villiers, therefore, is a counterfeiter since he imposes his own,
ideal, subjeotive view over and above reality. Yet, as Claude Martin
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, 28th May 1919, p. 14X.
2. Ibid, 28th May 1919. p.141.
5. La Revue Blanche, 1st February 1900. Cuoted by Claune Martin, MAG, p.
4. Ibid, p. 456.
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points out, certain of Villiers* statements quoted by Gide in his article 
could well receive Gide'e approval too.1 2 * 4 5
The accomplishment of Cide's recits lies in their essential unilin- 
eaxZity. Everything ia subordinated to the development ol the principal 
charecter who represents one only of many possible reactions towards life. 
Although this approach apparently indicates the same limitations as Gide 
saw in Villiers* work, the invariable criticism of his heroes* attitudes, 
which Cide incorporates into his works, makes them ambiguous. oreover, 
the moral ratner than physical painting of the principal characters of
Cide's recite gives them a broader reality to the reader whose imagination
2
is brought into play. The reader's subjective experience thus oes 
hcnd in hand with the subjective presentation^ of the hero, linking it to 
life and giving reality to the hero's experience.
As Elaine Canedon points out, Gide's narrative techniques become 
increasingly complex in his recits. Dialogue, descriptive passages nd 
secondary characters begin to take over from the hero's monologue which
ruled Lee Cahiers d*Andre Walter or p*Immorallate. Thereby, ice intro­
duces a multiplicity of points of view. The illusion created by these 
means is objective in that, "le lecteur voit et juge lea personnages de 
l'exterieur". At the same time, however, involvement on th; reader's
part with^dmost puppet-like characters of the Caves is reduced «c ording 
5
to Elaine Cancalon.
1. "'Nul ne peut posseder d'une chose que ce qu'il en eprouve'% and,
"'Le seul controls que nous ayona de la realite. c'est l'ldee'". 
Essentially, therefore, Gide is reproaching Villiers for his refusal 
to realise the relativity of hie own views.
2. Gees Cane don, op. cit., pp.72-75*
J. By "subjective", I do not mean that the hero is Cide or even that one 
sees one face only of t.ie particular problem with which the hero is 
at grips. "Subjective" is to be taken here in the sense of self­
centred. All the facts presented, all Cide's literary techniques 
are with a view to giving complete knowledge of the heroes attitude 
towards his problem.
4. Cancalon, op. cit., p.73»
5. In m., opinion, involvement does not disappear entirely. This iu probably 
due to the fact that Gide began to feel, wnen writing the Caves, that: 
"Mes personnages.. .s'eraplissent peu a peu de san. reel et je ne ra'aquitte 
plus envers eux aussi i-cileraent que j'espeids”, J.l, 7th . y 1912, 377. 
Thia dmost accidental development becomes a delicar -te device in the 
writing of the yauxHMonnayeure.
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Both in hia recits and his soties, Gide proves himself to be an 
accomplished artist who has not, forasmuch, found the means of making 
a literary transposition of all life’s complexity. The missing link 
appears with Kartin du Card who is perhaps less of an artist than Gide 
but surely a ’’gaillard”.
Gide’s attraction to Kartin du Gard has the same foundations as that
which drew him towards Claudel. Kartin du Gard has a quality which Gide
himself does not possess and which, attracts him profoundly. However,
Gide’s initial openness to Kartin du Gard’s literary achievements is to
be placed in the more general context of hia own strengthened artistic
position as an outcome of Reflection in several works on the contact 
2
between life itself nd a subjective, idealised notion of life. The 
criticisms which Kartin du Gard makes of Gide’s work prior to Les Faux—
Monnayeurs are, as Gide says himself, ’’dans le sens de.plus intiraes
x 3 pensees”.
Martin du Gard’s role, therefore, differs from that of Claudel and 
Jammes. He is not so much an instigator of critical reaction in Gide 
as a vigil. Kartin du Gard himself best sums up the part he played for
Gide: -
Je ne le convaincs pas a tous coups; neanmoins ma 
sincerite ne lui est jamais inutile: quand elle 
ne le persuade pas, elle sert du moins a 1'enfoncer 
plus deliberement dans son sens. 4
Gide’s rejection of Martin du Gard’s advice is always in function of
himself and his art and not in function of his interlocutor. Thus, 
Martin du Gard’s comments are truly and artistically fruitful for the
mature Gide.
Gide has no need nor desire to attack or escape from the dangers
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, Intro., 9.
2. Isabelle, Les Cave3 du Vatican & La oymphonie pastorale.
3. g‘./?’.g“. 'Corr.l, 30th May 1919, p. 143.
4. .NAG, p.69.
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of the literary possibility Martin du Gard represents. Indeed, in his 
own way, he wishes with Les r'aux-Monnay eura to write a novel which will 
live up to Martin du Gard’s demanding expectations.
As Martin du Gard is not a threat to Gide’s literary entity, the 
dialogue form used in Le Retour de 1*Enfant prodlgue to produce a lit­
erary solution and the critical irony of the Caves are no longer appropr­
iate forma of consideration of the other’s approach to art. In the I’aux-
Monnay ours B Martin du Gard’s thought is exposed rather as was Valery’s In 
z
the Traite du Narcisse - by juxtaposition. The artistic outlooks portrayed
z
in the Traite, however, seemed strangely separate. All the elements of 
the Faux-Monnayeurs together form an integral whole. So consideration 
of Martin du Gard’s in relation to Gide's own ideas may be compared to two 
squares of the patchwork cover of the Faux-Monnayeurs which are juMtaposed 
but bound together.
It is indeed the vastness and the complexity of the i'e-ux-’onnayeurs
which causes the place held by Martin du Gard in Gide's book to appear
at first so small. This fact is paradoxically in keeping with Martin du
Gard’s wish that Gide should pour all his resources into hia novel. Because
Gide has done this on an artistie level, consideration of Martin du Gard’s
advice and point of view is not as immediately discernable as were the 
z
artistic standpoints studied in Le Traite du Narcisse, Le hetour de
l'Lnfant prodigue or Les Caves du Vatican. Aa I hope to show, however, 
Martin du Gard’s and Gide’s reflections on the novel form a central part
of the Fai^x-Monnayeurs but are not to be taken as an affirmative or neg­
ative answer to Martin du Gard’s hopes for Gide as a novelist. Rather
they form part of Gide’s entire consideration of artistic problems and 
techniques in his work.^ The only real answer made by Gide to Martin du 
Gard is his novel itself.
1. For a more complete study of Les Faux-Monnayeurs, see: Genevieve Idt,
Andre Gide, Les Faux-Monnayeurs, Hatier 1970*
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The K aux-r<o nnay cur a is an answer to Martin du Gard’s statement:
Je suis, de rencontre en rencontre, plus frappe
chaque fois de ce que vous etes plus riche que votre oeuvre... 
aucun (de vos livres) n’e^prime la vie; je ne dis pas 
sottement dans sa totalite (je sais bien!) mais la 
vie dans sa richesse, dans sa magnificence, dans sa 
com^lexite. 1
I*or the Faux-Konnayeurs Gide draws on his entire ideological, personal 
and artistic experience.
Gide’s main concern is with future possibilities not the least of
which is the liberating effect of his work upon its readers who, Gide
hopes, will create their own, personal line of conduct in life end reject 
2
received experience. His characters, who represent "diverses orienta-
Z A X
tions...profondement gidiennes” are "issus de lui-meme” but become
autonomous. Thus the novelist is he who gives and whose characters live
4 5■at his expense. Gide’s novel is ”le ’roman* de la vie” not only for 
this reason but also because it deals with the adolescent’s venture into
life where his own intelligence is his only arm against the falseness of 
prefabricated appearances and the means to discovering his own truth and 
purity through contact with life itself. The dangers of this contact 
mean that common sense as much as sincerity and sacrifice is a watchword
of the re ux-zonnayeurs.
Gide used as much of his own experience as possible in the Faux- 
Monnayeurs. The figures of La Perouse and Armand Vedel, for example are 
among those drawn from real life. There is an obvious parallel to be
1. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 22nd July 1920, p. 155.
2. 3»et Jean Hytier, Andre Gide, Paris, Chariot, 1946, pp.282 & 284J 
Painter, op. cit.,'p. 145? IP, p.5H.
5. • p. 5 08.
4. David Steel, ’’Lettres et Argent: L’Economie des Faux-Monnayeurs”, 
Sur Lea Faux-Monnayeurs, .Archives Andre Gide no. 5, Lu I evue des 
Lettres modernes, nos. 459-444, Minard, Paris, 1975» p.74, 
J.F.M., pp.’24-25 & 68: "Fousser 1’abneg^tion jusqu’a l’oubli de 
soi total...Ceci est la clef de mon aaractere et de mon oeuvre' , 
and Alibert, op. cit., p. 89.
5. IP, p. 509.
6. IP, pp. 507, 509 & 511.
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roade between Boris and the young Gide, between Olivier’s relations with 
z
douard and those of Gide with Marc Allegret and Gide himself admits
that:
z /
’Lea realite* auxquelles je songe (rapports de parent} 
a 1*enfant chez mon oncle Charles Gide et chez Allegret!, 
pour ce debut, sont si riches que j’ai bien peur de raster 
tres au-deasous.’ 1
Artistically, the haux-Monnayeura ia linked to Cide’s literary past 
And joins together the elements at hia disposition. Elaine ancnlon 
shows how Gide’s literary techniques and consequently the portrayal of
rz
his characters becomes more complex in his recits and his soties and she
concludes:
z Zx
L’hamnonie de l’idee et de la forme nait done avec la 
creation d’une oeuvre relativement simple, le recit 
psychologique. Grace a une recherche esthetique 
oonsciente elle evoluera 1 ntement pour s’apanouir 
enfin dans le roman-aomme• 2
f
Moreover, as Germaine 3ree remarks, Edouard’s definition of the subject 
of his novel as the rivality between the real world and one’s concept of 
it is, in fact, the conrcon theme of Gide’s recits and aotles.3
Insofar as concerns Gide himself, Anne-Sarie Koulenes and Jacques
Paty believe that his genius and his personality are best expressed in hie
manipulation of the real and the imaginary:
L’oeuvre gidienne n’atteint pas au chef-d’oeuvre 
parce qu’elle porte a leur point de perfection un 
certain nombre de techniques ronunesques. Elle 
attaint les sommeta de l’art parce qu’elle est 
1’expression absolument neoesaalre d’un esprit a la 
’deiiriche si naturellement insolite* que reel et 
imaginaire ne s&ur?lent rester pour lui disttnets. 4
1. y.V.F. Cehlers 4» 50th August 19£1» p^ 106. Laura’s affair with 
Vincent is also drawn from Gide* s^T?AC‘,e^. 565* It is also possible 
that the source of Paasavant’a advances to Sarah at the literary 
banquet in the Faux-Eorn.-yeurs is to be found in those made by 
Robert de bonnierea to a certain Mle . anny at a banquet organised 
by the literary review, Le Centaure. om^ns. F. ., p.1172, nc G./Mo.
orr., 6th March 16^6 ;. 175. ide becama acquainted it . >tart
de bonnieres at Heredia’s literary "Saturdays". Le Bonnieras was an 
author and a journalist and is described by Gustave Verwelkenhuyzen 
as a "Type du salonnard accompli”.
2. Cancalon, op. cit., p.94.
5. IP p.260. z
4. ”L*Oeuvre sans Objet”, Sur lea Faux-Monnayeurs, Archives Andre Gide no.5 
nos. 459-444, p. 97.
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Gide’s investment in the Faux-Monnayeurs is primarily artistic.
Not only does Gide use his literary experience as the subject of hi3
novel and aa an aid to its construction but also he considers various 
2
forms of and approaches to art through the reflections of his characters.
Indeed, abler critics than myself have already shown that Gide’s characters 
x
tnemselves represent various aspects of the novelist. The Faux-r.onnayeura 
is, therefore, the integral expression of Gide’s life as an artist.
Les Faux-?lonnayeurs is also a reassuring answer to Martin du Gerd’s 
anxiety that Gide might indulge in unnecessary or purely artistic "habiletes" 
Gide’s narrative techniques in his novel are inseparable from his desire 
to give it the richness and the complexity of life itself. The mixing 
of past, present and future leaves one with the impression that
5
time may only be apprehended in the present continuous. In this light, 
the author’s intervention is no mere artifice but adds to the present 
quality of the novel and to the reality of the characters.^
7
Not only time but the destinies of Gide’s characters are unified
to form a complex whole. The reader must pick his way through a series 
8of ”jeux de perspectives” in order to find, as Lois Linder comments,
that all the characters, ideas and events of the i 4 jx-Monnayeura only
receive their full significance in relation to the other elements of
Gide’s book. Gide's success in binding these elements and in giving
them life is due to the excellence of his artistic qualities. As
1. J.F.M., 9th July 1921, p. 38.
2. See: Romans, F.M., pp. 935» 937» 1O43» 1189, 1198.
3. Alain Goulet, ’’Lire Les Faux-Monnayeurs”, Eur Les Faux-Monnayeur-, 
archives Andr6 Gide no.5, La Revue dea Lettres modernes, nos. pp. 439- 
444, p. 23? Gerald Prince, "Personnages - Roraanciers dans Les 
Faux-Monnayeurs”. French Studies, vol. XXV, January 1971» no. 1,
pp. 47-52; Lois Linder, "Le Roman du Roman", -Air Lea Faux-, onnayeurs. 
Archives, Andre Gide no. 5., La Revue des Lettres modernes, nos. 
439-444, pp. 81-91.
4. G./M.G. Corr.l, 17th July 1921, p. 167.
5. IP, p. 304’, Linder, op. cit.,p.91. K
6. Linder, op. cit., p.91} A.-M. Moulenes and J. Paty, "L’Oeuvre sans
Objet", . Sur Les Faux-Monnayeurs, Archives, Andre Gide no.5^ p.96.
7. Elaine Cancalon, "La Structure de l’Epreuve dans Les Faux-frlonna. eura", 
Eur les ?aux-Fonnayeurs, Archives Andre Gide no.5. La Revue des Lettres 
modernes, nos. 459-444, Pp. 29-30.
8. Alain Goulet, op. cit., p.14.
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Germaine Bree points out, the value of Gide's book does not come from
its ideological or moral contents. It is the organisation of Gide's
work by artistic means which is the cause of artin du Gard's admiring
comment that the F ux-Monnayeugs resembles "un de ces livres compacts et 
2plains comme les romans strangers".
Alain Goulet is no doubt right when he comments that "la iacrication 
et la mise en forme esthetique"^ are more imix>rtant to Gide than the 
presentation of reality in his work.4 Gide is a realist only insofar
his novel corresponds to Elaine Cancalon*s interpretation that; "('Bans
If vie, rien ne se resout; tout continue', dit Pauline). Le ronun 
✓ z '
vraiment 'realists' loin de creer un systems clos doit capter cette rel-
z 5 6ativite pour l'expriaer." This no doubt explains why Jean Hytier
7
and '.artin du Gaxd feel Gide is less at ease in the objective present­
ation of events since one of the most telling ways in which Gide poitrays 
the relativity of life lies in the perspective afforded by indirect 
presentation.
The 1 aux-Xonnayeurs, therefore, does not live up to Martin du Gard's 
expectations because Gide achieved the objectivity of Les Thibault. Gide’s 
novel is rich and complex as life because Gide mobilised all his artistic
and personal resources and, by giving them unreservedly to his characters,
✓ z z
made of his work "une realite humaine permcnente" and "une reussite
z 8
litteraire compacte et unique." * 3
1. IP, p. 310.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 1, 10th October 1925» pp. 274-275.
3. Goulet, "Lire les Paux-Monnayeura", Sur Les Faux-Mo nr. ay eurs, rchives 
Andre Gide no.5» La Levue ue. ^ettres odernee. nos. 439-444, p.23*
4. Heet J.F.M., pp23—24.
3. Cancalon, "La Structure de 1't.preuve dans Les Faux-Monnayeurs".
Jur Les Faux-Monnayeurs. .rchives Andre Gide no.5» La 1 evue de.-s ttres 
Modernes, nos. 439-444* p.45.
c. Hytier, op. cit., p.273*
7. G./M.G. Corr.l, 10th October 1925* p.276.
8. IP, p.312.
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Having dealt briefly with the manner in which Gide responded to 
Martin du Gard’s wishes for his novel, I now turn to the relationsiip 
between Gide’s correspondence with Martin du Gard and the aux- on:.; yeura
with which I will deal thematically•
ii. ”£lijne lagique subjective.”
One of tne central themes of Gide’s correspondence witn , artin du 
Card was that of literary objectivity and subjectivity. This, with all 
its offshoots, is also one of the main preoccupations of the S'aux-.Monnayeura, 
although these terms are replaced in Gide’s novel by those of reality and 
man’s representation of reality.
Martin du Gard’s praise and criticism of La cymphonle pastorale, 
which met with Gide’s approval, shows a necessary step towards literary 
objectivity} the characters of a novel should have a life of their own
n 2end not be slaves to ”une logique subjective, une logique de composition . 
Gide’s ready acceptance of his friend’s criticism is unsurprising in view 
of his constant desire to subjugate himself, his style and hiB literary 
techniques to the subject in hand rather than impose upon his subject.
In the Faux^.onnayeurs. this problem is raised through several of 
the characters. In his first conversation with Olivier, gdouard points 
out that the poem which Olivier ha;5 written Is a failure because he has 
vllowtd an idea to control his words instead of being guided by the words 
themselves. Later, Edouard confesses to the feeling that it is Olivier 
himself who is now teaching him the tmxth of his own a :vice. This is 30 
not just because of Edouard’s devotion to Olivier but because Olivier, 
with hi3 curiosity and dissatisfaction with the past, ie a guide to the
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, 28th May 1919, p.142
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Edouard who astcs, "Quels problem©3 inquieteront domain oeux qui
viennent? C’est pour ©ux que je v©ux ecrire." Edouard, however,
2
transgresses against his own rule, "le vent de 1*esprit" invades his
work filling it with ideas to which the characters are made to conform,, 
helpless in the hands of their creator. Edouard ends by imposing hia 
ideas and his choice of words upon his characters. He also makes the 
even more serious mistake of claiming that the ideas whicn are tne 
products of his own imagination may usurp reality itself. Thus, both
douard and hie fictional character, X, will kill Laura’s and Z'a love 
for them by imagining that they, and not the loved ones, are no longer 
involved sentimentally.
Lady Griffith, Azaia and Paasavsnt are also guilty of imposing their
own ideas or desires upon their "subjects". Lady Griffith makes of
4
Vincent "son oeuvre, aa statue", changes his very appearance and encour-
5 ...
ages him to kill his conscience. Asais is:
... le portrait du mauvais romancier dont parle Gide dans son Journal
aes Eaux-Konnayeurs, celui qui 1 2 * 4 5 6conotruit ses personnages; il ------------
les dirige et les fait parler*. C’est Azaia, omniscient et
autoritaire, qui doaine le roman qu’il ecrit. Il en connait 
d'avance la fin, celle qu’il a choisi et la seule possible 
selon aa fajon de voir. Ce qui en result© eat une grande 
comedie, la fiction pure, 6
1. . omans. I .M., p.1007.
2. Ibid, p.1065.
5. Ibid, p.1085; "Mais 1’attribution - personnages." Albert Vockel’s 
reply to Gide’s explanation of his Nourritures terrestres is to be 
remembered here. See; G./Mo. Corr., 14th October 1697, P. 216:
"Il faut bien...qu'un livre soit compose comme oeci ou comme cela, 
et que les ideas morales viennent de quelque part ou de quelque chose. 
Les votres vous sont venues...et c’est d'apres elles que vous avez 
ecrit Les Nourritures... La conclusion c'est que les ideas deja 
accomplies dominant chez vous les sensations. J’aurais cru qu’elles 
. ’accomplissaient en elles."
4. Ibid, p.978.
5. Ibid, p.961: "'Alor. - prendre'."
6. Linder, "Le Roman du Roman," 3ur Les Faux-ttonnayeurs, rchives 
Andre Gide no.5, La Revue dea Lettres Modernes. nos. 439-444, p.65.
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or, one rai^ht add, fictional purity. lassavant ia also responsible for
forcing an unnatural development in Olivier who, as Lois Linder remc^rka,
is not at all ready to leave his family background."^
✓
La Perouse, a^ a victim rather than an instigator, commit; the same
fault as Edouard by allowing imagination to oust reality. Thoughts of
, 2 
suicide and <of meeting- Boris kill his ability to act and to feel. The 
same is true, in less tragic vein, for Olivier whose imaginary joy at the
thought of meeting Edouard, back from England, comes to disappointment 
3
in reality and causes his separation from Edouard.
All these are instances of the subjugation of reality to a pre­
conceived, subjective order controlled either by an external creator or 
by one’s own imagination. This is being criticised by Gide since, in 
every one of these cases, life takes its revenge. Edouard, whose ideas 
control his work, never writes his novel and his attempts to kill Laura’s 
feelings for him produce an unexpected reaction. In ’’true life" Laura’s 
attachment to Edouard continues^ but her admiration for Edouard’s work
5
diminishes a fact which Edouard refuses to equate with his own concept 
of his novel.Lady Griffith’s statue, Vincent, takes on a life of his
own and kills his orestor. Evil itself slips Into Azais’ boarding-school,
x
1. Linder, "Le Roman du Roman," ^ur Les 1 aua-Mo nnay eurs, Archives Andre 
Gide no.5, La Revue des Lettres Eoaernes, nos. 459-444, pp. 64-85.
2. Romans. P.M., p.1152.
5. Alain Girard offers another interpretation of Olivier’s meeting with 
Edouard equating it to "cette crainte de Gide...de ne pas pouvoir 
exprimer a 1*autre ce qu'il a a lui dire...si la rencontre d*Edouard 
et d'Olivier avait ete plus spontanee,••.rien ne se serait produit. 
Toutzarrive a cheque instant dans la vie, par suite de cette impossib- 
ilite d’exprimer ni par des paroles, ni par autre cnose que des 
paroles, le plus .rofond de soi-meme", "Le Journal dans 1*Oeuvre de 
Gide", Entretiens, p.201.
4. Romans, P.M. , p.1094
5. Ibid, pp. 1082-1085.
6. Ibid, p.1097s "Mais - livre?" Edouard prefers to hide behind the 
word "mysticism".
the bastion of "good" and literally dissolves it, Olivier escapes from 
✓
I essavant to follow a more naturel development and La Perouae kills not 
only reality but, indirectly, Boris. Keelity thus destroys any atter.pt 
to control it through "une logique subjective."
A more specific criticism of such attempts on the author’s p rt is
to be found in the following passage from Edouard’a Journal:
Je n^ai Jamais rien pu inventer. Meis Je suis devant 
la realite comme le peintre avec son module, qui lui 
dit: donnez-raol tel geste, prenez telle expression 
qui me convient. Lea modelea que la societe me fournit, 
si JeAconnaiszbien leurs ressorts, Je peux les faire 
agir a raon gre; ou du moins Je peux proposer a leur 
Indecision tels problemes qu* ils resoudront a leur 
maniere, de sorte que leur reaction m’instruira. C’est 
en romancier que me tourmente le besoin d’intervenir, 
d’operer aur leur destinee. Si J’avais plus d*imagination, 
j’affabulerais des intrigues; Je lee provoque, observe 
les ecteurs, puls travaille sous leur dictee. 1
If Edouard is unable to invent anything, the best solution for him would
be to paint life simply or to choose a form of writing other than the 
2
novel. Edouard himself uses the image of a painter to describe the 
author’s role. However, the reality facing Edouard is already to a large 
extent subjective. The model here is seen as a malleable object e?dy 
to receive the creator’s imprint and to exist merely by his pre-conceived
ideas.
Edouard’s position is, nonetheless, ambiguous since he continues,
1. oiaans. F.M., p.1022.
2. The importance of the inventive capacities of the author is proved by 
the fact that Gide wished to differentiate himself from Edouard in this 
respect. Jee: J.l, 29th October 1929, p.949« Indeed, Gide believes 
the living qualities of art to be superior to those offered by a faith­
ful rendering of reality. This is to be seen in the following pass­
ages on Georges Jimenon’s I cdia,reet "J’ai done lu ces pages vec une 
attention aoutenue, mais avec etonnement, un etonnement dont toute ma 
sympathie preetablie ne parvenait a triompher; comment expli uer, me 
demandals-Je en avancant, .ue le romancier le plus romencier-ne d’au— 
jourd’hui, le plus habile a nous donner de la vie d’autrui une vision 
saisissente, hallucinante, a nous intereaser (et Je prends ce mot cans 
le sens le plus fort, comme loraque l’on dit qu’un banquier e; t 
intex-esst a la r'euasite d’une affaire), a creer des personages 
vivantc, halttants, pantelants, reels - ne nous presents ici, lors 
qu’il s’egit d’etres reels, que des ombres? 3’eat, me dia-Je (et 
preci. ement parce qu’il salt que ces personnages ont existe, qu'ils ont 
vecu), qu'il m’a pas cru devoir, pas pris la peine de les reerber; 
ju'il a cru que le souvenir suffiesit." B.A.A.G. no.54, Vol. V, April 
1977, p.42.
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in terras which would not come amiss from Gide, by claiming that his 
models would, in fact, have a large degree of autonomy. Moreover, just 
as Gide does so often in his Journal, Edouard rectifies his own point of 
view when he writes the next day that it would be more correct to say 
that:
X z X \
...la realite m'interesse comme une matiere plastique; 
et j'ai plus de regard pour ce qui pourrait etre, 
infiniment plus que pour ce qui a ete. Je me penche 
vertigineusement sur les possibilites de chaque etre 
et pleure tout ce que le couvercle des raoeurs 
atrophie. 1
In fact, Edouard succumbs to his original idea of the role of the
novelist since he refuses to portray any element which escapes from his 
2
control or surprises him. isdouard cannot accept autonomy in his char­
acters. Moreover, any study of the future possibilities of one's char­
acters implies a close study of their present state and this Edouard is 
unable to do, even to a large extent, with Olivier whom he loves. Thus,
douard cannot see that both Laura and Bernard are crying out to be of use 
to him^ and that Boris could well have dispensed with his help.^
It is Gide who realises this, informs the reader and, in so doing, 
eiivea the characters of his novel an entity of their own outwith the 
novelist's limited interpretation. It ia Gide who uses life as a st rting 
block for the exploration of possibilities and who considers not only 
present and future but past.
Thus, through Edouard, Gide not only criticises an approach to art 
which is inacceptable to both Martin du Gard and himself but points to 
the means he will employ to avoid making the same mistake. This mingling 
of criticism and justificption will recur.
1. Romans, F.M., p.1023.
2. ^douard does not include Boris' death of the story of counterfeit 
money in his novel. He is shocked by M. Vedel's Journal and he 
rejects Bernard, Romans. F.M., pp. 1246, 1086, 1021 & 1096.
3. Ibid, p.1078.
4. Ibid, pp. 1108-1109.
iii. Objectivity and the Novel
The problem of the literary transposition of reality is raised
in Edouard’s Journal when he writes of the incident through which he
unwittingly met his nephew, Georges Molinier.
In his Journal, Edouard, as is fitting for an outside observer,
2begins to write in objective style. However, his description of
Georges’ physical appearance gives way to a retrospective, personal
flight of imagination where Edouard endows Georges with his own exper­
ience, In other words, Edouard cannot allow his model to exist indepen­
dently. Moreover, Edouard’s attempt to write objectively is not
z z
natural to him: MJe note tout cela par discipline, et precisement parce 
3que cela m’ennuie de le noter.” Edouard’s reaction is interpreted by
Cenevi~ve Idt as being- that of Gide who wishes to show that "toute
notation dite realiste est au contraire arbitraire". To some extent
thia is true. I believe, however, that Gide al»o wishes to indicate
the dangers of Edouard’s lack of observation. It is probably not by
ehance that the latter’s remark follows his description of the yellow 
5decoration that Georges wears in his button-hole. In this clue to 
future possibilities, Edouard sees at first a mere physical detail.
When Edouard approaches Georges, objective description gives way 
logically to dialogue. However, Edouard is not completely et ease in 
this medium either since, he says, it does not bring out Georges’ accent.
In fact, the second part of Edouard’s dialogue with Georges shows that 
there is a more serious problem attached to this form of presentation. 
Edouard tries to control the conversation by his questions. Because he 
quickly goes too far, Georges, his model, rebels and cuts the conversation
1. Edouard observes a young boy who, after stealing a book, realises 
that he has been watched and replaces the book. Luring the sub e- 
quent conversation he has with the boy, Edouard discovers that he. 
is his nephew. Apart from the latter twist of fate, this incident 
is drawn from Gide’s own experience, J.F.M., %.
'2. Homans, F,M., p.998.
5. ibid, pp998-999.
4. Idt, op.cit., p,64.’
5, The mark that Georges belongs to a group of school-boys whose activities 
lead to Boris' death.
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short. Edouard fails both in observation and in dialogue because his
own presence takes precedence.
Edouard’s difficulties with objective portrayal and direct speech 
provoke a short passage of reflection on the best way to transcribe his 
experience with Georges in his novel.
Edouard recognises that the incident ha3, in fact, been falsified
by being seen through his own eyea and wonders if it would not be better
to sketch a few essential features thereby leaving the reader’s imagin­
ation free or to tell the story from Georges* point of view. The latter 
idea was al3O considered by Gide in his Journal des Faux-Monnayeurs.^
The fact that Edouard, and hence Gide, does not procede in this manner
may be seen as proof that the difficulties to which Edouard is prey here
ere also those experienced by Gide. Such a conclusion, however, does
not take into account that Edouard, as a novelist, is being criticised
by Gide. Not only does Edouard, in the long run, eliminate a f. ctual
description of the incident with Georges hut also he offers a parody of
direct speech since Audibert’s point of view dominates his ’’conversation’'
2with Hildebrandt to the point of becoming a monologue.
Thus, Edouard, in spite of his initial consciousness of the necessity
to achieve objectivity, falls into the trap of unpleasantly pompous 
subjectivity. He has allowed "Trop d’intentions"^ to enter into this 
passage from his novel, has destroyed dialogue as a means of "pleine 
creation directe*’,^ has definitely not created "un miracle de vie"> but 
has merited Martin du Gard’s full disapproval.
The knowledge thst Edouard has transgressed as a novelist, however,
1. J.E.M., p. $6 •
2. omans. P.M., pp. 1222-1224.
J. G./M.G. Corr.l, 7th October 1920, p. 157.
4. Ibid, l6th December 1921, p.177.
5. Ibid, 7th October 1920, p.157.
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comes after hia explanation of what he would like his novel to b. . 
Chronologically, therefore, Edouard exposes his problems and expresses 
hia positive intentions before hia final failure.
Edouard*a ideas on his novel are, to a large extent, tbo-e iven
by Gide in his Journal des Eaux-Monnciyeurs.^ Neither Edouard nor Cide 
2
wish to write a realist novel. Both are concerned, on the contrary,
3
with riddizjg the novel of any extraneous elements. ' oth admire 
seventeenth-century drama for its perfection and purity which causes 
rather than detracts from its profound humaneness.Both are tormented 
by tne notions of objectivity and complexity, which they want to attain
5
tnrough subjectivity. Both are against the linear progression of 
their respective novels which, like life, would contain not one but 
many subjects.^
Both consider writing a novel which would be a criticism of itself 
7
nd tne novel in general? neither rejects entirely the possibility that
1. It is to be remembered that, prior to giving his views on the novel,
Gide wrote : "Je ne dois nober ici que les remarquer d‘ordre general 
sur 1’etablissement, la composition et la raison d’etre du roman.
Il faut que ce carnet devienne en quelque sorte *le cahier d’Ldouard’." 
J.F.M., pp31~32. This is counter-balanced by a later passage: "Je 
crois qu’il faut mettre tout cela dans la bouche d’Edouard - ce qui 
me permettrait d*ajouter que je ne lui accorde pas tous ces points, 
si judicieuses que soient ses remarques." J.F.M.,p.59- The part 
that Gide himself may play in Edouard’s theories on the novel is, 
therefore, considerable but is subjugated to Edouard’s personality.
2. Romans, F.M., 1080: ’J’Eat-ce - plus du naturel*." J.F.M., p.54x
"Seul le ton de 1’epopee me convient et peut me satisfaire? -eut 
sortir le roman de son omiere real iste.” M.V.R. Cahiers 4, 21st 
October 1920, p.158: "...je me rends compte que c’est decidement
le realisme que je n’aime pas, quel qu’il soit."
3. Homans, F.M., p.1080s "Il n’a jamais - siecle francais." J.F.M. , p.57» 
"lurger le roman - le melange."
4. Bomans, F.M., pp.l080-1081s J.F.M., pp57-58. J.l, Feuillets, p.345f
1928, 891? 1953, 1187. ,
3. Homans, F.M.,p.1081: "Il n’y a - le general." M.V.R., Caniers 4,
5th July 1922, p,135s "’Dans raon prochain roman, js ne cherchcrai 
pas l’objectivite. Au fond je n’y crois pas. Je voudrais l’atteindre 
par une serie de subjectivites."
6. ->-onxans, F.M., p.1081: "Mon roman - la raienne." J.F.M., 1st November 
1924, p.80: "La vie - Edouard.”
7. Romans, F.M., p.1083* "’...au lieu de me contenter - general." Z.V.R.,
Cahiers 4, 12th September 1919, P.38j ”’Ce roman peut devenir aussi 
la critique du roman, du roman en general’." Gide’s intentions are 
quite in keeping with literary currents of thought in the twenties, when 
the realist novel was questioned by Breton, Valery and others^, o^. cit., 
p.15.
their novels may be ruled by ideas. Both refuse to work according to
a plan but not for the same reasons: rdouard because he is waiting
for reality to dictate his plan and Gide to free hia inventive capacities 
2and the possible development of his characters.
In this first difference, one sees that Gide is closer than his
fictional character to writing the Faux-Monnayeurs. Edouard not only
expects real life to provide him with a plan but is incapable of deviat- 
3
ing from reality. Edouard is no inventor. However, the fact that
/ z z^douard sees a struggle between ”lea faits proposes par la realite, et
z f ■f A
la realite ideale” is an indication of his inability to accept reality 
5which causes his own ideas to take an even greater place in his novel.
In his choice of a double axis to his work, Edouard remembles ide
who writes in his Journal des -aux-Monnayeurs:
Peut-etre 1’extreme difficulte que j’eprouve a faire 
pro,jresser mon livre n’est-elle que 1’eff‘t naturel 
d’un vice initial...Il n’y a pas, a proprement parler, 
un seul centre a ce livre, autour de quoi viennent 
converter mes efforts; c’est autour de deux foyers, 
a la maniere des ellipses, jue ces efforts se 
polarioent. L’une pert, l’evenement, le fait, la 
donnee ext er ieure; d’autre part, 1’effort me'me du x 
romancier ,,our faire un livre avec cela. i t c’est la 
le sujet principal, le centre nouveau qui desaxe le 
recit et l’entraine vers 1*imaginatif. 6.
1. Romans, F.M., pp.1083-1084. M.V.R., Cahiers 4, 30th August 1921, p.106:
"’Quand je songe a mon roman, ce raythique roman, j’ai parfois la peur 
de tomber dans le roman a idees, le pire des genres! Puis je me dis: 
pourquoi penser ainsi^ Il n’y a pas de mauvais genres; pourquoi pas, 
apr's tout, un roman a idees, carrement, en lejnontrant, en faisant 
nettement sentir a certaine moments que le3 idees sont plus importantes 
que lea personnages...?" , ,
2. Romans, F.M., p.1082: "’J’attends que la realite me le dicte.*” J.F.M.,
1st January 1921, pp.28-29: “...je ne suis pas - imiter.”
3. Homans, F.M., pp.1001 & 1022. Gide has the same desire to change
absolutely none of the details provided by reality but in the case of 
his autobiography: "Je ne veux modifier aucun detail. Je ne chang- 
erai ni un nom propre, ni la couleur d’une chevelure. Ma confession 
n’aura de valeur...que si elle est strictement vferidique. Jour 
meriter creance, il faut que je puisse dire: Vous voyez, je ne vous 
trompe en rien, tous lea details concrete sont exacts. Eh bien, le 
reste l’est egalement.” N.A.G., p.20. As far as the novel is con­
cerned, Gide condemns such a procedure, J.F.M., 3^d November 1923, 
p.67, .A.A.G., no.34, April 1977, PP42, nd see: bove, cote 2. p.4^6
4. Romans, F.H., p.1082. 5. Romans, F.M., p.1085.
6. J.F.M., p.45.
Gide is fax more conscious than .douard of the difficulties and dangers 
of such a subject. Not only must he fight against the desire to simp­
lify but also against any flight into the purely imaginary where the 
novelist’s subjective truth would drown reality.
Faradoxieally, Gide avoids the latter danger by his decision that,
”Jd dois respecter soigneusement en Edouard tout ce qui fait qu’il ne 
peut ecrire son livre.wl One is reminded of Edouard’s own comment:
2"’Laissons aux roraanciers realistes l’histoire des laissers-aller.1 2”
Edouard’s very failure bring, us back to reality while the criticism of 
his subjectivity allows objective appraisal on the reader’s part.
In fact, Gide is not so much criticising Edouard’s or his other
characters* subjective interpretation of life as their attempts to impose
their vision as life itself. Gide does not for, et the relativity or the 
✓
complexity of human experience; as Cermsine Bree says:
...pour Gide, le Eroman’ de la vie n’est plus dans le 
duel^entre une idee que l’on se fait de la realite et 
la realite meme. La realite n’est en aucun point 
exterieure aux personnages des Faux-Monnayeurs. Ils 
sont la seule realite dont 1’ensemble complexe forme 
le ’roman’, et les ’idees* qu’ils se font de la vie 
ne sont qu’une partie de cette realite. 3«
Gide intends to accomplish what Edouard is incapable of doing. Thus,
"Gide controls Edouard more carefully, perhaps, than any of the other char­
acters in the Fftux-Monnayeurs. His aim is not, however, to impose his 
own views and personality in his novel but rather, by differentiating 
Edouard from himself, to give substance and reality to his work.
In themselves, many of Edouard’s ideas on the novel form part of 
ide’s argument pro doiao sua and are contrary to Martin du ar’ proced­
ures.. In particular, Gide’s and Edouard’s belief that generality : :<y
1. J.i.M., p.59«
2, E omans, F.M., p.1125.
5. IE, p.308.
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best be attained through subjective elements does not meet with /'artin
du Gard’s approval precisely because such an approach is hermiul to the
longitudinal flow of the novel.Edouard’s intentions and the means
used by Gide are opposed to those of Martin du Gard but the desired 
2result, ”’Une tranche de vie”’, is the same. Through Edou; rd, Gide
gives his point of view on the novel pride of place but does not, fores­
t amuch, insist that this view is the only, true one. Gide is arguing 
for himself and not against Martin du Gard.
This is to be seen clearly when Gide, after considering the problems
of objective writing and intimating his means of achieving objectivity,
goes on to criticise in Edouard what Martin du Gard himself regards with
a wary eye.
, 4
In his Journal, Edouard aamits to the feeling that life is an 
imposition. Basically, Edouard would like to equate his life, his inter­
pretation of facts to life itself:
.✓
...nous^tentons d* imposer^ au monde exterieur notre 
interpretation particuliere...La resistance des faits 
nous invite a transporter notre construction ideale 
dfcins le reve, l’esperance, la vie future... 5
or, as Edouard might well have added, into the novel. Apparently,
Edouard realises that this can be no more than wishful thinking. In fact, 
as the next part of his Journal shows, Edouard has decided to taxe the
first step towards imposing his own point of view as reality: ”Les
/ ..
realistes partent des faits, accommodent aux faits leurs idees. Bernard 
e3t un realiste. Je crains de ne pouvoir m*entendre avec lui.”^
Thus Gide gives the reader a clue to the feet th?t Edouard will 
invade hia novel to such an extent that the facts offered by reality,
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, 16th December 1921, p.176.
2. Romans, E.M., p.1081.
5. l.ot only is adouard criticised by nis own development but rlso his 
views on the novel are given to a critical audience.
4. Romans, F.M., p.1096.
5. Ioid, p,1096, My underlining. 6. Ibid, p.1096, My underlining.
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which do not fit in with hie subjective view of the world, will disappear. 
Edouard, the author, will be the source and subject of his work and will 
deserve Martin du Ggrd*s criticism because hie intervention will have 
reduced his characters to being mere puppets and will hrve killed object-
✓ T
ivity which is ** 1 * enf antsroe nt total, la creation toute pore”.
Mot only does Edouard go against Martin du Gard's wishes but also 
against Gide's since the latter does not Intend to ignore reality but to 
foresee the future possibilities of life. Moreover, although Gide makes 
no claims to being a realist, he does not rid himself of Kaxtin du Gard 
as Edouard rids himself of Bernard. Gide knows that he can but gain from 
Martin du Card's constant attempts to stop him from making } douard'a 
mistakes.
This, perhaps, explains why Martin du Gard's views conquer when Gide 
acquaints the reader with a few pages written by Edouard < nd intended for 
his novel. Edouard, wno has been asked by his sister, Pauline, to speak 
to Georges, has decided to show Georges the written text which is the 
result of his reflection upon his nephew. The source of this text is 
Georges* attempt to steal and not the more serious problem of his involve­
ment in the circulation of counterfeit money. Instead of dealing directly 
with tnr more important fact, therefore, Edouard not only concentrates on 
what is of secondary importance but also presents it in a subjective, 
indirect light.
The aim of Edouard's ;.rt here is to provoke a reaction in his reacer. 
At the same time, Edouard is hoping for a reaction from Ceorges which will 
enable him to continue his story by reforming Georges. Unfortunately,for
douard, Georges is merely flattered at having aroused the novelist's
1. ,/v.G. Corr.l, f6thJA,nuary 1914, p.lJO; Vgbth May 1919> p.141; j
20th April 1925, P.217; 10th October 19257772?^------ --------
2. J.. pp.26-29.
5. Boraana, P.M., pp. 1222-12224. ouch a procedure is not alien to Gide
.ee: J.l, 15th July 190J>, p.168.
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interest. One is reminded of Strouvilhou's condemnation of literatures
’•Je n'y vois que complaisances et flatteries."^ The reaction produced
in Georges is of the most shallow. The subjectivity, the self-centred 
2
"biais” of Edouard*s presentation has failed to cause any self-quest­
ioning in Georges because the only point of contact between him and 
Edouard’s story is his attempted theft itself. On the other hand, tdouard's 
direct verbal warning to Georges of the dangers of circulating counterfeit
money provokes an immediate reaction and change in Georges* conduct.
< z 4
The failure of Edouard’s "subtilites litteraires" snows that Gide 
accepts Martin du Gard’s point of view that the introduction of subject­
ive elementaAto the development of hia novel will give his readers "un
z 5plaisir passager et cerebral" and detract from its lasting quality, 
idouard falls victim to Gide's temptation while Gide, with Martin du Gard's 
help,never unnecessarily complicates his presentation be it direct or 
indirect. Gide gives direct presentation the upper hand here but the
most important question remains for him the necessity of his procedures
and not, as such, the form they take.
The attitudes of both Kartin du Gard and Gide are present in the
consideration of subjectivity and objectivity in the Faux-Monnayeurs.
However, Gide does not simply oppose one standpoint to the other. This,
7
as I have already explained, is not his aim. The very nature of the
? aux-M.onnayeura lends itself to the co-existence of two and more pproachea 
to the problem of artistic production. Kartin du Gard's and Gide’s 
oi inions now overlap and now separate. In the latter case, however, Gide's 
is leas intent on criticising Martin du Gard than on laying the foundations
1. Komans, F.M., p.1198.
2. Ibid, p.1221.
5. homans, F.K., p.1225. In fact, the final cause of Georges' reform is 
the darkness of reality itself. Boris' death gives Georges a glimpse 
of the Devil, and brings him back to the safety of his fa ily.
4. G./M.G. Corr.l, 16th December 1921, p.177.
5. Ibid, 16th December 1921, p.176.
6. Ibid, 19tn July 1921, p.l69.
7. See: above, p.448.
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of his own methods.
iv. Limitation and Complexity.
Gide's treatment of the connection of limitation and complexity
to the work of art is similar.
Edouard, after writing the firat thirty pages of his Faux- onncyeurs, 
realises what was lacking in his former works which he criticises in terms 
partially reminiscent of Martin du Gard's comments on Gide's work.1 
^douard compares his previous writings to “ces ba-isins des jardins publics,
A sd’un contour precis, parfait peut-etre, mais ou l'eau est captive et sans
H 2vie . Now, Edouard wants the course of his novel to run '‘selon sa pente,
a A z it 3tantot rapide et tantot lente, en des lacis que je me refuse a rrevoir .
A
douard's imae,e of "lacis” is less brutal than the "enchevetrement hardi 
4de tous ses sujeta divers" which Martin du Gard wishes to see in Gide's
novel and proves that he is more stylistically preoccupied than Martin
du Gard, It is obvious nonetheless that temporally, spatially and con­
textually Edouard wishes his novel to be far more complex than any of his
other works. From the still perfection of an artificial pond, which
reflects only what is projected on it, Edouard intends to follow the 
ceaseless but gracious movements of streams of water which gather life's
refle .ion wherever they pass.
Edouard's sudden realisation of what his novel should be, however,
cannot be considered in isolation. Like Gide, Edouard has "tout un 
z 5lorieux passe" which renders his attitude towards complexity in the novel
ambiguous to say the least.
6.Among : aouard's lirst reflections on the novel one sees that e vishes
1. fee: Chapter 4» pp. Z33-234- 2. Eomans, .M., p.1200.
5, Ibid, p.1200 4. G./M.G. Corr.l, 22nd July 1920,p.155.
5. Ibid, 16th Leceraber 1921, p.l77» and bee: aoove, hapter 4, p.2.4-1
6. :■ omans. F.M., p.99O.
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to write what he c.11s a pure novel which would cont&in only those
elements specific to the novel. Thus, dialogues and any unexpected,
externally caused events are to be rejected since they are prerogatives
of the gramophone and the cinema respectively. Nor does Edouard feel
that there is any place for description in his novel and he adds; ”Le 
z vromancier, d’ordineire, ne fait point suffisamment credit a 1’imagination 
uu lecteur.”'*' Gide himself only takes into account the last of Edouard’s 
intentions and for the same reason. Gide’s reader must bt autonomous. 
Edouard differs from Gide at this point because he has not yet realised 
that his novel must be so too. Neither life nor chance, neither his 
characters nor their ideas are to be allowed direct expression in his 
novel. Such limitation is extremely dangerous in the light of Martin du 
Gard’s views on the novel. Unless Edouard achieves a miracle of suggest­
ive ness which will give his work reality in the reader’s mind, hia novel
2may well fall into the trap of being a purely subjective ’’coin de vie” 
or of having no Life at all. In either case, the impact of his work 
would be considerably reduced.
Later, when writing of the psychology of the novelist’s characters,
Eaouard seems to realise that his b lief in purity of presentation i3 not
applicable to peoples* personalities. Indeed, he criticises those authors
who develop individual characters without taking into account ”les comp- 
a 4rtssions d’alentour” or the fact that, ”La foret fa^onne 1’arbre” . This 
criticism is similar to that made by Gide against Martin du Gard’s
presentation of events:
...se promenant...tout le long des annees, sa 
lanterne de romancier eclaire toujours de face les 
evenements qu’il conaidere, chacun de ceux-ci vient 
a son tour au premier plan; jamais leurs lignes ne
1. Komana, F.M., p.99O
2. G.'/.K.G.Corr.l, 22nd July 1920, p.155.
5. See: Edouard’s own criticism of his former works. Romans, J. ., 
p.1200. See: above, p.466.
4* sraans, F.M., p.1155-
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se melent et, pas plus s.u’11 n’y a d*ombre, il n’y a
de perspective, 1
erhaps more important for Edouard and Gide than inclusion of life’s
richness in the novel is the relationship between the various elements
they have at hand. Gide criticises Martin du Gard for the lack of 
2complexity of his presentation while Martin du Gard criticised Gide for
that of his subject-matter. Both Edouard and Gide differ flrom Martin
du Gard in that purely artistic considerations are of more importance to
theia than to Martin du Gard. On a psychological level, <douard*s concern
to establish the multiple causes of the development of a personality is
equivalent to the need felt by Gide to establish ”une relation continue 
✓ 4
entre les elements epars” which he achieves by ”une science subtile des
z 5eclairages” .
To this extent, therefore, Gide seems to be criticising Martin du Gard. 
However, there is also an implicit criticism of Edouard who, while he 
takes into account the effects of personal, family and social influences 
refuses to see the significance of life’s events for the development of 
one’s character. The novelist may measure the limits of a personality 
through the former, but the novelist’s characters may best see their limits 
through their reactions to the latter. Adventures and chance project one 
out of a sphei’e of influence and into an area where one comes face to face
with oneself. Gide does not forget this and therefore keeps a better
balance between art and life than either Edouard or Martin du Gard.
Edouard himself seems at one point to have come to terms with the 
problem of limitation or inclusion. Luring a conversation with La Perouse, 
Edouard is amuse,, at the old man’s vehement indignation against art which 
paints Ui&n’s passions and “tout notre univers...en proie a le discordance”.^
1. J.l'.M., pp29-3O. My underlining.
2. *.A.G., pp.56-57*
5. G./M.G. Corr.l, 22nd July 1920, pp.155-155*
4* J.F.M., p.18.
5. N.A.G., p.57*
6. Romans, F.M. , p.1064.
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< ii Xor La ierouse art should be "un accord parfait continu . To counter
the limitations of auch a perfect picture, Edouard suggests that, "tout 
/ s 2
doit enfin se rendre et ae reduire a l’harajonie". Harmony is .een by 
z
La rerouse, however, as being just as dangerous aa disorder since one’s 
sensitivity to evil is blunted and one ends by accepting everything until 
one’s purity is tarnished.
By viewing harmony as tne ultimate aim, Edouard seems to champion
«n idee dear to Gide who, like Blake, is tormented by "Un besoin constant 
de conciliation",1 * * 4 * 6* by the need to marry Heaven and Hell in order to 
create new possibilities. Edouard differs from Gide in that he does not
see co-existence as the means of achieving harmony. lather idouard 
wishes to suppress parts of life just as La Eerouae would like to do.
This comes out when Edouard’s originally favourable impression of
Monsieur /lolinier is modified during a conversation with him where .douard
discovers that f'olinier has a mistress. Edouard has had no difficulty 
in accepting olinier as an honest, middle-class father and husbanc. 
laced with the complementary aspect of Eolinier as a lover, .dou&rd 
expresses his surprise and embarrassment in the following terms: "...les 
sentiments qu’il m’exprimait, ni aon visage ni sa voix ne me par, issaient 
faits pour les rendre; on eut dit une contrebasse s’essayant a des effets 
d’alto..."6 Edouard has a similar reaction when ;&rah shows him her 
father’s personal notebook. ->arah b lieves that the constant rel» rences 
in it to her father’s struggle against smelting refer, in fact, to a more 
serious tailing. Edouard, who believes that the prevailing atmosphere 
in the Vedels* school is the imposition of hypocrisy in others, is forced
1. , omans. E.M., p.1064. 2. Ibid, p.1064.
3. Ibid, p.1064. 4. J.l» Eeuillets, p.1295.
5. J.l, ■Tuilleta, p.664: "Le sjuhait du romancier n’est pas de voir le
lion manger de l’herbe. Il reconneit qu’un meme Dieu a cree le loup
et l’agneau, puis a souri ’voyant que son oeuvre etait bonne’.’’
6. Homans, P.M., p.1117.
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into considering the possibility that farah’s father is a hypocrite 
himself. This idea shocks ^douard deeply.
Thus, for Edouard, all elements roust go together to fit with his own
pre-conceived ideas. This explains why idouard controls not only 
2 3characters of nis novel but also the events in it at the expense of
complexity. In so doing, Edouard will deprive hia novel of the ”cl<.irs- 
4 ••obsoux's” ol Lostoievsky, of his own and life’s ambiguity. Martin du
Gard w rned Gide against the separation of the components of his <ovel
and against concentration on subjective elements. In fact, the literary
teconiques used by Gide as wall as the two events incorporated into the 
5
novel ensure its cohesion, Edouard, however, goes entirely against 
i artin du Gard’s aavice since not nly does he wish to separate the diff­
erent aspects of people's personalities but also he goes s far b to 
reject any of life’s occurrences disturbing to his own vision of the
world.
A strong contrast to Edouard’s attitude ia to be found in that of
terharo, the realist. Of all the characters of the Fftus- onnayeurs, 
ernard is the furthest from having a pre-conceived notion of life.
Kis reactions are provoked by contact with life itself and the only cert­
ainty Bernard has is that hie doubt exists. In an attempt to capture 
life’s complexity, Bernard keeps a notebook in which he writes only those 
opinions to which he has found a contrary point of view.
On an artistic level, Bernard would like to write a book about a
person who, after listening to everyone no realisin that no-one r;rees, 
would listen only to himself and thus become immensely strong. At first 
sight, this might seem to be a Gidian procedure. However, such an 1 2 3 4 5
1. o-ra:. r’.H., p. 1021: ”’Etfiit-ce - com rendre...”
2. Ibic, p.1065.
3. '.bid, p. 1246.
4. G./?.C. Corr.l, 16th December 1921, p.176.
5. Boris’ death and the activities of the group of counterfeiters.
4 v. n. ( ' a $ %.
---------------------------------------
analysis ia by far too 3im listic. Bernard proceeds by aural observation, 
Gide by experiencing, by adopting temporarily for his own, others* points 
of view. Also, even in the last years of his life, Gide was re roached 
with being too conciliating rather than too strong.Cide hinaelf admits 
that this is the oeae except for artistic, religious and sexual luestions. 
Nonetheless, it is certainly true that the firmness of Gide’s ttitude 
towards art and religion, at least, has been brought about by openness 
to end comparison with minds which do not resemble his own.
It seems to me that the parallels to be drawn between 1m rnard and 
Gide are of lesser importance than those to be drawn between Bernard and 
Martin du Gard. Although Martin du Gard has certain strong convictions, 
as an artist he resembles Bernard in that, ’’devant le papier, le doute 
est le raaitre". Thus, even when, as in Jean hare is, I .art in du Gsrd
allows himself to express his own ideas, "un puissant desir de reater
z x 4juste...n’a cesse de ...faire belle part a 1*adversaire".
Although Martin du Gard’s concern is, in this way, to achieve object­
ivity, a short comment in the Journal des Faux-Monnayeurs shows that Gide
is against such a procedures "11 n*e3t pas bon d’opposer un personnage 
' ' 5a un autre, ou de faire des pendants..." Gide, it is true attributes 
these methods to the Romantics but the first, at least, seems equally 
applicable to Martin du Gard.
Gide’s criticism of Edouard who, despite hia rather hazy realisation
of life’s contradictions, falls into the trap of limitation, shows that
he himself wishes to live up to Martin du Gard’s wishes for a novel which 
6would reflect "cette complexite contradictoire de la vie". Nonetheless, 
Gide does not accept the methods peculiar to Bernard or ?artin du Crrd.
1. M.V.R., Cahiera 7» 29th September 194&» PP«4^-41»
2. Against religion, G.//.G. Corr.l, 9th January 1926, p.284,
3. Ibid, 7th March 1931, p.456. 4. Ibid, p.456.
9. J.P.X., p.13.
6. G./M.G. Corr.,1, 28th May 1919» p.142.
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The basis oi Gide's refusal lies in the problem of ”ecl irages.”
Gide achieves the objective presentation of his characters by perspect­
ive rather than by opposition.
%
Genevieve Idt believes that Gide falls into the trap of opposing
Aone character to another, since ’’aucun type n’apperait sans un double ou
un triple qui a*oppose a lui au moins aur un detail...a l’interi.ur de 
•*
chaque groups on joue sur les ressemblances et lea differences.” 
ltnough this is certainly the case, Gide is showing negative or i iditional
cliches of one representative character, such as the author in douard 
r.nd Ihsaavant, thereby creatin* multiple perspectives rather then imply 
opposing one point of view to another or toting a clear distinction 
between "good” and ’’bed”. Basically, therefore, the contr .dictions, which 
allow Cide’s reader to form an objective opinion of hia fictional char* 
ecters, are inherent to the characters themselves. Gide does not need
nor want to oppose one person to another since his literary 1. mp passes 
from past to present to future^ in order to light up now one now mother 
aspect of each character an<. each event.
v. The Role of the Author’s Intellect.
The place occupied by the author’s intellect in his works of «rt 
was the source of much of Martin du Gard’s irritation against Gide in
their correspondence.In the sux-Monnayeurs. Gide considers the
problems raised by one’s intelligence both on an artistic and existential 
plane.
A conversation between douard and Sophronisk bring:? up ti uestiont
1 • J1 • A • G . , p • 5 I •
c» i .it, Op. Cit., p. 9^ •
5. Gide does not always respect thia order, /or tnis reason, t ie temporal 
j resentation of the -aux-Kionnayeurs is one of the most Lu ort nt 
factors in joining the various elements of the work to products 
"l’enchevetreiaent hardi" extolled by Martin du Gerd.
4. G./M.G. Co-r.l, 7th October 1920, p.!57| 17th July 1921, p.168.
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Sophroniska, the psychologist, reproaches the majority of novelists
for the psychological shallowness of their characters, adding tnat,
"tout ce qui n’eet cree que par la seule intelligence est faux".^
ror tnis reason, bophroniska believes th&t poets come closer to the truth.
Thia point of view is to be taken in connection with her comments on the 
2
unconscious mind. These seem to suggest that >ophroniska thinks thet 
a state of inspiration, of dream-like abandonment of one’ * reason is the
.!-dt means of grasping profound truths.
Oddly, Edouard does not immediately give his point of view on this,
since he interprets .Gophreniska’a remarks as referring to the Natur?lists,
3
however, both here and leter, when Edouard discusses lyricism, one sees 
that Edouard considers that the controlling factor in one’s a >proach to 
truth should be "certaines r iaonsd’art, certaines raisons auperieurea".^ 
Thus, Edouard is a conscious artist who submits reality end feeling to
rrtiatic iem&nde.
In itself, this ia an acceptable position but is not free from certain
risks, Gide points briefly but significantly to one of them when he
w ites of Gheridanisol*s decision to allow Boris to j in the Confrerie
des hommea forts;
•••comme il advient souvent dans une entreprise,
Gheridanisol songea beaucoup moins a la chose 
meme qu’aux moyen. de la fairs reusair; ceci 
n’a l’&ir de rien, male peut expliquer bien des 
crimes. 5
✓
Gheridanisol is equivalent to the artist who allows "artifice” to
6conquer "art", who has iorgotten th<t the modus operondl is but one link
in ..n it.dissoluble chain of events and that artistic, intellectual end
moral preoccupations must all be Lound together to form a whole. Gheridan­
isol use., his intellect et the expense of all feeling to mrke 3oris commit
1, I', F.K, , p.1075.
2. Ibid, p.1075.
5, Ibid, p.1185: "Je consena - d’abord."
4. Homans, F.r.., p.lQYC.
5. Ibid, p.1258.
6. N.A, <•, p.57.
---------------------------------------------------------------- —------------
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a tragic act, Gide thua raises the question of the author’s responsib­
ility. The author, according to Bernard, is he who cannot act because
he writes whereas, according to Olivier, "Les oeuvres d’art sont des 
actes qui durent."^ Works of art last because of the reactions tney
roduce in their readers. Gide recognises the&uthorh. responsibility 
2lor the consequences of his influence, but is always careful to show
the r ader the dangers of certain attitudes towards life. .s ran^ois
Mauriac remarks on Lafcadio;
✓
...tout poison guerit ou tue selon la dose, 
et selon le tempferament qui le recoit...
La mission de Gide est de jeter^des torches 
dans nos abimes, de collaborer a notre exaraen 
de conscience. 5
loris, it is true, is ready for death, but Gheridanisol, unlike Gide 
offers no warning, deprives his influence of any humanity and ives strength
to Gide’s words on Dostoievsky behind which there is an artistic message.
\ •• s
L*enfer, d’apres .ostoievski, c'est...la region 
intellectuelle...L’intelligence, pour lui, c’est 
prfecisement ce qui s^inuividualise, ce qui s’oppose 
au royaume de Dieu, a la vie eternelle, a cette 
beatitude en dehors du temps, qui ne s’obtient que
par le renoncement de 1*individu, pour plonger
dans le sentiment d'une solid;-rite indistincte. 4
Edouard, the novelist, is conscious of the ill effects of too intell­
ectual an approach to his art. he has been made aware of this by hi3
friend, X, who may be compared to Martin du Gard since Edouard writes of
him, "Son conseil m'est toujours salutaire; car il se place a un point 
x 5hi vue different du mien." X haa confided his tears to Edouard that tne
latter is replacing tne true subject of his work by "l’ombre de ce sujet
1. !■ omans. p.11^0.
2. hretextes, 19&3, pp. 20-21. uoted by Claude Martin, M.A.G-., 0.445.
5. "Episodes des Caves du Vatican choisis par 1'auteur", Stock 1924.
noted in Romans, p.1575. ✓
4. My underlining. See: J.l., lt>93» p.42: "Originalite - superieurement"! 
J.l, feuillets, p.49: "Je sais - perdra”’; J.l, Lit. et I or, p.94: 
"L’oeuvre d’art est un equilibre hors du temps..."
5. Romans, E.M., p.1005.
dans / ajon cerveau”, thereby allowing "le factice” to predominate.
Edouard is convinced that the cause of this is that the basis of his
work is no longer his own personal and emotional experience as in the
past. He blames the growing abstractness nd artificiality of nis work
upon the fact that, "entre ce que je pense et ce que je sens, le lien est 
« 5rompu .
Edouard is in a situation comparable to that of Gide as seen through
Partin du Gard's eyes and hia reaction to the problem ia closely connected 
to Martin du Gard’s advice to Gide. A complete re-reading of Gide’s works
hrs convinced Martin du Gard that Gide is at his best in the ourriturea
terrestres or when, as Martin du Gard writes:
X A' x >
Votre sensibilite s*exprime sans controle severe,
• votre emotion ne se laisse pas endiguer, elle 
rayonne alors et souleve tous les coeurs autour 
d'elle. 4
:e criticises Gide, therefore, for the consciousness with which he controls 
the movement of his work, for the artificiality of auch a procecure and 
reminds Gide that the technique of a great author should remain invisible. 
Cide, in other words, is watching himself write, in Martin du Gard's 
opinion.
X
In fact, as is shown in an article written by v,ide on . aurice Lean’s
Le Livre du ; etit Genaelettre,° Martin du Gard is que .tioning Gide's 
sincerity aa a writer. The fundamental question raised by Gide in his 
article is that of ”1 * impossible co-existence de 1'intelligence et de la
X f n A A
sincerite” ', since:* "Etre intelligent, etre conscient, c'est ne pas 
col’ncider avec soi-meme.” ®
1. Homans, F.M., p.1003.
3, Homans. F.M., p.1003.
Gide came to believe that he had been guilty of this in Les : aux- 
ionnayeurs. jee: above, Chapter 4 p.252, Note 1.
4- G./M.G. 'Corr.l, 17th July 1921, p.lo8.
5. Ibid, pp.167-168.
6. La Bevue Blanche, 15th February 1900. Quoted by Claude Kartin, CAG, 
452. Maurice Lfcon at the age of just over twenty committed suicide. 
Gide deals with the motivation of this act in his article.
7. MAG, p.452.
8. Ibid, p.452.
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r. douard ia prey to this very dilemwv but fails to find the solution 
which it is in his power to find according to his own judgement of
himself:
Eon coeur ne bat que par sympathie} je ne via que 
par autrui; par procuration, pourrais-je dirs, par 
epousi ille, et ne ne^aens jamais vivre plus intenss- 
ment que quand je m'echappe a moi-meme pour devenir 
n’importe qui. 1
The alternative solution for -douard would be to observe life closely
and absent himself from his work as an objective novelist. Edouard,
however, shuts hia eyes to reality just as Gide, on his own admission, did 
2until the a6e oi forty. Moreover, hia claims to being able to inhabit
identities other than his own is unfounded. Thus, Edouard is inca able
of penetrating the true reasons for Laura's apparent reserve." Also,
in spite of his insistence that:
\ f s
La ninguliere faculte de depersonnalisation qui me 
permet d’eprouver comme mienne 1*emotion d’autrui, 
me forgait presque d’epouser les sensations 
d'Olivier...4
I uouard does not grasp the Catholic Olivier’s true reactions to the
austerity of a ] roteatant Church.
Both Ecouard and Gide use their experience es the basis of their
novels. dou<j?G, however, retires more and tore into the rece: es of 
.<5 6his own mind and hie Mhabiletes" become an end in themselves. ..ide, not
without some difficulty, manages to give his characters autonomy after
entering int their feelings thereby guaranteeing the strict necessity
of the ideas they expr< as: "Get effort de promoter eu-dehors une creation
interieure, d’objectiver le sujet (avant d’avoir ; assujettir l’objet) est 
x 7proprement extenuant.”
1. Romans, F.M.» p.967»
2. p.29.
3 . Romansg • . M., p. 1076.
4 . Ibid, p.1009. 5. Gw/M.G. orr.l, 17th July, .167.
6. ee: aoove, p. 465-466.
7'. J.F.M., pp.24-25.
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This passage from the Journal dea Faux-Monnayeurs shows that Gide intends
to submit ev rything to the true subject of his work, - namely, the 
characters and that, as he protests to Martin du Gard, "je ne voudrais 
pas en avoir d’autre (’habilete’ que celle ui est exigee par 1- -ujet
meme".
douard*s mistake evokes comment from Bernard who ie against ldouard*s
Methods because, "Un bon roman s’ecrit lus naivement que cela. t d’abord
> 2 il faut croire a ce que l’on raconte,...et raconter tout simplement.”
Through Bernard’s words, one glimpses Martin du Gard’s advice to Cide^ 
not only to simplify his way of writing but also to give free rein to his 
sensitivity and to curb his intellectual enjoyment.
Bernard is quite right in his supposition that Edouard, on his own, 
will never write his book. However, his view that Edouard’s ability to 
write Lea Faux-Monnayeurs depends upon collaboration with himself is 
erroneous. By offering Edouard facts on which to write, Bernard would 
admittedly keep closer to life but would, at the same time, deprive 
Z^douard of any inner necessity and reduce him to a completely objective 
writer at best. On the other hand, Edouard is wrong to reject Bernard 
since he, himself, is quite unable to accept the facts which come directly 
to his knowledge. Bernard has a mistaken conception of the role he may 
play for Edouard while Edouard refuses to see that Bernard may help him 
at all. This misunderstanding is, to a large part, due to the needs of
Gide’s work itself: Olivier and not Bernard should be with ] douard.
Thus, Bernard must never become too intimate with Edouard. '.onetheless,
a useful contrast is to be made between Edouard’s relations with Bernard
and Martin du Gard’s with Gide. The latter are successful for two
1. G./; .G. Corr.l, 19th July 1921, p.l69.
2. j omans, F.M. , p.1095.
5. dee: above, p.475-476.
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reasons. Firstly, Martin du Gard’s advice is for rather than to Gide 
and his essential concern is Gide’s approach to art although, like 
Bernard,in relation to Edouard, he would prefer to see less subjectivity 
in the contents oi* Gide’s work. Secondly, Gide himself is ever open to 
criticism, to what differs from hia most in fact as well as in theory,
end consequently never tries to reduce the imrortrnce of -artin du Sard’s 
position or help to him.
vi. Amusement.
£
..artin du Gard’s criticism of the prponderant place of Gide’s
intellect in his works opens the way to the closely connected reproach 
2that Gide thinks too much of amusing himself when writing. This juestion 
is brought up briefly in the P.-ux-Honnayeura.
Bernard, having shaken off family bonds and read Edouard’s Journal, 
confronts life with a freshness and amusement which is literary et heart
and which closely reaembles Gide’s attitude towards his initial work on
the Faux-Monnayeurs:
lour m’introduire dans une intrigue aussi corsee, 
je suis decidement un peu je.ne. Mais parbleu! 
c’est ce qui ra’aidera...Le genant, c’est que cette^ 
histoire va devoir servir egalement Edouard; la meme 
et ne me couper joint. Bail! nou3 trouverons bien.
Comptons aur 1’inspiration du moment...5
So Gide, according to Martin du Gard, refuses to foresee the consequences
of whst he writes, preferring to work ”d’impulsion, selon le caprice ne
4l’heure **. Another point of similarity between Bernard and Gide lies in
the fact that Gide too, in order to create his story must follow the lines 
taxen by Edouard while taking care to differentiate himself and his work
1. Edouard, on the other hand, accepts X’s advice but not Bernard’s
example. z
2. This judgement is shared by Jacques Copeau, N.A.G., p.30i "’Andre 
manque d’un don essential aux vrais roraancierss il est incapatle de 
s’ennuyer’.”
$. . omans, F.M., p.1033.
4. b. . r., p.bb.
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from Edouard’s personality and artistic ventures.
Both Bernard and Gide are forced to reconsider their situation.
As Bernard’s words show, his decision to go to see Laura is motivated 
by literary curiosity. Bernard sees life through the eyes of a Look- 
lover but, faced with Laure’s undeniable pain when he reminds her of her 
situation, Bernard "coaiprenait soudain qu’il s’agiesait ici de vie reelle.••
/ X
et tout ce qu’il avait eprouve jusqu’alors ne lui parut plus que parade
et que jeu This realisation at once separates Bernard from tdouard
while, on a superficial level, he imitates Edouard’s subsequent actions.
Both Edouard and Bernard decide to help Laura, but it is the latter who
truly helps her since he commits himself entirely, if temporarily, to her.
fy this decision, Bernard chooses to devote himself to life and resolves 
2the problem of intelligence and sincerity by action and devotion.
Gide, who is only too ready to drift, as was Bernard, is brought up
short by Martin du Gard’s comments on his attempts to defend his literary 
tactics: ”Ln f. it, (sa facon...de composer) le ravit parce qu’elle 1’ muss.
Z X. Z ,
Kais j’ai beau jeu: le resultat laisse a desirer. Il ne s’en etait pas 
z 3vise, et doit en convenir.” Moreover, Martin du Card considers that the 
4best part of Gide’s work is what he has written of mdouard’a Journal.
5In light of Martin du Gard’s later comments on .-douard’a Journal," ide 
is thus wavering between subjectivity and a purely intellectual approach 
which is endangering the quality of his work. Through contact with Martin 
du Gara, Cide is constantly lead to question not only the quality .ut 1 o 
the necessity of what he writes. Gide commits himself, not to life ?s
does Bernard, but to the infusion of life into his characters and to the
establishment of the necessary connection between them. Martin du '•< rd
1. Romans, F.K., p.1034.
2. ee: above, p.475» Fomans, F.L., p.1150: ”11 n’y a pea - plus que moi.”
3. N.A.G., p.69. 4. Ibid, p.66.
5. ./K. . Corr.l, 10th October 1925, p.276.
helps Gide to think incessantly of the justification of his work just 
as Laura shows Bernard the way to justifying his life. Neither Gide
nor Bernard accept Olivier’s superficial interpretation of La ontaine’s
1 ' 
verse as "le portrait de l’artiste, de celui qui consent a ne pxtndre
✓ 2 du :;onde que 1 •exterieur, que la surface, que la fleur." Gide’s and 
Bernard’s admiration goes to those who have "un esprit d’exaraen, de 
] igiv/UQ, d* amour at e penetration ;.ati<nte»”^
Edouard also experiences the temptation to succumb to the amusement
he takes in unexpected events to the point of forgetting the true eira in 
4 ■sight. In this, he is similar to Gide who expressed his anxiety to
M rtin du Gard that hia involvement in life might have been harmful to 
5
nis work.
The end sought by Edouard is artistic as the following paneage on
Bernard shows:
Ma valise est retrouvee; ou du moins celui jp.i me 
l’a ^rise. u’il soit 1’arai leplus intime'WMlivier, > 
voi^? mi tisse entre nous un reseau, dont il j^LjUjeni| 
qu’a moi de resserrer les raailles. 6
*•'' , 7
The author’s experience of life is, aa Martin du Gard rem. rks, extremely 
important as the source of his art, but only after it has evolved enough 
in the author’s mind to become nrtistic material. Although □ouardts 
words may be taken literally, I feel that they also refer to the author’s 
task which consists in joining life’s elements into the composite whole 
of the novel. Should .douard derive too much pleasure from iucidentd 
in themselves or from hia control of them in life, then he will have failed
in his mission aa a novelist.
Gide himself, to Martin du Gard’s mind, was in danger of coxnitting
1. roKU-aa, F.M., p.ll42j "Papillon du arnasse, et serablable eux 
r.teilles// .ui le bon laton compare nos tihrrveilleo,//Je ui; 
chose lowers et vole a tout sujet,//Je v, is de fleur en fleur 11 
d’objet en objet."
2. Ibid, p.1142.
J. Ibid, p.H44> Ky underlining.
4. ibia, p.lO^d.
.G.Corr.l, 17th July 1920, pp. 151-152, and see: above, . Z33, 
b, hornans, ?.M., p.1056. underlining.
7. . . orr., 1, 22nd July 1920, p.153 and See: above,
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the first of these literary sins, due to his sudden invention of new
s
characters for quite insufficient reasons, "pour corser la scene, ?erfois 
simplement pour placer une replique savoureuse*’\
Through Bernard’s and Edouard’s reactions towards their own enjoy-
me nt of the surprises life reserves for them, one sees Gide’s anxiety 
to avoid this literary pitfall and to justify his novel in his own anc 
Martin du Gard’s eyes. ' T >
vii. Precipitation.
. ■ - '
Martin du Gard’s criticisms were also levelled against Gide’s
tendency to end his works abruptly. Martin du Gard laid this down to
the fact that the subject of each of Gide’s works prior to the sux-
Moana/eurs represented only a part of what Cide had to say with the 
2consequence that Gide’s enthusiasm inevitably waned.
This aspect of Gide’s writing is considered briefly and ironically
in the ?aux-Xonnayeur a. lassavant, conscious that Olivier has riot
enjoyed ni3 book, La Barre fixe,^ hastens to denigrate it by ex ] j dng
that he wrote it too quickly as he was thinking ell the time of his next
booE. j i.sbcvant exclaims: ’’.nJ celui-la, per exem le, j’y tiens. J’y
tiens beaucoup. Vous verrez..."^ One is reminded of Gide’s irritation 
* . 5
witn La iorte etroite caused by the fact that his state of min while 
writing it was more in tune with the Caves du Vatican or again of Tide’s 
promises to Martin du Gerd that his disappointment in L’oole des r: mes-, 
will be amply compensated for by Oedipe.
. On a dif1 erent but equally disastrous lev>1, Edouard is prone to 
too much haste. Thus, his return from Seaa-Fe to Paris r.ly
1. N.it.G• , p • 6 0.
2. Gi/.;.G. Corr. 1, 22nd July 1920, p.154.
>, This very title seems to mock Tassavant’s claim triat his next book 
will be entirely different.
4. romans, F.M., p.1044.
5. G./Gheon Corr.2, 28th July 19O5» p-805; .September 1908, p.700; 
20th April 1909» pp. 717-718.
• P , ' ; 3&, Bjp.
______________________ _
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evokes hia own comment: ”Ma precipitation toujours me fera devsncer -
Z A x x
l’appel. Curioaite plutot que xelej desir d*anticipation. Je n’ai 
j.mais su coraposer avec ma soif." douard’a impatience is therefore 
due to his desire to provoke action. The events which are precimitated
by Edouard’s return to 'aria bring about the tragic, "convention*1” 
ndine of ide’s novel. owever, Edouard’s denire to hurry on events
2shows that unlike Gide, he has no 3ense of duty towards his cnar^cters. 
or does he accept his part in Boris* death since he refuses to write of
it in his novel. Edouard fails to heed his own point of view t-.at;
"...je considers que la vie ne nous propose jamais rien qui, tout mutant
A r s
u’un aboutisaement, ne puisse etre consider*, comme un nouveau point ds
•z 3depart.”
Edouard’s words are contrasted to those of his friend, X, wno believes
as does Martin du Gard, that the novelist should know how his work is
going to end and even before beginning it. The ending of Gide’s novel 
corresponds to Edouard’s designs. Gide refuses Martin du Gard’s advice 
to prolong his novel indefinitely but chooses an abrupt ending since his 
iovel must give an impression of ”1’inepuis&ble...par son elargise- ient
et par une sorte d’evasion de son contour. Il ne doit pa3 se boucler,
z z 5mais s’epsrpiller, se defaire..."
.Nonetheless, Martin du Gard's point of view preoccupies ( ide wno, in 
hie own way, is just as concerned as his friend that the ending of his 
book should not bring about the simultaneous ending of its living ossib- 
ilities. Twice, after Gide refuses Martin du Gard’s advice, he come3 
back to the subject of the end of his novel. Firstly, Gide juftifiea
1. - omans. F.M., p.1112.
2. Ibid, p.llll.
3. Ibid, pp. 1200-1201. My underlining.
4. C./X.G. Corr.l, 30th January 1931, p.438.
5. J.F.M., Qth March 1923» p.83. It is interesting to note that, while 
Gide wishes the elements of his work to scatter, M, rtin-du Gard, by 
means of Antoine Thibault’s Journal, causes his work, Lea, Thibault, 
to "become undone" by reducing its elements to nothingness r t the 
moment of Antoine’s death. At the same time, the ending of Martin 
du Garu’s work is also "un nouveau point de depart" since ntoina’H 
journal w&a written for his nephew, with the aim of influencing a new 1
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the fact that he does not prepare ua for Boris’ death since, ”0n verse 
< / 1dans le .norne, par exces de preparation,” This seems to condone ilartin
du Gard and Jacques Copeau in their belief that, when Cide becomes bored
with his creation, he is incapable of substituting hard work for ent'nusi- 
2sm. ^hereafter, Gide dismisses his anxiety over the lack ol proportion 
3 ,of the two parts of his novel by claiming th&t hasty endings please him.
.Ie compares hia books to the art of the sonnet where quatrains give way 
to triplets. oreover, Gide argues, it is an insult to the reader to
indulge in lengthy explanations when, ”L’imagination jaillit d’autant plus
Z Z z 4haut que l’extreraite du conduit se fait plus etroite, etc..." ide’s
’’etc...” is not misplaced since this very argument is later brought up
5and developed in hia correspondence with Martin du Gard.
On s more general level, the ’’etc.” of the artistic problem, with
which I have dealt in the Faux-^.onnayeurs resides in Gide’s correspondence
with martin du Gard which is both a preface end an appendix to Cide’s book. 
Prompted by his contact with Martin du Gard’s thought, Cide considers
both his own and Partin du Gard’s approaches to art as an integral part 
of the artistic weave of his novel. Although Gide’s refusal of certain 
aspects of Martin du Gard’s advice appears clearly, far more importance
is attached to Martin du Gard’s wishes insofar as they coincide with those
6 7of Gide himself. As Martin du Gard himself realises,1 2 3 4 5 6 7this does not 
mean that he has a purely nominal part to play for Gide. The solidity 
of C.art in du Gard’s ideas which have but one aim in mind - the betterment
of Gide’s art - forces Gide into constant reflection on hia art and into
1. J.F.M. p.85, My underlinings.
2. Seet N.A.G., p.30.
3. Gide adopts the solution of three parts foreseen in the Journal des
‘aux-Monnayeurs, p.bb. However, his conclusions on the ending of 
his novel hold good in spite of this change.
4. ibid, p.sC.
5. Gee: above, Ch pter 4» P. .2.8%. z
6. J. Penard, ” apects d’une amitie: Roger Partin du G^rd et ndre Gide**,
Revue des clencea Humaines. J anuary-i’arch 1959» p.82: ” ide avoue
n’avoir 6coute les conseils de Partin du Gard que lorsqu’il les 
sentait aller dans son propre sens.”
7. .G., p.69.
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a more conscious knowledge of what he himself expects from the ?eux-
Monnayeurs.
As I hope to have shown, Edouard's portrayal is not nearly as 
1
subjective as 1*artin du Gard thought. Gide puts on douard*s shoulders
the mistakes which Martin du Card and he himself wish to be avoided in
the Faux-Monnayeura. In this way, Gide's own novel gains in power to
such an extent that Xartin du Gard's admiration even goes to procedures 
2which seemed most suppect to him in Gide's art. Martin du Gard has 
thus served Gide in the way he wished toj by his control, Cide's indivi­
dual qualities have been strengthened for the better. Alone, Gide's 
qualities might have become faults or impediments to his novel. Gide 
himself recognises this fact when he writes of Martin du Gards
...il fut le seul que je consultai, et dont 
j'appelai les conseils: je ne notai que ceux 
contre lesquels je regimbai, mats c'est que je 
suivis les autres - a oomaencer par celui de 
reunir en un seul faisceau les diverses intrigues 
ues aux-donnayeura qui, sans lui, euasent peut- 
etre forme autant de 'recits* separea. Et c'est 
pourquoi je lui dediai le volume. 3
The 1aux-donnayeura helps both Gide and Martin du Gard towards a 
better fcrasp of what constitutes Gide's artistic genius and ia responsible 
not only for Martin du Gard's modifying his views but also for the intens­
ification of literary dialogue in the correspondence. Henceforth,
artin du Gard will spur Gide on to achieve objectivity by his own means, 
z 4"une serie de subjectivites", but will maintain his insi. tnne on the 
z 5
need to motivate his artistic "habiletes”. Moreover, certain questions
considered or foreseen in the 1 aux-.Monnayeura by Gide appear in the corr­
espondence where Gide expresses himself with some firmness.
1. G./M.G. Corr.l, 16th December 1921, p.176? 10th October 1925, P.276.
2. The abrupt ending and the author's intervention, G. . • Corr. 1,
1st darch 1923> G./M.G. Corr. 1, 8th March 192% p.256; G./ .G. Corr.l 
7th June 1925, p.267l G./M.G. Corr.l, 16th October 1925, p.274.
3. J.l, 17th April 1928, p.879. Quoted in G./K.G. Corr.l, p.686.
4. M.V.R., ^ahier^s_^, p.l>5.
5. G./M.G. Corr.l, 17th July 1921, p.l67.
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Glde'a dismissal of himself as a realist novelist while writing
the Faux-Monnayeurs* has repercussions on the exchange of letters in 
o
1928 concerning Martin du Gard's art. Gide's decision to work by a
series of subjective elements is motivated by the fact that:
Froceder au^rement, ce serait partir, rauni de deux 
ou trois idees simples et grosses, pour une sorte 
de raplde excursion. Ce serait passer, dans la 
plupart des cas, a cote du partlculier, de l1 2 * 4individuel. 
de l'irreguller - c'est-a-dire, somme toute, du plus 
interessant. 3
The question of the "partlculier" which held such an important place in 
Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gard is thus clearly formulated in
the Faux-;;onnayeurs.
The link between Gide's work and his correspondence with Martin du 
Gard is indissoluble. Gide's habit of working before Martin du Gard's 
photograph is symbolic of his constant attention to Martin du Gard's
high ideal for his art. Martin du Gard is present in Gide's mind as 
he writes and, once Gide has finished a work, he depends to a large extent 
on the fullness and perspicacity of Martin du Gard's comments in order 
to form his own judgement of his work.
Because Martin du Gard is capable of recognising that part of himself 
which influences his advice to Glde^ and because, in consequence, he is 
ready to adjust his opinions the better to suit Gide's artistic needs, 
his dialogue with Gide never falters and is of constant benefit to both 
men. Gide's need for Martin du Gard is permanent and not temporary as 
was the case with Claudel and Jammes who wished to impose upon Gide er
1. M.V.R., Cahiers 4, 21st October 1922, p. 158.
2. See: above. Chapter 4» pp. 26^-2 71 •
5. Introductory quote to Chapter 1, Fart three of the -aux-vonnnyeur? 
taken from Lucien Febvre's ba Terre et 1'Evolution humaine, Romans,
F.M., p. 1112. ’iy underlinings. Gide's Interest in the "particulier" 
is also shown by the fact that Edouard, who fails as a novelist, 
prefers to ignore any details which surprise him. See: above, pp.4^^‘4^
4. See: Intro., G./M.G. Corr. 1, p.36, where Martin du Gard comments 
on his letter of the 22nd July 1920: "'Amusant...cet effort ingenu 
pour convaincre Gide d'ecrire Lea Thibault'."
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Valery who so rarely wrote in terms of Gide. Of the four men,
Martin du Gard alone accorded all his interest to all aspects of Gide's 
character and, hence, to the totality of Gide's work and to his complete
figure as an artist
CONCLUSION,
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GOSCLbSION.
Although thia thesis ia far fron being an exhaustive study, it is 
to be hoped that it has achieved ita purpose: to have given adequate 
proof of the fact that dialogue in the correspondences is iui integral 
«art of Gide’a personal and artistic development, which contributes to
a deeper understanding of Gide’s works.
It has been seen that the links uniting Gide’s correspondences to
his literature are twofold. Firstly, Gide's changing attitude to 
dialogue, which I traced in my Introduction, is to be discerneu in his 
correspondences and, thereafter, in his works. secondly, dialogue in 
the correspondences is of primordial importance in helpin, Cide to clarify 
and develop his concept of art, which is the very foundation of all his 
literary writing.
.ince these are the two unifying factors of this thesis, it is not 
out of place, at this point, to summarize what has been learnt both of 
the progress and the sources of dialogue in the correspondences. hese 
two points will be considered separately. .Such a division is, to some 
extent, artificial, since form and content are necessarily int^rdeoer.dant, 
I have, nonetheless separated the two primarily to achieve greeter 
clarity but also to make for a more objective appraisal of the Knowledge 
of Gide the man and the artist, which is to be gained from his corres­
pond© ‘xe a.
In reviewing the repercussions of the changing nature of Gide’s 
attitude to dialogue upon the presentation of ideas in his works, I ;>hall 
respect the order established by the previous chapters of this thesis: 
Gide*K correspondences with Valery, Jammes and Claudel will e lollowed 
by that with 'artin du Gard.
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Gide’s decision to adopt a literary career was due to his coeviction 
that only in art could he resolve the problem of hia contradictions and 
bring an end to his feelings of isolation in a world which did not always 
"reflect" him faithfully.
'Hie firat pages of Ciders published Journal consecrate hit decision 
2to become an artist dedicated to the discovery of his true self. Such 
on intent is clearly the outcome of Gide’s youthful, religious examin­
ation of his conscience. Nonetheless, as Daniel /outote remarks, between 
a religious and an artistic vision of oneself, there exists a profound
difference:
Le mysticisms religieux peut s’accoraplir dans la 
solitude: une vocation litteralre ne le peut pas, 
elle implique la communion avec les hotamea et tout 
un materiel de communication a decouvrir. 5
✓
ide’s correspondence with Valery constitutes one of ide’; first 
steps towards making contact with others in order to establish his "lit­
erary vocation " rorapted both by the need to find himself and by his 
desire to "make" literary friendship, Gide seeks communion with hi friend
Unwilling to accept that the true value of his relationship with Valery 
\ x 4lies in “le probleme ae la difference". Gide determinedly but uistortedly 
ecnoes his correspondent, while becoming more and more aware that his and 
Valery’s ways must remain parallel.
The positive knowledge that Gide gains of himself and of his contact 
w:th others, through correspondence with Valery, is transposed into the
. x; ite du rcisse. Because of the threat Valery presents to ''ide’ 
artistic vocation, Gide realises that there can be no communion between 
them and that the assumption of his liter&ry role must cause him, in the 
end, to react against Valery.
1. ee: above, introduction, p.l6.
2. Bee: Moutote, op. cit., pp.6-7.
5. Ibid, p.6.
4. G./V. -orr., 25th October 1899, p. 559.
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or thia reason, Valery’s and Gide’s own concepts and images are
z
juxtapos d in the Traite. Gide has not abandoned all hope of contact 
with others but has seen the danger such contact may present to nis art, 
Provisionally, Gide has, as it were, placed himself beside the other, 
contemplating and taking into consideration a position which can never 
become part of his own experience. This too, is the role adopted by 
.^rcisse who overcomes the temptation to seise his own image, preferring 
to observe and oortray the essence of the world’s phenomena.
z
I have already expressed my belief that /dam’s role in the ^raite 
is much wore indicative than that of Narcisse of Gide’s future development. 
N^rcisse is a passive observer. Adam, by h s revolt, points to Gide’s 
active absorption of others* emotions and thoughts in order to portray
them authentically but also as a means to consolidating his bondr with
the outside world.
Initially, therefore, Giae's correspondence with Jamaes is to t 
viewed in the same context as that with Henri Gheon. <ide, the future
author of Kenaique and the Kourrlturea terrestres, wishes to absorb
sensations and feelings but also to share them. Others are seen as links
2 ' ’ '
vita Gide who would like to join forces with the outside world.
Having affirmed this in the Hourritures terrestres, Gide, "etr< de 
dialogue”, must explore, in a critical way, what he has accomplished 
personally and artistically. Gide’s dialogue with Janaes and later with 
Claudel becomes one with himself in the world, as an artist. Uncritical 
tcceptinoe of oneself and absor tion of "matieres etr^ngerea" urt < lied 
into question by Gide through dialogue with his Catholic correspondents, 
who also provoxe him into thought upon the role he has to play on e< rth.
1. See: acove, Chapter 5, pp. 375-376.
2. G./J. Corr., Kay 1693, p.33: "...sentir est une education et nous
devons 4duquer les autres, leur apprendre et patlemment a nous 
end nd of 1694, p.37: ’’...tout mon etre vous accomiagne, vous e
me eutprenea meme plus, tant je vous comprend»< naturel."
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The nature of Gid^e dialogue with Jammes and Claudel — who represent 
the voice of dissent in Gide’s dialogue with himself - affects the present­
ation of ideas in Le Re tour de 1* Enfant pro digue and Les. C ve/au Vatican, 
in the first of these works, Gide uses dialogue form, each char ct».r 
expressing himself in a different way. This means .>nger,
as in the Traite, beside the other but both inside &nd outside him. Gide 
has, in other terms, benefited from his ability to absorb others' feelings 
but also from hia criticism of this very capacity, which has allowed him 
to portray more objectively.
In the Caves, dialogue is also a Gidian device for the presentation 
of ideas but the behaviour of his characters is equally important ln 
informing his readers of their attitudes. Gid. is now outwith the other, 
intent, certainly, on portraying his ideas authentically but without 
sympathy.
Through his contact with Jammes and Claudel, Gide primarily attains 
self-knowledges Gide has learnt that he must accept himself but only 
with all his contradictions. Just as important, however, is the k .owledge
ide „;ains of his relations with others. Gide no longer fears wle 
problems de la difference", but now looks to the other as "une in ication 
sur lui-meme" which is often "de sens contraire". Only in this Way, 
mey Gide attain self-acceptance without falling into complacency.
When Gide begins to correspond with Martin du Gard, he is ready to
assume hia entire personality, to achieve "like Rousseau, *une harmonie
2 < cui n* exclue pas se dissonance**'. Dialogue with “artin du Gard is 
Gide's insurance against creating harmony by suppressing "dissonance" 
but is also representative of the final consolidation of Gide's bonds
with the outside world.
1. J./V.y Corr., 25th October 1099, p.359*
2. Andre Gide, Dostoievski. O.C., XI, p.294. Quoted by George Brachfeld,
op. cit., p.54.
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Gide is ready to accept hia differences from others, confident 
that one’s very individuality is the sian of one’s authenticity, hut,
at the same time, expects his closest friends to belong to the same 
"spiritual family” as himself. This, as Paul Iseler points out, does 
not imply a lack of ’’oppositions de pensee*’, but rather fund mental 
similarity in the ”reections de 1’esprit en face des srobleme^ cue lui
• XX
osent 1 art et la vie, c’est-a-dire la maniere dont 1*esprit accueille 
les donnaes, et la maniere dont il aborde la solution.Martin du 
Card and Gide, despite their many and fruitful differences, belon, toe 
the same ’’spiritual family” by the honesty with which they unfailingly 
inve. tignte tneir own and others’ experience in a constant effort to
guarantee their personal and artistic integrity.
Bee use of thia, Kartin du Gard is the perfect correspondent for
the final stage of Gide’s development. He brings ”une aorte de pond- 
eretion saluteire, un controls”^ to the self-assurance Gide has ined 
both individually and as regards his relations with others. Dialogue 
with Rartin du Card ends only with Gide's des-th because rrtin du Gard 
ia intent on seeing Gide reach self-fulfilment without stagnating.
Velery, Jammes and Claudel were suitable correspondent, tor a part only 
>f Gide’s development. Gide’s correspondence with Martin du Gard
coincides with his maturity.
The presentation of ideas in Les f‘aux-Monnayeurs is related to Gide’s 
dialogue with Martin du Gard. The variety of points of view expressed
4
in Gide’s work, together with their inherent criticism, form a patchwork. 
Cide has thus mingled his own and others’ opinions in an orderly, c-it- 
ical way. He and Martin du Gard are united in the artistic we ve of 
baa Ffauy-Mo nnay eura. By his work, by his dialogue with M rtin du Gard,
ide has found a solution not only to the problem of his own contra dictions
1. Paul Iseler, op. cit., p.60.
2. ’bid, p. CO.
5. G./i . . Corr.2,7th July 1950, p.492.
4. ,ee: above, napter 5» p.448 ,.
_____ "■ C .-4, _
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but also to that of the dichotomy between his own experience and life 
at large.
The progress Gide has made may well be summed up by considering
two pages from Gide’s correspondence with Georges Liraenon, Xn . letter
written on about the 15th January 1959» Limenon writes to Gidei
fit voila qu’il faut que je vous avoue tout de suite 
le plus difficile, le plus dangereux. Je suis conscientj 
,orriblement conscientj Conscient &u point que, depuis mon 
plus jeune age, j’ai annonce, avec lea d. tea, lea etapes 
do aa c rriere... t depuis l’age de dix-huit ana, je sais
ue je veux etre un jour un romnncier con,let et je sai 
que 1’oeuvre d’un roraancier ne commence pas avant 
quarante ans au bas mot. Je dis d’un roaancier et non
* »n poete. 2
In a later letter, Gide expresses the following sentiments:
J attends encore que vous m’apportiez dans un roman a 
nonibreux personnages la perfection et la m&ttrise dont 
vous avez maintes fois fait preuve dans la construction d’un 
peraonn«ige unique. 5
oimenon’s letter might almost have been penned by the young ide, 
who on -any occasions came close to foundering because his over-critical 
watchfulness over himself <nd the world’s phenomena hindered him in his 
search to encompass and express his own richness and that of life itself, 
-nowledge, if it is not a stepping-stone to fulfilment is a danger. 
Gide’s advice to Simenon snows that he wishes the latter to progress 
from self-knowledge to self-fulfilment as he himself ha© done, - namely, 
by bringing together all his most "particular qualities’’ in order to 
attain, in his art, the living complexity so ardently desired by
1. Kampn r’ernandez, op. cit., p.126.
?'r ncis Luc sin nd Gilbert igeux, . .imenon, 1973, p. 397.
5. Ibid, letter of the 2nd Kay 194Q» p« 440.
4. another passage of self-description is also worthy of comparison to 
;e:z "Timide ou impudent. t c’est justement pourquoi j’ t«
pour ecrire cette lettre - de vive voix, ce serait faux. Automatiqu- 
ment, en face d’un partenaire, je jouerai un'x&le et 3© uevifudr i
un t.eisonnage de roman, je verrui mon part entire comae tel et sincer- 
enent je .entiraiu. La plume a la main il est plus facile c’^tre 
froid et simple."
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Fartin du Gard,
Of the role of dialogue in Gide's itinerary, < niel ouoi rites:
La pensee progress© par un dialogue du moi actuel avec 
le moi passe. L'invention de soi eat critique, JLe 
sentiment precis de sa relativite pousse le :soi . se 
verifier perpetuellenient par reference a soi. ''oute idee 
est une revelation et 8’a.<re,e au eyateme apres 
verification, devenue verite, necess virement provisoire...
Les oeuvres, comme des actes superieurs, jalonnent ce 
passage que la reflexion chan-e en itineraire. 2
Vhile correct a. a judgement on the Journal, this passage doe » not take
into account the fact th<t Gide's frame of reference lay as muci. in other
people as in himself. Dialogue with others is equally import nt to Gide 
< s a means of self—questioning, the aim of which is to find his . utuentio 
being, widened and strengthened. In the correspondences, one see. how 
Giae develops to this point, Mondoyant...pour jue, partout, vo-s puissies
A 3-ut lentiquement opparaitr^l"
Because this is Gide's iim, dialogue in his correspondence.; l.sta 
only as lon^ as it contributes to hi3 progress, the steps of which are, 
as laniel Joutote suggests, marked by Gide's literary erection. ;.e never
dialogue becomes a threat to the furtherance of Gide's search, he is 
ruthless in cutting the chords of true communication sinoe, a < 1 Iseler
writes of Gide's friendship with Louys:
/ / s♦♦•e’ert une verite oien banale> iue la creation de 
l’artiste requiert, elle, 1'intolerance; qu'elle n’est 
possible que par un acte de foi decisif, par une x
dhesion patiente et exclusive de 1*esprit a 1'Idee - 
bref, qu’elle absorbe en elle toute force, toute vie...
L’amitie de Louys et de Gide pouvait subsister aussi 
longtemps qu'elle n'entravait pas 1’expression sincere 
de l'un d’eux. Du jour ou Gide prit conscience d'un ec.rt 
entre leurs ideals...il fallait qu'il se degageat. Tant 
il est vrai qu'un createur a pour aveugle mission ae se 
devouer a sa creation...4
The creation of his personality by Gide, through inner dialo ue and 
his contact with others, is subjugated to "l'ldee", to literary cr tion.
1. G./f.G. Corr. 1, 22nd July 1920, pp. 153-155.
2. Op. cit., p.85.
3. G./Ko. Corr., 18th July 1903, p.241.
4. Iseler, op. cit., p.81.
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The correspondences, therefore, in addition to helping Gide towards 
self-discovery through dialogue, also fulfil the parallel function of 
helping him to find artistic fulfilment. The progression of Cide's 
artistic aspirations is, to a large extent dependent upon discussion 
with his literary correspondents. X hope to make this point clear ln 
the summary I shall now make of the light thrown by the correspondences
on Gide's changing attitude towards art.
Gide's correspondence with Paul Valery was instrumental in the 
discovery of the foundations of Gide's art. In the period preceding the
Tralte du Narcisse. while Gide was still uncertain about the form his
artistic vocation should take, Valery raised two questions of great 
importance. Firstly, he queried the need to write more than one book.^
Secondly, he mentioned his distaste for literature in whioh the author
2expresses himself. These two questions are considered by Gide in his
Tralte which leads him to the reelisation that the work of art must be
the "manixestation" of the personal "philosophy", "morality" and 
"aesthetics" of its creator.^ Consideration of Valery's exclusive, 
impersonal outlook on art has convinced Gide that the basis of his own 
art must be quite the opposite.
Some years after the publication of the Tralte du Narcisae, Valery 
adds to the questions he has already raised, by explaining that his only 
interest lies in "le mots Fin".^ In reply to this categorical state­
ment, Gide makes it quite clear that he has no desire to reach any def­
initive aim, so attached is he to the notion of relativity, to the
5
exploration of all the possibilities within him.
1. G./V. Corr., 15th April 1891, pp. 79-80.
2. Ibid, September 1891, pp. 125-126.
5. Ibid, 5rd November 1891, ?• 154.
4. Ibid , 10th November 1894» p. 217.
5. Ibid, llth November 1894* P* 219.
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The same question is later raised with more specific reference 
to art. Valery, because he rejects "quoi que ce soit de slngulier", 
wishes literature to become "un problems, une application" in scient­
ific method. Gide instantly attacks Valery's viewpoint, horrified at 
the thought of the lack of originality and sensitivity in the end-products 
to which such an artistic system would give rise.
Comparison and dialogue with Valery has helped Gide to know both why 
and how he will fulfil his artistic calling. Gide now realises that he 
needs literature in order to express his relativity or, as he puts it,
in order to adopt "toutes ses peaux".
z
While Valery is intent on reducing art to a system, which would 
exclude all individual characteristics, Gide would like to be the poet- 
artist he sees in Goethe. In other words, Gide does not wish to sep­
arate personal inspiration from artistic control.
Gide*s route, in contrast to Valery's "End", will always be essent­
ially artistic but also, profoundly per. onal and undulating. Valery's 
absolutism has helped Gide to realise that this route will entail some
compromise, because he wishes to mingle his attributes.
In Gide's correspondences with Jammes and Claudel, one sees Gide
attempting, not without some diffloulty, to achieve this on a practical
level. Before and during the writing of the Nourrltures terrestres,
the poet in Gide gains the upper hand. He is attracted to Jammes'
5
"sincerity" in painting "sensations" in verses in which "le naturel 
etourdit comme un air trop rar^fie”. Nonetheless, as Gide's explanatory 
letter to Albert Mockel shows,' Gide has not lost ell sight of the artist
1. G./V. Corr., 16 th October 1899» P« 556.
2. Ibid, p. 556.
5. Ibid, p. 219.
4. G./l. Corr., 11th April 1928, p. 109.
5. G./J. Corr., May 1C95, p. 55*
6. Ibid, Autumn 1894* P* 214.
7. G./Mo. Corr., 12th October 1897• P* 214.
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in him since the Nourritures is based on a controlling idea as Jammes 
perfectly well understood.1
In Cide'8 evolution up to the Nourritures. one must see less "Une 
vive critique de l’ldee, germe de iievre, cause de mort", then an 
attempt to fuse his living experience to his philosophy, his poetic 
lyricism to classical control. In Lea Nourritures terrestres. Gide
achieves this.
The need to explore the philosophy of his work critically draws
Gide gradually away from poetry to follow the artist’s principle that:
"L’oeuvre d’art, c’est une idee qu’on exgere...La phrase est une 
z 3
excroissance de l’idee." Two letters to Jammes prove that he intends 
the artist in him to take precedence over the poet, as ocours in
L*Immorallate.
The period of artistic sterility following this work seems to me to
be partly due to the fact that Gide has become caught in the vicious oircle 
5of his own thought, as he writes to Jammes, and partly because he can 
find no source of renewal in deeply felt experience. Between gardening 
and the peace of married life, Gide is far from conceiving his next work.
No doubt because of the void ceused by his artistic problems, Gide
considers writing "un livre subit'1 3 4 5Daniel Moutote rightly believes that 
7Gide wishes to go on to more objective expression, but is dragged back, 
after L*Immoraliste. "comme malgre lui, a 1*expression de ses emotions".
Gide, according to Moutote, is torn between the "will" to write objectively
and hi3 innate "sensitivity". This conflict turns Cide’s Journal of 1902 
into a constant meditation on "sa vertu creatrioe", in Moutote*s opinion.
1. G./J. Corr., 19th June 1897. pp. 111-113.
2. Moutote, op. cit., p. 67*
3. J.l, Lit. et For., p. 94*
4. G./J. Corr., /ugust 1897» PP. 12O-121x "Je auis - d’amour", and
1st December 1897• pp. 129-130’ "Tes lettres - avoir."
5. Ibid, May 1902, pp. 188-189.
6. Ibid , 12th April 1902, p. 185.
7. See: G./Gh^on Corr. 1 & 2, May 1903. p. 518, and 7th February 1905, P*'6 7 8 9’
8. Moutote, op. cit., p. 138.
9. Ibid, p. 123.
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Gide’s creative ’’virtue” consists in conforming his mode of life 
to the work which he is writing or, in other words, of bringing artistic
control to his own experience. As Daniel Moutote points out, all Gide’s 
attempts in his Journal to produce the frame of mind necessary to writing 
an objective work come to nothing.
Gide is not yet ready for such a venture. His attempts to revive 
his creative "virtue” by seeking a source of inspiration in his own past 
also seem, at first sight, destined to fail. Gide’s Journal of 1904 
and his correspondence with Gheon of 1905 tend to show that Gide ia 
nowhere near achieving the qualities required to write La Porte etroite. 
Having "danced" on one "foot" in L’Immoraliste, Gide still seems incap­
able of finding his other "foot" in order to "purge" himself of the last 
vestige of his youth.
It is through his correspondence with Jrmmes and later Claudel that
Gide manages to return to the paths of artistic "virtue". To Jammes,
Gide writes of his nostalgia for his role as poet, painter of La Roque- 
2Bai^nard and "cet unique amour qui parfuma ma vie". In Claudel, Gide 
finds an example of his own belief that "le probl&ne du createur consiste
a faire collaborer les puissances plastiques du genie artistique dans
/ / 3l’acceuil d’une experience profondement sentie”. This example is,
however, as Daniel Moutote points out:
...ambigu, a la fois a suivre et a fair, des droits de 
ce qu’il nomme lui-meme ’le poete*, c’est-a-dire l’etre 
inspire, /vertissement par rapport au msrasme dont il 
souffre, et qui 1'encourage a accorder une part accrue 
dans l'oeuvre aux donnees de 1*existence. Avertissement 
par rapport au lyrisme, et qui lui permet, conformement 
a son propre genie, de reserver un r6le plus important 
a la discipline qu*impose 1' 'artiste* conscient. Maia 
en tout cas 'ebranlement* de l’etre et provocation au 
travail. 4
1. G./Gheon Corr. 1, 14th September 190J, p. 544» "J’ai la tete lourde 
de projetsj je me fatigue a les porter et cherche quelle forme de 
vie cet hiver pourra ma mettre en mesure et en demeure de les extraire 
de moi-m&ne,"
2. G./J. Corr., 10th March 1904, p. 210.
5. Moutote, op. cit., p. 145.
4. Ibid, p. 145.
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J mraej and Claudel have therefore encouraged Gide to find the 
equilibrium necessary to artistic production. They have, by their
positive example* helped Gide revive the poet in him, £y reaction,
z 1because, as Andre Malraux wrote, "Ils n’admirsient pas aasez Poussin",
Gide is convinced of the need to control his art, leaving nothing to 
chance or to divine inspiration.
Gide's correspondence with Valery brought Gide to the realisation 
that, in his art, he wanted a compromise. The parallel existence of 
Adam and Narcisse in the Tralte testifies to this fact. Gide's correspon­
dences with Jammes and Claudel throw light on Gide's struggle to allow 
expression both to the artist and to the poet, unable for several years 
to combine the two, Gide's reaction against Jfmmes and Claudel enables 
him to do so in Le Betour de 1'Enfant prodigue which is a critical response 
to the limitations of the two Catholic writers* artistic positions, a
criticism which allows Gide to find a solution to his own artistic
problems, by writing with both his "heart" and his "reason."
I tend to disagree with Daniel Moutote who believes that La Porte 
etrolte is Gide's answer to his Catholic correspondents.1 2 3 The links 
between Le Eetour de 1'Enfant prodigue and Gide's correspondences with 
jammes and Claudel are quite specific. Moreover, this work is clearly 
a solution to the problems Gide experienced after B'Immoraliste both in 
giving voice to his own experience and in achieving more objectivity in
his art.
By its criticism of art as the exaggeration of an idea^ but also as 
lyricism which leads to the abandonment of personal effort, Le Ketour de 
1'Lnfant prodigue does too point to the fact that Gide is now truly
1. M.V.R., Cahiers 4. p. XXI.
2. Moutote, op. cit., p. 167.
3. J.l, Lit. et Mor., p. 94.
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ready to mingle art and poetry. Le F.etour de l'.nfant i-rocsi-yue also 
consolidates the role of the artist, of which Gide had earlier dreamt,^ 
as an inciter to revolt*
Having firmly established his artistic position, working to achieve 
it through dialogue, and having paid his debt to the past with La Porte 
etroite, Gide is free to go on to the objectivity of Les Caves du Vatican, 
in which he can let the "conscious artist” work without qualms of comp­
letely losing sight of the poet in him or of being overcome by his own
"sensitivity".
After writing the Caves. Gide, encouraged by Martin du Gard, turns 
to the artistic problem of expressing the mingling of his attributes and 
experience. Since Gide Intends to write his first novel, the terms in 
which he writes to his friend axe no longer psychological, as with Valery, 
nor moral and religious, as with Jammes and Claudel, but literary end 
existential. Gide's correspondence with Martin du Gard revolves around 
the questions of objectivity and subjectivity, life and art.
Gide is ready to integrate in one work the painting of hiseentire 
personality but also of experience outside his ovn, while et the same time 
drawing together all his artistic resources ln an attempt to give life
to his novel.
By his encouragement but also by reaction, Martin du Gard helps Gide 
towards solving the problem of including all his personal and art1stio 
characteristics in the Faux-Monna.eurs. Gide's novel strengthens his 
conviction that he may only reach objectivity through subjectivity, 
generality through the "particulier," Yet again, Gide's contact with 
others has convinced him that no quality, artistic or personal, should
1. G./J. Corr., 1st December 1897» p. 150
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b© divorced from its contrary.
Although the Faux-Monnayeurs is Cide's artistic summum, Gide does 
not rest upon the strength of his position, since one :aore avenue remains 
open to him. On a moral, artistic level, Gide has proved that one may 
mingle one's "extremes.” Gide now attempts, in sooial and political 
action, to do the sane, in order to renew his art with an Implicit 
message. Behind all Gide's experience, lies the thought of his art 
and the years covering Gide's period of commitment to politics ere no 
exception, although Daniel Moutote seems to believe the contrary
Gide, as his correspondence with Martin du Gard shows, was orig­
inally optimistic about his ability to mingle individualism and Communism,
art and commitment. Only the overwhelming difficulties that he encount­
ered in binding these opposing concepts in an artistic weave, convinced 
him that, for once, he could not "reconcile the Irreconcilable" on a 
practical level.
Gide*8 dialogue with Rartin du Gard was of primordial importance in 
helping him to reach this decision but also kept the return road to 
Gide's art open, at a time when external pressures were drawing Gide 
farther and farther away from the paths of literature.
Encouraged by Martin du Gard, Gide accomplished the ’ouvelles
Nourritures and Thesee. These works do have a social resonance but fall
back upon Gide's artistic past rather than contributing to artistic
progress. They are not so great as Gide's former works, as Martin du 
* 2Gard points out, but do show that, in the final stage of his literary 
development, Cide has not abjured his early wish to be a poet end an 
artist, classically controlling what he has most deeply experienced.
1. Op. cit., note 5» P« 95.
2. G./M.G. Corr. 2, 6th November 1955» 55» and 12th July 1945» p. 526.
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Throughout his life* both personally and artistically, Gide worked to 
achieve "’une harmonie qui n'exclue pas sa dissonance”* by effort and 
control. Dialogue in Gide's correspondences must be considered as one 
of the primary factors In Cide's succesnully attaining his goal*
The conclusions that I have reached from studying Gide's corres­
pondences are by no means revolutionary. Nonetheless, I believe that 
certain elements have been added to our knowledge of Gide. Even in its 
restricted form, this thesis has undertaken a hitherto neglected aspect 
of Gide, - namely, that the course and contents of dialogue in Gide's 
correspondences cannot be divorced from his literary work. The findings 
of this thesis give further proof of the fact that Gide:
...vivait en art comme on vit en religion et c'est la sa 
marque authentlque, sa verite premiere et derniere. La 
vie ne lui paralt donnee que pour alimenter son oeuvre.
Les experiences de sa vie nourrissent son oeuvre. Touts 
construction esthetlque est toujours plus ou moins 
autobiographique. Maia, chez Gide, 1'oeuvre se confond 
avec la vie ou la vie avec 1*oeuvre, et ne peuvent en 
aucune maniere etre aeparees...Toute demarche est 
acceptee en vue de sa transposition esthetlque...1
In Le Journal de Gide et les groblernes du mol, Daniel Moutote has
brilliantly proved the role played by the Journal in the conception of
Cide's work, encouraging him fully to assume the frame of mind necessary 
2to hie works of art. I have already mentioned that the correspondences
also helped towards thia.
On a general level, this is true. However, the correspondences 
provide a new angle to this question. Quite apart from the incidental 
facts to be found in the correspondences which either prove that Daniel 
Moutote'a judgement is not entirely correct or show that the Journal gives 
but one side of Gide's complexity, the roles of the Journal and the
1, A. Girard, "Le Journal dans l'oeuvre de Gide", Entretiens, p. 191.
2. Seei above, Chapter One, p. 52.
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correspondences are functionally dissimilar*
Daniel Moutote indicates a variety of uses to which Gide put hia
Journal: now to make his life conform to his literary creation* now to
2 5avoid stagnating on a literary level, now to experiement structurally
or stylistically4 with a view to his next work* now to maintain his
5creative fervour.
In general, therefore* the Journal* both psychologically and stylist­
ically, Incites Gide towards literary creation. The Journal may be 
likened to a training-circuit which guarantees the authenticity of Gide*s
works.
The correspondences differ from the Journal in that they show much 
more clearly the conscious working-out of the theoretical* ideological 
basin upon whioh Gide's work reposes. Although the correspondences may
replace the Journal, by producing both the frame of mind and the style
6suited to & work, they do generally have a less practical role .to play*
By dialogue in his correspondences* Gide gains fuller knowledge of 
the foundation of his art and of his role as an artist* This knowledge 
is the seed from which his literary work grows, while the Journal helps
Gide to find the form his work will take.
In "Le Journal dans l’oeuvre de Gide*’, Al&in Girard comments:
L’oeuvre entiere de Gide offre un commentaire psych­
ologique et moral sur la creation artistique et 
pivote autour du Journal* Sans son journal et sans le 
procede litteraire du journal, son oeuvre et le «
developpement meme de ea pensee aeraient inconcevables.
It is ray contention that consideration of Gide’s work la also "unthinkable" 
without having taken into account the existing artistic reflection in 
Gide’s correspondences. The latter* moreover* go to show that Gide's
1. Moutote, op. cit., p. 91.
2. Ibid, p. 127.
5. Ibid, p. 190.
4. Ibid* p. 149.
5. Itid, p. 1%.
6. Sfee : above, pp. 496-497.
7. Entretiens, p. 185.
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work ia less a ’’commentary" than a dialogue which ia the guarantee that 
the consolidation of Gide’s artistic position in his literature ia truly 
authentic.
tore so, perhaps, than the inner dialogue of the Journal, Gide’s 
dialogue with others in hia correspondences ensures that the position he 
adopts will be one of inner necessity. Scrutiny of one’s own conflicting 
desires, as Gide himself came to realise, la a less reliable way of 
achieving self-knowledge and, hence, equilibrium than dialogue with an 
”adversary
It ia also the case that, because Gide is involved, in his corres­
pondences, in an exchange of points of view, his artistic principles 
become a living part of his experience and are in no way arbitrary nor 
divorced from life. The correspondences are therefore as important as 
the Journal, if not more so, in enabling Gids, both personally and art­
istically, to achieve authenfticity and harmony through dialogue.
In my Introduction, I mentioned that the primary aim of this thesis 
waa to explore the impact upon Gide of literary discussion in the corr­
espondences. For this reason, I have excluded any reference to Gide’s 
influence on others but feel that it would be wrong, in my conclusion,
not to make even a brief reference to this aspect of Gidian dialogue 
which w&., as important to Gide as it is undoubtedly becoming to Gidian
scholars.
The correspondences, to a greater extent than the Journal, show, 
that Gide is an active force upon others and is thus closely bound to the 
real, if literary, world. Moreover, because of the variety of Gide’s 
literary corresiondente and of the literary arguments raised in thair 
letters, the correspondences, as much aa his works, establish Gide’s place 
in French literature, proving that, even on such a general level as this,
1. See: above, Introduction, p. 15.
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Gide in a being of "dialogue.” Not only is Gide linked to the past by
his attachment to Jymbolist values,^ to his time by hia constant question- 
2
ing of his moral and artistic values, but also to the future by his 
affinities with Surrealism, committed literature or the nouveau roman.
Gide is truly "un carrefour - un rendez-voua de /s7 problemes"^ to
be encountered in art and life. Beceuse of this, hia search for dialogue,
orientated towards his works, continues through them as they touch not only 
5
"le jeune homme de Van 2000"' but the artist intent on exploring the 
problems of his trade.
1. See: Henri Clouard, Histoire de le Litterature fronpalge du 
Symbolisms a nos Joura. De 1665 a 1914, Albin Michel, 1947, p. 146s 
"Le Symbollame garde pourtant un caractere coromun au princlpe de 
toutes sea divergences: V individualisme integral."
2. See: Jacques Brigaud, Giae entre Benda et artre, Archives Andre 
Gide no.3, Archives dee Lettrea , odernea no. 154, 1972, p.3*
"Durant la premiere raoitie de ce si^cle, les ecrivains fran^ais se 
sont beaucoup interrog^s sur leur metier, sur la valeur et les 
destinees de l’art en general, sur leur propre fonction dans un 
monde qui devait etre boulaverse par deux guerrea inondiales... 
Rarement dans 1’histoire litteraire les ecrivains ont ete aaisis 
d’une telle fievre de justification."
3. Gee: R.M. Alberes, Metamorphoses du Roman. Albin Michel, 1972, 
pp. 27-48.
4. j.l, 17th June 1923, p.76O.
5. G./K.G. Corr. 2, lbth August 1955, p.42.
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The Correspondence of Andre Gide and Edmund Goaae, edited, with translations 
introduction and notes, by Linette F. Brugmans(New York: New York 
University Press 1959)
Beatrice W. Jasinski, "Cide et Viel6-Criffin: Bocuments Inedits”, Modern 
Philology, vol. LV, no. 2 (November 1957), PP. 102-123
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x-dttres lnetilteo sur 1'Inquietude moderne, introduction by Pierro An&el, 
preface by Maurice Mignon (Paris: Lea : ditions Universelles 1951)
Francle Jammes and Andre Cide* Correspondence 1895-1956« pref ce and 
notes by Robert Mallet (Gallimard 194b)..
Marcel Jouhundeau, Corree ondance avec ‘ndre Gide (Faris: Maroel Sautler 
195b)
Maurice Lime, Gide, tel que je l'ai connu (Paris: Rene Juliard 1952)
Andre Gide - Francois Mauriac, Correspondance 1912-1950* Cahiers d'Andre 
Gide no.2, edited, with notes, by Jacqueline Morton (G<llimard 1972)
Correspondance Andre Gide - Pe^uy, presented by Alfred Saffrey (peris:
L*Amitie Charles Piguy 1958;
Marcel Proust, Lettres a AndreZ Gide (Neuchatel and Paris: Ides et 
Calendeo 194b")
Rainer Maria Rilke - Andre Gide, Correspondence 1909-1926, introduction 
and notes by Renee Lang (Paris: Correa 1952)
Andre Gide - Roger Martin du Gard, Correspondance, vol, I (1915-1954). 
vol. II (1955-1951)» introduction by Jean Delay (Gallimard, 1968;
Susan Stout, Index de la Correspondence Andre Qide - Roger Martin du Gard 
(Gal1imard 1971) 1 2 * * 5 '
Andre Gide - Andre Rouveyre, Correspondance 1915-1951, edited, with 
introduction and notes, by Claude Martin (Paris: Mercure de France 
1967)
Francis Lacassin and Gilbert Slbaux, Slmenon (Pion 1975)
Andre Gide, Lettres a un sculpteur (Paris: Marcel Sautler 1952)
Andre Gide - Andre Suares, Correspot.dance 1906-1920* preface and notes by 
Sidney D. Braun (Gallimard 19b 5)""
..ndre Gids - Paul Valery, Correspondence 1890-1942, preface and notes by 
Kobert Mallet (Gallimard 19^5;
Rilke, Gide et Verhaeren, presented by Carlo Bronne (Paris: Messeln 1955)
2. Unpublished Correspondences.
/ 2 Andre Gide - Jacques Copeau 1905-194®
Andre Gide, Correspondance avec sa mere (1880-1895), edited by Claude 
Martin *
Previously unpublished material ia to be found in the bulletin des /jbIs 
d*Andre Gide, first published in 1968 (Lyon)
1. The Index contains two letters not included in the published Corres­
pondence
2. Gide's letters to Copeau are now ln the possession of Dr. Heitz.
Copeau's letters to Gide may be consulted in the Bibllotheque Jacques
Doucet. Claude Sicard is preparing this correspondence for publication
5. This correspondence is awaiting publication.
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Correspondences and Letters of Gide*s Corresondents
Patti Claudel, Francis Jammes, Gabriel Prizeau, Correspondence 1397-1938, 
preface and notes by Andre Blanchet (Gall hoard 1952)
Jecques Copeau - Roger Martin du Gard, Cor re .5^ nab nee, vol. I (1913-1928), 
vol. II (1929-1949), edited by Claude Sicard (Gall hoard 1972)
Paul Iseler, Lea Debuts d*Andre Side vus par Pierre Louya (Ed. du 
Sagittaire 1937)
Francois Mauriac - Jacques-Emile Blanche, Correspondence 1916-1942, 
edited by Georges-Paul Collet (Grasset 1976)
Henri de Fegnier, Lettres a ndre Clde (1891-1911). preface by 
David J. iiiederauer (Eros et Kinard 1972JT"
Andre Cuaree and Paul Claudel, correapondance 1904-1938, preface and notes 
by Robert Mallet (Gallimard 1951)
C. Works by Gide
1, Collected Works
Oeuvres completes, vols. I - XV (Gallhoard 1932-1959)
Journal 1889-1939, Bibliotheque de la Pleiade (Gallizard 1951)» containing:
Journal 1889-1939
Peuilles de Route 
Litterature et Morale
Morale chretlenne
La Fort de Chc.rlea-Loula Philippe
Voyage en Andorre
La Marche turque
Auaquld et tu,..? (1916-1919)
Journal 1939-1949 ^Souvenirs, Bibliotheque de la Pleiade (Gallhoara 1954), 
containing:
Journal 1939-1949 
ci le Grain ne .nourt 
Souvenirs de la Cour d*Assises
Voyage au Con»-o 
j.e atour du Tchad
Carnets d'Lgyyte 
Feuilleta d>Automne
Lt nunc m -net In te
Ainsi solt-11
Romans, Recite et cotiea. Oeuvres lyri tuea. introduction by Maurice Nodeau, 
Bibliotheque de la Pleiade (Gallheard 1958), containing, with dates of 
first publication,:
TraitS du ftarclase (1891)
Le Voyage d’Urlen (1893)
La Tentative amoureuse (1893)
Paludds (l895V
Les iiourritures terrestres (1697)
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Lea Nouvelles Kourritures (1955)
El Hadj (1899)
L*Immorallate (1902)
Le Ketour de 1*Enfant prodlgue (1907) 
La Porte etroite (l9O9)
Isabelle (1911^
Lea Caves du Vatican (1914)
La .,y%rhonle pastorale (1919)
Les Faux-Monnayeurs (1925-1926)
L*Ecole des Femmes (1929)
Robert (19305
Genevieve (1956)
Thesee (1946)
Theatre, 54th Edition (Gallimard 1951)
2. Other Works
Morceaux choisis (Gallimard 1921)
Livers (Gallimard 1951)
Interviews lmaginalrea (Gallimard 1942)
Attendu que (Chariot 1945)
Litterature ei^^ee (Gallimard 1950)
Les Cahiers d*Andre Walter, 19th Edition (Gallimard 1952)
Dostoievski: Articles et Causeries, Collection Id6es 
(Gallimard 1970)
Journal des Faux-Monnayeurs (Gallimard 1972)
D, Works by Gide’s Correspondents
1. Published Works
Paul Claudel, Oeuvres completes, Theatre, vois IX - XI (Gallimard 1955-1957) 
^Oeuvre Fo'etlque, Bibliotheque de la Pleiade (Gallimard 1957)
(L* Anno nee faite A Marie (Livre de Poche 19<?8)
Charles Du Bos, Dialogue avec Andre Gide (Paris: Au Jans Pareil 1929)
Francis Jammes, Oeuvres, vois I and III (Mercure de France 1925 and 1953)
^L’Antigyde ou KLie de Nacre (Mercure de France 1952)
Eternoires (Mercure de France 1971)
Roger Martin du Gard, Notes sur Andre Gide 1915-1951> 27th edition 
(Gallimard 1951)
<Les" Thibault, 'vols'l't m (Gallimard 1972)
6Jean Barois, Collection Folio (Galliraerd 1972)
Francois Mauriac, Memoirea interieurs (Flammarion 1959)
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Prancois Mauriac, Pouveaux Memoires interieurea (? lammrrion 1965) 
Andre Rouveyre, Le Keclua et le Retors (Faria: G. Cres et Cie 1927)
Paul Valery, Lettre a a. .Luelqu8a-Uns (Gallimard 1952)
Poesies, Collection Poeaie (Gallimard 1966)
2. Unpublished Works
Jacques Copeau, Journal
E. Critical Works on Gide and his Correapondeneea
This list will indlude works in which a chapter only is devoted to Gide,
. • ' ■ * •
Lucien Adjadji, Andre Gide: Journal (Didier 1971)
Francois-Paul Alibert, En Marge d’Andre Gide (Paris: Les Oeuvres 
Representatives 1950)
Paul Archambault, Humanite d’Andre Gide (Paris: Bloud et Gay 1946)
Enrico Bertalot, Andre Gide et l*Attente de Dieu (Paris: Minard 1967)
Christopher Bettinson, Gide- Lea Caves du Vatican, Studies in Trench 
Literature 20 (Edward Arnold 1972)
George Brachfeld, Andre Giae and the Communist Temptation (Droz et Minard 
1959)
Germaine Bree, Andre Gide l’insaisissable Protee (Paris: Societe d’Edition 
”Les Belles-Lettres" 1955)
Jacques Brigaud, Gide entre Benda et Sartre, Arohives Andre Gide no.3, 
Archives des Lettres Modernes, no. 134 (Paris: Kinard 1972)
Elaine Cancalon, Techniques et Personnages dans les Recits d*Andre Gide, 
Archives Andre Gide no. 2, Archives des Lettres Modernes no. 117 
(Paris: Minard 1970)
Centre Cultural International de Cerisy-la-Salles, Entretiens sur
Andre Gide, edited by Marcel Arland and Jean Mouton (Paris-La Hays: 
Mouton et Cie 1967)
Henri Davignon, Le la "Princesse de Cleves" a "Therese Deaqueyroux"
(Brussels: Palais des Academies 1963)
Jean Delay, Le Jeunesse d*Andre Gide, vois I and II (Gallimard 1956
and 1957) .
Ramon Fernandez, Andre Gide (Paris: Corrfea 1951)
Henri Freyburger, L’Evolution de la Disponibilite gidienne (Paris:
Ed. A.G. Nizet 1970}
Alain Goulet, Les Caves du Vatican d*Andre Gide (Paris: Larousse 1972)
1. Jacques Copeau*s Journal is the property of his daughter, 
Madame Marie-Helene Paste.
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Pierre Herbart, A la Recherche d*Andre Gide (Gallimard 1952)
Jean Hytier, Andre Gide (Paris: Chariot 1946)
Genevieve Idt, Andre Gide: Les Faux-Monnpyeurs (Paris: Hatier 1970)
G , W, Ireland, Gide (Edinburgh and London: Oliver and Boyd 1963)
Pierre Klossowski, Un si funeate D^air (Gallimard 1963)
Rene Lalou, Andre Gide (Strasbourg: Eds Joseph Heissler 1928)
Claude Martin, Andre Gide par lul-m$me (Eds du Seull 1963)
sur les Faux-Nonnayeura, edited by Claude Martin, Archives Andre Gide 
no.5» La Revue dca Lettres Modernes nos 439-444 (Paris: Minard 1975)
La Maturlte d*Andre Gide: De Paludea a L*Immorallate (1895-1902)
(Paris: Klincksieck 1977)
Claude Mauriac, Conversations avec Andre Gide: Lxtralts d’un Journal 
(Paris: Albin Michel 1951)
Henri Massis, D*Andre Gide a Marcel Proust (Lardanehet 1948)
Z x
Henri Mondor, Lea Premiers Temps d’une amitie: Andre Gide et Paul Valery 
(Monaco: Ed. du Rocher 1947)
L'heureuaerencontre de Valery et MallaraS (Lausanne: La Guilde du 
Livre 1947)
Daniel Moutote, Le Journal de Gide et les problemsa du moi (1869-1925) 
(P.U.F. 1968)
Claude Naville, Andre Gide et le Cpnununisme (Paris: Libr. du Travail 
1936)
Justin O’Brien, Portrait of Andre Gide (New ^ork and Londonj Seeker 
and Warburg 1953)
George Painter, Andre Gide: A Critical and Biographical Study (London: 
Arthur Baker Ltd 1951)
Henri peyre, Literature and Sincerity (Yale University Press 1963)
G. Picon, L'Usa^e de la Lecture, vol. II (Mercure de France 1961)
Leon Pierre-^uint, Andre Gide (Paris: Stock 1952)
Jacques Riviere, Etudes (Gallimard 1944)
Catherine Savage, Andre Gide: L*Evolution de sa Pensee rellgleuse 
(paris: Nizet 1962)
Maria Van Rysselberghe, Les Cahiers de la Petite Dame 1918-1929« Cahiers 
Andr4 Gide 4 (Gallimard 1973)
Lea Cahiers de la Petite Dame 1929-1937* Cahiers Andre Gide 5 
(Gallimard 1974)
Lea Cahiers de la Petite Dame 1937-1945. Cahiers Andre Gide 6 
(Gallimard 1975)
Les Cahiers de la Petite Dame 1945-1951* Cahiers Andre Gide 7 
.(Gallimard 1977)
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F. General Works
T. Alteres, Metaaorphosea du Roman (Paris: Albin Michel 1972)
Henri Clouard, Hiatoire de la Litterature francaise du Symbol lame a nos 
Joura de 1885 A 1914 (Paris: Albin Michel 1947)
Claude Fohlen, La France de 1*bntre-Deux-Guerrea, 1917-1939 
(Castermann 1986)
Henri leyre, La Litterature symbolists (P.U.F. 1976)
Victor Serge, Memolres d'un Revolutlonnaire 1901-1941 (Eds du Seuil 1951)
G. Articles by Gide
"L'une France nouvelle**, Combat (Do la Resistance a la Revolution), 
23rd December 1944* p.l
H. Articles on Gide and hie Correspondences
Robert Amar, "L*Homosexualite dans la Correspondance Gide-Martin du Gard”, 
Arcadia, September 1969, pp* 397-401
Claude Martin, "Gide et le singulier rotors: complements a la Correspondence 
Gide-Rouveyre",1 Australian Journal of French Studies, vol, VII, nos 1-2 
(1970), pp. 23-39
p. Rain, "Hiatoire d'une amitie litteralre. Andrtf Gide: Roger Martin 
du Gard", Ecrits de Paris, February 1969, PP* 87-93
Jean Guehenno, "L*Individu et 1'Unanime", Le Figaro, 3rd February 
1977, p.28
Louis Martin-Chauffier, "Apres le requisitoire d*Andre Rouveyre: bn tout 
autre portrait d*Andre Gide", Le Figaro litteralre, 2nd March 1967 P*4
"Un genie de la Contradiction", Le Bigaro litteralre. 18th - 24th 
August 1969* p.6
G.-P. Collet, "Andre Gide epistolier", The French Pevlev, 38 (1964-1965),
PP* 754-765
J. Kokerrasn, "Paul Claudel et Andre Gide: A propos de la Correspondance",
Les Lettrea Romanes. February 1952, pp. 57-62
Pierre, de Boisdeffre. "Gide et son Mentor". Louvelles littyrairea, 
llth April 1968, p.3 ’ ------------------------------
Albert Fabre-Luce, "Contre la Manifestation Cide", Le lamphlet, Friday,
31st March 1933• PP* 9-10
1. This article contains several letters not included in the published 
Correspondance.
fc
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Justin O’Brien, "Gide et l’Antigyde", La Qulnzeine litteraire, 
let - 15th April 1968, p.ll
Auguste Angles, "Gide-Gheon: Quarante Ans de Correspondance",
La Quinzaine litteraire, 1st - 15th October 1976, pp. 14 - 15
}>obert Ranters, "’Authenticite*" plus encore que sincerite", Revue de 
Paris, May 1968, pp. 87-95
Jose Cabanis, "Une ’collaboration* litteraire: GITS' - MARTIN IU GA D”, 
Revue de Paris, June-July 1968, pp. 105-109
J. Penard, "Aspects d’une amitie: Roger Martin du Gard et Andre Gide", 
levue des Sciences huraaines, January - March 1959» pp. 77-96
I. Miscellaneous Articles and Newspapers
Jean de Pabregues, "Restaurer le sens du sacre, reincarner les valours 
spirituelles", Demain, 7th June 1942, pp. 1-5
2L’Hebdoraadaire du Temps Present. 5th January 1940 and 14th July 1940
1. This article contains a letter not included in the published 
correspondence.
2. Originally entitled Sept,
